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THE WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL EQUITY. ACT

'WEDNESDAY, 71:114r ati, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,'
$111100111$1rITEE ox EQUAL OFFOIrf37NITIE0.

OF 711E CO704171E1 ON EDUCATION AND .1-ai4311
Washington, 'D.C.

Tho subcommitto3 met at 10 a,in.) pursuant to notice, in rixku 2261,
Rayburn Noule Office Augustus 0,11awkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Prisent : Representatives Halsiiint;-Iginki- and
(}i.R. 208, 838 tong., lit Wit)

A Bitter authorithe Secretary of Health, Iddneation; and Pfeliare to make grant' to
condo special prograits, and activities destined to achieve educational
colt, or all sty eats, men and women, and rer other related edocattonal purposes

Be ft enacted by the Smote *ad Bettie' of Iteyteseatottree of the. Cr.444
Motes of Antetion to assembled, ' H

SurtiOn 1. This Act ma)? be cited as the "Women's Educational Aet-

Sto. 2. (a) The Congress hereby Midi and declares that preeent educational
programs 14 the United States are inentitable as they 'relate to women of all
taunt:11 and ethnie groipa and limit their °fall particiPatiok in ;American
society 4'

(b) It is the purpose of this ActinOrder provide; educational eqUity for
women in this" country, to en$01110. the' develOttitnent-0, new and improved
encrienlitnis to demonstrate the WS 'et such !Otittictilitins lifinOdeVednisttitnial

trii)trattig!itniddtiettgitgtCt046:g.gizzirg:40ilir gorititt!P Teta, -
thfoUgh:nclul retintittlOa) ; 446641108 6 Would"

materials and other inforination tOftnie'ineductitiOnat WOO** t*uidiont the
Nation; to provide training :Orlogrittne Pat'entA teach other educational
personnel, youth and taldatiee'cOnlnielOtes CO 0:10 A:labor tea 0'
Mistrial and business leaders, aiid, 80066066 '00916114 itt.S,TO Statk _

and loali level ,t,fo Oroyido fot tho '04014 weine*is resource centers;
provide iinproted career.: v tional, and physieal education lirottvittuitt to'
provide for community educe OW programs; to Orlde preen* on the status,
roles, and opportUnities for ,vrOtnen in this Ode ;.004 to PrOVide for the Prer).
aration and :diseininatIon of materials fOr.uSe Plaati

(e) Nothing in this Act Shall be Cotatrned aot prohibiting MO from Participating
in any of the activities funded.

Bra 8. (a) There Is hereby established within tie Ofilice; of Education a Connell
OD Women's Educational Programs (hereinatt*r referred to an the "Onneir')
-consisting of twenty-one' members (including not less' than *Ark Women)
appointed by the President. The Connell shall consist of peraisuo hr.9.4014 rep .
resentative of the public and private sectors with dilartitarti to theV knowieds
And eZperlence relating to the role..and Statue of Wnplen in Americantan 4661ety.
and 'with- due consideration being given to geographical representation. The
Director of the Women's Bureau in the Department Of: LAW; the Chair of
the Citizens' AdvisorY Council on the Status` f

Department
time Direct** of the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare'S,Women'aAction Program shall
A*170 ex officio members of the Council. The Corincil'sball 'he. provided with
adequate staff and facilities to carryout, its duties as prescribed by this Act.



2
, (b) The Preeident *hail appoint one member of the Council to serve as itsChairman. The Chairman shall be corupeneated at a rate not to exceed theMaximum rate prescribed for grade OS--11 in section, 6332 of title i5, UnitedStates Oade.-

(c) The remaining twenty members of the COUncil shalt aerve without coin.

WO of title 6. Unit State!. Cede.; .
while actea Iy enga in the Wilkes of the COuntil'ae aUtbOila*Ebr section

telel they *hall allowed: travel and OuVehrtence Oka*pensatioa,

(d) The members of the Comte* shall .serve for terms of three yeers, eack..except that the initial appointments Shall be made in accordance; with, proceduresdesigned to allow fat the staggering-,of "riepotiltAelits ea that the member ormembers *Uwe terms expire iu any year Will he approximately the same as thenumber Of Members Whose terms eXpire in any other year,(e) The ooptail
a) ,advise the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare (hereineftet

reTrren 10.4-0, the "SeCtoietY'') concerning the adminietratian of,' prepatation.'ef, Avitetal regulations for, and Operations of,. programs . assisted underthe A.ct;
2) Make reconenendatiOne to the Secretary vvith respect to the atioaationohylundi pursuant to this Aet, with due respect to the, criteria developedto insure au 'appropriate geographiCal distribution of *Sleeved' pregrameand Projeets .througbout the Nation ; , ,(8) deVelop criteria for the establishment of program priorities;(4) develop prograina and procedures for reveivr of projects assisted underthis Act annually ; and

(5) develop and disseminate an annual independent report Of the pro.eratos and activities authorised tinder this Act. -kro. 4. (a) The Oottnell shall advise, review and make recommendations forthe administration of the programs authorised by this Act, and the coordination ,of activities within the Federal Government which are related to women'stationftl programs
(b) The Secretary shall annually preient to the Connell a design for a programof making grants, tO and contracts with, institutions of higher education, Stateand local educationil agencies, regional research organisations, and other publicand private nonprofit agepeles, organizations, and institutions (includlog Obrettelland museums) to suppOrt research, demonst ration, and pilot projects designedto fuifhi the ptorpw-es of this Act; and shall carry, out a program of grants andcontracts for Pleb purposes in'aceordancetrith the policies of the Ceundl ; exceptthat no grant may he made ether than to nonprofit, agelleY! organization, ortttution ..

run,44, aPPtc'PligltociPt grants le Oeetractkneder.this 'section shall beavailable tor (but'; of tO) , activities, ter.:
41? ..thf clOgOoi.tent. . eutOoltt*

peelers', 04itifi 141ftler; .4 Alto and community education programs ;
14). ilisaellintatlen.24 .to public and -private pre- School,

tUeP,IPPOr; teen ag010,41t) programs at all educational levels
- !I) projects Including Cotleses Stlidy,-fellowship progierns, eisetereticei,

**Oleo and inserviee-tritiniet

institutes, ,*egehOPi4 01400tkink and OP ears -(o) toteltt. 110telOrimenti, 4114 'distieminitlion of curriculums, texts andmaterials,- no hicrttninatoty ,stews; and" programs for adeeuete an¢ V&A:
diseriminatore:foeatiOnal edliCatioh".and career counseling vfotnen;- (1) deielOpMent of new and expanded PrOgrarne of physical eddcation,and
"Irio .4141;eilvtg tit*:girra4;!tirrteetlegigtle;'

1p.caocttuisyi4l tl_
ti

e

'e'44.1:14.on program, ooceropg Spelu4in specie'Pregtataa A/tit tottir,YrIts owrit.;: hiateirtalawoo. projects
. . trat14", and:ergeOlte" and employ* prrfeseianer aed other. pereehe,. ae orgahlee and participate women'sed ProstitMai

,relkendeepittation'et the .e' aue,10. riagteeni
developinent of pr attnec sing the finalebet 0001 Ikadratelettatiee peel at all ere l# nstittititig V

tattling an adequate distribution instructors, counselors, and other
), and Okierrikm0 ht obtaining and

professionals of brith sexes it educe onal institutions;
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(15) training, educational, and employment progrants for unemployed
and underemployed women ; and

(16) research and development of programs aimed at increasing the Pro-
Portion of women In fields in which they have not traditionally participated.

(d) In addition to the activities specified in this section, such funds may be
used for projects designed to demonstrate, test, and evaluate the effectiveness of
any such activities, whetner or not assisted under this Act.

(e) Financial assistance under this section may be made available only upon
application to the Secretary. Any such application shall be submitted at such
time, In such form, and containing such information as the Secretary shall pre-
scribe by regulation and shall be approved only it it

(1) provides that the activities and services for which assistance is sought
will be adtninisetered by, or under the supervision of, the aPplicant;

(2) describes a program for carrying out one or mora of the purposes of
this Act which holds promise of making a substantial cortribution toward
attaining such purposes;

(3) sets forth policies and procedures which assure that Federal funds
made available under this Act for any fiscal year will be used so as to sup-
plement and, to the extent practical, increase the level of funds that would,
in the absence of such Federal funds, be made available by the applicant for
the purpoees described In.lbis section, and in no case 'supplant such funds;

(4) sets forth policies and procedures which, insure adequate evaluation
the activities intended, to, be carried out under the application,
(5) provides for such hreal control and fund accounting procedures

,

may he necessary to assure Proper disbUrsement of and accounting, for, red-
eral funds paid to the applicant under this Act;

(6) Provides for making an annual report, and such Other reports, in "06
form and containing such information, aor the Secretary may reabonably re-
quire, and for keeping such records and affording such access thereto as the
Secretary may find necessary to assure the correctness and verificatiOn of
such reports; and

(f)-For the purposes of this section, the Secretary sball require evidence that
an organization or group seeking funds shalt have been in existence one yedr
prior to the submission of a proposal for Federal funds and that it shall submit
an annual report to the Seeretary on Federal funds exPended.The. SecretarY may
waive such one-year existence requirement where, it is determined that an ergo-,
rdzation or group existing for less than one year was formed because of policies
or practices of a predecessor organization which discriminated by sex, provided
that such organization or group'meets eligibilty standards In' other reopectio.

(g) Amendments of application shall, except as the Secretary may otherwise
provide by or pursuant to regulation, be subject to approval in the same manner
as the original applications.

Sao. 5, The Secretor)+, in cooperation with the heada of Other agehcieZ With
relevant jurisdiction, shall insofar as pratticable, upon requeot, render tech=
Meal assistance to local educational agencies, public and private nonprofit orga-
nisations, institutions at all levels Of, edneation, agenciert of State, local, and
Federal governments and other agencies deemed by the Secretary to affect the
status of women in this society. Such technical assistance than be designed to
enable the recipient agency or institution to orrery on eduCation and related Pro-
gram, concerning the status and education and the role tot wotnen'in American
society.

Soo. 8. The Secretary is authorized to make grants to, or enter into contractor
with, public or private nonprofit agencies, organizations, and other institutions
for planning and carrying out Community-oriented Mutation programs or pi*
ects on Women in American society fol. the benefit of interested and concerned
adults, young persons, ethnic and cultural groups, community and bUsiness
leaders, and other individuals end groliPs within a eommunity. Such programs
or projects may include, among other thingO, seminars, ttorkshePs, OontereaCes,
counseling, and information services to provide advice, information, or assist -'
once to individnaio with respect to discrimination Practices, and vocational
counseling, and will include information eentern designed to serve individuals
and groups seeking to obtain or disseminate information, advice, or assistance
with respect to the purposes and intent of this Act.

(a) In addition to the grants authorized under section 4, the Secretary
from the sums appropriated therefor, shall hate the authority to make grants,
not to exceed $15,000 annually per grant, for innovative approach to women's,
educational programs.
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(el itoposaiti sat/Milted by organisationS and groups, under this isection shall
be. limited to the essential information required to outdate them, unless the
Organisation or Coup Shall volunteer addltiOnal inforinatiOn.

Sao. S. In adMifilStQting the previsions of this Act, the Secretary Is authorized
to utilise the services And futilities of any agency of the Federal Government andOf any other public or private agency or institattion in accordance with appro
priate agreements, and to pay for such services either in advance or by way of
reinitAlreeroeht, ae may be agreed upen_ Th. e Setretary shall publish annually a
list and description of projects suPPOtteoll .under this Act, And shall distribttesuch list and description to interested eduoational thatitutloris, citizens' groups,
svoissen's 94411:Mations, stud Other institutions or organizations and individuals
involved in the edtikation, status, and role of women.

,Sso. PaYmente'tindet this Act may be made in installments and in advance
by way otreimbursement, with necessary adjustments on account of pre-

Sao. 10. As used n this Act, the term "State" incltkdee (in Addition t6 the BO-
*Sou* made ororroests or underpaymenis.

eral States Of e "Unien) th Commonwealth of Ptierto Rice,' the Distrkt of
Columbia, Ottylb, ;American Samos, the Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territoryof the Pacific lielandS

Sac. 11. There is authorised to be apPropriated not to exceed $15,090,400the fiscal year en June 30, 1978, $28,000.000 for the fiscal year ending lune 30,1078, and $40,000,111 for the fiscal year ending Jame 1977 for carrying out, thepurposes of this AO.

Mr. litawitixs. The Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities is ealled
to order.

The hearing this morning is on the WOmen's Educational Equity
Act, H.R. 248.1 am very pleased that through these hearing's the sub-
committee will examine the issues of sex discrimination and sex role
stereotypes in education. The treniendols impact of education on chil-
dren's life chancN; is clearly established. Through schooling, children
learn to perceive their own worth, capabilities1 goals, and limitaions.
But the school can also be an influence in limiting opportunities and
restricting individual growth.

I want to commend Representative Patsy Mink, particularly for her
leadership and innovation in sponsoring legislation to encourage now
approaches in education which will do away with tho stricture of old
stereotypes.

At this time, to begin what we anticipate will be a series of hearings'
that will commence here in Washington, but which will take the com-
mittee across the country in various places, I would like to have our
two distinguished members have some expression at this time. I will

_ cell lira On Mr's. relay Mink, the, uthor of the bill, 11.R. 20$.
Mrs. MIN*. Thank you very much, Mr; Chairman,
X would like to expreSs my personal appreciation to the chairman of

the subcommittee Congressintin Ha*kins, for making possible the
inauguration of these hearingi:Which I believe will have a Very pro-
fotti4 effect uPOn net only the course of education in America, but
will be the drivinct fora toward the aocoMplishment of, full equal
oppOrtunity in this eountry. ,

'Ille_que4 for Noljl rights for WOlell 110, as:its qltimite bbjeetlie;
it'ioefity in which all Individuals ire free to develop and participate
freely. and filly in American life and leadership. But without the
praetical means to open` tiP opportunities, the equal rights amendment

prohibit discrimination in employment
Iv n11/ t4ximise0. -

alien's Educitional Equity Act will proVide Such practical
direction through' teacher training, curriculum' defelortnientispeni./.
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iminity programs, counseling, and other means. It will confront sex
bias, in testing, vocational training, and in the hidden curriculumthe
rituals and roles of school.

But most important, this legislation seeks to do away with the whole
concept of sex role stereotyping in education.

A few days ago, I ran across a Gallup poll in which parents were
asked, "If you had a son, would you like to see him go into politics
as a life's work?" Son, not daughter, not child: just son. Why in 1978
is it still conceivable for a national organization such as the Gallup
poll to contemplate politics in the public concept as something which
is still strictly, limited to men g.

Let the read to you from a children's book, "I'm Glad I Am A Boy,
I'm Glad I'm a girl," by Whitney Darrow, Jr. This book was published
in 19701 not 1930 or 1920, but in the year 1970. Let me just show you
some of the illustration) that I think really go to the heart of what
this legislation is attempting to achieve.

Here is a picture in the book, "Boys are doctors, girls are nurses."
"Boys are policemen g.irls are metermaids." 4Boys are pilots, girls
are stewardesses." Ani1-1 am sure my colleaguetMrs, Chisholm, would
be interested in this, °Boys are Presidents, girls are First Ladies."
"Boys can eat, girls can cook." "Boys invent things, girls use what
boys invent."

Well, that is an illustration of what our problems are in school. I
think this book shows very vividly why in 1971, according to the most
recent statistics, only 2.8 percent of the lawyers were women and
only 7.6 of our doctors were women. It shows why there is still no
woman Justice on the Supreme Court and no Member of the *U.S.
Senate is a woman. Boys are expected to be strong, aggressive, com-
petent, unemotional. Girls are taught to be submissive and dependent.

The hardshlp which these stereotypes impose on children is perma-
nently damaging and in my view more so on boys. Boys are expected to
act out more and are, therefore subjected to more discipline in school.
They are prodded to succeed, often beyond their interests or capabili,
ties. Few parents have ever apologized for their daughters who did not
make file bar examinations, but there hi-fo
to apolo gize for sons who fail to go to law school or medical school.

The school system is but one aspect of society and cannot be held
wholly responsible for attitudes toward sex roles which pervade the
whole fabric of society. Education is the most organized and systematic
agent of socialization. No other activity except sleeping occupies so
much of a child's time, 10,000 hours by graduation from high school.
School does not have to channel boys and girls into separate activities.
There does not have to be a biased and prejudiced curriculum: The roles
in school do not have to sharply differentiate between boys and girls.

It is the job of education to prepare children to meet changes in
society capably and intelligently and in accordance to their individual
needs. Most females in school today are going to work outside of the
home a good part of their lives. They don't spend their lives in kitchens.
The stereotype of adult women encased in aprons and children is less
relevant to the experience of children today.

It is important for children to have models upon which to shape
their conceptions. All too often the rigid role stereotypes taught in
schools are reinforced by the authority structure of the sehool itself.
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earings begikthesunconanit tee's in,ciepthstni!y` ttie-
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t.'t6tihcolitift-oid 'ocher attitiides on channeling boYti and girls irate-
,,.1tfactjtional.WOr n0 *i-:consider the women who is enterlept =

tta lateln 1.1 ,aftee:ber.reeponsibilities as, ra mother and,irfe'are

6'411 1 !( to`-thelimited'Opperthnities-Offerik*Olnen,in':_*e.
t g*ndinadVanceniefit in the
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the COngteseil.ani,eittetnely Pleased ,thatloU

giVen the 4onfeniif this country en'Opportunity ,te puranthis
ectniatteithron- h theSehearinge.-.. _ . t:
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T fink yob, MrS, .

lieforelntrbduCiii* the next member, may r
-

-; Tit liet'of what Mrs Mink has saki that I want you to'realize that, in
the ongrese boys arena always the chairinen'and girls the members,

..The'nett. pet's,* whom T will introduce is our diatingniehed-inembei
Yfitic and am quite sure that if the seniority_ rule did not

prevaiIi elit Pr-64W would be chairman of the committee, but senio
ity and not INA in this instance was a controlling factor. -

Mrs, Chisholm. ,

'Digs, Cittonotat. Thank you very much, Ur. Chairman: -.
thank (loci the day has come when the women of this -cOuntryreally

have sn'opportimity to make public, statements about what has been
occurring for many, Many yeakg behind the scenes withTespect to the
stereotVping01WOMen in this country.

- think we have to recognize,finst,of all, that we must Ore a great
sift) of attention t*the tradition in this'country, a tradition whereby'
%Yinnen have been given certain Prescribed rpleafrom the time they

brought into the world end wrapped in thets4 pi41( blankets.

Yeehair* at'that partichlar thnek_the stereotyping _be
ave, to recognise frier thai there are Thousandirol w ineff

thiSVonntr'toda'yj pakticniarly in our eduCational institiitiOnS,.who
,Isayo labored in the Ytkle,ftrds for roarilft m4hYY04.11 have lnet had _

an oppo ity iitoo utithii ladder, am particularlyiq_ __ed
t'eticetne u6e . for years of inv Mein the Stitt' It

ik.06 ligoti.tooym in a study of such universities as Ilraokl
NYt4,in'ternis-of this ,questien of what do we 40' t

- women haiteiexhibited leadership potential.,Snd VPO, rte-- too;
iettotivit study concerned hoW we triat'them in terms of
the overa ute-of this Society and how we can Move theni np to'
'tfe coininensfirate with'their intelligence; tkperience, and eAtica fon.,

0 ha:0i to first of all bring out in the open the traditional stere#i

tii4.4 "to; ia:46 weinenfennie in *OM all areas- and:testify' so`
in this aocietys,' Mid is why think this is a Wonderful oppor-

giat 44-,AideiVatV Obit becomes awarotitaCthis (4. tr,V, I
jfist being .abbed by Ian) women libber 8.'
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The first witness is Mrs. Arvonne Fraser, president of the Women's
Equity Action League, Washington, lie.

Mrs. Fraser, it is a pleasure to welcome you before the committee.
Your very distinguished husband is not a stranger to this committee,

certainly is doing a tremendous job in the Congress, in the House.
It is a pleasure certainly to have you as a coworker in that family pre.
sent your views before this conarkitte this morning.

STATEMENT OF AEVONNE raAnit, PRESIDENT, WOMEN'S
EQUITY ACTION LEAGUE, WASHINGTON, D,C.

Mrs. FRASER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commtttec.
I am delighted to be here. This is the first time I have testified, I have

watched my husband occasionally. So I am honored that I came to testi-
fy for such a bill. I come as president of the Women's Equity Action.
Leagtte, a national women's rights organization primarily interested
in educationt legislation, and the legal and economic rights of women.
I have submitted copies of my testimony. I have brought with me the
whole oStudy of Sex Discrirnination.ii

Mr. Ilawsyss. Mrs. Fraser, without objectiOn; the statement that
you have presented will be printed in the record in its entirety at this
point. I see that you are summarizing and departing from the prepared
statement, but the statement itself will appear in the record.

[The statement referred to follows:3

SYATEmaNt. BY AsvoNBE Fibres, PatsrUENT, WoMan's EgtiTy ACTION
Lakaut (1VgAL)

I have come to testify in favor of the Wonien's Edtteational Ealni:( Act both
as- President of WEAL, a national worden'arIghts Orginiration la madly int,
terested in educathln, legislation and the legal and ecenonlid rights at Women, andas a mother `of six children---your of thetn dalighterS: My children attended
schoda here in Washington, in Minneapolis, and In Montgomery CoOnty, Aid
rode a school bus from kindergarten through high .sehOol arid then went off to
the University of Minnesota.

I come to testify with some pirseiyal experlenee Wifh various kinds of pub-
lie- schools rural, :14rier:,titi...and d4til_t(iMpitxnent topublic education and to equal opportunity in education.

Free, public educations' one Of the miderpinnings of American demotracy and
It is an iinpoittant factor in our economy.

Our public school system is goOd but It is not perteet. It rieed0ImProvement.
Our educational system has given boys and men first place long enough. Ira.

641°1)8.11y, we have lo6ced s' the education of girls aa a kind of life insurance--
something they need in ease"---just in case their hristaud can't support
them, is case,they oar4t find, a husband or in case they need to support theni;
selves while lOolting for a husband.

It is 'WEATis r.:usition and our goal through this legislation to help educate each
and every childmale or female, rich or poor, black or whitet0 be self-sunicient,
self-confident, and capable of self-support.

We want children to be educated as Individuals, not as astivieri members of
a group. We believe that It is, as bad for any teacher to look at girls as only
future Wives and mothers as it is for teachers to look at certain kids and de-
cide they are never going to make It so It's not worth wasting much time, on
them. Both attitudes are wrong and not to be tolerated in our schools.

And although WEAL has been noted primarily for its work in higher ednestion
(we vire the group that has filed charges of sexdiscrimination avainet over $OO
colleges and universities under Executive Order 11246 as amended) we have
realized that working at sexism in higher education 10 late. Discrimination in
education starts in kindergarten, Therefore WEAL is now working on elemeti
Lary and secondary education and on vocational education.
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: to0 eIiuenta,y and seoudary ikeon 4bott pIes or $,le to tart thInking of, educMt,n not Juh,t as 4fl etJvLt7-e*pentiatea Jia.the first Quarter Ot third of Onea [Ito. ftstherwé eve chatEducauç should baa liletjmøproeega. Training and retrainizig v asreduc.tloA for pesoha1 to?th and pleasure should be available to Oil eopi gafdleof age, ee r*ce, cree4 or tationaL origin, To tell a peraou they are too old tle4n S to tell em the cc dead; to tell them they are too old to change eel'sbe retraIned to a t lg1dit that should nOt be aüpport4 .*Jtb'pbli-. .fnds. t'oezni any o forng of dts*rllnlnattopt s to Injure 8Lty,One Z the ,eaona W Is cQc$ned about age hterintnaUon' Is th wett1lze many women do is tints Off front Viórklng ó0taidé (ho
Thus, het are Often breaks In thefr OdUcátIQU andip their work.

:- 'thgcareçrs. . ' :--Bt IJ$or satlsUes wilL show that mo$ women (over 00%) work outsiae thebom at or.te tirte during their Urea, and that currently wouin StO 88% ot thw*tk tôrc. Over 40% of the Women over 16 years of age are in the *rIc foée.
Mnny Of them ae ntatrled and many bavQ children under 18. More than 1alt thechild rn In scZoo1 today l)ave, mothers who .. ork outside the home.Z,

'lbua, it 18 not eVen accurate, to sa nothing of honest, to 'rpecI little girls t*
become Oz1y housewives and n1Qthert. They do much ntore, They are workers-i..
thside and outside the home. They are citizens and they deaerve equal treatmentbefore the 15w, on the job, and in our sehoIs.

This i not to say that being a housewife and mother Is a bad thing. rankIy,I iilçed raising little kida and I bate hoUsework. Ira willing to ay deent pages
for household help and respect the person who helpS me; I-know somO *omenwho do ver/ creative jobs at keeping house and they enjoy it, That is theirchoice and I respect them for it. But that does not mean that all women should

- be assigned to housework and caring for children only. There's inucl mere to a- womsn's life than that.
Bearing and raising children takes only very small part f a Womafl's life

these dayson the average about 10 years from the birth çf the first child Until
the last child goes off to school. And ten years out of a woman's life Is not a very
long time. My own grandmother just died a year or so ago at 04. She had
thirteen children. Her last child went off to kindergarten some 50 years before
she died. Sbe spenteven wIth 18 k14smore yeats of her life working Outsidethe borne tb n she did at borne with children. And though her great-grand.
daughte na in school todaywill not h*ve thirteen Vhlldrtn, they tOo will
IFre a long Ime and many of them will spend the greater part of their lives
working ou de the home.

Our schools must begin to doal with the reality of people's lives, not with
stereotyped or Ideall ed conceptS of life.'aiiatt

- Tat$ Mffi stAr*iaLa -

-1n the last few years there bate been pupleroqa *tndee ôtp(Ing out that
school readers. d not give equal treatment to boys apd girls. First th r.tkle app4%rd In feminist sheets or. magazine, and then they
èl61arly jónrnals.'Now they are itt the Sunday eupplemsnta. The-July 1018
Pardi,-a magazine dIstributed with numerous V.8. Sunday neWepapé -baa an

eàtttled I "l)&Kids' fkhoolbooks Mstoa Sex ltolear by fleirø Ba This'article reports.qn pUbHcStlon by a ?ew Jersey group of women eal .'Mck
g4 äane as

I¼radc lists thO New yerae' groups flndlnge as
"Mules LO,nfMle

- -, lIFO tbh I-do-thirds Of all storieS are abeut bo7a or men,
'flos ré prepehtèd In 4etft, ca'eati'je situations Like nlld1 Watkle-ta3kij,or ning their wits II) capturinç hijackers, dealing wIth a genies pr o1,1nk prqb-

w*thlng boys play or In domesfleje(H'ffles Itb,
ooking eleet1ng t )tOlse Or ewng Often girls aro tes4ed by boyg for tbejr

.. ajopidity 'ben Ot mik th!atfl,keL, -

o3 li51f sotW5 I ')b Are the Worklg Mothe feç *y
e o *No tro) WomSu oh Wetdz inS InisgeS, P0 ez 2IO PrtSettb, 1$

F I F

.j Fç-..;;'_ - ----. --------- ''
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"Men are Illustrated in a variety. of occupntlçins, 117 lu all, Wqren a shown.
in only 26 occupations, most of them mere extensions of household La k
lug n a school catcteria, for example.

"Fathers solve problems for everyone and frequently particlpate Ln joint ac
tivities with their kids.

"Mothers, however, rarely have a 1Le apart from hou;ework, seld in leave the
kftchn, and are more likely to acid, thOu play with their cbHdrei ."

And then the ant le points out publishers reactions:
"Macmillan plane to use scene artwork In a few of its readers . .

"Bank Street Publications chairman . . . 'In anything new we write, ,. . we'll
try to lmproV the balance between girls and boyø IJJ

But the publishers comptatif that It takes 'haif a million dollars to launch
a new series, and a few millions more before the publisher makes ft profit
lo one Is willing to drop, or do complete oyerhauls ç series which nor edst.
Changes Will comebut over a period of years."

An earlier article by .Jr. Mary 11tehte ey of the T,Jptveraity Of CaUfrja,
Trvine,' notes the spontaneous growth of etndis aboit bIidreu's readers aM
children's literature. "The stndlea overwhelmingly do.urnent dtrimInat10 and
t'reiudiee against females in elilidremi's books," br. Kay points out ahd tbe goes

on to dicnss the stud1Os' , -.

"One of the earliest statements In the recent acknowledgement 0 sex p ju ce..

hi children's books was made by the well known anthropologist1 1obu II
hi IWSQSOUStP Sn (jsHurO (1907): :

"Reectlng a poorly coneea!èd bias In American socIety, central, cbara0teys
in the stories are male niore than twice as of,tn as.they,are fe,insle.,Sureiy
this cotfinmè the reader's ballet that one sex is mre 1mpintant .tha the

other, even If that isn't the only way be finds It out ., In other rds,
girls are pictured as kind, timid, iqacuve, unawbitlo nd uncreative. ,

The school readcrs portray males a bearers of know e and ysdom, an -.
also as the persona through whom knowledge reaches a elm d. ,,. -.

"Some. of the other recent textbooks adopted or recOmmended. for scop
throUth ix(h grade lm California were 'Mia,1yed by U'Ren, Oa!t, Apn Vineep

and Our committee. In tbes bookg at least 75 percent of the main charaçCet
aremale..,, .

"Vincent's study concentrates obtho s*clallaation o the fPiaZe 14 the Call'.
'forsia textbook Bniea.-,.. -. , . .

"With regard to physical tasks, Vincent obaevca that boa are more competent
than girlS In the Calffonmla textbooks: the boy fixe.e lila bike and rides It *tmtle

the kneeflng girl admires him; the boy ,'lioot2 a basket, while the gi

activities the males also exce': A %oy is 'the best pat
is time best story teflei' fathel' ig the best at niddies; a boy wins a

-ecnlpttng..... -- -. ----..----- - -. ---.-- : .-... .. ....,.
"In children's books, females do not hare the freeiOzh to Inquire, a

chIve . Vincent ansljaes the repeated theme of a female nOt sue'
notes that when a girl does Initiate a tree-climbing epiSode, Piftmiq
Tesult (a' brokOn leg for one boy), and a gtandmoflerly cbarttctrC'
shameful behavior I 'What's wrong with you?' ' .

"With regard to pictures aid illustrations, WRen found that mans
textbooks Included females in only about ptc5nt of the illustr*Lio2

"The Ijeatment of females in coined,y is another area of concern Ii
books. Too often the butt of the JOkO In pceips and stories is a femi

"Diane Stava analyzed for attitOdes about'glrll and women noveh
known to be popular with boys. She made two observations: 1,

as

,

','-,-. '-.,

wee.-
and

atiat..

-

ladies,

are mot oftcfi well c6neeved Rild Ukeable/, . 00$ old Mom, on tha other

band, often 10 depicted as 'n Insipid lady' who ñntters around ehronteUy
'worrying slid fnánel* eomment1ng . , AccOrding 10 her Iiterature,'a tethale
has no Alternate life styles, but lives in a limited woild with no control oyr

I "l'be Role of Male Sod Leslale Is Children'. Boosblipe'tltâg AU 1óubt,'t Wiles
Ubr5ty Baflet4o, Oetobe, *flI, p. 161-176. (I'Ime b91Iegrapby at the Cad of this Snide is

exeenent.) .

- -- :-
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pit 'olt!-01 ttitripron' And that thit ton'
oAtilt y. f) Y-eight' oktut4- hooka which happened _ to. be onOpiai,eart"nt 4:1 Wa terature At Boatel Michigan University lastYettr,

PlIt/g1.10 ad P ctd _Of 'Wonten Wearibg aprons ; r - ,
ttt la_ known nowadays that'40 percent of Mothers work, and yet

nittitYlottidl indicate that there ittlifit one mention of a working mother ine_particular gratin of books reviewed , And a notable discrepancy is the
.40 `01tect /0040p, a 'ettlet do-signed for the inner-city child. the three

lus; 019f 1310P4r. P$ Photo as working Motherk a Wonittti"Wbo serves intotem.
-$.:"/11,.1Ataie rrieote analysis of social teithoOks-; Men, are Shown
Or 'iletertbed In over one hundred ,different ,Joba In less,- thanthirq't And, .thea0 thirtyi.jobt4 women tier*. NOW& or help Men' to -44, more _

,-,i4ipertaitC.WpricSIden's WOW- reQuirelf more ttnitting 1 men direct people and
piss tbings; men go placer and make deelgiOns I at tneetingts' Men are alivayethe Speakers ,t men *aka the money and are the most important members ofthe forullica,` Rarely are men And women- Wei-Icing together or keen in
44S-#11.66011pe_iirliroito , , _

Aegarding professional persona depleted in children's books, Mein pointa
out that amOng,thcseVerai books in-the field of health and, medicine, without
It:Won the doctot id portrayed as a white lualeunrees and` receptionists as

"IrRen and Vinet report that drib" of the California textbooks give an tic;'eoutit of Madame Cu e, where she appears to be little more thank helpmate forher husband's projects . ,. The illustration which accompanies this section rein-
. 'forces that view of her. it portrays Madame Curie peering miler,/ from around

_he' husband's shoulder While he and another distinguished gentleman loom inthe engaged is serious dlaioste
'18The'Little Miss Mullet syndrome, which depicte females as helpless, easily'frightened, and dreadfully occurs over and over again In the literature. Ifone coropares this Image -, . . with the Potential of women in adulthood, it be-

tomes apparent that both male ind'fmnale have difficulty in participating in
equal-sharing dialogues at the professional level. Males Who have grown uplearning dialogues such as are in children's books today are not able toMsten
to a female in adult life. Mateo paralyse when rare female makes a`conatrue-

' tire suggestion: Likewise females are trained not to take their share, or hold
their own in decision- making Interchange. There are no linguistic models in this
early literature Air females to take active parts in the dialogue nor for males

. respond with dint/led acceptance and a willingness to listen " . ,
I have made extensive quotes from pr. Key's article but she and her coin-

rhino starveyed moat of the .Work done up to the time of her publication and
therefore it IS ais,imPottant Piece. It states the Vase tor the need, for new ma-

gOits_eniergelrontsehootwith any self-confidence or much
with that MO of linage portrayed In-their texts? ;-

a Min' Arbor -Couttelttee to kaminate Sexual biscrimipatien In the iNigto:
0018-4 looked at hot h timth and reacting baokswied 1 theeisnisntOy gmtles.

,o1 discovered that the Mith,bOoke had "fairly adAtiate racial represeniiiilop
but are totally rigid with' regard tit mate-female AembershiP, partienlarty in the.-
me Of occupational groupings. Alen may be doe tots, astronaut,, chefs, polke-
rii63:Ind firemen while women may be nurses, stewardesses and waitresses. !'tarts _On "'goes on to point out that it is not only adulta* Who_ are atereet/peO inmath book pictures . We art attire ..run and play, Okla tend to genii
and smite sweetly and Jump rope.", -

IllanatheIrsta,ah s Alvin) of Vale facuiti *omen led hi tenote Weitzman of
the LAW &libel 'oomoyed material ford paper teed this fail at the Am"ekicap,
Soci ological' lion meeting p tiled; "Sex Kole fIocia 'lion In k do*too* for I've 3tI %Wren." e examined award-Winning Oiiildra011. itses WelLarlffieLitt,e Glen L. S., eigLboolci are btith thaftatIts7eit hast,hooks,

1,1

than aid male animals and moat 041 e*cl$leely Witt} 0..414 adleo,

according e an kcatie of me T4irtle Cleidett : p,otters.-
IkeitsMan and or group discovered, that "Most childreWs ...ka Ate hottt bya,

t Thera Atttliel A Plea and Pror for of Opportaiity tot Veto andre as ti prefiat by _t I committee tik dime& e"ratimet go in the p WA.% Palmed at i,14(;10.:no ea- soci orY Or toX ro te at t Amides* Seel 14.110e-Ittle6 temper Fin I, to ever, mono°.- _



the SamplOef eiridecott winners and runners -up they faulid 291 victuresOfinales
'compared to 23 of to:Mika. This comes out of an 11 to 1 ratio. If animals with
sexual Identities are included the bine Is even worse --95 males to one female.

This past winter I was asked to appear on a TV Show here In 'Washington to
talk about children's readers. I dedded I needed some props so I asked my 10-
year -old to bring home some books. Her principal cooperated by sending home a .variety of readers. Though I was mentally Prepared to have the above findings
confirmed. I Was actually shocked. Every atether in the piece Was Other inconr
petent Or atupidlittle boys were always. helping theta out of trouble. (Iiriscouldn't do anything right and were constantly insulted,

Boys were- the Smart ones and had all the fun. Husbands drove wives to the
Mrs stop so they could go shopping and mothers always wore antons and did
dishes. (iris don't core out either self-rniinclent; self-confident or capable of !lea-
support. These readers are about two generations behind the times.

= The need ter new texts and materials obviOng. The publisher's admit they
aren't going to do ILnot until it beeellies PrOfitable and the old books are wornout. Even if publlshere were interested 'iri textbooks, ; haft
heard It said by, educatora and adMinietralOretbat takee about are ;Yenta to -get ;a textbOok from writer to child, At that rate; if the Wyitter was Working note;
today's kindergartner would be in 6th grade ".the fifth grader high school and
the high schoOler in college or out working before the text got to desk " ,

This is,Why the bill before you calla for development- and dissemination of
nee Materials. We. do-not lrave time to Wait for the private -sic-toile Add them
profitable and produce them: _

Toeherrs- need supplementary materials and they need to be taught how to use
eni. For I fear not all teachers areas creativeet As aware its Ms. Anne McEvoy
hmid who explained in a recent issue Of American Teacher' howshe developedher own non - sexist curriculum.
"Materials I bale used with my eight and nine-yetri-olds .

school searinclude library books, textbooks, newspeper and'magaxine pictures.and articles,a dannelboard story I made, and other devicee.
-"Methods vary. I have used starry. an d1elling; a eldt;dlocuisione, creative writ in

others. One method I have found -especially enlightening is criticism of
materiald , " '

"We had a lot of tan the day I read 'What Will I Be From A'to `soft-Cover
'career guide for primary, pupils'-, that -shows, women performing out Of
Jebel homemaker, librarian, nurse, °eke AfOrkeri teacher, and violipisL'Ip the
discussion that followed, We decided -whittijobs Could be Perfornied PIand discovered that all, with the IbLi-exception Anarterhack, and.,
should be: handled by women ; felt `pre good when't Saar mo her Wee
that afternoon and she told me-h0`tien had tonte home -and eeid,:10 trhatt

.^^ toned out today} !bat stria,* .414400 0 .0 =

there are many op --W,de-leelot*tbeifiga-aa4 trot
.111isithtiMany nraterinhi already- obtaillliV0Ahat'llita-t-Va Otaated: and c.4att4911teachable Units,' Wert fehialtUrnItich more material ft,b(PrOdUceo:'toThe 'MOMufiet Fight* Back' bdoklist should be extended enced-goec",) _ ki (tetandtrade), and it isn't going to halnien overnight-

=

"NnfOrtunately, there seems to be a dearth Ideas! Ida.' I' have yit:ta see
a pOSter -sited Picture of Stirlen B. Anthony, and while I was'able to get a' beauti-
ful pobter of Sojourner Truth,' the well-knoWn-aholitiOnist and !elan-1st' It Was
Only bectutse I happened to be In a small, 'ont-ed-theokay bookstore and saw It_
there, I am also unable to get big pictures' of women deetore and dentiets.auftable
for wall or bulletin-board display elohg with a reminder to 'Visit your doctor
dentist twice a year or whatever:, Picttres of women doing jobs formerly don.by men are sorely needed for, display In elementary schools. It is our job to
provide suitable role medels .

"Feminism in education is more than material; it Is a point of view And all
attitude that permeates the entire curriculum and affeets nearly every 'nap*of teacher-pupil behavior . . .

"When devising worksheets, use non-sexist language. One vocabulary teat I
made this year had this sentence in it: 'Father hustled after baby as she crawledtoward the stairway.' And i don't need to tell an elementary- school teacherwhat an obvious termsl this is .

Nornober, 1972, t194-5., published by the Amelia* Federation of Teaeberi, Wish.tattoo, DM.
23-155-74---2



mtulsni niu* be ugbt1 And uglt In (Jo oom. tinustot be re1è
to t &wo.wek U t on vIn U. history and tle eg d the rstf th
EvenLiñy,a eber Will me o ttutied,(o ds lpatioq that bis

r ears i1ll perk up when he r he Is c4bfroited with an$' o nsIve materials.
teacher will becne àdep at ditIng Mms, fflwsLLIpe, tax or people, and. - -.

l the 5tndets."
Schmld nakee an excellent case for thij leg1s3at1oirnter1) and new

qulupl Ideas ad flId4 are needed 4nd the prIvate tharketa are 'tot 5Upp13ing
tp. 3teanwhfle chlIdrea ar going to scliOQI and using the old, 4lsertniinatory
terlals. - -

an Older group levels
ur WEAt group i Dallas, Texas, along t(l the \

r1c5u 1octatIôki Qt U verelty ,Women, the Dallas County Women's PoIltL.
Cau the I.eagü,of oznn Vote the Unitarjan Womeu' Alliance and -

mn o Change dlii n ehaust1ve a dy of sex dIaqp$niiiaUon ip the Dallas
tepen ent Behool ttttic J am attac ug a copy of the study for the cornmlt --

but would [Ike tó quote hete sozø exatupici of sex-stcreotying and sex.
rrixphia(tp t bls(ory texta recently adopted.by the DaU48 schools; ..

."l. I4ck Of W9Zflefl In Ma(erl,al
"'la 4 as 4U o Lmr41,ro*i,(Benene I'rehs, 1972),a &h

grade his Ory text., only 17 worpen are named or metInted bu of 210 ftntnl-
grants.

'la Fowi4atos of 're(Io5n, J.S. History to 1$T? (Laidlaw, 1012), an 8th
grade hlstry text1 women are mettloned or b*wu 22 tImes In the 1O sgea. .

"2.Womên Mentioned in Reta Onship to Xalea.. -.

"The foflowln I*seagee are e only two .menttoias of lleaflor Rooseveil
In The Advesiure of the A a Peopfe (Rand McNally, 197k), a high
ehoo1 history text: -

"'in the same year he wed a distant cOusin, the gifted and energetic-
Eleanor Rooeerelt, (She was given hi marriage by her Uncle Theodore, the
President of the United 8tates, who had come froa Washington for the
occasiou.)'

. and he and Mrs. Roosevelt showed warm sympathy for people of
this mlozity.'

"'... the President and the rttraettye First Lady, Jacqueline ('Tackte").'
"Especially to lure Women into the growing audience, newspaper and

magazines Invented thehouan.1nterest Story,'
6mn's club movement grew stronger after th beginning of the

centpr as the "weaker sex" 5tempted to put Its Increasing leisure time to
good works,' '- -

--r-'. -:-

-' - r-
--
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Unities and options for 'all. children. And prOaranis, fellowShips, conferences,
seminars and institutes must also be developed to work out new course materials
and curriculum showing the positive contributions of women to society and the
reality of women's lives In the past, present and future.
' Our teacher training institutions must be encouraged to de-sex their courses
and curriculum, bringing wOrnen into the mainstream and into equal partner.
ship in education, They trust quit Considering teachers (female) as the servants
of the system and administrators (male) as the executives and policymakera
for the system. First priority should be given to educating children.

VOCATIONAL AND Optima teocwrom

A'major goal of education is to o prenare the individual for the world of work
inside and outside the hoineand for, a vocation which will ;.1:ake that Individual
Cal _4010 of self-support.,

pooeitic Work and' the care Ot chiidren is socially valuable and- necessarr.
work.

taco
should be taught toile it well and avea respect if, 'to be`ohle

to care of food, clothing, and housing is a Set of skirts, Alt chi
*kg should "torn` these self-suillelenny skills.: This,teeonsi that the ,traditienallY
sektially-separated 'course,of home-e0 and shop or, industrial arts enlist be info,
grated and undated.' This Js a machine-oriented society end both girls
need.,to know how' t o o perate' and take Ore , of inaebince: Boys and r19,-61a0
need to iiiioVesprnetbing abopt the purchase and preparation of fr4
aboilt.nutritiOn, _the care of their Clothing kid 40 w' to clean up after r the .snifelks
Consumer ,edneation nicieskit, In this day, when' We' blip ;everything,-
TYPIng is valusible skill. Every child ought tO bOtaught to'type111:the nisPet
elementary Ogles; it ;should come after handWrittng, or Petimanehith
Meacliifig,ISPIng As a %Ord-4W, as a machine 004 :and as a vocational akill
*0,y10. be a great:asset to thousands ot,e11114rep:' .

,out instead of training all children these schools bilehien a'S;
signing these skills on the hasla of se1;That'setued and wrong and 4waAte of
*1 tier. ,

Is: grateful for the anti -sex dissemination Proyisions Ili Title Ix of
gducation Amendments of-1972 which itkrta out: Ilo'Persoli theTalted

state* 40, en ,the baate of pex,b0 excluded Aolit OtirticOattqA.IP:depled the:-
heneliti of, or be 414 discrimination under any edllPittiOn;Pfograiii'0/,'
activity receiying federal 'dal titiniaaoro,7 oot4 rimi,gritAttmc fo
ears 'Ot-OT:eTT Wohttu: And ive hope tiiitiewitocootot* *0,14144:Ott that"-r:

-HEW fiTttA°/X. 1131'!1t,0,07408-1$ -!q0.ItYtt,
_.guidellies for unpleMentat OnOf
.....Itat_011 we os this act-. at Iv*tn:4.10dootitiost 40446 kelp itko

-tun t CO 108.1.11Ypotipittit: 04, teleOtot(to, uitv
non-Otscp14,1natIon 44'0'110. We neptii Opt expit44- pp% otettottt t,

fekr
Si

AtrOrtere..0!ttiP(.. Or

new we, 1'4 fo Ate" the wsabiri ts.v. schools aft 000
hot Use they' .114 worse a14 0.006 0 1:f0et keliwt.04.4. they',,.
some* t;IYPieal. f.

., = `wrote- past .010. 10.0,*,kititOr;e'Oitiniltti4"f?)
:voetitl Mk* On pointing out,thit "IX had been passed and did app
to . vocational, schools and asking what Plana the schools ha for deleting thP
schools, in response we got telephone calls en4alulfig that fife, or. 311,40-
they would' htive career ;diyelopinent Centerii',ind",that anyvits4 really
wouldn't want to go to schools where they: Were,the. WO girls. Th010 katIO

. Was that there would he 'Be few girls wanting to go to -0' boys that
It, waan't worth bothering abotit.,A look at the coins() for gee, various
vocational high schools in the District Will tell you which are the boys SehOS
and which are the girls.

The letter that brODIFIA .us this course listing also Statea: "The.pepartment
,ot Career Development . sent a letter, to all junior, senior and vocational
high school Principals requesting that they assure counsellors thainglria will be
admitted to vocational programs in any aria of their interest." mover, the
memo that went to principals states "that the vocational high schools will
adroit girls who have a Sincere interest in one of their areas of specialized train-

What about boys? 1)O they have to prove a "sincere infereett" Apparently
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In otter words, In Washington, D.Q., where 56% of the women work outsida

the home and where 5% of the sciooI children are non-white, a girt's choice
:, o vQcation courece i very limited when compared t that of a b*7. (Coura

lists by eh attached.) :

EeiI PooS oisal High ohooJ.ArchitethraWmechanIcal drawing; auto bod'
and fenaer repair: auto mechanics; driver education; electrical wiring; etec-

tronies; machine shop; military science; painting and decorating; paper,4ig-
tag; pnmbing; printing; related typ1ng sheet metal; upholstery; welding. -. -

(Jliamberlqts VOc4lienai 11p1t SchooLMr coi4IUoning and retgigeratio I

baking; barbcring; buelnee education; commercial art; cooperative dlstrLI,uIiye
education; crnetolOgS; drafting; driver education; electronic'electrielty; gen.
eral bustriees; graphic arts; military selehee; office mahinee; photography;
priptingl radio arid TV; typewriter repeiri watch repair.

Burdiek VocesIçiioi High Bchoo&Accon'tIng clasathedtion; business; coóper-
tLve retailing; coametology; food; health occupations; home economies; music;

hureevy sststant practical nursing; shorthand and typing; aur*leaL technician;
trade 4ressmaklng. -:

P1eps Vocoiional J1197s 8choJ.Agr1enitnre; aebltctural drafting; duto
b(4,' tep*Ir; auto mechanics; auto repair; barbering; brick masonry: carl*n-
try ahd cabinetmaking; driver education; house wiring; landscaping; mUitary
science; printing; radio and TV; shoe repair; tailoring.

If H. Washington Vc.coSloMl Beltoo.Bnsthees; cooperative distributive Mu-
cation; eometology; remmakIng; driver educaUon; dry ciealng; foods; home
economics; music; nuraing aasistait; butrition I practical nursing; hortband
and typing.

And Just to make sure I wasn't being too hard on the D.C. system I called
Monday to check if these schools were really sex-labelled. My suspicions were
confirmed. A person, in reapnse to my call, told me that Bell, Chamberlain and
phelps were "for males" and Burdick and Washington "for females."

In Waco. Texas. our WP)ATi group did an excellent analysis of sex-discrimina-
tion in the WACO public schools. Among their findings were "sex and rat's

d'scrlmination in the area of student course assignments. The WACO school
district, by dictum, 'counseling.' persuasion or lack of alternatives, reciulres
girls to enroll in hairdressing (minority girls oiily), cooking and sewing cIsaes.
Boys are im1larly placed In elite mechanics, woddahop, repair hand conetructtoh
courèes," The report goes on to state that an educational corsultanl testified
in federal court that WACO homemaking courses appeared to be training mi-
norfty girls to be maids nnd wettrpsses.

ThIs is atill Anotbet example of assigning a place in the world eli the bøsls
ofsexorrnce.

Discriminatory or outmoded testd should not be used to steer students toward
speeIneoccupations either. ,

)'or.eome..time I w* Iñterted In the Strong Yoeat1oal Test wbtch I drt
'earned ahotit fLOiIi li young high echpøl neighbor (male) "You knoW Mrs.
Fraser," tie said, "you ought to do soMething about thia test they give kids they

-
. don't think are going on to college. The girls take a tat that's OnWak pagier -

-

. and the boys one On blue." .
:.' UpOfl in,'êsttgatton I learned that the tite teets wCre being redone; ti* pink

- arid bllè teats yei'a be1z1 combined, otildgted iteina dropped, an the new test
put on 1* neutral white pepel'. l'sycbologlats and counsellors u n* not to be

too rbtigh pn t)pe tron tet bPeanaé "its oils Of the beet ce got U you
sake Ihia pway, worse tOte will be dse(V' -. --
The 8t*ong test, even on wkite psjer, dOSS not teat klllg. It takeS attitudes

ml pronaiIty traits of people In exIstIng flono and mathea them with
e child being tested. f the profl1e matchIf t eiild ha. thatching attitudes -

a d p. unity ttaiti, then epparetitly that child worid b approprlatéfoPthat
oeupà o In other word5 tbç tcet perpeilate8 the statns quo. '

- tjnder I bill, $v wqnld hope fh5t deve alit of pop-suet toceflonal

-: . is tude tests *osild be very bigir prIohy. a ta, a relttly, a $ery expepive
*bleb n6 pdYate grqnp Is willing to erlak while they liars R tnohey.

mekSP on ibSir heIYes. Me*n*Mle. kids are stered y eoun5ello$ Int4 vrtou5
occupations or courses using these tests. :- -

And we Would hOpe there could before Inforseati *4 training Including
: Mriintng fOr giildahce'Oounsellora so that Sex-ste lag In ocatIonr1 htt4

5tf rtçsiri iron Th Paidi Listisier, Te;s. W4t' Presi,dest,

J
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career education will stop, And, I might add, It would be helpful if we figured
Out ways to quit labelling vocational education as second class education. The
World needs trained techniciansmale and female. In my own state of Minnesota,
It am told, our post-high school vocational- technical schools are tilling up with -

Coltge graduates looking for ir with which to Bud' a job.
veloping with which 'to find a job is a problem for all students

worsen and men alike. And achOols of all kinds must develop new attitudes about
the world of work, raw programii, new ways of training people, and new Ideas
about the kinds of work people can dO. Section 4 (C) . (16) of this bill calla for
`training, educational and etapioynient program grants for ,unetaployed and
undereMployed *omen." Womenwhe Ware the labor force. to raise a family do
need training and retraining to develop new skills or brush up on old °nee. There
*to UMW. programs of this hind but !Mt nearly the number or variety.

AWN we !At* start bringing tmkete Of all kinds into the scbOolt. Children-.
young and olderteed to learn ,incire about the world of Work slid ,too Often
that world is tifterly_fdreign, especially to the suburban 60, In doing this-women
In nontraditional occupations should be encouraged to come into the schools to
talk about their jobs. As indicated *triter; by the St. Paul teacher, pictures of
*mien workers are needed as well as 'solid intormatiOn about' a variety of
occupations,

Stoats 'AND Paine-a, nonoArros .

- Oillseris Advisory COuricll `the Sans tlemOrandum
. ,

!'Need fOr Stedies of _Six Discrimination in Pub C Schools" therO,12
excellent ,section on physical eduCation, sports, and other extra-atttrtaulot tiOtiv14
ties; * the area where discritkinatiOn is nffist Pervaltive and mesa_
apparent. Pet capita eiendlture*i

these activities by'- seat are an objective
Of the discritinatin:ptjuciti4 and SoMeiltues cli4e0Ur614, an

.intereit In participatiOn In sports by -giria._Faeillties ankb: as sivinitnIng poofe, -
tennis -and bettitetbitil,!Conits are generallY,Jar lees klailable, 'measured on-4,

.dopars-per capita basis 44 Interested participant!, tO girls than boys, dition
coaches of girls' sports are rarely supplied and it available are often not included
10,400tic7tealituS .coramittees.:- ,- . ,

'sbort-ebantiog of girls Physical' duCation and spo deprives them of 0,
opportunity tO,establish lite4iMe UMW' of egeVCI widely lead to khigh
of ,,tentigning.gbod,, health i4 alt f. The ter, achi,e7km. 4
spurti, SchOlginthilie pt4r on forib in ispOrtri,and for develop.
leg dge0e. t f ineworir- of teatd cooperation _She be
available to girls., The AnuArbort,K ..,study:di#nssett Onto pppr,q(Unttoi:
In Sport* in sOnte'ditall,- \-1; .

Other exanipiesid this.tri4, of disc- tie are i)e*-et,400
instrummt*Lchoice Of ettinen* for .teachers' helpers, P tore, sat

lattOlatelatang SchoOl LeVISPanerill'ind participatt?ii tin°

-414t, 4.41;WIP9rtir and

T-0*. i-
botk, 14 rte. _Weiti 40104 relciPa0 t pro

9 ottidepte en. e

athletic ds, equipment poitl; No girls teams Are Perini_ td _10
was all WO, Girls wen) pro bitcd noa_o, 009_ Worth stud

- 'M110'000' 'other school dIstrict, paotkt, Tei4(til ,!xinum POO, gl
-04168.,,tbf, al* 41' -

"AA Athletic- Committee, tond tstirely of mew was appointed- last
October by the Waco school ,botro recommend changes in athletic Pt0- :
grams and

m

"Ala CommIttee recommended and received approval-fox expan ot --

the present hoy's 'athletic program eV en elt1204 tea, 0100486 a 41 ,00t
amtualir; With no allotment for girte Pregram,' Dt.'r4414 Latimerr

< President DMA- , ,
Tn Dellis; "A foci sheet from Supt. Dr. Nolan Fates Shows that, of $.686 stu

dents involved in literacholastic activitiesteam competition between schools:.
a totalof 8,800 patticiPants are bOys and S71 are Orli." ThorecommonfliitienS
of the Dallas groan's study are etmlleut t

"Both emotionally and t physically, deriVe' the'. mime benefita from
sports activities as boys.. All that has,been said is tsvor too for
boysthat It teaches cooperation, leadership; self- confidence ipline,

-" also true of girls, and these qualities are as much their righ as their
brottene; In addition, all 'tellable medical 'evidence demonstrate! that girl.



are tio Mere endangered by physical eiercise than-Are boil, that they derivesalsa benefita 14 improved health as their male Peer* TheTeto.re, WO feett * e k e i h e u l d be no d i f f e r e n c e I n apurts and P.D. Actititiesi 01000 tosir and bore, and We make the follotrUg suggestiona tow rd rethectellWiof the :athletic and P.
D$'

programs So as to-offer the hest oppo rtunities poSsible
- to oil omit etude nts;

_"West commend that the DWI) reallOCAte its athletic funds SO as to Make
*satiable a broad Millie of sports activitleo to ALL studentsnot Just the
Maio star athlete. Presently, not only girls but average biiystudclits are dial._
ortoinated against by the heavy concentration of athletic fuhdo od
in which only a minority can participate.-

Me further mend, that teams and activities, De avaiuildn to Ail
attidents equally and at the level of their ability. That Is, each student Weida..
be plated on a team cOinineiasurate isith her or his ability And 4toOleSeof sex; At the grade school level, such a polleywotdd sexually
sports ininiediately. At the itintor and Wei high level' &hot,
teams would probably, for awhile; be virtially All %tale, dtio to the peat :-
couragement of girls from Sparta participatkmi. But fenktila and= averege
male students would be able to play and compete on other, teams, aceord.
ing-to their ability. And in a few years, as erla boodle more athletically ex,
pert, seinal integration, of all teams will gradually increase;

'To thew who argue that girls should not compete _directly in Contact
aporta with boys because of their presupposed physical Weakness; ive aniitier
that individual girls', like individual boys, would not be anowS'oe tettia.,-' for which,,after tryouts, they could not qualify. Ability *mild be:the:only'
requirement in each and every wort offered by the district. No rule off giddy-
lint should be changed or Modified

Are
It OPPlieO to both Oel'OL '

o one will Argue that most men Are physically stronger than most women:.MaPy Of us think that In the area of competitive spate w are going to have
think long and hard about how we divide our tax dollars and arrange competi-

tive aports. if we rely only on physical strength we are going to have 'mostly
Male competition, 'We may hate to go to, some variation of the Old "separate but
equal" Philosophy in competition. But surely in grade school we abould not ho
segregating boys and Oda and reserving the playground for bolo ball genies
while the title Watchwhich is what happened id. datlithtere school until'
the girls organised, outvoted the boys and integrated the team and the PittAtrRIMa:.

But ft is not only aparts and 07004 edlication 04 tt must be integrated..

vrOMEN 'fir anitufertativo tOottiOne tti:8010.014
Otrr WtA.T, group in Minnesota has been Challenging local school districts Over

the number of women in administrative' positions., The AlinaeopolfA rribohe Of
Wednesday'. June 27,1878 says: a

ItielatOri bkrAISFirrtiviriber --of splect-gronp==feinalirsncia
Abdo

Administrator- When she was alibied _principal of Oential&t
''She is one of three Women' in the Minneapolis School District to th?

administrator of segonakft schools. Betty Webb' Is an tialaistant, 0140%0
n'ameey Ynnlor igh.7 Rachel Leonard,nerd, Wits named Tuesday te, be qtr

°tat nrtravgligetflifblvisien the 4i10i;Yligne
(MIA ),accutied $1 niettoOolitan school districts OA* !1''',1*1!111tiot1... 41,- ants /*mot Of high school 114/11111404tOto,

-= ; ','`"At that floe; )41sOoapolta bad one woman Adtal sistrator,',11eu the.oply
- other.'..district .to hatie women *T011411,4 inletfatlen',-,johe was

:Noteh"A study b mcitgo:si 000:41, mbresTi It''''7:traih at,-
- 'Sate Veliersity of tlintiesoti, showed_ 014 Of 2, .1114nesota 1 luninaritters, w to,%topse* and. mOtft ot them tk0 eiettientarr gip:.Hto ,-OrtitO ,,howod pgro sOlte,14# w

-- t. 434- .1,i
,rs.-lacks4n,4iimed to the'C'entralitIgh 04001 idiAtet this *OA,

104 recent reef* hk(e onitaeh beeivelle0 to' to ,14030444*:
ifftrolotv BefoOlit 4,1,e sansiOttifttls0 ha* riot '165_0AI:0414 rots

I MTV- h tatal it tin nati as two' staff the i)titottoo la 4,00660 006 if 0,4* rei 4404,0041401.dot tha kida .s,
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This has got to change; We need men teachereatid women executives; we need
to Show the kids, not just tell them, that sex-atsignment is wrong.

This means, however, that our colleges of education all over this country are
going to have to change. It may mean we will need seminars and short course
in school management for teachers so they can move into administrative Positiona,
it they like. And maybe we thotild even send administrators into the classroom
occasionally to tell the kids how it is to run a Pig Operation and to let the
istration learn how kids really art in a classroom:4

The goal of education should. be to give inditjdualti skills and information $O
they can make choices about their lives ; schooWought to be helping individuals
develop their full potential ; each child ought,. have equal educational oppOr-
tunities in our public school system.

Some may argue that Title IX is enough, that prohibiting discrimination will
end discrimination. . .

WEAL argues that this legislationthe WoMen's Educational Equity Act
is an affirmative action plan with money to make it work, It Is positive legislation
aimed at changing old habits and instituting new Ideas, materials, and ways of
doing things.

It Title IX is enforced and this legislation passed and financed eventually we
should have equality of opportunity between the.aexes and we would no longer
need this legislation.

When ail children come out of school self-confident, seM-suflicient and self;
supporting then this legislation can self-destruct.

Thank you.
Mrs. Flamm. Thank you. _

With your permission, would like to add the WEAL study of sex
diseriminatii) in the Dallas Independent School District. Then I Will

_4ummarize t_ey testimony.
(The information referred to follows :]

A STUDY OF SEX DISCRIMINATION IN THE DALLAS
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT "

CilArtri 1.--Coinfaillta AND OtrIDICV1371t

I. ORIlvArtozs

4. 611 melittg
1. Counselors' attitudes. Basically, connseloia are net aware of 'the chatigIng

roles of women and men in today's society. ;
One conneeter that boy,wanted-te take Winne, but thit after shy

finished with him, be ad changed Ma thind, "He did nit want to be in thel*Witb
all those &It" = 5rt - '

b. The large nuMber.of Studenta,itsidgned to a eounsei_er,makelk her -vieW earl
she naturally assumed that architectural- drafting _was what the eonveraati6n,
concerned "sines girl/ Jost don't take technical ,

2. Underatatilog..; ;
a. A student often sees his or her counselor no' more than Once Or- twice

7-; .
b. The larger number of students assigned to a counselor makes her view each

students as a number, not as an individual with special aptitudes and needs,
Leek of aggreesive directional counseling which' is particularly needed for

a. Counselors do not think they should help girls In their role selectIqn,
b. Counselors say "Girls are not forbidden to take any course," but they do not

encourage girls to take courses which have been traditionally for boys.
c. C6ansetara Perpetuate sexual eterehtypcs and are not -aware of changing

roles. -

4. Discriminator) vocational testing, as seen in the Rude! Preference Test anti
the Strong Vocational Test.

_ B. Oarrfoulum
1. Required shop course for boys and required home economics course for girls

On the junior high school area, A. middle-school principal blamed this discrimina
tion on the inability of the computers to schedule boys and girls Into one class.
That is, classes would be too large.

2. Imbalances of ma leg and females in certain classes. See Charts I &

Ow.



-,$,_ Sesiat'attitudeS,On POt of teAchera, 'parUcularly- those who are teach::clash where MOW& a the Majority, ,
eutOnieehilites teacher said giria eonlil do fine vr-olik, but small girls

eOttin 'net lift hoary equipment. In reality; 1)ntleYS are available hi the classes to
.lift 1)04'9 egitipnient.,

,b. A TV Arts teacher pointed out girls' physiCal "limitations.",
c, A shop teacher in one high 020°1 felt girls in a class would take the boys'.

attention from the machines and accidents would occur. _

d. A typing teacher felt that only girls should take typing. There was only one
bor in her class. ,

Perpetuation of sexism, in the placing of atudents in jobs by the Distributive
Education teachers. They allow discrimination by employers.

a. Boys are preferred in sides jobb: t.; -

b. Service stations insist on boys only.
An employer of etndenta from one high school 'said, "The Cute ones (girls)

add SO much to the Mike, but it doesn't hurt for them to be inteillgerit,!!
6, Requiring that pregnant girls attend a "special school" which may be

inferior academically and which implies that pregnancy is shameful. ,

U. itfrOOltartvegrIONS

A. Counseling
1. Enlarge the eounselin; staff.

Institute an In-service training course for counselors and for prospective
counselors on non-sexist counseling.

S. EtuPhssise aggresalve counseling for girls, especially for girls from loier
economic levels, ,

a. Inform girls of the broad range of occupational alternatives,
b. Educate students as to stleeessful employment placement, that is, bow to get

various jobs they might be considering.
c. Stake female students aware of the changing role of women, and make them

asuire of opportunities available to them,
4. Eliminate discriminatory tests.
a. Research and development should be undertaken in the area of testing mate-

lista available to counselors at all educational levels.
b: Girls should have the opportunity to score in all available professions on

vocational and interest surveys.
5. Strengthening Counseling on the elementary school level.

B. Curricular
n

1. Institute a Preparation for Life Course r a Course for Raman Ihirvivali
course would begin in the elementary grades to teach skills which both !xis -----

and girls need tO hare. . _

Eliminate the matidatorY home economics for girls Mid shop for boys 'On,
the junier high level. A wivee incorporating both vi14114be *IVO) PrbOYi), *n
girls tOketheii._ 2

& Institute an in-service training eouree;e4amininit )1i4-000; ,
(ices, for those teachers teaching courses traditionally limited to stacienta_ot one

.

4. Allow pregnant students to remain in their (tome schO01$ if they wish,

TAME 1.eitiaabOWN BY Us AMD ectaktMetT f0t SittOTED HIAll Saii0014
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TABLE t, BREAKDOWN BY SEX AND COURSE TOR SKYLINE COO PARTTikit STUDENTS

Douro feel. FeMige Total

Refill ndespf 0

Ad ka v ee%a 174

re
bolero *heeler/ II

Recilte. IDS

Enviceninenial ten ta
Grapft tettokinks 41

14ttriot 044 P
4

itti
/fa

4
,advanced l,

eTransportation soot's
World o( (*retraction , tiW0114 of OtkitidiCtleint .

Total

67
1

2
4

IS

0
110

0

479 1,265

Cnaexga II. --Eel/Nato:eat laateatALS

s. Lino:rata
Textbooks are of special interest be- cause they are used to teach boys and

girl% not only subject matter, but attitudes, roles; and values:A publkatIon en, .
titled "Improving the Image of. Women in Textbcoke,n Preoartsd,by the Sexism
in Textboolcs Committee of Women at Seott,,Fere,-,..aian, and ComPany, Septem-
ber, 1972, describes quite explicitly the various types of sexism fOund in most
textbooks used in public schools.

sTextbooks are sexist If they omit the actions and achievements of women,
it they demean Womenwomen Using patronising language, or' if they show women ,
Only in stereotyped roles with less than the full range of human interests, traits,
and capabilities.' Females he as males Posseet3 coUtait% physical
Dtrenlit33,' mechanical skills, and. the ability ;t6 -think logically. Malta as,
as females can be fearful; weak, .mechanically inept, and thee*: Females can
be rude, active . . or messy. Males can le polite, inactive r or neat. B
cause such-characteristics are shared by males And female; in reality, text-
books that 04410 them as 'masculine' or 'feminine' are misrepresenting reality.

. Children often conform to the standards their peers because they fear
ridicule. . -Only: boys. are encouraged to be active and competitive, girls
With these inclinations pay learn to stifle them. If only girls are encouraged
to expre,ss openly such emotions, as fear, serrOW, and affeettoh, boys may feel
reluctant to express these emotions', . . , Beth women and Men have much tO
gain Aran the elimination, of etereotyPeS. Textbooks which avoid male and female
stereotyping

the
more accurately; represent reality, encenitige tolerance for in-

dividital differences, and allo0 more freedom for children' to diseoWer and express
their needs, interests and abilities."

In recognition of this need to examine sexism in textbooks, 3. W. Edgar,
State OcammUslouer of Education, issued the following proclamation effective
81ay 12,197$

Add a new 8331.8(6) to read as follows with the present 3331.8(8) becoming
3331.8(7):

Textbooks presented for adoption shall not include language or illustra.:
tions which are blatantly offensive or which would cause embarrassing
situations in the classroom or, cause, interference in the learning atmosphere
of the classroom.

Textbooks shall, whenever possible, present varying life styles, shalt
treat divergent groups fairly, without Inaccurate stereotyping, and shalt
reflect the positive contribution of all individuals and groups to the Ameri
can way of life. Illustrations and written materials should avoid bias toward
any particular life style, group, or Individual. Particular Care should b6
taken In the treatment of ethnic groups, roles of inch and women, the dignity
of workers, and respect for all productive work.

(6-1) Textbooks shall provide an objective view of cultural confluence,
with the information necessary for developing mutual understanding and
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reePeet among all elements of our population, Materials shall reflect an
awareness that culture and language variation does eclat and can be utilised
tO promote successful learning.

The books shall cretsetat men and women participating in a variety
of roles and activities, including women In leadership and other itositive: roles With Which they are not traditionally identified. Illuitratlene and
written material shall present goal choices and life styles for girls and
women In addition to marriage and Wine:flaking. /1)conoWk., political, 0041,
and cultural Contributions of men and women, past and present, shill be
Presented objectively.

(6-3) (*dent Which treats aspects of the world of work should reflect
the positive contributions of all types of careers to the American economic
system and way of lite. People presented in the books should reflect varieties
of work and 'should be treated without bias toward particular kinds of wOrk.

Xtieeti re Date: 11y 12, 1978.
-. Respectfully submitted,

I. W. EWA-
Consmiaaloser of Education.

autersings FOR EVALVATINO SEXISM IN TEXTBOOKS

A, Compare the amount Of space given females with that given males (the
number of stories, paragraphs, or Illustrations).

B. What kind of roles, personality characteristics, and value commitments
are shown for each sex? la a bread range of emotion and activities shown to be
open to each se*? Are stereotypes about either set perpetrated?

O. Whitt is the proportion offeniales to males in the illustrations? Are feMples
passive or active, watching or doing? Would, a girl get the Impression that her
sex comprises half the human race?

D. What kind of adult role models are presented?
Do social science torte give the Impression that humankind is W%., male?

Are '"women" listed In the Index? At what points is the text inaccurate ,because
of its omissions of the contributions or history of women?

P. Are the texts for vocational comes (home economics, business, etc.)
slanted for use by 63144 sex only? Would a Student, of the other Se* lintisseinething
to identify with cornfortably in that text if she or he wore enrolled in the course?

_ .
. IlL rtantsos By sicixrci vas or Bootie atoOttn BT Mitt '414 TEAR

A. Sex discrimination is pervasive In educational material recently adopted
by the DI8P. Its meet obvious for* is the unequal reCrerentatien,inittreineaen-
tation,- and oinissierk of females in educational Materiel. Textbooks revisWed by
the committee provide conclusive evidence that women and girls are not 'fea-
tured often enough, that :41000a, had historically significant women and girls
are often net included in the text, and that women and girls are consistently men.
tioned in relationship to men and boys

,
rather then on their Ova'tat.itt the'

material does not deal candidly with peat and pfigient barriers In fall 'equality.
Females, as Individuate, giiinpa, an as S'eelteral, ioctil And economic force, are
simply not reflected in the books recently 'adopted. It Is tempting to suggest, as
an exercise, that the. men contemplate living In the -worlds that these,' Woks
describe. Such societies do net and could not have -existed.

Perhaps lees overt, but is some ways inore damaging, Is the discrimination
which results from sex stereotyping, that is, the IthpOsItton of inflexible rot?* And
.behavior patterns according to sex. Textbooks coirdantly reinforce' the tradi-
tional female role in society, which is secondary to and supportive of the mate.
They fall to portray feialaleia sympathetically awl in depth as Salnable 'con-
tributing- elements in Our Culture. Women are treated 'rather from tt'hArreif
condOcentling viewpoint, 14 t'outicrOtip"--.!:.roingt", different, Isolated; and

Another 0111)64 of thla.d.Prwifto'n.nf tmen tangitagn. tip ZOltlipti- Ian;
irtiagi has sexism built Into it; which alai ads handed over the entire
world to nnii*Ith pronouns lt the biaexn&l "he" for person, and words like
"man" to Stand for ttlf.PanPle. This linguistic habit in textbOolta Is 86 Per/A.
Olio that students will assume that only aita. are Involved In the activities and
rccppations "discussed, an assumption' fetnfoitOd by 06'144 of women in ex-

amples and stories. This habit misrepresents reality options and
roles' for women: The generic "he" may be freqatintly bat in many



tesee the plural can be substituted and females used ea exatoplee and char.
acters, particularly in traditionally Male dominated Meg.

B. Illestoples from Textbooka Recently Adopted by the .1",lISD.
1. Liteit of '.07P1Mn In Matarial.'-

L14.4 Notioti intiaptatione (BeneflOPrese, 1072), a 5th grade
history only 17-Women are named or mentioned out of 210 immigrants,

In Foundation of Freedom, V,13. Ilietorp to 1817 (Laidlow, 1072), an 8th
grade, history text, women are mentioned or shown 22 times in the 510 pages.

2. Women Mentioned In Relationship to MOO.'
The following passageri are the only two members of Eleanor BoOtatelt in

The 'Adventure of the Americas People (Band Mc11.7allyt, 1972), a high school
history, tett =

"In the Same year lie wed a distant eek)Silt the gifted and
st,00eevelt. (She, wee kiten'in marriage by her, ore,. the Preildent,
of the Vatted States, who had Coroe'fronilffshttigten for the occasiop.r,

" and he and Roosevelt showed warm 9.1.41PathY for people of this
12440;117,11t -'- . ,,,s .

3414114144tiantett.81.41erd'!.; 4.the title of ta'rt'.';',O4 :fr(414(44: 009r0P44!-
(Macmillan, 1912), a high school text. ...

"If you are sick and hate to go to a ,new doctor, how are you sure that he _
really studied medicine?" From Oft Sy and For the People (Bend° `Picse,' -;

1072)1 an 8th grade Olirlcs. text.- In contrast, purees are always referred to as :
1,ishce

Demeaning and Stereotyping Women;
"Ilven if there were, there48'0400o0 person to do Anything toth:-304ge

Otaesend Midge is a Midge bad retreated to the corner of the house
Where she stood watching. (From /*Ogee, likalgtiton Mifflin Coapaos' ;'1,v74, 0t14
grade reader) q

"Yon certainly do catch on to it for -a girl."
That 4,4141 What do you expect to find? Ilmiet,ere_ Eaten was

happy about this arrangement,. but she was r.fraid of -11ark's.yidieule..11.aike
showed again that she was afraid)! :(),

14^4ed irk.a.41100. preeed); 414(400# 'O'om _., '..

" he.drowred if the boat hint. the rocks I': sr4O-Atalled..kth; rubbish I'

mi min Company, 11772;1411 grade feed, r).
11. . the PteeideAkitact.theAttt4Cttve.tiret

to lure Women. into tne,gr.owing,anqeneet. Aeivtil),60cFil and &Pisan. _

ptliet4 10004 the haman-intereeyetots.m....,
"The woman's club movement grew stronger after the f be Oentnft,'

as the 'weaker sex' attempted to put Its increasing lelattre to g -

4180,-*NtAW1410,11140.14104 to POlit1041 6440.0; the 0O-',Oallid gen a sex was

110414 '0041t1 freedom war 4alnrlize.tPaf'wes Startling even tho-mit
tottes.1 '( &too from 114'400 grotOf 1e XpkerlOetk.
People, Raid Metta 1Y; 1 a high 04:00 history taiL)' :

lEUzabeIh 0. Stanton, e and the mother Of seven children'. 4'i "(Fromf
roututotioe-Ot ;!ree4Off3, Laldlaw, 1012, an 8th grade his-
tory. text)

It. asooltyr*aavrori
A. A:woman active in the women's rights tnovetaost should be included on the

textbook Committee:
B. Provide a workshop, seminar, and/or staff development program for librari-

ans to provide information on sexism in books, recommended supplementary
materials, And other educational aids.

0. Require school Administrators to make available noneextet book lists and
dims to teachers for self-education and classroom nee, and to entourage their t*,

Allot funds for the generation and purchase of pretend/ available 001.
sexist curriculum materials.

. =

Oxfam* II/:-.7.Eurt,otutztr

, , 1, 014'0Ore.
A. Women in the 1).181).are concentrated in the lostest paying Jobe.'

*1: Although highly paid adinitilstratois are licriztted principally from the
teaching .faculty, which 18,16% female (4448 out of 6061), women comprise the
&dotting Percentages of the administrative staff



MOO gal tent rine! 47114
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litoot4,14% (troaitt r}vritkito 11151-,

woo ei); hoe alkiAtir0(00 Mean skier, bf $4Z e- _

).

s lybAv!ietureetitetil *We to143owbf

Ol r Med by' Men' (ettetOditil and taamtekiliee'Persallair
a an eatimated '06401644Y of $6 Is diedrepeacy nee to
it 'ef the Male to 'fOr°,the reVerfo thee,

tire, a 'athe aot vequit4t1 to We' t-highlieliobt degree an 1

**Orbit Sletile; average' ieee per beat in`lbe' D/81) than ,do the, Matt
-Oksildnecl Male etlitodians:;.' . -"

In direct Iola on of the Equal Pay Att of 1068, vrotnen who have esSerdialtr
the ;sale jots AS the male custodial helPers are relegated-0 the-
category, ftaind,"" tit a `Salary note that begins at AM honk' leas that of .

. the men a tut bk$ goo in hoar loWei z, At :

PrOmOtIOnal opPO MO for WoMen'arertatendi
1, ,Vforeen in the Lea ershiP Training Program are usually ,!promoted", lo the`

:Job:Of 140colitrte. teacher, whicb pays no more than a regular teething
In the program arensually promoted Into adniiniatratiVeposIbiOne,

I411--73 rims. une foe*

(motto' lo 'dogma-tattoo

otwood to
of

..
on so atsra ___

is, woopan 4 41 444 *404 11 a 1

totootoo to too tuWp.,

Me to .

TOtor

2. 21% of allD181) priticipalshipe were recruited from the coaching staff,
where few women have had the opportunity to hold* job.

0, Women are under -re resented in certain hot4D Job categories.
1. coaching,-,less tb4( 10% (80 out Of 88 ?)'

. custodial and maintenance staff.444% (28A out of 1,856)
3 anoints, tratit,epOsitions-418ureS given MILL above
D. Mei are underrepreselted In clertain 13181) Job categories:
1. Cenneeleie-1.8ti (10 out Of _193) '
2. elementary teneuet*-12% (8o$ out Of $,C,003)
8. clerical Staff --2% (12 °tit of Off) " ,"
4. food servitea- (dent Of 1,83?)
Z. The edrreitt, maternity te0e *Mel of the D181), while It compiles

federal guidelines,' is," Ja practice, disertthinatory against men and adoptive, Peri,-
ente of both 'eekes, none Of Whom hate the ,priviltge-of using ticetUed leave time
to remain home afttl the arrival Anew ."

Insurance benefit* offered by DIM) to cover maternity costa are' alserlraina.
,tor) In that they rodlike' the mother to be married in order to

RECOUIIZIMATIONIO

A. An AffirMatiVe'..ketion plan to achieve the full participatiou, of soften end
men in all Job categories shall be implemented.

d. floats and timetables for improving the ratio Of women and wen 1s those
jobs in which they are presently underutilised.

a, for women, these Jobe include.admialstrative, custodial and machine-.
b. for Men, these jot* Include -all teaching levels,- but 0, HY 1401101 !4.1q,

the clerk* staff, couort, end food serviees -_1 -.1
Attlte titer t4i*ht of Woffieh And tattler these fobs in whit* mei AltttAke!--

a. clearly iktid bilteCti -itiortiene WM) Openings lot',. ,ease, not
with the label "ednal OppoiltbnitY employer" but te, the text -of the adve

b. notifying late-rested, organisations/ inch as Madam and
Women, Women's Equity Aeilon Letg(te, and Women for 'Change, of ,openin

e: hat 414' eenelikk tbfki:0041.(4i te-4011,,that trt

t etle,408114 *1319100 141,69),ts#:.k4N-,LP°P

Pnbeation:and.dlatriintiii 041-4 ?*r?,41.10144t4
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n'. The seta dee for jobs now dominated by women (e.g. secretaries, clerks, and
food personnel) shall be re-evaluated and readjusted so as, to be competitive
with those Jobe dominated by, men and requiring similar levels of .skill, effort,
and Sesamialbillti,

0.,The Job designation "maid" shall be removed and women shall be'fully in-
tegrated into the other custodial ranks.

1. Women will be paid the same for equal work and will be offered the same
Promotional opportunities.

2. Itekause women have not bad access to 12 month Contrasts; yeari aireadY
served by nine Month employees (women) shall be considered on af, equal basis
with years served by 12 month employees (men) in similar job capacities regard.
Ing prornotion.

3. Women presently in "maid" positions will be placed in the custodial level
commensurate with their years of experience and seniority. =

4. All 9 month and 12 month job categories shall be open to all Persons.; regard-
less of set, and present female employees shall have top priority to apply for affil
12 month job openings. , .

D. An objective, clearly defined line of advancement for all DIM) jobs shall
be distributed to alt employeeS. ,,

E. Marital *Vitus shall not be a consideration In hiring and promotional poli-
cies, and written district I oliey shall so indicate. .

Employment benefits shall not be affected by sex, marital status, or Parental

be allowed to use accrued 'teem of up to 10 days pet year upon
arrival Of anew child.

2,, AdoPtive parents of either sex shalt be allowed to use accrued leave up to
10 daYS Per Year upon arrival of a new child.-

. A. The rdstrot shall submit ids bide a change in maternity benefits thatallows
woman employer. to Insure herself under a "Ione eMPle$M" plan. She shall not

he required to enroll a spouse or other family member, or to submit proof of
marital status.

:
CHAIM* IV..r.-SIPOWN Alits Pfliffitnat. Ent.10ATION,

ArlarrIfte
A..Participation4The -DIST) with 5,400 students enrolled in grades, 8712,

Maintains an athletic prngram which Ileitis!!! interscholastic coinpetItIon and
Physical Education Department.

. A fact sheet from DISD Superintendent Dr, Nolan Estes shows that of 9,680
atudents Involved; in Interscholastic activitiesteam cOmpetitiOn between
echoola--* total of 8,809 participents are heirs and 871 are girls. The breakdoWn
for 1972-78 for all Interscholastic sports is as &LION%

Boys Total

215
6

ou (too distance runs) 0
(an pro ems)

col"-

Tool

100

811 a, act tsio

of the grand total of 871 females Involved in interscholastic activities,
220 are in synchronized swimming teams, which, according to e'llay 10,- '78,
Office Memo from persona In the school administration building through Dr.

linformation in this report was obtained from cor,respondettee, telephoce conytereAtione
and meetings with Dr. fluty Morris, of the Peon Prrionfiel vices,. DISD.- principals _of
local high scht.pols. drill train sponsors, Mr. Robert Athlete Direetor,.DIED, Mr.
.01orria Brantly, Director of Physical Education, DIED. Ms. Joione Romaine and Mr. Chad
Woolery, administrators of PIeD, the DZSI) Athletic Manual, sad tenpisi conversations
with teachers, students, sod patents,
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The Physical tati4tiO DePtirtmenti "ail& II sePorate bon the Atialiti$

paitinent, included to sections:
Ittulmoikr tht0101 MtKigion'OurfielL /44 dtiterPtifikaislioil 1,0 0 P.H. cootie-0

1. Caliathéhlc exercises areire differeUt in kind and' tinithtiti nniSii;Y s,

students. For example, girls and boys may be to ,dia, OP* ktintia,
c.binups and ;40h...ups ; are 6000tilragei to 91 Irous rruls c;14-yare forbidder: to do more than_ ; running dereisee A rkHare for

2. A wider varlet, of scoriae, I. usually offered in the ooyd opt chimes than
in the 0210.

courses and Instructors are sex ipcszvipuipu. -

B. DIED xtramurel programi. -
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ii tddent1-flO ftist the male Star
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emend that teems and aetivttleebe afldl*ble to all otnkta
level of their ab111t. That Is, each thdent Wotild be pt*eed
éurate with her or his ability and rgavdleee ot te..At the
meh a polloy woóld :seaLY integThte all apottA acth'ittes.
jutdok and senior high Level,- the beet te ma obld bly,.

aauy. nil male, due to the past diseotiragenent of from
;But female and ,erage male students ouid be able play

.. .''-.h- .*itI. &.sA I,e f' YM- g
uriu wwj'w v. .'.-.''--' -- -...., -

girlS become more athleticallY enpertezhal lntetrntiOn of all teams win gvaa-

nally increase.
o those who artu* that girls ahbuld not cOmpete directly In contact WOits

with boys because of theit pt ttpfoèd physical weakness, we answer that mdi-
vIthiat girls, like IndividUki boyS, would dot be allowed on teeMs for which, after
tryoflts, they could not quality. Ability houid bO tl* only ulrsment In each
mind every sport offered W the dietilet. !4o rule 6? guldelinO Id be changed
or modified uvilesit applk to both ene. . .: . - . ... .

RecommendatIons concerning P.E. ea'semi and xttmimUraL aetivifleal
1. all PM. Cia sees be ein*1li integrated '
2. the asaiglul2eflt of men eoechçs to oy an4 women coaches to gina be

prohibttM ..
..

8. tle saie and extramural activities be $yaflShlO to glre and boys
4. aU eiretcises be 14ehiIcfl taT girls and bÔyS and that g1nls, as a claSs

. not be given lower, ala rde of f?ivan9e, but that afl atdeflf be .

treat dIdIL?, Pd esIiofae -.
j

AdoTlaltnle thet14ftfI91M. '. .

-

MA
I n4no -.

.,,. 2. .
c

gdeUflNbe
mtP9 1 eeoa .ber

-

Instructor'. job, wbe Stated In br resume IfleWW otbe Sfhbt
lre to t'oneli In many areas, was askeI by the tntervte*er, lgboHng alt other

Y -:
speclftedinterests, If she Was late estedi nil team)
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4. Women coachee be attea equal oPPortunItiee (Or prometion and,eqUal
pay for their Work

6. the DISD administration take the lead In raising the eonsciousness of
male coaches to the needs and abilities of female athletes

O. an aggressive attempt be made by the administration to interest girls
in sports activities from which they have previously been excluded or die-
couraged from participation.

°mom V.-4:10a4tAt RE0010OCKDATiON

General RecooNalendation from the Dallas Women's Coalition: that the Dist)
hire a woman active In the women's movement and knowledgeable abOut these
issues as "ombndswoman" to oversee 811 aspects of the school system's compli-
ance with Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.

putvAlit ilmsLATION

1. Title IX of the Rducation Amendments of 1972 states that "No persOn in the
United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be,
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving rederal financial assistance." Thd penalty for
violation of this law is the loss of all federal funds. Por the school year 1972-
1974, DIEM received 85,08.840 in federal monies.

2. Title VII of the 19o4 Civil Rights Act forbids discrimination in employment
on the basis of race, Color, creed, sox, or national origin. The Revised Sex outde-
lines for, Title VII cover, among other things; hiring. recruitment, promotion,
047,1;regnanet policcy,

Nq
,inffurauce eeverfige; and retirement leave. ,

-8. The uai Pay AA of 1903 requires employers to pay women and wen On,
P107e48 the same salary for Jobs requiring eimilar amottnt$ ei skill, effort, and
rteponsibility.

4, The Venal Legal Righte Amendment to the Texas. Constitution States that
"Mnslity of rights under the law shall not be denied or 'abridged because of Sett-,
Yoe% color, or national origin." r

Article 6252-6 of Vernon's Texas Civil statutes, popularly knolin as the
Civil,Rights Act and amended in nea, prohibits, among other things,'
nation in employment, nab_ of facilities, or participation in any prograinbythe,
state or any subdivfsion thereof on the basis' of the person's race, Wild*
se* or national otisin. . _

.

Mrs.'FaAssa. I come to testify with some persona/ experience with'
Varions.kinds of public schools : I myself rode a 'School bfis
mentary to public high school. My.children attended seliobt hete

wWashingtoatta in Minnapclis:
Free public education is one of the underpinnings of American

democracy and is an important factor in our economy. But our edu-
cational system has given boys and men first place long enough. Tra.."
ditionally, we have looked at the education of girls as a kind of life
insurance -- something they need "just in ease"_--)ust in- case their
husband can't -uppoit them, in case they can't find a husband, or in
case they need to support themselves while looking for a husband.

It is WBAL's position and our goal through this legislation to
educate each and every childmale or female, rich or poor, black

or whiteto be self-sufficient, self-confident, and capable of self-
support.

lire want children to be educated as individuals, not as assigned
members of a group.

iDiscrithination in education starts in kindergarten or even before
in preschool. Therefore, WHAT. is now working on elementary and
vocational education. We have been noted primarily for our work in
higher education up to now. We are the group that has filed charges
of sex discrimination against over 300 colleges and universities.
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t ,ke4centrlited', in ,,t4 IA; igiartelt'§i,fhiridf_01:-.',410.'ll
be* tetinie,prOc' and

t 611'14-0' groWt and PleaSe'shoUld ISO tifilfableltillU
le regardless of sex, race, creed, or natientil Origin, To teil a.
filiqiii814,0,9 AO, learn Js

or
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hinie My:o*4:imiversityi4hlehil the. Ilinkers
y...thiit',Aeuid Oct be soliette4 kiith:vtitkit

beeb-Criticiked as hare'others fOr well siWemen _to 1
People When they came back in their 40',s,, sorry, .you, are too,

-One of the-reasons WEAL, Is coneerned about age discrimination
as Sire, that we realize many.ivomen d6:taktiiiitts
ofd' from working outside the home to haVe and raise childien
there-ereOften breaks in their educatiOk 14.ilieitt.wOStbig:0001.':-

liiit labor statistics 'shoiv_ that 'Meat women,. over' c/O,Pereent,iii
worleoutside the home at some time (Wring their lives, and that:cur.;

women are 38 Ptrant of the work force, Over- 40 percent Of the,
Nointn oVei 16 yearft, of age are to. the *orladice.,),/,latty,Of theta: are'.
monied and many have :children under: 10., )4Ore nth ;half the.--
children in school today have motherS,WhO-worlisotitelele AkhiMis.

Thus, it is not even accurate, to say nothing of honest, to little
girls to become _only:, housewives and .'mothers.,.!rhey .36 -Muckme.
They are,Workei*,-inside and Outside the home, Th.ey are eitifreits?arf ,
they deserve equal treatment'before the laiy; on the job, and iii,our

ThIS:is not to sey,that being a housewife arid mother is a bad thing.,
Xlike raising little kids and ate )1:440066o; 414 pot

one of those Who says yOu are not a good person, unless, you. are outs:
voykg. ,

wo1001. contribute to society, in volunteer ,wo lt and, otherils,

110111rattesasolir telitletyh:111t ifeRtsell
on ti* average about 10 years from the birth of thefirst a until the
164-Child

g
goes off to school. And 10, years out of a woman's life is not,

Tryl.on
time. , -

o illitstratel: eften tell a story about ray grandmother;: The 186V
'child went, off to-kindergarten some 60 :years Note she _slid: She
spentHeven with lg kids-,More"yeers,ef her, life working outside the
home, than she did at' home ,with 'And though her
g*ildatightert--;-- girls in school 'today --will not haV0 ,e reni
they to- O:w,t11 live 4 long tune and many of them will spendtb6-,04f#
-Poi: of their' liveit Worlting,o4tilde the home,

Our schools to deal with the reality of people's
with Stereotyped or idealized concepts of life, That's what 4.8 I

-Von' we are diPcliSing, Will' is ab°ttt.
12"I am sure )nany'people.Will' talk two* them: 1 am

tie 00000 rflagatin.08;erenoW, 044 this OP; 044.110
00t146- 14e. _

6- we *40 tiat 14104100 is iliSiPitigishos. v*flA
on 6 market 044 t -ate reluctant CO' put out g 46%

the
,

Parade ,Miele X quoted, Piemilliti says they tOe.ge, teitS4
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new 'artlicik,,;- Nit the -publishers goon to campaign, that it takes half .

a million dollars to launch a new soma and a few millions morebefOW
the iniblishera Make a profit. They are not willing` to make any 'neW
series Sr, overhauls,- don't think, unleas we have this legislation. '

I have long qUote4 in here from an article in the Wilson Library'
Ofilletin and-theY talk a fair amount about the California, text

.A0parently there the state orders the books and they are used Olio ---
out tlije, Statehereevery sehOel. ,gain they 'notate the

Mink peinted out. -, % 1 ..- ., ..,

I have Often' been- *Oiled about the treatment of feiriale:s,, I think=
,- when'you-make jokes about `somebody you are Saying something. TOO-

often in 'schOol, feinalesare.the butt Al jokes: In secial studies' text-.
books;Sisin, the image of Women is that women serve p4,3o,Ale_or-heltvi
men d0' the important work. MOWS VfOrkfet#111/810f6 trathing; in4ik.:
direet peoplet' and '01an:thinzet'and "Inake'd041$101is.A.t_ Meet sett
are alwaysthe speakere, wel4 not.alwaysiseinetimeS hi pa .t1 m
trigs they are wornefi;Men make the money and are theta imp
members ;tithe fainili'::Ilarel 'Y are men tila weinen work rig to

--. or, seen in equally coin t . roles.: '. , ':': -: -' 7 '- '1' ' :.-',;;-

and
think the importan t that-children Aoilldlearn,le than,

40-4060i6tigibtild 40'114-AA
_. 11fthis:804tet chalnOtt4kaild saranr

DK 6- 'points this out In the literatdre, hat, 41e,a`Othlyit ,ft,
it' rgtO.- :ale makes' i'o.OhOtitittiVe':- Ott::LtkOzoiile.14.108.
not trained ,to take their 'share lie , 2olt iftil-11::(1 Ofirate There-gx'eliblin le- modeels 11 thit earl -.),

foil &real to take actives Darts 'inthe'dialdg nor thii.inat :tOr:
*ith lie ed ft-Ceetittinee ,1934.-0,*400**14-5 iutio.-.-:, --,;,--.v,
''I veotwoilet.0-104(4 rIt-440.0Y001/40.i alr oiltipli a
oil' iniith'ee . :1/411 t fv age tliat', po rayed 4f to_

:Others will 'about lei 10; tit ; 'WOK 4: Iiii*W.

91Aellati64 4*-14.X .t41,0*tf:,).10;4*-0, 44i646 f,, V'1-114.- 64, P'itnliftesiOne-'" -:'...'::. `'!`,,.. ''? ' ,;', .. '. -'.. ,i'i'',.--,- ,'!'',-';-: q.-4:V--i,
.. . deLappear on :TV' and, ,X thoUght,x/O X_ hact,._hetter are

,. props,' so -111sW 1147 1O-to; brO. he)o...i)o)4e:hOO,
-fantail Isrepakita have the- di 4 dab 14,40

. *4iSh" ked. Every Mother in,thillii ' 4 ,the y Al ,iii. t
Exi I :reidere'frOM the first to' fiftn- gradS.4ve Mot

herwas was dishes' arid if 11614, ltitertro:iib the-
her out. I rowan r one story, of a fiCod where'the
mother. '$10....0001.4n't . do- *a thitig.,A:. little :girl ; inven
making everything .WriingSbe. just eOUldn't clo*Othin4:4 ti'
'are the einett'onetlin the hook. and had the things. Husbands d
the wives to the hi14'04 so that they 'COtild,:g*shopping:..- ,

In alinoSt all thesehembooki;*Oinen are not picture driving it es t. -

The readers aetnally.'are Odin, two ..generatiOns behind the time, The
need ..I.or -new .texts and materials is obviOns.-The publishers 4411i
they are not going to do it until it becomes profitable and the old bookii
are worn out. -..---:--:' ', ', . ':' '...' '-', ' ''' "* ''; .-!' .r.'-' .

Even If pUblishers. were interested in doing nonsexist textbooks, I
have heard it Said by edticators and administrators that it takes about
1i..y.earStO 04.4' textbook from writer to child. At that if the
writer was working now, today's kindergartener would be. fifth

. .. . . . . . ,-.
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14. he said they oc.ulcl ni.?tuid vhaial aids. I have yet'tO s a pOterz

-s plettire a .s:4011, V. Anthony,A and While 1 was' able:.0 01
beautitnl 'poster of Sojourner Truth,- the 'well-linown. 4?011tioulat and

: feminist it .was 0.41y because I happened to be in- a snmal., .01# 'Of: .00. r ;

way bookstore and saw it there: I sm also unithloto 114(.14 ups

-)f Nolen doctors and dentists, Anita* for !it ail 'or- Ulletm- a

display -along iyith a reminder to visit /04t doritOr Or entiat Cif

ear or whatar,ort.Pieturcof women doing johi'formerly,denohyril
'..` ire Sorel ,needed for display, in elementary SehooltOosms,;.4, 4;9%4' I

tOrvitle_sultilAirolemoslels. -.
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-was lute to the history boobs and ?nay heoaisie I am*po)

. titian's *t4 t ils eak)qt, ;iny eiliaiTtapjirte4,_fr The Ad.Yeltkis

- of the Amerkott Peon il, -a, Balla 6,N 4. 1 ,Y0? $ which:06$ out -in
um, amiory :.:toxt- -ha; only ,tNyo mentione,9 .. 41400 ,A4P44X-44,
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Qty !s_
States, who hast cope torn Washington Mt' tp occa..15;ope:i .,,...

co 5- 5 -And he ttdd Mrs. ,levelt shOsred wart° appathy 1r kW Abiir -,
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provide 4 vtorkaloP, seminar, and/or Matt development program for libratiani

and Other eduestional aids.
tO tiovIde Informatton on sexism In books, recommended supplementary Mate.

ot funds for the generation and purchase of pieseady
curriculum materials,

WEAL believes that passage of this bill would help carry out ,these
tine recomthendatione. In section 4(c) (4) funds are requested to be
made available for -preeertice )nservice training program's, and

(c) (6) for groitp conferences, symposiums, seminars, and instittiteS.
All Ins are victims or Products of our own past, of our60 and our own socialization. 'today's teachers have not *aped. the

sex-role stereotyping and socialization which is deleribefl

,while

feminists myself have not eacaped.:tvery ;Once iii a
Yvnile My children catch mein a sexist e;preisiOn.,TeaciAro'ithist be

I road& aware, of their own sexist, biases; they roust be trained and' re..
trained to treat students as individmijs with potential to learn'and not

males and fethales with roles t play, -Poservice and inServiCe
-training institutes, and seminars hate become ticCeed inkthe CiVil
and hiiffrian'rightifield. t

- In our Sawpf Minnesota teacherapre reqUit0 tAtakepothe tsman
Ottlitrile4 and we are higinninglo add:Opt-Me-4,On SeXis*z

-there ou h o be 4 lot More of them,' Pellowshipsi penferePOOp'411*
nars, alt institutes must be develoOd to work dirt blew coup materials
and Cu dultid shOwing the positive contributions wp.tneii to'Op!
And the reality of wenien's lives in .tli6 1104 PPEKIP,tirand AP, 01),'

Quiff teaaer training institutioolinis`tbelencentiged to de=sex, their
courses linsV4inticulum, hrinkiok Napo into the inainitieatn a -4 in

ifafpaittiefshiPineattOlion. 11107P-1*.#1,,t.OnSicloring
aleiit The servants. f the syetetn, Oct ItaTniptkovrov*

._ the aketutitekaOti PO,11044takerafet'ibf 0404 . Itet;'01i9):4§',040
.- .

.begi Ito
major goal Of- ncition 100 prepare the individual tar kfie,;1044, d

of `mirk-401de and outside the ,home for a vocation which will
make that indiVidual Catkibleef `.- '"'"Doine4tio work and he:eare.Of children is socially valnable an

'for
betanght to it well and have a raper

for it To be able to take care Of fOod, clothing, and housing is Tv

'eery set of skills, All childrenshenkl, learn these selkufficienc
This means that the traditionally eexnallY,separated course, of onn.-eo
and shop or industrial must be integrated and updated. T is is
machine-oriented society ad both boys and girls need to know- how'
to Operate and take care of machines. -.

Boys Pla girls also need to known something about the pure 4,96
and preparation et food, sothething, about nutrition, the care of their
clothing, and how to clean lip after themselves. Consumer education
is also necessary in this day when we buy everything. Typing is a
valuable skill: Every child ought to be taught to type in the upper
elementary grades; ,it should come right -after handwriting,. or pen-
'manship;Tekthing typing as A word'Otill, as machine skill, and as
a vocational skill would be a great asset to thousands of children.

But instead of training all, in these skill's, our schools have
been aSeigtiinf these skills on the basis of sex. That is stupid and wrong
and a waste o Manpower.
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-creittiVikthinkingabotiti pi g fort and dO011ts,Aing ,vofational
aild_egriter." edUcatien. have.4 'feat, that this newt

simply old stereotyping under a flew -name.- a-1
04 tO Ate-the Washingteri, to.40r. sehools exain I because.er are' worse 'than ethers,: hut, rather heCaufe,`X #ey,_

;PC4114" a ieiter'this past spring to the D.C. Act rYfor :Vocational Education pointing out'th Atlej ke4064and did Opirt4 vocational schools.-44d *plit
ooit had for- dese.ting the- sehools: In fee iise telephone

;oils explaining that in tror so years they, Wo liave4 eare04ottio
.inents centers- and that anyway gull really w:ouldn't 1*#.t4
schools where they were the only girls.

liaid;'-"Olt;eend vie' yourcourse list of What you-46-efferingfieit,
'fell ,» I get itand in WalfhiPittOtii D.0i, where 56 pm-044'6f the won*
"Work outside the home, these are the girls' choices -Of vocationalcourses.we have Ave vocational schOols,IWe girls'- sch0Ola 414 ari*re 1)**-olos,e,ak take accounting hueinpat;'tive eot inethodelOgy. 'foods, health-,-'occuOatio*
34410, nkrssry assistant, practical 'nursing, Shertba aldJurgioi foiehnicatals, trade dressmaking.,

rho, boys have three schools with;conrses janging,frOm agriciifture
to watch repair. -

'After our memo, the schools sent out, letter saying girlaWili
ndrnitted to :these other schools if they can prove tile )? have a Veda]interest. wondered if a and riVonclered if boys had SPrevath4had speCial into* to ket in theaa Class* ,Under the boys' al art and 'a number of 'others
that :I thought were perfectly normal t for 'Orli tOl*in and Yetthey are limited to 1Doys,-,6filce machines, Ph0t0M41?Yt- pOitiPp0)

1,1 den't*ankto.plikensthetoistript;Of
yould pet be fair. tut, It thfull-thisAa typical iifvocationat Se 0444,'

TA our. Own State' et Minneeota, where:we have pColf:;hig :Ackepl
-vocational -Ada technical troani, popre, toit in&Ah.# thoiwo re
-fgastk counseled f410alaP0PuljatiO4.00ii

1g_

ue*e-tO.OP jPe'rClattlinelpi'ati.dpeineA g9 into .or ere*her oec
7 _

4:3V '41e4f645,44:Itt:e4ilri
citierliniti4tfc4 t 6 048, AO**

t- Sex and dtscrizahiation in the area of atident equine, uWaco ad', district -hy dictum, "o6onselisue Persgabl,),01461'
0104*-
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requires girls to enroll In hairdressing (minority girls only), cooking and sewing
Classes. Boys are similarly placed In auto mechanics, woodshop, repair hand
construction courses.

The report goes on to state that an educational consultant-testified in
Federal court that Waco homemaking courses appeared to be training
minority girls to be maids and waitresses.

This is still another example of assigning a place in the world on
the basis of sex or race.

Discriminatory or outmoded tests should not be used to steer stu-
dents toward specific occupations either.

I think another person will testify about the Strong Vocational
Test which I first learned about from a young high school neighbor
(male). To redo that test will take millions of dollars unless sodiebody
provides some help or money to de-sex these tests. I understand Mrs.
Schlossberg will talk about this.

Section 4(n) (15) of the bill calls for training, education, and em-
ployment training grants for unemployed and underemployed women.

think this is terribly important.
The recent, issue of "Manpower" has a good article on the training

or retraining of women for nontraditional jobs. It is about making
women the breadwinner or something like that. It has some excellent
ideas for good vocational training of women. But we do need this very
much.

Many, many women are supporting families. They need to be able to
find jobs. They need to be trained for jobs that will pay them enough
to support that family. I am sure other will talk about sports and
physical education.

Our WEAL group has done a number of studies. It seems there is a
ratio of 10 to 1. They will have programs for sports P there will
be about 10 boys to 1 girl in these programs or the money will be al-
lotted about at that ratio.

This is tax money and I just don't think that is fair.
In Dallas, 8,800 participants are boys, 811 are girls.
In my own city of Minneapolis, I am told that we spend more to out-

fit one football team for 1 public high school than we do for all the
girls sports in all 11 public high schools in the city of Minneapolis. I
maintain that is not quite fair.

I think this is going to be a tough one. People feel .very strongly
about sports. I am not convinced we are going to be able to have girls
competing with boys. This will end up with all boys teams anyhow,
so we are going to have to figure out something.

I think under this bill there are conferences and institutes and work
on this being done.

Women in administrative positions is my last point.
Our WEAL group in Minnesota has been challenging local school

districts over the number of women in administrative positions. The
Minneapolis Tribune of Wednesday, June 27,1978 says

Joyce Jackson became a member of a select groupfemale secondary school
administratorswhen she was named principal of Central High School.

"She is one of three women in the Minneapolis School District to be
an administrator of secondary schools. Betty Jo Webb is an assistant
principal at Ramsey .Junior iIigh. Rachel Leonard was named Tues-
day to be assistant principal of Olson Junior High.



Mont the Minnesota blvision'Of the Women's Et Alt Act
Ott WIVit rsaC4It'sid MetrOpolitan school districts of se*,

bon, in the eliploynient of high School adtknAlstritOrd: '7t let_thni4,
have

had one **Oblan a*inistrator, and the
0i 13i district to bays anY ifoinen it secondary administration jobs
Was Vorth St. Paul-braplewoed, which has an assistant

study by Clifford Rooker, professor of educational Adtninistfe.
tion 'at the University of Minnesota, showed that of 2,6N Minek*ta.
sChool administrators, 20.2 were women, and inest of them are elemen-
tary school principals. Ills rstudy earlier this year shoWed there were
no wernen school superintendents.

"Mrs. Jackson,named to the Central High School post earlier this
Month, said, 'Only in recent years have women been entouragedto go
into administration. Secondary school administration has not been
perceived as a role for *omen'

11 Jackson is unusual, as the story indicates, but the situation is
not; innesoti's situation is typical. Men are the executives inschoold,
women are the teacher and the kids get the message.

nA*4 men tcacher6 and women aXaCtItlita. We need to shoii the
kids, n inst. tell them that sex-assignment is wrong. This means,
however, that our colleges et education all over this country ate going
to have to change. It may mean we will need seminars and short courses'
in school management for teachers so they can move into administra-
tive pOsitions, if they like.

I should not say up into administrative.positions, because I 'happen
to think teaching is Iprobably even more mportant than' administra-
tion, but we need to integrate. We need more men teachers and more
women afitninlstrators.

The goal of education should be to give individuals skills and
formation so they can make choices about their lives; schools ought
to he helping individuals develop their full potential; each child ought
to have equal educational opportunities in our public school system.

Some may argue that title IX is enough, that prohlbiting discrimi-
nation will end discrimination.

WEAL argues that this legislationthe Women's Educational
Eq.uity Act---Is an affirmative action plan with money to make it work.
It is positive legislation aimed at changing old habits and instituting
new ideas, materials, and ways of doing things.

If title IX is enforced and this legislation passed and financed even-
tually we should have equality of opportunity between the sexes and
we would no longer need this legistatton.

When all children dome out of school self-confident, self-sufficient
and self-supporting, then this legislation can self-destruct.

Thank you.
Mr. HAWN-114s. Thank you, Mrs. Fraser, for a very excellent state-

ment. We have just one or two questions from the Chair.
You deal with the subject of 'Vocational courses in the schools:To

what extent is the decision a voluntary one and to what extent is it a
telling fad that girls take certain courses and boys take °there'

In other words, the courses which you indicated as being listed t
some of the schools, would it have been possible for one of the girls to
have sleeted, let'e say, auto body and fender repair if she had, tvant.d
to! To what extent was she compelled to accept that course or not
select that particular Mel
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f&tars. What the memo eald was that the girl had to pro ye
Special Interest and a real interest in this course, before she would be
admitted an the man t talked to kind of "pooll.poohed the histi Olaf
any girl wOuld want to do this, that it would, just be too difficult:

Aty poknt fs not that vocational education ehdUldn't be volunterYt
but girls too often are counseled out or steered out of occupations that
they might otherwise be interested in.

Sir. Ilkwit.tris. Would it also be true that the choke matte some
extent 'depend on what the person anticipates, that is, a girl would
anticipate that even if she selected .certain courses that she .would
not be allowed too let's sey, to quality for a job or that she would be
rejected by the employer because of the feet that Oleic! a girl

3frs, PRASER. Well, I think that is a factor, but if we accept that,:
nothing ever chans.

Mr. IfAwKix
ge

s. The other question is this: You indicated thet.cer,
tarn textbooks were discriminatory, that the publishers base their (1001
sion not to reprint purely on the cost factor, that it would not be
profitable to revise the textbooks.

Do you think that thie is, the sole reason or is the reasol1 much more
complex than that, the curriculum commissions and others in edneSitiOn,
also influence textbooks, that there are a lot of PoPtk*1 implications
involved other than Merely the cost factor 9

Mrs, FRASER. I would guess we are coming along far enough that
a lot of publishers must he aware that they are being criticized and
that they ought to change and if they are not aware of it yet, they
will shortly b&

I think It is pretty much money. I guess I don't see much else bot-
cause they are so old fashioned.

Mr. ifawnixs. Thank you.

rntlihoth certainly ,wailt to join the chairman in commending
you for the comprehensiveness of your testimony, Mrs. Fraser. I tork.
sure that; our contributions to this hearing will be extmnely
cant in the final dev4opment of our legislation.

It isa.leY own personal feeling in regard to the many problems you
have discuased; The older woman wanting to return to. college, the
problem of vocational ehol4 is, the difficulties inuniversities and 0'0404
Lions to executive responsibilities, that because our copsgeo are SO
difficult to deal with as instruments of change, this legislation tries,
to concentrate in such areas where changes can occur like eurrieulum
and the way in which currieulum is presented. Such changes will not
only affect the children who will be in the classroom, but it will have
a profotmd effect on the teacher who is confronted with this new
textbook, with new idles, portrayed in the text, in the pictures and
in itepresentation. This is one way in which the system can come to
realize how it has been contributing toward the perpetuation of these
sex stereotype&

I would like to put a question to you in terms of textbook revision.
Where do you place it, in terms of priorities. Do you consider this
RS important or do you think that some of these other areas that
you have discussed are of equal importance or more important
this notion of textbook revision really critical to the overall idea of
equity in educational presentation I
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M. the textbook but I Sotill*"theft that tang WfAkeiti long time Be *s have to do other
4$:

In taritniX priority,yes, I Would have three. 'the first wolild besuigemehtti reetetiale, so that to counted, or whatetter, the textboo
---, Until we t new ones.

I thi it would probably be foolish for me to come here and saytomorrow every whoal main in the country has to buy new text- .books. From a fiscal point of vie* that wouldn't Work,' The seeOndone Is the /worries; the retraining of teachers, sensitizing a teachers.Just as we did with race, I think we have to do it with sex.I think it Can be done because I have a great respect for teachers
and I think they want to help kids.

The third priority I would put is the whole business of vocational
education. There are just too many women in this country not trainedfor jobs that will make them capable of self-support. We have toaccept the fact that there are a lot of women who are going to be
supporting families. That is growing.

So those three, supplementary materials, retraining for teachers,and desexing vocational education would be my priorities.
Mrs. MIME. Thank you very much:
Mr, nAWKINS. Mrs. Chisholm.
Mrs. Cinsuomit. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I only have one question I would like to ask you. Granted the factthat there would be a Change in`your curriculum and textbook'inate-

rials, wouldn't you Say that in order to begin to reverse attitudes,you must have some kind of posteducational sessions for those whoare administrators and supervisors in your institutions. Even if theyhave said materials, the fact that many of them have been in thesesupervisory positions over a period of anywhere from 10 to 20 years,doesn't necessarily mean that they are going to be committed to this
new concept. So it seems to me that the materials are not enough, thatyou would have to have some postoducational training. Wouldn't youagree?

ire Fume. Yes. I don't think it has to be very long. It. CO evenbe rather informal and in terms of time, maybe a month, I mean, havea session 1 month and a couple of months later and so on Once people
have started to be sensitized they can almost sensitize themselves and
you get a group_ action going.

So I agree, I guess I left that out that sensitizing the administra-
tors and the supervisory people and the people in charge of curriculumis terribly important

Mrs. Cnrsiroiat. Just one last question. Would you say on thebasis of your knowledge or your contacts in this field that perhaps
we need to take a very good look at the kind of counseling trainingthat is being given in our institutions today

Wouldn't you say that this would be necessary since the guidance
counselors who are giving a sense of direction to the young people
have ingrained feeling's about this?

Mrs. Fitaairt. Yes. I skipped over that part in my testimony. It is
important and I think vital. I also think that we maybe ask counselorsto do too many things. My own kids would come hole and say the
counselor is too busy or all the counselor does is O1C transfers between
transfers.
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think too many times our counselora are clerks and not counselors.
Mrs. Ciosnotat. Thank you
Mr. ilawlmrs. Thank you again, Mrs. Fraser. Your testimony has

been very valuable to this committee.
The next witness is Dr. Bernice Sandler, director, Project on the

Status and Education of Women, Association of American Colleges.

STATEMENT OF DR. BERNICE SANDLER, DIRECTOR, PROTECT ON
THE STATUS AND EDUCATION OP WOMEN, ASSOCIATION OP
AMERIOAN COLLEGES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. SAXDLEIFt, Thank You very much.
I ask that my written testimony be printed in the record since I will

not read it all this morning.
Mr. Ilawairts, It will be entered in this record at this point.
[The statement referred to follows:]

OrArtiatCr or Ds. Bair not SANDLER, Dr/zeros, PloJihr oK xtxx Surge AO
Mot:WI:Mit Or WOMEN, AllOomisloN Or AxtraiOn4 CoLititoto

I am Dr. Bernice Sandler* ExOCUtiro Associate and Director of the PrOject on
the Status and EduCation of Women at the AssociatiOn of American Collegeth
FOrtnerly, I was the Chairman of the Action Committee of the Women's Equity,
Action League (WEAL) which was instrumental in bringing about federal
forcemeat of Exectulte Order 11246 regarding sex discrimination in universities
and C011egea. I am a member of the Board of numerous Women'e'organisationS,
including WEAL, and I am also a member of the AdvisOrY Committee on the
Economic Role o wortinten to the President's Council of Economic Advisers. I arn-
also a termer yWitlas Lechlvzt, at the University of libtr*landi and a torn*
Educational Specialist,` working on' women's rights, With the 'poet of Represen.'
tatives' Special Subcommittee on Edueation.

Diserimination against women and glrle In our educetional institutions is real,
and not a Myth: Until the last few years' it line gone unnoticed;unchellenged 01191
unchecked.' Indeed la 1970. When the first charges Of a Pattern and Pritetlee ht
discrimination were Sled sgainsi'colleges and universities, there were no lane
whatsoever forbidding tot discrimination in our schOols 'and'eolleges. Women
students and fatuity had no legislative protectIonr only Executive Order 1014
applied, and that covered

that
institutions with federal contracts.

It was not UM 1070 that AV Congressional hearings, were ever held on the
subject of sex discrimination in edneation. Representative Edith Green's hearing*
before the Special Subcommittee on Education documented a massive and eaten.
sive pattern of sex diserimination in over 1200 pages of testimony.,.

One of the least" noted achievements of the 92nd Congress, howefer, was the
legislative "explosion° concerning sex discrimination in edfication. Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act (which covers employment) previeusly excluded educational
institutions; in March 1972 that exemption was removed witlithe passage Of the
Equal EMployment Opportunity Act. An institutions, Pnblic or private, and re.
gardless of whether or hot they receive' federal assistance; are now covered by
Title VII. Similarly, Title IX of the Education AMendments"of 1972 Contains
provisions prOteetinrstudentaand criployem front discrimination on the basis of
sex in all federally assisted education programs. Title IX also removed the exemp.
tton for profeesional, executive and administrative employees contained in the
Equal Pay Act of 1968, so that women facrIty are now covered. bforeoVer, in
October 1972 the Congress extended the jurisdiction of the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights to include sex discrimination. The Congress has clearly mandated a
national policy to end sex discrimination in education.

With the passage of Title IX, many of the overt forms of discrimination are
now prohibited by lawdiscriminatory admissions is forbidden ;3411 courses iA
coeducational schools and colleges must be open to all students on the blunt of

Pricste undergraduate colleges and an single sex undergraduate colleges are !seam,
from the admission requirements of Title IX Flowerer, they are not exempt frOln the pm*-
Mons forbidding disedinination qter admission.
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an Atilt( es IS -6W a matter of national lit' and tied. flut much 0 g -

leap II ett And lortictitely are for i SI Atial tolonl

4" tItattitninatIOS that/004r girls and wornenfate sotto beyond the haitttet
.4! lleIal OlicieS and practieet',

Our young WOra, eft, ktet) when allowed equal ice** Will still Vatifaipekft0144 r--
Vattern Or aex dileciiintnation:bur schools, like the rent of society, are taught in
a web Of outdated Attitudes, stereotypes, and assumptions about woman._ Despite
the fact that Worsen are now more than 40% Of the work forte, our schools awl
OPerate:Bit-theitgh all *keen marry and "tittit wOrkeOur young girls are not en-

, tovtagtd to think as part, of their future Area. although meet of thenVivill'wOrk
for 25 '1-Ntf* or Mere, regardless of whether they marry, hate children, or take
time Off for childrearing.

`Prom the tithe a young girl enters school she learns more than Just reacting,-
, 7

*wog and arithmetic . Her textbooks are far more likely to be written about
boys and men; girls and women are rarely major characters. She will read about
boys who do toterestlut exciting things: they build rafts and tree betties they
hare challenging adrentureg and solve problems and they rescue girls who are
"so stupid" that they get into trouble. One typical book pictures a14-yettr-old
girl Standing on a chair, screaming because there is a frog on the eqer; her 8-year-
old brother rescues her. When girls appear to books. they Ara paat: they watch,-
bey they drea IP; and are incapable of solving the most elementary problems.
bent t Most eiciting thing that 'girls do in hooks is help Mother withthedisbei

gOr take a trip to tho sitpertitarket.
Although halt the Mothers of school-age children now Work (and one-third of

the mothers of preschoolers also work) mothers in children's books all ably borne -

and usually wear aprons. They area somewhat crabby group, always entreating
their children to be clean d to be good, although they are warm and loving

- when children are hungry or ill. Women are simply characters in children's books;
they have no interests beyond children and home; they rarely even drive cars;

- and they , too are ineapable of _solving even the simplest of problems, like finding -

a box for a kitten, or mending a Ample toy: all problems are deferred "until
Daddy comes home.",

. Even arithmetic books--a seemingly . neutral tieldare- riddled with sexual
sterotypes that cripple our young girls. A sensitive nth grade girl, Ann MacArthur,

- In a Maryland junior high, analyzed her algebra textbook and noted roan., ex.'
alaP1.00,' in 010 problems, 04 as: boys and men deal with large gams of money,

_ maxe . large purchases and Invest their earnings. 01014 and -Wpm...en deal with
*mailer" sums, such as the amount necessary to buy butter o. eggs. Men and boys
do inter-eating thine: they build a road, paint a barn, ride bicycles end paddle
canoes- The problems that females deal with are almost always In the home: they
motion e Materials for a blouse, and are concerned with "Improbable and imprit
al age problems", such as: "Janet being as old as Phil." Women have no oceu-

Patio:nal role other than housewife or club roembee.
t could go on and tell you more about half of our poPulation, onellrle and

women, and how they have their "lives and talents and espirettO4 crippled by
a society which sees then as second-class cttliens: I tot:14411 you of welkoman-
lug teachers and counselors who tell our young women that most fields are "too
hard for a Ornate," or who tell young women "not to worry about a career be-
cause a pretty girl like you will get married." I can tell you of a world grade
teacher who told a parent not to worry about a bright girl who wait bored In
school. because "after all, she'll only be a housewife." And I can tell you of
teacher* who tell their students that boys are better in math, which becomes
saittaitnitag prophecy, even though there Is no difference In math achievement
In the early years of grade. school.

can tell you, too, of professors who tell their women students that women
shouldn't be professionals; who discourage women students from considering

; n their 4014 or make "Jokes" about bow the "girls" wouldn't understand "what -

graduate work, and I can even you of professors who ignore *Oaten students

we men are talking ithont...I could tell you about the "under achievement" of
women, which is it:nsfional scandal. For too many women, "education proPOes

_ Sent* of Inferiority. .

Half of the brightest people In otir country are women. Yet the average woman
with a bachelor's degree who 'works full time earns shoat- the -same median id:

'11 Au j.eeorted Is therVI ore Aindios Mir.' letter, No. 4, Sommer lOts, 0;* (I4061114
= ,

Box 334, 014 Westbury, New York 11568).
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Wilt as a`tifill who is 4 high school dropout. No hatiohcan long atoll tO Waal
half of Its resources i yet that #6 Preciaely what' it) haPpetilnif throughout
society now. If we are to begin to remedy the (neonates that women face we
need a massive program to counteract the biases that women free.

208 would help develop new programs for end girls at all ley Is,
programa which would help women overcome the disadvantages of being raised in
a society where they are not given the matue,Oppotttitiltlei that are the hirthitiht
Of their brothers.

Aluch of what happens to women and girls unconoclOaa and not deliberate
but that does Ma make it hart any the less. 11,K. 208 would allow for the deg
velopment of Materials, training prograMs and Inaerviee programs to help our
educational personnel ful1311 their "obligatiOio) and new _reOp4gioiblittie4 toward ,

our young women and men. The bill would, encourage, the develoPment Of all
sorts of programe-prOgrann; designed to encourage young *Omer' to enteettudr
areas and jobs from Which they have traditionally been excluded i model pro-
grams in providing physical education, evaluation ad development of teatbsiogs
And curriculum; reachout ptogramo for poor women, unemployed women, older
women.

Specific attention also 'needs to be given to minority feMales. Too Oft_en-
of our minority programs have been aimed at Minority males, and too Often, our
PrOtramO aimed at women have focused on soh4re, women,Por etimple;f4thook
publishers have made special effort to shOW picture of blacks and other minor-_,-
itiee to prestige Positions minorities tioW in books as dOcuitti, Judges, eb
sinters. But these pictures and stories area oaf eXebisiVely ihnited fo_ininotak;
males, it is a disservice to bold out encouragement for higher- gapirMions to
Ante children only. Hat. 298 specifically allows. for programs b# developed fogminorityfemales of all cultural and ethnic groups.,

asi...avion ante OP TITLE 11 O Ti3E 0170,44110$ AliareSMirs off toys TO 498.
. ,

IX forbids discrimination on the, basis Of. sex In td) fe4erellY:4,0404
education programs; but it will not Create, new:pr_ograths: for direst...eSalataace,
to Women,-For example, Tale IX prohibits ajlehool Item: denting girls 'ad
sion to an auto mechseten Om*. However, It .W0414 net provide for* new 0 ;'
grain to be designed to, miCoUrSge: to Oursk tt
counselors to advocate tine entry of girls into auch,a Oar* nor wont il It train:
the instrti4r. to deal _fairly with the new female ettidents. to- merely end
erimittatIOn is not enough ; new PrOgrittis Are Otani needed to, deal with
new issues arising a8 discrimination ends,-

why is a Separate Bill Veceesaryl tion't the Same TAilipi Be Dbae air flireflOY t
il4StiVPrOttitriit

In 111141t-.and in ,the (Alice of Education are numerous propainanwitii
which funding for sPecifte activities concerning women might well be fund
The likelihood of any substantial effort for developing Women's programs by Si
to very small, considering OE's past history. In' November' 1972 the 06mmis-
sioner's Taik Force Oa the Impact of Office of Edaeatieri Programs on Women
issued its report !,'A Look at Women in Education: Issueettod Arun,ers for REW.,7
The rePort to damning, particularly when one notealhat it was prepared OR'
personnel who are thotOughly familiar With the probleuts,of OE programs. Tie:
following ()MOM ars,frOM the Report

Throughout the agencies (OE and X/Ei, the Task Fero .found little undo
standing of educational otvareness.. Unless equal opportunity for,Werdeit
is inade a priority, neither agener to likely to Onstikin major changes, tlx-igi)

. . It is abundantly clear that education HS share to the eX
ploitalion of women. Through its system of formal education, society should
seek to nurture young minds and to open doors to lifelong opportunities. On
both counts, education is tailing the female sex. (p. 21)

OE funds help to 'support the many discriminatoty practices that make it
particularly difficnIt for women to gain access to the education they want. (p
32)

The Report, which is 141 pages long, examines virtually every program within
OE, NIB, and OCR for women, documenting how government activities, programs,
policies and practices ignore the problems of women. Specific recoMmendationa
were Made, and eventually various beads of administrative Units Were asked to
respond to the recommendations. To the best of my knosiledge, these recommends_
dons have not been officially accepted, nor implemented, nor has a date been Set
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iefng hnp14ened tbtOu out the most tavo p Ø(' dminls
ors are thdeé most Ilk y to tided1 with wonten'e programB givfu.ttlöW
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.itta so Important to nÔt that nany Do ntsftre :qqded beaitáe ftt bLs iflot to imply ttit ftC P irau1$. dónot hare merltA bu
' that be1E part of the "old boy" tet*0rk (the Informal) eaUotiabl .

I Mehda 5134 acQuaintances) Is sometftne ustul In getting Korernm nd
og. Women are largely excluded front this netWork: they as n9t:v1 5 fl.
ore, thy rare!, Serve on vevieW panels, or advisory copruitteee, and are not
ficu uq'd as copsultants to prbgr5uls. EducatiOn may be leiio*n a
1.14" but woulea ate not part of the network that Is In'rOlftd lvdt4inIfllng
oltey and practices. With a Rpeelfie bill tot wOt'ien's ptograma ntoi'5 women
could enter the informal network, and have the opportunity t9 ,ectóthsr
olicica and pr6ethlea. . .. ..

.Wbat J a "cross-cutUng" approath, a program .tht WoId ovenidc
iarrop catgvrtea1 alma, a progrm that.. would indl&te commftnient . at a
istlonal public policy Lerel. nd this Is what 1I.R. 08 wou1. do. ....... .

WsL4 ER. 208 Confl(ot W4d the Rqaoi RIQMS Amefidnieat W4e Rat4fledP
'the Equal }tlgbts Amendment would forbid dIscrlminato praetictsand pit-

Ie by feder), state and local governments. It would make sex a "suspect"
iassl&atl on in the aSme waV that race is a "suspEct" classIfication wader ft
.4th Amendment The question may then be raised as to lwhetberaetIvIjteè
unded by HR. 208 would be "preferential" treatment and violate either the
quaI RlghtiAli3endment Ot the 14th Mnendmcrnt. . . .

The courts hare beldthat when shaping a remedy for race discrimination,
'present correction of past discrimination Is not preternUaV' ('see sfter ease-
as upheld affirmatire action eaeurea Sa a jroper and equitable means of rel1ef, -_
ti nurnerona school desegregation cases, armatice correctIon nroarams of a fflr
IIUIJVL LaULV Luau LU ,Ji,L-aIUvu III .L1.. LVQp III IJU IIUWUWU1((1 137 14W

courts.' Mere hIon-diacrlmlnatlou is not en.ugh concerted eort is necessary to
remedy the erects of past deriminatlon. .

tinder the St1iet scrutiny utilized to determine diecrlthinátlon concerning a
suepect claesIfintion, It mighé well be argued that there is a "compelling nattønal
Interest" to remedy the eecte of pMt dierlminatlon. This argument would
justify hahing sex-based remedial pro?ralns for women under the Equal Rights
Amendment Moreover, when a elassitlatiom which Is usually deemed oásrona
(I.e., race, sex) Is used to remeflM past deprivations, a lower standard (I.e., "tea.
sonabiE?' or "rational basis,") may be used. In Rotsenbach y. Morga,s (384 11.8.
841 (196d)), the court upheld the use of the "reasonable" baia teat on the ground
that remedlatton of past Inequities as Involved, even though it Involved a benefit
based on race. .

HR. 208 (SectIon 2(e)) contaIns a provision that men could not be exIuded
from any of the programs funde4 by the bill, and we weleoznS this,

Moreover, there Is Congressional precedent to justify the programs that woul
- be undertaken by U.R, 208. Under Title IV of the Civil tttght5 Act of 1964, Lb

OomthIsfonev of Education is empowered to render technical assistance to public
inatitutions preparing, adopting and implementing desegriegat4on plans, The Corn.
mission ja a140 authr1ae through grants or contracts with institutions of
higher larniug, to operte short-term or regular Sessionirititutea or special
training to Improve the abilIty of teadiers, supervors, eolrnselore and other
elementary or secondary school personnel to deal eectiveIy with speetl educa-
tional problems occasioned by desegregation. The Conimfasonarie also author-
Lzedtomakegrantstopa1inwho1eorInpartforthecoetofte5eberandothp

'1 .y. Wsv Molar ?retsM, Th4. 481 F2d 2 2'KP eases 8s (lOtb ci;. SYI)J
- Cut 40117.5.954 . -

. 4 for ezampie.tke 1578 StSIemezt Of Araan,e AcdOa to *a 1 meAtr 4s.ig.
iha& v. ./1 404,Vt

-- - . .-
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school personnel Inservice training in deaiing.with problems ,,t4regatiOli and employing specialists to tidrifie 010102VI incidental to oefeg
HMI;

Title tit Of the Education, Amendments of 1972 amended Title it? to include sex,
ad that statutory authority for some of the"Prograins covered by EA. 208 already
exists, although no funds were appropriated for, these purpoBes-:

However, H.B. B 208 recognizes that the problems of wOmeti ate not identical to
those of racial minorities. The latter have been excluded by separate school *-
tons. The problenia of women occur within an "Integrated" setting; females have
been" involved in 00eductitiOhill iistitutioni but have not had 'eqUal treatment,
encouragement, or opportunities within those institutions. .Title IV deals with
dOaegtegating InstitutiOns Ana would apPlr to liet'Oehnnlif.thatare in the process of adthittIng the other WC It dot* riot apply to coeducational
institutions. MR. 208 would allow for the development of programs in a variety
of Wattle both in and out of achool, The Congress has patted legislation Or
programs dealing, with other disadvantaged groups) H.R. 208 would almilerly
provide for programs for women.

AboirtOrtat,itoottuatioevfolts.
Although the bill is eXteptionfilly well-drafted, there area,tevi minor techni.

ealitles that might beat be changed: -

1. Bee, 8(b) lines 16 and 18 should read: at a rate not to exceed the
maximum daily rate pretieribed for grade OS 18 in section 6882 of title 5,
United States Code",-, (italies added).- The OS 18' category is In Xlieptzig
with other similar legislation.

2. 1 would urge that the bill'go into effect'forthe 89011'years of 11174, 1976
and pre, rather than 1878, 1978,and 1977,

oortomturt0 -anitisica

Our educational and conimunIty Institutions will need a-Subtantial amount of
assistance - it they. are to help women pain their "plate as equal participants and
beneficiaries of our 'society. They are caught in the traditions and policies Of the
past, traditions Which are outmoded by the new realities -Of,wotneti working, of
non-discrlmination taws, and the neir recognition 'of the righti of. women.'-'ilts

-way to noire the Ptoblems emerging as woman's role changes is far from-clear-)
do not knOw the answer or the best- way to handle the neii.idelisfand.ISSilea,

It will be diflkult,- if not imPOsSible, to discover these answers Unless there is a
Concerted iubatatitial effort at a national policy level,- with finding and commit -
ment. Unless our institutions receive help of this Sort, they will be vulnerable to
continued charges of discriMination, as well as being unable to adequately fulfill
their responsibilities to women.

Although the women's. movement Is growing at, a tremendous pace,- women's
grOUps are not well financed nor 'able to mount a ComprehensiVe program to do
what needs to be done; the government must lead the way-to help our nation
utilize the human resources of this nation. And half of those resources are women.

HAfe. 208 saki for a pathetically small amount of money t $16 Million' for the
.first year with slightly larger amounts In the two Years following: $16' milliob.
Is the cost of one F -14 Jet plane. Surely our nation can well afford that amount
to help half of its citizens overcome the disadvantage of haring been born
female in a society where being born female is too often a handicap.

6111
WOMEN STUDENTS; Tim END or SECOND CLASS CITIZENSHIP

(By Margaret iiliSkle)
For some, the words "women's liberation" evokes images of radical, man-hating

bra-burning women. My friends in the women's movementend many of thetn
are married, to mentell me that bras were never burned, and that the more
serious and important activities of the women's movement rarely get the, at-
tention of the press.

Women and men too are becoming increasingly concerned about and aware of_
'discrimination In education. How many of you know that formal charges of sea
discrimination have been filed against more than 400 colleges and universities
in the past three years? How many of you know that none of thefie charges have
yet been refuted by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare? Some of
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rtk kailtee6iT09112494tArttitiattuklIttlftwilig#6.te"t:Iletactee'`.
no teem' WU ver tiwit Prehibited Sea Magri/31400n against Women In eclil-
ftilt:At that tithe Title VII of the Civil Eights Act 'of 19e4 (*MeV terbide
ie tiolf, in enitiloyment) egetepteki edticaUetild inetitetianiffitote," dif _Of -
fireh 1 , sac educational institutions are covered: Title VI elf the OM* act

pfohibita dia*rimitiation agalest the beliee0400s_ (1.e,i students in
**Of Soiled to Ace, ColOr end itetienal Origlp'; nal Sex :
noW, ea 2:with the page Of IX of the, Mutetion'AMelidsiehts
Atet '1.9U'e Education '40). disitiVaii -hfleeif in
federally education programs le lirolk ; k 'p.et'uld itctt
cover executive, adminifitrative and profeseicnal eMPlOyets until fgly 1972. The
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights didn't app t i sex discrimination; Now it does.
In feet, when WEAD.flied first historic charge,'Verigreseloital bearings On the
Equal Hight! AmebdMent had not yet been helfl.:IU-Ianthir, 1970 onlythe Execn-
tive Order applied, Which' forbade contractors frote discriminatieg In employ-
ment. It was-not entforeeci with mard lb diecilMination onthe.ballia of sex.
f)e* Ebideltneit bad not beep issued and Order 4 which details the .require-

' ruente for affirneallie action 'plane' did not include *Omen; it applied only to'
minorities,

We have, indeed come k long way in the past three years, but It is just a
beginning.

Discrimination in student emplOyMent (including work-study programs) is
prohibited by the same laws and regulations which prol4bit dieerimination on the
basis of sex among; regular employeesExecutive Order 11240, Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1004; the Equal Pay Art of 1903, and Title IX of the Edu-
cation Amendments Act of 1072. These Mies pfohibit any differences on the
basis of sex in hiring, upgrading, Salaries, fringe benefits, training and all other
conditions of employment.

Practices such as routinely assigning female etudentSto secretarial jobs and
male students to the Mgher paying grounds and building, jobs; are in ;violation of
these laws. Another example of the disciiimination against student employees a
woman at a cOeducetional Ivy League' Institution whe applied for a job In the
University geeenhouse was told that women were rot hired to work there beeande
"they kill the plains."

We cannot separate the education of women --stud-mats from the climate of
that educationthe treatment of female employees, 11 the educational institu-
tion, the respect that women receive from their pefstfore and peers, women's
Access to facilities and resources, etc. Much of the sock ! context of an educational
institution is both determined by and reflected in the composition of its work
forte. Girls will not esigre to hecoine Professors or ?lotto:for lawyer* or btildne4s
executives if they do not eee women successfully performtng these Jobe. = .

A recent Mod, by Dr, Elizabeth Tidal! statistically confirms the importance
to women of female "role modeis,".Sho found that the number of "Career euc-
ceesful women" was directly Proportional to the number of women facnity present
In the achievers' undergraduate institutions at the time they were students. In
tact, the correlation was a practical( perfect +0.814. Clearly, the visibility of
women successfully performing highly professional jobs positively influences the
career aspirations of female students.

Although' many people still assume that women will be wires and mothers
first, and students and employees second (if at 'all), this is no longer the case. Now
the average woman can expect tns'pend at least twenty-five years in the' ald labor
market, Over half of the women between 16 aid 0.1 are in the paid labor force
and the number .1S evolving: Mole women are ibtootning atudeatel Snot as more
women are joining the paid tabor few*.

Most peoPle have at leant some familiarity with the employment tesues which
are of concern to Women -equal pay for equal work -equal access to-jobs, equal
chance at promotions, the elimination of anti-nepotism policies and prtieett*,
treating Dvetnaiie, and childbirth like any other temporary dbitbility, nett. All of
thee* IOW arise when unieereitlea which are government Ceniractorardeveloit
their "affirmative netioti plan" (ander the Executive Order) or when they review
their Nitrite to astute that they are in compliance with other
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% Many 'of the student haute are leas familiar and less *flow. It is these *rues,
hoWever- Which both illustrate and determine the educational elinIate for women
likan. institution, and lost likely, it is tbeSe issues which are of the moat inter
est to le* ,'

IX
: ,, , . ,,.

,Until.- the 'passage :of Title IX, of the Ettitieati ..,ob Amendmeots Act in july of
1971, there, Was no federal legislation width. 0rehMtix),(1,18erinidinktorg treatment
of students On the bealS of COX:Although yeti may not have liked being kept out
of a shep_Or carPentry Or, home economies class in high school, it was perfectly
lOga1 for schools to do this, Now it is not. The key Section of- Title' IX reticle:

No person in the United States shall, on the baffle of sex,.be exclUded from
participation in; badenied the benedta of, or be sub bated to discrimination
under any educational program or activity , receiving redCrai financial
eget/stance. i '. .

' Title IX' 00Vers an edutitional institutions,-preschoole, eleiriebtati and exec -'
ondary, collegek and universities (public and private) lhat get any federal money
Whateetveloatin, grants, revenue sharing, contracts, etc.' '

Before we talk about what Title IX Can do, perhaps we ahoold mention what
it Can't. di There are three exempt tone to these proviabas ; :

ittloar fratitsikto are exempt It the aPPlicifien of theantidiserirolnetini-
provisions is not consistent with the religious tenets of the organitatien. Die=
criminatien on the Mali of sex tor reasons of enetOrke6nrenientti, Or adminIS-
tratitre rile is clearly,probibited. For ,example;. an institution run by a religious. ,-..

order (e.g:- Jesuit) Could not llinit admission to graduate school to members of
One Set hecatree of ' tradition.' It Could, however,; Whit faCultx appointments to
Members of One 'Set if a religieus tenet of the controlling organization reoireel
that fatuity, members be members of a religious order that admitted one sex-
Onli , This eximPtion is very limited.

AtpOr i i 4ohoo0: are exempt If their primary purpose is to train individiale
for liwnillii#1'.00rileek- of the United Staten or the merchant marine,' This
eltemOgan:tioes not apply Net because an institution may offer It0T9,_ThIci et- :
ettlPtion is very netOrd. , , ,_

./00a0(i6SS, pot, nondiscritn. WOO* adnititxtess.Private ,Undergraduate in
titPitiOile 1800 as litirori, StS0fOr4), traditionally and continually stairle-tier-
Poblic undergraduate inauttitionsi' (and there are Only a handful of these) and
elementary, and secondary schools other then vocational schools are exempt Mar,
08,,acIMIsalonis provision of Title IX( . Discrimination in adiiilleklonli I. Prohibited
in "vocational institution*, all:graduate and prefesatinal' institutional- puhlie -or _".
private, and public` undergraduate coeducational institutions. (state colleges Old ':
000ermtteS)..-Tbe 'effective date for this prohibition 14-3111i1978, one fear from -
the m40011'404'0 the Act in general. These eXemptiOns'aPply to admissions
OW: they de not exempt institutions from the Obligation to treat ,studebte equally
orite_i arced-misled to a program ,

.! Title of the Education Amerldetents Act is patterned after Title V1 of the
CIVIL Rights of BM which prohibit* discrimination against the beneficiaries .
of programs, receiving "federal money on," the basit'of rem color and- national
origin, bUt.nt sex. Like Title -VI, Title 1X is enforced by the Office for Civil :,
WON of the Betartnant of Health, Education and, weitats. It provides atadeata
with the legal tool te'prOteht eel diserlailnatleb. It it a. Pbtentially powerful tool
it an institution dol.! not comply With its provisions, tbOigovernment may decay,
money,' take hick money previously awarded ..to the institution or debar the
institution from receiving future Contracts or grants. At this point, regulations
have not been issued. However, COmplaints can be made by writing to /JEW-
Secretary Weinberker. Title IX can be expected to havean impact en,* variety
Of areas. 1.et's look at some of flier* in more detail.

Perhaps, the most ObIlent$ Is sex -blind admissfort,t, If an !Witt:Mon le later' .
este4 in hairing a student body of the highest Calibre possible, why do quotas
on women exist? Since when do your ovaries control your 1Q7 The moat often
cited reason Is that women are "bed risks." IleweVer, the career patterns of edu-
cated women do not tontirsi this assubiption. A 1008 study showed that nlnetr-
one percent of the women who received their doctorates ten years before were
working, that four out of five had never interrupted their earrers, end tewer
Women than men experience tarter interruption lasting from eleven to fifteen
months.

Changes in admissions policies and practices come slowly, even when the law
mandates nondiscrimination. Por example, some medical schools did not want to
sign the government assurance (ender the November 1971 Amendrnentir to the
P_ ublic Health. Serviee Act). that they would admit women and men on an equal
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taste,, Other Inirtitritieni, even public astitutionor,,o Yeerlequhe fled tO 4/4 t e' '1
liptirig Of .-1972, e Unive ty ot. Georgia; like,IPS'er. et,"public and Imo ) bad a Orty,percent,quottien. Women, nUl e

of
Igrinford Volveraity had a %3 regulation, on the books w ted t.e'ent,o11;'
Molt of Women to tort/ Perceet4.
!s1DiseitmituttiOri in admissions and the lack of 'eneeurititenetif vioiteilitet to
pursue tbeir education are two of the primary reasons why, Women 0'0,80 tinder-
repreaented in higher eduestion, 190$,Wom.h.mAtte fortfHltree percent ofthose' rfeeivituf a;bachelor's degree and less, than it/1110a pereetit of flog'
awarded doctoratee.- It is estimated thilt_oaly one of t rib hundred Women in
the United States today with the potential to earn a ,Ph,l). does So, while one of
every thirty men with the Potential receives a diktorate.

Money;_}fellowships otrolaralrip§ and ftrsorotal W.-41m sitianbllitY .of, women
to compete with men for financial aid at many institutiOtte. tells women
that their education is.cousidered lees important than the education of men.

A study., by the Educational Tooting Service *44 that, although women and
men need equal amounts of financial aid in college, the; verage award to a man
was PUS :hifther= than f0: 0 160$4*.rAttottier, round that, although nude&
graduate fernaleApplitants for financial aid Were on the average better qualified
than the Male applicants, and their seed for itasnelai, aid, was equivalent, the
women had greater_ 4103010 in obtaining aid and 44 to rely more heavily on

aloans. Dr. Helen Astin has reported similar pattern the,graduate level, Iu
a study of women doctoratee; Aetin noted _that women were less likely to receive
aid from the, government; from institutions andWer0 therefore more likely
to rely on thir: own savings or SUPport from their' fainilies and /or bootie-ma.

Faculty Attitudes and Equality in the Otawoom,The same Assumptions that
often lead MIAOW aid committees to give priority to' Male students often cense
fatuity to treat women ,differently the Although the dIKonragement
that women often receive from. faculty mar, be benign toilstent,It often has the
effect of ,derastating career aspirations and feelings of self-Worth in the embrY
onto stage. Often professors and peers unwittingly_ reinforce sex stereotypes.

Women at the University. of California at Berkeley. reported example atter
example Of this type of discrimination in their 1.970

- I was told "I'd never accept a .wonan'graduate student unless she Wits
unmarriageable," etc.

I entered 1,10 as a freshman and Upon my first interview with an Advisor,
was advised that It was slily for a woman, to be serious about a career, that
the most satisfying Job for a woman is that of Wife and mother .

A well4neaning fatuity member vho serves on the atilt:motive action committee
at a Maryland Pelnatunity College, distribtrted the following notice to his taring
semester students in 197$:

UnfOrttinately, most men write worse' than 'Lilo; which is atrocious, ta`oi
that reason, I prefer (strongly Prefer) all such papers to be typed, solely for
the purpOpe of legibility. If you men cannot.get papers 0904, please

yonr girl friend; wife or mother write them for You.
It is bird to solife,a problem unless,ibere is recognition that problem exists.Although the laW now prohibits differential treatment of students on the bodeof sex, those perpetuating the dts6lnifsatfon,sittett.(knOt even real* that theare in fact, diSetiMinating. toe often, sex discrimination or sex role atetype Is aO widely. accepted that* regarded 0A the herrn : A Man being asked

his grade point ,average and, a woman being asked .her typing speed: -,4 male
science student being encouraged to go tO`MediCal school, white woman whohelped hint nisi organic'ehemiStrY counseled to heroine a nurse or lab teib7,plc an. Male, chemistry students expected to hails', roeirets and female stigmastudent; expcted to wash Wit tithes.. A woman athlete being ,reOffted aftbloiogical inliMke, *bile a male athlete Is revered else matt.",All of these as:sinnptiorii,and many more tike them-are betfrwidespread and
deeply ingrains ,- At this point, only. the 'faculty meinbei-with a keen sebsitdil
to women`a concerns can free herself or himeell from these limiting stereot

rectbooks and oarrioaltim which. treat both oozes, fairly.--fiextboolts, eirinstraetiOnal and ("0161014N at all levels now often precept Oils sameSort of stereo image of women and Mea. ..)Or*from Dick and
same

to medical echoO **tinny texts have'peme under are r their biased, stereotyped .
portrayal Of,WOOD, The Association of *omen is Renee (Wit) fOlVe4
Wihertl Williams and Wilkins to recall The dnafotnlo0f 1044 of .1fedkint kYatlicti

,
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because of Its portrayal of woolen. It was surprisingly easy to get this book re-
called. Some of the lines in this text includeu

We are Sorry that we cannot make available the addresses of the young
ladles who grace our Pages. Our wives burned our little address book at our
lasit barbeeue get-together.

If you think that once you hive seen the backside of one female, you have
seen them all, then you haven't sat In a sidewalk cafe in Italy where girl
watching is a cultiVated art. Your authors, whose zeal in this regard never
flags, refer yoU to Figures 111-60 and 53 as proof that female backs can
keep an interest in anatomy alive.

Thus the "little bit" of difference in a wouuties bulit-in biolOgy urges her
to ensnare a man. Such is the curse of estrogen.

A new, area of activity in higher education is the analysis of textbooks and
documentation of omissions and stereotyping ip them. For example, one study
showed that In 27 college, textbooks-wed-1u American ilistory courses, women
were virtually absent no book devoted more than two percent of its pages to
women and elle devoted only 6/100 of one percent to women.

The number:of Womens Studies courses has been increasing and now there
are well over a thousand such courses. Although these courses are often excel-
lentrigorously academic as well as enlighteningthey, much like Black Studies
programs and continuing education programs, often occupy only a fringe status
et the college.

Most people agree that Women's Studies courses are performing a vital role
In educating women and men about the role of women in society. At the, same
time, however, women, agree that the presence of a few Women's Studies courses
does not relieve an institution from the obligation to take the sex bias out of
all courses and materials.

Women are, beginning to use the principles established by the passage of Title
IX and the momentum for change to encourage educational institutions and
publiShers to eliminate sex stereotyping in textbooks and mate** just as Mi
norities used Title VI (of the Civil Rights Act of-1064) to force the elimination
of racial and ethnic slurs and stereotypes.

Counseling on tin individual, an-stereotyped basicMuch (some say most)
learning takes place outside the formal classroom situation. Women are often
disceurage rofrom pursuing rigous academic programs by counselors who urge
them to train for traditionally female;dead-end, low-paying Jobs rather ,than for
traditionally male, upwardly mobile, high-paying, high status jobs, In order to
counsel women realistically for life In the Twenty-first Century, counselors need
to become more familiar with the changing (and increasing) role of women in
the marketplaee, as well as the research on achievement and motivation in
women. li or example, counselors need to be more aware of what psychologist
Manna Horner hail called a woman's "motive to avoid success." Dr. Horner points
put that:

A bright woman is caught in a double bind. In testing and other achieve.
ment-oriented situations, she worrier, not only about failure, but also about
success. It ahe tails, she is not living up to her own standards of perform-

, once; if she succeeds, she Is not living up to societal expectations about the
female role. Men in our society do not have this kind of ambivalence, be,
cause they are not only permitted but actively encouraged to do well,

Although a good deal of the problem in the area of counseling lies in the fact
that many counselors accept stereotyped notions about women and men, the
problem sometimes lies, at least in part, in the very instruments that are used.
At its annual meeting in March 1912, the American Personnel and Guidance
Association charged that the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, (which has pink
forms for ,women and blue forms for men) is disetiminatory and called for its
revision. The resolution said that :

Whereas, the Strong Vocational Interest Blanks (SVIB) provide different
occupational scores for men and women: that is, women cannot be scored on
occupations like certified public accountant, purchasing agent, public ad-
ministrator, and men cannot be scored on occupations such as medical tech-
nologist, recreation leader, physical education teacher; end whereas, when
the same person takes both forms of the SVIB, the profiles turn out differ-
ently: for example, one woman scored high as a dental assistant, physical
therapist,. occupational therapist on the woman's profile, and physician,
psychiatrist and psychologist on the man's form; and whereas, the SVIB
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manual states; "Many young women do not appear to have strong occupa-
tional interests, and they may score high only In certain 'premarital' oc-
cupations: elementary schOol teacher, office workers, stenographer-seeretary,
Such a finding is disappointing to many college women, since.the, are likely
to consider thernselves career oriented. In such cases, the, selection of an
area of training or an occupation should probably be based upon practical
considerations, fields providing backgrounds that might be helpful to a wife
and mother, occupations that can be pursued part time, are easily resumed
after periods of non-employment and are readily available in different is
cafes" (Campbell, rev. IWO, 13) ; therefore, be it resolved, that APOA corn-
MINIM duly authorize members to petition and negotiate with the SVIII
publishers to revise their instruments, manuals and norm groups so as to
eliminate discrimination ; and be it further resolved, that this duly au-
thorized commission develop with the test publishers an explanatory paper
to circulate among all purchasers of SVIB materials including answer sheets
a statement which outlines the possible limitations inherent in the current
SVIB with suggestions for ways to minimize the harm,

i
and be it further

resolved, that the commission in cooperation With the test publisher set a
deadline for the new forms to be published and distributed.

1:quality in health and medical aervices.Other services, such as health
and medical services, also tell women students what their "place" is.
Although women make up about forty percent of the college students, a survey
by the National Student Association revealed that fifty-three percent of the
college and university health services do not provide gynecological services and
fully seventy-two percent do not prescribe birth control for women. On many
campuses student health fees are used to pay team doctors for male sports
(football, basketball, etc.), but not to hire a gynecologist to meet the health
needs of women. In fact, the health services of many institutions are of no help to
a woman who needs gynecological care, treatment for venereal disease, or contra-
ceptive advice. The lack of adequate health care and medical services for women
has become a central issue on some campuses. Students have staged sit-ins or
demonstrations specifically protesting the inadequacy of the health care facili-
ties available to women on several campuses, including the University of Kansas
and the American University (Washington, D.C.). Women on campus have
cited some specific practices which they feel emphasizes their second-class
position:

Inadequate services or facilities to meet the routine gynecological needs
of women (although the institution may provide urological services for
males)

The lack of contraceptive information and services. (Although some
Institutions do not provide this information for religious reasons, at other
institutions the prime motive is "economy, ")

Treating pregnency as different from any other temporary disability in
terms of rules, student insurance, restrictions, availability of housing, etc.
(The principle of treating childbearing like any other medical disability is
firmly established in the area of employment.)

Insurance coverage which is especially limited for women. For example:
policies which cover childbirth only for married women, policies which cover
pregnancy for faculty wives but not female employees, and policies which
do not cover pregnancy at all, and policies which cover vasectomies but
not sterilization for women. MI of these policies tell a nnan that her
health (and, by inference, she herself) is not as important as the health
of a male student or the health of the wife of a male eniployee.

Sports and athletic opportunities. --The time, energy (end money that are
Vent on athletic opportunities and facilities for men, but not women, are
coming under increasing criticism. Although there are some honestand some
dishonestdisagreements over what constitutes equality in terms of sports
and athletics, there is no question thatwhatever the definitionwomen do not
receive an equal opportunity in this area in virtually every 'ehellucational
institution in the country.

I.et me read you a brief quote:
The present generation of younger male population has not become so

decadent that boys will experience a thrill in defeating girls in running
contests, whether the girls be members of their own team or an adversary
team. . . Athletic competition builds character in our boys. We do not
need that kind of character in our girls, the women of tomorrow,
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When was this Bald? Not two hundred or fifty or even ten years ago, This was
part of the dicta of a 1971 Connecticut Court judge who denied women the right
to participate on a "male" cross country team.

The inequities in terms of money alone are tremendous. For example, women
at a "Big Ten" university had to have bake sales and sell.Christmas trees in
order to finance their athletic activities. At one state university with an
annual budget for male athletic teams of approximately $800,000, the women
had difficulty getting $15,000 to finance their athletic activities.

The Women's Equity League (WEAL) has issued the following statement
on athletic opportunities,for women:

In terms of athletic programs, however, the thrust of efforts to bring
about equal opportunity for women must be two-fold : While outstanding
female athletes should not be excluded from competition because theirschools
provide teams only for males, separate but equal programs should also he
Provided for average female students, who cannot compete equally in
athletics with male students.

Equalization of rules and repulations.Like sports, student rules and reg-
ulations often reflect a "double standard." A variety of rules and regulations
from curfew lours, to parietal hours, to dress codes, to requirements that
women (but not men) live in on-campus housingare being reviewed and
chalienged on campuses across the country. Increasingly, women and men are
saying that these rates perpetuate the "double standard" and subtly tell women
students that they are sexual objects who must be protected from themselves
and from men.

Housing rules bare sometimes been used in the past to deny women admission
to an institution. For example, institutions assign a smaller number rooms to
women, then insist that all women live on campus, although male students are
allowed the privilege of living anywhere they choose. The institution then
eiaims that a shortage of dormitory rooms is the reason for limiting the ad-
mission of women.

Differe,nt nde,s on the basis of sex are now prohibited by Title IX of the
Education Amendments Act of 1972,

Women as student leaders.There are more subtle factors as well. For ex-
ample, how many female student leaders are there In most coeducational
institutions? Often the percentage of female leaders is as small as the per.
centage of tenured Women full professors. We can assume that the effect is
similar as well that is, It women students see few women in respensible
positions, they are lets likely to aspire to those positions themselves, no matter
how enalitled they are. Under pressure, some institutions are Increasing the
number of women in leadership positions by appointing them to committees,
boards, etc The presence of a dispropertionate number of men 10 atudent
leadership positionspresident of the student government, editor of the news-
paper or literary magazine, president of other organizations and groups
raises some serious queations about the message that the institutiOn is con-
'eying to woinett students.

Ills trfaiallity of women in campus publieotiOss,tilmilarly, promotional,
recruiting or other materials often unintentionally tell women that they are
either invisible or viewed primarily as data or sex objects. Overuse of the word
"be" is one subtle way that excludes women. Other exclusions are not so subtle,
For example, when women reviewed the catalogue of one of the most prestigi-
Oua scientific schools in the country, they found that women were console-
uously absent from the pictures and that the few women pictured were clearly

' "dates"flexible and foinie prapratna,New Approaches are needed to give the
non-traditional student or older woman a fair chance. Most college programs
were designed for young males with few, it any, home or parental responsi-
bilities. Institutions have often been discouraging, slow to adapt their pro-
grams to students who do not flt Into this model, such a older people returning
to college and personsgenerally womenwith paren i responsibilities. Too
often "flexibility" is interpreted as meaning "second e," rather than an
alternative way to achieve substantially the same end results.

The lack of flexibility of a great many academic program cannot help but
make women anxious about how they can both marry and pu their studies
or a career. Although the trend le towards more equal sharing I work
in the home and In the labor force, most woman still bear the princi nsf.
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bility for child rearing and housekeeping. Thus, they are lees likely to be able
to work or go to school full time, at least while their children are young.

The necessity of restrictive rules, such as oncampus residency requirements
and time limits for degree completion, Is being questioned.

Opportunftlea for older women, --The same woman who can only go to school
part-time might well be a woman who is not an 18-22 year-old Betty Coed. Cur-
rently the woman who delayed her education so she could raise a family often
finds herself in a "damned-if-she does, damned-if-she-doesn't" situation. Her chil-
dren are in school, so the Job of "wife and mother" may well no longer be a satis-
fying full-time occupation.. However, if she tries to go back to schoOl, she is often
told that she is too old for admission or past the cut-off age (often 36)' for eligibil-
ity for scholarship or fellowship aid. Because fewer qualified women than men go
to school, older women returning to college make up the largest single group of
potential new students; Many institutions are finding that one of the easiest ways
to increase their lagging enrollment without diluting academic standards is to
develop programs and services which facilitate the reentry of these women into
academia.

Still, many many institutions often retain the old roadblocks to this, despite all
of the data that show that older students are better academically, and more
highly-motivated. We are all familiar with the veteran who was a mediocre high
school student, returning to graduate at the top of his (veterans are usually
"he") college class. Paradoxically, women who have been out of school are not
viewed in the same way. A study by the Center for Continuing Education at Sarah
Lawrence College documented that women who return to college to earn under-
graduate degrees demonstrate notably higher achievement and motivation than
young undergraduates who complete their degrees in tour years. This study found
that older women earned higher academia ratings, were both less likely to drop
out and moro likely to continue into graduate school than their younger class-
mates.

"Continuing education" programs, however excellent they may be, are not
enough. Too often thege programs are isolated from 'the mainstream of the uni-
versity community, with small budgets which are the first to be cut in a financial
squces, with a staff which has little stature in the university hierarchy, with uu-

- tenured faculty, and with courses which are not transferrable to regular degree
programs. Where continuing education programs have survived, they have indeed
helped a number of individual women, and have often made significant contribu-
tions to innovation in higher education.

These women and others too, need good child care facilities. Child care centers
are going to become a part of the campus. The need for them should have been
obvious long ago, especially to those who held that women were poor risks be-
cause of motherhood. These centers should be available to the children of both
male and female faculty, staff and students. For those who wonder where the
money will come from for these centers, women are quick to point out the lovely
golf course, and the expensive athletic facilities that many institutions are able
to finance.

All of these factorsthe presence of female role models, the services provided
for women, the attitudes of faculty and counselors, and so forth -.-alt of these
factors tell a woman a great deal more about an institution than any college
catalogue, They tell women if they're considered as sex kittens and cuddly bun-
nies or serious members of the academic Community. Women now often find the
climate of education very very cold. However, women have always been known
for their warmth. Maybe that's why now they're putting the heat on.

Dr. SANDLER. I want to thank the members of this committee for
holding hearings. It has given a great many women a good deal of hope
and faith. I notice that H.R. 208 was the number on the Equal Rights
Amendment bill and I hope it will be passed with the same majority
that Equal Rights was.

Discrimination against women and girls in our educational institu-
tions is real and not a myth. Until the last few years it has gone un-
noticed, unchallenged, and unchecked. Itidettl in 1970, when the first
charges of a pattern and practice of discrimination Were filed against
colleges and universities, there were no laws whatsoever forbidding sex
discrimination in our schools and colleges.
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I think one of the least noted achievements of the 92d Con how-
ever, was the legislative "explosion" concerning SOX discrimination in
education. Title VII of the Civil Rights Actwhich covers employ
mentpreviously excluded educational institutions; in March 1972
that exemption was removed with the passage of the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Act. All institutions, public or private, and regard-
less of whether or not they receive Federal assistance, are now covered
by title VII.

Similarly, title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 contains
provisions protecting students and employees from distrimination on
the basis of sex in all federally ,assisted education programs.

Title IX also removed the exemption fOr professional executive, and
administrative employees contained in the Equal Pay Act of 1968,
so that women faciilty are now covered.

Moreover, in Octber 1972, the Congress extended the jurisdiction
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights to include sex discrimination,'
The Congress has clearly mandated a national policy to end sex dis:
cri initiation in education.

With the passage of title IX, many of the overt forms of discrimina-
tion are now prohibited by lawdiscriminatory admissions is forbid-
den ; all courses in coeducational schools and colleges must be open to
all students on the basis of their abilities and not on the basis of their
reproductive organs; differential regulations, policies and practices are
forbidden; equal access to all programs and faeilities is now a matter
of national policy and law. But much of the discrimination that young
girls and women face goes beyond the matter of official policies and
practices.

Our young women, ven when allowed equal access, will still face'
pervasive pattern of '861( discrimination. Our schools, like the rest of
society., are caught in a web of outdated ettitudes, stereotypes, and as-,
sumptions about women. Despite the fact that women are now more
than 40 percent of the work force, our schools still operate as though
all women marry and quit work. Our young girls, are not encouraged tick
think of work as part of their future lives, although most of them will
work for 25 years or more, regardless of whether they marry, have
children, or take time off for childrearing.

From the time a young girl enters school she learns more than just
reading writing,. and arithmetic. She will read about boys who do
interesting, exciting things: they build rafts and tree houses; they
have challenging adventures and solve prOblems, and they rescue girls
who are "so stupid" that they get into trouble.

When girls appear in books, they arepassive, they watch, they read,
they dream, and are incapable of solving the most elementary prob-
lems. About the most exciting thing that girls do in books is help
mother with the dishes or fake a trip to the supermarket.

Although half the mothers of school-age children now work and
one-third of the mothers of preschoolers also work -- mothers in chil -
dren's books all stay home and usually wear aprons. Women are
simple characters in children's books; they have no interests beyond
children and home; they rarely ever drive cars; and 'they too are in-
capable of solving even the simplest of problems; all problems are
deferred until Daddy comes home.



Even arithmetic boolor--a seemingly neutral field---arS Aiddied with
sexual stereotypes that cripple our young girls. A Sensitive 9th, grade
gtrls, Ann MacArthur, in a r/aryland junior high, analyzed her alge-
bra textbook and noted many examples in math problems, such as,i
boys

iand
men weal with large sums of money, make large PtirchtWO,

and nvest their earnings. Girls and women deal with smaller sums, ,

such es the amount necessary to buy butter or eggs, Although with
the recent prices we may be dealing with larger sums here;

Men and boys do interesting things: They build a road, paint a barn,
ride bicycles, and paddle canoes. The problems that fentaW deal with

iare almost always in the home; They measure materials for a blouse,
and are concerned about improbable and impractical age problems;
such a4: Janet being four-fifths as old as Phil, Women have no occupa-
tional role other than housewife or club member,

I could go on and tell you more about half of our population, our
girls and women, and how they have their lives and talents and aspira-
tions crippled by a society which sees them as seeond-class eitizens. I
could tel you of well-meaning teachers and counselors who tell our
young women that most fields are too Lard for a female, or who
tell young women not to worry about a career because a pretty girl
like you will get married.

I can tell you of a second-grade teacher who told a parent not to
worry about a bright girl who was bored in school, because after all,
she will only be a housewife, And I can tell you of teachers who tell
their students that boys are better in math, which betomes a self-
fulfilling prophecy, even though there is no difference in math achieve-
ment in the early years of grade school.

I can tell you, too, of professors, one of whom was mine, who tell
their women students that women shouldn't be professionals; who dis-
courage women students from considering graduate work, and I can
even tell you of professors who ignore women students in their class,
or make jokes about how the girls wouldn't understand what we
men are talking about.

I could tell you about the under achievement of women, which is
a national scandal. For too many women, education produces a sense
of inferiority.

At least half of the brightest people in our country are women, yet
the average women with a bachelor's degree who works full timeearns
about the same median income as a man who is a high school dropout,.
I always think of that when I make out my daughter's tuition check
for collwtion.

No nation can long afford to waste, half of its resources; yet that, is
precisely what is happening throughout our society now. If we are
to begin to remedy the inequities that women fate we will need a Mas-
sive program to counteract the biases that women face in our society.

IFI.R. 208 would help develop new programs for women and girls
at all levels, programs which would help women overcome the dis-
advantages of being raised in a society where they are not given the
same opportunities that are the birthright of their brothers.

Sex discrimination is the last socially acceptable discrimination,
Much of what happens to women and girls is unconscious and not

deliberate, but that does not make it hurt any the leis. Mt, 208 would
allow for the development of materials, training programs and inset,, ,
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lee programs to help our educational personnel fulfill their obli
tions and new responsibilities toward our young women and men.

bill would encourage the development of all sorts of programspro-
14 rams designed to encourage young women to enter study areas and
obs from which they have traditionally been excluded and discour-

aged ;_ model programs in providing physical education, evaluation
and development of textbooks and curriculum; reach-out programs
for poor women, unemployed women

'
older women,

Specific attention also needs to be given to minority females. Too
often many of our minority programs have been aimed at minority
males, and too often our programs aimed at women have focused on
white Women. For example, textbook publishers have made a speeial
effort to show pictures of .blacks and other minorities as doctors,
judges. and engineers; minorities now appear in books as doctors,
ludgee and engineers. But these pictures and stories are almost
exclusilvely limited to minority males. It is a disservice to hold out
encouragement for higher aspirations to male children only.

I was delighted to see that H.R. 208 specifically allows for programs
to be developed for minority females of all cultural and ethnic groups.

Title IX forbids discrimination on the basis of sax in all federally
assisted education programs but it will, not create new programs for
direct assistance to women. For example, title IX prohibits a school
from denying girls admission to an auto mechanics course.

Incidentally, 2 years ago, my daughter could not take a course in
auto mechanics because there was no bathroom. However title IX
would not provide for a new program to be designed to directly fin-
courage girls to take the course, or to train counselors to advocate
the entry of girls into such a course, nor would it train the instructor
to deal fairly with the new female students.

To merely end diserimination is not enough; new programs oare
vitally needed to deal eswith the new issue, arising as discrimination
ends.

Do we really need a separate bill / Can't the same things be done by
already existing programs?

In HEW and in the U.S. Office of Education are laUmer0118 Pro-
grams within which binding for spwific activities concerning women
might well be funded. The likelihood of any substantial effort for
developing women's programs by OE is very small, considering OE's
past history.

In lfovember 1972, the Commissioner's task force on the Impact of
Office of Education programs on women issued its report "A Look at
Women in Education: issues and Answers for ittvv." The reiprt is
damningt particularly when one notes that it was prepared by OE per-
sonnel who are thoroughly familiar with the problems of OE Pro-
grams.

I would ask that if it is possible, the OE report be inserted in these
hearings.

Let me give you some quotes freqn the report:
Throughout the agencies (OB and NIB) the Task Force found little under-

standing of educational awareness Unless equal opportunity for women
is made a priority, neither agency Is likely to sustain major changes. (p. 661

ft is abundantly clear that education contributes its share to the ex-
ploitation of women. Through its system of formal education, society should seek
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to nurture Sung minds and to open, doors to lifelong opportunities. On both
counts, education is tailing th e female sex. 211

QFl tunds help to support the many discriminatory practices tbafmake it par-
.11011403o difficult tor, women to gain access to the education they want (A 821

think it is clear that withoUt.a Specific mandate from the Congress,
very little will be doneon the OE

Moreoveri the categorical programs supported by HEW have their
own priorities; the aim of the vocational education prograM, for ex-
ample, is not to help women but to support vocational edueation. With
the substantial budget cats being implemented throughont HEW, the
most favored programs of administrators are those most likely to be
funded, with women's programa given a low priority.

It is also important to note that many programs are funded because
of personal contacts. This is not to imply that the programs do not
have merits, but only that being part of the "old boy" networkthe
informal relationships of old friends and acquaintancesis sometimes
useful in getting Government funding.

Women are largely excluded from this network ; they are not the
administrators, they rarely serve on review panels, or advisory corn-

'
ritittees and are not often used as consultants to programs. Education
may be known as a woman's field but women are not part of the net-
work that is involved in determining policy and practices.

With a specific bill for women's programs, more women would enter
the informal network, and have the opportunity to affect other policies
and practices.

What is needed is a cross-cutting approach, a program that would
override narrow categorical aims, a program that would indicate com-
mitment at a national public policy level. And this is what H.R. 208
would do.

Would H.R. 208 conflict with the equal rights amendment when
ratified

Incidentally, I am sure it will be ratified, the last few States were
difficult in the sufferage amendment, but we eventually got them.

The equal rights amendment would forbid diserimmatory prac-
tices and policies by Federal, State and local governments. It, would
make sox a suspect classification in the same way that race is a suipect
classification under the 14th amendment. The question may then be
raised as to whether activities funded by H.R. 208 would be preferen-
tial treatment and violate either the equal rights amendment of the
14th amendment.

The courts have held that when shaping a remedy for race discritn-
ination "present correction of past disermiination is not preferential."

Case after case has Upheld affirmative action 111434811refi as a proper
and equitable means of relief. In numerous echool &Segregation cases,
affirmative correction programs of a far stronger nature than those
contained in H.R. 208 have been implemented by the courts. Mere 11.0t1'
discrimination is not enough; concerted effort is necessary to remedy
the effects of past discrimination.

Under the strict scrutiny utilized to determine distrimination con-
cerning a suspect classification, it might well be argued that there is a
compelling national interest to remedy the effects of past diterireina-
lion, This argument would justify' having. Sex.b&sed remedial ko-
gra ms for women under the equal rights amendment.



ILR. 208 (section 2(c) ) contains a provision that men could not be
excluded from any of the programs funded by the bill, and we welcome
this.

bloreorert there is congressional precedent to iustify the programs
that would be undertaken by H.R. 208. Under title of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the Commissioner of Education is empowered to
render technical a 'stance to public institutions preparing, adopting,
and implementing desegregation plans. . -

The Commissioner also authorized through grants or contracts with
institutions of higher learningt to operate short term or regular ses,
pion institutes for special training to improVe the ability, of teachers,
supervisors, counselors, and other elementary or secondary 86001 per-
sonnel to deal effectively with special educational problems occasioned
by dw.egregation.

The Commissioner is also authorized to make grants to pay in; whole
or in.part for the cost of teacher and other school personnel inservice
training in dealing with problems incidental t6 desegregation and on,
polying specialists to advise in problems incidental-0 desegregation.

Title IX of the EduCation Amendments of 1972 amended title IV
to include sex, so that, statutory authority for some of the programs
covered by 11.11,,248 already exists, although no funds were appro-
prHiat:idefvoerrrIre.R.P;sPosere:o.gnioli

that the problems: of 'women are not
idimticai to, those of racial -minorities. The latter have been excluded
by separate 84001, systems. The probleme of women occur within an
integrated setting; fernales'have been invo/ved in coeducational insti-
Antions but have not had oval treatment, encouragement, or oppor-
tunities tthin those institutions,

Title IV eleils*Othdesegregating institutions and would apply only
to those single Tee* schools that are in the process of- admitting the
other sex. It does not apply to, coeducational institutions.

This isjvhere the problem is mainly for women. H.E. 208 would al-
low for the development of programs in a variety. of settings
in and out of school, The Congress has passed legislation for programs
4ealing with other ,disadvantaged groups; H.R. 208 would similarly
provide for programs, or women,
. Our educational and community institutions will need a substantial
amount of assistance if they are to help women, gain their place as
equal participants, and beneficiariks of our, society, They are caught
in the traditions and policies of the past, traditions which are outmoded
by the new realitira of women workingf of nondiscrimination laws,
and theneW recognition of the rights of women.

The way to solve the problems emerging as women's role changes is
far from clear; we do not know the answer or the best way to handle
the new ideas and issues, It will be difficult, if not impossible, to dis-
cover these answers unless there is a concerted substAntial effort at a
national . policy lord, with finding and commitment, Unless our in-
stitutions receive help of this sort, they will be vulnerable to continued
.eharges of discrimination, as well as being unable to adequately fulfill
their responsibilities to women.

Although the women's movement is growing at a tremendous Pace)
.women's groups are not well financed nor able to mount a comprehen-
sive. program to do what needs to be done; the GOti6iIIMeht must lead
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the way to help our Nation utilize the human resources of this Nation.
And half of those resources are women.

H,R. 208 asks for a pathetically small amount of money : $15 million
for the first year with slightly larger amounts in the 2 years following.
The cost of one F-14 jet plane is $15 million. Surely our Nation can
well afford that amount to help half of its citizens overcome the dis-
advantage of having been born female in a society where being born
female is too often a handicap.

Thank you very much.
Mr. RAWICINS. Thank you, Dr. Sandler.
On page 9 of your prepared statement, Dr. Sandler, you dealt with

the question of affirmative action programs. Are you Skloe,sting that
in the same way that these programs contain goals and timetables for
the treatment of minorities who have suffered from past discrimina-
tion, that the same procedure be followed in connection with sex dis-
erimination Would you spell out specific goals and time periods
within which certain accomplishments should be mandated.

Dr. SANDLER. Not under H.R. 208. 1 should point out that under title.
VII and the Executive order women are covered in the same way mi-
norities of all kinds are covered and goals and timetables, when appro-
priate, can be utilized by the courts and Federal agencies.

However, MR. 208 is not dealing with direct supervision in em-
ployment, but would deal with helping women get training for
employement, it might help employers in their dealing with women,.
but it would not obviously require any kind of goals and timetables
as such.

Mr. HawatNs. Do you think that it would require stronger regu-
lations than now exist ? I think you detailed throughout this state-
ment existing laws which certainly affect these problems, but that
they are not now being administered. Yet this particular proposal
would enact still another law which may likewise not be administered.

Are we to believe that the same persons who failed to properly
administer existing laws would do any better if H.R. 208 were to be
enacted? In what way does H.R. 208 provide more effective machinery
for doing what should already be done if the law were to be observed?

Dr. SANDLER. What H.R. 208 would do is to help some of the in-
stitutions who deal with women and to develop programs more
adequate to women. It is not civil rights legislation and does not cover
court penalties. It says if you have a good idea for a program that
would be useful in counteracting the biases of past discrimination,
then there may be Government funding available to help you with
that program.

Let me go back to the example of my daughter who could not take
the auto mechanics course. The counselor she spoke to ridiculed her
and said girls don't want to take courses with boys, you would not
want to be the only girl in the class, et cetera.

Now title IX allows her now to take that course, but I suspect she
will get very little encouragement from a counselor to take that course
and I suspect the man who teaches that course will not give fair
treatment to any girls who come into that course.

These people need help in learning how to deal with these new
issues. How does a teacher feel who has only taught boys and a
girl comes in. Some teachers were threatened by this. These are the
kinds of things H:R. 208 would do.
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The legislation prohibiting discrimination would help the children
to get into these programs, but it would not help the people teaching
the courses one bit to change their biases and behaviors.

Mr. HAwxixe. I direct your attention to the section of the bill
which establishes a Council on Women's Education Programs within
the Office of Education. I notice that the proposal does provide that
12 of those members, at least 12, will, be women and they would be
broadly representative of the public and private sections, knowl-
edgeable about the role and status of women in the American society.

I don't know whether or not any witness has made any reference
to that, at least so far. Would you say that this would provide, in
a sense, a watchdog type of council to see that existing laws, AS well
as those that may hereafter be enacted, will be sufficiently enforced
along the lines that you suggest?

Dr. &smut. Yes; the Council really has two functions. One, it
advises and makes recommendations to the Secretary about the bill
itself, about the programs that would be funded under the bill it-
self, It also has the authority to make recommendations to the
Secretary of HEW concerning all programs dealing with the educa-
tion of women.

There would, be a very specific spinoff from the. Council in being
able to examine other existing HEW programs. You would have a
mandate from the Congress.

existing
would have people appointed by

the President. This would be a group that would have some stature
and would be able to, I think, perform a real watchdog monitoring
fu net ion.

IlAwxxxs. Thank you.
Mrs. Chisholm.
Mrs. Cmsuolas. Just one question to tor. Sandler.
I know you have appe.rired in several panels and I have traveled

with you; ,so it is a special pleasure to see you here today. There is
only one question I would like to ask you, Bernice,. My question con
cerns page 8 and section (b) where it says the President shaft
appoint one member of the Council to serve as his chairman. I was
wondering about your reaction to that, not in terms of the President

am not trying to get political ibut in terms of the fact that when
you have the Chief Executive appoint this 'person, unless this is a
person who has had a special understanding or commitment to the
problem, s of women, this can be a kind of token appointment. The
person, might be supervising this group, therefore could be someone
who really doesn't understand completely what it is all about.

This doesn't necessarily mean that we can judge from a person's
academic background whether that person will have a commitment to
what this Commission is going to be about.. I was wondering if perhaps
it might be a better thing to have these members, within a period of a
month or two, make the appointment as to who shall be chairman.

After all, they have to work together and have to have confidence
and faith and belief in the person running this Commission. I merely
throw that out to you.

Dr. SANDLER. Yes, I think that is a possibility. Certainly there
have been some instances of someone having been appointed to areas
where they were involved in women's issues in the Government who
had very little experience. Although they learned very rapidly, it



did mean there was a long timelag until they learned what the issues

I am not sure what the general precedents are in Councils .of thia
sort, but I myself would have no objection to the Council appointing
its own chairman.

Mr. HAWKINS. If the gentlewoman would yield at that point, is it
the intent of the author of the bill to have the person serving as
head of the Council a chairman rather than a chairperson

Mrs. Miinc. That is a terrible error. I am glad you pointed it out.
HAWKINS. It seems the members of the committee have to start

rethinking a little bit.
Dr. SANDLER. I don't think anyone intended that the chairman be a

man necessarily.
Mr. HAWKINS. I wonder who drafted this bill,anyway.
Mrs. MINK. One of the legislative counsels.
Mr. HAWKINS. We may assume he was a man.
Mrs. MINK, We may assume that.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. No further questions.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mrs. Mink.
Mrs. MINK. I would like to endorse your statement and in particu-

Mr the detailed analysis which you presented the committee. This
will be extremely helpful in understanding the need for this legis-
lation as supplemental to all the efforts that the Congress has thus far
enacted into law in the area of sex discrimination.

You made reference to the OE Task Force report. Do you know
if anything has come of that in terms of action by the Secretary or
the office of education to try to correct some of these things you
pointed out?

Dr. SANDLER. I DUI not sure what the current status is. I know that
the report was sent to various heads of various pieces of OE programs
and NM programs and they were to respond with recomrnendationS'
they felt should be implemented and which ones ,they did not feel
were realistic for one reason or another. I don't know what stage that
is in.

I know about a month or so ago, a group of us met with Secretary
Weinberger from various women's groups and we asked him about
these recommendations. He said he would put a time frame on it, but
we have not heard yet as to what that time frame may be.

I am not sure that the report incidentally has bn issued. It has
been disseminated informally, but I am not sure it is readily available
for anyone who wants it. I would hope that the Office of

readily

would hurry up and make that report available because it is a remark-
able report and one that should be used as a model for almost every
Government agency to look at its programs and see if there is some
unintentional discrimination going on.

Mrs. MINK. Both Mrs. Fraser and yourself have used the words,
"affirmative action." Would it, be correct to characterize this legis-
lation as an attempt to establish a national affirmative action with
respect to discrimatory practices in education ?

Dr. SANDLER. Yes, I think it is clear from the testimony you have
heard and will be hearing in these hearings and from the testimony
that Mrs. Green had in her hearings in 1070 that women are vety
much a class in need of remedial help. There is no question that with,



out help many of the women will not really have a chance to benefit
and participate in our society.

So, KR. 208 really is a remedial or affirmative action program
which would help women directly, but it would also help people who
are dealing with women to help them begin to move forward into
more realistic was and more fair ways of dealing with women
students and coworkers.

Mrs. Mimic, Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
Mr.. Mrs. Mink, would you desire that the OE re

be entered into the record of these hearings?
Mrs. Stmt. Yes, I so request.
Mr. Ilewitots. Without objection, it will be so ordered.
Dr. SANDLER. I can supply the committee with a copy. I have one

in my possession.
Mr.-JrIAWK/Ns. Thank you. I understand the committee already has

one.
So, without objection, we will have it printed in the record at this-

point.
[The report referred to follows :]

A LooK AT WOKEN IN EDUCATION

ISS1714 AND ANSWEIS cos HEW

Revolt? Or rat COMMISSIONER'S TASK Met
PR811,401i

slow can educationknown for decades as a "women's field -be` guilt}
of discrimination against women? This report, -addressed :first Of all to that
paradox, summarises the evidence that our educational institutions everyivfiere;
have been'denying females their right to. OQUI41 OPPOrtunitjes as students and as
employees.' Seeond; It explains, bow HESY education etc?> has eontrihuted- to
sex discrimination and recolualends action to make Federal education profira00..
part of the solution, not part of the problem .. vy-

In the.wake of rising.pUblic concern about distritainamon ageinat worries 10;
edueatiOn,- the Commissioner of ,1$dueatiOn -Oben Sidney P. Mariand,.
established last-May a task force. to. investigate the tgapqt.of office of Edllea-,
tion programs on women. -Jost a few'mOnthe.earlier, the HEW Women's AttIon
Prograln had celled attention to sex bias in several Office of Education pro'
grams and recommended changes ; ifiecretery Richardson asked that they be
implemented. Meanwhile, by late spring, more impOrtant events were at bawl
as Congrese nioted toward enactment of sweeping legislation bannlitt all
Federal education aid to any institution or individuate practicing sex
diterimination.

Believing that these events had profound inipitca tiebs for an °Ake of
Education programs and deserved a studied, comprehensive agency response,'
Commissioner bierlincl asked his 12-member teak force to report beck with
findings and advise on the agency's response. This it that report.

Besides the Office of Education, the task force also-looked at the activities of
two other IIEW'units: the new National Institute of Education, whose research
and developMent functions were still part of OE when the task force began its
work, and the Office for Chill Rights, whose enforcement efforts Will certainly'
affect the speed with which the edueatIon community meets women's demands
for equality.

The information presented here was gleaned both from the general literature
on set bias in education and from agency staff. To find out about the relation...
ship between specifie programs and sex discrimination -- sometimes by gathering
responses in writing, more often by personally interviewing program administra
tors and staff. Questions were far-ranging: they covered program participation
by sex, the role of women in administering projects in the field. Past efforts to
reduce sex discrimination in agency programs and special projects aimed at
expanding opportunities for women.



latertnition on many programs was sketchy or nonexistent, either because
_very little information of any kind is gathered at the Veditel level (fils in Many.
formula grant programs) or because programs.lnive not yet recognised the need

collect data'eoMparing the participation of Males and females. The task force
stady, then, has only scratched the surface, and we hope that it will prOMpt
program officials to look much more closely at the relationship, between their
own programs and se* discrimination.

The 12 task force members represented various shades of opinion about 'the
role of Women in American society ; the Viewpoints and recommendations Pre.
sented here reflect a consensus rather than eompleteunanimity. Despite differing
viewpoints, we did agree on several ,fUndamental preMises Which 'underlie the
report

That every persen has a basic human and constitutional right to equal
opportunity ;

That the education system must strive to enable each individual to explore
his or her unique potential to the fullest; and

That both males and females are now prevented from doing that by
society's Ir_Jtstence on traditional definitions of the proper roles of men and
women.

With women's rights, as with other areas of civil rights, the Issue is basically'
a human one: how do we see that all Americansmales and females, rich and
poor, black, brown and whitecan take their places as human beings with the
same human and civil rights?

For it is clear that discrlmination againat women is part of a much broader
problem of exploitation and exclusion in American society. Women, share the
experience of aecond-class citizenship with ethnic minorities, the handicapped
and the poor. While the task force was not able to analyze the edueational needs
of these groups, we do believe that many of our recommendations also apply to
them. We urge that agency officials consider this as they act on task force
reconintendations.

We have presented our report in two parts. The first, a summary of the prob-
lems women face throughout American education, reflects the task force's con-
cern that sexism in education is still a little understood phenomenon. We hope
that the report will help to inform People, both !Made HEW and out, about the
seriousness and magnitude of the inequalities women confront Within the idlICA.-
tion system. The second part examines the relationship of HEW education pro-
gams to the problem and presents an agenda for action.

Women seeking equal opportunities in educatiOn have just begun to win public
recognition for their grievances. Ta this media-oriented society, gaining public
attention is genuine progrese. 'The question now for Federal education officiate,
as for educators throughout the nation, is whether we will now move beyond that
symbolic victory to substantive change. That is the challenge.

PAST DIACILIWINATION Ix EMMA:110W Alf OYMIEW

(Part I describes the many ways in which sex discrimination in the edueational
system works against women, both as students and as workers.)

As the decade advances, equality for women Is emerging as one of education's
thorniest and most urgent issues. And little wonder.

At a time when women are demanding equality as both a human and a eon-
stittitiOnal right, our schools are still:imparting concepts of male superiority.
Although women are close to half the working population, education is still pri-
marily preparing them to be. honaewires, As an employer, the education system
Is equally guilty, Women working in education can generally expect lower pay,
less responsibility and tar less chence for advancement than men working at the
same level.

The situation is not without its bright spots. Ent mounting evidenee makes it
clear that unequal treatment of the sexes Is the rule In education, not the keep-
tioi). As a girl progresses the, education syatem, she totifrOnts` serious
biases and restrictions at each' level, simply becantse she it

EARLY Ilbt/OATiON asucroneas ronAs or 1(Ar.5 suvzsroarrt
From the time they Asst start School, children learn from teachers, textbooks,

games and films that males are superior to females. ,

Elementary school textbooks reveal startling biases. Females are continually
underplayed as topics of interest. An extensive study covering 144 readers from
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15 reading seri* varying from primer to 8th grade level, disclosed that while
boys, were the took of 881 "amusing and exciting" stories,, only 844 of these
stories centered around girls. Similarly, there were 204 stories featuring adult
Val* bet only 127 stories about. women, In addition, there were 181 blOgraphies
Of famous men, but only 23 of famous *omen.' . .

Derogatory comments aimed at girls in general were common In all those
readers. One reader depicts a girl getting lost in London with the caption,
'Girls are always late." Another Primer denigrates girls. With a +took at her,
Mother, Just look at her. She is just like a: girl. She gives UP," and again- with

cannot, write and spell Well' enough to write a book. you are Just two
little girls."

Other sex stereetives are C'ealnietliy threaded through grade sehoel curriculum
materials. Girls emerge at paemerge .01d Incompetent, *bile boys
are active, self-reliant, and successful. Mothersmeetly appear as housecleaners,
clothesmenders, grocery shoppers and cake bakers; 'fathers are wage earners.

The negative influence that biased entrieniunt materials exert on children Is
reitifore-.byT, differences In the way , teachers and administrator* treat boa
and girls. teachers communicate their expectations of "feminine" and "maaeullne"
behavior in subtle ways: girls are asked to do light classroom chores (watering
the flowers or decorating the Valentine box), boy's are assigned to the heavier .

and more responsible teekS ,(moving Chairs or hAll;rottr0),..PhYsleaRY active
girls are labeled""toMboYs"; bey* who cry are "siosies,',, _

Then too, : the traditional classroom set-up, with children sitting Auletly,
row by row, is difficult for most children; but especially herd for boys who
have been encouraged from birth to be physically : aetiVe. TeaChers tend to
reward passivity and obedience, qualities many -title- have already acquired.-

This dichotomy in roles is undoubtedly reinforced when .childred look at -
adult roles in their own schools, where they are likely to see that women teach
and men run thingdr, and early and potentially,daMaging lesson in ,"career
education." For while' 85 percent of all , public school ,elementary teachers
are women, 79 percent Of the elementary school principals are men.'

By the time 'Children are ready to leave grade school, they have already
begun- to develop (flatfeet Impressions of the limitations placed on them because -,
of their sex,

sax uticatiii$AXION tit sneoupsar intosviori

Onef children reach secondary school, they are likely to codfrodt even thorS
rigid sex stereotyping. Both . girls and boys may be prevented'frOin taking ad-
vantage of certain ointAtional aetteitieS, altheighTtestrictionifeeing girls are far ,

morS serious than those boys usually face..
Bea-Waged ourriotitam materials

. S.x biases in the currieUlum, are a 'problem at this level too, though the
Akita has shifted: women are Ignored 2 more Often' than maligned, In history
and social studies texts, for Okapi.; womentheir achievements and their ----
ooneernere virtually invisible.' ne' moos' of Women's exploitation and _-
their, struggle for equality is dealt with superficially, If 'mentioned. at
Zfereelyping ister'ests and Obiliftes

Early on; girls and boys discover they are . expected to develop different
"aptitudes"boys in math and science, girls in English and the arts. Teachers, --
principals, and parents may encourage boys to pursue these "masculine" fields,
but admonish girls to stick to the "feminine" fields, There is no question that
these net stereotypes bare an effect. The National AsseaSinent Study discovered,
for instance, that While there was little 'difterenee between boys and girls in
science writing at age 0, the gap* widened increasingly at ages 1$, 17, and
young adulthood.'

National Orgabisation for Women leti.O.W.), New York City Chapter Education Com-
- mittee, Report on Bea btu ta the Piebt Schools (Kew York, N.Y., 1971)_it. 18 citing the

study done by Elisabeth Hagan and the Central Nevi' Jersey Chapter of N.O.W..
p. 15,sNatiohal Education Aseociation (NZA) Research Division, Raffinate. of School 8005.

tto#, 1971-75 (Washington, U.C. . 1911). p. 14.
National Education Association Research Division, "Professional Women in Public

ileboOls, 1970-71," NBA Research Bottetts, Vol. 49. No. 8 (Octobet 1971), 0, 88.
4 Education Commission of the States, National Assessateat Elstoottosat room:

Assesisteat Reports Xo. 5, No. 5, No. 1, and No. 9 (Washington V.8. government Printing
Ofd co, 1970-11)._

28-159-74----5



10.1siire# cited cOoreee
Ch ihireh who do display unconventional Interests may bell:4040 from pub -

suing them because appropriate ceases are restricted to: the other sex.' Home
economics and industrial arts elasaes ate leeqiletitlY segregated by sex, rnaktng
it difficult for both sexes to acquire basic heMe Management' Skills, Men don't

rnlea to cook 'or Mend; Women can't put tip a shelf or Ili an electrieal outlet.
young people are becoming interested In what the other half is learning : in

lefornial Surrey, taken in Boston recently, girls in traditionally female VOCit-
tiOnal edueation said they would rather take indnstrial arts than home economics,
if they had the chanee. Students of both Sexes have Nairn to dernand that theie
courses .be coeducational. A few pioneering school districts have combined
holne teolioniicia- and industrial arts into courses covering a' range of "survival"
skills, °there have devised "bachelor cooking" courses, while others have simply
opened upthe old courses to both sexes.
Segregated academic and vocational sehoots: Separate but not eStial

Opportunities for girls are further limited by restricted admissions in schools.
Aeademie and vocational high schools iu large school districts sometimes exclude
one sex entirely' or require higher admissions standards for girls than for boys.
Simply because of their sex, students may find themselves ineligible for the
school offering the best or only courses in the', field of interest.

Until recently, New York City excluded girls from two of the city's high
quality public academic high schools specializing in science, mathematics and
technology, Two years after a court order opened the first school, the Board of
Education was still listing these schools for "boys only" in Its official catalogue.'

Voeational high schools in big cities are also frequently sex segregated. A
1071 telephone survey by OE's Office of Legislation found, for example, that
the District of Columbia had four (two for men, two for women) ; Baltimore,
tour (also two for each) ; and New York City, 18(18 for males, five for females).

Separate does not mean equal. Boys' vocational high schools tend to offer
training for more diverse and better paying jobs. The segregated schools in
New York City prevent girls from taking courses in 17 different vocational
fields; architectural drafting, dental labs processing, jewelery making, industrial
chemistry and upholstery as well as areas in heavy industry. Boys are excluded
from two.'

A comparison of Boston's two trade high schools, one for each sex, is par.
ticularly revealing.

Boys at Boston, Trade High choose from courses in automobile mechanics,
basic electronics, cabinetmaking, carpentry, drafting, electrical technology,
machine shop, painting, plumbing, printing, sheet metal and welding. At Trade
High School for Girls, on the other hand, students are only offered programs in
clothing, foods, beauty culture, and commercial art. The average expected wage
for tradett taught at Trade High School for girls Is 47 percent lest than that for
the trades available at Boston Trade High School for Boys.`

In addition, nonvocattonal course offerings at these echools are determined
by sex. At Trade High School for Girls, students take typing and merchandising,
white boys at Boston Trade learn geometry, trigonometry and physics. Girls can
study biology but not chemistry. Interestingly, the Boston school system makee
exceptions for boys who want.to be admitted to the girl's trade school (seven
were enrolled in 1970), but no exceptions have ever been made for girls who
sought admission to the trade school for boys.'
fiintitations in vocational education

Justifications for this kind of rank discrimination range from the well
meaning"She won't be able to get a job"to the absurd"We can't let girls
do metal work because they have to wear masks and work with sparks."'
Whatever the excuse schools must atop denying students free choice in vocational
training.

N.0.w., Report on Be. Bias . 0.8.
Bureau of Educating and Vocational Guidance in cooPeration i_th the Glace High

Schools:, Ile Pobtio High School., New York eity, 1071-75 (New Tort, N.Y.: of
Education of the City of New York, 1970;414.18-21.

PortsPI"8141:11.11)PIrgera;esidgra4f:itgoilla7fge:liftio:barsoiNn Commission
the tato.. of worsen, lOTS, p. 6, 0.1. (hl CottraPhed.)

Committee to Eliminate Sexual Discrimination to the Public Schools, Let Tkelri Ai et
A Pies iitta Proeetal for Etwaiity OrspOrtunity for Males and Feouriss is the Arts Arher
Plane Rehab!. (2nd ea. rev. ; Ann Arbor, Mich. s SNOW, INC., 1971), p. 18.
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The fact le that sonto women want traltriniin vocations now doMinated by men,
and vice versa. Women have succ,.eded, ,despite tremeadoutf_resistance,,,in all

the during World War II the *Tatar. "Reale the Riveter" served as
' elite thatyonien were effectively replacing moo in many industry JOS. Sex
discrimination in emplOymeht has been illegal since 1964; gow it is illegal itv
vocational schools, too.

.}:truakit31 th training is not.a minor concern for women Despite the per-
'diatent myth that "w titan's place is in the home, ". women are a permanent
and growing sector the work force. Within the past thirty years, the another
of women 10 the workforcefo has more than doubled, so that to day two out of every
five workers are woven" Nearly two thirds of the new jobs created 'during the
1900 s were held by worsen."
, Nor are women only temporarily employed or merely working far opin moody."
Seveaty percent of all women employed are working full time, and the average
woman Worker, has worklife expectancy of 25 years.Nearii half of
the uomen emPloyed in 1971 were working because of pressing economic heed."

Be lent( As the schools continue to steer girli into vocational training forlow-
, paying jobs, they will continue to contribute to the earnings gap betWeen working
icemen and working well, That gap is substantial:and growing worse. 1n 1986,

woman working fnil -time earned only 64 percent of a man's earnings, but by
1910, she was only earning 69 percent as rauth.". , ,

itthleties = '
Schools SliOnsOr physical education and extramural sports because eclaca(ors

reOgnire the iMportanee of life-long habits of phyiscal fittest; These habits are
heeded as much by women, as workers and mothers, as by Men, flowerer, girls
get short.abrift in physical education, botifat the secondary ,and higher education
level. SchtrOls'aml colleges devote greater resources to toys' than to girls' ath4..
letics; in faclljtiek, Coaches, 'equipMent and interscholastic competition In one

,

Midwestern-district, School 041cials spent ten times AO *Ana el) treYCAthleties As
on girls'. and there is no reason to believe that this school district was unmral."
Girl's are often either exchided from interscholastic OoMpetitioa, or:required tit!,
play under restrictive designed for girls' games. I04410 ease, State
rates for high fichcolsthletlee forced a high fichOol to deny Its best tennis player
both coaching thd chimed to coMpete.,Whyl The athlete was feuiale."
Szpelling 'pregnant studenie

Discrimination is particularly' severe for .one gratin of students-4hoise who
become pregnant. Every Year over *0040 701114 Women anger-18 Sys birth!:
Usually, these yOung.:Weillen.are expe0 .irem 40001 ttt t4Aftrst, sign of preg-
nancy .' Out, of 17,000 schOol districts surreyed. in 4976, fewer than one third
offered pregnant school -age girls any education at ill." School diatricts that did
allow students to study during pregnancy usually kept them at home or segre-
gated them in *Mal classes for varlovs reasonson moral grOttaels, for special
protection or for COrtvenlienee."

None of these reasons justify denying a young woman the right to regular
public education with her peers. There is no evidende that pregnant students
are morally tOntagtOus. Class attendance poses no greater health hazard to

to tr.S. Department of Lebor, Women's Bureau, Espandiag Opportunities _for Girls:
Their special Coloseling Needs (Washington U.% Government-Printing Mee, 1971),
p. It U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics EplOpsent and 8'arnia0
(October 1972). Vol. 19. Igo. 88-84. Available from the 13.8.-eovernment Printing
Ogict. Prom 1961 to 1971, the to al civilian labor force increased by 18,604,000. Women',"
participatiOn lacerated by 8,285, or 81% of the total, .

U.S. Department of Leber, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Setployesent Ifettlinge
(Jenuary 1972), Vol. 18, No. 7, P. 185. Available from the U.S. Government Printing 0150e.
The tunnel al/rages for 1971 indicate that 71.8% of women 16 and older work fulitisee.

U.S.' Department .of Labor, Women's Bureau, The Myth and the Reality (WashitigtOtts
1/.8. Government Printing Ogice, 1972), p. 2. ,

la /bid., sk 1,.
UAL Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, Pact Sheet on the Narlifage Gap (Wash-

inaton : U.S. Government Printing Odice, 1972), p. 1.
n' Committee to Eliminate Sexual Dietrimidation in the Pablic Scheols, Let TheraAtaiita,

Nattonal School Public Relations Association (NSPRA), Schoolgirl Pregnancy: 011
Probleit flew Solutions (Washington, D.C.: NSPRA, 1972), p. 1. ,

3s /1144 p. a.
1* /bed., pp. 6-11.
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Pregnant women than performing a job, doing housework or caring for other
things that women commonly do Up, until, Childbirth,

Expulsion compounds the already serious prOlettia of teenage Preinginef; Ofevery 100 pregnant teenagers who Isar° School, 85 never condo back. ReleCied,cast out with a child to support and often no salable skills, theae teenagers are
nine more times likely to commit eulcide than their peers.*

Eighty-Ave percent will keep their babies, either to raise an illegitimate childalone or to enter an early marriage that is three or tour times more likely to endIn divorce thin marriages in any other age MOO 'rheirchildren are four times
more likely to have physecological problem than those with, older pare nts. Among
the teenage Mothers who remain unmarried, 85 percent go on welfare'"
Guidance and Counselin0

As a girl prepares to Wave secondary school to take a job or to seek further
education, school guidance counseling may further dissuadeher from striking OffIn academic or vocational directions which may be her choice but which areusually reserved for men.

Many guidance counselors advise students to do what's "practical." Unfortu .nately, what is considered practical may lead to a tragic underutilisation of
women's talents and skills, Counselors may advise girls to go into conventional
"women's fields," regardless of their interests or abilities. But, as we havestated above, many girls are interested in other fields,

Sex discrimination in another form of guidance--vocational interest testshas begun to attract public attention. One test, the Strong Vocational Interest
Blank, received widespread attention when cited for sex bias in March 1072 by the
American Personnel and Guidance Association. As the association's resolutioncalling for the test revision explained

The Blanks (13V113) provide different occupational scores for men and
women : women cannot be scored on OecUpationa like certified publicaccount-ant, purchasing agent, and public administrator, men cannot be scared on
occupations such as' medical technologists, recreation leader and pbysicaleducation teacher.

When the same person takes both tests, the profiles turn out differently ;one woman scored high as a dental assistant, physical therapist, and °can-pational therapist on the wornan's_proille, and as a physician, psychiatrist,
and psychologist on the man's form*

BIASES IN POST8E001111411Y ZDUOAVON

Although more and more women are demanding and gaining access to post-secondary education, tae record is not one of consistent progress, The proportion
of women undergraduates and professional students grew from 30 percent in 1050
to 41 percent in 1070, but was still smaller than it veas in 1930. And women won ahigher proportion of the doctorate degrees during the 1920's, 1930's, and 1940'sthan they did in the 1060's."

According to one study, only half of the female high school graduates quail.tied for college work actually do go on to college, while 65 percent of the quali-
fied men do. The proportions of women shrink on each step of the educational
ladder. Women earn just over half of the high school diplomas; but they earn
43 percent of the bachelor's degrees, 40 percent of the master's degrees, and only13 percent of the doctorates.*

Women also bare a more difficult time gaining access to top quality education.
In the 35 undergraduate institutions, both single sex and coeducational, judged
the "Most selective in the country" by one college handbook, women represented

E.dwin Mester, Jr., "The Bitter Lessons Too Many Schools Are Teaching PregnantTeenageks," Today's Iffalth (Jape may, p. 84.
}radon Howard, Comprehensive Community Programs for the Pregnitnt Teenager,"erlosiefi ()Weems atd alisleNtof/16 Vol. 14, No. 2 gone 1911), pp. 473-474xmoter, Tat Enrer Lellonr P. 84.

II American Association of Colleges, "American Personnel and Guidance Association CitesVocatiOnal Test for Se* Bias." Netraletter (WitaMngton, D.C.,1012),
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, OtSce of Mutation, NationalCenter for Educational Statistics, Dun*, of Bducatiotai fitistiatics, 1971 (WashingtonU.S. Government Printing office, 1272.L.P.11.

98 Rath B. Eckstroni, "Barrier* to Women's Participation in PostSecondary EducationA Review of the Literature," Draft Study an oorted by U.S. Office Of Education, NationalCenter for Educational Stattstici (Suramer 1212), o. citing Pullen'. Ending-" Mary Evans Hopper, Bows Degree,* flosferreff: 1519 -1970, Sitomorir boleti V,S.Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 081ce of Education, National Center forEducational Statistles (Washington : U.S. Government Printing Once, 1e12), D.
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only 29.8 percent of the admissions in 1970. They were only 82 percent of those
admitted to the coeducational institutions."

Yet women perform as well or better than their male peers in both the
secondary and the undergraduate years. Sex discriminationin admissions,
student aid awards and counselingcontribute to these disparities.
Admits***

Sex discrimination in admissionscommonplace in public and private in.:
stitutions,'single sex and coeducationalis one obstacle facing women seeking
higher education.

Most of the approximately 300 institutions which exclude members of one
sex are private, although a few public institutions close their doors to Women.
Of these, the U.S. military academies are the most prominent. Because of the
single-sex pattern of higher education in Virginia in 1964, the State system
that year rejected 21,000 women and not a single male. Since then, the State
has changed its policies." Sex discrimination 1- -dmissions to public Institu-
Mils is particularly burdensome, since public .ncation is in general, sub..
stantialty less expensive than private education.

Most students attend coeducational institutions of higher education, and
it is in admissions to these schools that discrimination against women is so dame
aging, Coeducational institutions, both public and private, use various strategies
to limit the number of Women admitted. Some use quota systems to maintain a
steady ratio of male and female students, almost always with women in the
minority. Cornell University, for example, maintains a male/female ratio of
8:1; Harvard/lladcliff, 4 A.". The main campus at Pennsylvania State UM,
versity,,a public Institution, this year ended a long-standing quota of 2.6 men .
to every wolnan"-.

Other institutions simply demand higher admission standards for women
than for men. Whatever the system, women usually come, out on the short end.
As a faculty member at one graduate school commented : "Our general admissions
policy, has been, it the body is warm and male, take It; If it's' female, make sure
it's an A--from Bryn Mawr. '"
Student aid

Sex discrimination' in student aid awards is another roadblock for women
seeking higher education. The Educational Testing Service (ETS) rvently
documented a clear pattern of sex discrimination In student aid. ETS kotind
that women averaged $215 less in student financial aid than men, though
women had equal financial need. To coMpound the problem, men working td`
defray college costs earned more than female students. This was not only true'
in off-eampus jobs: the biggest disparities were in, jobs provided by colleges
and universities, where men averaged $300 per year, or 78 percent, more than
women.

-Wonien are effectively excluded from certain kinds of scholarship alt
Government scholarships designed to attract men into military service; sue
SA ROTC scholarships, have not been available to women, nor can most
women qualify for veterans' benefits. Athletie Scholarehips, a significant portion
of financial aid in some institutions are limited to men. And many private
scholarships and fellowships are designated for men only. Until 1969 New
York tIniVersity Law School, for example, excluded women from competition for
Root-Tilden scholarships, generous $10,000 scholarships for "future public
leaders," a category which apparently was felt to be suitable only for men."

,

V.S. Oospreielortal Record, 92nd Congress. tad Session, 1972, Vol. 118, No. 28,
p. 82749, citing Cass & Birnbaum, Comparative Oxide to American College*, 19704071.

m U.S. Congreas, House, Special Subcommittee on EducatiOn of the Committee on Edu-
cation and limber, Hearing*, Discrimination Against Women, 91st Congress. and Se:Won,
1970, p, 810 citing the WEAL "Fact Sheet on Sex Discrimination in Univeraitles and Col-
leges." The above hearings are cited hereafter as the House Special Subcommittee on
Vacation, Discrimination Against Women Hearings.

*U.S. 00$1014/10/1(li Record, 92d Congress, 2nd Session, 1972, Vol. 118, No. 21,
p. 82825.

6° American Association of Colleges, "On Campus with Women, April 1972," Yesostetter,
No. (Washington, D.C.. 1972), P. 1.

"House Special Subcommittee on Education, Discrimination Against Women Hearings,
p. 245, Statement of Ann Sutherland Harris.

U.S. congressional Record 92nd Congress, 2nd Session 1972, 116. No. 28.
p. 52699, citing the study of Elisabeth W. Haven and Dwight H. Hord,

Vol
Ho* College ON-

dente Finance Their Rdweotion (New York: College Entrance Examination Board_ , 19721.
so House Special Subcommittee on Education. Discrimination Against Women Hearings,

p. 588. Statement of Women's Rights Committee of New York University School of Law.
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Aocolid loa to 91 00 nnly,tn* of student aid Where women ayeraged larger

Waifs than men WS 'In loansMI*1)1y because they reeelve less ittdArolh other
and must rely, on larger loans, ,Loans are SO expensive *AYOxan edtleatioit for anyone, but they represent ,a particularly heat,' burden for ,

WOMen, Since *OMB have less earning power than men,
Women who are Married or raising children may have particular diftleuitY

securing the aid they need to remain In or return to school. Financial aid officers
may feel that these women do not need help, since they have husbands tosupport' theta, or that they are probably not serious about obtaining an ednea.
tion. In addition, financial aid is difficult to obtain for part-time study- which
poses an additional handicap for women with children who can only attend
school port-time,
Cosofacling

Counseling for women in higher education holds the same hazards' it doesfor younger women In secordarY schools. Advisors often urge women to avoid
"masculine aeademie fiels or discourage them ft0E1 applying to graduate schools
Where common wisdom has It that its hard for women to get in: Women are
often warned against seeking further edneation, despite goed academic records:oHave you ever thought about journalism? (to a student planning to jet

awerlihR l'in political science). I know a lot of women journalists who do very.

"A pretty girl like you will certainly get married.-Why don't you stop
with an M.A.?" 11

Biases against Women in each of these areasadmissions; student aid and
counselingare typically rationalised by widely prejudices and presumptionsabout women and their needs. It is assumed that some man will alwais prOrlde
for a woman, that women won't complete their education, or that women den't
really need an education. As a young widow with a five-Year old childwho needed
a fellowship to continue her studies was told, "you're very attractive., getmarried again. We have to give fellowships to people who really need them.'

In fact, none of these assumptions hold up. Millions of women will remain
single, be divorced or widowed, or marry a low wagearner." According to the data
available, women are slightly more likely to complete high school and slightly
less likely to complete postsecondary degree programs than merlin the same field,
The more education a woman has, the more likely she Is to hold a job. A study
of female Ph.D's seven years after receiving their degrees found 91 percent
working-81 percent full-time." Moreover it is shortsighted to suggest that a
man needs a college education if he works for pay, while a woman"doesn't if she
works at raising children.

Undoubtedly, Many of the myths persist because many people are simply unable
to accept women as equals to men. The attitude is perhaps best expressed in a
comment of Nathan Pusey while president of Harvard. Upon learning of the end
to graduate student determents during the Vietnam war, Pusey said, "ye shall beleft with the blind, the tame, and the wo,uen.o*

weans/ writ SPECIAL KEEOS ENCOUNTER ADDITIONAL DIFFICULTIES

Because of their special life patterns, many .women with family responsibilities
experience special difficulties in acquiring an education. For mothers who wish
to continue their studies while their children are young, finding adequate, af-
fordable child care is a major problem. Others who interrupt their *Cation
to raise children "or pay for a husband's education find returning to edueition
limited by such. problems as a dearth of part-time atody, opportunities and trycredit transfer problems. , :

These problems,are shared by .Women at all ievels of the socioecenomic scale
whether they are 100king for basic literacy education, Oceupational trainingor rel
training, or a high school nndergraduate Or 'graduate degree. Women with famli-

i" 0.5. ler esitoV Rood, 02nd Congress, 2dd Session, 1912, Vol. 110, NO. 28. pp.
$22 Horfell Sielerantieonunittee On'Ecintatioh, DiscitostsaliOe Agabiet 3170144 R:Orak:mir,-

"U S. of bsbor, EgoadisO Terissilict ./ pb...t274. .
244fAtti 11.' silo rag wopfan Dpc &raft fitderko: griollii, Cotter, grid

House B !alb do 2doci soo ofierfostsostos.,seatssr 7yowen Heartsgs,
(tr4v YOrk: OOP. sga Font dstion, i9a0).' .tba,0.145,
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lea need special services and flexible arrangements few education institutions
have been willing to offer.
Child care needs

Students' child care needs have not been adequately met. Day care is not
readily available for many people and costs are still prohibitive. While low-cost
cooperative day care centers are growing in popularity, adequate child care can
be expensive. A recent study of "quality" child care centers estimated average
costs at $2,000 per child per year.°

A woman with children who is not working must add child care costs to her
educational expenees, since she would no longer be at home providing these
services free of charge. Without help in shouldering child care costs, large num-
bers of women must stay home or despite a desire to continue their education.

In postsecondary education, demands for child care assistance have exploded
within the last three or tour years. Child care centers subsidised partially at
university expense have begun to appear on rumpuses. Centers often double as
research laboratories for campus scholars and students. However, efforts to date
are still grossly insufficient. The Amer lean Association of University Women re-
ports that no more than 6 percent of our colleges and universities, offer day care
services." Some are open only to faculty children; many impose extremely selec-
tive admissions criteria to deal with the surplus of applications, Waiting lists
are long.'"

The child care Issue has not won much visibility in secondary and vocational
schools, perhaps because these schools have traditionally, refused responsibility
for educating young women with children. With growing recognition that preg-
nancy and motherhood are not acceptable grounds for denying young people the

to public education, school systems will have to confront the child care
issne. Child care services may be essential for keeping young mothers in school.

National statistics on the number of mothers seeking child case assistance in
order to attend school are nonexistent, However, We do know that in 1071 over
two college students, 25 percent of the total national enrollment, were
martiee And over 200,000 women under 18 have children each year,

Child care services have barely begun to meet the demands either for women
already struggling to balance studies and child cars responsibilities, or for
women who might retorn to education or training if they had access,to acceptable
child care.
Part-time study needs

Although nbt as limiting as lack of access to child care futilities, other hurdles
stand in front of the women who wish to return to school, including a dearth
of Part-time study opportunities. For many women, part-time study is Often the
only way to combine childbearing with learning. More and more Deo* of both
sexea, unable or unwilling to devote full time to education, are demanding, ecess
to postsecondary education.

Although no national data are available, part-time study opportunities clearly
do not come close, to meeting this demand. Part-time vocational or manpower
training is extremely rare. Traditional continuing education courses offered part-
time usually cannot be credited toward a degree, and many undergraduate schools
still close their doors to al/ part-tirae students.
Acadendo credit problems

Because families often go where the husbands' opportunities take them,
credit transfer problems in higher education are particularly acute among
married women, Many institutions refuse to accept transfer credits from other
institutions. Even if they accept academic credits already earned, no credit is
normally given for the years of experience and learning these women have
had outside the classroom.

0 U.S , Office of Economic Opportunity, Findings Irma liquefy in CAW Core, coOrtitnated
by Stephen J. Pitsaimmons and Mai/ Rowe. Appendix A. Table tV, p. 20. Available as a
reprint from the U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, °Mee of Educatt On,
National Center for Educational Communtcation.

0 Ruth M. Oltman, Comptes 1970: Where Do Women Stood, December 1070, Washington,
D.C. The "Student Government flay Care Survey" conducted in the summer of 1071 by, the
Office of Youth and :student Affairs in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
pointed to tpe need of etndenta for day care services.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Censns, /WW1 dud Econtlosto dlitrroeterte-
fice Muitente: October 1971, Berko P-20. No. 241 (Washington : U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, 1072), p. O.



TAO dile Aandiedp
Some institutions discriminate, either openly or covertly, against APPIICAnta

over a certain age. This policy falls harshly on women hoping to continue their
education after raising their children.

Seth women and men can benefit titan adjustments in conventional in-.stitutiOnal practices. The failure of education institutions to respond to the
needs of women and men returning to education is an unjust and inexcusable
waste of valuable human resources. Not only are .these individuals denied
fulfillment of their potential, but the instittitionals themselves suffer by not
using the wealth of experience theS0 people have already acquired,

VIE EDUCATION Stefint AS AN iliPLOThit

Women employed in the education system face discrimination praetices' just
as darn gins as those women experience as students.

."Education, tradition has It, Is a woman's field. Women make up the bulk of
the Nation's teaching staff in the elementary and secondary schools; yet -they.
remain a targely untapped and underutilized source of educational leadersIxfp.r-
Women- are denied equal pay and equal opportunity for advancement and
they are channeled into a small number of "approved" edhcational
Wherever you look In education, women abound in the lower ranks and there,
generally, they stay.

Women returning to careers in ethication face many 'of the same obstaeles
women returning as students encounter. Pregnant teachers frequently,_ receive
the eame .summary treatment as -pregnant studentspolicies require them to
leave the, jobs while pregnant, often with no guarantee of a place when they
return. Day care services or subsidies are rarely available to employees in
education and part-time employment opportunities a-e scarce.
Women fn a dm Waif retire pnaitions

Elementary and secondary schools are mainly staffed by women, but when
teachers are selected to move Into the administrative ranks, men are Usually
chosen. In school year 1970-71, 67 percent of all public school teachere werewemen, but women constituted ;

81 percent of the department beads,
15 percent of the principals, and
0.6 percent of the superintendents.°

Presently, only two Chief State School Officers are womenthose in Montana
and Gnaw, When women do get into administrative positions, kis usually at, the
elementary school level where responsibility, pay and status are lower. 20
Pereent of the elementary ached principals in 1970-71 were female women were
only 3,5 percent of the junior' high. school principals and 3 percent of the highschool principala.° . . ,

in postsecondary' education administration, women are even less visible, .but
the same pattern holds. Men dominate college and university administration,
particularly. at the policy-Making levels, The National Education Assoetatitth's
107142 survey 'of higher education institutions found that of OM presidencies in'
4-Yeatinetitutions, women held only 82; the proportion is-about, the 'seine In
2-year colleges." Sven some of the women's colleges, which hIstorreallY,10216
enteed women opportunities for administrative leadership, have been- lilting
Pale Presidefitt in recent years.
80440 Paid add Oetdre 4etaied Proo$ ices in Higher Educeika.

Female trustees are rare. A 1970 American Association of Vniveisity WOniensurvey found that 21 percent Of the institutions reaponding to the surrey had
not a single female 'ttustee and Another- 25 percept bad only one. The only
deanishiPtvOmen Were likely to hold-Was'deat Of women; only 21 percent of thedeans administration,administran, faculty or instruction were women.. the most
startling statistic was the sex breakdown of head librarians in 4-year higher
education Institutions in a field 138 pereent tern*, nearly 70 percent of the head
librgriana were men. .

A Wig tradition eieluding ,women turn admiplotrattre positionf In
education discourage some women from aiblring adminieducation ve

NINA Steearth "Pretessional Walpf PUbile 110001a," 0.

"ristibtiske41 Ogutei frore mu, Alta. eolleettbd for the 1.07142 NEA reiort onit aa, pastime Mk Vf.k.ki so eeies. stout& p. 28.
Unpublished Ilcurei (rob% IMA; ei ed tattier.
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positions. However, the fad remains. that administration is "the way up" In
American public education in terms of salary, responsibility and status. It le

'rd to conclude, that many women year after year voluntarily turn their
go on these hallmarks of advancement.

iscrimination against women in higher education faculties
College and universities present an array of obstacles to women who want to

women who want to teach at that level. Less than one in five faculty members
is a woman. A recent study of the University of California at Berkeley pointed
out that 23 percent of the university's doctorates in psychology went to women,
but the last time a woman had been hired in the psychology department was In
1924.6° Discrimination in hiring at large end prestigous institutions has forced
many women to take jobs tu small Institutions with lower pay and status and
ltss opportunity for research.

Once women join the faculty, discrimination makes it much harder for them
to more up through the ranks than for men. Almost 40 percent of the full-time
instructors at 4-year institutions are women, but the proportion of women drops
with each rise in rank.

21 percent of the assistant professors,
15 percent of the associate professors, and
0 percent of the full professors Et

Women are likely to remain on each step of the academic ladder long after
their male colleagues with the same qualifications have moved on. While it has
been reported that females with doctorates "have somewhat greater academie
ability than their male counterparts," " barely half of all women with doctorates
and 20 years of academic experience are full professors, but 90 percent of the
men with the same qualifications have reached that rank .4

Taking into account all the possible factors influencing faculty rank, Astin
and Bayer concluded in a recent analysis that set discrimination is an important
factor in determining faculty rankmore important than such factors as the
number of years employed at the institution, the number of books published and
the number of years since completion of education."

In addition, it appears that the more prestigious the institution the less likely
women are to penetrate the upper ranks. At Harvard University, to pick an ob.
vious example, of 411 tenured professors In, the Graduate School of Arts and
Science in 18)70-41, 400 were men.A.

Salary discrimination in education
Institutions of higher education regularly pay women less than men of equal

rank. In terms of median salaries by rank, women instructors earn $510 per
year less than male instructors, and women full -time professors earn $1,792 per
year less than their Male Counterparts! And as times goes on, the gap is
widening.

Astin and Bayer found that sex was a better independent predictor of futility
than such factors as years of professional employment and type of advanced
degree. The authors reported that by 190840 standards, female faculty Member*
should receive an average of $1,000 a year more Stud to equalize their salaries
with those of their male colleagues of equal rank and experience' This la an ex-
tremely conservative estimate, since it does not take Into,account Allende' in-
equities attributable to other kinds of discrimination. In promotions, oppOrtuni-
tles for research, hiring by high-paying institutions and other factors.

M present no data are collected on teacher anlarlea in elementary and second-
ary schools. However, in some States, elementary and secondary schoOla are Pro-

a Unpublished 1971 data from the Monthly Report on the Labor Force,. supplied by the
rt,Ireau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor' and the unpublIshed Sturei front
NEA.

m Women's F tilt, Action League (WEAL), "Pacts About Women in EducatioN, p. 1.
(Mimeographed.

*1 National E nation Association Research Division, Salaries Pala and fialariqielaisd
Practice* (a Hip er Rdiumtiott It? f-71 (Washington, D.C., 1072), p. 11.

N National Research Council, Office of Scientific Personnel, Research Milian, Careers
of Ph. D.% Career Patterns Report No. 2, National Academy of Sciences PublicitiOn 101f
tWailitildon: D.C., 10684 p. 69.Ma

EAL Pacts .
and.

p. 1.
14 sten S. Alain and Alin E. Bayer, "Sex Discrimination in Academe," Etent`atIonOl

Picard I 1972), pp. 101 -119.
of WEA "Facts . , .." p. 2.
t4NPIA. eerie* Paid . ., p. 11.
ar ABMs and Bayer, "Set Discrimination in Academe," pp. 119-116.



bibited by statute front Paying women leSs than tneki of equal rank. In vocational
education the median salary In 1969 for female teachers for ail levels Malted
WAS $1,159 WS than for Men ; women earned only ST Percent as tritleh as their
male emit) terpa rts.0
Se/ tuning by field

Within the education professions, positions are highly sex-typed. Women tend
to be clustered in certain fields; men, in others. Women overwhelmingly dominate
early childhood education, elementary education, and spectal education. They are
92 percent of the school librarians. In vocational education, most of the teachers
in the health occupation's, home economics, and office occupations are women.
At the lowest end of the professional scale, almost all teacher aides and other
educational paraprofessionals are female.

Men, on the other hand, have always dominated teaching positions in mathe-
matics, the sciences, law, medicine and engineering. In vocational education
teaching in agriculture, distributive education, technical education and trades
and industry has been predominately male.

In recent years, educators have begun to wage an energetic campaign to attract
men into the fields of education customarily dominated by women. In some of
these gelds, the proportion of men has increased, stimulated perhaps by tight
Job markets elsewhere. If the same energy were devoted to bringing women into
male-dominated fields, a few years could bring substantial changes.
Sonprojeastonals.in educat(on

Women employed as nonprofessionals experience similar discrimination in hir-
ing, advancement and pay. HEW's Office for Civil Rights has turned up numerous
cases of sex discrimination against nonprofessional employees. In one institution,
custodial employees were divided by sex into "maids" and "Janitors." Each had
the same duties, but maids were paid substantially less. In another, 4 pay levels
were created for the Job of clerk; white males received the highest pay, black
Males next .highest, white females came after that and black females were last.
All of them had to have the same qualifications and perform the same work,

Career ladders for nonprofessional and paraprofessionals are practically
nonexistent. Despite growing popularity of teacher aides, few school systems offer
these pcople, almost always women, the chance for training and advancement to
professional responsibility and status. Like most employers; few education
institutions have begun to face up to the need for career ladders to enable
non-professional office workers to move into the professional office Jobs,

RESEAROH AND DEVELOPMENT: HELP OR HINDRANCE,

Research and development can offer 'valuable insights and useful tools for
tackling our most perplexing problems. Despite their potential, research and
development to date have contributed little to our ability to solve one of educa-
tion's most serious inequities: systematic discrimination against the female sex.
In general, research and development people have shown only slight interest in
exploring sex biases or testing ways of overcoming them. Moreover, studies too
often reflect the antifemale biases of researchers.
Exploring se.riam through research and development

It is encouraging to note that there are increasing signs of interest in
research relating to sex biases, particularly among female scholars. However,
remarkably little scholarly work has been done on sex discrimination itself
either on the precise nature and extent of sex bias within the education system,
its roots or its effects. An ERIC search for research materials on sex discrimi-
nation produced only 12 items, none containing any empirical results." Too
much of our inforniation on sex discrimination is piecemeal, anecdotal or out
Of date.

Researchers have produced some information on sex differences and sex role
development. They often report findings on differences and shnilaritle$ between
males and femalesin play behavior, learning styles, interactions with teachers

Evelyn R. Km Vocattootal Education: Oharooteriottet of reacher. Ora SIOdest*, 1510,v 8. paritoeat or Ranh, Education, and Welfare, Office of Macedon, rrsti,opal Center
for oeitIooal Statistics (Washtogton U.S. Government Printing 012c., 10/0),.0. 20,Table AII, -

*Education Eesourcee Information Center (ERIC) is the computerised Information
retrieval !latent for research and reports on education.
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and in other situations. Where differences exist, causes are rarely explored. We
Still lack. empirical evidence on the extent to which these differences are ,

biologically or culturally determined.
Research on the way children develop concepts of appropriate sex role be-

havior .has bad similar limitatlon.s. There Is (as we noted earlier) evidence
that as children go through school, they progressively acquire clearer and more
rigid ideas about what is expected of males and females, But we do not know
to what extent schooling may be responsible or Which aspects of the educational
experience have the strongest Influence on children's concepts of appropriate
sex roles.

Much of the research of sex role stereotypes has another weakness: many
studies reflect the researcher's assumption that accepting traditional inasoline/
feminine role differences is essential to a child's healthy development, In feet,
learning all the "cannote and "must nots" traditionally, associated With being
female in this society can be a crippling experience. Although there have been
a few extremely provoeative studies on this problem, many of the studies of
sex role development apPear to be motivated by a desire to see that boys and
girls develop "proper" sex role concepts, For instance,' researchers studying
the effects of female teachers on boys frequently express a concern that boys may
fall to develop appropriate sex role identification Without male teachers as
models"-,

Unless the necessary research is put to use, it will provide little help to
ehildren in classrooms. It must be accompanied by the products of development
for instance, new Curricula, teaching approaches, whole new forMs and models
that can be put to use in real edueatIonal settings. As matters stand, etirrIculum
materials and teacher training techniques aimed at helping teachers avoid sexist
behavior are virtually nonexistent. A few recent education experiments do have
particular significance for women, e.g., a home-community based career educe
tion model and nonresident college degree programs with credit for nonactidemle
experienee. RoWever, serious attempts to tackle some of the most baste problems,.
such as techulques to counter sex role stereotyping in the early presehool acid
school years, arelacking.

.

Biased questilmtiaires
In addition to the dearth of helpful research and develOpemnt relating" to

sex stereotypes and biases, ,ninny studies contain sex biases, which distort
findings and produce knowledge of Bait or no use in sOlying problems, of dis-
eriminating.egainst women.; Even worse, these studies may rehiforee popular
misconceptions about. women and eneourage educational , decisions harmful
to them.. Sometimes, for examine, biases are based on the outdated assumption
that woman's proper role, is homemaker and dependent Others seem-to reflect
attitudes dint women, their lives and aspiratIons,and barriers, to those,as-
piration-are net important enough to be studied,

Sex biases can be found in the kinds of questions researchers,a4 the
tion being studied. Project TALENT, a major 20-year longitudinal study of
high school students which began with .0,0lee of EdueatIon,supPert in lia10,
offers some examples. The original questionnaire sent out to students recognised
that mothers may work, and that they may be chief family wage earnets.,But the
questions sbout responsibilities on the job were limited to fathers' jobs, The
questionnaire also included questions relating "your (or your future hus-
band's)" salary to amounts of life insurance, savings and Investments. Male
students could not include a wife's expected income; female; students could
not consider combined Incomes of self and spouse," ; ;

Another example turned up recently in a draft questionnaire prepared for
another major longitudinal study now in progress with NCB'S support." A
special questionnaire for those neither in school nor employed reflected a num-
ber of highly unscientific assumptions about the role of women. The researchers
assumed that everyone who was not employed and not In school was a fulltirne

'lO ate analysis of educitional research and developreent, we have leaned beiktity on
Betty 1.erl, "The School's Role In the See Role Stereotyping of Girls FA Feminist Review .

of the tierarre,"tAremtnist Stodiee, Vol. 1, No, 1, Summer 1972. Amenable front Feminist

St Vidle:4 ireft liletarttlidiAt
York, N.Y,

Project TALAYT Dais Itankii Ilottib#ok,
supported mainly by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Mace-
tion Palo Alto, California: American Institute* for Research, 19721, Table 14, pp. 60-61.

*U.S. Depertment of Health, Education, and Welfare. Office Of Education,. iqetionel
Center for Educational Statistics, "National tongitudinel Study, of the sigh Scheel Class
of 1972" under contract with Educational Teens* Service.
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homemaker and female. The questionnaire repeatedly referred to "pour husband,"
although then are men who by choice or eeeteity stay hoine, tendtilg house
and/or children, Respondents were also 1113 ed What vocational training they
would prefer,' and the choices were all tecupetione traditionally attracting large
ntumbers of women: secretarial, dental assistant; food services, beattticlani child
Otto. Another qttestion asked whether respondents had taken noncredit adult
education coursescourses for credit were not included, implying that women
in the home Would net be Interested .in acadeinie educatton for credit, Fortunately,
NOW; 'recognized the problema with this 'questionnaire, and it .hag never been
used. It is,uaeful example, however, of the kind of biases that 'creep into oaten.
sibly "objective". and "scientific" research,
Siripte *Cr stncites ,

. .

Researchers sometimes pick members of one sex or the other as subjects for
study, On the basis of an extensive BRIO search, the task forte found that thispractice tends to produce distorted information In areas of great importalee to
women. In the abstracto surveyed, single sex studies were More than two times
as likely to use males as females. Seventy-eight dealt with males :041y and 84
dealt only with females. Again most of the 84 abstracts on women did not con-
tain empirical studies, While most of the ones on males did repOrt study results.

Researchers are also much more likely, to use males rather than females as abasis for generalizing about the whole population. In our review of the BRIO
flies, for example, less than half the titles of male-only studies; indicated that
only men had been studied, while more than three fourths of the titles of female
only entries filed indicated that only fettales had been studied.

The tendency of researchers to draw general conclusions from a study of males
is particularly disturbing and particularly prevalent in research in areas of
special importance to women, or where important differences can be expected
between men and women. In the abstracts reviewed, male-OnlY.atudies focused
Most often on careers, the poor and the emotionally and physicallY handicapped.-
Slow readers, schOol dropouts, under achievers, the physically fit and delinquents
were also the topics of male-only studies.

Few of the female -only abstraets dealt with careers. None of the other boles
aPPeared in female-only studies except delinquency which rated a study on
"clothing fabric selection" among delinquent stria, There were no studies of-
female dropouts, no studies of poor or ethnic minority females and no studies
of handicapped or underachieving females.

,

Single sex studies may also refiect faulty assumptions 'that males bare a
corner on the problem or issue under study "Women don't usually wort," or
"It's really black males who have the problems,P or "Moat dropouts are male."
None of these ansumptions are true, Women do usually Work, Meek Women aresubjett to both sex and, racial discrimination and have entrentely serious prob-
kills, boys are only slightly more likely to drop out. It Is time reeearchera under-
stood that women too have preasing needs and began affording them the some
attention as men.

The tendenty of educational researchers to focus on males makes designing-

education ProgrEAS that Meet women's needs much harder. =A great deal of
**ankh has been undertaken on the theory that the knowledge gained can
eventually be put to use in changing educational practite. Biased research put to
use cannot help but lead to biased educational approaches. -

'From even a brief look at the status of women in education it is abundantly
clear that education contributes its share to the exploitation of women. Through
its system of formal education, society should seek both to nurture young minds
and to open doors to lifelong opportunities. On both counta, education is failing ,
the female sex.

Pens Ii Tas nEvi, MANDATE

- Part II describes the relationship between the Federal education agencies and
the pervasive sex discrimination we documented in Part I.

oapter I outlines. existing discrimination 10 HEW programs and nOMiarr
steps to carry out a legal mandate to end discrimination in Federal education
pregnant.

,Okapter prtvents,a plan for creative Federal leadership 0110,11pic the
spirit of the lalve against sex

Until Very rerpnpy,'10. dfacriminAtiohln education was Meetly legal.
Att;'ie,ildieittettnetiop in, the geieit10 attracted little public atteiltion. Only
-With the tO-emergence of weinen'a rights as a major national issue did sex
discriMination in the schools begin to attract serious public attention.
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Recent Bleeutire and Congreasional action now bars tbe Federal government
from providing aid to an agency or Institution practicing sex discrimination
in education-410w against students or against employees. In INS,. a Presi

dise mination In employment. In June 1912, Congreas declared that !We person
dents Order called on universities and other Federal contractors to end se*
in e United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to diserimination under any
education program or aCtIvity receiving Federal assistance . While
some institution are exempted, this law extends the Se* bias ban to discrlm.
Fnation against both students and employees in almost all Institutions receiving.

ederal-educatleb aid.
Both Congress and the President have spoken: wherever. Federal education

funds pa sex discrimination- must atop.. That mandate poses 'a tremendoUs
challenge' to BUSY and to other gorernment afiendea with education Programa.

Since the myth of female inferiority Is part of the basic fabric of our educe.
110n Oaten-4 we can hardly expect sex, discrimination' to disappear with the
stroke Of a liens As with any progress in civil rights, fundanaentiti change Will
eoroe'only With vigorous and persistent action.

ReisPOnsfre Federal; agencies must take the 108.3 with a ettttlie mixture of
information .and exhortation; incentives and sonettOns. ThiMislateht Recretarr
tor. EducatiOn And the agencies reporting to hire must be heavily involved tee
that procesit., So must HMV's Office of tifIl Rights and ether Federal agencies
engaged in education support,'

.

CilArttn I k Tut trait impteAtIv6
As we noted, ptiblic concern about sex biases in education and laws protecting.

the rights of women In education are fairly recent. It is not surprising, then, to '
find that the Office of Education has been distributing Federal aid with' 'no
questions asked. as a result;:muCh 6f the setionS and wideSpread discrimination -

described Carlier is 'being., SupPerted; - In part, with Federal t education funds.
-Teiretherl the two laW4 banning Federal education aid to individuate and

age-octets discriMinating agethht women are' conitiOhenidve: , , ,,.- . . - --
Executive Order 11240; as amended 'October '106$, bars sex dis-

crimination in 'employment' sroong all' Federal 'contractors, "although not
among grantee' Centractura tvfhtch'-- include`: altuost f all. colleges and ,

untveraluet), must Orate up pla if both.to, Oorrect,.curienti,niserlosInatory
praCtices' and to overcome the effectS ..of past dlicriminstion, Plans must,
!nand.' spec* goals and timetahlea for aetiOri., Violations can result in
withholding or lots of all government eentrifete . , -, - ..-.. . '

Title IX of P.IA 92418 enacted In June 1972 Prohibits anY inclividUal,'-
or institution be4ettring from Pediral'Aucation aid from discriminating

r*L"CIiiti°bfirgtitititifiPtitfiiititititlitellcir Iiiiileir et:VP 411ree"Itdirnall41 , -
exceptions. Religions institutions acting on religloue grounds and military
tleadernlis are completely exempted and admissions discrimination is atilt
Permissfible except 11). rocatiOnal, graduate, professional and public eo.

Thischapter
..:: . , -;.,

This ehapter explores the Implications of theae civil, rights laws for Wm:
It outlines

major areas of sex bias directly Supported by Federal education funds;
action already taken by a few ()B offices to counteract sex discrimination

in programs they administer i . ' '.

stet* the Assistant Secretary for Education and agency heads reporting
to him must take to live up to basic legal requirements; and

steps the Office for Oiril Rights should take to strengthen enforcement
PrOcedurea.---..

liettion Oita) of P.L. 92 -118, the id000tion Amendments o/ 1471. See Appeodts A

trTs9t VI "iltilitiordet 11246 00 F.R. 2$12) woe am ended by Itteinti o Order 114r
F It. t

le

on Ootoher 16, 1967, to'cover us dIseseseetton. The antett 616 bolt&
itteettsio isletollgi (611°Ctftriitt9rtitakinitglev?eltirotitetpg: rtie1:7684)ZheZA for or egei. _ . _ _ _

4 Seetfoo oo1 of PL. 42-218.



UNEOVElliN0 SEX StA8 IN OE AND NEE PaOltAUS '4

Chiefly because the agency has not been concerned about the use Of its foods
to delly W(>111013, equal opportunity, QE and NM funds do directly ,.stipNrt
discriminatory practices of 011 kinds, in some cases, these are sins of Om-
missionunequal pay for equal work, for instance. In others, they are sins
of omissionsfor example, the failure to recruit women, actively in predomi-
nantly male training programs.

Delon+, we cite examples of these biaseti in several important areas, from
carter preparations to eurrieulum development to research. The problems
highlights here are by no means the only ones, but they are among the most
important, Then, too, the task force was dependent on program InforMation
available in Washington; these are all program areas where some infordation.
on the impact on women was at hand.
Vocational and Manpower Training

As we indicated in Part I, vocational and manpower training proframs,
wittingly or unwittingly, are helping to channel the bulk of the Nation's emale
workers into low-paying jobs. Okl's own programs are no different. The agency's
programs have reinforced, rather than counteracted, a strong tradition of sex
bias in vocational training. This is true of training progams for students under
the Vocational Education Act (VEA) and for unemployed and underemployed
adultsprimarily the poor under the Manpower Development and Training
Act (MDTA).

OE programs tend to train women for a much narrower range of occupations
than menoccupations which usually promise little pay, poor chances for
advancement and minimal challenge. By and large, male trainees select from
a far greater range of training opportunities, resulting in relatively high paid
skilled trade and technical jobs.

Under MDTA, a recent study discovered that the Department of Labor's
individual referral service, which places people in some institutional MDTA
programs, assigned male trainees to training for' 177 different oceupations;
women were only assigned to 12.' Over half the female students in vocational
education are being trained for support staff office jobsreceptionist, typist,
Me clerk and so on. In MDTA institutional training in 1979, half the women
were trained for similar jobs: eledeal and sales. Sixty-four percent of the men,
on the other hand, learned "machine trades" and "structural work"two training
categories which bring in considerably higher earnings after training.'

The differences in earnings these disparities will produce are tremondously
costly to women throughout their working lives. In fact, the average female
MDTA trainee earns less after training than the average male trainee does
before training"

A great deal of vocational and manpower training is completely segregated
by sex. Separation of the sexes is taken for granted in our vocational and man-
power training programs. So much so, that when States were asked to identify
their best vocational education projects serving disadvantaged and handicapped
students, 14 listed projects serving only one sex,' Annual reports 'on MDTA
from 1007-70 feature a total of 103 photographs, barely 10 percent showing
classes with both men alid women.

Although home economics and industrial arts programs are not strictly
vocational education, sex segregation is a common pattern here too. The $25.8
million Consumer and Homemaking Education program may be supporting
extensive sex discrimination, since most school systems still exclude boys from

4 Olympus Research Corporation, Evaluation of the mord reatitetienist Inclividuat
Referral Program. Final Report 1072, Prepared for the Manpower Administration of the
U.S: Department of Labor (Salt Late City: Olympus Research Corporation, 1072). p. 14.

I tt.s. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, Edw.:boor, ono
Training?, 10th Annual Report to the Congress on Institutional Training under the Man-
power Development and Training Act in 1971 (Washington: U.S. Oovernment Printing
Office, 1972). See Appendix C. Statistical Tables C-1, l>.-s,

-... t'U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, OtflOe of Education,' liditeation and
-21001 ino, 9th Annual Report to the Congress on InStitiltional Training pedee the Manpower
Pei °Indent and Training Act in 1970 (Washington r U.S. Gotertment Painting 00166,'
XS/ li p.72.

4T be Penniyivithin State Advisory Council for Iroettional Education in cooperation
with the`, National Astociattou of State Directors of ocitioatil Zdtitahoni 4 Kernel
Study to Identify Outstanding Programs In VOCatiomn EducatIna- for 6ottliatippe awl
Disadvanta0e4 afifeleSta (Columbia, i3outh Carolina : National.ASsOclatiOn of State sec-
tors of Vocational Ed0cation. 1911).
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home economics courses. While the program has no statitics on how many of
its projects activity exclude boys, it does focus chiefly on courses designed to
prepare young women for a dual vole as worker and homemaker, and only T
percent of the program's participants are male.

This year for the first time, vocational education funds can also be spent on
industrial arts courses, which most school districts close to girls. If industrial arts
courses do not open up to girls, OE way become a direct partner in still
another kind of sex discrimination.

The limited career asplrations many girls acquire early in life are certainly, an
important factor in problems of sex typing in vocational training. But OE's
vocational and manpower training programs must take their share of the blame,
They have clearly failed to encourage girls to seek training for occupations
promising more pay or better opportunities, In many cases, vocational and
manpower programs hate actively' discouraged both sexes from training for
careers dominated by the other sex.
Career Education

Top OE leadership has generated a great deal of Interest in an important new,
concept that could tackle sex stereotyped career expectations early: career
education, Career education aims, to completely revamp elementary and eeeond-
ary education in order to maximise career options for every student. Since it in-
volves teaching children about careers froin the early school years on, the hew
initiative has tremendous potential for counteracting prejudices concerning
women's work roles before they are firmly developed.

Even 80, without a conscious effort to prevent sex stereotyping In children's
career ideas, career education will simply be a new way of reinforcing the old
prejudices. Girls will learn earlier that they can expect to be stewardesses,
secretaries and nurses; boys will learn earlier that they can expect to be
astronauts and doctors, politicians and carpenters, draftsmen and business
executives.

The task force did find indications that, these biases are already developing
in the OP/NIE career education effort:

A brochure froth one exemplary career education project, whicb'has beeome
a model for school-based career education, says that classes, should "teach us
early to respett the work men do. '

Sex stereotyping is evident in several draft curriculum units under develop-
-tont for school -based career education. A third grade unit on retail-jobs, "The
Supermarket," for instance, makes it clear that all supermarket jobs but one
(cashier) are men's, jobs. Another, a home economics curriculum designed
for ninth grade girls, only encourages girls to investigate careers related to
home economics. Sex stereotypes pervade the entire unit. For example, when
girls are asked about lOng range goals, the author lists looking for part-time
job and going to College to be a preschool teacher as expected responses.

Under another career education experiment now underway, employers
themselves will provide students with Career awareness, job experience and
training and academic instruction, Since sex discrimination is virtually uni-
versal in the employment world, sex discrimination in the program itself is
likely unless cooperating employers agree to offer both sexes the same oppor-
tunities. So far, on one has moved to guarantee participating female students
equal treatment.

The career education program is working on one model that should benefit
women : the home/community-based model aimed at reaching people, mainly
women, in the home. Though this model has gotten off to a slow start, we are
hopeful that it may help women in the home to enter or re-enter careers.
Educational and Public Relations Material*

OE, and now ME, spend substantial resources on developing educational and
training materials for national distribution. Even though the task force was
ablo to examine only a few samples, we did find a number of sex biases. In addi-
tion to learning materials, the public information materials OE produces on its
own programs sometimes contain the same kind of biases :

OE has funded the development of an extremely sex biased career guidance
test as part of the career educatioh efforts now administered by :VIE. "The Self-

* Hackensack, New Jersey Public Schools, "Somewhere There's a Career Waiting for
Them. Will They be Ready for It?'
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bi Seattle' tetid4 tL0 'djecattrage girls, from entering' 4010 trades and
tech icon PrOfeatiorni# bop are likely to be discouraged from entering office and
BOOK* keupatotill now dominated by wOuleti. The teat drivilifecOpati011ia Prefetcence sM on What students) haeti done or like' to 'do' and on "their Ottneat oft eir compet:eneiek And talefitt. A girl *VOUS never repaired a TVt, to ea shop Or been enconraged to believe the has Scientific ability is likely0 be steered away from the largest group- of occupations listedincludingforester, architectual drafteman, barber, air traffic . controller, 'jeweler andoptician. In the same Way,' Wye may be dissuaded from looking into sitch'fields
as English teacher, philosopher and even foreign service Officer,

'A workbook designed to teach elementary sellOol children 'attlon' conceptsshoWt boys and girls in sex-typed rolet--:--boys ape active, while girls are shown
passive and domestic, Girls, not boya, are; hown sitting, standing and sleeping--all "actions" movement;-' Girls are the Only ones pictured' sewing,washing disheS, cooking', playing with dolls and sweeping. boys, on the otherhand are shown Shoveling, nuttching, playing with tanks and cars, fishing,

a Par, Palnting a house and fiying
OE's own public information inittegaPil*VS produced, Similar. sex stereotypes.The moat getable examPle, the "Career Education" dlrn prodticed tor 008P00-sated career education workshoPS, showed women in limited. and stereotyped

female occupational rolte. All supervisors but one were male and the !Oer
paying occupations were generally held by woraen. The filth had men in' Ver 30
different "occupations, women in fewer than 20. To his credit, ',former Coninils-
stoner Harland, did recognize the problem With the film and recalled it for, re-editing. Shortly before, OE's America* Education magatine had gone to presswith and for the film, featuring a photograph of children in career eddcatien
boys posing as doctor, policeman and fireman; and a girl posing as a nurse.
Education PersOnftel

OE and NIE programs affect employment in edueSt100 chiefly in two different
waya: through jobs in agency-funded projects at the State and local level andthrough training in our many education personnel training programs. (NIE hasjust one: Researcher Training). By and large, both Jobs and training supported
by the two agencies contribute to the overall inequities facing women who workin education.

/fen onertOheiminaiti dominate the adritintttrattOts of OE and NIS ',funded
projects.--This is clear from information on project directors gathered by the
task force; Unfortunately, we could not obtain information on Other project staff.
In ahnoet allot the programs which could furnish data on proect directors by
sex (approxiMately 40), fewer than one -fifth of the project directors were female.Accord to program staff reports, niOsst recent data showed there were
no female directors in the 27 Education Leadership projects funded under theEducation Prefecolons Act (EPDA) Part D. Women headed only,,

ofone out 18 ERIC clearInghuses,
two of the,80 MDTA skills centers, and
three of the 106 Language and Area Centers funded under Title VI of the

National Defense Education Act (NDEA).
No regional education lanoratory or research and development center was headed
by a woman, and 65 out of 07 laboratory and center program directors were men.

Women seem to he just as scarce in decision-making positions at the Statelevel.
according to the scattered inforMation available. Here too, in most of the pro-
grams for which we did get statistics, fewer than 20 percent of the state program
00ordintiers were female. WoMen "represented only

8 portent of the State adnit education directors, -
11 percent of the directors for Title III of the National Defense Education
Act,
4 percent of the directors for Title I of the Elementary and SecondaryEdacation Act, and
1 out of 56 "State vocational education dorectoro.

In the traditionally "fernale" fields, the record was better, Over half of the
Right to Read program's 85 State coordinators were woman. For two library
programsTitie I of the Uhroy Servicet and Constriction Agt and P.,$EA Title
krtbo fitiOres were 42 percent female and 86 parcent female, reePectivery, These
statistics are still disappointing, however) since 4 out of every,5 librarietware
utosntn

6 1110,!Unore, workbook 10 part of the "Language and 'Thinking" curriculum &veleby C8 enderIWO the educational laboratories and centers program now located in
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0 pporion die. in Personnel ,Traintrip,The record in promoting equal oppor-
tunities in education for women through ,OE and ;via personnel training pro--
grams is wised: As eipected,:0E programs are generally training women for
educational 'roles eiready dominated by women. They are being trained tO'serire
as teachers, and paraprofessionals elementary and secondary, early childhOOd .
and sPecial Nutrition. Men are being trained for roles which they alreadY dont
mate: administration and leadership in education at all levels, teaching in
higher edueatiOn and research and development

A few programs do seem to be contributing to equal Opportunities for women
and men in education, EPDA. Patin serves a higher proportion of :women than
currently: exists in higher, education :. while . only a to 5 faculty, members, is
female, 40 percent of the fellowahipe,weht to women in EY 1971.42;and a
asinPlIng of FY -104071 institute participants ; indicated: - that women were
slightly less than One-third. In addition, several of the ,EPDA programs are
bringing more Men Into elementary and secondary, education by emphasising
veterans. The OareerOpPortunities Program, raised the proW_rtien of .Male aides
being trained min 18 ,to 89 percent in ono year.. And, 112PDA, Part 0.-2, in
attracting and auelifying edticattional personnel, focuses on mature women
returning to work a grouP badlybadly most 'training programs. - This;

iprogram, however, is being phased out. .

DesPite these galne, the propottlon, of women , is highest, in 'training for
Jobe at the bottom of the career ladder (paraprofessionals) and lowest In
training for joba'at the top- (admInIstratiOn)- thrOtighont Old and NISI education
personnel trai.ing programs , --

Seigel programa funded, under EPDA. estimated that women, Were-Oler
. 00 percent Of theaides or pareprofeeefonals trained!. .

The Veining Teseher Trainers program ( ) funded under- EPDA
reported that women were 82pereent of the aides, 69 percent of the teacher's;
and 19 percent of the administrators trained,

Women Were a scant 28 percent of theArelneee to school administration
under the- EP.D/1,---_ Education' teederebiP. PrOgram; , according' to program
veporta: progsM stet( reported that leadershliYtillialag under the, *Pt._
cation for the nandicepped *leo serves mostly ages y

MOredyer, many training :programs -clearly have not been serving Aveinen in
the target pOpulation ecjialtablY.,, Sint* training, especially advanced
Can belle' key to professional,''advaneeMent; these`-programs are Contlibuttag
Rya system that advances -men more readily than Women, "even in ileicle heavily
dominated by women. "r-

Though the overwhelming majority of school -librarians are *Ornet,:l.`itle
PLEA" 31-0 doctoral fellowships at) mainly le men.,la the 'program's first four
yeere, Scheel years 196647 thrOugh,196046,'Weinen in #4, pregrankrecSivederdt
88 percent of the doctoral degteee. "- - !

Women hare been seriously Miderrepmented In vocational eiltiontiOn Personnel
train* under EPDA Part V.-Aecording. to program Staff, poreeht op the
felloWship recipients WOO *meta,' reontritst,' women are ever tirelitthe of
the, people teaching eeeen4ary.'voeattooil, education, where 'meet tOtational
education Staff can be fotind.1..", -

Mao, 1064.45,; -woo,* bait, received, only 6 percent of tie faculty, research,
felloweihIpe funded under the Fulbright.Mays Act. Thia is a '.mall frattlon of
the propertion of women on the higher education faCtilties,-;
Aocit;or 10 EdweatiOa

.0E fends help to support_ the many 'dieerhninatory practices that make it
partkulerlY difficult for women to gain to the education they -want,

In student aid, for exaMPle, the 11114 Study mentioned earlier fountl-discrimi
nation against 'women inboth the DAM OPPOtuettY Grant Pregrem and the
National Defense Student Lefin Program. Women *ere over half of, the recipients
In beth programa, but the meen &Mel Opportunity Grant for Women' was 20
Percent wee than that for men. Despite the fact" hat women typically reee
More ancient financial aid through loane than men; women averaged slight
smaller loans than men under the National Defense Ste4ebt Loan pregrant,

to East I. iisimitrota and Elaine VA-Khania, "An :.emits of tht_ttrot 'Pour rears of
the Title it-8 rellowshlp Ptotrate, volispa orta Reeseroh Libraries, may 1071, p. 20e. '

Mr1)?444 4f s4 .40. adostra, and guidon, 1012, Vol. tilt, Ko. flA. p. 02599.
Vahle?,



These differences could not be explained by differences In need,- since the study
found that male/fenutle income leeele Were.tOmparehle,

In terms of practices, OE funds go to a vatiety. Of institutions
phicticist dfecritnittatory admissions ,policies,' including Single sex veeetioeel
echools now required in Title IX to open their doors to both sexes. Td addition,
thousands of iehool distriets which regularly expel Pregnant etti,dehts Participate in agency-funded programs.
Research

Sex biases were common in research and development materials examined
by the task PNrce. In feet, two examples of sex biases in research mentioned in
Part I come treat studies funded by 0E1 Project TALENT And the draft
longitudinal study questionnaire to full -time homemakers (See page 19).

OE has funded numerous studies of just one sex. OE supPorted, for instenee,
.` a major study on the effects of dropping out of high school; only makedro pouts

were studied. AnOtheritudy, in the planning stages at one of NIH's research and
development centers, would investigate influences on the V4cationti edification
decisions of male black adolescents. Aimed at the development of "more effective
career guidance for disadvantaged black youth," this study will shed no light
on the career guidance needs of young black women."

ACTION To DATE

This task force is the Office of Education's first agency-wide attempt toconfront these issues. Neither OD nor NIB has begun to act on the new legal
mandate to eliminate biases in their own programs. However, a few programs
have already taken first steps on their own initiative. ror example:

The Bureau of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education (BAVTE) formally
warned vocational educators to avoid discriminating against both students
and employees on the basis of sex, as well as race, color and religion. Sent toState and regional staff In January 1972, BAVTE's memorandum on biases in
vociational education represents OE's only warning to recipients of agencygrants on sex discrimination.

The Researcher Training Program, now under ME, notified 111/ 1972 appli-
cants for training funds that they should work to develop the talents of women, as
well as minoritio, industry personnel and representatives of a wide variety of
disciplines. This is on important step, although the addition of industry personnel
and representatives of different disciplines dilutes the impact of the statement
as an equal opportunity measure.

A few offices report that they have made some effort to review materials forsex biases: The Office of Public Affairs (public affairs materials), the National
Center for Educational COmmunications (materials on exemplary programs
and practices slated for national dissemination) and the Center for Vocational
Education Curriculum Development (vocational education cfneicultim mate-
rials). These efforts have not always been effective, though, as the examples of
sex biases in public affairs Materials mentioned earlier indicate.

The Vocational Education Exemplary Programs staff has urged project
directors to make use of pamphlets encouraging training for girls in tradi-
tionally male occupational fields.

The Higher Education TralnIng Program under EPDA Part E has established
as one of its priorities p °grams prepering women for careers in higher ethica.
Hon. Again, this is Pro although its impact is diluted since this is one of
many priorities.

The Institute for Inrtereetional Studies (HS) established its own force last
summer (1972) to assess the impact of XIS programs on women.

max STEPS rot Tucw4S tocoATION AGENCIES

With the enactment of new laws !Alining sex discrimination, OE 064 ItilEiff
first responsibility must be to use all the administrative tools at hand to
eliminate sex discrimination in agency programs. The Office for Civil Rights
will fake the formal actions necessary to secure institution-wide compliance for
recipients of Pederel funds. But tackling sex diserimination in education, can-
not, tenet not, be left solely` to the work of.an enforcement agency. ,

NI Ole State Center tor ve4atiotal aka Tehnical Xdfiettien, Buip_PrOttVgi flee, roo-
tless/ Deve;opmest 014 eldiotatioteit (Colt:whim Ohio : Ohio State tfaiteillip, 1912);
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While OE and NIE have no powers to press for compliance throughout an
entire institution, they do have Sole authority for the conduct of their own
programs. Since it is now illegal for these agencies to supply: fund's to any
institution discriminating on the basis of sex, it is. up to them to do ,whatever
they can to _prevent direct discrimination under OE and NIE programg,

OE and NIE must notify contractors and grantees about the new laws, secure
assurances of compliance and monitor programs for evidence of discrimination.
In addition,- both agencies will need to use their discretion over project grant
programs as leverage to assure compliance In areas where-discrimination against
women has been espeCially acute, The Informal pressure and leadership which.the
Assistant Secretary, and his edueation agencies can provide; coupled with the
casebpcase legal action from the civil rights office, are both needed to meet
the cballenfe. All of these units will need to carry out .their complementary
resPotraibili lea in close cooperation.
slaking the Legal RegUiremente Known

. .

As a beginning, NIE and on need to provide explicit instruction to each
recipient Of their funds about its obligation to end sex discrimination. Notices
roust- be placed in guidelines and .other agency. publications; ,applicatiotts
must be changed to include an assurance that grantees will comply with the
ban against sex discrimination. Both are already standard, operating procedures
ter the facial discrimination ban in the Civil Rights Act of 1904.

Simple notification_ will not be enough; aid recipients will !feed guidelines
spelling out their concrete respontibilities under the new law. Failure to provide
these institutions with specific guidelines has caused., difficulties In securing
compliance with the Executive Order..0E has not furnished prospective. eon.-
tractors with the documents ,detailing required action: Departtnent, of Labor
guidelines, Revised Order No. 4 or new HEW, guidelines just developed for
universities. Both 018 and NIE must begin to supply, these materials,' along
with regulatione and guidelineit on Title IX when, available, routinely 'ail'
prospective beneficiaries of agency funds.

OE and NIE Will.need to act promPtly..Title /X is already in effect; and Pt'
1073 projects should not .be funded, until an assurance of Compliance is given.
Where. program documents have already appeared without additions, program
offices should distribute addenda at once to make up for that oversight.-',-'

SpeclAc written . gUidance must be supplemented, with Working sessions
between administrators and HEW staff where inforination and concerits'abotit
Title. IX compliance and enforcement can be freely, exchanged; That way.'ad
ministrators can disettas precisely how Title IX applies to, their own policies
and practices, Title IX workshops shoUld reach range of edticatlou personnel:
school superintendents and university presidents, student financial aidand Midget
dileer0,- career counselors and librarians and so on. NIE; should direct similar
efforts to researchers and research directors, heads of regiOnal laboratories and

. R&D centers. OE should place special emphasis on .Infortning State. agency
officials, ,SinCe State staff will he responsible for °monitoring local projects
funded under State formula grant programs for compliance with the new laW.-
Mona-cline fOr ComPlienie"

.

-: Once the minimal legai forms and informatian,needs are Met, OE and Nib
must include a check on Title IX Compliance in their own monitoring activities.
Many . programs do attempt some monitoring,through site review. teams,, telei
phone checks or Written' reports. Whatever the method, program officer* Should
look at the treatment Of women in each program and take steps to resolve any
problems they discover. Here again, 0.0S should help out by suggesting stand.
Ards to be used in program monitoring.
Applying Leverage Throup1 Discretionary Authority
in addition, NIE, and OE must use their dlacretionary authority, to combat

sex biaSea in program areas where'discrireination is particularly damaging. -.
lrietraefionat and Informational :Valor-tel.As We noted earlier, both agencies

support the development of educational and public relations materials intended
for broad national distribution: curriculum matrials, teacher training teeh
nique.s, program repots, films and so on. To stop perpetuating- sex biases in
these materials, NIE and 08 should take several steps

Notify developers, both inside the agency and out, of their 'obligation to
avoid sex Mates. This can be done formallythrough guldelins,.for in-
stanceand informallyin the course Of contract negotiations.
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Produce a Demob let on avoiding sex biai, as a guide for developers.
This would serve not only the agency's own needs for consistency, but 'Also
the gro*Ing number of people across the country who -are becoming OW.
earned With sex bias in the schools and in the media,

Review the producta of agency-funded development' efforts for. sex biasesbefore they are finalised. Most of these materials are already subjecit toreview, either by the program unit supporting their development of, forpublic relations materials, byy, the Ornee of Public Affairs. To that
materials are reviewed carefully for sex bias, staff people in ar
propriate offices should be designated to perform that job. These poop e
should be named after consulting with women in each office about which
staff members would be meat sensitive to sex bias,

In most cases, sex steteotypea can be" eliminated without wish trouble.

pictures there will usually suffice. For a few pro ects, however, Sexism will be
Changing photographs, revising a story line deleting words here on

so deeply lodged in the fundamental concept of t e work that the only : remedy
Will bo complete rejection. We found one such case; the "Self.Oulded, Search"
guidance test developed at Johns Hopkins and urge that support for It be dropped.

Career Education.--Both ME and OE have already invested substantialenergy
in the success of Career Education. If we fail to use our Influence to counteract
sex bias in pioneer career education projects, these "models" and "exemplary
programs" will offer new ways to reinforce outdated aspirations for both girlsand boys. Eliminating sex segregation should, be established as a priority Under
all education and training programs for careers, and model And exemplary proj-
ects should be held accountable for involving both sexes in all activities.

Other Areas for Aetion.Other related recommendations speak for themselves ;
they range froM promoting the advancement of women through training programs
to' avoiding sex bias in research,
Strengthening Title IX

Finally, we propose two additional steps designed to strengthen Title IX. Title
IX covers alt Federal agencies supporting education: the National 'Science
Foundation, the °Mee of Economic Opportunity, the Department of Labor, the.
Department of Defense and so on. To our knowledge, these agencies have taken
no action on Title IX. We suggest that the Federal Interagency Committee on
Education work to get all appropriate Federal agencies moving on enforcement
of Title IX.

We urge the Assistant Secretary to leek an amendment to Title IX itself, ex-
tending its coverage to admissions in elementary and secondary schools, to
military academies, to single sex public undergraduate colleges and private
coeducational undergraduate colleges. There is no justification for allowing in-
stitutions which receive public monies to restrict educational opportunities for
either sex. Both women and men ultimately suffer from this practice. We have
avoided recommending that admissions to private undergraduate InstitUtions be
covered, however, since the task force could not agree on removing the exemption
for these institutions. Half of the task force felt these institutions do have merit,
and that as private institutions they should continue to qualify for Federal aid
they may need to survive.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

Afalatig the Legal Requirement. Known
A. We recommend that OF and NIE fully luform potential and actual recinienta

of Federal education aid of their obligations to eliminate sex discrimination
under Title IX and Executive Order 11246. Specifically, we tecOmmetta that:

(a) All OE and 1VIE guidelines, regulations and other appropriate doen
Tents be amended to include a statement on Title IX, P.to.,92-818, and re.-
quire applicants to submit an assurance of Compliance. 016 and Nisi should
attach an addendum t6 this effeet to all F' WI program. IlOenmentialreatlY
printed without this statement. : .

(b) All' OE and NIB contracts and granta (dicers provide all applies,nta
with detailed instructions on their obligations under Titlo IX and EtecOtive
Order 11246 before the)* sign assurances of compliance, Contractors should
receive a Copy of Revised Order No. 4, Department of Labor goldelinea and
IIEW guidelinel. AU potential aid recipients should receive Title IX regu-
latiohi and guidelines when published.
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'2. We recommend that OE and NIL' provide information and technical OS-
sistance concerning Title IX and its implications directly to State education per-
sonnet, school administrators and education personnel throughout the country,
SPeelfically, we recommend that :

(a) Each Deputy Commissioner in OE and equivalent within NIE be re-
sponsible for conducting extensive workshops and conferences on Title IX
for key State and local personnel in their respective areas of concern. All
regular program workshops and conferences sponsored by the two agencies
should include briefings on Title IX. These should be conducted on it con.
tinning basis as long as sex discrimination remains a major problem in educa-
tion. A specific person in NIB and OE should be designated to coordinate
each agency's plans for these activities.

(b) The Commissioner of Education make Title IX a major topic of dig-
cussion In his next meeting with the Chief State School Officers. He should
emphasize the leadership role the Federal government will expect the State
education agencies to play in eliminating sex discrimination at the State and
local levels.

MOnitoring for Compliance

3, We recommend that OE and NIB monitor their own programs Or Title IX
compliance. Specifically, we recommend that OE and NIB, include compliance
status checks on all regular site reviews, including State management reviews
conducted under ESEA. Title V. OE's Deputy Commissioners and equivalent
officials in NIE should work with the Office for Civil Rights to develop reporting
forms and uniform criteria for monitoring compliance status in site reviews.

Leverage through Discretionary Authority: instructional and Infcrtnation
Materials

4. We recommend that 011 and NIE insure that all instructional and public re-
lations materials developed with OE and NIB funds for national distribution be
free of sex biases. This would include career and vocational materials in model
and exemplary programs. Specifically, we recommend that

(a) Guidelines, requests for proposals and other appropriate documents
stress as a condition for funding that materials be developed without sex
stereotyping.

(b) OE's Office of Public Affairs, in cooperation with OE and NIB pro-
gram staff, develop a guidebook concerned with avoiding sex biases to assist
contractors, grantees and agency staff in developing materials.

(a) OE and ;on designate at least one staff person within each appro-
priate program and public affairs office to clear new materials before their
completion and dissemination. These staff people should be selected after
consultation with the women in these offices.

(d) OE and NIE review existing projects for sex biases. As part of thie
effort, NIE support for the "Self Directed Search" guidance system developed
at Johns Hopkins should be terminated.

Leverage through Discretionary Authority: Career Education

5. We recommend that OL and NIL work together to elimirate set discrim
nation in career preparation. Specifically, we recommend that:

(a) 010 and NIE establish the elimination of sex segregation as one of
career education's major goals, and emphasize that new goal In materials
explaining the career education concept.

(6) Program guidelines And other appropriate documenta be amended
to emphasize that the elimination of sex segregation is a priority in educa-
tion And training for careers.

(o) Ouidelines require all model and exemplary programs In career edu-
cation and training report their success in including students of both
sexes in all education activities.

Other Areas for ActionTraining
8. We recommend that OE and NIE werk to equalize the proportion of men

and women at all levels and in all areas of education through training programs.
Personnel training program guidelines should be modified to require applicants
to include plans for increasing the numbers of male and female participants
In fields where either sex is underrepresented as well as report annually on
progress towards achieving that goat. Specifically, we recommend that :



(a) Greater numbers of women' be trained in areas where they are
currently underrepreseeted, such as educational administration in all fields,trades and industry In vocational edueation, edueational research and devel-
opment, educational technology, the "hard" sciences and in other appropriateareas.

(b) Greater numbers of men be trained for employment in entry levelpositions in areas where they are currently underrepresented, such as earlychildhood education, elementary education, special education home eco-nomics, business/officece education, the health professions and in other ap-proptiate areas. In addition, greater numbers of men should be trainedas paraprofessionals in all fields.

Other Areas for ActionProject Administration
T. We recommend that OE and NIE promote the involvement of women in toppositions id OR and NIE funded projects. Specifically, we recommend that(a) OR and ME amend guidelines for discretionary programs to requirethat applicants for funds submit data on title, salary and responsibilities

of top project staff by sex,
(b) OE and NIE review that information for evidence of discrimination

and negotiate before funding for the correction of any inequities.
(o) In all program guidelines and other official program documents,OE and NIE emphasize their interest in receiving applications from womenand for projects directed by women,
(d) OE and NIE, working with women's organizations, encourage womento apply for discretionary program funds. Women's organizations shouldbe Included on appropriate mailing lists for application notification andguideline distribution.

Other Areas for ActionReaeareh
8. We recommend that OE, NIE and the Assistant Secretary for Planning and

Evaluation (ASPE) review for sex biases all research instruments to be used ineducation studies they fund.
O. We recommend that OE, And ASPE insure, before funding education

research projects, that projects studying people use samples of both sexes and
report results by sex. Exceptions should be made only when the informationsought is already available for one sex or when a study is explicitly designed
to serve the goal of equality of the sexes and special circumstances require aone-sex. study.

Specifically, we recommend that guidelines, requests for proposals and otherappropriate documents state the conditions under which one-sex' studies are
permissible and request that anyone applying for funds for such a study providea justifica tion. .

Strenghthenina Title IX
10. We recommend that the Federal Interagency Committee on Education ex-

plore the,implications of Title .IX for other Federal agencies providing educa-tion assistance and encourage those agencies to take the necessary action toenforce Title IX.
11. We recommend that the Assistant Secretary for Education strongly Urgethe amendment of Title IX to corer admissione in elementary And secondaryschools,- military academies, single sex public undergraduate colleges and private

coeducational undergradeate colleges. ."

may STEPS: THE orrice roe cm'. Xlowrg
The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) already handles ,Exeentive Order enforce-ment in higher educatien ituititutions. Title IX expands Its Rex discrimination

enforcementAuthotitY to institutions of all kinds receiving,rederel edueatienaid, with very few exceptions.
OCR's work Is absolutely critical to the effectiveness of any, civil tights law;applying to HEW programs. The Office interprets these lavve through regelations

and guidelines, cundects on-site compliance Investigations, negotiates with institu-tions found out of compliance and notifies HEW agencies to' terminate"funding
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If contractors or grantees refuse to comply. Clearly, the impact of anti-sex
discrimination laws will depend largely on how effectively OCR carries out
Its job.
Ezeciitive Order Enforcement

So far, the record In enforcing equal treatment for women In employment
under the Executive Order has been disappointing. The Executive Order itself
and enforcement efforts have proven weaker chiefly In two areas: accountability
and compliance standards.

AccountabilityUnless the government conducts a compliance Investigation,
a contractor is not accountable for its efforts to live up to the Executive Order.
While they are required to develop au affirmative action program detailing
Plans to eliminate sex (and race) discrimination, contractors do not have to
submit them to Federal officials; public agencies and small contractors are not
even required to put them Into writing. In fact, compliance investigators have
found that many contractors that are required to put their plans in writing
do rot bother to do so, since they do not have to submit them for approval.
The government neither approves affirmative action programs nor monitors prog-
ress in carrying them out as a routine matter.

Only if the enforcement nnit (OCR, in IIEW's case) decides to do a com-
pliance investigation does au institution have to answer for the adequacy of
its affirmative action program, or its efforts to live up to it. Investigations are
costly and time consuming and only a small minority of Institutions do undergo
such an investigation. Trying to enforce the Order without routine review of
all affirmative action plans would be like trying to achieve school desegregation
by telling dual school systems they must desegregate, asking them to devise
their own program (either written or unwritten) and then assuming that de-
segregation' has occurred.

Compliance. Standards. In addition, OCR has been slow in developing and
promulgating specific standards for compliance. It took four years after coverage
of sex discrimination was added to the Executive Order for OCR to come out
with guidelines dealing with sex bias in higher education institutions. OCR has
also failed to develop uniform standards to guide its own personnel in com-
pliance reviews. Investigations are handled by regional 'office staff, and pro-
cedures and eompliance standards vary from region to region, from institution
to institution. Not only does an absence of uniform standards frustrate effective
civil rights policy. ft is unfair to any institution making a genuine effort to
comply with .the Federal government's equal employment demands.
Enforcement of Title IX

Hopefully,, Title IX enforcement will be more vigorous than efforts to date
under the Executive Order. Of course, it is still too early to tell. We must make
clear. however, our concern that OCR move promptly and decisively on Title
IX enforcement. Regulations, now under development, must be specific enough
to give educators a concrete understanding of what is expected, especially in
terms of sex discrimination against students which the government has never
before tackled. Mailed guidelines need to follow just as promptly,.

OCR will need to provide regional offices with clear and uniform protedures
for investigation and enforcement. We urge a special focus on sex discrimi-
nation at the State level, since State education agencies, with administrative
responsibility for much of the Federal aid funds. exert a great deal of influence
over the WS y local school districts spend their funds. We also strongly advise
that the enforcement of Title IX to be carried out in coordination with efforts
under the Executive Order. Not only would that minimise duplication of efforts,
it would also ensure that each investigation covers discrimination against both
students and employers.
Discrimination in OCR Stoning

As a law enforcement agency, the Office for Civil Rights has a special obliga-
tion to meet the standards It sets for others. OCR's record in hiring female
professionals is appalling.

Women are only 11.6 percent of all OCR professionals 08-13 and over. In the
mid levels. OCR employs 77 08-13's-7 are women; SO OS--14's--8 are women;
and 31 OS-15's-4 are women.
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FULLTIIAE PROFESSIONAL OCR STAFF, AS OF NOV.12, 1972

Grade
Numbli ol NuMbir of Portent* of

Total men women Women

0 0
0

3 2s

1(

0 0

1)

1

it
7

it
323 11

The Office for Civil Rights is charged with guarding the rights of women
under billions of dollars worth of HEW grants and contracts. Minority groups
have argued for a long time that full minority representation is the key to
energetic civil rights enforcement. By the same token, rights of women in HEW
programs can only be protected it women have an equal share in senior and
decisionmaking positions in the Office for Civil Rights.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Executive Order Enforcement: Acoountabllity
12. We recommend that HE1rs Office for Civil Rights strengthen its pro-

cedures for holding contractors accountable for compliance to Executive Order
11246. Specifieally, we recommend that HEW guidelines require contractors to
submit affirmative action plans for approval whether or not a compliance re-
view has been made; plans should be accepted or rejected within three months
after submission.

Title IX Enforcement: Compliance Standards
13. We recommend that the Office for Civil Rights develop strong uniform

procedures for investigating sex discrimination In education. Specifically, we
recommend that:'

(a) OCR develop a standard procedure for collecting and evaluating in-
formation at defined intervals oq the compliance status of institutions under
Title IX and Executive Order 112443.

(to) Investigations initiated under Executive Order 11246 be carried out
in conjunction with investigations initiated under Title IX. .

Title IX Enforcement: State Education Agencies
14. We recommend that the Office for Civil Rights work directly with each

State to overcome present inequities experienced by women in State education
agencies. Specifically, we recommend that OCR set the investigation of State
education agencies as a priority under title IX enforcement.

CHAPTER H: BEYOND THE LEGAL IMPERATIVE

Administrative action to enforce the legal ban on sex diserimination is only
the' first step towards achieving equality for women In education, Over time,
We must work for fundamental change throughout the edubation system. Uiti-
mately, the fight for change must be won in every school district, in every College
and university. In that struggle, the Federal government's principal Contri-
bution must be leadership, since government can directly affect only a shall
share of the N'ation's education resources. We look then to HEW as a catalyst
for change.

This chapter outlines the most important leadership roles BEW'ro "House Of
Education" should play t public education, helping students and teachers t6 ex-
plore new roles for both sexes, fostering hew educational approaches and
knowledge, building.. Finally, it lists the internal management changes the edu-
cation agencies ought to make if they are serious about championing women's
right to equal educational opportunities over the long term.
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anUCIATIXO tat

There is remarkably little understanding, either in the education community or
in the public at large, of the serious barriers to equality women face today
throughout education. If education institutions all around the country are to
.begin removing those barriers, Many more peopteinside the eduCation system
and outwill have to appreciate the problem.

The Assistant iiecretary for Education and the agencies reporting to him have
substantial. public inforniatiOn resources at their command. Through pross re
leaSeri and reports, articles and films, program and public affairs staff generate
a steady flow of information on education banes Of-,national importance. Top
agency °MOO, ere constantiy in demand for Speeches arid other publie 'OPPear-
ances; WO the Commissioner end MS Deputies had et tenSive Speaking schedules
last year.'

All of these information resources can be Put to work building public triton-
bea of the intlefilitleir women experience entication: In 00, a few efforts have
already been made:

TheeettitaisSiorler early in 1972 issued a strong statement On the educational
righted pregnant students. He said : . .

. .

..aver y girl in the United. States has a right to and a need for the education
that, will. help her prepare herself for a career, for family life, and tot' citizenship,
To be married or Pregnant Is.nOt Sufficient cause to deprive her of an education
and the opportunity to become a contributing member of socie0.1,

iThe 1).8. Office of Education ,strongly urges school systems to provide eon -
tinning edriesticin for gar' who beCome pregnant, Most preanant'alrla are Pleb
tally ,able tereMala in their, regular chimer during Most of .their- pregnancy. Any
decision to modify a pregnant girl's; schookOtegram:Shonld be made only after
conaniting With the girl, her parents,' or 40r..1104444 it she is married, and the
appropriate educational, Medical, and social service authorities.

"Wurther,:lOcal School systems have an obligation to cooperate with,Sirch other
.Statc, county, and cat agencies health ands Welfare ,departments .and with
private. Sgeficies. and. PhYsielana to. *Saute that pregnant .receive_ Pgoper
Medical, Psychologial. social services during pregnancy :4041er As tong as
needed thereafter. . , _7'
.. "The needs of PregnanE girls ate Ont,OUS*sPeet Of -00' cOfiCcril-;,:l'olnig 'fathers

alio require assistance to enable them to Meet -00040414e responsibilities
which they have assumed. We shalt continue to emphasize id aspects of our
concept of ,compreherisive proguat09 for school -age.'pa,reStkIA1M-PrOblems, fh0
neent4 tbO1.400063. the PrO005* tel*, program tretilities which *111 serve
both '74:4g .wopien and young men e Hoeing or anticipating .early Paient-
hood. In so doing, weals°, eerve the,eh to*n involved, and ietendto promote a
more successful _services integration 'Model" for them -a' Strengthened family
structure

,010 Just sponsored a conference On sex role, teeotYpes in the *hoot* held
Thanksevintweekend, 1072. Oondneted, by. the SationalEdueatlokAasociation,
the:Conference attracted participants rrpm various aeankenta of tne'erlucation,
community find the concerned public..

The agency is Sponsoring a portable exhibit on Scheel-aged gents, dramatizing
the problems these young women face and the need for services to parents of both

The December 102 issue of Amerlaan ,Edicaffos, IA'eown -mass einCtilating.
Magazine, carries a lead article on the laws banning sex discrimination in 140
erally.fuzaled programs,

These are excellent initial efforts, yet the Educal400 Pivisiori luip.berely,beitin
fO use the public information resources it NO available. The Commissioner de...
livered 86 major addressee over the last school year, the Deputies amoat diem
many 'more. noifoTer, not top agency, official has ever delivered a speech 'whose
PrimarY foctit was ainndaniental civil rights issue affecting hair the population
equality for women.*

Statoment of S. Commissioner of FAneittob, Sidney_, P. Horton& Jr., on "Cotipte-
bood anle Ptqtrts for aebOol-Age Patents" before tae Florida State Conference on Improve

1.41811sTlattdalt6t:lettrliMplitiferelairOttei Development 414' deliver a 'speech, on tits'
behalf lag ate; entitled a e to Utilising Women's Tolento.',
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To levet leadership is needed to emphasize the seriousness of the inequities
facing women in education. In addition, On, NIE and the Assistant Secretary
should se other media at their command to increase public awareness.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Educating the Pune
15. We recommend that the Assistant Secretary for Education, the Commis-

sioner of Education, the Director of NIE and their respective Deputies should
arrange to speak before key national education groups on their responsibilities
for ending discriminatory practices. For example, we suggest that

(a) The Assistant Secretary for Edtration or the Commissioner of Eau-
cation address a 'conference of the major book publishing associations on
OE's concern with sex stereotyping in educational materials and its effect on
the stains of women in education.

(b) The Director of NIE's Career Edtwation Task Porte and the Deputy
Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Education speak before the Amer-
ican Vocational Association and other key vocational groups on the need to
entourage young men and women to explore the entire range of vocational
opportunities.

(a) The Assistant Secretary fur Education or the Commissioner of Educe-
Hon discuss the detrimental effects of Inadequate counseling on lowering
female career aspirations before the national meetings of secondary school
counselors.

16. We recommend that the Of of Public Affairs use the range of media at
its disposal to expand public consciousness of the growing struggle among women
to secure equal opportunities in education. Specifically, we recommend that

(a) OPA work with program offiAals to produce a documentary dim for
public distribution on ways education can help women to break traditional
sex barriers in various occupations at all levels.

(b) OPA organize an exhibit on women and sex discrimination in educe-
Hon for use at education conferences and at gatherings of women's rights
groups. The exhibit might premiere In the Office of Education's main lobby,
and focus particularly on Title IX, sexism In career training. and sex stereo-
typing in elementary school curricula.

(o) In cooperation with the Office for Civil Rights in HEW, OPA develop
and dIsec.minate a pamphlet to the general public on laws protecting women's
rights to equal opportunities in education.

(d) American Education continue to publish articles to be made avail-
able in reprint form on the roles and progress of women in education.

Expzosina NEW ROLES FOR WOILEN AND URN

If schools are to take the mandate to eliminate sex biases seriously, they will
have to discard many ontdated attitudes, practices, and educational tools. Teach-
ing techniques, textbooks, dims, and guidance tests will all need basic revisions.

Unless OE and NIE take the initiative in developing replacements for these
antiquated teaching tools, educators will have nowhere to turn when they begin
trying to overcome sex biases in the classroom.

Accepting the challenge will mean much more than merely producing neutral
materials. It will demand new materials and learning approaches .which ex-
Mich!, address the problems of sexism and help teachers and shkients to cope
with then).

The task force unearthed only one instance where OP) has supported this
kind of initiative --A eurricnlum unit designed to dispel traditional myths about
women's roles in the work force. Aimed at Wonder, school glrlss the unit
provided students with information on occupations and on women's 'expanding
role in the work force. Unfortntately,.the Ohio State Center for Vocationtkl and
Teehnieal EdutatiOn produced thia 'unit quite independently of the'etirrienitiM
development for the school-based career education model. The Centel' hiknet,
yet adapted it or any other materials like it for inclusion in career education
curriculums.. -

OE and NIE shOuld continue supporting the derelepnient and dissemination
of materials to Lelp boys end girls understOod the right of WOlasiito equal $1nla.,-
tional opportunities and the Underlying causes of job dfocrimidation:Akthe SOMe
time, they should see that alt model career education progratds include eont,
ponents on the role of women hi the work force.
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In addition, OE and NIE should focus development and dissemination' esources
on curriculum and guidance materials %Vlach encourage students of both sexes
to explore new roles, and on teacher training materials which aim to help
teachers avoid biases in their dealings with students. To assist educators, teach-
ers and citizens concerned about sexism in the present curriculum, OE should
disseminate a bibliography of unsex-biased curricultim materials.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Exploring Yew Roles for Women and Men

We recommend that OE and NIE foster educational approaches which en-
courage children of both sexes to explore new roles. Specifically, we recommend
that:

(a) OE and NIE fund the development of educational and guidance
techniques and materials designed to encourage students to explore new roles,
particularly in educational areas where sex discrimination is especially
strong, as in career edtication and guidance testing.

(b) OE support the development and dissenaination of teacher training
materials on avoiding sex biases. In addition, we recommend that OE' and
NIE personnel training program guidelines be amended to encourage proj-
ects to Include training In overcoming sex biases.

(c) OE develop and disseminate a bibliography of unsex - biased materials
appropriate for school use, especially at the elementary and s.-econdary levels.

(d) OE and NIE insure that all model and exemplary career education
projects include instruction that explicitly addresses the problems of sex-
stereotyped occupations and dispels myths about women in the work force.

SERVING WOMEN'S SPECIAL NEEDS

No one should be denied an education simply because sheor ire--has chosen
to raise a family.

Yet, educatlOtt Is out of reach for many women with family responsibilities not
betattse of active sex discrIminationbut' because educational institutions do
not provide the special services these women .need to pursue education or
training'

.'These PrOoleas,. already summa_rized in Part -.I, are not susceptible to en
fOreetnent measures, l'ositIve, not Puultly0 action is called for tol'Seetlre *Mal
services and new :educational improvements' compatible with these women's:
needs:With a. modest redirettion of resources, OE and NIE can do, a great 'deal
to expand educational opportunities for women with faMilleS.
Aottoti to Date

PrOgrahis have supparted scattered efforts to open Upeducation
women with special needs:

The home /community- based career educatIOn Model, mentioned aboVe, will OSO
the ibiiivrAeditto- belt) unemployed adults in the home (chlerly.weineti); take
advantage of cerdinunity, career education resources. NIE is now !Witting the
model's develo pment, .

. . .

Vhe Adult Education Program offers part-time basic edUcatiok -14ne PrOjeet,;
0,4itnehnir Education," reaches into the home to motivate prospective Students
totake Advantage of educational and other community resetrreeti.7 ,-

Title I et the Higher Education Act supports several projects serving *omen
seektng continuing education and training. Eight projects fUnded in Int 1071
Offered counseling servicellAnd skill training to Women reentering the Work force.
TroweVer, .these effortt(retnain limited, and ,projects have not keen evaluated for
their, effectiveness in meeting women's needs.

,Local Sthool distrlett have opted to use funds from 'several pogisiiiii for ape-
elat projeete for school -aged parents. In Additioti; OE le iead agency fat a stand
ins xotersgeney Task Force on Comprehensive Programs for tkb061:4lged.raiy
eote, wpose mission is to marsh-all Federal reaatireeit for teen -age parents,'

Ne4,'S'tepS . , : .

OE and NIE can do much more in using existing program resources to promote
expended educational opportunities for womenand Menfor whom raising a
family create special difficulties. The two agencies, along with the PlIttd for Im-
provemeht of Postsecondary Es:Ideation, should act now on several frolits.

- '; '1
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Ohild Oore---Currently, no OS programs specifically gutliorbte program funds
for child Care, although is possible that some program tunda such as ESEA,
Title I, are SuPPOrting stildent day care services at local option. Title I and the
Follow Through prograin Wilt pay; for babysitting costs necessary for parental
partielpittlen, but is the cloaest.OE has come to actively offering the child
care assistance needed to enable Parents to participate in an ageney Progratn.

Spending program funds for child care is not new idea. Most of the Federal
. porerty-oriented training programsIncluding WIN, Job Corps, JOBSLNelgh.
berhood Tenth 'CerPa, Public Service Careers, and the Concentrated EMPloy,
ment Pregrampermit grantees to pay for trainee child care.-

We urge that OE permit local projects to use program funds to help needy, par-
. entS ithOulder child care.costs on a sliding income scale, either by providing child

Care services or through payMents for such services. Although we don't expect
this option would be Used widely, it would permit program staff to use funds for
that purpose should the need arise.-

Serotnit School -Aped Parente,OE's efforts on behalf of theist) young peoPlibave
had several shorteomings, First, special projects funded by. OE often segregate .

Pregnant students in special classes, whether or pot they prefer regular classtOom
instruction : Second in the program with the biggest stake In keeping school-
aged Mothers in school, Dropout Prevention, only three out of 21 projects have
components serving pregnant students. Third, except for these three projeets, 01]
has not supported interagency efforts to focus NEW resources on school-aged
parents by setting aside discretionary funds tor that purpose. On should assure
that its initial commitment to serving these young' people is carried ttl,..byjden-
tifying specific program resources to be used.

Part-time Study.Because OE and NIE programs mirror existing practices in
recipient institutions and because program administrators may not appreciate
the demand for part-time study, projects we assist 'usually conform to tradi-
tional full-time education patterns. OE- and NIE-funded vocational and gradu-
ate education programs are mainly full-time.

OE and NIE can use their service and training programs as leverage to expand
part-time opportunities throughout the education system by requiring that all
such projects make provision for part-time students.

Recent changes in student aid legislation may make it easier for women to se-.
cure an equal share of Federal student financial aid, P.L. 92 -318 opened alt stu-.
dent aid programs to students attending school at least half-tinie. If this author-
ity is used, it.could benefit women with children who seek higher education on
a part-time basis. Student aid officers may be reluctant to aid part-time"students,
however, and 011 should encourage these officers to make full use of the new' .

authority.
Accommodatinp Other Proprams to the Specie; Needs of Women.--OE and NIE

should identify women wishing to continue .education or training as a special
target-group in programs currently serving adults: not only In adult education,
but also in personnel training, manpower training and postsecondary edueatIon
programs. Women with faintly responsibilities hare been largely excluded from
these programs, and only a Visible emphasis on projects serving their needs is
likely to produce different results.

Two .new. program authorities, are particularly well suited to reaching, this'.
popntation. 92--818.authorised the creation of Educational Opportunity cell-
ters serving low-income areas, to provide inferination on student 1144010 aid,
help in applying to institutions of-, postsecondary arlpeatiOn,- tonnseling, and
tutorial services. For women cut off from the usual eOurceti.of information and
advice on student aid opPortunitieS, there centers could be an'inVAIUable source
Of infermation. The same claw also aUthOrlIes a ten percent discretionary get.:
aside of the TIVIA Title I 'Community Service, nd Continuing Education Pea
grgtm for okial PrOJects eXPIOrlog.SOlutiOlif tO PrObletus'of sodafebAnge:Tbese
ftinds shod be targeted oti'diraloping model programs for women returning to

-.'edneatiOn acid verb; , =

The 014e1 ..'of Public -Affairs prOgraM for ,disietninatiag information to the
pnbtle on Prierity education Issues could be extremely Useful tea g women
in the borne with relevant information on edneation and training. For example,
OPA has been distributing .#.15 Teaticat Careers You. C.Ant.earn it 2 years or _

Tess" as part of a career eddeation,attert, The Office 413 use dttik;if teChig41101
- to reach Wonienr.-With itiformatiOn, for Ingence, about *Went aid and about

exploring the types of .oectipatione now opening .up,;to, women. The Women's, -

Bureau in the,Departreetit of tabor bas put out an excellent aeries of pamphiele
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designed to do just that ("Why not be an Engineer ? ") ; such materials could be
used in an OE information campaign aimed particularly at younger women.

Finally, experimentation with entirely new approaches to education realm-
sive to life styles of women raising families is sorely needed. The home com-
munity-based career education model is one step; others are needed to meet the
needs of women getting an academic education of various kinds. The Fund for
the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, NIE, and OE have complementary
responsibilities for fostering major educational change. They should be working
together to see that education begins to serve the tong neglected population of
women who want both a family and more education.
RECOMMENDATIONChitd

Care awl Serving School -Aged Parents
18. We recommend that OE, NIE encourage educational institutions to pro-

vide opportunities for parents raising children to pursue their education. So-
cificially, we recommend that :

(o) Day care be mule an allowable cost in all prOgraMs (including con-
struction programs) serving people of child-bearing age. OE should re-com-
mend new legislation where program guidelines cannot accomplish this.

(b) 0131 set aside at least two million dollars from discretionary monies.
for projects to support the work of the Interagency Task Force on Com-
prehensive Programs for School-Aged Parents.

Part-Time Study
10. We recommend that OE and ME promote part-time study OpPorinnities

for women returuiag to education. Specifically, we recommend that:
(a) OE and NIE insure that port-time students are admitted to projects

funded under postsecondary and other programs serving adults. OE should
recommend legislation to accomplish this where it cannot be achieved through
guideline changes.

(b) Student aid program guidelines urge institutions to make Federal
financial aid available to half-time students in proportion to their enrollment
in the student bodY-

docontatodating Other Programs to the SINICkilNeeds of Worries
20. We recommend that OE and. NIE guidelines for programs aimed at, adults

state that projeets serving women wishijIg to continue tbeir edueattiOn be given
special consideration. In addition, the Educational Opportunity Centers estab-
lished under P.L. 92418 should identify tills population as a special target group,
and Title I of the Higher Education Act should use its discretiOnary set-aside to
fund model programs serving this grain).

21, We recommend that the Office of Public Affairs undertake pUblic get-vice
Information campaign "publicizing, new opportunities for women IA education
through radio and television spots as well as through printed Materials, . For
example, suggest that :

(a) OE make use of the excellent materials already developed by the
Women's Bureau at the Department of Labor to encourage young women to
enter male-dominated professions, and cooperate with the Women's Bureau
In developing new materials.

(b) OE direct information on student financial aid to women in the home
who plan to return to education or employment training after several years'
absence.

22. We recommend that OE, NIE and The Fund for the Improvement of Post-
secondary Education experiment with new educational approaches with a poten-
tial for expanding opportunities for women in both academic and vocational
education.

BUILDING OUR STORE Or KNOWLEDGE OX WOKEN IN EDUCATION

At the national level, OE and NIE bear chief responsibility for building our .

store of knowledge about women in education in the Vatted States. Between
them, the two agencies should be gathering national statistics on the- status of
women as students and empleyees in the education system, evaluating the impact
of OE and ME programs on women and supporting research on sex role
development and sex discrimination.
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Collection and dissemination of educational statistics have been. part of OE's
basic mapdate since its creation in 1887, With the enactment 'of the Cooperative
Research Act, OE also took on resPonsibility for supporting research and devel-
opment In education. This year OE turned responsibility for educational research
and development over to the National Institute of Education.
Collecting Information

With respect to collecting information on women, OE has not fulfilled its oldest
mandate.' Respite growing concern abOut sex diScriMination, information compar-
ing the status of men and women in education is still limited. Few national
statistics have been collected to supplement piecemeal information on sex dis-
crimination that has come to 'light in recent years. In addition, OE has gathered
Only'scattered information on the status of women in its own programs. .

Accurate information on women in educational is essential to education policy
niakers'and interested citizens in determining the extent and degree Of se* dis-
criminatiOn supported by our educational institutions.' In turn agency official's
will find it diffeult to identify and overcome sex discrimination in their Own
programs without accurate information on their impact on women.

National Statiitics.-011 does collect a wealth of national statistics on educa-
tion, most gathered by the National Center for Educational Statistics (NOES),
Will find it difficult to Identify and overcome sex discrimination in their own
paring men and women, so that now 2.5 out of 55 of their surveys collect data by
sex.

While it is encouraging' that NOES is beginning to recognize the need to
increase its store of data by sex, these efforts will not satisfy the need for infor-
mation on women in education. Data on the salary, education and employment
histories of staff in elementary' and secondary schools need to be collected by sex,
as well as information on the number of single sex vocational schools. These
are just two examples: information on comparing the pnrticipation of males and
females throughoUt the education system is needed to improve our ability to
assess progress toward equality for women.

Adding new se* breakdowns to current surveys will cost money and demand
more effort from'our educational institutions. However, this is a small price for
information which is essential to solving basic inequalities between the sexes.

Program. Doto.-0E and NIE do net ,systematically collect statistics on the
impact of their programs on men and women. Many programs collect no data on
the number of participants by sex, even areas where sex biases may be
expected, such as in several of our vocational ech!,..ational programs.

In addition, programs which accept applications from individuals, such as
fellowship and student aid programs, collect no data on the number of applicants
by sex, Nor do they record the amount of award by sex, despite the ETS finding
that women do receive smaller awards under student aid programs.

Information on women in the administration of project grant programs is even
harder to come by ; programs rarely have data on project staff below the level
of project director by sex. In fact, a sex breakdown on project directors them-
selves can only be obtained by counting male and female names, a highly unsci-
entific method. The situation is similar in State grant programs; us? ally only
the State program coordinator's name is known; data on the proportion of
females on the State staff are not collected.
Bea Nation .

Besides collecting basic statistics on women in agency programs, OE and NIE'
should begin to use formal evaluations to assess progam impact on women.
Many of OE's evaluations do collect data by sex, since evaluators expect pro-
grams to have different effects for male and female participants.

However, when evaluators find differences in a program's effect on Males and
females, they do not explore the reasons and can offer no advice to administrators
on changing the program to balance its effect on the sexes.

This fall, the Office of Education and the Department of Labor are cooperating
on an evaluation of MDTA training programs .on women. The study Is designed
to examine the 'effectiveness of :inTA in prepat1ng women for,entry and re -entry
jobs in the labor market. It will serve as a model of the thorough evaluations
we should be funding on the effectiveness of OD programs in meeting women's
needs.' It will analyze sex stereotyping in the training course 's, obstacles to
equal opportunities for women and means of expanding opportunities for women
in the program.
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Similar studies on other Oil programs would be extremely helpful. We would
partieularli encourage the Office of Planning, Budgeting and Evaluation (OPB113)
to Nut folloW-up and longitudinal studies showing the long-range impact of
programs on *Omen and men.
Research $t ud tes

On the whole, ON has supported little research shedding new light on problems
of inequality between the sexes. Studies have been funded more by accident than
conscious policy. A few researchers have requested funds for small, studies and
have been funded, but OH has made no effort to assess the need for research in
this area and to see that it gets done.

The one, major study to date was funded by the Office of the Secretary but
administered by ON: a study on "Barriers to Women's Participation in Post-
secondary Education." Still in the pilot phase, the study has rur. into a number
of difficulties and has been delayed a year Unfortunately, the present study
design does not provide a control group of men, so that the study cannot produce
information comparing the needs of men and women,

As wo noted earlier, a great deal of research Must be done to lay the solid
groundwOrk for long-term progress towards equality for women. OE should
build on the work already begun in the "barriers" study. We do suggest that a
male control group be added and that OH undertake a similar study on the
educational problems of women who are not high school graduates.

VIII must take the lead in focusing research resources on the problem of
Inequality between the sexes. In authorizing the new Institute's creation, Con-
gress spelled out its foremost concern: providing "every person an equal oppor
tunity to receive an education of high quality regardless of his race, color,
religion, sex, national origin or social class." 'a As Congress recognized, unequal
opportunity for women is among education's most serious problems, We urge
NIE to heed its mandate to deal with the problem by undertaking a coordinated
research and development effort aimed at improving opportunities for women.
As part of that effort, NIE should be sure to explore the impact of schooling on
Sex-stereotyped career goals and the extent of sex bias in guidance testing.

Reporting and Disseminating information
Building our information store on women in education will have limited impact

unless OE and NIS) begin to report and disseminate that information much more
effectively than they do now. OE does not report or disseminate the information
it now has on women in useful formeither national education statistics or data
on how women fare under OH programs. As a result, the information we do have
is inaccessible both to education policy makers at all levels of government and to
the concerned public.

Both national statistics and evaluation results comparing males and females,
when collected, are scattered throughout long reports and difficult to find. Were
OH to collect sex breakdowns on teaching staff at all levels in education, given
the way statistics are reported now, one would need to refer to three separate
reports to compare women's participation at all levels. The time lag between
data collection and publication is another problem: the Office for Civil Rights
has to collect its own statistics on minority enrollments in institutions at all
levels since LACES could not guarantee to make data available the same year
it is collected.

In only one area of reportingERIC, the information retrieval system for
research reports and other education doeumentsbas an attempt been made
to report materials on women in a useful form. Several ERIO categories (de.
scriptors) used to call up information apply to women, ',Minting a new one on
women's studies. ERIO clearinghouses have compiled several bibliographies and
research reviews concerned with women. The higher education clearinghouse
has put out 4 report on women's rights on the campus'

'
the clearinghouse on

the diaadvantaged just released a bibliography on women's educational and career
roles. These efforts will be most helpful and we urge ERIO staff in 11/E) to press
clearinghouses to produce more of the same.

To Improve reporting and dissemination of existing information on men and
women in education, we urge several steps. NCES should begin to publish com
parative Statistics on the sexes as separate reports; it should also devote special

u section 405 (a)(1) of 0/General Education Provisions Act, as amended by Section
301(0(2), 92-318.
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sections of its larger reports to date by sex. Program and evaluation data on
women in OE programs should be highlighted in separate sections of program
and evaluation reports. Finally, NIE'a dissemination staff should make Women
and sex bias a major focus of the targeted communications program, which
summarizes research on a subject for wide distribution within the education
community.
RECOS/UENDATIONS

ls'aticout; Statistics

23. We recommend that NOES amend its present surveys to collect the follow-
ing data by sex

(a) A breakdown by sex for elementary school Pupils in each grade, to
be added to the pLSOCiiS State Fall Report on Staff and Pupils,

(b) Secondary school subject area enrollments by sex, to be added to the
1)LSEOIS Survey of Secondary School Offerings, Enrollments and Our.
riculum Practices 1972-13.

(o) All, data on elementary School principals and 60 the number of
s lalists by,sex, to be collected, in the Belmont Elementary SchOol Purvey,
This survey's questionnaire on teacher charatteristics is thorOngh and shotild
be used as a model for c011ecting int iation isolating FAX as a variable.

'Sorn,--Data by sex in characteristics of all, school staff are needed to
determine whether women zemaia at lower pOsitions with lower pay despite
equivalent or better Mialidcations than the male staff.

(d) Secondary school staff and principal (Vita by sex, to be collected In the
Belmont Secondary SchoOl Survey. W e urge that the stair and school ques-
tionnaires b e e xpanded to collect by sex the same information as the Ele-
mentary School Survey collects on elementary school staff (e.g., salary, years
of teaching experience, degree earned; etc,). .

Ncrrt.No datti on characteristics of teaching or admintstradve staff in
secondary schools are Currently collepted at all, much less by sex, SO that op
has no Information, on the status of women in secondary schools.

The number and salary distribution by sex of tenured higher educa-
tion faculty, to be added to the HEGIS Erapiclees in Higher Education
survey, In addition, NOES should make an effort to provide BEM salary
data to OM in a timely fashion ter use in enforcing Title IX and Executive
Order 11240.

(f) The age distribution for men and women by field and degree confer
to be added to the IlEOIS Earned Degrees and Other Formai Awards

survey, .

Ncyrs,Such data would indicate the, extent to which men id women
interrupt their education and at what age, and will proVide aniutimate of
the length of interruption by level and academic field.

(g) Enrollment data for adult and continuing educatip.i by sex .to be
collected In the Adult and Continuing Education in 'Usti:MMus of nigher
Education survey,

(h) AU data on adult basic education staff and participants to be col-
lected in the Adult Basic Education survey (based on the annual reports
submitted by States).

(I) Vocational education enrollment data by sex for each institution to be
collected in the Vocational Education Directories.

Ncers.--These data would indicate what types of vocational schools (in-
eluding area vocational schools) operate as single sex institutions.

(j) Data by sex on library staff by level to be collected in the library and
museum surveys (Public /Abrary Survey, Federal Library Survey, Musema
Survey and School Ltbrary Survey).

Program Data

24. We recommend that OE and NIE collect and report to the public basic data
on all programs by sex. Specifically, we recommend that:

(a) Programs serving a student clientele collect program participant data
by sex, _

(b) Discretionary programs collect and update information on,sex and
salary of top project ltaff quarterly.

Nom ---All staff information could be collected by the POIS system, on the
procurement cover sheet (PCS). No commitment action should be mule until
all information i entered.
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(c) All programs prepare descriptive 4,ummaries of projects designed to
improve educational opportunities for women,

(d) Fellowship and training programs collect data on the number of ap-
plicants by sex.

(e) The student financial aid programs should collect data on the amount
of aid and number of grants by sex. In addition, data by sex on the guar-
anteed loan program should include the number and amount of loans recom-
mended by student financial aid officers.

NomUnder PL. 92418, student financial aid officers for the first time
must certify the amount of a student's financial need before a bank can make
a guaranteed lOan,

Evaluation

215. We recommend that all OE- and ME-sponsored evaluations include analyses
of the presence, causes and impact of sex discrimination in each of the program
or educational areas being studied. For many program areas, particularly
fellowship and training programs, expanded follow-up studies of participant:a by
sex will be required.

Research Studies

26. We recommend that OE and NIE support a series of studies on sex role
development and sex discrimination in education, Specifically, we recommend
that :

(a) NIE review existing research on the development of sex roles and self
image and support a series of research and development efforts designed
to fill the gaps in current knowledge of this topic.

(b) OE or NIE support a study on how the attitudes of counselors, teach-
ers, administrators, parents and peers affect career plans and expectations
of women and men, with a separate analysis of sexism in guidance tests.

(o) The full-scale study resulting from the pilot study, Barriers to Women's
Participation in Postsecondary Education, be broadened to include a repre-
sentative sample of males as a comparison group.

(d) OE support a study of the barriers female and male nonhigh school
graduates face in acquiring additional education and training.

Reporting and Dissemination Information

27, We recommend that OE and NIE expand efforts to report and disseminate
information on women In education. Speciflcally, we recommend that:

(a) NOES publish, at least annually, special mint-reports and projections
on the relative status of women and men in education, both as students and
employees. In addition, NCES' regular reports should include separate chap-
ters comparing data on men and women.

(b) Program data appearing in annual reports include participant data
by sex.

to) OPBE and its equivalent in ME include in their evaluation and
planning studies special sections on the impact of programs on the sexes.

PUTTING OUR OWN HOUSE IN mom

The recommendations found in the preceding pages touch upon some one hun-
dred OE- and NIE-administered programs. These cannot be implemented effec-
tively, nor can a long-term commitment to equal opportunity for women be
sustained without some important management adjustments in OE and NIE.
Lasting changes are unlikely unless

agency heads make it clear to staff that educational equality for women has
priority status and that funds will be committed to fostering it.

program staff themselves are educated about sex discrimination.
a permanent women's office staff monitors ehanges and explores new

strategies.
women and men share equally in agency decision making.

Equality for Women as a Priority
Equality for women in education should be identified as a priority at the

Assistant Secretary or Cos imIssioner/Director level, with recommended action
steps carried out through the Operational Planning Stem or its equivalent at
ME.
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Putting equal opportunities "up front" as an agency priority is the key to the
Assistant Secretary's leadership. As a major civil rights issue affecting over halt
our population, equal opportunity for women is as pressing and important as
current agency priorities.

Throughout the agencies, the task force found little understanding of the educa-
tional inequalities women face and limited awareness of the Assistant Secretary's
concern. Since program officials do respond to toplevel priorities, a forceful man
date from the Assistant Secretary and from the agency heads Is essential. Unless
equal opportunity for women is made a priority, neither agency is likely to sus-
tain major changes. in addition, several programs that could contribute (e.g I
public affairs and targeted communications) deal only with priority areas.

Through OE's Operational Planning System, the Deputy Commissioners rpecify
and report on steps to implement goals reflecting the Commissioner's priorities.
Presumably, NIE will develop its own system for tracking objective& Given the
number and extent of changes we believe OE and NIE should make, a formal
system is needed to articulate and track objectives concerning equal opportunity
for women.

It is unlikely that a significant amount of resources will be devoted to projects
aimed at improving opportunities for women without specific commitments by
the Commissioner and the Director of NIE. Specific program funds should be
targeted on advancing women in educational administration; on developing un-
biased curriculum and guidance materials ; on breaking down occupational stereo-
types; and on building opportunities for those returning to school or work. Since
Title IX of P.L. 92-318 amended Title IV of the Civil Rights Act, funds should
also assist sex segregated schools in desegregating.

OE and NIE should not simply fund projects offerig special services to women ;
they should focus program resources on projects exerting leverage for change in
the way the education system itself treats women, Basically, women suffer unequal
treatment in educationnot through some fault of their ownbut because of
discrimination and inflexibilities within our system of education. Projects ad-
dressing that problem directly will be the most significant ones in the long run,
and program staff should consider that when deciding how agency funds can beat
serve women,

We decided against recommending specific legislation such as the "Women's
Education Act" (Hit. 14451), which authorizes funds for research and demon-
strations, curriculum development, tests, guidance programs, teacher training and
so on. An of these activities are badly needed, but could be suppOrted under exist-
ing legislation. HEW should take the initiative on this issue, rather than wait for
a specific authorization. If, in the end, HEW does not commit existing resources
to promote educational equality for women, women's rights organizations will be
justified in pushing for legislation to accomplish this.
Staff Education

"I've spent a lot of time in universities and I know there isn't any discrimina-
tion there." If our conversations with program staff indicate prevailing attitudes,
OE and NIE staff are generally unaware of sex discrimination in education. Few
people knew about Title IX and few knew that Federal contractors are forbidden
to discriminate in employment.

Although sex discrimination in education has only recently attracted attention,
OF and NIE can no longer afford to be ignorant or unconcerned. Sex discrimina-
tion in education is virtually universal and deeply entrenched. Now it is also
illegal. Agency personnel must understand both the nature and effects of sex
discrimination and their responsibilities under the antidiscrimination laws. They
should also understand that personal prejudices against women may influence
program decisions.
Women's Action Office and Advisors

The Commissioner and NIE's Director will need a continuing assesment of each
agency's progress toward equal opportunities for women as well as advice on
necessary next steps to fallow. The OE Federal Women's Program Coordinator
shoulders some responsibility for OE programs, but as the equal employment
officer for women, she must devote most of her energies to internal employment
problems. She has not been given the staff she needs to do that job in depth,
much less tak3 an active role in program policies affecting women.

OE and NlIl should each establish an office to oversee efforts to secure oppor-
tunity for women within the agencies and in education at large. These offices
must have the responsibility, the authority and sufficient staff to do the job.
They must also be concerned with sex biases in agency employment, since internal
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discriminatory practices affect program policy decisions. These offices should also
function as a clearinghouse on discrimination against women.

To supplement the work of the Women's Action Office, each deputyship in OE
and equivalent unit in NIE should have its own Advisors. Since the Women's
Action Office would provide a strong and active focus for women's equality, it
will need continuing sources of information and assistance on employment and
program developments throughout the agency. The units In OE and NIE will also
need easily accessible advice and assistance to help them define and assume their
specific responsibilities to women, Women's Action Advisors, representing all
grades and the various minorities, would serve both functions.
Women and Eduoattonal Policy Making

Our mandate has been to define the impact of our programs on womo outside
the agency. We have not studied the effects of OE and NIE employment prac-
tices on women, nor do we feel qualified to make specific recommendations.

However, decision making in the Division of Education is thoroughly dominated
by men : with rare exceptions, line decisionmakers from Assistant Secretary to
branch chief are men. While one does not have to be female to care about equality
for women, an agency essentially run by men cannot be expected to demonstrate
sensitivity In assuring equity for women in its programs. The agency's effective-
ness in promoting opportunities for women throughout education will be under-
mined if it does not begin to practice what it preaches.

()Mee of Education Policy Makers.While the average grade for women in the
Office of Education is OS-7, the average grade for men is a whopping GS-14.
Women in OE are :

54 percent of the employees ;
18.8 percent of those in 68-18 to 05-15; and
5.7 percent of those in 08-10 to OS-18.

The following table indicates the disparities :

Orrice OF EDUCATION fULLTIME PROFESSIONAL STAFF, GRADES 13 TO 19, OCT. 30, 1972

Grade Total
Number of

men
Number of

women
Percentage of

women

4
13
35

411

4

1
34

25
387
307

0
2
1

110

l0

1

2

Nor has the situation improved over the last few years. Over a year ago,
another OE task force reported on employment biases against womentangible
gains have not followed. A few women have been brought in to head small program
or staff offices, yet dozens of extremely competent mid-level women continue
to be passed over for supervisory and decision-making positions.

Affirmative action goals for women have been set so low that they do not even
compensate for normal attrition. In the face of a goal to add 18 women to
grades 18-16, the record shows a net loss of six women in these grades between
July 1, 1971 and September 30, 1972" Even if there were not attrition and the
agency hired only women in OS 13-16, at the rate of 18 additional women a year
it would still take 40 years to bring women to one-half the employees in these
grades.

The affirmative action system has no teeth supervisory are not held account-
able for progress in equal employment. Most selecting officers go through the
motions of the merit promotion -procedures: women are frequently candidates
for senior-level jobs, but rarely the final choice.

Tight budgets and hiring freezes notwithstanding, the agency has hired from
the outside. Men continue to be hired at higher levels than women. For example,
11 senior-level professionals were hired In a 4-month period this year: 7 men, 4
women. All the women were hired at OS-13, lowest step; three of the men were
hired at 05-14 and 03-15; a fourth at OS-18, step 8; and the other three were
05-18, step 1,

If U.S. Office of Education, "Executive Status Report," Level 1 (October 19221, p. 6.
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National Institute of Nducoilon Policy Makers.Proportlons of women in senior
levels are no better at the National Institute of Education.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION FULLTIME PROFESSIONAL STAFF, GRADES 13 T013, OCT. 30,1872

Grade
Nmblr oi Number of Portintals of

Ta:$1 mm wom411 WON A

13 14 5

Non.As of October 30, 1972, no supergrades were on board oft regular NIE
employees.

All of the five supergrade employees (OS-18 to OS-18) detailed to NIE as of
October 30 were male. As this report is completed, NIE is staffing up to full
operation. The Institute has its best opportunity right now to right an already
serious imbalance in decision making positions. If hiring continues to favor men
at the top levels, however, a bias against women will be built Into the structure
for some time to come.

Special Policy Positions. --For special policy positionson advisory councils,
task forces and review panels the Office of Education's record Is just as poor.
OE has 22 advisory committees with a total of 856 authorized positions. As of
October 30, 1972, only 58 (28.4 percent) of 204 current appointees are women.
For the 18 councils appointed by the Secretary, membership overall is 30,7 per-
cent female. For councils appointed by the President, women are only 26 percent
of the members. Although HEW has set council goals for women, recent appoint.
meats continue to show the same imbalances.

The record of participation by women on internal agency task forces is no
better. Few are chaired by women. In the Bureau of Higher EducatiOn, for
example, only 2 of the 10 new task forces created in the early summer of 1972
were chaired by women. Of 04 participants appointed In June, only 10 were
women.

Field readers play a major role in program decisions, since they review and
assess project proposals. Of 52 programs which reported using field readers, in
only 16 were women at least 25 percent of any review panel. This is particularly
inexcusable in areas of education where women are plentiful. The selection
process for field readers and consultants may explain the imbalances: wide-
spread use of personal contacts among the predominantly male staff and informal
advice from maledominated professional associations precludes an even chance
for women.

Another form of discrimination among these peolsle is In pay. While field
readers receive a standard fee for their ,work, consultant compensation is
flexible and compounds the effects of past employment discrimination for many
women. Since consultant fees are often gauged to past salary and title, women
who have been denied equal advancement opportunities are paid less than men
whose professional lir es bear no such handicap.

Women are a majority of the general population and 40 percent of the work.
. lag population. Increasing numbers of women with life-long occupational aspira-

tions are entering the work force as professionals. Yet in the education agencies,
decisionmaking continues to be monopolized by men; women generally stop
advancing at OS-12 or 0S-13.

The Office of Education and the National Institute of Education have the op-
portunity to exert leadership in affording women an equal chancethrough their
influence, through their initiatives and through their programs. They must begin,
however, by putting their own houses in order.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Equallill for Women as a Priority

28. We recommend that equality for the sexes in education be declared an
official priority of both OE and ME. In line with that priority, we recommend
that :

(a) Implementation of recommendations he traced through the Opera-
tional Planning System at the Assistant Secretary or Commissioner/Director
level.
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(b) At least 10 percent of the appropriations for the following programs
be spent on projects which make a special contribution to equal ethicatIonal
opportunity for women:

Education Professions Development Act, Parts D, E and 1' Education for
the Handicapped Act, Part D

Funds could be used in projects which advance women in school ad-
ministration, train teachers to avoid sex bias, train administrators on
Implementing Title IX and train teacher trainers to sensitize teachers
to sex bias.
Higher' Education Act, Title II

Funds could be used in projects which advance women in library ad-
ministration, support workshops on unsexbias; I materials and assist
librarians In building collections relating to women's rights and women's
issue.
Vocational Education Act, Parts C, D and I

Funds could be used in projects which study the obstacles to women's
full participation in all areas of vocational education, demonstrate ap-
proaches to breaking down sex stereotypes in vocational education and
develop curriculum materials which counteract career sex stereotypes,
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education

Funds could be used for experiments with new forms of education
with a potential for expanding opportunities for women returning to
education and training after several years' absence.
Civil Rights Act 01964, Title IV

Funds Would be used to assist sex-segregated schools In desegregation,

Staff Education

29. We recommend that OE and NIE undertake to educate their own staffs to
avoid sex bias In agency operation and program management. Specifically, we
recommend that:

(a) Briefings for all supervisory staff be conducted on the implications
of Title IX and other sex discrimination legislation for OE's and NIE's
program operations,

(b) OE and NIE arrange for training programs to create employee aware.
ness of sex biases and their influences on the actions of employees.

Women's Action Office and Advisors

80. We recommend that both OE and NIE establish a Women's Action Office
to see that steps to improve the status of women both inside and outside the
agency are carried out smoothly and expeditiously. Specifically, we recommend
that :

(a) These offices serve as a continuing source of advice to the Commis-
sioner and the Director on progress towards that goal and on new steps
needed to help women secure equality in education and in the Federal educa-
tion agencies.

(5) These offices report directly to the Assistant Commissioner for Spe-
cial Concerns and an official of equivalent stature in NIE and absorb the
functions of the Federal Women's Program Coordinator,

(c) The following organization for the Women's Action Office be developed :
31. We recommend that both OE and NIE convene an ad hoc committee by

advertising for people interested In helping in the selection of the Director
and Associate Directors of the Women's Action Offices. These ad hoc com-
mittees would be no more than 15 members, elected from among the original
volunteers. These committees would draw up criteria for the selection of the
Director and the Associate Directors and identify and recommend candidates
to fill those positions. Upon final selection of candidates by the OE Commis-
sioner and NIE Director, the responsibilities of the ad hoc committees would
terminate.

82. We recommend that Women's Action Advisors be designated throughout
the agencies to link program policies and employees with the work of the
Women's Action Office. Specifically, we recommend that:
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(a) On a continuing basis, Advisors work with the Women's Action
Office in carrying out their mission throughout the agencies by recom-
mending priorities for action, reviewing program and employment ac-
tivities affecting women and keeping communication channels open be-
tween prog'-'m officials and the Women's Action Office.

(b) Advisors be designated by the Directors of the respective Women's
Action Offices.

(o) Advisors be regular employees, released part-time from their regular
duties.

(d) Each OE Deputyship and equivalent in NIB have at least two Advisors,
one for internal employment and one for programs, OE should have one Ad.
visor concerned with employment for every 200 people In a deputyship, with
the Office of the Commissioner combined with the Deputyship for Develop-
ment. OE should have one Advisor concerned with program policy for every
200 people in the three program Deputyshiiis and one Advisor for the two
staff Deputyships. According to OE's current staffing, that would make a
total of 24; NIE Advisors would be chosen in a comparable manner.

Special Policy Positions

33. We recommend that OE and NIE substantially increase the proportion of
women advising on the operation of OE programs. Specifically, we recommend
that ;

(a) All NIE and OE recommendations for advisory councils and special
commissions aim to bring the proportion of women on each to 60percent.

(b) The same goal be set for the appointment of women to program review
panels, outside evaluation teams, technical assistance personnel and con-
sultants. Bureau chiefs should be responsible for approving these appoint-
ments to see that goals are being met. In addition, OE and NIE should adopt
a standard fee for compensating consultants, regardless of eatery, experience
or other considerations.

(o) Task forces be approximately 60 percent female. OE and NIE staff
should avOid defining criteria for task force membership so that a predom-
inance of men must be chosen. Bureau chiefs and Deputies Should review
and approve task force membership to see that goals are being met.

(d) Bureau chiefs and Deputies report quarterly to the Commissioner of
Education and to the Director of NIE on the male/female makeup of all
review panels, outside evaluation teams, technical assistants, consultants
and task forces.

APPENDIX A

SELECTED LAWS PERTAINING TO SEX DISCRIMINATIoN

IPUBLIO LAW 92-818)

TITLE IXPROHIBITION OF SEX DISCRIMINATION

SEX DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED

Svc. 001. (a) No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to dis-
crimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance, except that :

(1) in regard to admissions to educational institutions, this section shall
apply only to institutions of vocational education. professional education,
and graduate higher education, and to public institutions of undergraduate
higher education;

(2) in regard to admissions to educational institutions, this section shall
not apply (A) for one year from the date of enactment of this Act, nor for
six years after such date in the case of an educational institution which has
begun the process of changing from being en Institution which admits only
students of one sex to being an institution which admits students of both
sexes, but only it it is carrying out a plan for such a change which Is approved
by the Commissioner of Education or (B) for seven years from the date an
educational institution begins the process of changing from being an insti-
tution which admits only students of only one sex to being an institution
which admits students of both sexes, but only it it is carrying out a plan for
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such a change which is approved by the Commisioner of Education, which-
ever is.the later;

(8) this section shall not apply to an educational institution which is con-
trolled by a religious organization it the application of this subsection would
not be consistent with the religious tenets of such organization ;

(4) this section shall not apply to an educational institution whose pri-
marY purpose is the training of individuals for the military services of the
United States, or the merchant marine; and

(6) in regard to admissions this section shall not apply to any public in-
situation of undergraduate higher education which is an institution that
traditionally and continually from its establishment has had a polio, of
admitting only students of one sex.

(b) Nothing contained in subsection (a) of this section shall be interpreted
to require any educational institution to grant preferential or disparate treat-
ment to the members of one sex on account of an imbalance which may exist with
respect to the total number or percentage of persons of that sex participating
in or receiving the benefits of any federally supported program or activity, in
comparion with the total number or percentage of persons of that sex in any
community, State, section, or other area Provided, That this subsection shall
not be construed to prevent the consideration in any hearing or proceeding under
this title of statistical evidence tending to show that such an imbalance exists
with respect to the participation in, or receipt of the benefits of, any such program
or activity by the members of one sex.

(e) For purposes of this title an educational institution means any public or
private preschool, elementary, or secondary school, or any institution of voca-
tional, professional, or higher education, except that in the case of an educational
institution composed of more than one school, college, or department which are
administratively separate units, such term means each such school, college, or
department.

FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT

Sec. 902. Each Federal department and agency which is empowered to extend
Federal financial assistance to any education program or activity, by way of
grant, loan, or contract other than a contract of insurance or guaranty, is author-
ized and directed to effectuate the provisions of section 001 with respect to such
program or activity by issuing rules, reckdations, or orders of general applicabil-
ity which shall be consistent with achievement of the objectives of the stakute
authorizing the financial assistance in connection with which the action is taken.
No such rule, regulation, or order shall become effective unless and until approved
by the President, Compliance with any requirement adopted pursuant to this sec-
tion may be effected (1) by the termination of or refusal to grant or to continue
assistance under such program or activity to any recipient as to whom there
has been an express finding on the record, after opportunity for hearing, of a
failure to comply with such requirement, but such termination or refusal shall
be limited to the particular political entity, or part thereof, or other recipient as
to whom such a finding has been made, and shall be limited in its effect to the
Particular program. or part thereof, in which such noncompliance has been so
found, or (2) by any other means authorized by law: Provided, however, That
no such action shall be taken until the department or agency concerned has ad-
vlsed the appropriate person or persons of the failure to comply with the require-
ment and has determined that compliance cannot he secured by voluntary means.
in the ease of any action terminating, or refusing to grant or continue. assistance
because of failure to comply with a requirement imposed purstutht to this section,
the head of the Federal department or agency shall tile with the committees of
the Honse and Senate having legislative jurisdiction over the program or activity
involved a full written report of the circumstances and the grounds for such
action. No such action shall become effective until thirty days have elapsed after
the (Ping of such report.

JUDICIAL REVIEW

Sec. 903. Any department or agency action taken pursuant to section 1002 shall
Ile subject to such judicial review as may otherwise be provided by law for simi-
lar action taken by such department or agency on other grounds. In the case of
action, not otherwise subject to judicial review, terminating or refusing to grant
or to continne financial assistance upon a finding of failure to comply with any
requirement imposed pursuant to section 902, any person aggrieved (including
any State or political subdivision thereof and any agency of either) may obtain
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judicial review of such action in accordance with chapter 7 of title 5, United
States Code, and such action shall not be deemed committed to unrevIewable
agency discretion within the meaning of section 701 of that title.

SEC. 004. No person In the United States shall, on the ground of blindness or
severely impaired vision, be denied admission in any course of study by a re-
cipient of Federal financial assistance for any education program or activity,
but nothing herein shall be construed to require any such institution to provide
any special services to such person becalise of his blindness or visual impairment.

EFFECT ON OTHER LAWS

Sae. 905. Nothing In this title shall add to or detract from any existing author-
ity with respect to a..,v program or activity under which Federal financial assist.
ance is extended by way of a contract of insurance or guarinty.

AMENDMENTS TO OTHER LAWS

Sac. 008. (a) Sections 401(b), 407(a) (2), 410, and 902 of the Civil Rights Act
of 1984 (42 U.S.C. 2000c(b), 2000c-6(a) (2), 2000c-9, and 2000h-2) are each
amended by Inserting the word "sex" after the word "religion."

(b) (1) Section 18(a) of the Pair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (20 U.S.O.
213(a)) is amended by inserting after the words "the prov:sions of section 6"
the following: "(except section 6(d) in the case of paragraph (1) of this
subsection)."

(2) Paragraph (1) of subsection 3(r) of such Act (29 U.S.C. 203(r) (1) ) Is
amended by deleting "an elementary or secondary school" and inserting in lieu
thereof "a preschool, elementary or secondary school."

(8) Section 8(s) (4) of such Act (29 U.S.C. 203(s) (4)) is amended by deleting
"an elementary or secondary school" and inserting in lieu thereof "a preschool,
elementary or secondary school."

INTERPRETATION WITH RESPECT To LIVING FACILITIES

Sec. 907. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained In this
nothing contained herein shall be construed to prohibit any educational institu-
tion receiving funds under this Act, from maintaining separate living facilities
for the different sexes.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR WOMEN IN FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYMENT SY
FEDERAL CONTRACTORS

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11375, OCTOBER IS, leer, AMENDING EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 112,16,
RELATING TO EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

It is the policy of the United States Government to provide equal opportunity
in-Federal employment and in employment by Federal contractors on the basis
of merit and without discrimination because of race, color, religion, sex or
national origin.

The Congress, by enacting Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, enunciated
a national policy- of equal employment opportunity in private employment, with-
out discrimination because of race, color, religion, sex or national origin.

Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, carried forward a program of
equal employment opportunity in Government employment, employment by Fed-
eral contractors and subcontractors and employment under Federally assisted
construction contracts regardless of race, creed, color or national origin.

It is desirable that the equal employment opportunity programs provided for
in Executive Order No. 11246 expressly embrace discrimination on account of sex;

Now, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the
United States by the Constitution and statutes of the United States it Is ordered
that ExecutiveOrder No. 11246 of September 24, 1065, be amended as follows

(1) Section 101 of Part 1, concerning nondiscrimination in Government em,
ployment, Is revised to read as follows:

"Secrfox 101. It is the policy of the Government of the United States to provide
equal opportunity in Federal employment for all qualified persons, to prohibit
discrimination in employment because of race, color, religion, sex or national
origin, and to promote the full realization of equal employment opportunity
through a positive, continuing program in each executive department and agency.
The policy of equal opportunity applies to every aspect of Federal employment
policy and practice."
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(2) Section 104 of Part I is revised to read as follows:
"Szertox 104. The Civil Service Commission ahall provide for the prompt fair,

and impartial consideration of all complid'its of discrimination in Federal
employment on the basis of race, color, religion, sex or national origin. Proce-
dures for the consideration of complaints shall Include at least one impartial
review within the executive department or agency and shall provide for appeal
to the Civil Service Commission.

(8) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of the quoted required contract provisions in
section 202 of Part II, concerning nondiscrimination in employment by Govern-
ment contractors and subcontractors, are revised to read as follows:

"(1) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant
for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. The
contractor will take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed,
and that employees are treated during employment, without regard to their
race, color, religion, sex or national origin. Such action shall Include, but not
be limited to the following: employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer ; re-
cruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or
other forms of compensation ; and selection for training, including apprentice-
ship. The contractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees
and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the contracting officer
setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.

"(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees
placed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will
recei% e consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex
or national origin."

(4) Section 203(d) of Part II is revised to read as follows:
"(d) The.contracting agency or the Secretary of Labor may direct that any

bidder or prospective contractor or subcontractor shall submit, as part of his
Compliance Report, a statement in wilting, signed by an authorized officer or
agent on behalf of any labor union or any agency referring workers or provid-
ing or supervising apprenticeship or other training, with which the bidder
or prospective contractor deals, with supporting information, to the effect that
the signer's practices and policies do not discriminate on the grounds of race,
color, religion, sex or national origin, and that the signer either will affirmatively
cooperate in the implementation of the policy and provisions of this order or that
it consents and agrees that recruitment, employment, and the terms and condi-
tions of employment under the proposed contract shall be in accordance with
the purposes and provisions of the order. In the event that the union, or the
agency shall refuse to execute such a statement, the Compliance Report shall
so certify and set forth what efforts have been made to secure such a statement
and such additional factual material as the contracting agency or the Secretary
of Labor may require."

The amendments to Part I shall be effective 30 days after the date of this
order. The amendments to Pare II shall be effective one year after the date
of this order.

LYNDON B. 30H N SON.
THE WHITE nom, October 13, 1961.

(Filed with the °Bice of the Federal Register, 5 ;10 P.M., October 13. 106Ti

(ExECuTIvE ORDER 11240)

EQUAL ENIPLOYNIENT OPPORTUNITY

Under and by virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United
States by the Constitution and statutes of the United States, it is ordered as
follows:

PART INONDISCRIMINATION IN GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

Szczrox 101. It is the policy of the Oovernment of the United States to provide
equal opportunity In Federal employment for all qualified persons, to prohibit
discrimination in employment because of race, creed, color, or national origin,
and to promote the full realization of equal employment opportunity through a
poSition, continuing program In each executive department and agency. The policy
of equal opportunity applier, to every aspect of Federal employment policy and
practice.

Sea. 102. The head of each executive department and agency shall establish
and maintain a positive program of equal employment opportunity for all civilian
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employees and applicants for employment within his Jurisdiction in accordance
with the policy set forth in Section 101,

Sec 103, The Civil Service Commission shall supervise and provide leadership
and guidance in the conduct of equal employment opportunity programs for the
civilian employees of and applications for employment within the executive de-
partments and agencies and shall review agency program accomplishments
periodically. In order to facilitate the achievement of a model program for equal
employment opportunity in the Federal service, the Commission may consult
from time to time with such individuals, groups, or organizations as may be
of assistance in improving the Federal program and realizing the objectives of
this Part.

Sze..104. The Civil Service Commission shall provide for the prompt, fair, and
impartial consideration of all complaints of discrimination in Federal employ-
ment on the basis of race, creed, color, or national origin. Procedures for the
consideration of complaints shall include at least one impartial review within
the executive department or agency and shall provide for appeal to the Civil
Service Commission.

Sec, 103, The Civil Service Commission shall issue such regulations, orders,
and instructions as it deems necessary and appropriate to carry out its respon-
sibilities under this Part, and the head of each executive department and agency
shall comply with the regulations, orders, and Instructions Matted by the Com-
mission under this Part.

PAST II-NONDISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT BY GOVERNMENT CONTRAGTORS AND
S UBCO N T RA CT 0 BS

SUBPART A-DUTIES OF THE SECRETARY OP LABOR

Sze. 201. The Secretary of Labor shall be responsible for the administratiOn of
Parts 11 and III of this Order and shall adopt such rules and regulations and
issue such orders as he deems necessary and appropriate to achieve the purposes
thereof.

SUBPART B-- CONTRACTORS` AGREEMENT

SEC. 202. Except in contracts exempted in accordance with Section 204 of
this Order, all Government contracting agencies shall include in every Govern-
ment contract hereafter entered into the following provisions:

"During the performance of this contract, the contractor agrees as follows:
"(1) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant

for employment because of race. creed. color, or national origin, The contractor
will take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that em-
ployees are treated, during employment, without regard to their race, creed,
color, or national origin. Such action shall include, but not be limited to the
following: employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or re-
cruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of
compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. The con-
tractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants
for employment, notices to be provided by the contracting officer setting forth
the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause,

"(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees
plaeed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified. applicants Will
receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color, or
national origin.

"(3) The contractor will send to each labor union or representative of workers
with which he has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract or under
standing, a notice, to be provided by the agency contracting officer, advising the
labor union or workers` representative of the contractor's commitments under
Section 202 of Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1905, and shall post
copies of the notice In conspicuous places available to employees and applicants
for employment,

"(4) The contractor will comply with all provisions of Executive Order No.
11245 of Sep. 24, 1965, and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the
Secretary of Labor.

"(5) The contractor will furnish all information and reports required by
Executive Order No. 11240 of September 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulatims,
and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and will permit access
to his books, records, and accounts by the contracting agency and the Secretary
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Ot-tabOr for purposes of investigation to ae,ertaln compliance with Stich 'Ulea,
and orders,

' J- In the event Of the contractor's noncompliance with the nondiserimina.
(Ion clauses of this contract or with any r f such rules, regulations, or orders, this
contract may be cancelled, terminated or suspended in whole or in part and
the contractor may be decloted inel?gibis for further Government contracts in
aCeordatice with procedures authorised In Executive Order No. 11240 of Sept.
24, 1003, and such other sanctions may be imposed and remedies involved as
provided in Executive Order No. 11240 of September 24, 1000, Or by rule, regula
tion, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law.

"(I) The contractor will include the provisions of Paragraph (1) through (1)
in every subcontract or purchase order unless exempted by rules, .regulations, or
orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to Section 204 of Executive
Order No. 11240 of Sept. 24, IOW, so that such pr',01alons will be binding upon
each subcontractor or vendor, The contractor will take suet action with respect
to any subcontract or purchase order as the contracting agency may direct sus
a means of enforcing such proviaions including sanctions for noncompliance:
Provided, holect)er, That in the event tbe contractor becomes Involved in, Or 10
threatehed with, litigation with a subcentractor or vendor as a result of such
direction by the contracting agency, the tentractor may request the United
States to enter 114_9 such litigation to protect the interests of the United States."

Sco. 203. (a) Each contractor having a contract containing the provisions
preactibed in Section 202 shall file; and shall causq each of his subcontractors to
Me, Compliance Reports with the contracting agcy or the Secretary of Labor
as may be directed. Compliance Reports shall be filed within such times and shall
contain such information as to the practices, policies, programs, and employ.
meat policies, programs, and employment statistics of the contractor and each
subcontrartor, and shall be In such form, as the Secretary of Labor may preseribe.

(b) Ridden or prospective contractors or Subcontractors may be required to
state whether they have participated in any previous contract subject to the
provisions of this Order, or any preceding similar Executive order, and in that
event to submit, on behalf of themselves and their proposed subcontractors,
Compllanee Reports prior to or as an initial part of their bid or negotiation of a
contract.

(c) Whenever the contractor or subcontractor has a collective bargaining
agreement or other contract or understanding with a labor union or an agent),
referring workers or providing or supervising apprenticeship or training for such
worker, the Compliance Report shall include such information an to such other
union's or agency's practices and policies affecting.compliante as the Secretary
of Labor may prescribe: Provided, That to the extent such information Is within
the exclusive possession of a labor union or an ageneY_ referring warkers or
providing or supervising apprenticeship or training and such labor Onion or
agency shall refuse to furnish such information to the contractor; thetOntractot.............shall

so certify to the contracting agency as part of its Compliance Report and
shall set forth what efforts be has made to obtain such informatiop,

(d) The contracting agency or the Secretary of Labor may direct that any
bidder or. prospective contractor or subcontractor shall submit, as part of his
Compliance Report, a statement in writing, signed by an' authorized officer or
agent on behalf of any labor union or any agency referring workers or providing
or supervising apprenticeship or other training, with which the bidder or PO-
spective contractor deals, with supporting information, to the effect that the
signer's practices and policies do not discriminate in the wounds of race, color,
creed, or national origin, and that the signer either will affirmatively cooperate
in the implementation of the policy and provisions of this Order or that it con._
gents and agrees that recruitment, employment, and the terms and conditions of
employment under the proposed contract shall he In accordance with the purposes
and provisions of the Order. In the event that the union, or the agency shall
refuse, to execute such a statement, the Compliance Report shall so certify and
set forth what efforts have been made to secure such a statement and such
additional factual material as the contracting agency or the Secretary of /.400Y
may reqMre.

Sao. 201. The Secretary of Labor may, when be deems that awl. al
stances in the national Merest so require, exempt a contracting ageney frOM the
requirement of ineluding any or all of the provisions of Section 202 of this Order
In any stx-ellic contract, subcontract, or purchase order, The Secretary of Labor
may, by rule or regulation, also exempt certain classes of contracts, anbcontraCts,
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or p ncbase orders (1) whenever work Is to be or has been performed outside
the United States and no recruitment of workers within the limits of the United.States is Involved; (2) for standard commercial supplies or raw materials) (S)involving less. than specified amounts ofmoney or specified numbers of workers Ior (4) to the extent thit they involve subcontracts below a specified tier. The
Secretary of Labor may also provide

i
by rule regulation, or order, for the exemp-tion of facilities of a Contractor which are in all respecto separate and distinct

from activities of tbe contractor related to the performance of the gontract
Provided, That such an exemption will not interfire with or impede the effeetua.tion of the purposes of this Order: And provided further, That In the absence
of such an exemption all facilities sball be covered by theprovisions of this Order.

wafter 0--POWERS AND DUST ES Of THE SECRETARY OP LABOR AND THE CONTIAOTING
AGENCIES

Sao, 206. Each contracting agency shall primarily responsible for obtainingcompliance with the rules, regulationVand orders of the Seeretary of Labor with
respect to contracts entered into by such sieney or its contractors. All contracting
agencies shall comply with the rules of, the Secretary of Labor in dischtrging
their primary responsibility for securing compliance with the previsions of con
tracts and otherwise with the teems of this Order and of the rules, regulations,
and orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to this Order, They are
directed to cooperate with the Secretary of Labor'and to furnish the Secretary of
Labor such information and assistants as he may require in the performance of
his functions under this Order. They are further directed to Oppoint or designate,
from among the agency's personnel, compliance ollicers. It shall be the duty of
such officers to seek cempllance with the objectives of thifi Order by conference,eonelliation, Mediation, or persuasion;

Sac. 206. (a) The Seeretery of Labor may investigate the employment practices
of any Government contraetor or subcontractor, or initiate, such investigation by
the appropriate contracting agency, to determine whether or not the contractual
proviiions specified in Section 202 of this Order have been violated. Such farce-
tigation shall be conducted In accordance with the procedures established by the
Seeletark, of Labor and the Investigating sgency emit report to the Secretary of
Labor any action taken or recommended.

(b) The Secretary of letbor May receive and investigate or cause to be in-
vestigated complaints by employees or prospective ereployees'of a Government
contractor or subcontractor which allege discrimination contrary to the 0012-
traellial preVisions specified In Section 202 of this Order. this investigation le
conducted Or the Secretary of Labor by a contracting agency, Oat agency shall
report to tbe secretary what action has been taken or is recommended withregard .to such complaints.

get( 20T, The Secretary of. Labor shall use his best efforts, directly and thrOtigh
-contracting agencies; other interested Federal, State; and locat sgencieveontrw-
tore, and all other available instrumentalities to caute any labor union engaged
in work under Gevernment contracts or any agency referring workers or pro*.
Ing or superetsIng apprenticeship 6:4 training tor' or in the course of such to
cooperate in the impleinentation of the purposes of this Order, The Secretary of -
Labor shall, in apPropriate wee, notify the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission, the Department of Juetlee, or other appropriate Federal agencies when-
ever it has reason to believe that the practices of any such labor organisation or
agency violate Title VI or 'title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or other provi-
SION of Federal law.

BRO. 206. (a) The Secretary of Labor, or any agency, officer, or employee in the
executive branch of the Government designated by Age, regulation, or Order of
the tieeretari, may hold such hearings, public or private, as the Secretary may
deem advisable for compliance, enforcement, or educational purposes.

(b) The Seeretary of Labor may hold, or cause to be held, hearings In accord-
ance with Subsection (a) of this Section prior to imposing, ordering, or recom-
mending the imposition of penalties and sanctions under this Order, No order for
debarment of any contractor from further Government contracts under Section
200(a) (6) shalt be made without affording the contractor an opportunity for a
hearing.

SUBPART DSANOTIONS AND PENALTIES

Ste. 209. (a) In accordance with such rules, regulations, or orders as the Sec-
retary of Labor may issue or adopt, the Secretary or the appropriate contractingagency may
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(1) Publish, or cause to be publiehed, the names of Centract011.0r unions
which it has concluded have complied or have failed to Comply with the provisions
Of this Order or of the rules, regulations. and orders of the Secretary of tabor,

(2) Efcommend to the Deperiment of Justice thet, in cases in Which there is
substantial Or Material violation or the threat of sObstantiel or material viola-
don of the contrgetual provisions set forth in Soetion 202 of this Order, 'approPri
440_000441pp be brought to enfOrce thoee provisions, incltidlng the enjoining,
Within the limitations of applicable law, of organisations, individuals, or groups
Who prevent directly or Indirectly, or _seek to prevent directly or inditectlY
CoMplielice With thaprOvielOns Of this Order.-

(8) Reeetitilknd to the. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or the
Department of Justice that appropriate proceedings be instituted under Title yxr
of the Mil Rights Act Of 1964,

(4) ReceniMend: to the Department of .l'uotIce that criminal, Proceediaiir, be
hrOnght,fOr the furnishing of false information to any contracting agency or too
tho Secretary of Labor as the case may be.

(6) Caneel, terminate, suspend, .or cause to be cancelled, terminated, Or true-
Nnaed, any contract, or any portin or portions thereof, for failure of the con '
tractor or subcontractor to, comply, with the nonstriminatton provisions of the
Contract. Contraets may be cancelled terminated, or suspended absolutely or con
tinnanee of contracts Maybe conditioned upon a program for future complianee
approved by the contracting agency,

(6) Provide that any contracting agency shall refrain from antering into fur-
ther contrasts, or extensions or other modifications of existing contracts, with _
any noncomplying contractor, until such 'contractor has satisfied the Secretary
of Labor that such contractor has established and will carry out personnel and
employment pollcies in compliance with tho provisions of this Order.

(b) Under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Labor, each
Oontracting agency shall make reasonable efforts within a reasonable time limit*.
tion to secure compliance with the contract provisions of this Order by methods of
conference, conciliation, mediation, and persuasion before proceedings, shall be
instituted under Subsection (a) (2) of this Section, or before a contract,shall be
cancelled or terminated in whole or in part under Subsection (a) (8) of this See-
tion for failure of a contractor or subcontractor to comply with the etntract Pro-
vtsione of this Order,

Sac. 210, Any contracting agency taking any action aUthorlied by.thie Subpart,
whether on Its own motion, or as diretted by the Secretary of Labor, or under the
rules and regulations of the Secretary, shall pomptly notify the Secretary of such
action, Whenever the Secretert of Labor makes a determination under this fieC,.
tion, he shall promptly notify the appropriate contracting agency of the actiOn,

as the' Secretary shall
recommended. The agency shall take such action and shall re1xrt reon14
thereof to the Secretary of Leber within such time

Sec. 211. If the Secretary shall so direct, contracting agencies shall not enter
Into contracts with any bidder or Prospective contractor unless the bidder or
ProsPective contractor has satisfactorily complied with the provisions of this
Order or submits a prograM for compliance acceptable to the Secretary of Labor
or, if the Secretary so authorizes, to the contracting agency.

Src. 212. WheneVer a contracting ageney cancels or terminates a contract, or
whenevera contractor has been debarred from further. Government contracts.
under Seetion 209(a) (6) because of noncompliance with the contract provisions
with regard to flonditiCrithinatiOn, the Secretary of Labor, or the contracting ,
agency involved, shill promptly notify the Comptroller General of the United
States. Any such debarment may be rescinded by the Secretary of Labor or by
the contracting agency which imposed the sanction.

etrimART x.--cERTIEttOstre or fiERIT

Sao. 218. The Secretary of Labor may provide for issuance of a United States
Government Certificate of Merit to employers or labor unions, or other agencies '
which are or may hereafter be engaged in work under. Government eontracts, if
the Secretary Is satisfied that the personnel and emploYment Practices of the
employer; or that the personnel, training, apprenticeship, inemberebip, grievance
and representation, upgrading, and other practices ant froll0e4 of the labor union
or other agency conform to the putpoSes and provialone of this order.

Ste.' 214, Any Certificate of Merit may at any time be suspended or revoked by
the Secretary cf Labor if the helder there'd,' in judgment of the Secretary,
has failed to comply With the provisions of this Order.
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Sao. 216, The Secretary of Labor may provide for the exemption of any
employer, labor tinlOn, or other agency from any reporting requirements iMposed
under or pursuant to this Order if such employer, labor anion, or other agency
has been awarded a Certifteate of Merit which has not been suspended or
revoked.

?ma 111NotmacanimarsON PAM/Mons str FaosaAtiv Assisvan ,
Cossouoitort ,CONntstcle

Sao. 801. EaCh executive dePartment and agency which administers a program
involving Federal financial assistance shall require as a condition for the ap-
proval of any grant, contract, loan, insurance, or guarantee thereunder, which.
May involve 4 construction contract, that the applIcent for Federal assistanceundertake and agree to Incorporate, or cause to be incorporated, Into all con.
struetlon contracts paid ter 1.1 whole or in part with funds obtained from the
Federal Government or borrowed on the credit of the Federal Government Pur.anent to such pant, contract, loan, Insurance, or guarantee, or undertaken Our.
mint to any Federal program involving such grant, contract, loan, insuranet, or
guarantee, the provisions preseribed for Government contracts by Section 20 ofthis Order or such modification thereof, preserving in substance the contractor's

. obligations thereunder, as may, be approved by the Secretary of Labor, together
with such additional provisions as the Secretary deems apprOpliate to establishand protect the interest of the United. States in the enforcement of those obliga-
tions, Each such applicant shall also undertake and agree (1) to assist and
cooperate actively wl.th the admintstering department or agenty and the Secre-
tary of Labor in obtaining the cOrartlance of contractors and subcontraetorswith those contract provisions and with the rules, regulations, and relevant
orders of the Secretary, (2) to obtain and to furnish to the administering depart-Client or agency and to the Seeretary of Labor such Information aa they mayrequire for the supervision of such compliance, (3) to carry out sanctions and
penalties for violation of such obligations imposed upon contractors and sub-
contractors by tbn Secretary of Labor or the Administering department or agencypureuant to Part IL Subpart I), of this Order, and (4) to refrain from enteringinto any contract subject to this Order or extension or other modification of
such a contract with a contractor debarred frOM Government contracts underPart II, Subpart I), of this Order,

Ste, 802 (a) 'Construction- contract" as, used in this Order means any con-tract for the construction, rehabilitation, alteratjon, conversion,'0.3ttenolOti, orrepair of buildings, highways, or other improvements to real proPerli-
(b) The provisions of Part II of, this Order Ebel] apply to such construction

contracts, and for purposes of such appliention the administering departMett or
agency shall be eonsidered the contracting agency referred to therein;

(e). The term .Yspplicenr. as used in this Order, means an applicant, for Fed- ----eral assistance or, as determined by ageneY regulation, other program partici-
pant, with respect to whom an application for any grant, contract, loan Insur-
ance, or guarantee is not finally acted upon prior to the effective date of this Part)
and it includes such an applicant Otter he becomes a recipient of such. Federalassistance.

Sea. 803. (a) Each administering department and agency shall be responsible
for obtaining the compliance of such applicant; with their undertakings under
this Order. Each administering department and agency is directed to cooperate
with the SecretarY of Labor, and to furnish the Secretary such information and
assistance as he may require in the performance of his functions under thisOrder.

(b) tn the event an applicant fails and refuses to comply with his undertak-
ings, the administering department or agency may take any or all of the folio*
Ina actions: (1) cancel, terminate, or suspend In whole or In part the agreement,
contract, or other arrangement with such applicant with respect to which the
failure and refusal occurred ; (2) refrain from extending any further assistance
to the applicant under the program with respect to which the failure or refusal
occurred until satisfactory assurance of future compliance has been receivedfrom anch applicant ; and (a) refer the case to the Department of Justiee forappropriate legal proceedings.

(c) Any action with respect to an applicant pursuant to Subsection (b) shall
be taken In conformity with Section 802 of the Civil Eights Act of 1064 (and the
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regulations of the administering department or agency issued thereunder), to
the extent applicable. In no cso shall action be taken with respect to an appli-
cant pureuant to Clause (1) or (2) of Subsection (b) without notice and op.
Portunity for hearing before the administering department or agency.

Ste, 804. Any executive department or agency which imposes *.)y rule, regula-
Min, or order requirements of nondiscrimination in employment, other than
requirements imposed purbrAnt to this Order may delegate to the Secretary of
Lablr by agreement such responsibilities with resPett to compliance standards,
repOrts, and procedureg as would tend to bring the administration of such re-
quitetnents into conformity with the administration cf requirements Imposed
under this Orderl Prov4ded, That actions to effect compliance by recipients of
Vederal financial assistance with requirements imposed pursuant to Title VI
Of the Civil Rights Act of 1004 shall be taken in conformity with the proeedures
and limitations prescribed in Section 802 thereof and the regulations of the ad-
ministering department or agency issued thereunder.

Paw V --Mrscr.ma not; s
Sao. 401. The Secretary of Labor may designate to any officer, agency, or em-

ployee in the Executive branch of the Government, any function or duty of the
Secretary unclog. Parts II and III of this Order, except authority to promulgate
rules rnd regulations of a general nature.

Soo. 402. The Secretary of Labor shall provide administrative support for the
execution of the program known as the "Plans for Progress.'P

Sao, 403. (a) 1:xecttive Orders Nos. 10590 (January 19, 1955), 10722 (August
5, 1057), 10024 (March 8, 1001), 11114 (June 22, 1963), and 11102 (July 28,
1964), are herein superseded and the President's Committee on Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity established by Executive Order No. 10925 Is hereby abolished.
All records and property in the custody of the pommIttee shall be transferred to
the Civil Service Commission an dthe Secretary of Labor, as appropriate.

(b) Nothing in this Order shall be deemed to relieve any person of any
obligation assumed or imposed under or pursuant to any Executive Order super-
seded by this Order. All rules, regulations, orders, instructions, designations, and
other directives issued by the President's Committee on Equal Employment OP
portunity and those issued by the heads of various departments or agencies under
or pursuant to any of the Executive orders superscled by this Order, shall, to the
extent that they are not inconsistent with this Order, remain in full force and
effect unless and until revoked or superseded by appropriate authority. Refer-
ences in such directives to provisions of the superseded orders shall be deemed
to the references to the comparable provisions of this Order,

Sao. 404, The General Services Administration shall take appropriate action
to revise the standard Government contract forms to accord with the provisions
of this Ordetand of the rules and regulations of the Secretary of Labor

Sao. 406. This Order shall become effective thirty days after the date of
Order

LYNDON B. IOUNSON.
Tan Witrta HOUSE, September 84,1965.

Doc. e5-- 10840; Piled, Sept. 24, 108514 :18 P.rml

APPENDIX B

RECOMMENSATIONS

This appendix licte the task tercel!, recommendations. Programs or organi-
sational units affected by each recommendation are also listed.

VAILINO tits LEGAL REQUIREMENTS KNOWN

1. We recommend that OE and NIE fully inform potential and actual recip-
ients of Federal education aid of their obligation to eliminate sex discrimina-
tion under Title IX and Executive Order 11248. Specifically, we recomniend that :

a. All OF and NIE guidelines, regulations and other appropriate documente
be amended to include a statement on Title IX, Public Law 02-318, and require
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applicants to submit an assurance of compliance, OE and NIE should attach an
addendum to this effect to ail FY 1078 program documents already printed with-
out th4 statement.

ESEA 1,111, V, VII.
Follow Through.
Impact Aid,
EHA.
ESA.
VEA ; AEA; MDTA.
Career Education Model Instalia-

tion-
Occupational Education.
HE1A I, 111, IV, VII, IX,
EPDA, Part E.
1480A; NDEA III.
ESEA II; 11EA
NDEA VI.
FulbrightHays.
EPDA, Sec. 501, Parts 11-2, 0, D, P.

Dropout Prevention.
Technology Demonstrations.
Drug Education,
Environmental Education.
Health and Nutrition.
OE-Contracts and Orants Division,
Teacher Corps.
Right to Read.
Fund for the Improvement of Post-

secndary Education (FUND).
Community Colleges.
Indian Education,
Consumer Education.
Ethnic Heritage.
NIE, all programs.

b. AU OE and NIE contracts and grants officers provide all applicants with
detailed instructions on their obligations under Title IX and Executive Order
HMS before they sign assurances of compliance. Contractors should receive a
copy of Revised Order No. 4, Department of Labor guidelines and HEW guide-
lines. All potential aid recipients should receive Title IX regulations and guide-
lines when published.

0E-contracts and grants division.
N1E-contracts and grants officers.
2. We recommend that OE and NIE provide information and technical as

sistance concerning Title IX and its implications directly to State educatton
persennel, school administrators and education personnel throughout the coun-
try. Specifying, we recommend that :

a. Each Deputy. Commissioner in OE and equivalent within NIE be responsible
for conducting extensive workshops and conferences on Title IX for key State
and local personnel in their respective areas of concern. All regular, program
workshops and conferences sponsored by the two agencies should include brief-
ings on Title IX. These should be conducted on a continuing basis as long as sex
discrimination remains a major problem In education. A specific person in NIE
and 011 should be designated to coordinate each agency's Vans for these
activities.

OE Deputies, EPDA Sec. 504, Parts II-2 ; 0, D, F.
°PRE; --Dropout ?Mention:

Technology Demonstrations,
NOES.
Drug Education.
Environmental Education.
Health & Nutrition.
Teacher Corps.
Right to Read.
Community Colleges.
Indian Education.
Consumer Education.
Ethnic Heritage.
NIE Deputies.
NIE Planning & Evaluation Staff.
NIE, alt programs.

ESEk lt, III, V, VI,
Follow Through.
Impact Aid.

ESA,
YEA; AEA; MDTA,
Career Education Model Installa

tion.
Occupational Education.
HEA 1, III, IV, VII, IX.
EPDA, Part E.
LSOA; NDEA
ESEA IL HEA H.
NDEA VI; Fulbright-Ilays. FUND.
b. The Commissioner of Education make Title IX a major topic of discussion

in his next meeting with the Chief State School Officers. He should emphasize
the leadership role the Federal government will expect the State education
agencies to play in eliminating sex discrimination at the State and local levels.

Commissioner of Education.
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8. We recommend that OE and NIE monitor thtir own program* for Title IX
compliance. Specifically, we recommend that 00 and NlE include compliance
status cheeks on all regular site reviews, Wading State management reviews
conducted under ESEA Title V. OF's Deputy Commissioners and equivalent
°Metals in N113 should work with the Office for Civil Rights to develop report.,
ing forms and uniform criteria for monitoring complianee status in site reviews.

OE Deputies.
ESEA II III, V, VII.
Follow Through.

ERA.
Impatt Aid.

ESA.
VEA ; AEA, MDTA,
Career Education Model Instal la.

tbn.
Occupational Education.
REA I, III, IV, VII, IX.
EPDA, Part E.
LSOA; NDEA III.
ESEA II, HEA II.
NDEA VI; FulbrightRays.

EPDA Sec. 54 Parts /3-2; 0, D, F.
Dropout Prevention.
Technology Demonstrations.
Drug Education.
Environmental Edueation.
OMee for Civil Rights.
Health & Nutrition.
'reacher Corps.
Right to Read.
Community Colleges.
Indian Education.
Consumer Education.
Ethnic Heritage.
NIE Deputies.
FUND.

LEVERAGE THROUGH DISCRETIONARY AUTHORITY! INSTRUCTIONAL AND INFORMATION
MATERIALS

4. We recommend that OE and ME insure that all instruotional and public
relations materials developed with OE and NIE funds for national distribution
be free of sex biases. This would include career and vocational materials used
in model and exemplary program*. Specifleally, we recommend that:

a. Guidelines, requests for proposals and other appropriate documents stress
as a condition for funding that materials be developed without sex stereotyping.

b. OE's Office of Public Affairs, in cooperation with OE and NIE program
staff, develop a guidebook concerned with avoiding sex biases to assist con
tractors, grantees and agency staff in developing materials.

c. OE and ME designate at least one staff person within each appropriate
program-and public affairs office to clear new materials before their completion
and dissemination. These staff people should be selected after consultation with
the women In these offices.

d. OE and NIE review existing projects for sex biases. As part of this effort,
NIE support for the "Self Directed Search" guidance system developed at Johns
Hopkins should be terminated. -

OPA.
VEA, Parts 0, D, I.
ERA. Part F.
Career Education Model Installation.
Occupational Edueation.

NIEApplied Studies.
NIE New Initiatives.
ME--Career Education.
NIEDissetaination.
NIEField Initiated Studies.

LEVERAGE TIIROUOH DISCRETIONARY AUTHORITY: CAREER EDUCA1/011

5. We recommend that OE and NIE work together to eliminate sex discrimina
tion .n career preparation. Specifically, we recommend that

a. OE and NIE establish the elimination of sex segregation as one of career
education's major goais,, and emphasize that new goal in materials explaining
tbe career education concept.

Commissioner of Education. EPDA, Part P.
Director of NIE. Occupational Education.
VOA, Parts A, 13, C, F, G. H. NIECareer Education.
Career Education Model Installation.
b. Program guidelines and other appropriate documents be amended to em-

phasise that the elimination of sex segregation is a priority in education and
training for careers.

YEA, Parts A, II, 0, D, F, 0, 1/. Occupational Education.
Careei Education Model Installation. Community Colleges.
2A/YrA. NIE Career Education.
EPDA, Part F.

12-36 0. 24 pt.
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c. Guidelines require all model and Exemplary programs in career education
and training report their success in Including students of both sexes in all educe.
tion activities.

VEA, Parts 0, D. Occupational Education.
Career Education Model Installation. NIECareer Education.
MDTA.

DIMES AREAS FOR ACTIONTRAINING

O. We recommend that OE and NIE work to equalise the proportion of men
and women at all levels and in all areas of education through training programs,
Personnel training programs guidelines should be modified to require applicants
to include plans for increasing the numbers of male and female participants in
fields where either sex is underrepresented as well as report annually on progress
towards achieving that goal. Specifically, we recommend that:

a. Greater numbers of women be trained in areas where they are currently
underrepresented, such as educational administration in all fields, trades and
industry in vocational education, educational research and development, educe-
tional technology, the "hard" sciences and In other appropriate areas.

ERA, Part IX
AEA, Teacher Training.
EPDA, Part B.
HEA IX..

HIM II (Librarian Training).
NDEA VI ; Fulbrightlays.
EPDA, Parts 0, D, F.
NIE--Researcher Training.

b. Greater numbers of men be trained for employment in entry level positions
in areas where they are currently underrepresented, such as early childhood edu
cation, elementary education, special education, home economics, business/office
education, the health professions and in other appropriate areas. In addition,
greater numbers of men should be trained as paraprofessionals in all fields.

EHA, Part D. EPDA, Sec. 504, Parts 0, D, F.
AEA, Teacher Training. Teacher Corps.
HEA II (Librarian Training).

7. We recommend that OE and NIE promote the involvement of women in top
positions in OE and NIE funded projects. Specifically, we recommend that :

PROHIBITION AOAINST DISCRIMINATION AOAINST THE BLIND
OTHER. AREAS roe ACTIONPROJECT ADMINISTRATION

a. OE and NIE amend guidelines for discretionary programs to require that
applicants for funds submit data on title, salary and responsibilities of top project
staff by sex.

b. OE and Nit retie* that Information for evidence- of diserimination and
negotiate before funding for the correction of any inequities.

OPI3E. NDEA VI; FulbrightHays.
OPA, EPDA, See. 804, Parts 0, D, F.
ESEA III, VII. Dropout Prevention.
Follow Through Technology Demonstrations.
BRA, Parts 0, I), E, F, O. NOES.
ESA. Drug Education.
VEA, Parts 0, D, I. Environmental Education.
Career Education Model Installation, Health & Nutrition.
AE,iTeacher Training Special Teacher Corps.

Projects. flight to Read.
trra, Community Colleges.

Occupational Education, Indian Education.
HEA I, II, IV (Cooperative Educe- Consumer Education.

tion, Students from Disadvantaged Ethnic Heritage Fund.
Backgrounds). NIEall programs.

ILEA IX; EPDA, Part E. FUND.
HEA

c. In all program guidelines and other official program documents. OE and NIB
emphasize their interest in receiving applications from women and for projects
directed by women. See l (a).

d. OE and NIE, working with women's organisations, encourage women to apply
for discretionary program funds. Women's organisations should be Included on
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appropriate mailing Bats for application notification and guideline distributim.
See 7 (a) & 7 (b)

OTHES AREAS ros ACTION-RESEARCH

II We recommend that OE, NIE and the Assistant Secretary for Planning
and Evaluation (ASPE) review for sex biases all research Instruments to
be used in education studies they fund.

ASPE. NIEApplied Studies.
OPBE. NIE--New
NOES. NIEField Initiated Studies.
MEPlanning and Evaluation Staff.
O. We recommend that OE, NIE and ASPE insure, before funding education

research projects, that projects studying people use samples of both sexes and
report results by sex. Exceptions ahoutd be made only when the information
sought is already available for one sex or when a study is explicitly designed
to serve the goal of equality of the sexes and special circumstances require 'a
one-sex study.

Specifically, we recommend that guidelines, requests for propoaals and other
appropriate documents state the conditions under which onesex studies are
permissible and ,request that anyone applying for funds for such a study provide
a justification.

STRENGTHENING TITLE IX

10. We recommend that the Federal Interagency Committee on Education ex-
plore the implications of Title IX for other Federal agencies providing education
assistance and encourage those agencies to take the necessary action to enforee
Title IX.

ASE (FILE).
11, We recommend that the Assistant Secretary for Education strongly urge

the amendment of Title IX to cover admissions in elementary and secondary
schools, military academies, single sex public undergraduate colleges and private
coeducational undergraduate colleges.

ASE.
TITLE IX ENFORCEMENT: ACCOUNTABILITY

12. We recommend that HEW's Office for Civil Rights strengthen its Woo-
dures for holding contractors accountable for compliance to Executive Order
11246. Specifically, we recommend that HEW guidelines require contractors to
submit affirmative action plans for approval whether or not a compliance review
has been made; plans should be accepted or rejected within three months after
submission.

Office for Civil Rights.

TITLE IX ENFORCEMENT: COMPLIANCE STANDARDS

13. We recommend that the Office for Civil Rights develop strong uniform
procedures for investignting sex discrimination In education. Specifically, we
recommend that :

a. OCR develop a standard procedure for collecting and evaluating Information
at defined intervals on the compliance status of institutions under Title IX and
Executive Order 11246.

b. Investigations initiated under Executive Order 11246 be carried out in
conjunction with investigations initiated under Title IX.

Office for Civil Rights.

TITLE IX ENFORCEMENT: STATE EDUCATION AGENCIES

14. We recommend that the Office for Civil Rights work directly with each
State to overcome present inequities experienced by women in State education
agencies. Specifically, we recommend that. OCR set the investigation of State
education agencies as a priority under Title IX enforcement.

Office for Civil Rights.
EDUCATING THE PUBLIO

15. We recomtnend that the Asaistant Secretary for FAucntion, the Com-
missioner of Education, the Director of ME and their respective Deputies should
arrange to speak before key national education groups on their responsibilities
for ending discriminatory practices. For example, we suggest that
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D. The Assistant Secretary for Education or the Commissioner of Educationaddress a conference of the major book publishing associations on OE's concernwith sex stereotyping in educational materials and its effect on the status ofwomen in education.
b. The Director. of NIE's Career Education Task Force and the Deputy Com-

missioner for Occupational and Adult Education speak before the American
Vocational Association and other key vocational groups on the need to encourage
young men and women to explore the entire range of vocational opportunities.c. The Assistant Secretary for Education or the Commissioner of Education
discuss the detrimental effects of inadequate counseling on lowering female career
aspirations before the national meetings of secondary school counselors.

ASE. Director of NIE.
commissioner of Education. NYE Deputies,
OE DePUtlex NIE Career Education Director.
ii8. We recommend that the Office of Public Affairs use the range of media

at its disposal to expand public consciousness of the growing struggle among
women to secure equal opportunities in education. Specifically, we recommendthat

a, OPA work with program officials to produce a documentary Mm for public
distributiOn on ways edUcation can help women to break traditional sex barriers
in various occupations at all levels.

b. OPA organise an exhibit on women and sex discrimination in education
for use at education cOnferences and at gatherings of women's rights groups.
The exhibit might premiere in the Offiee of Education's main 'lobby, and focusparticularly, on Title IX, !extern in career training, and sex stereotyping in eh-
menhir,. WWI curricula.

c, In cooperating with the Office for Civil Rights in HEW CPA develop anddisseminate a pamphlet to the general public on laws protecting women's rights
to equal opportunitlea in education.

d. American Education continue to publish articles to be made available in
reprint form on the roles and progress of women in education.OPA,

Office for Civil Righte.

n01411210 NMI %OM 7.05 svOltgn AND )11N

VT. We recommend that OE and NIP) foater educational approaches which .encourage children of both sexes to explore new roles. Specifically, we recommendthat:
a. OE and NIE fund the development of educational and guidance techniquesand materials designed to encourage students to explore new roles, particularly

in educational areas where sex discrimination is especially strong,' al In taretreducation and guidance testing.
ESEA III. Occnpational Education,BHA, Part E. NIEApplied Studies.
YEA, Parts 0, D, I ; NIE New Initiatives.
Career Education Stade, Installation, NIECareer Education.
b. OE support the development and dissemination of teacher training materials

on avoiding sex biases. In addition, we recommend that OE and NI personnel
_training program guidelines be amended to encourage projects to include trainingin overcoming sex biases.

ERA, Part D. EPDA, Sec. 1104, Parts B-2, 0, D, P.EPDA, Part E. Teed er Corps.
A II. NIE Researcher Training.

c. OE develop and disseminate a bibliography of unsex- biased materials appro-priate
PA

for school use, especially at the elementary and secondary levels.C.
d. OE and NIE insure that all model and exemplary career education projects

Include instruction that explicitly addresses the problems of sex-stereotyped
occupations and dispels myths about women in the work force.

YEA, Parts 0, D: MDTA. NIE Neap Initiatives.
Career Edueation Model Installation. NIE Career Education.
Occupational Education.
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CHILD CARE AND SERVING SCHOOLAGED PARENTS

18. We recommend that OE, NIE encourage educational Institutions to provide
opportunities for parents raising children to pursue their education, Specifically,
we recommend that ;

a. Day care be made an allowable cost In all programs (including construction
programs) serving people of child-bearing age. OE should recommend new legis-
lation where program guidelines cannot accomplish this.

Office of Legislation.
ESEA III.
Impact Aid (P,L. 815).
EHA, Parts B, C, I), E.
VEA, Parts A, B, D, F, 0, H.
AEA ; MDTA,
Career Education Model Installation.
Occupational Education,
HEA I, III, IV (Cooperative Educa-

tion and Students from Disadvantaged
Backgrounds),

HEA VII, IN; EPDA, Part E.
LSCA 1, II ; HEA II.
NDEA VI ; FulbrightHays.

EPDA Sec. 504, Parts 13-2, 0. D. F.
Dropout Prevention.
Technology Demonstrations,
Drug Education,
Environmental Education.
Health and Nutrition.
Teacher Corps.
Right to Read.
Community Colleges.
Indian Education.
Consumer Education,
Ethnic Heritage.
FUND.
N1EResearcher Training.

b. OE set aside at least two million dollars from discretionary monies for
projects to support the work of the Interagency Task Force on Comprehensive
Programs for SchoolAged Parents.

ESEA III. HEA I.
EHA, Part C. Dropout Prevention.
HEA, Part C, D, Nutrition and Health.
AEA Special Projects; MDTA.

PART-TIME GIDDY

19. We recommend that OE and NIE promote part-time study opportunities for
women returning to education. Specifically, we recommend that

a, OE and NIE insure that part-time students are admitted to projects funded
under postsecondary and other programs serving adults. OE should recommend
legislation to accomplish this where it cannot be achieved through guideline
changes.

Office of Legislation.
VEA, Part B; MDTA,
AEA Teacher Training.
Occupational Education.
HEA III, IV (Students from Disad-

vantaged Backgrounds).
HEA IX ; EPDA, Part E.

HEA If Librarian Training.
NDEA VI, FulbrightHays.
EPDA, Sec. 504, Parts B-2, C, D, F.
Teacher Corps.
Community Colleges.
FUND.

b. Student aid program guidelines urge institutions to make Federal financial
aid available to half-time students in proportion to their enrollment in the
student body.

DEA IV (Student Aid Progranis).

ACCOMMODATING OTHER PROGRAMS TO THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF WOMEN

20. We recommend that OE and NIE guidelines for programs aimed at adults
state that projects serving women wishing to continue their education be given
special consideration. In addition, the Educational Opportunity Centers estab-
lished under P.L. 92-318 should identify this population as a special target group,
and Title I of the Higher Education Act should use its discretionary setaside
to fund model programs serving this group.

BHA, Part D.
VEA, Parts B, C, D.
Career Education Model Installation.
AEAL--Teacher Training.
Occupational Education.
ANA I, IV (Students from Disadvan-

taged Backgrounds and Educational
Opportunity Centers).

EPDA, Sec.50t,Parts0,D,B,F.
HEA II Librarian Training.
NDEA VI ; FulbrightHaYs.
Teacher Corps.
Community Colleges.
FUND.
Researcher Training.
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41. We recommend that the Office of Public Affairs undertake a public service
Information campaign publicising new opportunities for women in education
through radio and television spots as well as through printed materials. For
exam le, we suggest that:

a. OE make use of the excellent materials already developed by the Women's
litman at the Department of Labor to encourage young women to enter male-
dominated professions, and cooperate with the 'Yeomen's Bureau In developing
new materials.

b. OE direct Information on student financial aid to women in the home who
plan

OPA,
to return to education or employment training after several years' absence,

22. We recommend that OE, NJE and The Fund for the Improvement of Post-
seeondary Education experiment with new educational approaches with, a poten-
tial for expanding educational opportunitlea for women in both academic and
vocational education.

YEA, Part O. NILExperimental Schools.
N1ENew in! t ta tires. FUND.
NIE-- Career Education.

VIATION AI. STATISTICS

28. We recommend that NOES amend its present surveys to collect the follow .
ing data by sex :

a. A breakdown by sex for elementary school pupils !notch grade, to be added
to the ELSEOIS State Fall Report on Staff and Pupil*.

b. Secondary achool subject area enrollments by sex, to be added, to the
ELSEOIS Survey of Secondary. School Offerings, Enrollments and Curriculum
Practices i0T248. .

e. All data' on eiementary school principals and on the number of specialista by
sex, to be collected in the Belmont Elementary School Survey. This stirrers ques-
tionnaire on teacher characteristics Is thorough and should be used as a model for
collecting information isolating sex as a variable.

Nors.Data by sex in characteristics of all school staff are needed to 'deter-
mine whether women remain at lower positions with lower pay deepite equivalent
or better qualifications than the mile staff.

0, Secondary school staff and principal data by sex, to be milked in the Bel-
mont Secondary School Survey. We urge that the staff and school questionnaires
be expanded to collect by sex the same information as the Elementary. School
Surveyy collects on eletaentary school staff salary. years of teaching experi-
ewe. degrees earned, etc.)..

NorcNo data on characteristics of teaching or administrative staff In second-
ary schools are currently collected at all, no lees by sex, so that OE has no infor-
mation on the status of women in secondary schools.

The her And.italarLdilltrib.09/1 by sex of enured lytgi r.. education
faculty, to added to the ziEuIS mployees in Higher Education, survey. In
addition, NOES shoUld make an effort to provide REGIS eatery data to OCR in
a timely fashion fOr use in enforcing Title IX and Executive Order 11240,'

I, The age distribution for men and women by field and degree conferred, to be
Added to the BEATS Earned 'Degreeiv and Other Formal Awards Conferred
survey. ,

Nbre.---Such data would indicate the extent to which men and women tnter-
runt their idncation and at what age, and will provide an estimate of the tenet,
of inierrSptIon by level and academie field.

g. Enrollment data for adult and continuing education by set to be collected is
the Adult and Continuing Education in Institutions of Higher Education surveY-

h. All data on adult basic education staff and participants by sex to be col-
looted in the Adult Baste Education survey (based on the annual reports sub-
mitted by States).

i. Vocational education enrollment data by sex for each institution to be col-
lected in the Vocational Education Directories.

Nots.--,These data would indicate what types of vocational schools (including
area vocational schoolst operate as single sex institutions.

j. Data by sex on library staff by level to he collected in the library and
museum surveys (Public Library Survey, Federal Library Survey, Museum Sur -vey and School Library Survey).

NOES.
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PROGRAM DATA

24. We recommend that 011 and NIE collect and report to the public basic data
on ail programs by sex, Specifically, we recommend that :

a. Programs serving a student clientele collect program participant data by
sex,

ESEA. I, III, VII.
Follow Through.
ERA, Parts 11, C. D. O.
VEA, Except Part I.
Career Education Model Installation.
AEA; MlYPA,
Occupational Education.
HEA I, IV, IX,
EPDA, Part E.
HEA II Librarian Training.
NDEA VII FulbrightHays.
EPDA, Sec. 504, Parts 11-2, 0, D, F.
Dropout Prevention.

Drug Education.
Environmental Education.
Health and Nutrition.
Teacher Corps.
Right to Read.
Community Colleges.
Indian Education.
Consumer Education.
Ethnic Heritage.
NIEResearcher Training.
NIECareer Education.
NIEExperimental Schools.

b. Discretionary programs collect and update information on sex'and salary
of top project staff quarterly.

staff information could be collected by the NUR system, on the
procurement cover sheet (PCS). No commitment action should be made until ail
Information is entered.

See 7(a).
c. All programs prepare descriptive summaries of projects designed to improve

educational opportunities for women.
See 1(a).
d. Fellowship and training programs collect data on the number of applicants

by sex. -
EHA, Part D. NDEA VI.
AEA, Teacher Training. FulbrightHays,
HEA IV (student aid programs). EPDA, Sec. 604, Parts 11-2, C, D, F.
EPDA, Part El HEA IX, Teacher Corps.
HEA II Librarian Training. NIEResearcher Training.
e. The student financial aid programs should collect data on the amount of aid

and number of grants by sex. In addition, data by sex on the guaranteed loan
program should Include the number and amount of loans recommended by student
financial aid officers,

Noss. Under Public taw 02-318, student financial aid officers for the first time,
must certify the amount of a student's financial need before a bank can make a
guaranteed loan.

VEA, Part H.
MU IV (student aid programs).

EVALUATION

26. We recommend that all OE and NYE sponsored evaluations include analyses
of the preeence, causes and impact of sex discrimination in each of the program
of educational areas being studied. For many program areas, particularly
iowship and training programs, expanded folloW-up studies of participants by
sex will be required.

()PRE.
NIEPlanning and Evaluation Staff.

RESEARCH STUDIES

26. We recommend that OE and NIE support a series of studies on sex role
development and sex discrimination in education. Specifically, we recommend
that :

a. NIE review existing research on the development of sex roles and self Im-
age and support a Series of research and development efforts designed to fill tke
gaps in current knowledge of this topic.

NIEApplied Studies.
Mr -New Initiatives.
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NIECareer Education,
NEField Initiated Studies.
h OE or XIE support a study on how the attitudes of counselors, teachers,

administrators, parents and peers affect career plans and expectations of women
and men, with a separate analysts of sexism in guidance tests. °.

OPBE.
NIE---Planning & Evaluation Staff.
c. The full-scale study resulting from the pilot study, Barriers to Women's

Participation in Postsecondary Education, be broadened to include a representa-
tive sample of males as a comparison group.

NCES.
d, OE support a study of the barriers female and male nonhigh school gradu-

Sites face in acquiri44_ education and training,
OPBE.

UPORTINO AND DISSEMINATING INFORMATION

27. We recommend that OE and NIE expand efforts to report and disseminate
information on women in education. Specifically, we recommend that:

LACES publish, at least annually, special minireports and projections on
the relative status of women and men in education, both as students and em-
ployees. In addition, NCES' regular reports should include separate chapters
comparing data on men and women.

NCES.
4, Program data appearing in annual reports include participant data by sex.
See 24(a).
c. OPBE and its equivalent in NIE include in their evaluation and planning

ativiies special sections on the.impact of program on the sexes.
OPBE.
NIEPlanning and Evaluation Staff.

EQUALITY TOR WOMEN AS A PRIORITY

28. We recommend that equality for the sexes in'education be declared an
official priority of both. OE and NIB. In line with that priority, we recommend
that :

a. Implementation of recommendations be tracked through the Operational
Planning System at the Assistant Secretary or COmraissioner/Director level.

ASE.
Cotnmissioner of Education,
Director of. NIB,
b. At least 10 percent of the appropriations for the following programs be

spent on projects which make a special contribution to equal educational op-
portunIty for women:
Education Pioiessions Development Act, Parts D, E and F and Edueation for

the Handicapped Act, Part I)
Funds could be used in projects which advance women in school administra-

IX, train teachers to avoid sex bias, train administrators on implementing Title
IX and train teacher trainers to sensitize teachers to sex bias.
Higher Education Act, Title II

Funds could be used in projects which advance women in library administra-
tion, suppOrt workshops on unsexbiased materials and assist librarians in build-
ing collections relating to women's rights and women's issues.
Vocational Education Act, Parts t7, D and

Funds could be used in projects which study the obstacles to wornen'a, full
participation in all areas of vocational education, demonstrate approaches to
breaking down sex stereotypes in vocational education tend develop curriculum
materials which counteract career sex stereotypes.
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education

Funds could be used for experiments In academic and vocational education
with a potential for expanding educational opportunities for women returning
to school or work after several yearn' absence.
Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title 1$'

Funds would be used to assist sex segregated schools in desegregation.
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STAPP EDUCATION

29. We recommend that OE and NIE undertake to educate their own staffs
to avoid sex bias in agency operation and program management. Specifically, we
recommend that:

a. Briefings for all supervisory staff be conducted on the Implications of Title
IX and other sex discrimination legislation for OE's and NIE's program
operations,

b. OE and NIE arrange for training programs to create employee awareness
Of sex biases and their influences on the actions of employees.

Commissioner of Education.
DirectOr of NIE.

WOMEN'S ACTION onus AND ADVISORS

30. We recommend that both OE and NIE establish a Women's Action Office
to see that steps to improve the status of women both inside and outside the
agency are carried out smoothly and expeditiously. Specifically, we recommend
that :

a. These offices serve as a continuing source of advice to the Commissioner
and the Director on progress towards that goal and on new steps needed to help
women secure equality in education and in the Federal education agencies.

b. These (Apes report directly to the Assistant Commissioner for Speotal Con-
cerns and an official of equivalent stature in NIE and absorb the functions of the
Federal Women's Program Coordinator.

C. The following organization for the Women's Action Office be developed:

Director, Women's Action Office

GS - 15

1 Secretarial Staff

Associate ------7-7---4----Asstt0TrirectotectOr
for Equal Employment for Program Policy

GS - 14 GS - 14

3 professional staff 3 professional staff
2 secretarial staff 2 secretarial staff

NIE would have a smaller staff consonant with the agency's present size.
Commissioner of Education.
Director of NIE.
31. We recommend that both OE and NIE convene an ad hoc committee by

advertising for people interested in helping in the selection of the Director and
Associate Directors of the Women's Action Offices. These ad hoe committees
would be no more than 15 members, elected from among the original volunteers.
These committees would draw up criteria for the selection of the Director and
the Associate Directors and identify and recommend candidates to fill those posi-
tions. Upon final selection of candidates by the OE Commissioner and NIE Direc-
tor, the responsibilities of the ad hoc committees would terminate,

Commissioner of Mucation.
Director of NIE.
32. We recommend that Women's Action Advisors be designated throughout

the agencies to link program policies ane employees with the work of the
Women's Action Office. Specifically, we recommend that :

a. On a continuing basis, Advisors work with the Women's Action Office
In carrying out their mission throughout the agencies by recommending prior-
Ines for action, reviewing program and employment activities affecting
women and keeping communication channels open between program officials
and the Women's Action Office.

b. Advisors be designated by the Directors of the respective Women's
Action Offices.
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c, Advisors be regular employees, released parttime from their regular
duties.

d. rodeti OE Depotyehip and equivalent in NIB have at leaet two Advisors,
one for internal employment and one for progiiims. OE should have one
Advisor concerned with employment for every 200 people in a deputyship,
with the Off See of the Commissioner combined with the Deputysbip for
Develop Ment, OE should have one Advisor concerned with program policy
for every 200 people in the three program Deputyships. According, to 0111's
current staffing, that would make a total of 24; NIB Adviaors Would be
chosen in a e01111/411/010 manner.

Commissioner of Education.
OE Deputies.
Director of NIB,
NIB Deputiett.

SWIM, POLIOY resitions
U. We recommend that OE and NIB substantially increase the proportion

of Women advising on the operation of OE programs, Specifically, we recommendthat
a. All NIB and OE recommendations for advisory councils and special tom.

missions aim to bring the proportion of women on each to 50percent
gmmissioner of Education.

Director of Nig,
b. The same goal be set for the appointment of women to program review

pgnela, outside etaluation teams, technical assistance personnel and consultante.
Bureau chiefs should be responsible for approving these axpointments to see

for compensating consultant!, regerdless of salary,' experience or other con-siderations.
c. ZIA forces be approximetely 50 percent female, OE and NIB staff should

avoid defining criteria for task 'tome membership so that a predominant* ofmen must chostn. Bureau chiefs and Deputies should review and approve task
force membership to see that goals are being met.OS Deputies,

014 Bureau Chief's.
NIB Deputies.
d. Bureau chiefs and Deputies report quarterly to the Commissioner of

Mutation and to the Director of NIB on the male/female makeup of all review
Pods, outside evaluation teams, technical assistants, consultants and task
breed.

Commissioner of Education.
OE Deputies.
OE Bureau (inlets.
Director of NIB.
NIB Deputies,

APP4NDIX C1.- -UNITS daltECTKD ST TASK FORCE RICCOMIILNDATIONS

that goals are being met. In addition. OE and NIE SOW 4 opt a standard fee

Unit affected
flaw mecca

Assistant Secretary for Education

Reatni404Jati0111

500,10,11,15, 28(a), 88(a).
Commissioner of Education 2(b), 5(a), 15, 28(a), 29, 80, 81,

82, 83(a, d),
Director of NIB 5(a), 15, 28(a), 29, 80,.81, 82,

83(a, d).
Nike for Mail Rights 8,12, 18,14,18(c).
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evalu-

ation 8,
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omen or EDUCATION
Deputy Commissioner for School Systems
Bureau of Elementary and Secondary

Education 88(b, 0, d),
Elementary and Secondary Education

Act :
Title I (Educationally Deprived

Children)
Title III (Supplementary Centers)

2(a), 8, 15,32, 33 (b, c, d).

Title V (Strengthening State De-
partments of Education)

Title VII (Bilingual Education)__
Follow Through

Impact Ald :
Public Law 874 (Maintenance/Op-

erations)
Public Law 815 (Construction ) -

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
Education for the Handicapped Act:

Part B (State Grants!)

Part C (Special Target Program)

Part D (Training)

Part E ( Research/Demonstration)

Part F (Media Services/Captioned
Films)

Part 0 (Special Learning Disabil-
ities)

Bureau 'of Equal Opportunity
Emergency School Aid
Civil Rights Act:

Title IV (Desegregation of Public
Education)

Deputy Commissioner for Occupational and
Adult Education

Vocational Education Act :
Part A (Special seeds)

Part B (State Grant)

Part C (Research)

Part D (Exemplary Programs).-

Part F (Consumer/Homemaking).

Part (1 (Cooperative Education)

Part H (Work Study)

Part I (Curriculum Development)

Oareer Education Model installaticri._

1(a), 2(a), 3, 24(a), 27(1)).
1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 17(a), 18, 24(a, b,

c),27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3.
1(a), 2(a), 3,7, 24(a, b, c), 27(b),
1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 24(a, b, c), 27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 24(c).
. 1 (a), 2(a), 3, 18(a), 24(c).

33(b,c. d),
1(a), 2(a), 8, 18(a), 24(a, c), 27

(b).
1 (a), 2(a), 8, 7, 18, 24(a, b, c),

27(b).
1(a), 2(a), 3, 0(e, b), 7, 17(b), 18

(a), 10(a), 20, 29(a, b. c, d), 27
(b),28(b).

1 (a), 2(a), 3, 7, 17(a), 18(a),
(b, c).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 4(4,0,d), 7, 24(b,c).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 24(a, b, c), 27(b).
33(b, c, d).
1(a), 2(a), 3, 7, 24(b, c).

28(b).

2(a), 3, 15, 32, 33 (b, c, d).

1(a), 2(e), 8, 5(a, b), 18(a),
24(a, c), 27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 5(a, b), 18(a),
10(a), 20, 24(a, c), 27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 9(a, d), 5, 7,
17(a, d), 18(b), 20, 22
24(a, b, c), 27(b), 28(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 4(a, c, d), 5, 7, 17(a,
d), 18, 20, 24(a, b, c), 27(b),
N(b).

1(a), 2(a), S. 6(a, b),, 18(a),
24(a, c), 27(b).

1(s), 2(a),, 8, 5(a, b), 18(a),
24 (a, c, e), 27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 9, 5(a, b), 18(a),
24(a,c),27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 9, Ca, c, d), 7, 17(a),
24(b. c), 28(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 4(a, c, d), 5, 7,
17(a, d), 18(a), 20, 24(a, b, c),
27(b).
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Teacher Training

Special Projects

Manpower Development and Training
Act

1(a), 2(a), 8, 18(a), 24(a, c),
2T(b).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 6(a, b), 7, 18(a),
10(a), 20, 24(a, b c, d), 27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 18, 24(a, b, c),
27(b).

1 (a), 2(a), 8, 6, 7, 17(n, d), 18,
10(a), 24(a, b, c), (b).

2 (a), 8,16, 82,83(b, c, d) ,

83(b, c, d).
Deputy Commissioner for Higher Education,
Bureau of Higher Education

Higher Education Act :
Title I (COinutunity 2crvice and
Continuing Education)

Title III (Strengthening Developing
Institutions)

Title IV (Educational Opportunity
()rants)

(College NVork Study).... -
(Insured Student Loans)

(Direct Loans)

(Cooperative Education)

(Students from Disadvantaged
Backgrounds)

Title VII (Construction of Aca-

1 (247)(,b2).(a), 8. 7. 18, 20, 24(a, th 0),

1(a), 2(a), 8, 71 18(a), 19(a),
24(b,c),

1(a), 2(a), 8, 19(b), 24, 27(b),
1(a), 2(a), 8, 19(b), 24, 27(b).
1(a), 2(a), 8, 18(b), 24(a, c, d, e),

27(b),
1(8), 2(a), 8, 19 (b), 24(a, o, d, e),

27(b).
1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 18(a), 24(a, b, c),

27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 18(a), 10(a), 20,
24(a, c, d), 27(b),

demic Facilities)
Education Professions Development

Act: Part E (College Personnel
training program)

Bureau of Libraries and Learning Re-
sources

Library Services and Construction Act:
Title I (Grants for Public Librar-

ies)
Title II (Construction)

1(a) 2(a), 8,18(a),24(0).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 6(a), 7, Mb),
18(a), 10(a), 20, 24(a, b, 0, d),
27(b),28(b).

83(b,c,d).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 18(a), 24(c).
1(a), 2(a), 3,18(a), 24(c).Mlle III (Interlibrary Cooper-

eration) 1 (a), 2(a), 3, 24(o).
Elementary and Secondary Education

Act: Title II (School Library Re-
sources) 1(a), 2(a), 3, 24(c).

Higher Education Act :
Title II (College Library Re-

sources)
(Librarian Training)

1(a),
1(a),

2(a), 3,24(c), 28(b).
2(a), 3, 6(a, b), 7, 17(b),

18(a), 19(a), 20, 24(a, b, c, d),
27 (b), 28(b).

(Library Demonstration) 1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 24(b,c), 28(b).
National Defelise Education Act : Title

III (Equipment and Minor Remod-
eling 1(a), 2(a), 3, 24(c).
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Institute for International Studies
National Defense Education Act

Title VI (Language Training and
Area Studies)

Fulbright-Hays Act

Deputy Commissioner for Development.-
National Center for the Improvement of

Educational 'Systems
Education Professions Development

Act:
Part A, Section 604 (Attracting

persons into the Field of Edu-
cation)

Part B-2 (State Grants)

Part C (Fellowships)

Part D (Personnel Developmedt)-

Part F (Career Education Person-
nel Development)

38(b, e, d).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 0(a), 7, 18(a), 19
(0), 20, 24, 27(5).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 0(a), 7, 18(a),
19(a), 20,24,27(b),

2(a), 3, 15,32, 83(b,c,d),

33(b,c,d).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 6(b), 7, 17(b),
18(a), 19(a), 20, 24(a, b, 0, d),
27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 17(b), 18(a), 10(a),
24(a, e, d), 27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 6(a, b), 7, 17(b),
18(a), 19(a), 20, 22, 24(a, b,

1(a), 2(a), 8, 6(a, b), 7 17(b).
18(a), 19(a), 20, 22, 24(a, b,
c, d), 27(b), 28.

1(a), 2(a), 3, 6, 6(a, b), 7, 17(b),

Elementary and Secondary Education
Act: Title VIII (Dropout Pre-

18(a), 19(a), 20, 24(a, b, e, d),
27(b), 28(b).

vention) 1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 18, 24(a, b, c),
27(b).

Center for Educational Technology 1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 18(a), 24(b, c).
National Center for Educational Statistics. 2(a), 7, 8, 9, 23, 24(b, c), 26(c),

27(a).
Other Programs:

Drug Education 1(a), 2(a), 8, 7,18(a), 24(a, b, c),
27(b).

Environmental Education 1(a), 2(a), 3, 7, 18(a), 24(a, b, c),
27(b).

Health and Nutrition 1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 18, 24(a, b, c),
New Programs:

Higher Education Act :
Title IV (Institutional Aid)

(Bail Out)
(Basic Opportunity Grants)...

(State Student Incentive
Grants)

(Supplemental EGG)

Title IX (Graduate Programs)...

Fund for the Improvement of Postsec-
ondary Education

Community Colleges

27(b).
1(a), 2(a), 3,24(c).

1(a), 2(a), 3,24(c).
1(a), 2(a), 3, 19(b), 24(n, c, d, e),

27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 24(a, e, d), 27(b),
1(a), 2(a), 3, 19(b), 24(a, c, d, e),

27(b).
1(a), 2(a), 8, 6(a), 7, 18(a),

19(a),24(a,b,c,d),27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 7, 18(a), 19(a), 20,
22, 24(a, b,c),27(h).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 5(b), 7, 18(n), 12
(a), 20, 24(a), b, c), 27(b).
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Occupational Education

Indian Education

Coneumer Education

Ethnic Heritage

Deputy Commissioner for Management
Office of Planning, Budgeting, and Eval-

nation

Contracts and ()rants Division
Deputy Commissioner for External Bela-

tins
Office of Public Affairs_
Office of Conunittee Management
Office of Legislation

Other Programs:
Teacher Coma

Right to Read

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUJATION

Counterparts to Office of Education Staff :
Deputies
Contracts and flrants Officers
Planning and Evaluation Staff

Task Forces
Applied Studies

Researcher Training

New Initiatives

Career Education

Dissemination
Experimental Schools

Field initiated Studies

1(a), 2(a), 3, 4(a, c, d), 6, 7,
17(a, d), 18(a), 19(a), 20,
24(a, b, c), 27(b).

1(a),2(4), 8, 7, 18(a),24(a,b,e),
27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 7, 18(a), 24(a, b, e),
27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 7, 18(a), 24(a, b, e).
27(b).

16, 32, 83(b, c, d).

2(a), 7, 8, 9, 24 (b, c), 26, 26 (b, d),

1.27(c).

10,16, 32, 83(b, c, d) .
2(a), 4, 7, 16, 17(c), 21,24(b).
33 (a).
18(a), 19(a).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 6(b), 7, 17(b), 18,
19(a), 20, 24(a, b, e, d), 27(b).

1(a), 240,3,7, 18(a), 24(a, b. e).
27(b).

2(a), 3,16, 82, 38(b, c, d).
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2, 7, 8,9, 24(b, c), 26, 26(b), 27(c).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 4(a, e, d), 7, 8, 9,
17(a), 24(b, c), 26(a), 27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 6(a), 7, 17(b), 20,
24(a,b,c,d),27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 4(a, c, d), 7 8, 9,
17(a, d), 22, 24(b, c), 26(),
27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 8, 4(6, c, d), 6, 7,18,
17(a, d), 22, 24(a, b, c), 26(a),
27(b).

1(a), 2(a), 3, 4 (a, e. d). 7, 24(b, c).
1(a), 2(a), 3, 7, 22, 24(a, b, e),

27(b).
1(a), 2(a), 3, 4(a, c, d), 7, 8, 9,

24 (b, e), 28(a), 27(b),

APPENDIX D.-IMPLEMENTING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE HEW Wolves
ACTION PanORAM

The Women's Action Program Report, transmitted to Secretary Richardson
in January 1972, contained twenty-one recommendations on improving the impact
of OE programs on women. Proposing ways to implement these recommendations
is one of this Task Force's mandates.

Since January, some recommendations were incorporated into new sex dis-
crimination legislation: a few others were implemented by the Office of Educa-
tion. In the course of its investigation, this Task Force found that reorganizing
the remaining recommendations would facilitate their implemrntation-espe.
daily where responsibility for nation was not clearly delegated, and where
propoead action was not explicitly detailed.

The following pages offer an agenda for implementing the WAP recommenda-
tions. Task Force comments appear in italics beneath each WAP recommendation.

In the pending legislation for graduate study support, authority should be pro-
vided to identify, periodically, specific subject areas of need for doctoral training.
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ItetrUltment effertg in these ileitis shotlid particular) emphasise the enrollment
of women and minorities (see page 71 in WAP Report).

IteceInmendation #8 concerns equalising the proportion of men and women in ,
all leeels and In all areas of education through training programs. See page 40.

The program guidelines for Higher Education Personnel Fellowships should
continue to emphasise fellowship projects for women among the high priority
areas for funding. Institutions should be encouraged to develop exemplary, 1'On
eable progrinis designed .to meet the needs of *omen s e.g., part-time programs for
older women, Suppert on a inult1.year baste could he provided to interested,
proved applicants to develop and implement experimental programs to attract
women to "traditionally male" fields (see page 71 in WAP Report); .

Recommendation #8 includes attracting members of one sex to fields Midi.
tionally dominated by the other sex.

Recomnfendation #18, 20, and 21 address the problems of women returning
to education.

Recommendation #19 covers promoting part-time study opportunities.
Recommendation 28b covers a 10 percent set -aside in selected programs

to be spent on projects making a special contribution to equal educational
opportunity for women.

Program regulations should state that sex should not be a iaCto,* in admission
of participants to projects. This procedure would apply not only to new projects
but 11160 to refunded projects (see page 71 WAP Report)

Title IX of P.L. 92-818 prohibits this kind of discrimination.
Recommendation #1 deals with including a statement on Title IX in

program regulations.
The ethnic group and sex of applicants for and awardees of fellowships should

be reported. Reerultment, procedures should also be described (see Ole 71 in.
WAI, Report).

Recommendation #244 requests Information on the sex of applicants and
awardees of fellowships.

The representation of women on the National Advisory Council on the Educa-
tion Professions should be increased (see page 71 in 1VAP Report),

Recommendation #83 concerns Increasing the membership of women on
advisory councils to 50 percent of the total.

The Office of Education should consider development of an evaluation pro-
cedure for determining the impact of on-going continuing education programs for
women, Including course offerings, availability of course credit, transfers
previous credit provision for part-time study, counseling services, types of instruct.
lion methods and materials, financial aid opportunities, providing of child rare
services, relationship of continuing education program to sponsoring institution
(see page 71 in WAP Report).

With initial funding from HEW's Office of Planning and Evaluation, OE
is administering the pilot phtse of a study intended to gather data on
women's difficulties in securing access to continuing education. This study
was initiated at the request of the Women's Action Program.

Recommendation #25 covers evaluation of the impact of OE programs on
women.

The Office of Education should consider sponsoring an experimental' adult
learning sitnation for women to determine motivation to learn, effective Meatit,
of instruction, pertinent instructional materials, and, effect of previous non-
academic experience on self- concepts and approach to leatning. It would In-
corporate features such as resource centers on available opportunities for women.
child care facilities, course work credit for relevant nonacarlemic experiemes,
flexible curricula to meet specific needs of ethnic group women, proctLdura, to
alleviate or eliminate administrative encounters with institution (see page 72
In WAP Rep5rt).

RecOmtnendatIon *2 includes providing information and technical as.,
Instance on Title IX and its implication to State education personnel and
°there.

Recommendation # 14 instructs the Ofilee for Civil Rights to Work directly
with the States to overcome present inequities.

. Recommendation # 83 addresses increasing the membership of women An
advisory councils to 110 percent of the total.

The Office of Education should consider requesting a legislative amendment
which specifies that for n state to be eligible for federnl Assistance for vocational
education, it most submit foe approval by the Office of Education a five-year plan
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for equalising vocational education Drograms for bothsexes (see page 78 in WAPReport).
Recommendation 1 covers submitting an assurance of compliance to

Title IX of P.L. 18.
Recommendation 5 includes eliminating sexism in career preparation.

See page 40.
The Orlice of Education should study the extent and type of-public school courses

limited predominantly to one sex or in which one sex is given preference. Tie In
4 with efforts just beginning in the Office of Civil Rights to collect vocational educe-

tion enrollment by race, so that sex is collected simultaneously. include programsat all leVels I secondary schools, post-secondary institutions, (including trade and
technical schools, jimior and community colleges, hiDTA. programs, etc.) (seepage 70 to WAP Report).

Recommendation *23 includes acquiring enrollments by sex in each sub-ject area.
Recommendation # 28 includes a recommendation to collect enrollment

data by Sex for institutions offering vocational education.
The ()nice a Education ehould analyse data currently available from suchSources as Its Bureau of Adelt, ItocatIOnal and Technical Education and the

Woinetes Bureau, and provide for collection of Information needed to pinpointareas of sex discrimination in vocational, education. including:
Region, demognlPhie charaeterieties of institutions, level of instruction,

ethnicity of students enrolled (full-time and part-time)
Sex-typing jpromoted by Instruction;
Differentials in expected ealary, growth potential, and job market; andAttitudes of couneelors, teachers, administrators, parents and students to-

ward integrating courses and inutitutionts (see pages 19-80 in WAP RePort).Recommendation # 23 includes a recommendation to collect enrollmentdata by sex for each type of vocational institution.
Recommendation # 23 Includes acquiring information on secondary eehool

enrollments In vocation fields by sex,
Retommendetion # 25 includes analysis of the Impacf of sex discrimina

tlon in each program area. Differentials in expected salary and growth po-tential would be explored.
Recommendatton # 26 is concerned, with the effects of attitudes of school

personnel, parents and students on career cheice.
The Ofilce of &Ideation, in develOpIng new curricula and instructional ma-

terials in career edueation, Should place emphasis on "de-sexing' instruction and
encouraging equal participation of both sexes in all courses and schools (see page80 in WAP Report).

Recommendation # 6 includes involving students of both sexes in all edu-cation activities.
Recommendktion # 4 Includes insuring that el inetructural materials befree of sex biases.
lie-Commendation # 17 Includes fostering educational approaches which en-

courage children of both sexes to explore new roles.
Recommendation # 28 covers a 10 percent eet-asIde in selected programs

to be spent on, projects making a special contribution to equal opportunityfor women:
ReeommendatIons #18, 19, 20, and 22 include the support of projects forwomen returning to education.
lieeommendation #28b covers a 10 percent set -aside In oelected programsfor projects making a special contribution to equal opportunity for women.The Office of Education should consider conducting a study to:

(1) determine teacher, counselor and parent attitudes and expectattone con-
cerning males and females in elementary, secondary, and post-secondary institu-tione and

(2) design model teacher and counselor training programs which create an
awareness of sex-role stereotyping and sensitise prospective teachers and coun-
selors to their Impact influence on girls and women and

(8) compare professional counseling with peer group connecting In changing
stereotyped, attitudes (see pege 721n WAP Report).

Recommendation #17 covers the development of materials on sex biasesin personnel training progranis.
Recommendations #26b and 26d include several related R&D efforts.
Recommendation #28b covers a 10 percent set-aside In selected Programsfor projects making a special contribution to equal opportunity for women.
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WI !anon should be developed by the Office of Education speeifying that all
,ElOW.ellpported vocational education program* shall be conducted without sex
diedimination (see pa.ge 78 in WAP ItepOrtl.

Title IX, P,t4 92418 prohibits sex discrimination In vocational education.
The Office of Edueatf.on should encourage state advisOry councils, within the

restriction of their membership requirements, to Increase the number and per.
eentage of women members so as to better respond to the needs of women. State
councils should be requested to submit to the Conimiesioner, of EdUcation a list
of current members and their expiration dates, *Wig with plans for recruiting
minorities and Women (see page 78 in WAY RePOrt),

The Rumen of Adult, Vocational and Technical EduCation in the Office of Edu-
cation should consider encouraging and sUpporting states to establish training
ProtraMS to increase the skills and upgrade the status of household workers (see
page 83In WAP, Report),

Since the mid.1900's some $3 million went into META, demonstration pro
ects for women in household work. OE developed a training and administra-
tion Manual as a result of these projects. No new efforts have been initiated
since the. WA? Report was transmitted.

Saccess of these training 'programs is greatly hampered by the exclusion
of household workers from the Fair Labor Standards Act= they need not be
paid the minimum wage.

*commendation #28b includes a 10 percent set -aside in selected programs
which could fund projeets in the area.

The problems and needs of domestic workers should be scheduled as an issue
for analysis in the Department's planning guidance system. The analysis should
be cOMlneted by the Social and Rehabilitation Service in coordination with the
Office of Edutation, the Soelal Security Administration and the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (see page 83 in WAP Report).

We urge OE to cooperate with the Social and Rehabilitation Service in
its analysis,

The Office of Education, through adult and continuing education progranrs
(Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education), should broaden OPPer
tunitlea for older women to participate in career edUcation programs, expanded
offeringa In history, economics, literature, art, music and the crafts should be en.
couraged. Any sPecial courses for this age group should be free or moderately
priced, and adapted to the needs and interests of older women. The expanded use
of radio and TV Programming particularly during the day, shenid be encouraged
to reach older women in their homes or other residences (gee pages 80-00 In
WA? Report).

Recommendations #18, 10, 20, 21 and 22 refer to women returning to edu-
cation:

Recommendation #28b covers a 10 percent setaside in selected programs
to be spent on projects making a special contribution to equal opportunity for
women.

Mr. Ititwx.ixs. Dr, Sandler, again, we wish to thank you for your
testimony this morning.

The next witness is Dr, Nancy K. Schlossberg, Office of Women in.
Higher Educatiop, American Council on Education.

We welcome yoi,. Your testimony will be printed in the record, at
this point,

You may proceed to summarize from it or deal with it as you may
desire,

[The statement referred to follows :]

STATEMENT Or NANCY K. SCHLOBSBERO, AMERICAN 001.1NO11, ON VorCATION

kir. chairman and members of the committee: t am Nancy K. Schlossberg,
Director of the new Office of Women in Higher Edneation at the American
Council on Education. Until lune of this year, I was Associate Professor of
Counseling and Guidance st Wayne State University, Chalrperoon of the pore
mliolon on the Stalus of Women, and the elected Chairperson of the College of
Education Faculty. I am very grateful for this opportunity to appear before
You on behalf of the American Council on Education-r-a council of 104 natiOnal
and regional education associations and 1397 institutions of higher eduicatiOn.
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From nursery school through graduate education, our educational system isguilty of fostering and pere:tUating rigid sex roles for men and women which
result in stereotyped self- images and career choice for both sexes. The reasons
for this situation are historically complex and therefore require broad-hugged
solutione. The proposed Women's Educational Equity Act of non will enable
university and college presidents, boards of governors, administrators, students,and faculty to mobilize their resources to change the situation. This Act will
benefit men as much as women, inasmuch as it will provide funds for educational
changes which will allow all students to develop as individuals with open options.The objectives of the proposed bill are fully endorsed by the Araertcan Councilon Education.

THE NEED 1OS SPECIAL MONEYS PO8 WOMEN IN EDVOATION

The question obviously arises: Why special moneys for women? My answerstems from research on various subgroups on university campuses. Any groupwhich by numbers or image is seen as different from "the majority" needs special
visibility. For example, adult men, 86 and over, who were undergraduates at
Wayne State University, expressed over and over the need for a spacial coun-
seling and placement center for themselvee. (Nancy Schlossberg, "Adult Men.;Education or Re-edueation," notational Guidance Quarterly, September, 1970.)
Commuters on residential campuses express the same needs, as do blacks atwhite universities -and this list could go on. Special services are not neces-sarily forever, but are definitely needed as a vehicle to enable the group in tints-Ma to emerge with self-cOnfiderice and equality. The "aloneness" that the men in
my study experieneed, the fear of trying out untraditional routes that womenI have counseled expressed, the anger that individuals feel when lighting and
often loins with the bureaucracy are testimony to the need for special attention.The issue before us is : How could funds generated by this bill be used to
improve educational opportunitleo for women? My remarks will be addressed to
an important area of concern which Is my own field of specialisation, that ofvocational counseling. Many women counselees report on the negative impaCt
meaning counselors have had on their career development. In my recent expert.
epee, counselors have discouraged a 66 -year old widow from entering dental
school, an undergraduate woman from majoring in engineering, high school girl
from taking advanced classes In science and math. Couneelor Wet Is certainlynot limited to women; men wishing to enter a "feminine" profession like nursingwould undoubtedly be discouraged by many counselors. Likewise, minority group
members have long been counseled to be "realistic" about their place in theworld of work.
Counselor Bias

To test the degree of eounselor bias, Profeasor John Pietrofesa, Associate Pro-feuor of Educational Guidance and Counseling at Wayne State University,and I arranged interviews between counselor trainees and a coached female
counselee at a major urban university. The coached counselee presented herself
as undecided about entering engineering, a "masculine occupation," or education,
a "feminine oecupation," Each Interview was tape-recorded. The results of this
study pointed to the high degree of counselor bias against women's entering a
masculine profession, with women counselors displaying as much bias as did men.Even more blas might be expected had the woman counselee been older, married,
and a mother with family responsibilities.

Federal funds could be put to highly productive use in the area of counselor
training and re-training. The implications of such studies for counselor training
both new counselors -in- training and those already practicingare several; ae-cepting counselor bias as a fact, counselor education programs must attempt tobring it into the open, so that counselors are better able to control biased feelings
and to remove them from their counseling. For example. tin Pietrofesa and I
have implemented a four-pronged training model, the goal of which is to enable
counaelors and teachers to participate with their constituency in an unbiased
Cashion. The model includes the following components which can be adaptedto specific settings;

1. Expanding the cognitive understanding of counselors regarding the rote of
women through lectures and readings.

2. Increasing counselors' sensitivity to sex bias through group techniques.
8. Promoting the acquisition of unbiased skills among counselors through audio-

video taping and role playing.
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4. Teetering *kill develOpMent fn program planning and implementation among
Omission through tetorial prejects. ; , ,_'

This approach is based on ou hours of trainingan intensive one -week perron
totiowecl by 16 trout* et followtip sessions during the year. ,

-hederal funds could be well-used to develop other models in-service training
programs. These models could be demonstrated at conference r to guide represent
Lives in setting up similar programs when they return to their own institutions
and/or communities. Money could further be used to send consultants to indi-
vidual institutions to develop and implement in-service counselor training pro
trams.

atsSiM cot/mu:WO mArratiAta

When discussing couuclor bias, it is essential to examine materials which are
commonly used and relied upon in the counseling interview. Such materials
frequently. reelect stereotyped roles for men and women, contain biased statements
which could lead a counseiee In one direction rather than another, and rt, dect the
Past rather than the future by reinforcing outmoded ideas of "women's place"
and "men's place." Despite the growing awareness among leaders in the area
of tests and measurements, practitioners- -both men and womenare often Un-
aware of the sexual Was inherent in the major interest, inventories as presently
constructed. As illustrative of the general problem, I will discuss the one interest
inventory with which I have been personally involvedthe Strong Vocational
Interest Blank (SVIB), one of the best inventories available. lane Goodman, a
doctoral student at Wayne State, and I identified three major weaknesses of the

First, Separate forms exist for men and women. The man's form lists 88 occu-
pations for men only, implying that women cannot become authors, journalists,
or physicists, for example. Likewise, the women's form lists 87 women -only occu-
pations, implying that men cannot become elementary teachers, art teachers, or
medical technologists, among others.

Secondly, if the same person, either male or female, takes both forms of the
SVIB, the profiles will be dramatically different for two reasons. The first is the
different occupations listed for each sex. The second is the different scoeng re.
quirements for an ooupation, even when listed on both forms. For example, a
woman who scored high on the women's profile In the areas of dental assistant,
physical therapist. and occupational therapist scored high as,a physician, psychi-
atrist, and psychologist when she took the men's fora

Thirdly, guidelines in the manual and handbook suggest to counselors that
many women will score high Only in certain "premarital occupations."

Thus, in the alternatives provided for men and women taking the test, In the
Method of Boring, and in the manuals available, the SVIB consistently limits
occupational choices for men and women, to the detriment of both.

Presented with the findings of our study, the American Personnel and Guid-
ance Association accepted our roolution that the Strong test be revised, and a
revision is currently underway. However, the revision is incomplete, since fonds
are not available to develop new norm groups for each occupation included in
this inventory. Additional funds are essential to insure a satisfactory revision
of this instrument, and this legislation would be an appropriate vehicle to sup-
port the endeavor, Clearly, further studies and revision of all guidance tests,
materials, and occupational Information Is called for. Funds generated by this
bill could be used to bring together test - makers and practitioners to discuss the
sexual and racial bias of certain widely used standardized testa and to consider
ways to remove such bias. Funding on the scale which is necessary is not cur.
rently available. As Nancy S. Cole, Director of Test Development for American
College Testing, writes:

. . a number of questions remain about the use of present inventories with
women cousidering vocations not traditionally associated with women, When the
results of inventories center around women's oecupational scales which have
necessarily been limited to traditional women's occupations, the result may be to
limit consideration to the occupations presented although, in tact, the options
may be much broader. (Nancy S. Cole, "On Measuring the Vocational Interests
of Women," A02' Research Report, No. 49, March, 1072.)

wou Elea CENTERS

In addition to training unbiased counselors and developing unbiased counsel-
ing materials, women today need special counseling. For example, counselors
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need to be more aware of what psychologist Matins Reimer has called a woman's
"nitItive to avoid success." Dr. Horner points out that;

A bright woman is caught In a double bind. In testing and other achievement
oriented situations, she worries not only about failure, but also about suatifs.It ahe fella, she is not living up to her own standards of performance; if shesucceeds, she is not living up to societal expectations about the female role. Menin our society do not have this kind of ambivalence, because they are not only
permitted but actively encouraged to do well, (Matine. S. Homer, °Women's Will
to Pail:' Psychology Today, March, 1960, PP- 86-88-)

This heed for special counseling is documented by the phenomenon of women's
centers Which have mushroomed from one In 1960 to over 400 today. They are
developing in an ad hoe fashion, and usually on a shoestring budget, on many
campuses across the United States. These women's centers Serve a Wide Varlet?
of functione, including; academic counseling and advice for Women planning tobegin or to resume their education; coordination of information on educationalopportunities in the center's geographical area ; compiling data on courses relat-
ing to women and research on the status of women; explanation of career andjob opportunities for women, partieularly, in areas traditionally cloolOd to them 1
rbseussion groups concerned with problems of special interest to Women; con-
selousnessaising In order to gain new concepts of self-worth and new self-eX
Potations in the world of work. Clearly, Such innovationsincluding attention to
older women, .continuing education, and new motivation to meet changing sex
rolesrequire new kinds of counseling and counseling training. Women's centerstheir:0Iva, offering the necessary atmosphere for supportive counseling and
career encouragement, need to be funded and further developed and expanded-

The strength of this bill lies in its potential for promoting numerous strategies
to ensure that opportunity for equality will be matched by motivation for equal-
ity among women of all ages and classes. Equality of women and the end of,
stereotyped sex roles will liberate men as much as women. The goal is to develop
human beings who are free to act in ways that are appropriate to their Interests
and their valuesnot their sex.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before your committee. I
will be happy to answer any questions.

A Faultwoax roa COUNSELING %WEN

Many adult women have secret dreams they have harborea but never expreeeed,
vague feelings about wanting to do something but not knowing what, frus-
trationa about their Inability to advance in their &Ids, and dissatisfactions with
their prescribed roles. But women have been limited In their decisionmaking
postibilities because of social limitations on their dreaming and because of
the difficulties in implementing dreams that Include an achievement cOmponent,

Through strategies combining counseling, guidance, and social Activism, coun-
selors can be part of a liberating force that will enable women to expand their
horizons and implement their dreams.

rim DEXISIONMAXING iraramwoax

All of us fantasize and explore the future. Some of our dreams turn into
reality ; others fade away. Tiedeman and O'Hara (1903) developed a decision-
making paradigm in which decisions are viewed as having two major stages:
anticipation and implementation. During the anticipation stage, one fantasizes.
role palys, dreams; in short, explores. Such exploring and fantasizing are as
common for the mature woman reentering the labor market as they are for the
kindergarten girl playing house, hospital, or school. As the anticipatory stage
unfolds, the individual begins to consider numerous alternatives, then stabilizes
her thinking on one of the alternatives. At this point the decision crystallizes and
a choice is made.

The second stage requires implementing the fantasized choice. It beginswhen
one enters the new sysem ; that is, enrolls in graduate school, begins a new job,
sees a divorce lawyer, moves to a new town. After induction into this new system,
the individual gains a sense of herself in her new role, leading to integration.

The counselor's problem becomes apparent when one looks at the decision-
making process In relation to women. The anticipation stage sets the param-
eters of choice for women. It is no surprise to discover that women's voca-
tional decisions are limited, as evidenced by the restricted areas in which they
dream. We know that children stereotype occupations by sex (Schlossberg &
Goodman, 1972b). Girls see themselves as nurses and teachers, while boys see
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tkittottveli to intichaidee and doctors, If young children's horions are restricted
to certain fields, if young children see mothers at cooks, cleaners, and nurses,
end fathers as workers, doers, and providers, we can certainly see why voca-
tlo I decisions would be limited. Thus, t e counselor's first task is te'eXPAnd
horizons, to open up the whole worldnot just part of it.

Now to implementation. One can dream of being a chemistyet only 10
percent of all chemists are women. ane NIG dream of befog a dentistyet only
1 pereent of all dentists are women. One can dream of being a Certified public
aecountantlet 9nly 2 percent of, all certified public accountants are women.
One can dream of being a profeselonal of, any kindyet only a small Percolate
Of all profeasionala are women. The course is clear, The counselor's second task is
to help cling() the context in Which women live, so ttat as dreams expand, so
will the possibility of their Implementation

sort EXAMPLES Of INTERVENTION

The Tiedeman011ara paradigm provides a framework for diagnosis as well as
a framework for Intervention. The counselor can immediately assess whether a
person is trying to anticipate a choice or implement a choice. A woman with a
vague feeling of restlessness but no goals might need help in the exploration
process. A woman with two or three strong Interests might need help in examining
these alternatives, weighing them, specifying, and choosing, Women who know
what they want but are limited in implementing their choices pose different
Problems.

Illustrative of the early phase of anticipation are many women who come to see
counselors about graduate work, As one woman in this situation talked to, a
counselor, it became clear that she wanted to be home every time her elementary
school children were home. She was implementing her decision to be a mother, as
she defined it, and this was the salient aspect of her life. She was, however,
fantasizing about different work roles for the future. The counselor clarified this
for her, thereby legittsnising the exploration process. The client left relieved and
with the intention to continue exploring her own identity and goals.

The Continuum Center at Oakland University reaches literally hundreds of
Women In the Michigan area through its Investigation into Identity program. The
underlying assumption of the program Is that many adult women are Confused,
ambivalent, and tied up and that focus on the exploratory, anticipatory part Of
the decision-maldng process is a first step toward gaining a sense of oneself. The
fact that so many women have responded to this program indicates the need
women bare for clarification and exploration. In fact, this first step is a prelude
to the next phase: implementing one's newfound Identity,

Illustrative of the implementation phase Is the case of a woman who graduated
at the top of her class in business administration at a major university, At the
time of graduation she had three-year-old twins and a five-year-old girl. She had
been a part.time student with no academic problems. After graduation she
searched in rain fora part-time job. After a year of looking she Warne despond.
Ont. She was committed and involved as a mother, yet she had identity needs
beyond her role as a mother and wife. The counselor in this case helped her
aggressively open up options by selling a bank on the Idea a experimenting with
part-time employment, The counselor further helped her frame a case so that the
school of business administration would begin to assume a placement obligation
to its women students.

A final example concerns a black high school senior in the anticipation stage.
Because of her academic ability, her church awarded her a scholarship to enroll
in college. Although her parents and teachers urged her to accept the scholarship,
She felt hesitant to take it. The counselor's job was to help the girl uncover her
real feelings about college, her fantasies about what she wanted to` do with her
life. She needed help in crystallizing and then specifying, It turned out that her
resistance to college was not based on fear but on the fact that she had her oven
goals in mind. As a result of clarifying her feelings, she was able to become master
of her own destiny. She turned down the scholarship, applied to a business school,
and was awarded an Urban League scholarship. The counselor was able to help
this girl by understanding the choice process and its ramifications and by not
being hell-bent on pushing her to implement something that was not her choice,

THE COUNSELING SOLE: A DELICATE BALANCE

Since many women are limited in their explorations by social impositions, the
counselor needs to go beyond the kind of counseling just described. Vi'omen, like
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all groups whoae vocational development has been arrested, need special help inStretching, in raising their aspiration level, in raising their coheelotieni4fk (Ion.
selousnese retains does not mean that every woman must aspire to ento "nuts.Ohne" tielkis or even to achieve in a career. It means simply that women eheuld
be helped to tree themselves to dream. The goal is to develop human beingswho are free to act in ways that are appropriate to their interests and theirvaluesnot their sex. The fact that one is born a woman should not foreordain
that she will spend hours every day in the kitchen In the laundry room, and in lowlevel, "feminine" occupations.

Cloneclopness raising can help women deal with their roles and needs.
Many women, for instance,_are fearful of achievement. Oornlck (19ti, 0, 51)innunariaefi die endings of Horner, whose research has focused on the relation,ship of motivation to achievement.

In this age of lip service to equality and self-realisation for all, parentsencourage their daUghteit to fulfill their entire potential. . The eneourect. meat, however Is essentially hollow.... The contradictory message that the girlgets, from society as Well as from her parents, is that if she is too Wert, tooIndependent, and above all, too serious about her work, she is unfeminine andwill therefore never get married. (Speculation that the full brunt of anxiety
over femininty and academic success begins to fall upon a woman student *bent
halfway through college is supported by special studiee. For instance, one studyrevealed that the fear of ;puttees in woman ranged from a ltov

in
Per centin a seyentb glide junior high school sample to a high SS per cent in a-sampleof high ability undergraduate students at a promising Eastern school.)

0ounselore must work with men and women to help them achieve humanity.
Why should women fear success and men fear failure/ Why should men and
women negatively correlate achievement and femininity? ,Why. should careerand motherhood be seen as mutually exeiublve? Why should Men feel thatit to unmaoculine to arrange birthday parties, do laundry, shop, cook, and clettn?'A new view of men's and women's rolesof role sharing and role bltirringseems to be the wave of the future.

The counselor who shares this view, however, must be careful not to impost iton every counselee. Counselors need to work with women and men where theyare, as well as provide opportunities to move thentlerther when they are ready,This is a delicate balance, but one that must be respected.

terstOrino entnAnts 1100414,
Cue after case illustrates the usefulness of the deelsiOn-rnaking paradigm Incounseling. But Individual counseling is not enough, and the 14raAigm_elso

provides, a framework for the creation of a total developmentel guidance program.
Program development is probably the least articulated aspect of gnidanee traintog. It Is something we all do, but mostly on an ad hoe Vas* Dworkin and Vitali

(1911, p. SOS) write:
Traditionally decisions affecting guidance programs have not been baited

On sound evaluation ; !netted guidance personnel have tended to rely on othersto make decisions about programs In guidance. or to use tneight, revelatton,
trial and error, or some other "Ay by the seat of your pants" method.

Yet program development is the building of a guidance program that willaffect the lives of all those in the sphere of counselor. Perhaps 5 percent ofa etaos of students seek out a counselor.
The effective programmer uses this 5 percent as raw data on which to builda program to reach the 95 percent who do not seek out the counselor. To beeffective, the program must reach all of the counselor's constituency, have someactivities geared to the exploratory or anticipatory stage of decision making,and include other activities that will give women the skate they need for

Implementing decisions.
An excellent example of guidance programming can be seen in the expansion

of women's counseling bureaus in colleges and universitiesfrom none to over460 by early 1911 (Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of tabor, 1971). The
instant success of these bureaus attests to the need many adult women have to
explore, metallize, and specify new choices about themselves. These needs showthe importance of systematic programs for reaching large groups. The programs,although similar in their focusadult womendiffer In their emphasis. Some
are designed to expand women's horizons, to help women deal with their ownIdentity; others focus on initiating women into the educatIonal-rocational world.
The most effective programs, therefore, would be those that develop activities to
facilitate both aspects of the decision-makingprocess.
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In the first published systematie appraisal of a profeesionally developed and
administered guidance center for *oaten (Raines; 1970), activities deviled appro-
priate for inclusion in all adult guidance centers Included (a) counseling indi-
Vick% Is and groups (b) appraising each client's potentials, (c) orienting adults

communitythe coMunity thrOugh workshops, (d) communicating with the total xioninitt-
nity through conferences, (0) communicating With other attendee, (f) placing
clients in educational and/or training opportunities, (g) getting informational
feedback on up-to-date resources, (h) deVeloping outreach programs to contact
all segments of the community, (I) building evaluation procedure* into prograMS,
and (j) .adequately supervising staff

i
, We can see that prograMs must be multi-

faceted n order to help people both anticipate and implementor, to put it
another way, help people make effective decisions,

Tat OOVNSSLOS AS 011ANOZ AGENT

The counselor of women cannot be content just to do career counseling. Despite
the increasing number of women in the work force, the situation for women is no
better today than it was a decade ago. The decreasing status of women in the
labor force, the ever-widening salary gap, the continuation of women in limited
female occupationsthese facts have been widely documented. The situation
calls for activism that goes well beyond career counseling.

The title of Westervelt's (1070) article, "From Evolution to Revolution," re
fiects my current stance. It beeomes increasingly obvious to me bow many aspects
of American life discriminate against women. If one looks at textbooks that
reflects boys as leaders and girls as housewives. if one looks at interest inven-
tories like the Strong Vocational Interest Manic (mutt in which the manual
states that women's primary interest is motherhood; if one studies annuity plans
for university personnel that award women less retirement annuity than men
one is struck continually with the need to be vigilant in uncovering areas of dia-
critnination and changing them. Social activism is hard work, but it is essential
work if we are to make a world in which everyone can develop according to his
or her proclivities, Interests, and talents.

As counselors and counselor educators, what is our charge? If we see situations
that hinder the development of large segments of our population, do we sit back
and ignore them? Do we accept the proposition that intervention in the decision-
making process improves the quality of decisions made? If we accept this propo-
sition, we must go one step further. We cannot help individuals make fully human
decisions In a context that prohibits implementation. We must therefore work
with the system in changing the opportunities so that blacks and whites, men
and women, old and young can develop in the vocational spheres of their lives.
Women's vocational development has been arrested for complex reasons, some
relating to women's own misconceptions and others to political and economic
causes. Whatever the reason, I am suggesting that counselors have a pivotal
role in changing or intervening in the way things are.

A forerunner of a very promising development is the role of women's advocate
at the University of Michigan. The advocate is hired by students, is paid by stu-
dents, and can be fired by students. The current advocate sees herself as a repre-
sentative of students who want to change the academic system so that women
are not continually discriminated against. The person assuming such a role Is in
an excellent position to bring about social change, whether the issue concerns
insurance policies that use sex as the major variable in determining size of
annuity ; tenure being awarded to full-time workers only or admission to a school
or job being based on sex.

A pilot program In the Department of Health, Education and Welfare provides
another example of social activism. A number of high level, part-time jobs were
developed for economists. statisticians. and mathematicians. The success of this
project indicated that many high level professional jobs can be performed on a
part-time basis (Silverberg & Eyde. 1970). Recently France and Sweden have
passed laws enabling men and women to opt for up to 10 years of part-time work
without loss of status, seniority, or fringe benefits.

Another example of activism is reflected In the attempt,' of a small nucleus of
women to change guidance materists and instruments. Many conneelors have
been concerned about the use of inventories like the srle and the Ender Pref.
prom** Record. Several people mobilised to conduct research and make public the
(Recriminatory aspects of the current snit through legal arguments. regolutious
to professional associations, and pressures on the publisher (Schlossberg &
Goodman, 1072a).
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Many counselors might agree with an activist stance but raise questions aboutwhat they can actually do to live up to this challenge. The growth of state anduniversity commissions on the status of women, ad hoe women's liberation groups,political action groups like the 'National Organization for Women, the Worneu`sEquity Action League, and the Women's National Political Caucus provide a basefrom which one can work as an activist.
For those counselors who are not ready to participate in such mass-based socialaction programs, another alternative is available. The Department of Educe.tional Guidance and Counseling at Wayne State University is experimenting witha conference for teachers and counselors. In addition to consciousness raising,each participant must develop a new strategy, a new set of materials, or a newprogram in his or her school setting. The last day of the conference will takeplat* three months after the main part. At that time each participant, in orderto receive credit, must demonstrate or describe his action strategy. Thus the kindsof activism engaged in will depend on the counselors themselves, The conferencewill provide a springboard and a reward system for all kinds of activist programs.

SYNTHESIS

Figure 1, based on the TiedernanO'Hara decisionmaking paradigm. juxtaposesthe two major stages of decision making. anticipation and implementation,against the three major guidance role areas: counseling, programming, andActivism, Each counselor or counseling staff would develop activities appropriatefor the particular setting. Figure 1 is intended to stimulate counselors to thinkin a multifaceted way. That Is, in order to help clients, counselors must (a) courtsel, (b) develop programs to reach those who do not seek counseling, and (c)
change society so that women can develop their potentials,

Whether we are concerned with the elementary, setondary, or college level,effective counseling and programming should take the following factors intoaccount
1, Any grade or age level contains some people at the anticipatory stage andsome at the implementation stage.
2. The same individual can be at different stages with respect to differentaspects of her life.
3. Programs must be multifaceted in order to help individuals simultaneously

dream and scheme. Counselors must be flexible ; they must sometimes help people
clarify and sometimes help people move ahead and implement.

4. Programs must have an activist component. That is. those workine withwomen can see that exploration takes place within a sex-spilt context and that
imulementation Is often possible only when based on sexAppropriate norms. WhoIs to a better position than the counselor to change these norms when they do notallow for full development?

We must listen, as did Westervelt (1070. p. 131. to the cries of many women :"So far . a major theme has been one of reeret for a potential identity. which
Is now forever lost, of gentle mourning for a self who will never come fully tolife."

FIGURE

COUNSEtOR'S ACTIVITIES

Stsge of Decision Counseling focus Guidance ;rooming Social ectivisrn

Anticioation:
Exploration:

Fantasy.
Context In which choke

emerges.
Crystallization:

Patterns emerge In form of
alternatives.

Choice,
Sperifkation:

Former
n.

doubts dissipate
ictio

Implementation:
induction:

Fees to face with reality.
Reformation:

Transition.
Integration:

Maintenance.

Helo client clarify, consider
alternatives; halo client
been to see herself in
relation to the world of
work.

Provide MOMS to reach
all students In demon-
tern, Junior, senior high,
college, end adult coun-
seling center programs:
utilize role models, cur
rkutum materials, and
workshops to stimulate
exploration.

Halo client Implement her Provide Materna at all
choice through place. levels. Build In °poor
merit, internship, and tunities for imptementa-
further counseling. Ron, I.e,, developing

skill In applying for lobs,
Passing general educa-
tional development tests,
obtaining training.

Dispel myths about women
perpetuated through edu-
cation and the media.
Work to charm norms so
that work activities art not
sexIlnked.

Change opportunity struc-
ture for women by, for
example, using Eyde's
HEW oreerain, enforcing
the Civil Rights Act, Insti-
tuting grievance orrice.
(lures, revising the Vie,
felting actuarial base of
annuities.
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PeR8p1A;TIveS ON CoUNSELINO BIAS: IMPLIOATIoNS roc COUNSCLOR EDUCATION

We are concerned about the ease with which educators, and counselors in par-
ticular, adopt as "god-given" certain notions about appropriate behavior. For ex-
ample, when counseling a fifty-five year-old widow about entering college, a black
man about becoming a banker, or a single adult male about adopting a female
child, the counselor's "god-given" notions about appropriate behavior can play
an unconscious part In counseling, Counselors defend themselves as being con-
veyors of reality and not decision-makers for their clients. Yet client self-reports
contain many references about the negative impact counselors have had on career
development For some counselors, dispensing discouragement rather than en-
couragement has been the order of the day. Many minority group members and
women have been limited by inappropriate counseling and testing.

Counselor bias is here defined as an opinion, either unfavorable or favorable,
which Is formed without adequate reasons and is based upon what the bias holder
assumes to be appropriate for the group in question. Bias is evident whenever It
is assumed that someone can or cannot take a certain course of action because of
her or his age, social class, sex or race. The difference between bias and prejudice
is the ease with which bias can be discarded when a new reality is made evident
Bias becomes prejudice when the role ascription serves a deep-seated need of its
holder. Prejudice is resistant to Information which might lead to a changed belief.
Some people need scapegoats, and re-education is often Impossible in instances
like this. Aliport (1958, p. 12) states, ''In most cases prejudice seems to have some
'functional significance' for the bearer." A great deal has been written about prej-
udice and its relationshl- to personality disorder; but little has been written
about bias and its effects in the helping relationship.

We are assuming that counselors are like people-in-generalno better, no
worse. We all share one thing: we make judgments about appropriate behaviors
for different groups of people. Such prejudgments may be important in influencing
the behavior of others.

Rosenthal and Jacobson's studies (1968) illustrate the degree to which atti-
tudes about particular children's competency do, in fact, affect performanee. As
expectancy rises, so does performance. One person's eraectations of another be-
havior come to act as a self-fulfilling prophecy, Thus, if a counselor assumes that:
sixty -five year-olds should not enter doctoral work; forty-five year-olds should
not begin to produce and raise children; twenty-five year-olds should not be col-
lege presidents; women should not be corporate executives; men should not do
laundry, bed clef ping, diaper changing, or combing of little girls' hair' lower-
class blacks should not live side by side with milltonaires---then this will prob-
ably be reflected in the counseling interview.
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Elven though a large ;remota'e of women work, and a large percentage of
workers are women, their position has startingly declined in recent years. The
facts are alarming; women work at lower-level, lower-paying jobs than men.
While more women are working than ever before, they are under-represented
in the professional technical categories. Women also receive proportionately
fewer advanced degrees than in the 1920's (Miliett, 1988; Manpower Report of
the President, 1067).

Complicating the picture is the fact that each sex occupies different levels
on the status hierarchy and the sexes are unevenly distributed as to field of
endeavor. It has been substantiated that:

American education is blighted by a sex-split in its curriculum. At present
the whole field of knowledge is divided along tacit but well understood sex
lines. Those subjects given the highest status in American life are "maem
line" thus) given the lowest are "feminine" . .. thus math, the sciences
business administration ... are men's subjects . . and the humanities are
relegated .... "suitable to women" (Millett, 1988, p. 14).

Discrimination In the world of work Can be easily seen when one examines
the number of women in certain highstatus fields. For example, only 208
women are listed among the 6,897 members of the American Institute of
Physics. One halt of the women are employed as physics teachers. Of the
600,000 people classified as in engineering and related technical fields, only
6,000 are women. About 7 percent of chemists, 8 percent of all dentists, and .
4 percent of the doctors are women (Caesars, 1908, p. 77).

This unbalanced occupational distribution of the sexes, needs to be critically
examined from the vantage point of counselors.

This per offers no incontrovertible data, but merely tries to bringperspeotive
to a topic which we need to acknowledge and act upon. We are educable. We Can
help ourselves with new perspectives, We can free ourselves from ideal; which
reirtrict our thinking and which, in turn, may restrict our client's behavior. At
one counselor educator said to a class, "men may marry Women who are willing
to be kept barefoot, pregnant, and behind the plow ; it's quite another thing for
counselors to impose thee views on counselees."

COMMA* STAB ARO SEX ROLE ASCRIPTION

Sex btu appears to be an important component of some individual's emotional
makeup. Traditionally, women have been ivewed as biologically Inferior humirn
beings. Because of this discrimination, women have maintained a Position see`Ogden, to men In family life, education and work. Ginsberg (1971) stated,

The increasing acceptance of. women as workers represents a clear chal-
lenge to guidance. The field has paid inadequate attention to women at every
stage of the career process: in curriculum and course selections, in career
Planning, and in assisting those who seek to return to the labor force after
a period of homemaking and childbearing (p. 818).

Since peopleingeneral hold strong beliefs about sex-appropriate behavior, we
can assume that counselors also hold to these notions. Since these notions are
currently being challenged as biased, counselors need to be aware of the degree
to which they try to push counselees into certain directions because of theirown
sex biases. Gardner (1971) states,

Bight now, in our excessively sexist society, it Is unlikely that anyone
without special training in feminism can create conditions which would
encourage females to "exercise their right to select goals of the counselor,"
The goals of counselors trained in traditional programs can hardly be
expected to do other than reflect the sexist values . . . (p. 178).

While it can be a -sumed that counselors "support" equality for both sexes,
several works have dealt with sex stereotyping attitudes of clinicians, These
works will be described in some detail to examine the generally untested notion
that counselors do In tact counsel from a sterotyned framework.

In a landmark study, Braverman, of al., (1970), utilizing a sex-role stereotype
questionnuire, studied actively-functioning clinicians. They hypothesized that
"clinical judgments about the characteristics of healthy individuate would
differ as a function of sex of person judged, and furthermore, that these differ-
ences in clinical judgments would parallel stereotypic sex-role differences." They
also felt that behaviors and characteristics considered to he healthy for a sex-
unspecified adult will resemble behaviore judged healthy for males and differ
from behaviors judged healthy for their female counterparts. The subjects were
79 clinically- trained psychologists, psychiatrists or social workers (46 males, 88
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fenlaies)--ali working in Onkel Settings. Ages ranged AVM 28 to 65 yeatlf, While
, experience covere) the spectrum from internship top extensive professional WOrk.

'Ole authors utilized the Stereotype Questionnaire composed of 122, bipolar
items-"each pole characterised as typically raascniine or feminine. The rt*Ults
indicated that high agreement existed among cliniciansboth male and female

, about the attributes characterising healthy adult men, healthy adult women,
and healthy adults with ilex unspecified.

It appears that a "double standard of health" exists among diniclana, The
researchers note that;

More likely, the double standard of health for men and women stems from
clinicians' acceptance of an "adjOstmelt" notion of health, for example,
health consists of a good adjustment to znvironment. /n our society,
men and women are systematically tr. Ar.., Ilmictically from birth on, to
fulfilL different social roles. An adjau Iv notion of health, plus the exist-
ence of differential norms of male at,i t.-As :4 behavior in our soriety, au-
tomatically leads to a double standard .Ne eolth, Thus, for a woman io be
healthy, from an adjustment viewpoint, bile must adjust to and accept the
behavioral norms for her sex, even though these behaviors are generally less
socially desirable and considered to be less healthy for the generalized
competent, mature adult (p. 6),

Clinicians are signflcantly less likely to attribute traits which characterize
healthy adults to a woman than they are to attribute these same traits to a
healthy man. The clinicians spear to reflect stereotypes no different from the
general population. This tends to support our earlier contention that counselors
are no better or worse than other societal members in terms of sex bias. Obvi-
ously, clinicians need to examine critically their attitudes and position with re-
spect to the adjustment notion of health.

Thomas and Stewart (1971) tried to "determine whether secondary school
counselors respond more positively to female clients with traditionally feminine
(conforming) goals than those with traditionally masculine (deviate) goals"
. . Information concerning the home, school, self-description, and personal val-
ues of high school girls were presented on audiotape to 64 practicing counselors
and their responses were analyzed by sex and experience. The findings are as
follows: "(a) Female counselors gave higher Acceptance scores to both deviate
and conforming clients than Aid male counselors; (b) counselors, regardless of
PM rated conforming goals to; more appropriate than deviate ; (c) coAnselors,
regardless of sex, rated female clients with deviate career goals to be more in
need of counseling than those with conforming goals" (p. 852).

Hawley (1972) found that the feminine model held by 52 female counselors-
in-training allowed a wider range of educational and career choices than the
feminine model held by 45 female teachers-in-training. She suggested that
counselors such as those represented in the study can help female clients be-
come aware of a variety of life styles and career choices, without implying that
any one choice is superior to any other.

Naffziger (1971) studied attitudes towards woman's roles among counselor*,
counselor educators and teachers of both sexes. He found that women described
their ideal woman as one who is more extra-family oriented than the ideal pro-
jected by men. Although both men and women rejected the intra-family oriented
ideal woman, women more strongly rejected her. Women were more accept-
ing of working mothers. Women projected the ideal woman as being more re-
sponsible for the success of the marriage. Men suggested that career women are
less attractive to men. On the other hand, men supported ideal women who would
argue against authority. Naffziger found no significant differences by age (under
85, over 86) in the definitions of their ideal woman.

In another noteworthy study, Friedersdorf (1969) explored the relationship
between male and emate secondary school counselor attitudes toward the career
planning of high school female students. The subjects were 106 counselors in In-
diana schools. Twenty-seven male and 29 female counselors role-played a col-
a non-college high school girl. The Strong Vocational Interest Blank for women
a non-college-bound high school girl, The Strong Vocational Interest Blank for
women was completed. The following conclusions were drawn

1. Male and female counselors responded differently when role-playing as a
college-bound high school girl versus role-playing as a non-college-bound high
school girl.

2. Counselors perceived college-bound high school girl.1 as identifying with
cultural activities and skills involving verbal ability.
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8, items which reflected differences between college -bound versus non-college-
bound girls were not the same for male and female counselors.

4, Both male and female counselors have at least some relatively distinctive
attitudes toward which levels and types of occupations are realistic and appro-
priate for both college - bound and non-eollege-bound girls,

5. Male counselors aWociated college-bound girls with tradtionally feminine
occupations at the mid-skilled level; female counselors perceived the college-
bound girl as interested in occupations requiring a college education.

6. Vale counselors tended to think of women in feminine roles characterized
by feminine personality traits,

7. Female counselors tended to expand the traditional image of female work
roles and protected women's roles into careers presently occupied.

8, Male counselors perceived the college-bound girl as having positive attitudes
toward traditionally feminine occupations regardless of the classification level
of the occupations. Occupations traditionally engaged in by men were not
considered by male counselors as occupations that college-bound girls would
like as careers.

The implication, obviously, is that some of the counselor attitudes reflected
Might have great impact on the goals of the female clients as expressed in coun-
seling sessions.

In order to test the hypothesis that counselors were biased against women
entering a "masculine" occupation, Pletrofesa and Schlossberg (1970) arranged
interviews between counselor trainees and a coached female counselee in the
counseling prectieum at an urban university, During the counseling session the
counselee informed the counselor that she was a transfer student to the tint-
versity, that she was entering her junior year of college and could not decide
whether to enter the field of engineering, a "masculine" occupation, or enter
the field of education, a "feminine" occupation,

Each interview was tape recorded, At the end of the interview, the counselor
was informed that the counselee had been coached and that the sessions and
tapes were to be used for a research study. Counselors were requested not to
mention their interviews to other counselors. After all counselors had con-
ducted interviews, a brief discussion was held among the counselor group con-
cerning their feelings about the counseling sessions, No other information was
given the counselors, The subjects (counselors) in the study were students in a
practicum during fall and wlnterquarters, 1968-69. The counselor group, then,
consisted of 29, i.e., 16 males and 13 females, Tapes were reviewed and tabu
lated as to their bias by a male graduate student in guidance and counseling,
a male counselor educator experienced in supervision of the counseling prac-
Horn, and a female college professor who was a former school psychologist
with a research specialty, Frequencies and percentages were calculated and
chi square was then used in a variety of configurations. The final stage of the
project involved a content analysis of all biased statements.

The raters designated a counselor's statement as biased or prejudicial against
the female counstiee when she expressed interest in the "masculine" field and
the counselor rejected this interest in favor of the "feminine" vocation State-
ments of rejection then included disapproval of the female tounselee's desire
to enter the "masculine" fieldcomments that implied disadvantages in enter-
ing that field, etc-. A counselor's statement was considered biased for the female
counselee when she expressed interest in the masculine occupation and the
counselor supperted or reinforced this expressed interest. Statements of positive
bias toward females ranged from direct approve! to statements that subtly
implied advantages in entering the masculine field.

The results of this study indicated that counselor bias exists against women
entering a masculine occupation. Female counselors, interestingly enough, dis-
played as much bias as did their male counterparts. Percentage results strongly
reinforce the conclusion that counselors are biased against women entering
masculine fields, Of the total bias statements, 81.3 percent are against women,
whereas only 18.7 percent are biased for women, A content analysis of the 79
biased statements made by the counselors in this study reveals that most nega-
tively biased statements emphasized the masalinity of the field; working con-
ditions and promotional opportunity were mentioned, but with less trequoncy,
Tries, the pressures against women working in a field stereotyped as masculine
were prevalent among this group.

In order to tabulate the statements, ten categories were devised so that nega-
tive bias (NB) and positive (PB) statements could be classified as to content.
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The following examples of bias statements will give the flavor of the kinds of
pressure counselors imposed.
SalaryAtnoilut of monetary return

(NB) Money isn't everything.
(PH) You could make much more money as an engineer.

StatusPerception of eelf in vocation
(NB) The status of a women is higher in the field of teaching.
(PB) There is more prestige in becoming ail engineer.

Marriage and replayFondly attachment
(NB) Would your husband resent your being an engineer?
(NB) You would only be gone from home during school hours if you taught
school.
(PB) Being an engineer would not interfere with your becoming married.

ParentsParental support
(NB) How do your parents feel about your entering engineering instead of
education?
(PB) I am glad your parents want you to become an engineer.

Educational TimeAmount of time necessary for preparation to enter the voca-
tional field.

(NB) Enginering would take five years and elementary education would be
four years . . These are things you might want to consider.
(PB) It may take longer to become an engineer but it is well worth ft.

Educational PreparationClasses one must take to enter the field and the kinds
of classes already taken

(NB) The course work in engineering would be very difficult.
(PB) Your classwork up to now shows that you aenii,l do well as an engineer.

Promotional Opportunities Advancement in position
(NB) There might be a holding of you back because you are a woman.
(PB) Your chances of promation would be good in engineering.

HiringOpportunity to enter field
(NB) They are not supposed to discriminate against women, but they still
get around it.
(PB) The opportunities for a woman in engineering are good.

Working ConditionsWhere, with whom, what kinds of work, and/or under what
conditions work Is done

( NB) Engineering . . . it is very, you know, technical, and very, I could
use the term "unpeopled".
(PB) You could work at a relaxed pace as an engineer.

Masculine OccupationIdentification of occupation as masculine
(NB) You normally think of this as a man's field.
(PB) There is no such thing as a man's world anymore.

Pletrofesa and Schlossberg drew the following conclusions;
1. Counselors display more bias against females entering a so-called "mss-

Wine" occupation than for females entering a so-called 'feminine" oc-
cupation.

2. Female counselors display as much bias against females as their male
counterparts,

3. Content analysis of bias statements indicate that major stress is placed
upon the "masculinity" of the occupation.

Several other studies have locked at in-counseling behaviors of counselors and
their impact on women clients. Parker (1907) noted a relationship between di-
reetive and non-directive responses of mile therapists and the sex of the
eeunselee. Therapists made significantly more non- directive responses than di-
waive responses to female clients than to their male counterparts. Ileilbrun
(1070) developed this thesis one step further lvhen lie tested the hypothesis
that female clients' dependency needs were frustrated by the non-directive ap-
proach of male therapists, and as a result. they left therapy prematurely. The
results of the study supported this contention. The Parker and Heilbrun research
involved male counselors. and yet the sex of the counselor may be a most hu-
portant ingredient. Pringle (1(172). in an incomplete study. analyzing the inter-
action effects of (1) the sex of the high school client, (2) the sex of the high
school counselor, and (3) the client behavior presented in the initial stages of
the counseling interview, has preliminary findings which saggest there are sig-
nificant differences occuring as a function of the match between counselor sex,
client sex, and client behavior.
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From the studies cited, it appears that counselors do ascribe roles to men
VW to women, and that counselor interview behavior reficcts these biases.

COUNsELING

When discussing counselor bias, it is essential to examine materials which are
commonly used and relied upon in the counseling Interview, Counselors need to
evaluate critically every tool they usewhether it is description of fields in the
Occupational Outlook Handbook, an interest inventory, a career brochure, or a
college catalog. Does the information being presented ur the test content reflect
stereotyped roles for men and women? 1)o the materials contain biased state-
ments which could lead a counsewe in one direction rather than another? Do
the materials reflect the past rather than the futute1 Are the Muter% is rein-
forcing outmoded views of "women's place"?

Since Interest inventories piny a crucial role in career counseling, stemming
pertly from clients' continual insistence for specific feedback and answers, we
must certainly assess the inventories to determine whether they are a freeing
or restricting influence. Can (1U72), to a scientific description of present interest
inventories, sees them as restricting: "The use of traditional women's occu-
pational scales may have a severely limiting effect on the careers women con-
sider" (p. 8). Hannon (1l73), in n paper delivered at the American Personnel
and Guidance Association Convention, listed and discussed the major interest
inventories which contained "characteristics which may contribute to sexual
bias."

Despite the growing awareness among leaders in the area of tests and measure-
ments, practitioners --both men and womenare often unaware of the sexual bias
inherent in the major inventories us presently constructed. In a recent meeting,
the authors asked if the trained counselors present felt that the two most widely-
used inventories. The Strong Vocational Interest Blank and the Kuder, were
biased. A minority felt the inventories were biased. The counselors, generally
considering the inventories as unbiased, seemed amazed by the presentation of
a detailed description of the bias inherent in each test.

The extent of bias has been documented for one of the best inventories avail-
able, The Strong Vocational Interest Blank, by Schlossberg and Goodman
(1912b). They point out four major limitations of The Strong Vocational In
terest Blanks.

First, the Strong includes thirty-three occupations for men which are not listed
for womensuch as psychiatrist, author, journalist, physicist ; it also includes
thirty-seven occupations listed for women but not available for men including
elementary teacher, art teacher and medical technologist. Since four hundred
members of an occupation are an appropriate norm group for a SVIB scale,
and census data indicate that in most instances at lest four hundred persons of
the opposite sex are employed in an occupation reesrved for one sex on the SVIB,
no justification exists for differential norm groups of each sex.

The second major limitation stems from the fact that when the same person
takes both fonts of the SVIB, the profiles turn out differently. For example, in
a pilot study of which twenty-eight men and women took both forms of the
SVIB, one woman scored high (A or 13-1- standard score) as a dental assistant
physical therapist, occupational therapist on the women's profile, and physician,
psychiatrist, psychologist on the men's form. One man scored high on personnel
director, rehabilitation counselor, social worker, physical therapist, and com-
munity recreation administrator on the men's form, and guidance counselor, me-
dical technologist, engineer, dietician, occupational therapist, physical thera-
pist, registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, radiologic technologist, and den
tai assistant on the women's form.

The third major limitation stems from the current manual and handbook
which offers guidelines to counselors which, if followed, could he harmful. For
example, the current manual states, "Many young women do not appear to have
strong occupational interests, and they may score high only in certain 'pre-
marital' occupations; elementary school teacher. office worker, stenographer-
secretary." "Such a finding is disappointing to many college women, since they
are likely to consider themselves career-oriented. In such cases, the selection of
an area of training or an occupation should probably he based upon practical
considerationsfields that can be pursued part-time, are easily resumed after
periods of non-employment, are readily available in different locales."
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Fourth, the use of The Strong Vocational Interest Blanks may also be attacked
on legal groundsthat the SVIB deprives women of their right to the Equal
Protection of the Law and that the use of the SVIB is in violation of Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1064 (Schlossberg and Goodman, 1972b).

This detailed analysis is merely illustrative of one instrument, However, an
equally biased picture becomes apparent no matter what guidance material one
examines. For example, the opening paragraph in American College Testing
Program's brochure describing their Career Planning Program reads:

We all make career decisionsdecisions affecting our educational and job
futures. Sometimes we make these decisions by default because of what we
didn't know or didn't do. Sometimes we are able to take charge, to discover
our poss i reibilties and weigh our choices. This report is designed to help YOU
take charge

However, at the bottom of the profile, there is a special note addressed to
counselors :

Counselors Notes: When a student is unlike other students entering an
educational program, predictions for that program should be used with cau-
tion. For example, care should be used in interpreting predictions for a stu-
dent of one sex in a program in which the other sex predominates (American
College Testing, 1971),

A forthcoming revision of The Strong Vocational Interest Blank is an attempt
to eliminate sexual bias, Clearly, we need further studies and revision of all
guidance teats, materials, and occupational information. Analysis of these m4
terials should be in terms of biasnot just against women but against el
groups.

tItYLICATIONS FOIL TRAINING

Counselors. both mate and female, have biases about female counselors. Coun-
selor education programs must accept counselor bias as a fact and attempt to
bring biased feelings into the open, so that counselors are able to control them,
or better yet, remove them from their counseling and human encounters. Wester-
velt (1063) writes :

. counselors who express the conviction that women's primary and
socially essential roles are domestic and maternal and take place in the home
may be reflecting a covert need to keep them there.

Girls and women in the lower socio-economic brackets who particularly
need counseling help to recognize and plan for paid employment will get little
assistance from such counselors. Nor, of course. will these counselors help
intellectually and educationally privileged girls to use their gifts and train-
ing to best advantage.

. No formal, university-sponsored, graduate-level, degree-awarding pro-
gram in counselor education requires even a onesemester course In social
and psychological sex differences which affect development or provides focus
on sex differences In a practicum or internship in counseling.. .

Trends toward the integration into counselor education, at basic levels, of
more subject matter from social psychology, anthropology, sociology, and
economics would also provide more exposure to materials on psycho-social
sex differences and changing sex roles. Again, however, the effect of such
exposure will depend on the student's initial sympathetic interest, since the
material will be only a small part of a much larger whole (pp. 21-22).

Westervelt (1963) make references to the role, and more so, the importance of
the practicum in the training of counselors :

Counselors, guidance workers, and student personnel workers . . should
have as many opportunities as possible to counsel with femalesand, ideally,
with females of all ages, In order that, no matter what the age level with
which they eventually work, they get an opportunity to observe first hand the
patterns of continuity and discontinuity in feminine developmentCounseling
experience should not, however, be limited to working with females; oppor-
tunity to counsel with boys and men is most important, both because it will
provide insights into psycho-social sex differences and because it will pro-
vide a chance to explore useful variations in approaches to counseling the two
sexes. All counselors-in-training should be helped to Identify, understand and
work with sex differences in their counseling practicum or internship , . .
(PP
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Before one can implement these to spelled out by Westervelt, the first task
is to convince counselor educators that they, too, probably hold biases about age,
sex, social Class, and color. Each person might not hold biases in all tour areas,
but it is unquestionably trite that each one of us holds certain beliefs about what
is appropriate behavior for these groups. It is difficult to face these beliefs in
ourielve#1 Once recognized, it is difficult to control them in our counseling and
pOsramining.

The second task is for counselor educators to build this into training counselors.
In which classes do we discuss these notions? How do we make explicit aspects
of counselor behavior about which we know so little? While cognitive dimensions
of, age and sex bias can be Integrated throughout a counselor education program,
the pratticum experience might afford the best opportunity to effectively deal
with the more basic feelings of counselors. It also provides a vehicle where coun-
selors come face -to -face with girls and women of all ages.

The third task is to begin developing materials for use in training counselors.
One pOsalbility would be the development of a self-administered instrument which
might yield several bias scores. A more fruitful one, however, would be the use of
situatit,nal vignettes where counselors are more likely to express what they truly
feel.' Paper and pencil inventories seem to allow for a more superficial, simply
verbalized, egalitarian point-of-view than do situational experimental tasks.

A TRAINING MODEL

We suggest and have implemented a tntrpronged training model. The gotthis
simpleto enable counselors and teachers to participate with their constituency
in an unblaik.-4 fashion. The following components are simply suggestive and
obviously have to be adapted to specific settings in order to be operational.

I. Expanding the cognitive understanding of participants regarding the
role of women through lecture,' and readings.

2. liaising the consciousness of participants regarding sexual bias through
group techniques.

8. Promoting the aequisition of nonbiased helping skills among partic-
ipants through audiovideo taping and role playing.

4. Fostering skill development in program planning and Implementation
among participants through tutorial projects.

Each Of these components will be briefly summarized so that the nature of
training can be envisioned. This approach is based on fifty-six hours of training.
We have found the most effectita approach to be an intensive period of one week
followed by sixteen hours of folloW-up sessions during the year.

EXPANSION rT coo:snug UNDERSTANDING

The intellectual dimension provides a convenient Initial component. The
approach must be interdisciplinary in nature. For example, experts in the fields
of medicine, law, education, psyeholosy, sociology, etc., have much to contribute
to an understanding of women in our world. Lectures, panels, readings, and dis-
cussion provide the beginning steps of our training model,

CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING

Atter intellectual awakening, and before skill acquisition, counselors need to
personalize their learning% It is not enough to know intellectually that dentistry
is a female occupation in ()recce and could become a reality in our culture.
Counselors must begin to look at their consciousness and deal with their values,
attitudes, beliefs, and biases about sex roles.

A starting point might be to read "Women Which Includes Man, Of Course"
(Wells, 1270), which is a description of sex-role reversal. This becomes the basis
for selfeiploration in group discussion. One technique we have found effective
during this stage is the inner circleouter circle or "fishbowl technique." In a
recent workshop, seven members volunteered to sit in the inner circle with two
co-leaders. In addition, the inner circle contained an empty chair. Each outer
circle participant observed one member of the inner circle; the focus, in this
ease, was a discussion of Wells' hook. The observer's rolcitons to the inner
circle participant's behaviors were to be fed back to that circle member at a
later time. In addition, outer circle participants could move freely into the empty
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Chair when impelled to Speak. After conselousness-raising experiences, including
the "flehbOWI" exercise, one male participant decided he could best attack sexual
bias by applying for a job as a Arst-grade teacher in his school district.

ACQUIRITION OF HELPING SKILLS

Once a cognitive and affective base has been established, attention can be
directed to specific skill acquisitions. Educational experiences are incomplete
unless the participants can do something more effectively than when they began.
Eole playing and supervised practice provide the vehicle from which specific
ekels can emerge.

Step one: Participants role play situations which may elicit sex-biased be-
haviors. The trainers develop a paragraph which describes a specific situation
involving two or More people. For example, one situation might involve a mother
pressuring her daughter to 1.ecome a teacher, white the daughter would like to
become a doctor. The mother and daughter seek the help of a counselor to resolve
the conflict. The scenario is role-playe.1 through to resolution and then discussed.

Step two: Participants pair-off as "helper" and "helpee." The helpees present
situations In their lives In which sex role is an issue, while the helpers attempt a
facilitative intervention. For examp'e, one male helpee might discuss his relation-
ship to his children while his wife works, or even his feeings about his wife's
working. Another helpee might discus the pressure she feels at work or a con-
flict with her children. The helper responds using attending, responding and ini-
tiating skills according to the Carkhuff mode! (1972 fa I, 1012 [bp, Discussion
follows each exercise, starting with the feelings of the helpee, helper, the other
participants, and the supervisor. 11valuations, in terms of helper effectiveness,
are made immediately using the live-polnt Carkhuff Scale.

Step three: Counselors participate in video and audio taping of actual come
seling sessions. The tapes are shared and immediately critiqued in terms of
implementation and acquisition of counse'ing skins. Special attention is paid to
situations where counselor biases [night affect the counseling interaction and
counsetee decision making.

PROGRAM nEvELOPMENT

In addition to understanding intellectually the role of women, raising one's
consciousness and developing more effective human re'ationship skills, counselors
must foster change in their own work settings, consequently, participants are
asked to release their creative potentials to foster innovative programs resulting
in better situations for women.

Step One: Supervisors work with participants in outlining systematic steps
of program development.

Step Two: Participants work in groups with the task of zeroing In on a
specific measurable, observable program which will improve conditions for
women and whirl) can be implemented in their own work settings.

Step Three: Participants return four months later with an outline of their
goals, activities and evaluation to share with their counterparts.

In summary, participant experiences then would range from reading to actual
supervised practice. Training would move from the usual cognitive vehicles-- -
i.e., reading and listeningto learning through modeling, observation and dis-
cussion. Actual participation in role playing and supervised practice would be
included in the formal program, Training would be followed with continuous
evaluation of field practice and program development.

Evaluation would invo've (1) participant selfevaluation. and (2) program
Participant evaluation could include paper-andpenell tests, observa

tion of self and others. and peer and supervisor feedback. The typical pre-post
testing and particliont critiques would be part of the evaluation of program
development. An individual evaluation of participants would be confidential.
Group data would be available for research.

stittMARY

Sexnal bias. whether displayed knowingly or not, affects counselor perfor-
mance. several stmiles have supported this fact. Counselors reflect such bias
through in-counseling behaviors and through some of the materials they use.

13.1590 t4 pt.t
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This article discusses the relevant research surrounding this problem and
proposes a model of training to help counselors reduce sex bias.
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IiirESATIVL TON CH AM: COMMAS Mgr or mita erroN0 VOcArtoNAL Iri MUT
BLANXe

Women can and do sell insurance and real estate, They become Odors, lawyers,
certified Public accountants, police officers and ministers, Men have entered the
field of nursing, life insurance underwriting, sales clerking, elementary teach.
int Yet, if one fills out the Strong Vocational Interest Blank form designated
solely for his or her sex, these occupational choices cannot be made, The use of
the Strong as it is presently constructed Is at best arbitrary and insensitive and
at worst In violation of civil rights statutes, precedents and executive orders.

Many people today have become concerned about women's limited occupetional
Opportunities. One specific cause of this limitation is the vocational guidance
women receive at the high school and college level. In Nancy Cole's Introduction
to A scientific discussion of the major interest inventories, she writes:

"The application of civil rights to distrimination against women in hiring prat.-
tIces and in salary lerels, the public attention gained by the women's liberation
movement, and the increasing number of women who enter the work force each
year seem to be combining to produce a large number of women with access to a
greatly increasing variety of careers. Vocational interest inventories which have
often been constructed primarily for use with men are commonly used to assist
women in making career decisions. However, the investigation of such uses bas
necessarily been limited to concern with those occupations which women have
entered In great numbers, traditional women's occupations. Therefore U it in-
creasingly important that the appropriateness of present Inventories for ! use with
women with access to the whole range of occupations be carefully eeamfned."
(emphasis added, Cole, undated.)

The most commonly used interest inventory, the SVIB, limits choices for both
sexes. First, the Strong Includes 83 occupations for men which are not listed for
womensuch as psychiatrist, authorjournalist, physicist ; the Strong includes 8?
occupations listed for women but not available for men including elementary
teacher, art teacher, medical technologist. There are men and women In these
unlisted occupations and norm groups could be devised for them,

Research on the SVIB Indicates that 400 members of an occupation are an
appropriate norm group for a SVIB scale. Campbell states,
". . the following guideline, based on a variety of statistics and experience,
aPPears reasonable: samples of 400 are preferable, samples of 800 are enilicient,
and samples ot 200 are adequate," (Campbell, 1811, p. 80.)

The following census data indicate that in most instances where we could
obtain this information, at least 400 persons are employed of the opposite sex in
an occupation reserved for one sex on the SVIB (see Tables I and I/).

In addition to the limitation of not being scored on the same occupations as
men, the women's occupations are, on the whole, of lower status and therefore
of lower salary. For example, In the field of psychology, men and women receive
scores on the occupations psychologist and social worker. They each are scored
on one more psychology occupation. For women it is guidance counselor; for
men, psychiatrist. Senior C.P.A. and accounting are men's occupations according
to the SVIB; accountant alone is a woman's. Community recreation administrator
and sales manager are on the men's form, recreation leader and saleswoman are
on the women's.

Second, although many equnselors point out that they give both men's and
women's forms to their female clients, few we have chosen give both forms to their
male clients. In addition, giiing a client both forms does not solve the problem
since it imposes an extra cost and doubles the testing time.

Furthermore, then the same person takes both forms of the i3VIB, the profiles
turn out differently. For example, in a pilot study by the authors in which 28 men
and women took both forms of the SVIB, one woman scored high (A or
standard score) as a dental assistant, physical therapist, occupational therapist
on the women's profile ; and physician, psychiatrist, psychologist on the men's
form. One man scored high on personnel director, rehabilitation coturenr,
worker, physical therapist, and community recreation administrator on f men
form; and guidance counselor, medical technologist, engineer, diettclar,, ocopf..
tional therapist. physical therapist, registered nurse, licensed practical utlide,
radiologic technologist and dental assistant on the women's form.
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Men employed in occupations listed only on the tconten's form of the SS'IB

Number a/ men
employed In

Occupations not listed for men on the MB: each occupation
1, Airline stewardess 1, 600
2. Army, enlisted 1, 326, 326
3. Art teacher' 05, 859
4. Beautician
5, Buyer

47, 500
(1)

0. Dental assistant (1)
7. Dietician 3,000
8. DirectorChristian Ed (I)
9. Elementary teacher 143, 163

10. English teacher 44,137
11. Entertatner 8, 659
12. Executive housekeeper (I)
13. Guidance counselor 15, 000
14, Home economies teacher (a)
15. Instrument assembly (1)
16. Interior decorator (1)
17, Language teacher 18,629
18. Licensed practical nurse 3, 859
19. Life insurance underwriter* 329, 270
20. Medical technologist 03, 000
21. Model (1)
22, Navy, enlisted 680, 483
23. Navy officer 86, 525
24. Newswomen a 63, 279
25. Nun-teacher (I)
26. Occupational therapist
27. Physical education teacher
28, Public health nurse

700
(1)

4,000
29. Radiologie technologist 25, 000
30. Recreation leader 27, 000
31, Registered nurse 66, 000
32, Saleswoman 1, 120, 000
33. Secretary 100, 000
34. Sewing machine operator (1)
35. Speech pathologist 4, 500
36. Telephone operator 15, 119
37. Translator

Includes artiAts.
s Not available.
* Includes agenla And brokers,

Includes edltnrs.
3 Inelnded audiologists.

The dramatically different profiles result from two areas of discrimination.
The first Is the different occupations listed for each sex. The second Is the differ-
ent scoring requirements for on occupation even when listed on both forms. In the
pilot study referred to above, nine women scored high on the occupation physi-
cian on the metes fnrtn, and only four on the women's form, lied the women,
as Is usual, taken only the women's form, five of them would not have had the
opportunity to consider medicine as a career through the use of the MB. In
this NM(' pilot study, nine women scored high on the occupation psychiatrist and
ten on the occupation of advertising, neither of which is available on the women's
form, Of the ten men taking the women's: form, seven scored high on the °emit-
potion guidance counselor, six on recreation leader, and five on speech pathologist,
none of which are available on the men's form.

Thirdly, in addition to the inequities mentioned, both the current manual and
handbook offer wilt:Mines to counselors which, if followed, could be harmful. For
example, the current manual states.

"Many young women do not appear to have strong occupational interests, and
they may score high only in certain 'premarital' occupations ; elementary school
teacher, office worker, stenographer, secretary. Such n finding is disappointing
to many college women, since they are likely to consider themselves career
oriented. In such eases. the selection of an area of training or an occupation
should probably be based on practical considerationsfields that can be pursued
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part-time, are easily resumed after periods of nonemployment, and are readily
available in different locales,"

The Handbook, the most recent publication on the SUB states,
There is nothing In these data to suggest that the relationship between women's
interests and occupational characteristics Is any different from that found
among men. Yet, occupational planning for young women will necessarily be
different from that done by young men because of their different roles. flow to
integrate these matters of interests into the realities of a young wife and
mother's life Is not well understood but, as the strategies of planning must be
supplemented somehow, these scales should provide some systematic data to help
direct the feminine derision. (t;ainpbell, 1971, pp. 191, 103.)
Thus, It can be seen that in the alternatives provided for men and women taking
the test, in the method of scoring and in the iranuals available to counselors, the
SV1B consistently limits occupational choices for men and women to the detrb
went of both.

Women employed In oceupattons Hated onty on the men's form of the SV!B
Number of women

employed in
Occupations not listed for women on the SV1B: each occupation

1. Advertising man 14, 682
2. Air Force officer 64 858
8. Architect 1 765
4. Author- journalist 144, 510
5. Biologist 18, 720
6. Carpenter ' 2,040
7. Chamber of Commerce executive (6)
8. Community recreation administrator (I)
9. CPA owner (6)

10. Credit manager (I)
11. Farmer ' 1711
12. Forest service man' 1 778
13. Funeral director ' 22, 207
14. Life insurance sales ' ' 33, 287
15. Minister ' 4, 693
le. Office worker ('2)474
17. Osteopath
18. Personnel director '27, 500
19. Pharmacist 17,129
20. Physicist 61,354
21, Policeman ' 8, 200
22. President manufacturing ' 20, 887
23. Printer ' 3,131
24. Production (I)
25, Psychiatrist (I)
26. Public administrator ' 28, 067
27. Purchasing agent a 14, 000
28. Real estate sales ' 50, 250
29. Rehabilitation counselor '2,400
30. Sales manager (')
81. School superintendent (I)
32. Senior CPA 62 000
83. Veterinarian 1306

,, United States Bureau of the Census. United States Census of Population : 1960, Vol. 1.
Characteristics of the Population. Printing OtPce. Washington. D.C.. 1964.

I Executive Office of the President. Bureau of the Budget : The Budget of the United
States Government, cited in United States Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of
the United States : 1070 (01st edition), Washington. D.C., 1070.

g Not available.
Only farm managers are Included to exclude those women who are listed as farmers

solely because of their status as farmers' wives.
I Includes conservationists.
Incturges embalmers.

g Includes agents sad ,Inderwritets.
g Occupational Outlook Handbook. 1070-71 edition, United States Department of Labor,

Washington. D.C.
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Wan CAN THE PRACLICUPO COUNSELOR not

The SVIB is being revised. But until such time as that revision is completed
and eliminates the inventory's discrimination, we have four suggestions for the $
practicing counselor :

(1) Always give both the men's and women's forms to all clients. Although
this still allows a man to compare himself only to women in ST occupations and
women to compare themselves oply to men in 33 occupations, we feel this is
better than Ignoring the 70 occupations available if only one form is taken ;

(2) (Scores should be used as locators of interest areas. The counselor can use
scores on the SVII3 as a starting point for occupational brainstorming with a
client; that Is, as a basis for extrapolation to related occupations. The SVIB
answer sheet provides a convenient format for doing this, since the occupational
scores are arranged by a combination of statistical and logical analyses into
groups of related occupations. For example, a woman receiving high scores on
chemist and physician should receive a list of additional occupations which are
grouped with physician or chemist on both forms, 1.e,, group VI on the women's
form and groups I and Ii on the men's. The additional occupations for this par-
ticular woman would include dentist, osteopath, veterinarian, psychiatrist, psy-
chologist, biologist, architect, mathematician, physicist, engineer, medical tech-
nologist, computer programmer, math-science teacher and engineer.

A man receiving high scores on physical therapist and engineer should receive
a list of additional occupations which are grouped with physical therapist or
engineer on either form, I.e., group II on the men's form and groups VI and X
on the women's form. The occupational list for this man would include architect,
mathematician, physicist, chemist and engineer (group II, men's form) ; physi-
cian, dentist, medical technologist, computer programmer and math-science
teacher (group VI, women's form) : physical education teacher, occupational
therapist, physical therapist, public health nurse, registered nurse, licensed prac-
tical nurse, radiologie technologist and dental assistant (group X, women's
form).

To summarize, the client's A and II+ scores on both the men's and women's
forms provide the basis for developing a wide range of occupational possibilities
for the client. The counselor can take each of the A and B+ scores and then
examine the group of related occupations into which each score falls. The total
list of occupations given to the client then contains all original scores and all
occupations cattstorized with the original scores.

Those clients taking only one form of the SVIB will, of course, have fewer
options to consider. However, the creative counselor can still extrapolate by
examining all the related occupations on the form taken and then locating these
occupations on the other form to see if new alternatives present themselves. For
example, a woman taking only the women's form sad receiving a high score on
recreational leader should also consider the occupation community recreation ad-
ministrator, found on the men's form, She should also consider all of the occupa-
tions grouped with It, as well as those grouped with recreational leader on the
women's form. A man taking only the men's form and receiving a high score on
rehabilitation counselor should also consider the occupation occupational thera-
pist, found only on the women's firm. and all of the occupations grouped with it,
as well as those grouped with rehabilitation counselor on the men's form.

This principle, i.e., looking at similar occupations on the two forms, should
also be applied to those people taking both forms. Research have shown that
people do not always receive high scores on related occupations on the two
forms, probably because of the different composition of the norm groans.

(a) Write to the publishers of the SVIB, Stanford University L'ress, Palo
Alto, California, supporting the current changes in the inventory. We urge the
publishers to fund the development of new norm groups for all the occupations
not listed on both forms. For example, there are 66,000 registered male nurses,
yet the only norm group of registered nurses consists of women on the women's
form. There are 2,000 women senior C.P.A.'s, yet the only norm group of C.P.A.'s
consists of men on the men's form.

WHERE WE STAND

The authors introduced a resolution to the American Personnel and Guidance
Association Senate, calling for the formation of a Commission which would
Insure that the revision currently underway proceed with appropriate speed and
eliminate to the Too:piffles of the Strong. The resolution, referred to the Mao-
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elation for Measurement and Evaluation In Guidance (AMEO), has been passed.
We hope that this Commission will be appointed soon and will help to insure that
the SVIII remain the best vocational interest instrument there is and become
one which counselors can use to help all their clients formulate vocational
decisions.
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OrI JleASURINO THE VOCATIONAL INTEREsTs or WOMEN

(By Nancy S. Cole)

The application of civil rights laws to discrimination againft women in hiring
practices and in salary levels, the public attention gained by the women's libera.
Hon movement, and the increasing number of women who enter the work force
each year seem to be combining to produce a large number of women with access
to a greatly increasing variety of careers. Vocational interest inventories which
have often been constructed primarily for use with men are commonly used to
assist women in making career decisions. However, the investigation of such
uses has necessarily been limited to concern with those occupations which women
have entered In great numbers, traditional women's occupations. Therefore, it is
Increasingly important that the appropriateness of present inventories for use
with women with access to the whole range of occupations be carefully examined.

Much research has suggested that present inventories yield several types of
meaningful information about women's vocational interests. A number of studies
have reported similar types of differences between career-oriented and home-
oriented women ( Astin, 1988; Oysters, Johnston, & Oust, 1068; Harmon, 1070;
Hoyt & Kennedy, 1058; Rand, 1968; Schissel, 1968; Burette, 1967: Wagman,
1986; and others). Astin (1968) and Harmon (1010) have studied the develop.
ment of vocational interests In women using standard inventories, and Harmon
(1960) examined the long-term stability of interest measures for women. Many
occupational scales for rtomen have been successfully validated (e.g., Campbell
& Boliman, 1968; parley & Hagenah, 1985; Harmon & Campbell, 1968; Strong.
1943). Thus, several types of useful information about women's vocational in-
terestil are provided by present inventories.

However, a number of questions remain about the use of present inventories
with women considering vocations not traditionally associated with women.
When the results of inventories center around women's occupational scaler,
which have necessarily been limited to traditional women's occupations, the res.&
may be to limit consideration to the occupations presented although, in fact, the
options may be much broader. If there are similarities in the patterns and inter-
relationships of wo?ren's interests to those found for men, it may be possible to
make inferences from data for women to the entire range of men's occupations,
thus eliminating the limiting effect of using only the traditional women's voca-
tions. It is the purpose of this paper to consider this possibility by examining the
structure of women's interests, in terms of inventory scales and occupational
groups, to compare this structure with that found for men, and finally to suggest
what inferences, if any, can be made from women's interests to the entire career
spectrum.

artmir 1 : THE araucTVIIE or WoMEN's INTEREsTs

In a recent paper, Cole and Hanson (1971) examined the structure of voca-
tional interests of men in several interest inventories. Their results indicated a
common structure (or pattern of interrelationships) of interests across all the
inventories considered. The common structure followed the two-dimensional cir-
cular arrangement of scales proposed by Roe (1056) and Holland, Whitney,
Cole, and Richards (1969). In Holland's terms the circular arrangement is from
Realistic to Intellectual to Artistic to Social to Enterprising to Conventional and
back to Realistic.
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Cole and Hanson (1911) suggested that knowledge of such a circular arrange-
ment could assist in the interpretation of the inventories, particularly with oc-
cupations for which no specific scales exist. In the case of women, Interpretation
in the absence of particular occupational scales could be especially useful in this
time of vocational transition. Therefore, the purpose of Study 1 was to examine
the structure of women's interests in the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, the
Ruder Occupational Interest Survey, Holland's Vocational Preference Inventory,
and the ACT Vocational Interest Profile to discover it a common structure existed
and, if so, to explore how it compared with that found for men.
.11ethod

The Analysis of apallal configuration. Following Cole And Hanson (1971), an
analysts of spatial configuration (Cole & Cole, 1970) was used to examine the
relationship of scales for women In the four Inventories. the Strong, the Kuder,
Holland's inventory, and the ACT instrument. The analysis gave (1) the degree
to which the variation on the scales can be accounted for by a two-dimensional
configuration of the scales, and (2) the particular configuration of the Interest
scales when plotted on a two-dimensional surface.

Data. Separate correlation matrices of the scales In each of the interest inven-
tories were submitted to the analysis described. The intercoarelations of 2'e
Strong occupational scales for 300 women were given In Strong (1059), and those
for 19 Strong basic scales for women were taken from Campbell (1971, p. 198).
The Ruder Occupational Interest Surrey Manual (Ruder, 1000, PP. 60--57) gave
intercorrelations of 21 core scales for 280 women. The intercorrelations of the
0 Holland scales for 2,433 women were reported In the ACT Ou ?dance Profile
Manual (The American College Testing Program, 1908, p. 29), and those for the
8 scales of the ACT Inventory for 665 women were given in the Handbook for the
ACT Career Planning Program (The American College Testing PrograM, 1972).

The Ruder inventory posed a special problem as the 21 core scales on which
data were reported for women included 14 scales constructed on men but scored
for women along with 7 scales constructed on women. In addition, of the 14
men's scales, 9 were occupational groups and 5 groups of edticational majors
while 2 of the 7 women's scales were also edueational majors. Also, the 7 women's
scales were traditional women's occupational areas primarily of the social type
which would be expected to give only 'a small segment of the Holland circle.
Ileeause of this unusual mix of scales and because comparisons across settles
derived on different sex groups is not recommended on the Kuder, only the 9
maleconstructed occupational scales were analyzed. This group of scales seemed
most likely to show any whole circle configuration which might exist.
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Results
Ooodneat of fit of the two dttnenalona. The goodness of tit of a planar surface

to the points representing scales of an inventory was measured by the percentage
of the trace given by the first two dimensions in the analysis of spatial config.
Uration. The percentage of the trace may be Interpreted as the proportion of the
variance of the scale mints accounted for by two dimensions.

Table 1 gives the results for the fit of tho plane for each of the five analyses,
The results were comparable to those found with men by Cole and Hanson (1971)
In each case. Four of the five analyses Indicated a good fit of the scale conflgur.
ation to the plane with percentages of the trace near 60%. The Strong basic
scales gave much poorer fit (as occurred with men) as was expected since the
scales were constructed to be as independent as possible.

TABLE 1.--000DNESS OF FIT OF THE PLANES

Inventory
Number Percentage

of scales Vacs

Strong occupational scales 21 59.0
Strong basic stales. 19 34.3
Kuder occupations) scales 9 61.7
Holland's VPI scales r 6 59.1
ACT VIP scales 8 59.5

The planar configuration?. The scale points were projected onto the best - fitting
planar surface for each of the inventories, and the configurations were oriented
in the same general way for visual comparisons. Figure 1 gives the configuration
of Holland's six scales. The configuration corresponded to that reported by Hol-
land et al. (1009) and Edwards and Whitney (1971) and showed the circular
ordering from Realistic to Intellectual to Artistic to Social to Enterprising
to Conventional.

The configurations of the 27 Strong occupational scales, the 10 Strong basic
scales, the 9 Kuder scales, and the 8 ACT scales are given in Figures 2, 3, 4, and
5. respectively, In each case the configurations tended to follow the Holland
ordering and were, in addition, similar to the comparable configurations for men
reported in Cole and Hanson (1971). For example. of the Strong occupational
scales in Figure 2, math-science teacher, dentist, physician, psychologist, author,
life insurance salesman, and office worker were located in very similar positions
to the correspon1,g scales for men (Cole & Hanson, 197, P. 45), and in both
cases the scales caaormed to the Holtal:d circular ordering. For each inventory
'examined, the Realistic-Intellectual scales tended to be found in the upper left
quadrant. the Artistic scales to the upper right, and the Social-Enterprising
Conventional scales from right to left in the lower half of the configuration.
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Intellectual.

Res little

Artistic

f . .....
Social

Enterprising

Conventional

4

nom I.Spatial configuration for women of Holland's six Vocational Prefer-
ence Inventory scales.
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FIGURE 2.Spatial configuration for women of 27 Strong Vocational Interest
Blank occupational scales.
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Mg Mission
In this study we have found that women's interest* can be re relented in a

two-dimensional configuration and that the configurations generally conform to
tbOtte reported by Cole and Hansen (1971) for men, The existence of a structure in
the interests of women similar to that found for men could be valuable in inter-
preting women's interests, especially in cases where specific scales for women
in careers dominated by men are unavailable.

In the next study we examined interest inventory scores of women seletting
particular vocations to get further information about the pervasiveness of the
Holland configuration in the vocational interests of women.

Bunn 00CvpaTionst, coarlOtnianoaa

Additional information about the interest patterns of women in a variety of
Occupations can be obtained by constructing occupational configurations. Cole,
Whitney, and Holland (1971) used the analysis of spatial configuration to con-
struct a configuration of occupations for men based on Holland's VPI, The results
both confirmed and supplemented the analysts of Cole and Hanson (1971). In
this study we constructed two oceupationaleonfigurations for women, one based
on Holland's VPI and one based on the ACT VIP, in order to compare the OecuPa
tional configurations with the inventory scale configurations and to gain additional
information about occupational groups for which no scales are available.
Method

Data. The data for one of the occupational configurations were scores on the
six scales of Holland's VPI and expressed vocational chbtce of 8,148 female
college freshmen in a sample described by Abe, Holland, Lutz, and Richards
(1985). Expressed vocational choice was obtained by asking the students to select
from a list of over 70 occupations "the occupation you plan to enter." Mean VPI
scores were computed for all students selecting each of 22 occupations with
adequate frequency of selection and expected diversity in the configuration.

For the second occupational configuration, the data were scores on the eight
scales of the ACT VIP and expressed vocational choice for women entering
2year colleges. The students selected their vocational choices from a list of
over 160 occupations. Mean ACT VIP scores were computed for students selecting
each of 18 occupations.

Analysts. Cole and Cole (1070) described a procedure for projecting group
means onto the space of the variables produced from the analysis of spatial con-
figuration described in Study 1. The analysis yields a projection matrix with
which the occupational group means can be plotted on the same surface as the
scale configuration. The result is then a configuration of oecupationnl groups.
This procedure was used by Cole et al. (1971) to obtain au occupational con-
figuration for men based on scores on Holland's VPI..In this study the analysts
was applied to data for women from Holland's inventory and from the ACT VIP
to obtain two occupational configurations for women.
Results

Figure 8 gives the occupational map for 22 women's vocational choite groups
based on Holland's VPI. The map in Figure 8 can be superimposed on that of the
Holland scales in Figure 1 to relate the inventory scales and the octupational
groups. The configuration in Figure 8 was clearly compatible with the scale
configuration in Figure 1that is, socialtype occupations such as social worker,
elementary school teacher, history teacher, and counselor fell in the same area
as the Social scale. In addition, the configuration of occupations was quite similar
to that found for men by Cole et al. (1971).

In Figure I the configuration is given for 18 occupational choice groups based
on the ACT VIP scores of a sample of women entering 2yeer colleges. No
scientific occupations were available on this group and therefore the upper left
quadrant is vacant. However, even on this different sample of women, the occu-
pations again conformed to the scale configuration In Figure 4 and to the general
Holland circular ordering.
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FIGURE B.Spatial configuration of occupations based on women's responses to
Holland's Vocational Preference Inventory. The number in each occupational
group Is given below.

Accountant-174 Lawyer-32
Art Teacher-03 Mathematician-54
Business Teacher-80 Math. Teacher-144
Buyer-55 Medical Tech.-111
Clin. Psychologist-43 Musician-43
Counselor-76 Music Teacher-74
Elem. Sch. Teacher-1407 Nurse-301
English Teacher -306 Physician-70
History Teacher-154 Science Teacher-45
Housewife-122 Secretary-267
Journalist-57 Social Worker-140
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Registered Nurse
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041141 Hygienist
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ElerriTe4cher
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Computer Prop. 1 Sol Worker
illi

0 Advertising

stData Processing

Secretary

+
Dept. Store Mktg.
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rtOtlItS 7. Spatial contiguratton of occupations based on women's responses to
the ACT Vocational Interest Profile. The number In each occupational group
Is given below.

Advertising-20 Dept, Store Mktg.-22
Commercial Artist-38 Mem. Teacher-89
Computer Prog.-178 Registered Nurse-843
Cosmetologist-158 Sales & Retail-79
Data Processing-231 Secretary-988
Dental Assistant-313 Social 1Vorker-58
Dental Hygienist -129
Dtscussion

The similarities of the occupational configurations based on two samples of
women (one sample of 4-year college students and another of 2-year college
students) and two different inventories lend further support for the pervasive-
ness of the Holland circular ordering in the vocational interests of women.

-

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary concern of this paper has been how interest inventories can be
used with women in order to provide useful information about the full range
of careers currently being opened to them. As was noted earlier, the use of
traditional women's occupational scales may have a severely limiting effect on the

$5111 O. 14 pt. I It
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careers women consider. Yet at this time of transition, the only data available
are those on traditional women's occupations. In this section we examine theImplications of the studies presented here for a different kind of use of present
interest inventories with women with newly increased career options.

The two studies In this paper indicated that when women's interests were com-
pared with those of other women, the resulting structure of interests was essen-
tially the same as that found for men. In addition, when there were occupations
which both men and women pursue, these occupations tended to tit in similar
positions within the structure for both men and women, These results suggested
that by locating a women's interests within the observed circular structure, one
could Indicate similarities not only with the locations of women's occtipatiotittbut also with men's occupations at a corresponding location in the structurefor men.

The Holland VPI and the ACT VIP are well suited to this approach since theycontain scales which refer to areas of the circular structure and are identical
for men and women. Thus, on these two inventories one need only identify the
scales on which a woman's scores are relatively high when compared with scores
of other women and refer here to both the men's and women's occupations whichrelate to those scales.

The same type of Information is also available in the Strong and the Kuder,
although in a less direct way. For these two inventories, the present scales should
be used only to locate a woman's interests on the circular structure or in the pri-
mary categories of the structure. Then lists of both men's and women's occu-
pations which relate to that location should be provided. On the Strong, either
the women's occupational scales, the women's basic scales, or the more ideally
suited new Strong-Holland scales could be used at the initial step. The women's
occupational scales on the Kuder are so limited that the malederived scales are
probably better-suited for the purpose of locating women's interests on the dr.cular structure.

There are two additional implications which should be mentioned. First, the
procedures suggested here are different from the tradition of empirical group
comparison common to both the Strong and the Kuder (although not Inconsist-
ent with the more recent work on the more general Strong basic settles). We
argue not necessarily against the empirical approach but Just that the lack of
available data should not be used to limit women's career options, especially
when a viable alternative exists. A second point deserving notice is that the re-
sults of the studies presented here do not imply that women's and men's in-
terests do not differ, In fact, evidence Is abundant that there are distinct differ-
ences presently in this society, The results imply instead that the interrelation-
ships of Interests do not differ and, for example, that a woman whose interests
are relatively more scientific than those of other women may look more like a
scientist in her interest pattern even though she may still have the high social
interests of most women.

In summary, while present interest inventories sometimes include traditional
women's occupational scales which could limit women's career options, the present
inventories show a common structure of women's interests which parallels that
found for men. By using this structure, women may be given information about
how their interests relate to the full spectrum of occupations, including those
associated traditionally with either men or women.
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STATEMENT OF DR. NANCY K. SCHLOSSBERG, OFFICE OF WOMEN
IN HIGHER EDUCATION, AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. Scur.osser.no. I am delighted to be here and because I have not
met Mrs. Chisholm. Mrs. Mink or vou, Mr. Hawkins, I would like to
identify myself so that the questions you may, as will, relate to my
field of expertise.

I have just been the director of the new office of women in higher
education for 3 weel's. Before that I was a counselor educator at Wayne
State University. I think that is relevant to some of the points that
have come up.
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In addition, at Wayne State University, where I was an associate
professor, I was the Chairperson on the Commission of the Status
of Women and then I was the elected Chairperson of the college
of education faculty.

So, I have been very involved in the subjects of education as well
as counselor training.

Rather than repeat many fine points that have been made, let me
focus on sonic things that were not covered.

One thing that 'was continually discussed at Wayne State by the
president and the commission was why was the commission also fight-
Mg for special money for women. I am sure this question will be
raised in regard to this bill.

My answer to this stems from a lot of the research I know about
and have done in various subgroups in university campuses. I hypothe-
size that any group which either numerically or by image is seen as
different from the majority needs special visibility.

For example, I did a study of all of the adult men 35 and over
who were undergraduates at Wayne University. This subgroup felt a
strong need for a place of their own. They felt discriminated against.
They felt downtrodden. They felt idiotic in many of the classes.
mention men because we have only been talking about women.

But this bill will help all people, men as well as women.
At Wayne State we did one of the few studies of commuter students.

The residential students at Wayne State felt a need for a special place.
The commuters at a residential campus need special visibility. The
list could go on, blacks in white universities, whites in black
universities.

I contend that special services are not necessarily forever but are
definitely needed as a vehicle to enable the group in question to emerge
with self-confidence and equality. The aloneness that the men in my
study experienced, the fear of trying out untraditional routes that
women are continually counseled to express and the anger that individ-
uals feel in fighting and usually losing with the bureaucracy are testi-
mony to the need for special attention.

The issue before us is : How could funds generated by this bill be
used to improve educational opportunities for women ? My remarks
will be addressed to an important, area of concern which is my own
field of specialization, that of vocational counseling.

In the past month, I have had a 55-year-old widow discouraged from
entering dental school calling me frankly, an undergraduate woman
who called me because she was discouraged from majoring in engi-
neering, a high school girl from taking advanced classes in science
and math. Counselor bias is certainly not limited to women; men wish-
ing to enter a feminine profession like nursing. would undoubtedly be
discouraged by many counselors. Likewise, minority group members
have long been counseled to be realistic about their place in the world
of work.

A woman who wanted to get into social work was called and told,
"We can't accept you because your husband lives too far away, because
if you come here it might disrupt your family life."

I hear all the time of instances of counselor bias. My dream in life
is to hear somebody say to me, 'Nancy. a counselor helped me," but.
I never heard that. Well, anyway, I still have a few years to live. .
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Now, I am very, very concerned about counselor bias. I am con-cerned that counselor bias limits opportunities for blacks, for men,for women, for members of lower social classes, in other words, coun-selor bias damages everyone.
Now my colleague John Pietrofesa at Wayne State University andr have engaged in a study of counsel bias. Por the record, I am sub-mitting an article that John and I wrote in which we reviewed the

entire literature of counselor bias. There are very few studies. There-
fore, this is something you can be an expert in in a very short time.

What we did at Wayne, we hired a young woman and we coached
her and paid her and she went into our counseling laboratory where
our counselors-in-training are there to counsel people in the com-munity. Now we have a one-way vision room and tape recorders sothat every interview is recorded and then those of us who are coun-
selor-educators supervise this.

The students did not know that this woman in question was a plant,
as you will say. She came in debating whether to go into engineering
or education. Now we assumed that there would. be some bias, but
Professor Pietrofesa and I were totally appalled and shocked at the
degree of bias. It was not just men counselors, women counselors wereequally as biased as men counselors. In fact, nobody did any counsel-rng.

The minute the case was presented, the counselors were very busytelling this young woman, "Do you realize this will interfere with yourfamily life, et cetera."
John and I are in the process of trying to replicate the study in

terms of a man and a woman, a man considering a feminine occupa-
tion and a woman considering a masculine occupation.

Now, we feel very strongly that the importance of the study wedid iit is only important if we make use of this in our counselor train-
ing. We have experimented at Wayne State University in terms of
training of counselors. At Wayne we were able to convince the board
of governors and the executive staff to give all of the counselors atWayne State University a day off a week and a group of us tried todevelop or did develop an inservice training module on counseling to ,get over sex bias.

It was an 11-week program. Let me tell you that the president gave
time off in a tight money year. We won this and guess what : The coun-selors didn't sign up for it.

So, it is a very complicated thing. We finally got 50 counselors tosign up, but they were the counselors who had the right attitudes to
begi

i

n with. We'have a systematic program for inservice training.
The thing I like about this bill is that it would provide money for

many people who develop many kinds of inservice training programs.
It could provide money for consultation at various institutions be-
cause each inservice training program must be developed in terms of
the needs of the particular setting. It could provide money for confer-
ences to bring people from all over the country together to see the dif-
ficulties in terms of this kind of retraining.

It is not easy to retrain counselors or teachers or supervisors. It is
not easy to alert people to their own biases. People never want to admit
this.

So, it is a very difficult thing and the bill gets directly at that issue.
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Nov counselors do more than just interact with counselors. They use
tests. Arvonne Fraser mentioned the Strong vocational inventory.
Jane Goodman as:d I took it upon ourselves 2 years ago to pick the
best and the biggest to try and fight it and change it. I am one of the
counselors that Mrs. Fraser mentioned.

I don't want to do away with the Strong, I think they are useful to
people. However, iii their performance, they are very, very limiting.

Now the Strong is being revised, but the problem is this: There is not
money available to develop new norm groups and until new norm
groups are developed, that is, until women veterinarians are tested and
put into the test, until male secretaries, and in the testimony I have
the details of the Strong, until new norm groups are developed, the
test no matter how careful a job David Campbell does, it will not be an
unbiased test.

The Strong is only illustrative of so many tests, not only in terms of
vocational inventories, but in terms of the LSAT. I understand that,
too, is biased.

We need money to pull together people from all over the country,
test makers and developers, and we need ways to encourage them to
change the test. We can do it legally and get rid of the test, but I
would hate to see that happen. I would hate to see money used to
take those tests which have some effectiveness and make them bias-
free. This is something the bill addresses itself to.

Now, one of the other things I liked so much was the money for
women's centers because I think this is a very important thing that
has happened in this country.

In 100, there was one women's center. In 1073, there are over 400
omen's centers throughout the country. Very often these warren's

centers are operating on a shoestring budget in an ad hoc manner.
Yet they are helping women deal with the very essence of what
Matins Horner describes: "There are many reasons women don't
achieve." Matins Horner, the President of Radcliffe, has done that
exciting research on women's fear of success.

Until we help women be unafraid and, as she says, let me read:
Dr. Homer points out that a bright women is caught in a double bind. In

testing and other achievement-oriented situations, she worries not only about
failure. but also about success. If she falls, she is net living up to her own stand-
ards of performance ; if she succeeds, she is not up to societal expectations
about the female role, Men in our society do not have this kind of ambivalence,
because they are not only permitted but actively encouraged to do well.

We have to help women be unafraid to succeed and help men be
unafraid to cry and to stay at home. We need to blur the sex roles.
We need to free people up so that they can do what if they want to do
regardless of their sex.

The goal, I think of your bill, ig the goal I have felt for a lone time
as counseloreducator and I hope to implement in my own jobs. to
develop humar ..ings who are free to act in ways that are appropriate
to their interests and their valuesnot their sex,

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank von for an excellent statement. I must
apologize because I am due in another subcommittee. I don't want you
to feet you have chased me away.

Dr.
you

I wouldn't. I will look forward to seeing you
again.

Mrs. Mrxx f oresiAinctl. Your testimony has been most illuminating
and will be very helpful for further deliberations in this committee.
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As the Director of the new Office of Women in Higher Education at
the 'American Council on Education, an office which I am not per
malty familiar with, could you just tell us briefly what the office fat
Is it newly created and what can we expect from the American Council
on Education,

Dr. SCHLOSSBERG. It is a very good question. I wish I could answer it.
It is a newly created office. They have been searching for somebody
to fill this office for the past few months, I think almost a year, since
it was announced that the American Council was going to establish
such an office. I think very much what happens in that office will di pend
on those of us who are working in the office, as well as our constituency.
We have member organizations.

But it is my hope that it will be an activist office taking a lead in
areas such as career education, counselor education, developing in.
service workshops, possibly moving in the whole area of rosters. They
have been moving in that area.

But I can't be specific about the actual projects we will work on. My
own feeling is, and I can say that I think the American Council agrees
with this, it will not be a researchoriented office. Rather, it will be
an attempt to take a look at problems women and men face in higher
education and disadvantaged students and faculty and take some
positionc, and develop some programs which can be useful on a na-
tional level.

I cannot be more specific, I have been in the office a total of 3 days.
The next time we meet, I hope I can be more authoritative about it..

Mrs. Misx. Did the decision to create the office arise from any
specific problem which the Council faced or is it just a new illumina-
tion of their responsibility?

Dr. SCHLOSSBERG. You probably would be better off asking Bunny
Sandler that, because I think she has been involved in this from the
beginning and I was at Wayne training counselors when the decision
was made, so I don't know the answer.

Mrs. Mix ic. Have they given you staff
Dr. SCHLOSSBERG. I am not there officially until September, but I will

be hiring staff. I have a secretary, Liz Arnold, who has been an intern
from Berkley. She will be working this summer. I will have assistance
in the fall.

Mrs. MINK, If H.R. 208 should be enacted into law, do you envision
that the American Council would be one of the participants in any
grant program or contract 1

Dr. SCIILOSSBERO. 1 would hope so certainly. You see, the act, I thinks
would enable the Council' to do more than just talk about programs
that should be, but in fact to implement some. I think with my own
focus of interest in terms of inservice training at all levels and of
counseling, which I find is a terribly important matter, this will en-
able us to do some things.

Mrs. MINK. I have no further questions.
Mrs. Chisholm.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. You made a great deal of reference to testing. I

think if I heard you correctly, you indicated that although there
needs to be some changes and reevaluation and reassessment of testing
that you would hate to see this whole procedure eliminated.

Now I think it has been indicated clearly in our Nation today that
testing in many, many areas of this country has been one of, the ways
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that children have been trapped into certain systems. Children have
not been given the opportunity to really develop the potential that
they have because so much in our so-called middle ekes society basica.
ly depends on these tests which are usually put together by persons
who have no experience or attiinement or sensitivity to the needs of
minority children in this country.

So, I lust want to ask the question: Do you believe that in light of
all of the statistical testimony that we have, that perhaps we do have
to create new kinds of tests to evaluate children who have latent
abilities which have not been able to develop in their particular
settinizsi

I think this is where a great deal of difficulty in our educational
system has been going on.

Dr. Scui,osserao. This is an interesting thing you mention. Several
years ago, the College Entrance Examination Board established a
Commission on Tests. I was a member of that commission. I was the
person on the commission who said throw out every test.

It was Kenneth Clark who came to testify before our commission
and Ed Gordon, one of the leading counselor educators who happens
to be black, who was on the commission who convinced me that I was
wrong. I don't want to quote their testimony since they are not here,
but the reason they convinced me that I was wrong because I took
the extreme stand at that point which was really that I would rather
have no tests at all and throw everything out and I can remember
Kenneth Clark testifying that tests, for example, in terms of achieve-
ment tests which, at that point, we were discussing, were a way to
measure the school. It was not the tests themselves that were bad. It
is the way they are used.

In fact, depending on the use this could be an advantage foi minority
students.

At that point in time, even though I was an early feminist, we did
not raise the question of testing for women. I generally do not use
tests. I have never used a test in my own counseling. I don't usually
encourage my students to use tests. But I do feel that there are certain
kinds of inventories which are helpful to the individual.

One of the real problems with picking a career is that most indi-
viduals don't have any idea of the range of possibilities for them.
selves. They pick careers in terms of social class, sex, and minority
status.

If tests are used appropriately, they can be a means for helping the
counselor and the student think of fields which she or he would never
have thought of before, if they are used as a springboard.

The Strong test, for example, is not a test which tests abilities. I
think when we look at tests, some are ability, some are aptitude and
some are values. The Strong is a test which takes groups of people
and sees the degree to which you have similar reactions to them.

I agree with Arvonne Eraser's comments in her testimony that this
might maintain the status quo, but I believe that the Nancy Cole
article, which I am submitting to you, and she is a test expert and
she is critical of tests, also can show with appropriate counseling and
if the test had the new norm groups this could mean that an individual
with a certain kind of interest pattern or response pattern instead of
thinking ot two or three occupations, might think of 100 occupations.



In other words, certain tests, if revised, could open up opportunities
rather than closing them.

I don't believe that counselors without the help of some other ma-
terials are ever going to have the vision to know the range of oppor-
tunities, because counselors are middle classed, the tests are middle
classed.

I understand and appreciate your point and I am more moderate
at this point than I was a few years ago on this.

Mrs. Cittsnoix. Thank you.
Mrs. 11IiNit. Thank you very much, Mrs. Chisholm.
Thank you again Dr. Schlossberg for your testimony and for ap-

pearing here today.
Our next witness is the Honorable Ethel Allen, member of the city

council of Philadelphia.
We welcome you, Dr. Allen, to the committee. Your testimony, will

be placed in the record at this point. You may read it or summarize it
or whatever you would like to do.

[The statement referred to follows :1

STATEMENT OF Da. ETHEL D. ALLEN, COUNCILWOMAN PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL WOMENS POLITICAL CAUCUS

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: I am Dr. Ethel D. Allen of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Physician and Surgeon and Republican Member
of the City Council.

I am testifying today on behalf of the National Women's Political Caucus
with respect to H.R. 208 Introduced by the Honorable Patsy Mink.

I commend Representative Mink for the introduction of such timely legislation
and for her recognition of the need for same. It is truly said "There is nothing
more powerful than an idea whose time has come."

I am considerably heartened by those provisions of the Act which handle com-
munity as well as institutional participation, as I feel the approach will be
less esoteric in the former and thusly capable of reaching the grassroots people
where it is sorely needed.

We must ever keep in mind the fact that education occurs in all places, and
at all timesand may be as Influential in shaping our lives in the unstructured
areas, such as community, as in the highly complex and rigidly structured at-
mosphere of the institutions of learning.

The barriers to a sound educational process are many, but predominant among
them is the barrier of one's sex. The role that it has played in our everyday
lives has been self-evident since childhood and with only a small degree of
effort one may successfully document by recall of memories the events and
factors contributing to it.

Sex role stereotyping and sex discrimination continue in the American educa-
tional system despite this age of enlightenment relative to many other activities.

In most school textbooks, especially those on the,elementary level, the female
is still displayed as the dependent mother, capable only of solving minor prob-
lems and performing menial tasks. Her activities are basically those of combing
hair, helping the children make cookies and searching for the dog. Any major
decision or activity is the sole province of the fatherwho is strong, intelligent
and dependable. He is always gretted with a tremendous outburst of enthusiasm
because he is the one who can do the job.

The female is delegated to two portrayals in the texts of elementary school
housewife and teacher. In the more advanced years, a nurse might possibly be
added.

H.R. 208 should serve to correct this. However, unless extensive enough to
bring about changes in the practices of publishers, for they are prime offenders,
little will be gained.

Publishers make few changes in their format. They depend upon the tried
and true of oldmodfying it solely by adding a few new words so it becomes a
new edition. The texts, therefore, lack honesty and contribute greatly to the con-
fusion in the mind of the child because of a lack of relevancy- to the life of the
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child. In recent Years, publishers have added black faces--a result of the Civil
Eights Movement and a token acknowledgment of the existence of people of
color. The complexion has changed, but not the role. We are continuing the
"Welted in" mental attitudes of the chauvinist and perpetuating his theories by
these outmoded practices.

Textbooks, counseling and teacherstudent activities lack the exploration of
the women's role in this world. They also lack the honest portrayal of groups
Of people. Children question the roles they see defined in textbooks, the roles
outlined by their counsellors and the roles they view in their teacherstudent
relationship. The impressions gathered in the formative years affect them and
their thinking to a great extent in their later life.

Witness the impressions yoU had as youngsters laboring through the Dick and
Jane Series. Blond hair, peaches and cream complexion, well-dressed, etc. --
certainly not relevant to me, and probably not relevant to you, I asked, "Why?"
and so probably did you.

Witness furthermore recess activitythe girls jump rope,.the boys play ball,
and there is no provision for interchangeable activity any more so than there
is for girls on the golf, tennis or swimming teams. There is a need for change
and change will come.

As I visualize the action created in the field of education, should H.B. 208
become a fact, I see formidable changes.

These changes are not only in the areas of curriculum development and evalua-
tion of improved curriculum, but also In the motivation and education of masses
of people heretofore deprived. H.R. 208 introduced by the Honorable Patsy
Slink thusly becomes a catalytic force in the molding of the structure of our
educational system of the future.

As I visualize the action brought about by the passage of this Bill, I see victims
of juvenile delinquency problems whose educational processes have been Inter-
rupted by their entry Into the criminal justice system being provided educa-
tional benefits of a habilitative or rehabilitative nature so as to avert the rapidly
escalating problems of recidivism.

As I visualize the effects created among minorities, grassroots people, eco-
nomically and socially deprived individuals and slow learners, I see the improve-
ment of oneselfconcept, brought about by the tailoring of one's educational needs
to the Individual as defined by evaluation and study, and the eradication of bias
as is currently existent.

This is an absolute. necessity for success. Otherwise, those of our constituents
who are poor, who suffer from a language barrier, who have been denied educa-
tional opportunities because an educational system is totally unconscious of its
own deficiencies and lack of relevancy ; those of our constituents who are not
poor but are unconscious of the great wealth of human resources as yet untapped
(present among the uneducated, the improperly educated and the sducated who
have failed to produce)are the losers for it.

This Bill has meritand its merit will be recognized only when the fruits of its
labors are harvested. When it provides a means of acquiring an education for a
mature woman who, because of age more frequently than marital status, is
denied the continuance of her erstwhile interrupted educational processa proc-
ess Interrupted because other known barriers were instrumental in contributing
to her fate (race, sex and economic dtscrimination)it shall have merit.

When it turns an urban educational system Into a responsive organ, capable
of satisfying the needs of its students and taxpayers and does not create a
quagmire of ignorance based on inbred prejudice attuned to the racial or ethnic
composition of its majorityit shall have merit.

Butshould it serve only the needs of the graduate student seeking post
graduate or post doctoral education, at the expense of the possible utilization of
the Bill's provisions to develop a system that can break the vicious cycle of
educational deprivation and welfare ; should it serve only to provide for one
group at the expense of another (youth versus age, e.g., as exhibited In the ISEHIC
Program In New York which accepts no persons over 80) ; should it not furnish
those benefits denied a person over 30 aspiring to a college degree, who, unable to
qualify on the basis of age for subsidy, grant, scholarship or financial assistance,
must then work and attend school at nightusing those precious extra years to
attain the requirements for admission; should it not make provision curriculum-
wise for the possession of experience and knowledge attained by livingthen,
and only then, would it fail in its purpose and responsiveness to a well
documented need.
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STATEMENT OF HON. ETHEL ALLEN, CITY COUNCIL,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Dr. ALLM Thank you.
I might add that unfortunately I did not receive until today a report

of a project done in Representative Chisholm's area on the aspect of
this bill that I am primarily interested in. I would ask therefore that
this report be placed in the record also, please.

By way of introduction, I am Dr. Ethel D. Allen of Philadelphia,
Pa., physician and surgeon and Republican member of the city
council.

I am testifying today on behalf of the National Women's Political
Caucus with respect to H.R. 208. introduced by the Honorable Patsy
111ink.

I commend Representative Mink for the introduction of such time]
legislation and for her recognition of the need for same. It is truly said]
"There is nothing more powerful than an idea whose time has come.'

Having perused the bill carefully and having discussed it with a
number of women's organizations, particularly in Philadelphia, I re-
gret to say that a number of them were not familiar with the bill, but
they are now. I sincerely hope that at some future hearing members

ifrom Philadelphia and outlying areas will come and testify in regard
to the bill.

My particular interest in the bill was the opportunity that it affords
women over 30 and particularly women with children, the possibility
of continuing an interrupted education. Women deserve the right to
fulfill themselves to their fullest potential and capabilities. Acting
positively about helping others becomes beneficial to the overall good
of our human community.

Our Government has passed a law entitling women to total equality
in employment. But unless education can be furthered, the majority of
women in this country who are over the age of 25 cannot begin to fill
the qualifications needed for employment without some kind of college
degree.

Women who are the sole support of themselves and/or their fam-
ilies, who wish to go back to schooland who for many discrimina-
tory and financial reasons couldn't go at an earlier ageface too many
years of study if they must do it part time and then only at night. The
majority of these women who don't have degrees barely earn enough
money on a full-time basis to provide for the necessities of life. With
this in mind, it is inconceivable to expect them to afford to also put
themselves through college. At their current ages now, this would put
them far behind for competition in the job market when they finally
do finish their education.

Besides this, they carry the responsibility of maintaining a home
and raising children, with no subsidies or grants available to them
to cover this extra load. In view of this, and in view of the job oppor-
tunities, it, has become necessary for ;he mature woman to be pro-
vided with the same benefits for furthering their education as many
other minortiy groups now have.

College has become a necessity rather than a choice. Because of the
highly competitive and not totally equal society in which we live,
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degrees are considered necessary for most good employment. Women
are faced with the following problems:

They cite difficulties in attending school; timewiso and moneywiso;
prohibitive costs; lack of open enrollment and eating up of extra years
while working and schooling simutaneously in their maturity.

Also, in many schools, waiting lists present a problem for the
mature woman. Because of their ages, the lists are unrealistic.

Even in the socalled "free city university" cost is definitely a major
barrier, Courses are not free to adults who work and take care of
families and pay taxes.

Over a period of 5 ,ears of borrowing money to go to school, her
cost amounted to $11,000 out of a total income of $18,000, leaving her
about $5,000 to $6,000 in debt.,

Women have trouble understanding the job market, they do not
know what they want to do; they are only vague about wanting better
jobs, more money, et cetera. Studies show (from data bank) that 85
percent of women with a BA in liberal arts are working in jobs that
have nothing to do with their degree. It is necessary to be specific
about what is to be studied. Consulting school catalogs and wunselors
to ascertain that eight courses are being taken is foremost, A BA in
liberal arts is useless; it is not, a marketable item.

It is obvious that not enough good counseling services are available.
This becomes important, because they act as a catalyst, helping
women returning to school, business. The object is to esiablish more
of them. With successful women directing and helping others to find
ways to accomplish these goals, more women have better changes.
Although women have found ways to educate themselves for specific
jobs, feedback on this aspect is nill.

I feel that U.R. 208 serves this purpose, In my testimony that I
have submitted for the record, I make note of the fact that as Mrs.
Fraser noted, publishers have been at fault with respect to the early
education of children and the textbooks submitted to the same.

It was my experience in the get set program which is a prekinder-
garten phase of education, that the books there always depicted chil-
dren and circumstances totally unrelated to that of our lifestyle. We
had to explain to children when they came into our clinic and saw a
woman physician instead of a male that, yes, women do become
physicians.

kott have to explain it to older patients also. I have had people come
in and ask to see the doctor and when they are shown into my office,
they still ask when they will see the doctor. My reply often is, "I is
the doctor."

This shows how ingrained this sex discrimination and stereotyping
is in our Nation based not only in the education system, but on the
community situations we faced.

When I ran for political office and it was noted in the newspapers,
everybody naturally assumed I was masculine. When they finally saw
me and heard my platform of "What you see is what you get,'; they
realized that women were venturing further into the political circles
in Philadelphia which has been called the bicentennial city, despite the
fart that. it has a centennial approach to life.

We are finding that with H.R. 208 in the discussions we have had,
we are very enthusiastic about it, extremely enthusiastic. With only
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two women members on the city council we have not been able to get
any legislation through successfully that deals with sex discrimina-
tion. We have many major problems not only with education, but with
housing, credit, mortgages, and so forth. Our inability to get anv leg-
islation through is duo to the fact that the men in our council are
locked into the attitude that women aro not brilliant enough to write
the typo of legislation such as you have introduced, Representative
Mink, and anything we put out before them gets stuck in committee.

So, your bill represents, on a national scale, a new approach to
thinking with regard to education, a new approach to thinking with
regard to the female.

NVe sincerely hope that your bill will be able to get through such
as the Equal Rights Amendment got through. We hope it will not
have to go through the harassing circumstances the Equal Rights
Amendment currently faces.

But we envision this as not serving one special interest group. The
first impression I got on discussing this bill with members of NOW,
Status of Women, women's political caucus in my area, was that this
presented a remarkable opportunity for women to develop their gradu-
ate and postgraduate degrees in special emphasis studies especially in
the field of sociology.

I don't envision H.R. 208 has doing this. 1 envision it providing
those opportunities to a woman like me after having had to go back
into the work force, desirous of developing either a career or a good
work ethic, can break that cycle of poverty and depression, move out
into the mainstream and then profit by the benefits that your bill
outlines.

Black women need the opportunities to_get back into the educational
system. The minority groups such as the Spanish-speaking, the Puerto
Rican, the Chinese, all need. the same opportunities.

II.R. 208 provides these opportunities, provided it is not used by
those people who are better equipped to gain the postdoctoral,the post-
graduate degrees through other mechanisms other than what you
design in your bill.

Therefore, I speak to the point that it has to be attendant to the
needs of the grassroots individual, the economically deprived, the
socially deprived, the undereducated, the person who has had their
education interrupted by some circumstances and that individual who
is too old to qualify for the special governmental programs currently
existent.

This is how I see H.R. 208. I will do anything possible I can to help
you in getting it passed.

Thank you.
Mrs. MINK, I certainly appreciate your enthusiasm and your warm

support of the legislation. I concur wholeheartedly with your view of
what the intent and purpose of this legislation is. I am interested in
your comments that you discussed this bill wtih other women's organ-
izations in your city.

Did you find a general concurrence with the overall objectives of
this bill after they had an opportunity to study it or what were
your impressions in discussing this with these organizations that you
mentioned I
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Dr. ALLEN, Regrettably, Representative Mink, I am sorry to say
that most of the emphasis was placed on what the benefits would be to
those Individuals who were primarily interested in professional educa-
tion. I did not hear n one circumstance in talking with the members of
the various feminist groups any interest with regard to the grassroots
individuals, Once I took the bill before the residents of the Advisory
Board, the Tenants Union Council, and especially the Domestic Work-
ers Members they were highly enthusiastic about the bill and asked
how it pertained to them and the opportunities afforded.

I think we are going to structure a meeting between the two groups
so that East can meet West, so to speak, or the high can meet the low
and we can see what merits can benefit both groups.

As a physician who plans to go to law school, if I wanted to be very
selfish about this, I could say this is my golden opportunity. However,
I would rather sacrifice my needs for the needs ofsome mother of Ave
or six children who has exhibited to me remarkable potential but has
not had the opportunities that H.R. 208 can afford her.

Mrs. Miwx. Apart front the applicability of the bill to adult women,
and I assume that you were restricting your comments to that aspect of
the bill do you see the same kind of difficulties with respect to how
children might benefit under the legislation?

Dr. ALLEN. No, I don't see the difficulties unless the difficulties lie
primarily in the recalcitrant behavior of the education system especi-
ally in urban areas to respond to H.R. 208.

We have difficulties in Philadelphia with the fact that counselors
are not properly oriented in career direction of youngsters at a very
early stage or even on the secondary level. Therefore, you find a young
lady who has marked aptitude who wants to become an automotive
mechanic being refused the opportunities to develop that vocation be-
cause this is not the acceptable thing to do. She is in turn then told to
go into computer technology and she said, "I will settle for eomputer
mechanics" which is a phenomenal field with fantastic financial
rewards. She is directed from anything that involves tools, because the
thinking in Philadelphia is that women don't work with tools; they
don't become 'maples, They don't even become mechanical dentists.
They can't work in the dental industry where they make teeth.

So you find a kid in the third grade who is presented for the first
time with a city hall situation where he Foes down to see how the city
council operates. The first thing he sees is a black female city council-
womanunheard of. In the civics class they never said this. Or he
walks in the courtroom and sees a Chinese female judgeunheard of.
This is not taught in the classroom. He goes back to school and says
why the difference between what I learn here and the real life
situation?

He has never been exposed to counseling that says that your sister is
just as capable of repairing the engine of your fat 'her's car as you are.
It is supposed to be his lot to do that sort of thing and this is the think-
ing all along.

Correspondingly, if your car breaks down on the road, women who
might know something about what is wrong with your car will pass
you by because it would not be nice for a woman to be seen with the
hood up and bent over the engine.
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This starts at an early age. If you offered to help them in a cir-
cumstance that was not female oriented, they would not respond. There
have to be very marked changes in the educational system and marked
changes in the community approach.

Mrs, MINK. You are absolutely right on that.
Mrs. Chisholm.
Mrs. CHtsitoor. How are you, Ethel?
Dr. ALLEN. Fine.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. It is very good to see you here today. I would

like to ask you three questions. My first question concerns this minor-
ity woman, who has the.tsvit jeopardy of her race and her sex. We do
know that minority women, generally speaking, in this Nation have
not yet developed a high degree of political sophistication about many,
many things. Would you say, therefore, that we need to make sure
that these women who possess this twin jeopardy are given some kind
of priority consideration, If not, won't those who are active and those
who are sophisticated and those who are better educated benefit from
the legislation to the exclusion of these groups who definitely need so
much help. If you feel this way, what would be the suggestions, if any,
that you can make to this committees

Dr. ALLEN. I definitely feel that way. I think that the priority is
of the highest essence. I base that not only on the statements that you
have made, but on the experience that I just suffered in trying to deal
with this bill thromgh the structured organizations.

The recommendations I would make would be that the Commission
that would deal with H.R. 208 must of necessity contain a preponder-
ance of the minority people, as opposed to a preponderance of just
high level educators. You may be able to combine the two.

I would also feel that there has to be input from that level, input
of great magnitude, input of great depth. This input must be sought
out not only by the Commission, but also by those individuals or staff
who will be working with the Commission because they will vary from
time to time. The needs will vary from time to time.

The emphasis should definitely not be on the fact that we would fur-
ther the educational and career goals of those individuals who are
already provided with tiosapherewithall to get the same.

Mrs, CHISHOLM. My second question is Do you feel that if this legis-
lation was passed, it would not only provide national or Federal guide-
lines, but it might also bring about a more enlightened attitude on the
part of State legislative bodies and therefore be more responsive to
women's needs even though the majority of our legislatures don't have
many women? Do you really feel this would help?

Dr. ALLEN. I think it would help greatly. However, that also will be
dependent on how much assistance this bill gets on the local levels from
the various women's groups and from the Commission itself. This is
one of the biggest roadblocks we have currently. Our Commission on
the Status of Women is very effective, but only in specific areas. In the
area of education, it has been most ineffectual. Not that they lack
women educators on their staff, but they are intimidated to a great
extent by the legislators who in our legislature are all men. We have
two women in the house of representatives in the State, but other than
that, all the rest of the people are. men and they intimidate them by
saying, "We will take away this or that."
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I see this bill, if properly implemented in the States, as developing
welfare reform on a State level by virtue of its educational benefits.
Once you get people educated ail able to work, they are not going
to be on welfare. If you start the children off with an opportunity to
get that education, they will never have to go on welfare.

So, I envision H.R. gO8 as having a dual purpose, not only the edu-
cational changes that will be made, but also the development of a wel-
fare reform method.

Mrs. CHISHOLM. I have no further questions, Thank you.
Mrs. MINX. Thank you very much Dr. Allen, We appreciate your

testimony.
Our last witness this morning is Dr. Audrey Norris, chairman of

the Education of Women Committee, Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development.

STATEMENT OP DR. AUDREY NORRIS, CHAIRMAN, EDUCATION OP
WOMEN COMMITTEE, ASSOCIATION FOR SUPERVISION AND OUR.
RICULUX DEVELOPMENT, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Mts. Mixtc. Your testimony will be placed in its entirety in the
record. You may proceed.

[The statement referred to follows t)

STATEMENT OF Da. AUDREY B. NORRIS, CHAIRMAN, EDUCATION OP WOMEN COD.
/LIME. ARSOCIATIOX TOR SUPERVISION AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT,
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Chairman Hawkins, Representative Mink, members of Equal Opportunity
Subcommittee of the House Education and Labor Committee, I am Dr, Audrey B.
Norris of Cincinnati, Ohio, and I serve as Chairman of the Committee on the
Education of Women of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Devel-
opine% This association consists of thirteen thousand superintendents, assistant
superintendents, directors of curriculum and instruction, supervisors, principals,
key teacher* and other curriculum workers from all of out states. 1 have served
as a teacher, an elementary and secondary supervisor, a public school director
of curriculum, and reesarch in two areas, a federal grant director of Tomorrow's
Educational Systems Today, a Title I and III E.S.E.A, Act grants project
expending over a million dollars of federal funds and I am presently a university
professor In the Department of School Administration at the University of
Cincinnati, During the last month I have been one of the last 16 finalists in the
competition for Superintendent of Schools, Washington, mo, I have worked In
the Arlington Virginia, Hamilton County Ohio and Willoughby Eastlake Ohio
City SchOols. During the last several years I have been invited to be in contact
in a training way with teachers and administrators from Maine to Mississippi
and California and at all major educational conventions. In addition I am work-
ing with organised woolens groups. I speak today In support of Representative
Patsy Slink's Women's Educational Equity Act.

Starch a year ago, at the national convention Of the Association for Super-
vision and Curriculum Development in 1iY72 resolutions from the floor of the
business meeting indicated the magnitude of the problem concerning women re
garding equal opportunity tor ad lancement within the educational profeasion,
curriculum for women of all ages in school, the re-education of the out of school
population of both women and men and the problem of sex bias and stereotyping.
This year the Association supported a small grant proposal of $6000 to begin
to build a task force with the superintendents, school board members, supervisory
and curriculum workers to begin to attempt to get equal opportunity for women
In the education profession, which consists mainly of women in the teacher ranks,
and to develop n brief guideline and resource already developed for curriculum
directors regarding sex has and stereotyping in the curriculum. Six thousand
dollars is an infinitesimally small amount in relation to the magnitude of the
problem. Ilowever, it represents one of our largest grant investments, thus
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Substantiating the need. None of our workers are paid for this particular work
and we therefore can spend only limited amounts of time on this.

My remarks today are divided into five distinct parts as I speak to support
the need for this act in a summary statement. The aspects of the problem of
women, education and equity I will address myself to today are equity, women,
and the pluralistic society, the tole of schools and school districts, state legisla-
tures and the courts, the curriculum sex bias and stereotyping, equal opportunity
especially within the education profession itself and the national need for the
Women's Educational Equity Act.

EQUITY WOMEN AND THE PLURALISTIC SOCIETY

Equity regarding women denotes "In Its broadest sense and most general
signification the spirit and the habit of fairness, justness, and right dealing
which would regulate the intercourse of men with men."' Naturally Black's Law
Dictionary in this definition implied women with women and men and men with
women. This fairness, Justness, and right dealing varies as different parts of
the pluralistic society indicates Its values. The role of women varies In these
points of view from an independent responsible one or worker to that of chattel.
Thus, women are living a myth and need to know where they stand as concepts
of the family, role of the courts and legislatures and the economy vary, in
regard to the Individual. Likewise concepts of education also vary.

THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS

As concepts of education vary so do the roles of the school and districts vary
from seeing the school as transmitting the past, to one of transmitting the past
and allowing some problem solving, to solving problems under competent guld-
once of the teachers, to using the school to solve society's problems, or to using
the school to bring about radical or violent change. flow do we know what
guarantees to include in the curriculum as schools assume different roles?

STATE LEOISLATORS AND THE COURTS

As concepts of the school vary so does the manner in which new statutes or
law are enacted by legislatures and courts. Some see the legislatures and courts
reflecting the society, whereas others see these bodies as forums making wise
decisions using research, rights, and knowledge,

THE CURRICULUMSEX BIAS AND STEREOTYPING

Definitions of curriculum vary from the text as curriculum to learning oppor-
tunities or experience itself as curriculum.

What is sex bias and stereotyping in the curriculum? What are women's
rights? What are their legal rights? Are they constitutional or are they value
Judgments? Are the decisions situational? Isn't this a marketing society? Are
women's roles, economic? What motivations are behind these decisions? What
research do we have about women's roles? What value decisions do we want
to make? Can we legislate one curricular design for women across mass number
of youngsters?

These are just a few of the research problems which need more extensive study
fur curriculum workers. Courts and legislatures need a lot more knowledge or
research in making changes, What are the implications of no fault concepts to
the individual and the family? What are the ramifications of present vesting
procedures in retirement? Massive studies of curriculum and curriculum mate
rials are necessary.

How can you operate schools and different curricular designs in a pluralistic
society? Where are the models with consideration for equity concepts of justice,
and fairness in administration procedures for students, teachers, administrative
roles, etc. What about equal opportunity?

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

My experience has taught me that professionals are upset by discriminatory
practices of Boards of Education, administrative groups, legislatures, judges and
aoys1111.

2 Black, Her Campbell. Black's Low //know" R.Thed Fourth Edition, West Pub-
lishing Company, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1668, p. 634.

119150 0 71 0.1
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others. A recent survey of the National Council of Administrative Women in
Education' in thirty states indicates that 57.8% of the full time instructional
staff in these states are women. In these same districts and schools women hold
21.0% of the elementary principal poeitions, 8,6% of the junior high positions,
8.0% of the senior high positions, 0.8% of the superintendents positions, 7,5%
of the Deputy of Associate Superintendent positions, 2.0% of the Assistant
Superintendent positions, and 15.2% of the Administrative Assistants to the
Superintendent. In this same survey in a category entitled central office admin.
istration women hold 48,2% of the general administrative positions, 8.5% of the
finance and school plant positions, 88.8% of pupil personnel services positions,
46.8% of administrative instruction and supervisory positions, and 848% of the
special subject area administrators in central offices, 'There is one women super-
intendent in Montana and no women superintendents of the selected large cities
of the survey, Now you see why a white woman is competing in her hometown of
Washington, D,O.

For several months I have been studying the ways Boards and colleagues work
to exclude women from top jobs. Naturally, If the criteria says you have to here
been a superintendent that does It. If your qualifications are competitive Boards
do not let you in for an Interview but choose a less competitive woman candidate
who cannot compete in the finals, or if they let you in for an interview then
perhaps the race is wrong or individual and group procedures are employed
tactifully to cut a woman out in the selection process. If a woman cannot get
into the Department of Educational Administration at a university in the first
place that also takes care of the matter, 'Thus, I am saying much research and
work needs to be accomplished and disseminated to assist the states (schools,
family groups, legislatures, courts, and businesses) at all levels regarding issues
inherent in problems of women in a pluralistic society, and problems and proced-
ures related to sex bias and stereotyping especially motivation and economic as
pects and possible viable solutions and ideas.

In a recent salary survey conducted in the MOOD organization itself we found
a significant difference in the salary between males and females in the same
type of position in supervision and curriculum development,

WIIAT IS IMMO TONS TO RITSDUOATS MEN AND WOUSN

Individual citizens and groups are working hard, However, use of mass means
of communication is essential in this regard as the problem is tremendous regard-
ing education and equity.

SUSIblAalt

The United States is in a value dilemma, regarding woman, her role, status,
and equity.

The Women 'e Educational Equity Act can serve as an outside system to work
with and through the permanent systems of schools, family groups, legislatures,
courts, and businesses i

To instigate essential research Warding education of woman and equity.
To encourage and conduct in-service training and improve awareness to

the problem.
To assist states in setting up Models of effective action in schools, family

groups, legislatures, courts, and businesses.
To publish essential reports and communicate these to influential people

and the general population.
To link action underway.
To develop systems for improvement of equity for women.

Equity deals with the conscience of the United States in regard to its citizens,
both the educational and justice systems need this act, immediately.

I thank you.
Dr. NoMus. Representative Mink and committee members of the

Subcommittee on Equal Opportunity of the House Education and
Labor Committee, I am Dr. Audrey Norris of Cincinnati, Ohio. I
serve as chairman of the Committee on the Rducation of Women of the
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. This asso-

National Council of Administrative Women in ltducation, WettedMore Woes,Whore
Are 7'M Wows Super-Wm:elite', 1816 Fort Meyer Drive, Arlington, Va. 22209, 12.50.
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dation consists of 18,000 superintendents, assistant superintendents,
directors of curriculum and instruction, supervisors, principals, key
teachers, and other curriculum workers from all of our States.

I have served as a teacher, an elementary and secondary supervisor,
a public school director of curriculum and research in two areas, a
Federal grant director of Tomorrow's Educational Systems Today, a
title I and III ESEA act grants projeet expending over $1 million
of Federal funds and I am presently a university professor in the de-
partment of school administration at the University of Cincinnati.
I also served as the director of Tomorrow's Educational Systems
Today an outside temporary system for the purpose of bringing about
educational change in permanent school systems.

That is the reason why I am here today, because of my situation
with the ASCD as chairman of the education committee and also as a
director of an outside temporary system which has been established for
the purpose of bringing about change.

I guess one of the things 1 should say also is that I am one of the
16 finalists for the Superintendent of Schools position for Washington,
D.C. Since Washington, D.C., is my hometown and very dear to my
heart, you can see why I am here today.

I have worked in the Arlington, Va., Hamilton County, Ohio, and
Willoughby Eastlake, Ohio, city schools. During the last several years

iI have been invited to be in contact in a training way with teachers and
administrators from Maine to Mississippi and California and at all
major educational conventions. In addition, I am working with or-
ganized women's groups. I speak today in support of Representative
Patsy Mink's, Women's Educational Equity Act.

March, a year ago, at the national convention of the Association for
Supervision and Currieuhun Development in 1972, resolutions from
the floor of the business meeting indicated the magnitude of the prob-
lem concerning women regarding equal opportunity for advancement
within the education profession, curriculum for women of all ages
in school, the reeducation of the out-of-school population of both
women and men and the problem of sex bias and stereotyping.

This year the association supported a small grant proposal of
$6,000 to begin to build a task force with the superintendents, school
board members, supervisory and curriculum workers to begin to at-
tempt to get equal opportunity for women in the education profession,
which consists mainly of women in the teacher ranks. The education
profession consists mainly of women, however, at the high level spots,
this is not the case.

The second position of this committee is to develop a resource pact
and brief flexible guidelines to begin to assist curriculum directors
across the country with getting sex bias and sex stereotyping out of the
curriculum. Six thousand dollars is an infinitesimally small amount
in relation to the magnitude of the problem. However, it represents
one of our largest grant investments, thus substantiating the need.
None of our workers are paid for this particular work and we there-
fore can spend only limited amounts of time on this.

Since Mardi we have been talking to everyone you can think of in
terms of the magnitude of the problem in . ,-riculum guides, oppor-
tunities in the classroom and also in relation to materials. Thns I am
saying that the part of House bill 208 which indicates the need for this,
as a !eider in the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Devel-
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opment, I_can say and substantiate the need for this kind of thing in
the United States today.

My remarks today are divided into five distinct parts as I speak to
support the need for this act in a summary statement. The aspects of
the problem of women, education and equity I will address myself to
today are equity women and the pluralistic society, the role of schools
and school districts, State legislatures end the courts, the curriculum
sex bias and stereotyping, equal opportunity especially within the
educ,ation profession itself and the tremendous national need for the
Women's Educational Equity Act.

First, equity women and the pluralistic society.
Equity regarding women denotes "in its broadest sense and most

general signification the spirit and the habit of fairness, justness, and
right dealing which would regulate the intercourse of men with men."

By the way, that is Black's Law Dictionary's definition of equity.
Naturally we recognize that this dictionary definition implies worn-

en with women, and men and men. This fairness, justness, and right
dealing varies as different parts of the pluralistic society indicates its
values. The role of women varies in these points of view from an inde-
pendent responsible one or worker to that of chattel.

Thus, women are living a myth and need to know where they
stand as concepts of the family, role of the courts and legislatures and
the economy vary, in regard to the individual. Likewise concepts of
education also vary.

THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS

As concepts of education vary so do the roles of the school and dis-
tric1,8 vary from seeking the school as transmitting the past, to one of
transmitting the past and allowing some problem solving, to solving
problems under competent guidance of the teachers, to using the school
to solve society's problems, or to using the school to bring about radical
or violent change. How do we know what guarantees to include in the
curriculum as schools assume different roles!

I would like to add a comment here to my prepared statement. This
is one of the most difficult problems curriculum leaders are faced with
today, to know the kinds of guarantees to include in the curriculum
and to find the way to include these in the curriculum.

Thos I am saving to you that the past of the act that indicates the
tremendous need for research is a very important part of the act betause
this part of the act can give leadership to directors of curriculum and
assistant superintendents in charge of structure and curriculum and
also to communities.

I would like to speak for a moment in terms of State legislators and
the courts. I would like to add to my prepared comments if I may.

I spent all day yesterday in the Ohio Legislature and I would per-
haps like to make some comments in that regard. I feel that had the
Ohio Legislature yesterday had just some restrach bulletins in terms
of equity, some suggested kinds of financial formulas, or ways that
they could conceptualize how to make new statutes in Ohio regard, for
example, the one yesterday was in regard to whether Ohio should enact
nofaulttype legislation.

I felt that if the legislators would have hid some kind of research
to base some of the kinds of deci,ions on that were suggested and
would perhaps go into the statutes.
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You see, as concept of the school vary, so does the manner in which
new statutes or law are enacted by legislatures and courts. Some see the
legislatures and courts reflecting the society, whereas others see these
bodies as forums making wise decisions using research, rights, and
knowledge.

THE OURRIOULTIM-SEX R/AS AND STEREOTYPING

Definitions of curriclum vary from the text as curriculum to learn-
ing opportunities or experience itself as curriculum.

What is sex bias and stereotyping in the rArriculum 1 What are
women's rights? What are their legal rights? Are they constitutional
or are they value judgments? Are the decisions situational? Isn't this a
marketing society? Are women's roles economic? What motivations
are behind these decisions? What research do we have about women's
roles? What value decisions do we want to make? Can we legislate one
curricular design for women across mass numbers of youngsters?

I ask these questions and add to my written comments because ques-
tions like these are the kinds of questions that curriculum directors and
leaders are had with daily as they develop curriculum and as teachers
and .principals develop learning opportunities for youngsters. These
are just a few of the research problems which need more extensive
study for curriculum workers.

Courts and legislatures need a lot more knowledge or research in
making changes.

I see bulletins in this regard that can be disseminated. What are
the implications of no-fault concepts to the individual and the family?
What are the ramifications of present vesting procedures in retire-
ment?

I am trying to say that massive studies of curriculum and curricu-
lum materials are necessary and there needs to be a relation between
the kind of research studies that are undertaken.

How can you operate schools and different curricular designs in a
pluralistic society ? Where are the models with consideration for
equity concepts of justice, and fairness in administration procedures
for students, teachers, administrative roles, et cetera. What about equal
opportunity?

My experience has taught me that professionals are upset by dis-
criminatory practices of boards of education, administrative groups,
legislatures, judges, and others.

I would like e to quote some figures from a recent survey of the Na-
tional Council of Administrative Women in Education. In 80 States
indicates that 07.8 percent of the full-time instructional staff in these
States are women. In these same districts and schools women hold 21.0

jurcent of the elementary principal positions, only 8.5 percent of the
nior high positions,,3.0 percent of the senior high positions, 0.6 per-

cent of the superintendents positions, 7.6 percent of the deputy or as-
sociate superintendent positions, 2.9 percent of the assistant superin-
tendent positions, and 16.2 percent of the administrative assistants to
the superintendent.

In this same survey in a category entitled "Central Office Adminis-
tration," women hold 48.2 percent of the general administrative posi-
tions,14 percent of the finance and school-plant positions.

I would like to add a comment in that regard. Those are where the
decisions are made in terms of how the money is spent-88.8 percent of
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the pupil personnel services positions, 47.8 percent of administrative
instruction and supervisory positions, and 86.2 percent of the special
subject area administrators in central offices.

There is one women superintendent in Montana and no women
superintendents of the selected large cities of the survey, which makes
the Washington, D.C. situation a very important one, and I guess as

Wyou
can see why a white woman is competing in her hometown of

ashington, D.C.
Por several months I have been studying the ways boards and col-

leagues work to exclude women from top jobs. Naturally, if the cri-
teria says you have to have been a superintendent, that does it. If your
qualifications are competitive boardsdo not let you in for an inter-
view but choose a less competitive woman candidate who cannot com-
pete in the finalists, or if they let you in for an interview, then perhaps
the race is wrong or individual and group procedures are employed
tactfully to cut a woman out in the selection process. If a woman can-
not get into the department of educational administration in a uni-
versity in the first place, that also takes care of the matter.

Then it is difficult to get into a system as an administrator.
Thus I am saying that much research and work needs to be accom-

plished and disseminated to assist the Statesschools, family groups,
legislatures, courts, and businessesat all levels regarding issues in-
herent in problems of women in a pluralistic society, and problems
and procedures related to sex bias and stereotyping, especially motiva-
tion and economic aspects, and nossible viable solutions and ideas.

In a recent salary survey conducted in the ASCD organization this
past June itself, we found a significant difference in the salary between
males and females in the same type of position in supervision and cur-
riculum development.

What is being done to reeducate men and women I
Individual citizens and groups are working hard. However, use of

mass means of communication is essential in this regard as the prob-
lem is tremendous regarding education and equity.

The United States is in a value dilemma, regarding women, her role,
status, and equity.

Mrs. Mirat. Thank you very much, Dr. Norris. We appreciate your
taking the time to present your views and your testimony to the com-
mittee. I have no questions to ask.

Mrs. Chisholm.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. I don't have any questions either. The only thing

I am going to say is that your testimony reinforces so much of what
has already been said and we want to thank you very much for your
apnearence here today before the committee.

Dr. Nomus. Thank you, Mrs. Chisholm. I think as the group in the
country who are the workers in developing curriculum development
that is why we are here because we want to say to you the great neces-
sity for this act and the kind of dilemma we as workers are in and
we appreciate sincerely the kind of support this act will lend.

Mrs. MINK. Thank vou very much.
The subcommittee 'hearings are recessed until tomorrow morning

at 0 :30.
rWhereupon, at 12:22 p.m., the slibrommittee was recessed to re-

convene at 9 :30 a.m., Thursday, July 20, 1973.)



THE WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL EQUITY ACT

THURSDAY, JULY 26, 1973

HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Waahington D.O.

The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Patsy T. Mink presiding.

Present: Representatives Mink, Clay, and Chisholm.
Mrs. Mirrx. The Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities will come

to order.
We are pursuing again a continuation of our hearings on H.R. 208

relating to the Women's Educational Equity Act. We are privileged
this morning to hear from Katherine W. Cole, project director, Re-
source Center on Sex Roles in Education. I believe she is accompanied
by Diane McDonald of the Women's Caucus of the National Edu-
cation Association.

We welcome both of you to our committee this morning. We have
your testimony, and is it your wish that the report that accompanies
your testimony be included in the record

STATEMENT OP KATHERINE W. COLE, PROTECT DIRECTOR, RE-
SOURCE CENTER ON SEX ROLES IN EDUCATION, WASHINGTON,
D.O., ACCOMPANIED BY DIANE MoDONALD, WOMEN'S CAUCUS,
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Ms. Com I will leave that up to the discretion of the committee. I
know it is voluminous, but I felt it contained a lot of materials that
would be of value to the committee.

Mrs. Mimic. I will ask counsel to examine it, and if we feel that it
ishould also be included in the record we will insert it at the end of

your statement, which will be included in Coto.
[The information referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF KATHERINE W. COLE, PROJECT DIRECTOR, THE NATIONAL FOUNDA-
TION FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF EDUCATION

Ms. Chairwoman and members of the Suheommittee on Equal Opportunities,
by name is Katherine W. Cole and I am here representing the Resource Center
on Sex Roies in Education, a project of the National Foundation for the Improve-
ment of Education. The Resource Center is a national project carrying out three
functions:

1. preparing materials that assist schools and community groups in the
reduction of sex role stereotypes;

2. maintaining a clearinghouse of materials and resource persons working
to reduce sex role stereotypes in elementary and secondary education; and

(177)
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8, providing technical assistance for research, conference design and
training to organizations and groups working to reduce stereotypes,

With me today is Diane McDonald, a teacher from Reston, Virginia and a
member of the steering committee of the Women's Caucus of the National Educe-
tion Association. We very much appreciate the opportunity to present this
testimony in support of the Women's Educational Equity Act, H.R. 208.

During the past twenty years the concept of educational equality has been
a major issue for public education. The impact of the 1034 Supreme Court decision
of Brown vs. the Board of Education, has resulted In our addressing ourselves to
some of the most obvious manifestations of racism. That struggle continues as
we continue to identify the depth to which It to imbedded in our society, We now
find ourselves addressing a second way that children are denied educational
equality, Sexism, of the unquestioned, unchallenged, unexamined belief that one
sex is superior to the other operates to deny more than percent of our popu-
tattoo the opportunity to develop their human potential. Like racism, sexism
permeates all institutions of our society.

Schools, as the primary socialization tool which prepares children for adult
roles, similarly reflect and reinforee these beliefs. Elizabeth Koontz summarizes
the situation by pointing out that :

"Schools reflect the society that has tied woman's role as childbearer to
every aspect of her person. Women should not hold traditionally male roles
for fear that the family will break up; women work at lower paying helping
jobs, such as nurse, secretary, beautician, teacher or factory worker, ... As
a result, women are trained from birth to use femininity to get their way,
and learn at school that girls stay at home and can cry while boys go to work
and cannot cry, The reality is that women constitute 61% of the U.S. popu-
lation, make up 40% of the labor force, but earn only 69% as much as men."1

If schools are to provide for the needs of girls they must move beyond opening
educational opportunities as they have traditionally existed. Growing up equal
is not growing up in the same ways but rather growing up with opportunities
that permit each person to develop and grow in ways that are consistent with
their values, culture and potential. Specifically, we are talking about equity
which actively seeks to meet specific needs of women by moving beyond opening
the traditional doors of opportunity.

Perhaps one of the beet ways to examine the lack of equity In education today
would be to review the "report card" for women's education that was developed
by Nancy Frazier and Myra Sadker,'

LOSS OF ACADEWO POTENTIAL

1, intellectually, girls start off ahead of boys. They begin speaking, reading
and counting sooner; in the early grades they even do better In math, However,
during the high school years, a different pattern emerges and girl's performance
on ability tests begins to decline. '.tale students exhibit significantly more LC).
gain from adolescence to adulthood than their female counterparts.

2, Women make much better high school grades than do men, but they are
less likely to believe that they have the ability to do college work.

8. Seventy-five to ninety percent of the brightest high school graduates who do
not go to college are women. Of those who do enter College, they are less likely to
finish than males.

LOSS OF stur-rave nt

1. As boys and girls progress through school, their opinions of boys grow in-
creasingly more positive and their opinions of girls increasingly more negative.
Both sexes are learning that boys are worth more.

2. College women respond negatively to women who have achieved high aca-
demic or vocational success, and at times display an actual desire to avoid
success.

8. Both male and female college students feel the characteristics associated
with masculinity are more valuable and more socially desirable than those ass°.
elated with femininity.

LOSS OF OCCUPATIONAL POTENTIAL

1. By the time that girls are In the fourth grade, their vi: ions of occupations
open to them are limited to four ; teacher, nurse, secretary or mothers, Boys of the
same age do not view their occupational potential in such restricted ways.
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2, Women working tali time earn less than men and the gap between men and
women is increasing. In 1955 women earned 04% of what men earned, in 1970 it
had dropped to 59%,

8. Even women in the same job category earn less than men. Of professional
workers, women earn 06.7% of men's earnings, of sales workers 42.8% of men's
earnings. In higher education, the gap between women faculty at the professor
level is 8.6%. The mean salary of women public school teachers is $9,216 and
male teachers is $10,018.'

The report card is applicable to all of our (society. Family experience, mass
media, institutional practices, personal attitudes, and community norms all con-
tribute to women's education, Within public schools, however, we can identify
numerous ways that sex role stereotypes are perpetuated.

TIMMONS AND IIISTIWCTIONAL IdATERIALe

The functioning of textbooks and instructional materials as agents of socialize-
tion has been well documented in the work of Sara Zimet.4 Her analysis of read-
ing texts indicates that readers, in addition to serving as instruments of in-
struetion, also serve to convey socially appropriate behavior patterns and cultural
expectations, social and economic values, and racial and sex role stereotypes
with a general aura of authority and finality.

Lenore 'Weitzman's studies of sex role stereotypes in children's picture books
and textbooks demonstrate the extent to which women are consistently either
virtually invisible or portrayed as passive dependent, unstable, unadventurous,
and weak.' This finding has been replicated in numerous studies by various
investigators ; this image recurs in texts in all subject areas and in all educational
levels.

Although publishers are now beginning to examine the operation of such
stereotyping in their books and instructional materials, there is still a great
need for basic developmental work in this area. Only limited progress can
be made until a systematic program of educational research and development
is identified and implemented, one which will place the concerns of women in
a context of changing socialization practices. These are the problems.

The next question is what Is being done to deal with these issues. The
most accurate way that we could describe the national situation is that the
educational community is at a beginning awareness of the problem of sex role
stereotyping. During the past two years we have seen nearly every educational
organization and group pass resolutions, publish materials, and being to talk
about the issues. More than thirty state and national conferences on the prob-
lems of sex rote stereotypes have been held this past year. Studies of the
pervasiveness of sex role stereotyping in schools have been completed in at
least eleven communities and many others are underway or being organized.'
The encouraging part of this activity is that it is found in nearly every
corner of the educational community from the Education Commission of the
States, to State Departments of Education, to schools of education, to teacher
associations and unions, to local chapters of NOW and WEAL and the multi-
tude or other parts of the educational system.

During this year we have also seen a growing awareness and use of legal
tools for redressing violations of sex discrimination. It should be pointed out
that this has occurred in spite of the lack of action from federal agencies.
As an example, even though several significant pieces of legislation prohibiting
sex, discrimination in education were passed during the first six months of
1972, no systematic effort to inform state and local school administrators and
staff of their impact have been undertaken to date. For example, Title IX
of the 1972 Education Amendments was passed June, 1972. State School Offi-
cers and local school superintendents were not informed of the legislation
until February, 1973. To date, guidelines or regulations have not been developed
for the legislation and federal and state department personnel have not been
trained to enforce the legislation. When community groups have moved to file
charges of discrimination against school districts, most administrators have
had no understanding or comprehension of the legislation or the issues.'

Awareness can only be considered the first step in bringing about change
in the opportunity structure. We now have to face the problem of developing
programs which can systematically deal with the problems and provide the
skills and capabilities for bringing about change. In this Weil we are facing
a competency crisis. Few persons and organizations know how to deal with the
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leeues or hare the resources for developing that competency. We must and
a way to provide resources for developing that competency, This is going to
coat money and H.R. 208 could go a long way toward providing the resources
that will be required to deal with the probikra.

The argument may be made that !undo are available under other existing
programs. Although a few projects have funded programs for womer, they repre-
sent a miniscule amount of research and demonstration funds awarded by the
U.S. Ofila of Education and the National Institute of Education. Given the
current situation of increasing educational costa and a declining federal support
of educational activities, it is naive to assume that systematic programs for in-
creasing women's educational opportunities will be developed without specific
designation of funds for these activities. H.R. 208 would provide funds consistent
with the principles that have been found necessary for changes:

1. citizen involvement through a national advisory committee;
2, Openness to research demonstration and training programs for all per-

sons of women't educational Community
8. opportunity for systematic funding and coordination of programs!

opportunitlra for programs related to specialized cultural, racial, or
ethnic needs;

5. Increasing supply and quality of counseling and guidance services.
We urge passage and funding of H,R. 208 for the betterment of all citizens end

for moving toward provision of true equity to women.
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SEX ROLE STEREOTYPES PROJECT
FINAL REPORT

Ptak=
The following report summarizes one year's efforts in examination of sex

role stereotypes in elementary and secondary education supported by a grant
front the U.S, Office of Education. Activities carried out under the grant repre-
sented an empirical approach for determining the present awareness and con-
sideration being given to this issue. Data collection used traditional techniques
of literature review but concentrated on involvement of individuals and groups
currently working in this area. Organizations and groups were convened, not
only to gather information but also to determine how their own efforts might
assist changing present levels of awareness. The national conference provided a
method for an exchange of information and a stimulus for similar state level
activities.

'Ihroughout the project the emphasis was placed on expanding the resources
of the grant and incorporating activities within the existing programs of other
organizations and groups. Although the grant was administered by National
Education Association, the materials, conference design, follow-up activities,
and continuing efforts are the result of more than fifty organizations and two
hundred individuals. It is estimated that the total funds expended for the
conference and follow -up activities were four times the amount of the grant.
Special credit must be given to a core group of organizations and individuals
who participated in ongoing meetings and eventually formed the CceJltion on
Equal Opportunity in Education. This group provided major Input for the
Project-
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The report is organized into two major sections. The first section is directed
to the objectives of the total proposal. The conceptualisation of the issues and
the activities of the proposal are offered as documentation of the work and as
a guide for groups who may be developing similar programs. The second section
is a more detailed description of the national conference and the follow.up
activities.

Szx ROLE STEREOTYPES IN EDUCATION
Introduottos

The following report documents the activities and learnings of a grant from
the U.S. Office of Education to the National Education Association for the devel-
opment and implementation of a working conference on Sex Role Stereotypes
in the Classroom. The proposal for the conference outlined four objectives

1. To identify ways that classroom activities perpetuate sex role stereo-
ty es.p

2. To identify and utilize resources for change.
S. To develop materials for increasing teachers' awareness.
4. To initiate cooperative dissemination efforts among individuals and

grops.
These

uobjectives
were to be met by utilizing a national conference as the focus

of data collection, identification of resources, development of materials, and the
stimulation of similar activities among individuals and groups.

The proposal for the conference was submitted to the U.S. Office of Education,
January 1072, The impact of the women's movement bad been felt in higher
education by this time, but there was little activity in elementary and secondary
education which reflected women's concerns. Delineation of the issues and iden-
tification of resources was a major task for meeting the objectives of the proposal.
When the conference was held November 24-26, 1972, it was the first 'national
conference on sex role stereotyping and the first conference to focus exclusively
on women's issues In elementary and secondary education. The grant for the proj.
ect was awarded for May 1, 1972, for a one year period.

PROPOSAL OBJECTIVE I

HOW CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES PERPETUATE SEX ROLE STMEOPYPES

A primary obective of the project was the delineation and identification of the
ways that classroom activities perpetuate sex role stereotypes, Techniques used
for this purpose included review of the available literature, interviews with
experts in the field, group cemsultations with educators. feminists, and related
groups, and participation in programs and conferences dealing with sex dis-
crimination in other fields. It became apparent that the problems of sex rote
stereotyping could not be understood within the context of classroom activities
alone, Any understanding of stereotyping must be placed within the context of the
socialization experience provided by schools and the related institutions of our
society.

As a result, the focus of the project activities was broadened to include all areas
of school influence and effort was made to include individuals and groups related
to other institutions of socialization. Throughout the project, several primary
questions guided the activities:

1. How does the socialization experience for girls differ from the socializa-
tion experience for boys?

2. How do schools prepare children for adtilt roles and their functioning
in economic, social, physical, and cultural roles of adulthood?

3. What is the relationship between our educational system and the un-
equal status of racial and ethnic groups, and women in our society?

4. How can individuals and groups begin to intervene in the socialization
proceits and increase opportunities for optimal human development?

I'M socialization process
A child's socialitation or preparation for carrying out age appropriate behaviors

develops from three sets of factOsthe inherent biological endowment, the
development of an individual personality or ego identity, and the social group
experiences of life' The first two sets of factors represent variables that remain
largely outside the influence of educational systems. The focus of a diseussion
of sex role stereotyping in schools, therefore, must be plaeed on the interaction
between the child and the groups which form the life experience, Each group out-
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lines and prescribes expectations and standards for behavior, Children learn to
behave in ways which are similar to those of the people around them.

Children's socialization experiences may be very similar, such as those of two
black females who grew up in rural southern U.S. communities. The difference
may be extreme, such as the difference between an urban American male of,
English parentage and an Asian female living In a rural environment in China.
The differences may extend far beyond individual likes and dislikes. They may
include the ways we perceive the world, style of thinking, the ways we solve prob-
lems, and the things that we value as most important In life.

Every group within the society develops a philosophy or set of common beliefs,
attitudes and values which are used as guidelines for individual and group
behavior. Societies with little variation of social class, geographical environ-
ment and institutional influence develop a strong sense of agreement as to the
"rights" and "wrongs" and the "desirable" and "undesirables" of life. In larger
societies such as the United States, the shared experiences and agreements are
!Owned. Although membership in a national group will providesome similarities
of experience, the socialization process will vary in terms of family, social ChMculture, and community groups.

The first socialization experience for the child is provided by the family. Family
child rearing practices most often reflect cultural expectations and standards
for age appropriate behavior. In a sense, a "life script" or life style is developed
for children and adults. This script is believed to provide the necessary !earnings
for economic, physical, psychological and social well-being of the individual and
the cultural group.

The mechanisms for enforcing the learnings and insuring that the child
becomes a part of the groups and the larger society seem to remain consistent
across the various cultural experiences. Four basic needs assist the "teaching"
the expectations and standards for behavior:'

1, The desire and need of the child to obtain affection, regard, acceptance
and recognition from others

2, The desire to avoid unpleasant experiences of rejection or punishment
from others

8. The desire to be like people whom the child has grown to respect, admireor love (identification)
4. The tendency to initiate the actions of others (role modeling)

In these ways children are taught the appropriate behaviors for the roles that
they will occupy throughout life.

Malcsfemale distinctions represent the most common criteria for differential
assignment of roles within a culture or a society. Historically, women have been
assigned a secondary status in nearly every cultural group, although the
pattern and extent of this secondary status varies' Socialization activities, have
been designed to perpetuate that status and to prepare women for the secondary.
roles.

Both boys and girls have been prepared to carry out the prescribed roles and to
avoid behaviors, which would be associated with the other sex. These roles may
have been appropriate to economic and social conditions of the past. The question
to consider is, are they consistent with our urban, technological society and our
democratic value system. H is time to reassess the ways boys and girls are chan-
neled into sex stereotyped behaviors without consideration of their human po-
tential and the changing requirements of our society.

An examination of the pervasiveness of the problem gives us some idea of the
strategies which must be dveloped to promote any change. Betty Levy's essay
on sex role socialization' provides a framework for viewing sex diff6entiation
throughout most cultures. The following, in large measure, is based en her re-
search.

1. Sex-role behaviors are among the first !earnings for children. Kagan's work
indicates that the mate /female distinction is clear to children as early as age
two' and other research suggests that by preschool age, children know their
sex and the play preferences, behavior patterns, and expectations that adults
hold for that sex.'

2. Sex roles become more stereotyped and restrictive with increasing age.' The
tolerance of cross-sex behavior Is tolerated less as children grow older. Boys ex-
perience a greater degree of awareness of "feminine" behavior and tend to avoid
those behaviors.'

8. The mate role is frequently seen as the most desirable by children. Numerous
studies' document the increased desirability that children place on the male role.
Masculine activities are seen as desirable and given high visibility and status.
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girls are encouraged to be tomboys, whereas boys are frquently punished for
exhibiting feminine characteristics. Pre-school children indicate a belief thatGoys have more fun."

4. Among adults, preferable status is given to males and male children are more
highly valued than female children. Surveys indicate that males are more satis-fied with their role." This prefemnee extends to children's sex where parentstend to favor boys,"

b. Acceptance of traditional sex role Identity is related to positive psychological
adjustment for males and poorer adjustment for females. Males who identify With
masculine roles evidence better psychological adjustment than do females. By
contrast females who exhibit high IQ, creatively and originality are those who
internalize crosssex behavior, e.g., who have exhibited tomboy behavior at somepoint in their lives."

The differential treatment of males and females in the society begins with a
major value assumption, e.g., that women and their contribution to the society
are inferior to men and their contribution. Variations of this belief and its mani-
festatIon in personal and institutional behaviors is called sexism. Perhaps the
most amazing facet of sexism IS, the degree to which its operation within our
lives is unconscious and internalized as a part of the natural socialization of
boys and girls. The consequence of sexism is shared by all members of the society,
For girls, the stereotypes and assumptions have limited their eeleeteetn, aspira-
tions and contribution; for boys they have perpetuated unrealistic views of the
world and denied them of the full range of human expression. Any, effort to
understand and change the role of schools In perpetuating sex role stereotypes
must be considered and related to the transactional relationship among schools,
community, and society.
Schools and arm role stereotypes

A primary rationale for U.S. public schools has been the provision of literacy
skills necessary for a democratic system and the provision of equality of educa-
tional opportunity for all citizens. A major issue facing education during the
past twenty years has bon the increasing awareness that schools do not provide
equal opportunity to all citizens. The 194 Supreme Court decision of Brown vs.
the Topeka Board of Education marked open acknowledgement that schools
provided for non-white children did not meet the test of equality. We are con-
tinuing to identify and deal with the ways that racial and ethnic minorities are
denied educational equality.

The past five years have witnessed the identification of a second nay that
children's growth is short changed. Sex role stereotypes or differential treatment
of females and males, operate in ways that deny children the opportunity to
develop their full human potential. Boys and girls are directed and "channeled"
into traditional roles through the prescription of "appropriate" behaviors,

Schools reflect the local community and the general society. They are the
society's most important socialization tools. Children are prepared to live in that
society as it presently exists. Racial and ethnic minorities, and women represent
less powerful groups in society than the dominant white male group and schools
contribute to a "sorting" process which perpetuates their second roles. As the
society deals with the questions of changing the total opportunity structure, we
begin to see the incorporation of that struggle within the schools. Fifteen years
ago it would bare been difficult to find school textbooks and instructional
materials which provided any role models for non-white children. The ferment
of the'civil rights movement has brought about change and today it is possible
to find some degree of representation of the largest groups of non-white ethnie
groups. A similar process is now underway as the society deals.with efforts to
modify the definition of appropriate roles for women, Much of the task of public
schools must be to anticipate social change within our society and prepare
children for living in a future society rather than the society that currently
exists.

One of the moat difficult problems in understanding public schools is the need
to distinguish the Intent of school programs from the actual outcomes. Reimer
has identified four universal functions of schools---custodial care, socialrole
selection, indoctrination, and provision of skills and knowledge." In earrying out
these functions, schools become effective mechanisms for social control, the
perpetuation of conformity, dependence on others for learning, and social stratifi-
cation.

Based on Levy's analysis of the actual outcomes of education," we can
describe the gap between the professed goals of schools and the actual outcomes.
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1, Although schools profess the promotion of equality of opportunity, they
perpetuate inequality In our society. Schools profess learning as a purpose, but
actually "teach" institutional conformity and non - thinking.

2. The curriculum, authority structure of schools and the policies of schools
reflect social stratification and perpetuate stereotyped images of minority groups
And sex roles,

8, Elementary school values are congruent with traditional demands of female
sex roles. They reinforce obedience, social and emotionel dependence, and
docility,

4. Secondary schools further differentiate appropriate educational activities
for boys And girls, placing more emphasis on girls' preparation for marriage
and child raising.

6. Girls generally excel in elementary school programs due to the congruence
of expectations with traditional feminine activities.

a Underachievement of girls is evident in the drop-out at the onset of
puberty. This results from the Increased role conflict and the limited expecte-
tations of schools.

1. Schools evidence greater concern for the future of boys than of girls.
The coat of this limited socialization opportunity for girls is evident in the

outcomes for girls. Nancy Frazier and Myra Sadker have summarized existing
research into a "report card" education's impact on girls." Some of the points
Included in their report are

1. Intellectually, girls start oft ahead of boys. They begin speaking,, read-
ing and counting sooner ; in the early grades they are even better in math,
However, during the high school years, a different pattern emerges and
girls' performance on ability tests begin to decline. Indeed, male students
exhibit significantly more IQ gain from adolescence than do their female
countcrparts."

2. Although women make much better high school grades than'do men,
they are less likely to believe that they have the ability to de college work."

8. Of the brightest high school graduates who do not go to college, 75-90
percent are women."

4. As boys and girls progress through school, their opinions of boys grow
increasingly more positive and their opinions of girls increasingly more
negative. Both sexes are learning that boys are worth more."

5. By the time they are In the fourth grade. girls' visions of occupations
open to them are limited to four; teacher, nurse, secretary, or mother. Boys
of the same age do not view their occupational potential through such
restrictive glasses."

6. Decline in career commitment has been found In girls of high school age.
This decline was related to their feelings that male classmates disapproved
of a woman using their intelligence."

7, In a survey conducted in 1968 throughout the state of Washington, 66.7
percent of boys and 50 percent of girls stated that they wished to have a
career in professional occupations. However, 57 percent of the boys and
only $1.9 percent of the girls stated that they actually expected to be
working In such an occupation."

If these are the educational outcomes for boys and girls, it is critical that we
begin to examine the specific practices and ways that children are socialized
Into these behaviors. Examination of the practices of schools indicates that the
messages of the appropriate role behaviors are transmitted to children in seven
general ways;

1. Teat book* and inqtruotionai Ma terfaiR: Textbooks and instructional ma-
terials are designed to transmit knowledge and skills, They are ealrlIlY
effective at indoctrinating children in the prescribed behaviors through the
selection and omission of life experiences.

2. Teaching Behavior: The behavior of teachers is the most critical dimen-
sion In the educational process, particularly in the elementary school. Their
interaction with children in the classroom teaches children bow to act,
how other people will respond to you, how other people will treat you, and
the expectations others have for your future development.

3, School and *Went proupinp: One sex school and sex segregated group-
ings among children concretely demonstrate differential expectations for
boys and girls, These are frequently seen in elementary school in reading
groups, play groups, and classroom maintenance activities. In secondary
schools vocational classes and interest groups frequently demonstrate
stereotyped ideas of the appropriate roles for boys and girls.
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4, Phyokal education and health education: Motor skills are in large
measure, the result of practice. Many girls and boys are denied opportunity
and encouragement to attain a healthy degree of physical development, to
maintain physical fitness, to incorporate healthy concepts of sexuality, and
to develop athletic abilities.

5. Counseling and Guidance: Counseling activities are usually considered
as specialized functions of testing, vocational guidance, and assistance in
dealing with personal problems or concerns. Counseling might be redefined as
the affective portion of the school experience which is carried out by trained
counselors, teachers, administrators and other students. Seldom has effort
been made to optimize the supportive environment for all students.

6. WOnten'a Status in Education: Role modeling is a primary method of Si:r-
etaliation. When children are denied opportunities to see both sexes in a
variety of roles, aspirations are channeled into "what is" rather than "what
are my individual strengths and goals."

7. Extra - Curricular Aotivittes: Extra curricular activities such as interest
clubs and honors provide evidence of adult sanctions. They represent another
powerful way of demonstrating the expectations of the school and the com-
munity.

In the following sections the implications of these socialization practices will
be discussed as they operate in schools to deny equality of opportunity to all chil-
dren. Although the focus of the diesussion is the way that sexual stereotypes
limit development, many of the same phenomenon operate with respect to racial
stereotypes and social class stereotypes.
Textbooks and instruct tonal materials

Textbooks and instructional materials are usually identified as the tools for
teaching children reading skills, computation skills, and general information.
Often we forget the degree to which these materials frame the range of experience
for the child and define reality, Sara Zimet's' work on readers demonstrates that
textbooks pre-select and fashion children's view of the nature of American too-
ciety. Sexual, socio-economic and racial stereotypes are incorporated into texts
which convey a general aura of authority an 1 finality,"

Numerous studies of the image of women in textbooks have been conducted."
The common findings reveal that women are underrepresented as main character*
in stories and illustrations, are shown as passive, dependent persons, are charac-
terized as unstable and weak, and are labeled with negative terms. Lenore Weitz-
man's " work on children's books and textbooks demonstrates the extent to which
these negative images predominate. When girls of minority group cultures are
included in children's materials, the Images are frequently even more sex stereo-
typed."

A survey of the research on textbooks conducted by Jean Grambs" tcovea
beyond the content analysis of texts. She points out the limitations of the basic
Construction of language as it implies male dominance. Terms such as mankind,
manpower, workman, etc., exist without feminine equivalents and imply a value
hierarchy. As a result, the very structure of language defines a continuing source
of sex stereotyping.

The importance of correcting sex bias in textbooks cannot be underestimated.
Longitudinal research documenting the effect of reading materials On children'a
attitudes and behaviors is sketchy but it does appear that books do have an Im-
mediate effect upon children's beliefs. Studies which used reading content AS a
means of changing children's attitudes toward specific ethnic groups and specific
fears demonstrated that in each instant*, attitudes changed in a positive direc-
lion with positive character presentations and In a negative direction with nega
tive character presentations. Although these studies measured only the im-
mediate paper-and.peacil responses of the children, a potential formative effect
was consistently demonstrated."

A recent study of textbooks documents improvement of the images of minority
groups in textbooks." Women, howeve. continue to be shown in Stereotyped ways.
Efforts are currently under way by textbooks publishers to correct some of the
images of women." It Is estimated that it will take a minimum of five years be-
fore non sexist materials exist in any qulntity.

Interim solutiols for dealing with the problem continue to be identified. Sup-
plementary books and materials presenting positive images of women are being
developed by non-traditional publishing groups." Creative teachers have been
using simplified content analysis techniques to assist students in discovery of the
ways that males and females are portrayed in Instructional materials. A few
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school systems are developing their own materials end involving teachers In this
process. Teacher orgsnisations are also dealing wth the problem. The Ma Yer.r-
boOk of the National Council on the Social Studies is directed toward teaching
multiethnic studica." NEA has published guidelines for el elating textbooks and
instructional materials." The American Federation of Teachers has provided en-
couragement and outlines for assisting teachers to develop supplementer/ ma-
terials. In many ways, these interim solutions provide an Important demonstra-
tion of hew problems can be used to improve the total level of instrintion.
School and student groupings

The most obvious form of sex ruple stereotyping in schools Is the sevegation of
boys and girls Into different schools, classes or activities. Although there may be
valid reasons for sex segregation, it is difficult to demonstrate tbut separate but..
equal programs are truly equal. Preschool programs that encoueage boys to play
outdoors and use play equipment that faellitifes large muscle development, and
provide indoor crafts activities and miniature kitchens for girls do not provide
comparable experiences. Children may be drawn to differential sex segregated
activities as a result of previous socialisation. It is the responsibility of the school
to increase the range of alternatives by encouraging all children to participate In
the total program.

Elementary school programs continue "channeling" children by sex. Physical
education activities frequently offer different activities for boys and girls. Class-
room groupings may perpetuate assumptions that girls are "naturally" better
in reading and boys "naturally" better in mathematics and science. Emphasis
must be placed on individual achievement without reference to sex.

Sex segregation In classes is increased as children progress through middle
school and high school. Physical education, sex education, home economies, wood-
working, auto mechanics, typing, sherthand, welding, printing, and other voca-
tional courses overtly or covertly limit the alternatives for boys and girls. In some
school systems vocational and technical courses are Doted "for boys" and "forgirls.""

This tracking of boys and girls not only reduces personal choice, but it must
also be pointed out that the anticipated wages for the trades taught in girls'
schools or classes )s less than the trade taught in boys' schools." The seriousness
of this problem is highlighted when we consider the increalng probability that
girls will be entering the work force (eighty-five percent of the high school girls
today will be employed outside the home at some time) and the changit.g pattern

of family stability (if present trends continue, one marriage out of every three will
end in divorce)." The lack of comparable educational opportunity is, in large
measure, the beginning of the earnings gap between male and female workers.

The impact of these practices affects males as well as females. Males who wish
to develop artistic, dramatic, musical and literary interests are often discouraged
and labeled as "sissies." Boys who would select vocations such as cooking or
hairdressing may be denied training opportunities. The lack of "survival"courses
which teach both boys and girls the basic cooking and mechanical skills per-
petuates unrealistic views of sex role activities in later life.
Teaching Behavior

The most important factor in the elimination of sexual and racial stereotypes
in education Is the quality of the teacher." The behavior of adults within the
school system represents the most powerful influence for children's let.rning. The
book Pygmalion in the Classroom '° documents the importance of teacher expects-
tiona and the impact of seltfultilling prophecies in tte classroom. Tearlers, like
all other persons in our society, teequently operate on what Bern and item a have
identified as the "nonconscious ideology" which assigns secondary status to
women.

Teacher behavior with respect to sex of children has been a relatively neglected
area of research. Studies of teacher behavior generally support that teachers
interact more frequently with boys, particularly with respect to :I: Approving or
controlling comments.° Jackson and Lahaderne conclude that boys have a more
dinicult time in school theft do girls. "If control mes.anges are crude measures of
that difficulty, these sixth grade boys, as a group, have eight or ten times more
trouble than do their female classmates . the experience of going to school is
clearly very different for boys than for girls"."

On the other band, girls tend to excel in academic activities until approximately
the seventh grade. From that point onward the loss of IQ gains and the higher

Wfemale achievement rates continue a downward trend. Frazier and irer" ex
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Olin the seeming contradiction in terms of the differential behayiors of girls and
boys. During the early grades the developmental advantage of girla operates In
their fator. When children enter school, girls on the average are at least two years
deVelopmentally more advanced than boys. Further, their sOCialisation has
rewarded passive behavior which is very adaptive to mastering basic learning
okills..

lloye exhibit More independent, aggressive behavior which may require a
greater response *oar teachers. This independence, Although requiring more On-
trol iron) teachers, also encourages self-reliant learning from boys and is par-
tienierly helpful after baste learning skills have been mastered, This independence
and the reduction of deVelopinental, disadvantage ;uakes it possible for boyito
pliMinete the previous achievement gap,

. .

The IMpact of teacher attitudes and their inipect on ichOols continues to
influence the behavior of boys end girls. education is often C'Inisciettoly,o0
unconsciously downgraded in Its importanee,-, It is expected that girls should
tart their attentton. to &hire mart age and 1014 ,PrePtiratlen tether than
career planning., These attitudes, are ,holstered' by strong behavioral evidence.
Although' adult women .cottatitute large number of the teaching staff, they are
seldom foiled in administrative or leadership Minions within the school. tew
teachers' have been actively involved in the-. tlevelopMent of Avemen'S ,studies
programs or other efforts to eliminate sex role sterentYpea. Relatively' few op.
Portunitiee have been .available; for teachers to exan)Ine t4eir:Asatutptlobs); at".,
t Wide? and VOWS aktheY relate sex TOIS stereotyping:

If we.' are to Make positive interventions into the self-perpetuating min
of the transmission of attltOOes,-: we outfit plaCe-futOre effort `on the expansion
research on teacher behavior; the' derelOpMent' of preserriee and in-service train..
ing programs for teachers, and the development of jeUtrieulath materials aitd
teaching techniques which can assist the reduction of sex role stereotyping.
Noted education and health education -"'

The primary obJectlres of PhYelealedueation programs are to developchil-
dren's, fitness and ; to encourage life-long .Commitment" to maintenance of that
fitness. The reality of most physical edukatiOu Programs 'is frequently quite

, different. Set fole:stereotYPing School programs follows the pattern of in-
creasing restrictiveness as ebildren ProgreSS through school. During the ere- ,

ntentitrY grades differences in boys and girls phLstest edOatiOn are chietlY:eVi!,
dent in the number of activities offered, to boya as compared :to the activities
offered to

in n114010'ac400l and high' school; not only dowe see difference in the number
of sports programs; but also in the prOportion'of pohlie funds einended for their()
Orogrania, A gichlgan school district spent ten times as much on boys' athietiee _

as girls' athletiCS*14 there was not reason to believe that this was unusurd,41
A sitaiiar ratio Was found In a Pennsylvania district ".', !n'T,exas,'opastudi
eated that apPrOiticnatelf ten ,dellara of PUblic: facilities were; Or prat,.
tient Vtirpeate,-.treviiiiable to girls. A second Texas Scheel- district 000041-
the same pattekn."'

Schools" in' the state of Washington fUrther docUnittit the pattern, in a study
of siXtyAtieter and aenior high aehOls, net ote..'Of thO

the
repOrted equal

budgets tot -loos and boys '041'00 a girl's budget 'whIchwa$,00% of Abe Doti'.1'11_0 10:14416 of 'expend/tires se0iottilitoetkil as general benchmark..
Jute:v04We and taterq,choOl.00,0notttiri activities are. limited for,

gide. in some eases, teMele ster,StInetekste dented the right to deeding services
And OPPertUnity tO compete."' When women's later school sports are oiffiredi, they
are "seldom included in the eoniPutatien of pointa for all4Orte trophies." The
curaulative'etteet'of these practices tor be seen in the observation that none of
tfie female athletes competing tennis during the past eight years
have received thelitraining In publieedueation programs."

Another manifestation of sex stereotyping practices to sport's programs include
differential pay for Male and female epeehes. some school districts women are
not listed as "0401" but as "intramural instructors. ". Thiel listing epitomises
the status system in' othleties. As instructors, *Men have Ptestige, decision
making authority, mitt, L3/40ileilee within gdrIS-, The/. cannot negotiate the ex-
pension of programs; rise of teeth t lea and kieatei equality the/dories. .

Awards and incentives for girls' participation in sports kilted. Personal
enjoyment is usually reported as the reOrrd for girls' participation ikathleties
whereas; boys are awarded MI01 Wee* jackets,` terilficatea, 001%4 and



athletic scholarships. As On example, one school in Odorado aWards Male mem-,
hers of the tennis team tichoOl letters and female members charms for braccle10.
Won len with talents, until recently, could not accept bitch eclielirshIps."

Ilenith education reinesents one of the most difficult areas tit which to doeur
itient sex role itereotyping; The content of health education May be provided in
00161 education courses, sex education courses, biology courses, child growth'
and development (-ounces, etc. Seldom are students provided with a healthy tinder..
standing of their, bodies or with realistic infot..... ion for planning their Ores,
InfortaatiOn on reproduction, birth control, faintly phinning, abortion, pregnancy.
and childbirth may be omitted, Presided in sex, segregated classes or covered in
a sketchy fashion, Iln,rki and girls need opportitnities to understund the social,
psychological and mum* factors of health and a chanee to Incorporate sexual.
Ity as A natural part of life. Many of the myths and misunderstandings of the
role of sexuality in life could be corrected at this point,

.

A specific' eminiple of sex discrimination in 'schools Is found in the policies
expelling pregnant studentS from school. Over 200,000 young women Under 1S
years give birth." Most of them are forced out of school at the first sign of prep
natity: A 1070 survey of 17,000 school districts revealed that less than one third
offered pregnant school-age girls any educational services. When they were avail
able, ,they Were .segregated in special classes or -provided with assistance for
home- study;'

Eighty-five percent of these young mothers Will keep their bableS.il Those that
marry In this age group are three or four times more likely to end ttp in divorce
thin all other age groans," Among teenage mothers who remain unmarried, 85
percent go on welfare." The price society pays for this term of discrimination
may not be as openly acknowledged as other for1118 of sex discrimination, but
it is nonetheless real to terms of human, economic and social cost.
Cottasettag and guidance

School counseling and guidance services hold out the promise of a primary In-
tevventton for meeting the career planning needs for boys awl girls, This hope
Is quickly diminished when we consider the relatively small contact that most
students haVe with trained counselors. A comparison of the ratio of counselor to
student In twenty large cities reveals a range of I to 250 in Portland, Oregon to
1 to 704 in 'York City d0 It is further diminished when consider the effect of
counseling on female students. A recent study reported in ARRA's Rdueatioaat
Researcher documented the ineffectiveness of counseling with respect to women
and motivation. It concluded that

1.1ffects to increase" motitatton, such as special counseling and teacher at-
tention, apPeared to have little long-range effect on girls, whereas these
same efforts seemed to have an itninediate and relatively king lasting effect
on boys." .

Traditional counseling techniques do not seem to he meeting the needs of girls,
and no major effort is currently underway to develop adequate theory and tech-
niques, Many groups refer to the need for aggressive counseling tools, especially
for girls from lower economic levels.

Studies of counselor behavior similarly document the problem of sel role
stereotyping. Several studies indicate that both female and male counselors have
incorporated stereotypes as to the hovels and Is ea of occumtions that are realistic
and appropriate foO' college and non - college bound girls," Purther, female Conn-
Mors need for self-1.011400n presents a consistent problem for their providing
support in helping girls select non - traditional career fronh.ft The pervtisireness
of sex stereotypes 0000.0.010 investigations of troverman, Clarkson, 84)801-
krauts and V.Ogerceilt000f clinicians ,vieWacif Mental health and healthy males
and fernales.r Clinicians hold different conceptS Cif Mental health for men and,
mainen and tend tO, !AIWA. the sex role stereotype of our society, They were
likely to suggest that healthy women ere "more submitisive, less independent, less
adventurous, inore-easilyinfiumiced, less aggressive, less competitive, more ex-
citable, -have thetr feelings more easily hurt,, more emotional, more conceited
about aPpeurabee, leas objectiVe, and disliking math and science,"

Counseling bins extends to tests and measurements used for guidance, One
extant* is the Strobg Vocational Interest Blank which was cited for sex bilis
bf, the American Personnel Mid Guidance Association. It the results of the test
are seored.,in tortang of Wale form of the instrument an individual may be
counseled to inete Joward betkoniing a physician, psychiatrist and psychologist.
The Anne score*, on the &atlas form would suggest dental Misistant, physical
therapist, Or occupational therapist as appropriate occupationk
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School counseling programs tend to periettiate many of the same stereotypes.
Again, counselors should not be discredited for holding the Mille biases that
other members of the society do, Rather, we need to press for the developMent
of a research prof/rain which will identify the th.,ory and techniques most op-
Pro Prieto for girls, the modiliention of preservIve and inservice training of
counselors, the development of morseling tools which are more realistic for the
changing roles of women, and the incorporation of Voett don't' information into
school counseling programs. 0 ,

Women't status' In the profession
The organization of. professional services Di education represents an ongoing

source of sex discritnination and the rote modeling of behaviors that perpetuate
sex role stereotyping. The progressive restriction of women from the higher levels
of, responsibility and leadership becoines increasingly apparent when we examine
the percentages of women involved iu various aspects of edueation.

in 1070-71 women represented I .

04 percent of all full time professional staff of public schools.
20 percent of the administrative and stipervisory staff
07 percent of the teachers
21 percent of the elementary school principals
3 percent of the sealer high school principals
47 percent of the counselors
DO percent of the nurses
01 perc*nt-of the school librarians
04 percent of the psychologists and psychometrists
Less -than 1 percent of the snperintendents
5 percent of the chief state school officers°

. ,,
The increasing dolnination of males in administrative positions within schools

has been, an object of concern, The most frequent eXplanationg of .this Phetwal-
enon are based on assumptions et 'peat economic needs of Miles and the pre-
sumed continuity of their career patterns. Studiell which have rattled qUestions
about these and related,explanations".do,not seem to have had much impact in
changing male' administrative dominant:4kt Perhaps a more profitable approach
would be to view male domination inter/Vs of power relationship's among' groups
in society and to trace. the process of how male and female educators are
"shaped" or noeinlized 'into acceptance and perpetuation' of this pattern. Longl-
tudiaal studies of occupationalsocialization are a major need. ,--

A woman has never headed the. U.S.Office of Edt.ation and women's in-
volvement in decision making Positiens has been exceedingly limited.' At the

nine the U.S. Commissioner of 'Edneation is male:- his deputies and ._

associates are Male; only .two Women, hold 'positions at the assistant executive
level. The average grade level for women is OS 7; wheiess the 'aVerage IOW:
level for Men is OS 14," , ...-- , . .

Sex, dincriminatiOn.in the higher levels cannot 'he explained by the Indic 'of--:
quglifientions. One fifth of the doctorates in eduention ere aWarded to women,
and 48 Percent of these doctorates were in the field of educational administrn-,
tion. .

:Similar patterns appear in teacher organizatione, Leadership of blth the
National Education Assoeintionand the American Federation of Teachers s over-
whebillogly.. male. Among state groups Wont'. eight 'pereent of the state federa-
tionsu are beetled by women' and 20 percent of the state to OM
assotlations are headed by women: The male dominated pattern remains whetherether
consideration is given to total boards of directors, number of staff, or ctag In top
decision Malting positions, , ' . . <;,

Within elementary and setondary schools, the need for balancing the assign -
ments of males and felonies is dear' Males must be encouraged to move into
classroom positions, particularly in the pre-school and elementary schools. Tee-
Males, on the other hand, must be recruited, trained, and moved' into adminis-
trative positions. Only when equality is demonstratable within the experience of
children, will it be a reality of education.
Extra-curricular activities

A subtle but important source of sex role stereotyping is found In the organ-
ization and sPonsorship of prOftrama provided for boys and girls outside the
formal classrobin. Most schools offer some activities to meet the special in-
terests of children and to provide character building experience. Competitive
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sports have alreadY been disrussed with respect to the ways that boys' activities
represent greater variety and resources than girls', It must also be pointed out
that intramural programs for both boys and Otis suffer from the toens on the
InterSchool competitions.

MeinberaOf the group studying athletic fund expenditures In Dallas estimated
that 00 percent of the funds were spent on less than the 10 pereent of the male
sttidento participating in inter-school team sports. The "star" athlete phenom
enoilliteits opportunities for both boys and girls. Intramural activities provide
iv method of allowing both boys and girls to oleo' sports at their level of skill.

Other examples of extraeurrtcular activities include clubs such as aviation,
phtography, science, modern dance, and organitatiOns which represent the school
Mich as Marching band, Sass band, chortle, debate team, etc., which may overtly
or covertly liMit or discourage the participation of one sex, An example df this
"tracking" cant(' to public attention In a national high school olento program,
Only boys were eligible for the program, After protest, the prograti was changed
to include girls. Youth needs the opportunity to participate In a tango of actiti
ties based on Individual interest,

Honors, awards and speciel assignment of tasks are other ways of sex rolestereotyping. More of this is seen at, secondary school level in awarding of
scholarships and awards but there are some evidences of it at elementary schoollevel, Children are often placed in lines by sex; competitive activities (e.g.spelling beee may pit girls against boys; epecided halls and stairs may be as.
signed by sex; clatteroom tasks (e.g. delivering messages to the dike, tarrying
the heavy equipment) may be delegated by sex 1 and school "safety" officers may
be limited or aseigned by sex. It is the cumulative effect of sex - differentiated
behaviors that continues to provide sex stereotyped images for children.
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OBJECTIVE H

IDENTIFY AND !UTILIZE RESOURCES FOR CIIANOE

The first identification of sex role stereotypes in education begun in higher
education during the 190840 school year. Questions of employment discrindine
flan and the omission of women's contribution and concern provided the focus
for change. During the past five years most universities and colleges hove in
Hated actions to include women in affirmative action plans for expanding em-
ployment opportunities, male-female salary differentials have been equalized by
some Institutions, and more than 1400 courses on women's studies are being
farred in college and universities throughout the nation.

The values and leadership of the higher education community have little direct
impact on the elementary and secondary education community. When the pro-
posal was developed, federal legislation prbhiblthig sex discrimination In elf.
military and secondary schools did not exist, The primary interest in examining
and changing early socialization practices of boys and girls was evidenced by
Finals groups of feminists who had little contact with each other. Frequently,
the trganitittional base of these groups was related to the general community
rather than professional educational groups. Examples of these groups loch:dell.
the Emma Willard Task Force in Minneapolis, -Minnesota ; the Kalamazoo,
Michigan Task Force on Equal Edueation; the Ann Arbor, Michigan Task Force ;.
the New York City Chapter of NOW: the Berkeley, California Task Force; the
Boidder, Colorado Task Force of NOW; etc. A major task fOr the project was
to attempt to identify these resources and stimulate interest among groups where
It did not currently exist.

Three techniques were used for this purposethe group interview and eon-
sultation with individuals and representatives of groups, the development of
regular meetings with representatives of national organizations and interested
indivklitals, and individual telephone interviews, Each of these methods was
effeetive in assisting with the 'continuing identification of resources and pro.
siding ideas and suggestions for the conference. More than 200 persons rep-
resenting teacher associations, community groups, state departments of educa
tion, national organizations, higher edueatIon, feminist groups, government em
pioyees, students, and parents were involved in this process.'

These pre-conference sessions were invaluable as a- means of developing a
general framework and planning the materials and design of the conference.
general principles which evolved from these sessions were articidated and tricot.
porated Into the activities of the projecL They provide general gnidelinea for
any group wishing to develop programs On sex, role stereotyping in sphook
t. 1! se of socialization franisieork

The initial plan for the ptojeet had focused narrowly on classroom activities
with the hope of selecting a specific target for action, As the questions were
examined, it soon become apparent that this was not appropriate for elementary
and secondary schools. A major part of the curriculiim Is not related to the
content of classroom activities, but is found In the hidden curriculum of 0:140
behavior and the general environment of the school.

Children arrive at school With internalized sex role stereotypes. AtteMpts to
change these most be linked to the family and community. It is not helpful to
argue where the responsibility for stereotypes originate in an effort to label
"villains." Rather, It is Important that we understand sex role stereotyping as a
pervasive inftence in All areas of life. Every individual and institution has the
jolt of A continuing examination and identification of behaviors which perpetuate
sex role stereotyping.

Change In schools is difficult under optimal conditions. It Is extremely impor-
tant that efforts are made to involve occupants of the various groups invoked
in schools and develop nintually supportive efforts it change is to occur. COM-
munity groups. teachers, administrators. school board members, students and
parents can initiate efforts and make an effective contribution to change.

See Appendix A for list of organisations.
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The socialization framework was used as a amide for materials development ;
the design of the conference And the involvement of groups. It expanded the
focus of the project activities from a narrow view of classroom activities to a
perspective of the relationship between schools and society.
2, Inclusion end involvement of all racial and ethnic grouts

The adage that we are prisoners of our own experience must be taken seriously.
Frequently, we generalize from our experience and omit the perspective of differ-
ent racial, ethnic and social class groups within the community, Sex role socializa-
tion varies within and among groups. Change strategies that might be appropriate
for one group may not be appropriate for another. Efforts to initiate action should
include the perspective of all groups in the community,

common oversight is not to consider the full range of stereotyped behaviors
and the prescription of roles. Racist and elitist beliefs and assumptions also deity
children's rights to human potential development. Programs to change schools
should Maintain concerns of all groups working to change racist, sexist or elitist
stereotypes. Change efforts must be built on the common areas of agreement,
while, at the same time there is a recognition and acceptance of differences.

During the project an attempt was made to involve racial and cultural minori-
ties, and spokespersons of various social class groups. Individuals and organiza-
tions with non-White perspectives were consulted and invited to participate in
conference pianning Meetings. Some participated in the planning and Implementa-
tion of the conference. Materials attempted to provide the points of view of vari-ous groups of women.

Throughout the experience several problems were identified, First, much Of the
articulation of women's issues has been made by white women who have been
unaware of the other sources of discrimination and the ways that children are
denied equality. Second, relatively few channels of national media are available
for women of ethnic and cultural minorities to present their point of view. Mate-
rials development activities of the project included a search for non-white oriented
materials on the socialization of women. Some materials were commissioned orlocated, but it is apparent that this remains a much needed priority for future
development.

Lastly, it wined that a number of forces were operating to assist "divide anti
conquer strategies." Many individuals and groups saw the movement toward
sexual equality as antithetical toward efforts of racial equality. To some degree,
this condition was a part of the general atmosphere or climate, but irmust begiven attention for any group wishing to reduce sex role stereotyping in schools.
3. Involvement and consideration of Vest itutional structures'

Any attempt to introduce change into school must include its Incorporation in
some existing regularity, behavioral or programatic," Change must he woveninto the institutional fabric and solidly incorporated into the behavior of all
persons within the Schools. This suggests that efforts should be made to "tuneinto" the programs and concerns of other institutions if progress is to result. ItIs critical that change efforts focus on specific tangible issues which can heresolved.

Priorities were given to identification of organizations which make up the
educational community such as administrators organizations, teacher organiza-tions, professional associations, community groups with interests in schools.,
student groups, etc. Contacts with these organizations focused on helping them
to identify ways that they could begin to address issues of sex role stereotyping.

One of the learnings of the experience was the need for expansion of cOtattcht
with other organizations. It was also noted that the success of the contact Was
directly related to the specificity of the request for assistance or involvement.
Many individuals and groups genuinely wanted to assist but were not clear how
they move toward bringing about change.

Continuing activities for the identification and utilization of the forces forchange is currently being carried out by the Resource Center on Sex Roles in
Education under a grant from,Ford Foundation. Any project in this area shouldplan time and resources for working with other organizations and the incorpo-ration of action training.

'to Sennonr B. Samon. The Culture o/ the School and the Problem. of Wong.. tootoh:.titan and Bacon, 1971.
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O&IECTIVE III

IDENTIFY MATEIUALS FOR TEACHER AWARENESS

Materials on sex role stereotyping In elementary and secondary schools con.
thaws to be limited. Traditional methods of locating materials such as review
of the literature and use of reference sources did not prove especially useful.
The most fruitful source of identifying materials was the contacts with women's
groups, other national organizations, and informal word of mouth communica-
tions.

Materials were collected from all identified sources. A few articles could be
located in national journals or newspapers. The majority of materials collected
were published by feminist groups such as Feminist 1'ress and KNOW or re.

.malued In unpublished Papers, studies, and monographs. An analysis of the
collected materials helped to Identify neglected areas. Ouse identified, project
staff attempted to locate a knowledgeable resource and 'compassion the develop.
tuent of materials. The most relevant pieces of material were selected for the
conference publications. This general scarcity of material . and proliferation of
Informal publications continues. Explanations for this phenomenon include the
local nature of the studies of sexism in schools, the freqttent omission of quality
documentation in action projects, the lack of ongoing research programs, and
the resistance of 'established media to publish articles .on this subject.'

.
A 108 page notebook of reading material Was prePared and mailed to conferees

before the conference. The ,objective of this netebOok. lives to provide participants
With some general sense of awareness of the problems and.begitt to (Weil their
concerns to action planning during the. conferenee.- A second collection of ."hote
to". materials Was prepared for use during the conference. A listing of mate
flats used in theSe notebooks Is given in Appendix It.. : -. .

.Conference Materials have been distributed widely since the conference. More' .

than 300 full sets of conference materials have been supplied to edtteaterti, con-
ference planners, researchers, state departments of education and. tichoOls of
education. Thousands of cOple$ of brochures and the publication 51 Percent

a report of the Connecticut Conference, were distributed during'. felloW.
tip conferences and In response to requests for information. One of stbe most.-
successful methods of distribution of materials was throngh the-projecritassist'
Mice and work with professional Journals. The December issue of the NPIA-
journal TodOy's Edsoattos ran a 12'page feature on sex role stereotyping -tri
SchOols.' Not'Only did this reach the 1,300,000 members but more than 15,000

...reprints have been . distributed during conferences and in response for infor..
;batten.. - - ' '

rartleipante 'attending the conference'into 010%040d the development of articles.
which hate nppeared in the More.then sixteen state and local publications. WO'
eetattiff prOvIded assistance to persona developing materials for national media .,.
such as Rports tearsinv,Asierleas:-Edarattotil.-1114:,. and .1Poitiett
Todaft, -Retaken,- AAR NM. Reports of 9 follow -up conferences will. also add tO,.:
the general store of information stimniated by the project; . , '.'

kecintinuing Probleln In the develoProent of materials was the need to speak -..

to the concerns of non-white women. A few materials were identified or developed '-
to meet this,need.- It remains a 'priority for futere work in OAS area. . .- .

Materiels' developthent 'stimulated by 'the project continues through other
sources.'Nlembers of Feminist Press are currently involved in producing materin10
for teachers, students; community persons and Otlininistrators..The .Resource' :' -
Center on Sex Roles in Education is'also developing Materials for these group.
The NEA publications department is publishing a multi-media kit of materialS
for in-service training. it is clear that the impact of the project will .continue
to be felt in the future.

Ototertve IV

TO INITIATE COOPERATIVE DISSEMINATION tvrosts AMONG. INDIVIDUAL'S AND CROUPS

Dissemination activities represented an integral function of the conference and
the materials development activities. Two additional mechanisms Were used fOr
dksentination purposes. Regular group meetings of interested individuals and
arouns were initiated during the planning of the conference. This group later
formalized itself into the Coalition for Equal Opportunity In Education. The
primary function of the group is to-share Information about common concerns
may to provide a mechanism for continuing identification of persons with similar



Interests. Perhaps the most valuable outcome of this activity has been the
Stimulation of regular contact among Individuals and groups involved In the
Coalition,

A second dissemination vehicle was carried out in the conference follow-up
aCtivities. A total of twelve conferencea or pregrams were directly or indirectly
assisted by the project. Project staff provided assistance with design of COW
ferencei, conference materials, Identification and provision Of speakers, and
provisien of workshop leadera.

Conferences held to date include those. in : Boston, Massachnsetts: Seattle,
TVashington; Portland, Bangor, and Presque Isle, Maine; Fort Wayne, Indiana ;
Hartford, Connecticut ; Little Rock, Arkansas; Houston, Texas; Tallahassle,
Florida Oustin, Texas; and "New York City,"

Stvriost H
CONFERENCE ON SEX MALE STEREOTYPESEDECATION FoR SURVIIVAL

WAda conference,
The original proposal for the project identified a national conference as the

Vehicle for achieving its objectives. The" rationale for this included:
1, Primary leadershtp for changing sex role Stereotypes was coming from

multiple sources working largely in isolation froM others with similar in-
terest& A national conference could identify these groups and provide an
opportunity for exchange of information.

.

2. Little published Information about theoretical concerns or aetten stmt.
eitieft was available. The conference could provide a Means for data collec-
tion and fotreValuatier, of strategies for dealing with sex role stereotyping,

3. Change In sex role stereotyping will result from the combined efforts of
teachers, administrators. students, parents and comumnity groups. The con-
ference eotild provide a common focus for the involvement of representatives
Of each of these groups,

4. A nc,:esset7 first step for change is increasing the general leiel of aware-
ness And demonstrating ways which others can deal with the problem. The
conference format represents not only an educational vehicle, but also could

. demonstrate Ways that participants could continue similar activities.
Conference theme

Conference planning sessions suggested the need for the development of n com-
mon framework for viewing schools and the ways, that sex role stereotypes are
perpetuated. The conference theme "Education for Survival.' grew out of the
conviction that the goal of education should be to prepare children for optimal
physical, economic, political, cultural and psychological aurvival. The survival
needs of children differ according to sex, race, ethnic group, and social elass.
Schools must provide an education matched to the survival needs Ut the Indlvid-
nal child. Equal opportunity cannot be served when the same education is pro-
vided for all children.

Five vehicles used by schools for meeting children's needs were identified:
1, Curriculum I the total of the formal skills and knowledge that Is trans-

mitted to children
2. Teacher Behavior; the behavior of teachers, administraters and the

general environment represent the "hidden curriculum" of schools.
B. Physical education and health education Activities which assist In

the development of healthy bodies, an understanding of how "to maintain
healthy bodies, and positive body images.

4. Counseling: the sum total of activities that form the affective pot Hon
of the curriculum.

5. Extra-curricular activities; the activities which represent the Interface
between societal expectations and the school experience,

A grld for analysis of the ways that these vehicles contribute to or deny prep-
aration for survival was developed and used as a concept In designing the con-
ference. (Figure 1) The Conference program was organized tinder the same
general treas. (Appendix F)

?). For a detailed deSetiption Of these conferenees (spOnsorship, theine, and eontact PersOn)
phase see pages 52-84.
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= An examination of ways that education associations can:Move"teNterds

clueing racial and sexual stem otimi in schools,
Racism and Se.rtgin (Michelle Russell).--"An analysis of racial and sexual_

stereotypes which affect Our bhavior;
Analyrind histructional hfaterlata (Sara kitnet).--ilow you can analySe

the stereotypes of textbooks and Instructional materials.
Non-Sertit Eddy Childhood E(tuoaliOn (Nora AllelnlleY)er-Way$ of re,

doting sex steotyping in early childhood edtleation.-
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6,60Mo-stoat' Raising TeiAnIques for Chancing School* (Rogie Render
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'Oarriculusi for !','where (Florence 'Howe) Practical ways teachers canlearn gen serf «location content And teel;n1ques.
/OtttitittOttal s, Role Stereotyping (041I Mel nre and ./ohn Mauro).

Ontlitit of n em approach for chnnge
410clOtt Old ./ Role kitereOilddrip (Claire Fulcher)Program8 for meet

n students concerns and nes.
oottonottfly Involvement. (Naydene riapsoure).A look at how cornrowItf atop, can assist change in schools.

flOuptainO. to Your Head (Verne Moberg).--Ideas for rah.Ing awareness
_ of sex role stereotypes,
Wooer' to Education ( &marine Taylor).Status of women within the edu.

rational profession,
V. of Moira for Cominuntly Action (Ann Orant)Demonitratton of

media techniques for increasing community awareness.
Elperiente Bated upon, °toter Esplorotion (Zan Birk and Vtilth

Helping high-446ot girls plan their careers,
identifying and Changing our own He.tlei Behavior Kith (Andre» (Ife(ti

Levy)..,Ways that We transmit sex stereotYPeit to ebildren in the cIttitS-

111oh Scheo; Ouhrtoulsof -(Cynthiti Eaton and Carol Jacobi).--A Model of
women's studies for high schools. ,

'..441nOstIt's Action for Education lAitheo Stmatons).;.Writing atfirtut
action piens for school systems arid inititutiontl.

hegal toots to fight Sea Maori/Wootton (Charlotte Hallam).-- Existing
legtstallett that prohibits sex discrIntination In achoola.'. "

's11.4;mten't ItistorgRer Story' (Martha Gershon).--Socal studies ear**.
'Into for high school students.

Media'preentatione
Five media preeentations were interspersed throughout the Conference,pro-

grnni. They provided imortant content for the conference and a demonittratIon
of the ,tatiety of ways that awareness can be increased, These poteentAtIons
Ineltidedt

flex Rote Stereotype, of teettrooke.A; slide show by Lenore Welton/in;
Lenore Weltaman was then in the process of completing a study of the text'
books that are used by schools throughout the nation,' The books studied
included reading books, science books, spellinf books, and mathematics
books. This Well.documented slide show *reptiles ly demonstrated the preps.
knee of sex rele stereotyping in textbooks and other Instructional materials.

Free to Be you and 31eNon-ttrist record presented by Letty FrOgrebin.
The Ms., Foaudation had just completed 01) development of a non sexists,
record entitled "Free to Be You and Me.' ,Leity :told of Mario 'Tholnal
leadership In development and production of the record and played portion&

the material for the audience.... :
84e.Stercotyping Ohildreni

_

I omen on
Words_ and images. The:Women bit Werth! and Iniageo Lave prorlded,--`...
national leadership in their study of children's' readers, This slide, show
demonstrated some of their tindinge and teennique4 of raising conselOUsnesIt,'

Ottr. -Norqt -4mOriono Forefoot/torsA slide thow by 'Ann Grant.,' Ann*
Grant spent _months regenrebIng the contributions North Anseikail,
women. This excellent slide ighOW presented her findings and deMonstrated
a most: of method of supplementing present eurrienitinttn-ste:',-

slide show bY Corrine' Perkins. Corrine' Perkins,r
teacher In To*.p vOY, demonstrated how teaohers' topda their
Own studies of textbooks and use them no effective' Methods ,Of in-servietfAmbling. " _

St* Bets larstatorITEtt

xmcitort OrttOrt

(fly Louise 11, White)

reminded of a statement a president of the Magi* of Women Voters. ,

She said; think,there may be one thing more voltntSle than an Met in its':
tlole and tbat is on idea lin action, an idea made to work by the -efforkit: of '

pie working together. Viking A commitment and taking the concrete ste
o

ps
bring the idea into eftetV



Of the present 1188.400 eementary school teachers 001,600 rre women. Thisa fantastic resOure for the furtherance of retini objectives especially for
the naiyels of sex roles and forced stereotyped behavior. however, one quickly
linds flat eight out of ten ptielpale are men. At the high school lev( the number
of men and women teacher.. Is about eqia%, but 07 perent of the principals
are male. if thso figures are valid, then we as women must share the brunt of
perietnaUng the differences between the e$peetatlon and aspiration levels of
boyS and girls.

The day bs passed when education can afford to stress apccilie learohig
roles geordlng to ae,ç, Todaa educational system has taken on many of the
features of a technological itichnitry. We egn ume that the process of educat.
%pg people for surviyal is becon,iug the moat important Ingrtdient La o'ir societyas we ioe toward thø 21st century.

1watlon In the last baa gought tQ prepare the individual for S roles for
. . working a an thduetriai and patlndpstrloi society. This tradition, however,

bee given ay to, a new and more eaUstio one In which th edneftUon of the.
. . Individual Is a u)tIpurpoae (ask focusing on tae wholo biL4 In the context ofth whole octety. W.now educate tho peran, regardless of Nx.tO become

tjiore creative and preducttve. . . . ....Certain educational conventioha still Oxish however, that atqréotyfe women
mu nh.uu?itIpft be %imttn lntatIon. and by rMnforeintr ballets of their lcaasr

1yi 305
isca the g1r1 .t 1

iet flo&8$tie g1r
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t:y4i etatio
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LeetdehOw odo tbeir
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)bs. 8ignL6eautiym01.:..
moted.'The,aiudy dis-
strofgIy Id to theh'. ?

--- - :-

catIon; ft would .aeept..

hUmIU fllttr,nfld to
elt to aupport women

ineanipgflhi change: .- .......... .
:'. kecognitlon that p.11 JuteHigence does not originate at thk tinlcerafty,- tdtthat soe ernp..nates naturally from within th cormffi1ty to forth arjch*r .hybrid ç1 IPdrpIng. . .

2. A treeing of the atmosphere" by educators with respect to what skills gd
beet eith which sex, Sun-Ival is dependent upon enlargement of oUr own ulider-- -av;dng of past achievement and )rogresr. Life Is dependent upon a moi
thorough Search for alternatives which will In'lude alt people rogardlese of sex,race or creed.

. 8. 'he ways I which NEA can continue to Impact the activfttes of the U.S.
Oflk'e of Yducation with specific Input toward shaping Its actIvities.

We will b&ve taken a glint step toward eduat1ag the children of our cOuntry
for survLvl when the produce of education become8 more Iximportant than the

ataimr wbè,( the educational atmqsp'ber. baa become liexible enough to ttu.t
temp.les can make edratlo*l choices without fear of being stigmatiged, and
when edneatore can admit that there are many unexr;lored avenues to educa-
tional development.

.
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Fol'eArON Volt S vitrivAt.

(By Klizabeth Koontz)

Prison Uprising, drug addiction, Alcoholism, (Aikido
'

poverty, hunger, welfare,
job dissatistnetion, unemployment, underemployment, minims unrest, politiefil
decision what to do these words bring to your mind? -

ildlleators can do more about these problems than they realize by examining
some of the SchoWs' contradictions. SehoolS profess to promote equality of °mot.;
(Unity and the:Seareli for truth, with learning for living as one pUrp00e; This Must
be exaMtned In terms of processes, structures, practices, and the assumptions
of edueators,richoOl beards, and parents.

The Women's Mires(' wins established i$2 years ago at the !mitigation of women
. Who deplored the conditions under which women and children' were forced to

work In factories. The Women's bureau and the Children's 'Wean -wore ektablist 1)7 Arts of Congress. --
y we seldoM near of violations of the child labor laws, but only in recent

Years has Coneertr been expretsed about eliminating dlorriminallon against
women, What has brought this about? Two events have promoted the movement
toward equal opportunity of the sexes: the influx of women into war industriesduring 'World War and the civil rights Movement of the '60's. The ,yotith
culture has Also played a- significant -role by changing lifestyles ter youth andadults,

Schools can be a,vttal change agent, lint if individuals an to exneeteconomic,
psychological, cultural,- political and physical survival, the schools themselves
must change. The attitudes of edocators, school boards, communities and po
eta ns who control school funds, must change, Curriculum, methodology, textbooks,
policies and practices and focus must also ehange.

Why such emphasis on the schools? Simply because the school system is theInstitution through which we expect all citizens to gain knowledge of the tradilions, mores,- and culture they are to perpetuate. If that system perpetuates
biases and prejudices that limit development of one's self concept and ability, It
must be examined to ascertain the reasons for failure, and it must take corrective
action,

Let's look at some of the problems :
VklucatIon is expensive, and wilt grow more expensive in the future. People

want to "get their money's worth". When you Mention "welfare" you get different
reactions. Afttcb emotion accompantes expressions such as "taxing me to support
those who won't work and live better than 1", or speaking of minorities as "lazy,
shiftless, and not wanting to accept work". What contributes to this condition is
the political process. What do schools have to do with this?

Schools prepare one to cope with the world in which he or she lives and will
survive, Notice that I said, "he or she". That's first. Our language .can determine

----- a Whole chain of events, decisions, policies and kinds of belurvlotyPho Implications.7 "become quite evident when generic uses of "he" become literal tranelations for
preferences, or tor success or failure. reunites make up more than half of the
population, but we regard them as secondary In most Instances, and schools -'
reflect status. _

Schools- reflect society to a greater extent than they develop society's attitudes. -
Although Ive,have become an industrial country, we have not pregreised Ouch
beyond the limited ideas about Women iteelped by the prevlOuS agrerlari society.
We still have "women's work" and "men work" even though Ineelutpization
and automation have changed and Virtually eliminated men's heavy and rengl),

Parental care of children has been almost Completely assigned to women
a carry over from earlier days when rotaen were required to Work at Ifo_ne.'

worked outside the home to provide feed, shelter and fuel. Despite the hitt
that all male duties' of the home have been so modernized that women CarinOy
take care of them, little has been done so that the Women can share'the c'hil
retiring responsibilities with men. herein lies most of the problem)

Somehow. our society has tied women's roles as childbearers to every Other ,
a stied of her PersonneSS. We determine from this fact our rationale for the, folloW
lug decisions
-1. Women should not be permitted to hold jobs traditionally 'perfortried 'by

men ,because families will break- down it women work." That meariS *mien,
can cook; clean, 'plow, run tractors, repair machinery, OW cars; haul,
groceries or furniture, but they must not work et the same jobS for'"pay, br
Competition With men., I

,
I
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J. Women should work at such jobs as nursing, caring for children, waiting on
others, teaching, or in certain departments in factories. In indOstry:that Means
women shoold stick to the jobs that have been broken down so that the pay could
be reduced iald *omen encouraged to take them.

3. Woinett should receive training only for,those kinds of jobs associated with:
homemaking and improving their attractiveness, unless, a0 during World War
II, they are asked to do non-traditional jobs that puy well and .include chi%
care facilities. That means women can do any kind of work when they 'life really
needed. Hut when WoOken need to work at better jobs, thhY should be protected
against themselves arid kept out of comvetittep.,

4. liklet suggests that, every woman needs more protection a wan- from
certain fobs Weanse woman's contrIbutlen is made when she Is g good' wife and
mother, fold cares for the family's needs,,and when she is a nobWiettant, Thlo
means thilt`e woman should get a Man and bear Children and take care.of the_
honi_e_tor 'which she will be rewarded `With Care forIbe reet'Of her life, and net
deed to? worry about e Problems of the World,

:and Vet; taothety War. It still ;aid look pretty.,Whi hoyti play
di Ni la train from blyth to use het "tenitotty" t6 get her tAt6i8

aooetttire.-- lot rittfortWItiVker, tottsehot duties will receive, e9teptsbehtil
rough, tuixgC0ho.14 rewarded for Wbg while:1)01 tga rely or Ad 'tot belq

supixAtt,1146,61 kl:Whkt Vo'cl do-% 61t $461" ThletAetOis Wooleii toe,
ed,,to*,,alt ot ors rho are graleggi tor, lit)t, ati'ythink, thitt ,

et aCall'agnOred0M; Wine, and drlidttery;-
OiriS attend 'school where .decision,s Plq*, and'Attitittles derived

ho rol4 She is expected tOlteisuniti as ettu nursery School 0'00'0;0100.n

that, ,athota_gt tO. vt)t: MA, Mothers, otal .hoMe; bike gate of ;the'
**IA tors are tof eteb, add that 140 give the'Orderc and girls' take the.Orderfv,,

ihngso And 0_41, tdrett. ritheri knOW'.how to'on irony thOlIa? 41101,AR4,041.),'
fi`Olotaine .

M' oles of bonotwItelnd Mother, or performlngat the orders of others; are pa IA-
Throtiabout 'the grades, school booki portray altio and ,iiinneif tlia'Iedl

,.wIth,--no opinions -0 their own, and usually asking the males optplons h&
answers. pis are not oupposect to hai=e,the brain ,to do aritimiettc,a1MV,

it-,-nans subject, she tetittte from teacherli and connfeltirs that 'Ale- Imam
,_.*c0Iceritrikte on getting married and being a."gOod r therefore Otntittis are nee,-
Pisatt- Just for Otting,a dipletna., Learning- to type is sera thing to 406
ah until otte:hOokat that tilaN lloysAr0 hettete'that they are oupettor,

_.jetinting,math,'"Icleneei-.lea and :the Solid subjects; And, that, ontf,,calsty
.)Vokild Jote'rvitKitt loathing to gook s¢ ,1 sor Ude,' 1'0';

:The
}You

reinfdreed;rarthil',04t, ectn,!at4tof cannot tattol.
ItOtt ;,

if.00-lphtt6hOptir,,,'tbit Oer8Ol'dejiefiO the 'eppo'rtIntt/ to Oat;
Veto -to the full extent Of his petentbit Witt? -

Tliere "-lies the. trentole"; Wernher-the genet c- U80-(4-40% 01-410,- &Mo.: le
pr eternin t # potrottotlfi t#t boy;.-<,or 410,likittY.:We:,-

-tedrife4 each *fiki,Petu,t 91,0,0-04,744retVr'ditkOnt
.lid,

gtOcattlI ,

women
to

'-ot the ii'ork fOr ey *Aft earnings
tl el 1 k atreatttp rIfty-00 itent of thtpoph`pdttlits ,to

titem -bt- the, KA WO* they. (10, NO because pf
tio.tf 1 ppf.,kol,the"eataiirotk. unctle'attick boil); and 41StrinittiAtfo_
NO,.brtis of tgNitis -el4iiiltillegni,46010 85 M1106, 40100 have `,1004k

beejt pay because of ytoattotas; -;.-
5WOniipOth be,, cahSe 6f economic heed, not for fun And tniturtee,TO-Alidgo,

the;iOnien Workinf ere idfigle; divorced; deserted, Ntickotved e
6004 lee than ,000, a year. Woolen are heads of farnilles.-sif the,otM on

, intoities36 the U.S., one out of nine is headed by a wetnan.-Atnont rnInot 414
tills_ 'rts_es to four out of 10. And women work even When, theY, 4alte 'chile refl
under three years ofage- ,

Only a email 'pereenfage of woven are managers, or even skilled krnftpriOi-.
Boni. They are, seldom doctors or lawyets. And though they are teaeherk they"'
are seldom principals or superintendento Wny? because of fie, sterep;,.
typing that schools pertalt and even perpetuate, - -444 .

' put stereotyping 000 not enct.there, The B*ICI-Olos a-est/0101.6y 0%410',
tures prohibit, women's") economic- independente- becauoe the mitiority;.cfitttpe
has set forth-certain characteristics for males and females batfed,,o0
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1dnonIc survival does not comO about by aceident t requires a constant
- struggle to keep up with changes lntho labor market. We have experienced major -

shift&siuce World War 2 wblc bore resulted In job etrattflcal6n n4* lenera) - -
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mainly in the social service sector or in "liaper pushing," We are tracked Into
jobs that help maintain the stability of the economy, not Into erjandlug areas in
Which there IS room to grow. The characteristics required for the jobs we do are
Ili*, characteristics that are loOked down on, and which !acreage the teudeneY
to keep us in our place. But these Ste the same qualities that help us to survive.'
This Is the reality that w," live wit

The schools track women studentrs into malatenance and socialization work
as cooks, nurses, secretaries, and teachersfor which society does not pay
well,

If we are to ;We up to the Pr Obleuis of racism sexism and clan/Ism, each
of the groups with no power must begin by defining their own identity, The

Attach movement of the 100's took this route and wed it successfully. Hven
though, soave hostility WAS generated, and competitive, forces were till-
leashed, it did result In 0 considerable gain In power. Teachers can be a-
link id helphig to eliminate meta; elitist and sexist practicea in the schools and
hi society, by focusing on tbe,sttrvival strategies of each group 0.444141Y lack-
ing sufficient power to control their,OWn destiny,

.

,.1Jor t AuXIiiliopir:Scnooi:a AND I'llIcAl0A,1:!5pkvivAL",

,,.. ' (II$ ceteite Ulrich,) ,, ,,- . , .. ,

kfettite suggested Ile Pvisei: dono Je'kNttli" howevier, 1 woUld seek-to cci4110.7..
Yeti that "I am, therefore I think,' and feel, And ACV goy-iota, and even me awe:
baVe,-tflitisrtbed to the'..ttotion' 'that-. the real persoli OWN Within** teti44.1k or.
muselea, nerves- aid-Organs 'Called ti bOdy; Os preseryatIon of wbtchloarga,
suollsi,-Mt survival: depends title the behavior I:Manifeat '0-s' .1,101100t. the

'.: 0410 ,.feeling and thlti4ftigOleig, e the tettoq-wetch: tante. - ,-,-- -- ., ";, ;

- 1Theideti Jhat '1..thil-oy .body" :1.4 not _'ettelly accepted bY.theInatitntiotie Of
QUA' "e4iication, nor :ilk' the . PietCot- j-ihystria educators tbat"we ,Inukt,
thystal Survival; kldpbatte ,n which has bowed to'reason And Idoljaet 001 10));
144 only totcht1y considered' ttiO: totolft,. of the individ001, and recognised tat',thelearuer mustfeel and do, Us Well ali thinki,"(ml$:0"through sucKA 'Otte,tja-ap::,:-;

'broach will relertnt 60000 beletiad," ', = -, ,-., 'v:. - , -,,, ' , ',:,;

l'h$4001 040titerh,haVo always endorsed lioits*,%4.a we haretitti*pted fO"
tythstlitscrtIlle'irt 01eciejtee of human' movement, we hare dePetj4 liqtliy,,\;
u )Arl At vity (6 spOnsor leapags. and pin` , Bali *Mule etion.,ai
ste op. a or roolotalg'sk*I ortimuni: To r oft 0.6i eqttloulyill Lisa 4. It6
o ti do pet: ottvos.etete rtieh hags tekteefi

nit , 'rt,,,Ilf,-.0.1_10,10)411tIYt0-kollect tOVIOr .".!, el)te,0 111,0l4.$4,111,1:01.0t v i
;:-.,...., p) '14 .ox-iilin,,,iti..,v;:fitiii&i,1,:101-. 01; 04,76':ittrie(iliraio'hilijiatito ili*.t'''' ''ilo," lt A

0 tea II 0- 41 drtli '',110104ttly 'ate eetipe rol *j 0_ tiger
060' Orate$ t '...rn.§; Id theYeof tOPtntlir forty c

met nli -,t)Y fie 411 fed `x Mil .1) , P. verele'etexelettp it as,se do '
ktett, brtit!-.1001 dal who 414tnilittt4k:',It'l

.11 _) Ilse ,t ', .ttiretee.e:.the tet ite e. Et. t eft t It, 0 et ,-.040ettli,,,

Au kt_vin-e. liat ni:e, pektia, 11d letrtaia,140.` 40,00 tti,fuinll ,tko prophecy vhkk-
il s.Pei a#148, ::te': be -irealed as second -elan -t ice 0-i--0 10*... ,6

as been set or:her. : - ' '--, -.. I:, , ,.; ,, - , x :, , ,A, ,,:f.'
ple,p)tet V$htt valued American attributes era-thole, reserve ,:fox the ;ii 1'
4. -resaketi-'0( rtesepkratOi, liv)Ytime.9i-Icetemaho, kirk; ri)7, 11it 1 Others. likitoell demonstrated that trills Identlged ai f In e 444-1 "-Pitt IIhk0 the' juitaclifine The 1440-10t00 I OP is cone s!' 4 1004 . frk-,image 1:4 the 004,411 PerrtV O. sanctify our-Ve1 OP Y411 0)14 'e

Tito/kill tletete0140,-,h etRe -,telpv fop, 00, te4)0 doeueA, , 46.;
t on end persoaality,'develOpinen , roll "depicted the rehialt0.114POtAdt t; pas -: ..s Ili, fragile, non-aagresatve;,nori:COmpeiltive, emptkthis, se si, IA Ma ngi.10,..

z , -ceptiVe,, supportive and emotionally ;tab e. The rosy, is depk as igdeptlisle0,,. aggressive, tampepOit,,teek orient ,AtOtkvel Inuovi3tIv,t, se -disc!
: -*Owe, analytical 0.601'1404* 6title: 1'0001*(149 OP1014414 A. , Ol

AtIthetif "stein` 'front` ,CeineePti of P yojcal strength and p Ilince--414- to.
The terms u to deacrlbe the 4140.11 004e11.4t0 WI 41*ft t'c'-alut-'

Irate in whieb the average male bests the average mole. Gender tdenttiled traits
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-reflect relative values in etreagett and endutatice, an abundance of which lips
always been assumed valuable.
= Very little earch is available About female strength and _endniance, gvi,

dettee neetunulating, however, to show that the strength differentiAl Is greater
Within each sex than between sexes. A number of women are stronger than
'great Melly men, 'and tunny men are less enduring than some woinete The day
,thaY be appreacithig when it W04101 can aspire to values treasured fur nit
healthy people Without being considered unfeminine. ,

Many asumptions about the relative strength and endurance of men and -

women Are based upon adult mean scores, and may not apply le real boya and
guts. 100 best athletes front a school of 800 boys and 300 girls would eon-
tato a high percentage of females. Thus, the restrictions pieced upon Women in
developing their tidiest potentipl do not have e sound physiological rationale..
Instead, ,they reflect a morel vendetta tied stereotyped sex roles. The Olympics,
contained women who are not ashamed to be-strong. The 8hertia bearer' who
netompanied Edmund :Hillary when he climbed Mt. Everest was a 00- pound,
year-old

insure
ale who carried eqpipment Weighing close to 160 pounds.

To 'Wawa the Wen women meat never get "out of hand", a determined
effort has reinforeed the .Week'ntid fragile concept of femininity. One ridicules
the Amazon to teach what haPpens to girls Who muscles bulge,aed Whose be-
havioral patterns cater to aggression and driVe. To bulge from excess mammary
theme is'one %tug; but to binge from mese-tear tissue is atiether, As fematet re-
interpret their Mee, they find out that strength and endurance are not unfeteinine
and that bulges can be controlled. Women who affirm their bodies are beginning
to feel comfortable with assertive roles and with personality characteristics of
strength,

Because the internalized feelings regarding strength and endurance are so
baste to our interpretatiens of- the stereotyped sex role, it would appear that
departments of physical education might act as change agents within the whole.
However, blatant sexual discrimination has been most rampant in departments
of physical education. tt is the only, aex.ideatified body of knowledge in the echeol
curriculum (you do not have boys":. Math and girls' math, boys' English and girls

Physical eancatioe facilities, equipment and personnel for girls bate
been regarded as less impertant,then.those for the male.

Women who have .allied theniselves with physical activity have often had to
risk their feminine imAge, and in a 'world where even bicycles have a sex, that is
frightening. As softie insecure males, felt that sportsthe last bastion of aecti-
linitywas being stormed, they felt and acted ns If they were being emasculated.
Therefore, women, ever ,miedfni _of their responsibilities to booster the male,
turned to the one activity PAttere. opendance. They ''took over" and stressed
the physical 'traits of flexibility, agility and coordination which reinforced the
womanly attributes of giSte, poise find Witty, Men began to find dance Oil,

-- tasteful Arid felt feminized wt,:en.foreed into such movement pattern. The
pe-rsoti Its Of the male dancer is stilt the object of social dejleion.

nowhere has the concept' of the "strong woman been more dramatically tore-,
seated than in the Olympiad. `iVotnert have been forbidden'te compete_
men in all activities exeePt'eeptitaticm'aedi in that activity the woman eider is
Allowed to challenge thelnale:riderliewever,.even as the activities of tvoron
Olymple contestants were held itt,cheek by a social dictum which reinforced the
idea that women were weak and non - enduring, the female athletes brought both
strength' and endurance to the eetiritles. The male Olympic coach, line, the, -.-
fences not ,belleving women athletes shatter records previoitsly ()fought
unattainable by men or women.

As young people .1deleV!'bilt I am my body ", more emphasis ji-plotad
self-actuAlization and. the autonomy: sponsored physical 'Tbe boys
and ghee in today's school are litkneeriy '111) tight" about sexually designated
*tett** role ds were their.perente and grandparents.' matiy, its not feel
unfeminitnidsibey rut

their.
I throw, and b0 r tuning,;

to dance,- synchronized swimming (*Uri skating. Both: 'Pertielpate: liy
gymnastics 'Oft bent climbing, and a myriad df 'Moven:KV'.
patte ref t On.bitised,ePpreaelt to the art and tieleriee,ef human
bioteMettf be,"reed `Is asexual, _ ''ttvlito Is the bedrock self-aettialization. 'Physical` educators it he

helii`peeple examine directly. and beneatlY4dn approach *bleb_
ameliorate eVOri as it' enhances twelety. As alternate,stiles *one Available`, "feel corefOrtahle Jo heltevhig my
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Without feeling that we hove abandoned the stereotypes of inteiteetualisin;
scholasticism and'other genderotleuted "isms'' the oppottunttlee for economic,
psychosocialiculttiral and politlettl.shOtIval Will be manifested In social self.
determination.; 041.041)(4y...to ants, Bona le falo. Je pease et f a flende.-

$084501,8 AND et/IMIKALPSYCIt01.00tOAL SUAVIAL

(By Cecina Suarez)

First of all I would iNO to give my' definition of :Cultural survival as it
relates to the Chicane. I think that the Chicano and the Chicane feel that
cultural survival means keeping theit language ,aad :thclr cultural therefore
that is my detinitiOn of cultural survival. We are fighting to beep alive.our
language and Chltilre which we feel are being obliterated. While there are many
sexual stereotyPet concerning the Chicane, 1, want to.focat on the deheription
of her child resting practices. ,

Many people talk about. Chicanos and Chicanas In terms of the, Chicano prob
lent and the bilingual;problem, We don't feel that the problem Is a Chleano
problem, nordo we feel that we have bilingual PtOhletae. The PrOblem is the Way
Beatty views iiitettiotypteally. . . -

A stereotype ila -Seneralisatton Made Ithont, a grouP el. members Of a group.basedon emotions or faulty. Judgment Stereotypes have stifled:and restricted
peepie and groups and have hindered the: full' develOpment of women by
labeling them, a pasilte,The Oblettitai that is, the ,Mexican American woman,
however, carries a delible burden. she in discriminated: against as a woman
and as a taemberPf an ethnic, group: with damaging effects to herself and to
her family, I want to review yott some of the childhood praetices that
have been ascribed to the Phleano and how they have affected her
Cultural and paychol6gical survival,' .

Child rearing Is the interaction between Parents and their children within
016'116motheir expredSi011,V'ettitUdOe, values, beliefs, and interests. One kind
stereotype that Omni Childbffiring Is the lumping together
of all low, income Programs, developed in .California are based on
research done on ,fsentli

families..
and ProgramO for the Ohio" hive -'been based on definitions sdisadVantaged:. families of Any. ethnic

group or from a.nY geeittePhle.area.
; 'Ver example,. Ira Gordon described the disadvantaged bonie as disorganized,

,baviag no levels of expectation, and :disciplining by ;Verbal Or physical force,'
No, I'm not"going,to-COMMentfin all these descriptions except to say that many
Or the '01100 PrOgraillIti $3004 the fact that they're,-.1`erY,well Organlied. They
eraphc.stiO this point preeiselY?beCattatt So often the Chicane, home and the .
Ohleana-have been.labelled diSOrganiSecVla'tryirt to be Teri-olganized and
TOY clean so that the child Wore,: they:: 0,64460 a highly sterile

This Is actually Offent4V0 tethe.Ohleans
example, emu from a, f miry of eleVen'ehildtel If my mother had 'not

been organised, she would not have been able to 'get; the dinner on the table
everyday,

I}eutsch and hunt who did a lot of research In the '00's came up with the
theory of the disadvantaged 'child.- That if ,the low ittCome faintly's envIron.
Inent was so supposedly disadytihtageol and 40000,4 had to be enriched so the
child could catch up with the whites In the ciao. TheYdeSeribed the Middle class,
life pi _one which provides opportunities for the normal groWth- of the child,
Therefore, according to the 01003%; minorities do not grow normally and slum'
conditions are detrimental to the physical and Mental grOWth of the childrena
very dismal pietute of the loW income family, Deutsch and Hunt also stressed
the minimum of teaming opportunities in the ghetto and barrio; and said that the
ghetto parents are unable to help theit children preptite for or continue In school.
This theory Implied that the ghetto child could do well in school only by heroin
ing middle ehtes and White. Of course, for the Chicano this also meant he had to
be Vinglisb-speaking,

Cella Helier, In her book, itexfoOnAnterleto Yimth:ForOotten at the Cross-
roads, describes various attributes of the QhiCtifio faintly that she maintains con-
tribute to the delinquency of the Chicano child. Sine criticizes Chicane upbringing
Practices for emphasizing valneethat block the child's advancement into Anglo
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- - Deptived, defloieht, dtSdvantaged, 'subln1ssive, aorganlaedtheae pe ftl-
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her? It mens that beoause of th,e diffeTeIiea In C tule,Rbe has bef treotyd',
as lnteilor rather than cuItutally difteten( \Vt does ft mean tO be labeled -InfetIór? People Iean who (hey Ut. *nd wbHt tbe are tron the wa. they hftto
been treQtd 'by those around thOrn ?eorle develop feelhlgs that they ar )ke&
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ivi;ea we talk about minority group women we"must be elear'about liailtfdlat
.,- working class women as well as If we have lvlub to retch Black wo-tiebt
or, aineta are JOining us, they are b and large processionals. If toy are speaking
up' for their eider* Whb are not p fessiOtials, that is great, but I don't itliVaPs
hear that. ,,

. I -

V PleS$ we are clear abbot racism, we can't deal with sexism, / have taken. a
10$ tinfe.in retains around to that position, butt have come to it in part through

, the,etperiente of teaching at Old Westbury where some of the:expetlenci.is
enough to turns l' liberal into a racist. Some of the experiebee Is- that difficult
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We' "abolish'iektsai by Saying we ate going to Abolish It; just as
abolish taco prebdiee by Rat, We have to work toward their elimination every
ehlgle' dry, especially An the ciaSsrwmc In whhtever system we Work, hoWever
eolaPlei-Or,,,horrendoits, there Is alWays an entering,wedgea plate that is sus.

ItIblIn crested in change at all, we have to keep trying to find entering Wedges,
e to change. Sometimes the change isn't enough to suit us, but it we are

think the single most Important entering Wedke toward combattIng,racism
"and sexism is teacher education, More than 1,000 women's studies courses are
being tact ht la 001 egos and universities Ail over the country. Onlyabotit six of
these are In schools of education. Why is it that schools of education are, so
transigent/ What about school systems/ How didieult is it to change:school
systems. We all know about that, I haven't given up on schools of edueatin."
bitt I feel that we must reach teachers quite massively at other levels, too, through
inservice courses, teachers', organizations, and the women's movement.

%court:1'0 inmate

go* do we reach women teachers! and what do we do oho' we get 40 thipl?
One route is the women's studiee route. The inservice courses conducted Isew
Ydric-City 'sehooli by the Feminist Press are

for,
ery token, efforts.-Ustif,ttchopl

systems bare Paid staff to run Weer-vice courses; helr teachers. In some states
Ruth as,New,fork and Pennsylvania gnidelines, tor women's studies prbgratAS
bhve ton' adopted by the boards of regentit Or the state 'Commissioner's of*,,0;
This another entering wedge, Guidelines are powerful in8trIlmen"-illilt: need
to be handled by people who ow. The entering wedge in New.lor}c Slate e' la a
gUldeline that says ending sexual. stereotypes in the elethentary,And secondary
schools Is the aim of the Ord, 'of enp. This means that teachers eon de.
mond inservite training of the so that they need it order to educate their
students,

`Now, what 40 ke dO isl courses: with teachers? Some people are Worried that
women' a studies courses will simply, abate the pest of the curriculum, to go on
as is. When the budget Is cut, women's studies courses disappear,

One type of women's stadies,bi"called "images Of Women Literature,'? what
I would ell compensatory education. It's like the courses in Black literature,
some of wh eh have gotten lopped off. .

Some. Black Alterature,coortes have a lonely existence Junong 44 Other- illy
white courses In the departMent;That is not progress.-A course in Mick liters.
tore one year should. lead to soMe-cOnsclotienese raising among students and
faculty tiojhat nett year every literature course contains some Black literature,
It that doesn't begin to happen, then the Black literature teachers are not doing
their job, or,are prevented from, doing it, because of political factors. would say
th,e same OW to women.-

The second type of women's studies Court*, the tinthropologleal type, is what
inaervieeOporraTn'slif7yOir tVele t ffil$1 Itir h MVO OA 'WO MO

look at foreign cultures and societies from all possible angles,econOmie, Par,:
ehologiettl, intellectual, etc., WhIchis precisely what some, women's Studies courses
are doing with regard to women,- They look at women and Oat,wttkeo
i-oteinAttlir.titIon ad stereotyPingt and teach shen( how we grow upleinaleor-
male in this country`.

MATE1044 PilORCTIOS . _

The other way to reach women teachers Is thrOugh the production-Of
It to pmible to produce a set Of 'Materials, Send. theta to the qtobi teacher

and say, "This is what you teach. this yeit instead of what you taught last year."
This Is not useful; although I think that We Will to" thie route 10 five years.

The production of materials atone will not chenge school systems units.: the :-
women's movethent ls greatly strengthened and the consciousness of teachers is so --
altered that thy can and want to use the materials, To some extent the Feminist
Press was founded on the premise

use
some teachers are reedy for and Wiktif

new materials.
A Wei-porta von.

The bestbest Model is to work with teachers in small groups and give them both'
new intotnintion and new matertate; And work to raise their consetotistieSileiet0:-
shalt serf and rate. We need to Inform teachers that the )Ale goal Is to kelP tht4if
choose materials and then design their own 'clime& A year islissentiat to, dO this;
Daring the second part of the year, teachers should work in groups with pfie,.%
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irouo Currieulfitu Units. Theo they try etit'the unit in their
Which, shon14 visited by the workshop leader. Tills would mean re-
Icaseci time for that teacher, Whether or not that Is Possible, the teachers can
sill OSO.the workshop members es a support after hrtvisig,tried out their cur;
11001i1fabillt0. -

One would imagine that women teachers could meet as a group for an extra
hour after sabot, but this has never happened since ft's not bunt Into the, on
selOnstietpe 6( teachetUrActilty and staff Meetings:in most eleMentary acid nigh
schools debit fititnulate teachers to want further meetings, but this Is an essential

for survival,- Where, schools, are staffed by American Indian, Asian, Dlaek,'
h c otruetto 111664.1tOmen, the teachers' meeting, or workshop, have

eh 9rtth the litnie'of racisin and den,ivith the lioatillty that Is hull( tote ettr
re,-*efoi*the disiensiden cab turd to Ole itvete og'otlir childtell which 1(4'"of

all'intereated int
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A Tar ell Of suggestions were made on ways the conference could have been
,improv t

ore informal disetissione, hospitallti; and free time,
Hold State group meeting and emphasise action back home.
Repeat workshops and distribute WorkshOP handotita to total group,
Protide more itilienth involvement in few areas and add problem-Solving

exercises.
Have fewer slide shows with more polished and 01401100d content,.
!told trieetinge In Washington, D.a. and have telephones In rooms.
Stick to elementarsecondary Problems in ,sexism/racistn and supply more

follow -up information.
Better tracipcirtation.

Responses concerning WaYsi the conference influenced perception ranged from
expanded personal awareness to realisation-of the ditticultieti involved in chant
tug attitudes. More than 60 percent ,repOrted increased. awareness and rein
fotcement of perceptioNt at the .conclusion of, the conference.

The conference stimulated expansion of PerticiPante follOW,up activities in
numerous ways. Typical follow -up activities included t increased crossovers
to other organisations to spread the Siestiage on sexism/raciam through speaking,
Writing, reeearch'atul exchange of reriottrcest ciari9cation of tOttiS and priorities
and development of concrete toethode for .change shared COliference experiences

-with ,'eolleagues !tit schools' including teaChers; students, administrators and
school boards. To sonic, partielpatita a major expansion 'Offered by the COO
fereticti was diattOISIOn Or possible legal imtien,to -WOK.* eqUal rights; partic-
Warty Wider title IX of the eductitiett amendments. t log; ,

There is evidence, that the conference materials were reproduced indePendentlY
and clistribUted widelii' iti:OchoOls -,beyon, to newspapers, periodieals, to,
speakers, Writers and researchers.- More than BOO copies Were distributed to non.
conference partIelpionifroin NBA. !),

Since the conference, participants hav reported 'experienees .that either en-
courage,Or discourage activities. 413torig _the Altemareglng itenia.Were these: good
attendance at state conferences on the' Subjsct ,prOgranis at other professiAnal
conventions (AP0.4., AP4, ASep,,:AAeEtt) ;' increased Sow of information
within states on sex stereotyping and 'sex ditterituinatIon'ineltiding, more open
discussion of topic among educators; individual pOrsnits of; (1) 1'1E1X program

sex roles (2) deYelopnient ot guidelines tor equal opportunity In athletics.
Discouraging experiences inclnded.apalln* to POO the Noel Alights Pd.Inept (gnA) two states; (2) state egiSlaterifWho'clOnd,Ine issue, with Such

thinits AS Women pickets or "bra bnrning"; (8) 'state human telatiohs clepattMehtti
that ignore sexism, and foetis only on racism; (4S resistance to change by "pro-
tectors of the systetef (5) hOstile,reaCtion of sehOol. IAN (6) feeling among

- teachers thatnthe problem toe big to copetiiith, and (7). women who shy sway
from administration and positions of authority education, , -1

Services that the ResoUree Center on SexRoles In. Edtication could igovide,. as
seen by participants, Were (1): newsletter to shkre data and experiences, (2)
specific materials for workshops, f3) -guidetinot tor assessment of 'sexism,' (4)
research in sex discrimination and sex differences,' 09 teaching materials such
as mini-courses for high scheohl, (6) bibliographies-of non-sexist textbooks and
other resources, (7) alms and slide shows ter distribution,' ($) lists of speakers
and leaders on geopapbie basis for meetings, workshopg, and conferences,. and
(0) current data on legislation and eotirt cases.

Many partiefpalits expressed interest in contributing data and articles for
publication and distribution by the Resource Center, Some also offered to serve as
consultants. '

Suggestions, for action as "next steps" reflected similarity in major priorities.
However, differences as to lituis needing immediate attention show relationship
to local or state situations, Several respondents mentioned the need for legal action
and enforcement of antidiscrimination laws. Another "next step" was publicity
'to influence edueators and the general public. lleforms in curriculum, textbooks,
counseling, teacher education, and school administration were considered im-
portant. Some emphasis was given to development Of a data bank of research on
issues related to sex discrimination.
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ea inkinildrIttiOt niany State; legal action by teacher's to eneonnter se*

diticrim niktion to net beginningoTherefore, this is'a filet Prieritt. It cell also be
asinine( -that ,where legal netted blia proved Its effectivenerm, other aPpreileheir
mitt h` as entricilliittiCrefornt can luov4 to higher Priority status.

Of the: anal COn,nbents recorded od the' evaluation forth,' three are Of BOOM
.'' interest

'Teachers are the key-"
"A tiri should be etitteated, to appreciate herself,"
'',Children should be encouraged to Write about their own sex role$."

Arrennix A
Anierienn Asseciation of University Professors, Conunittee on the Status of

Women in the Profession,
2. American Association of University Women.
a American cbetoiCal Society, Women's Service Committee.
4. American Federation of Teachers, States of Women's commission,
6. American Friends Service Committee,
0, American Historical Association, Committee on the Status of Women.

American Library Assotiation, Status of Women,
8. American Personnel and Guidance Association,
'9, -Anterican- Political Science Association, Committee on the Status Of Women

in the Moto /410o, Women's Callen* for Political Science.
10. American Psychological Associstion, .
11, American Speech and Hearing Association, Subcommittee on the Status of

Women.
12. American Sociological Association, Committee on the Status of Women,
18. Association of American Colleges,
19. Association of Women Illatheniaticians.
16. Black Women's Community Development Foundation,
16. Business and Professional Women,
17. Center for a Voluntary Society.
18, Church Women United,
10, Citizens Advisory Committee on the Status of Women, Department of

. Labor.
20. Coordinating Committee on Women in the Historical Profession.,
21. Do Care amid Child Development Council.
22. Delta Kappa Gamma.
23. Delta Sigma Theta,
24. Detroit Industrial llission.
2i1. D.C. Signs of Women's Commission.
20. Emma Willard Task Force.
27 Federal Women's Program,
28. Feminist Press.

-29, OM Scout s:of America,
glaouisi Metropolitan Council;

82. League of Women Voters.
88. Moutgotner$ County Commission for Women.
84. NAACP. .

8.5. National AosM ation of Media Wonien,
81$. National -Association of Negro Business and Professional Women,

, National AsoOtiett.Nn of Wernen Deans end Counselors,
National Couusit Administrative WoMen in Education,

80. National Cottne,! ;,..r Negro Women.
40. National Welfare Eights Organisation.
41. NOW-National and
92, Oak* of Mutation.
48. Kt DeitaKaPPY,
44. U.S. Commission oh Mots.
45. Women ori Words and Images.
46. Women's Action Program.
47, 1Voinen'o r. imiiy Action League.

Women's Media Workshop.
40. YSSCA, _
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APPENDIX B

PARTICIPANTS LIST

}TOT NATIONAL CONFERENCE OX SEX ROLE STEREOTYPES, NovestsER 21-20, 1072
AMIE HOUSE, WARRENTON, VA.

Abicht, Monika, Instructor, University of Cincinnati, 203 N. Winterstreet,
Yellow Springs, Ohio,

Ahlun, Carol, 7 Amherst Road, Amherst, Mass.
Alemany, Nora II, associate teachertrainer, Montessori Institute of. L.A., 200

E. Green Street, Claremont, Calif.
Airnada, David, NW. ChiC0110 Caucus, 855 W. El Itepetto Drive, Monterey

Park, Calif,
Airoy, Phyllis, consultant, Women on Words and Images, 80 Valley Road,

Princeton, N..1,
Arnold, lOcian (Ms.), Florida Education Association, 105 Shelby Drive, Lake

City, Fla.
Austin, C. Danford, Professional developrunet consultant, Michigan Education

Association, Office of Human Relations, 1210 Kendale. Boulevard, East Lansing,
Mich,

Barnum, Virginia, Harvard Graduate School of Education, 50 Stanton Road,
Brookline, Mass.

Barnes, Bart, reporter, Washington Post, 1150 15th Street HMV, Washington,
D.C.

Bard, .1Oan, Women on Words and Images, 80 Valley Road, Princeton; NJ,
Bender, 'Bogie, consultant, Women on Words and Images, 80 Valley Road,

Princeton, N.J..
Birk,- Janice, M,, counseling/psyehologist, , University, of Maryland ConnstAing

Center, College Park, Md.
Balm's. Hazel, NEA Staff, 1201 Sixteenth Street NW., Washington, D.C.
Illaufarb Marjorie, Editor and writer, AAPHER/NEA, 1201 Sixteenth.Street

NW., Washington, . .

Brown, I'ryde, consultant, Women on Words and Images, BO, Valley Road,
Princeton, NJ,

Iluseh, Gloria, Jr., Chairperson, Human Relations Commission, ConnectiCuit Ed.
twation Association, 21 Oak Street, Hartford, COED.

Campbell, Deborah; NEA Staff, 1201 Sixteenth Street NW., Washington,,
Capelle. Elizabeth, Feminists on Children's Media, 312 West 103 Street, New

Y°CtitlaifNk.,YiNancy R., vice president, Maine Vac hers Association,' RFD No 2,
Lambert Itoad, Freeport, Maine.

Cohen, Belle T., Education Specialist, Bureau of Education for HandiCaPPed
U.S. Office of F:ducation, Washington, D.C.

Coleman, Ernestine, teachers, Montgomery County Public Schools, 3028 liel I're
Road, Silver Spring, Md.

Coilver, Laura, Peoria Organization of Women for Equal Rights; 824 W.
Stratford Drive, Peoria,

Cooley, Lynda M., Education writer, Daily Press Inc., Hampton, Va.
Cox, Ann, Manager, National Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street

NW., Washington, D.C.
Craft, Silas E., School Administrator, Montgomery County Public Schools,

12007 Moruingside Lane, Silver Spring, 11d.
Cunniff, Ellen, field consultant, New Jersey Department of Education, 38 Maple.

Avenue, Belleville, N.J.
Daniels, John, director, Building Blocks School, 58 Grant Street, New York,

N.Y.
Dansby, Hose, teacher, Albuquerque Public Schools, 2211 Cleopatra Place NE.,

Albuquergoe, N. Mex.
DeLuca, Marla, filmmaker, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa. .

Dorr, Robin, writer, U.S. Department of Labor, 14th & Constitution Avenue,
Washington, D.C.

Dotch, Martha, NBA Staff, 1201 Sixteenth Street NW., Washington, D.C.
Dunkle, Margaret, research associate, Association of American Colleges, 1818

It Street NW., Washington, D.C.
Dtinson, Lynn, reporter, Washington Star, 225 Virginia Avenue SE., Washing.

ton, D.C.
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book, Nancy, Harvard UniVersite, 44 Perkins Hall, Cambridge, Mass
putcta, Terri, EdlicatiOnal Specialist, 1018 Federal liufilding Baltimore, M4.
Eaton, Cynthia, Consultant, Women on Words and Imageo, 25 Cleveland La.,Prink-den, N.3.

, ,Hecht*, Mary E., English Department Chairman, Normandy High. School,710 Glencairn Drive, Parma, Ohio.
Ethridge, Samuel 13.1 director, NEA Teachers Rights Division, 1201 lain St.NW,, Washington, D.O.
Faber, Mary, NEA Teacher Rights, 1201 10th St, NW., Washington, D.C.
Federbush, Marcia, Committee to. Eliminate Sex Discriminate in Public schools,

1000 Cedar Bend Drive, Ann Arbor, Mich,
ralley) Jacqueline AL, WMTFESPS_, 47 Amherst Rd, Amherst, Metes.'cost, Delyte Conunlinielition' Workers of America, 4338 Inver Road NW.,WaShingtOn, D.O.

Fuleher, Claire, Director of Women's Itesonrce Center, National Board, YWCA,
600 Lexington Avenue, New York, N Y.

Gabriel, Regina Detente, Toledo NAACP Youth & Young Adult Chaptets,
3300 Downing Road, Toledo, Ohio.

Garner, Gert' Y, 8201 Landover Street, Alexandria, Va,
Gere, Judith, Consultant, National Cap Union Presbytery Teak Force onWomen, 2661 Old Dominion, McLean, Va,
GershUni Martha,' chairwoman, Feminist !:'revs, Box 834, Old Westbury, N,Y,

WGolden, Gloria, director, Far West Laboratory for Ed. & 1l, & D,, 2004 ShastaRoad, Berkeley, Calif.
Gordon. Lola D., 1415 Xing Street, Pine Bluff, Ark.
Gracie, Nelson, youth' adviser, NAACP, 2360 Fulton Street, Toledo, Ohio.
()nimbi), Dr. Jean A, University of Maryland, College of Education, CollegePart, Md.
Grandstaff , John, chairman, Michigan Education Association, 24 Garrison

Avenue, Battle Creek, Mich.
Grant, Anne, Education Coordinator, National OrganIzation fox Women,Olt40th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Gray, Lee L., editorwriter, USOE, 400 Maryland Avenue SW,, Washing-ton,
Crete, Mary, State president, AAUW, 8000 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, loin.,°robe!, Jan, Dundalk Community College, 01)03 Mornington Road, Bala--more, Md.
Hallam, Charlotte, NEA Teacher Rights Division, 1201 Sixteenth Street NW.,Washington, D.O. _Hardy, Nesa, NBA Teacher Rights NDivision, 1201 Sixteenth Street W,,Washington, D.C.
Harvey, Gerry, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Route 1, Box 2, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
Heath, Dr. Kathryn, Assistant Special Studies; Office of Education, 730-24thStreet NW., Washington, D.C.
Heflin, Jean, Special Assistant, National Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth

Street NW., Washington, D.C.
Hill, Eartine K., Route 2 Box 64, Disputanta, Va,
Billiard, Mary Ellen, Chair person, Education Committee, National Organise. _tion of Women, 8747 Huntington Street NW., Washington, 110.
Hillard, Shirley, Chairman Education Tr, XoNV, 3800 railwood Lane, FortWorth, Tex.
Hoffer, William, freelance, Saturday Review, 18416 Justice Road, Rock.vine, Md.
Hoffman, 0. X., Public Information Specialist, Office of Education, 400 Mary.land Avenue SW., Washington, LW.
Holmes, Marilyn, Secretary-Treasurer, Colorado Commission, Status of Worn.

en, 200 Fillmoro, Suite 100, Denver, Colo.
Horowitz, Arlene, Washington Aesistant, National Council of Jewish Worn

en, 1348 Connectkut Avenue NW., Washington. D.C.
Hurdle, Beth, Communications Specialist, Virginia Edneation Association, 110 ,S. Third Street, Richmond, Va.
Ibrahim, Sandy, NEA Teacher Rights Division, 1201 Sixteenth Street NW.,'Washington,
Jacobs, Carol, LIYPC/consultant, Women on Words and Images, 80 ValleyRoad, Princeton, N.J.
Jambe, .7o, chairwoman, Committee to Study Sex, Discrimination in the

Schools, 132 Garland Avenue, Kalamaeoo, Mich.
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lifinOurg, Naydehe, training assistant, NAACP, 815 West 100th Street, Now
'York, N, Y,

Pearson, La Verne, NBA Teacher Rights Division, 1201 16th Street NW,, WAshl
iii on, D.C.

Perkins & Corine T., teacher, Sid Oakerest Avenue, Iowa City, IOwa.
Perreautt, Gent, Enuna Willard Task Force on Education, 8114 West 25th

Street, Minneapolis, Minn.
lloppendieck, Robert, Director Field Service, U.S.- 0010 of 400

Maryland Avenin SW., Washington,
Poppetidieck; Mrs. Robert, Washings:in, D.C.
Power,' Jane, writer, NBA, 1201 Sixteenth Street NW., Washington, D.O.
Robbins, Earldenn, NAACP, 1044 S. Citrus Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif,
Russell, Michele, Ctinanins PoUndation,,73 Palmer, Detroit, Mich,
Soaker, assistant professor, University of Wisconsin-4'd rkside, W004

Mad, Kenosha, Whi.
Satiker, Myra, University of WisconsinParkside, Wood Road, Kenosha, 1''O.
Sample, Molly, *larch specialist, Florida Education Association, 208 W, Pensa-

cola, Tallahassee, Fla.
Samuels, Catherine, project director, Woinen's Action Alliance, 870 Lexington

Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Sandoval, Carmel, NEA,1211 11th Street, Greeley, Coto.
Saticedo, Tomas, research staff, National Education Association, 10 West Del

Ray Avenue, Alexandria, Va.
Sehelke, Lea, commission member, Michigan Education Association, 13051)

Stra Mona, Southgate, Mich.
Schmidt, Ann, Denver Post, 8752 Itanawa Street NW., Washington, DC.
Schram, Barbara, Harvard University, 60 Braltie Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Scott, Betty. coordinator, Children's Books, The Feminist Press, Box 834,

Old Westbury, N.Y. .

Seginan, Dr. Sarah, psychologist, 31 Montrose Street, Newton, Mass.
Shapiro, Carol, project director, Women's Action Alliance, 370 Lexington Ave.,

New York. N.Y.
Sharpe, Elaine First. 2 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Simmons, Althea, director for training programs, NAACP, 1700 Broadway,,

New York, N.Y.
Smalley, Mary .1ane, Chief, Development Branch, U.S. Oftice of Education,

Northeast Division NCIES, Washington, D.C.
Sornsin. Mary, Emma Willard Task Force on Education, P.O. 14247, Mane

apol is, Minn.
Sprung. Barbara, project director, NonSexist Early Childhood ProgroM, _

Women's Action Alliance, 370 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Stevenson, Margaret, Assistant Executive Secretary for Programs, Notional

Education Assn., 1201 16th Street NW., Washington, D.C.
Stoner, Lillian, Michigan Education Association, 1151 Scott Lake Road,

Pontiac, Micb.
Suarez, Cecilia, chairwoman, National Chicano Foundation,- 507 B. Ening-

brook Drive, Montebello, Calif, .

Sullivan, Catherine, Maine Teachers Association, 18 Woodmont Street, Port-
land, Maine.

Swearingen, Sharon, Kentucky Education Association, Maple Villa, Clarks-
vine, Tenn.

Swedellos, Adele, NEA Teacher Righti Division, 1201 16th Street NW., Wash -
ington,

Tanaka, Paul A., chairman, NEA Asian Caucus. 2000 Tacoma Mall, TaCama;
'Wash.

.Tanney, Mary Faith, University of Maryland Connseling Center, 1812 lletzeiiott ,
Road, Adelphia, Md.

Tate, Carla, research assistant, University of California Davis, WO, Craw
brook'Court, Davis, Calif.

Thompson, Joan. R., Federal Women's Program Coordinator, U.S. Office' of
Education, 400 Maryland Ave. SW., Washington, D.C. -

Thrash, Barbara B., counselor, Central -nigh SchoolBCPIA, 8800 Fuller
Drive, Midland, Mich,

Throcicorod, Edith M., president, NAACP, Box 1802, 254 N. VratibingtOn St.,

Ving. 13., teaeber, 8421 Grand Wrest Drive, in, LOWS, Me.
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Townes, Doris, media specialist, MotnnoUth _City Education Associntion; 408
Ninth Ave, Belmar, N.J.

,,V1r(eh, Celeste, professor, IVNO-LO, recusbo to. N.C.
Vag( lues; Tony, 20455 S. Christiana, Chimp, Ili.
Villarreal, Thomas, Jr., MIA Teacher Rights Division, 1201 10th Street NW,

Washingtons D.O.
Walden, }allude, secretarY, 5200 it Quebec, Englewood, COO.
Walton, Patricia A., Community, College District, 20 Terrace View, Ditty City,

Calif.
Washingten, Antoinette, National Education Association, 0402 10th Street

NW., Washington, D.O.
Raker,Watson, Rowena IL et teaCher. OD Ash Street, Park :Forest,

-Weitzman, Dr. Leonore, niversity of CalifornieDtivis, 1100 Clough Street,
PrelielKeo, Oat

Weaning, Judy, Educational Coordinator, National Organisation for women,
510 East 82nd Street, New York, N.Y.

Wetherby, Phyllis, commissioner, Pennsylvania Commission on the titatitm 'of
Women, 110 Avenue Pittsburgh, Pa.

White, Dr, Louise 11.; USDETeacher Corns, HEW Code 421, Washington; P.C.
E. Wilson, Wade, NEA; Cheney College, Cheyney. Pa. .

WoodWaril, Barbara 3., Unlsery Repretentataire,'PSEA-NEA, 15'W. BrintOn's
Hedge Road,West CheStOrstrA,*':-

Wynn, R23 Marseille's Street, Petersbnrg, Va.
Zitnet; Sara, Assistant ProfesSor, University of Colorado ,Medical School, 4200

E. 9th Avenue, Denver, Colo.
Crumby, CAM A:, Personnel Specialist, Community Action Project, 805 Eldora

- Nam Pittsburgh, PO.
liosma, Boyd, Teacher Itig10NEA, 1201 10th Street-NW., Washington, D.O.
Howe, Florence, Feminist Pro*, Pox 44, Old Westbury, N.Y.
Lynch, John, student, 4006 ingersol Drive, Silver Spring, Md.
Futterman, JI:lle, student, r1W8 Ingersol Drive, Silver Spring, Md.

SorMANIENtARY PAIVI101PANTS 'UST

Condo's, Christine, Tesident director, ResidentWent Lite,- University of Maryland,
College Park, Md.

Davies, Joyce, Nameless sisterhood, 0004 Brixton Bethesda, Md.
- Evans, Eleanor, 4035 Quebec Street Weshingte,-11.0, ,

Fielder, Barbara; Nameless Stsleill,00d, 5809 Worthington Drive, Washington,'

Fraser,' ArvOnne S., vice_ President, WEAL, 1253 4th Street SW., ,WashiegteA,
D.C.

(lreenberg, SVnla, Associate PrOfeee0M, Hofstra University, Ilelunstead,-;V:
Peek, Luey, Agelstenl Professor, Ho-titre University, neinpstezd, N.V.
Pogrebin, Letty Coffin, member, board Of directors, Ms. Foundation, 370

Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Precindo de. Burden, Cecilia, Civil Rights Program Analyst, ti,S. Commission

on Civil Rights, Washington, D.C.
Samuels, Catherine, project director, Women's Action Alliance, 370 Lexington

Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Taylor, Josephine, Secretary, Connecticut Education Association Women's

Caucus, 993 Burnsido Avenue, Ens+ Medford, Conn.
Taylor, Sue, Director Research, Conneeticut Education Association, 21 Oak

Street, Hartford, Conn,
Watson. Rowena IL, Illinois Education Association, 90 Ash Street, Perk

Forest, Ill.
APPExinx C.

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS AND REMINDERS

(Sex Role Stereotypes Conference, November 24-20, 1072, Atrlie H011,90,
Warrenton, Va.)

The YEA Teacher Rights Division and U.S. Office of. Education Welcome yOU
to an exciting working conference. The conference materials, panel diseussions
and workshops that you will participate in this, weekend are designed to help
you understand set role differentiation as experienced by American Indians,
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Katt laa, MAL Chtcanas, Puerta Means, and Whites, and to eliminate diteritnl-
flatly sexual stereotyping front all aspeCts of public school life.

Feel free to call on the NI1A conference ataff,shon14 yan neon any at: istance.

ttEMINDEtts

Conference recorders should plan to meet at 9 :30 p.m., Friday, diaCuss
oalgaufenta. The room will be announced during the first general seselou, Ao
not forget to return all Completed recorder forms to the Registration Desk,

ikst materials will be replaced for 815.00.
Don't Miss Any of the scheduled meals; the Air Ile house dining room is the

only one within miles.
Messages will be held at the Registration Desk.

cox Mt NCZ PEASONALItlEh

Elizabeth Duncan Koontz, Deputy Assistant. Secretary of Labor, Special Cehh.
selor to the Secretary for Women's Programs, Director of the Women'a Bureau,
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Koontz, a past president of the NEA, was Appointed Deputy A.Ssistant
Secretary of Labor In April 1971 and has serNi as Director of the, Women's

and V.S. Delegate to the United Nations; since 1009. She previously
worked for many years as a special education teacher in Salisbury, N.O. Ms.
Koontz received the M.A. degree from Atlanta Unlvereity, the B.A. from Livings-
ten College.

Louise R. White, Director, Teacher Corps Washington, D.O. Before becoming
director of the Teachers Corps, Sta. White was a history, English, and drama
teacher, She also worked in Los Angeles as an interviewer for KTTV, educa-
tional consultant to the city schools program management specialist to the Eco-
nomic youth Opportunitlea Agency, and probation counselor for the county probe.
Um% department. Ms. White Is a past director of the Conference on the Black
Woman's Agenda and is the author of many publications, including : "The Black
Woman's Agenda", "Limited Employment Opportunities for Women, "Implica-
tions of New Divorce Law in California" and "A Perspective of Community
Involvement in Education". Ms. White received the Ph.D. degree from Claremont
Graduate School, the M.A. degree from California State University, and the B.A.
degree from Arkansas State College.

Cecilia Suarez, Associate Professor of Education, California Polytechnical
State University, Pomona. California.

Currently an associate professor of education, Ms. Suarez is chairwoman of
both the National Chicane Foundation and the Los Angeles Head Start agency,
MENA. She previously taught In elementary and junior high school and 'directed
a community action program and a bilingual/bicultural head start training pro-
gram through the UCLA Chicano Studies Department Ms. Seam received the
M.A. degree from Cal State, Los Angeles, and is completing her doctoral studies
at UCLA.

Celeste Ulrich, Professor of Health, Physical Education, and. Recreation, Unt.
versity of North Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina.

Ms. Ulrich, who is vice president of the American Association for Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation and chairperson of the AARPER Physical
Education Division, has been a professor at UNO since 1950. She Is the author
of The Grateige YearsAdoleecence (AAHPER, 1902) and The Social Matrix of
Plavatcat education (Prentice Hall, 1908). Ms. Ulrich received the Ph.D. degree
from the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, and the M.A. and 3.5.
&gives frOm the University. of North Carolina.

Michelle D. Russell, Consultant, Detroit, Michigan,
Currently a consultant in race relations, Ms. Russell WAS formerly oil the

start of the Detroit industrial Mission. She has been a guest lecturer on Black
art, history, and politics and the psychology of racism; research assistant and
editor of the McCone Commission advisory report on the history of race riots In
the U.S.; and consultant to the Los Angeles Human Relations Commission on
police-community relations and .racism. Ms. ittasell has written "Erased, Dc
bilged, and Encased: The Dynamics of Black Education COlentzett011 In America"
(College enptish, April 1170), and "Notes Toward a Radtcal Course in Blank
Liteinture" !The P(idleal l'eacher, Wintei 190). She received the AA; degree
from the University of Southern California and is a Ph, D. candidate at prawn-
University.
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ilOteliee Howe, Professor of Humanities, SUNY at Old Westbury, New York.
Me. Howe, founder and editor of The Feminist Press and editorial board metre

bee ot Women's Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal, has taught at SUNY since
1971. She previottell taught at 'louder and Queens Colleges, Hofetra University,
and the University of Wisconsin. Ms. Howe directed the (toucher- Baltimore City
Schools Pilot Project In the Teaching of Poetry. She received the Ph. I). degree
from the University of Wisconsin, the M.A. from Smith, and the B.A. from
Hunter College.

Wade Wilson, President, Cheney State College, Cheyney, Penneylvenia. Wade
serves as an elected member of the Executive Committee of NBA, He is active
in Many activities including the Council on Human Relations and has Just corn.
Pitted a term as President of the Council on Human Relations.

Samuel B. Ethridge, Director, NBA Teacher Rights Division. He directs NBA
Programs in the promotion of Human and Civil Rights of Educatora and Students
and providing leadership for solving and social problems.

Margaret Stevenson, Assistant Executive Secretary for Programs, NEA. She
directs NA. programs outlined in the six program goal areas. An advocate of
elastmoOra teachera, Margaret is presently the highest ranking female staff mem-
ber of NEA,

Shirley:McCune, Associate Director, Human Relations SectiOn, NM Teacher
Rights Division. Shirley has had primary responsibility for the implemtntatiou
of the conference.

Hazel Blakey, Conference Coordinator, NBA Teacher Rights Division. Hatel
has played a key role In the development and Implementation of the conference.
She is responsible for administrative support for the conference.

Nora Alemany, University of California, Riverside. Nora's primary Intereet
is early childhood education. Her Workshop will discuss models for Non-
Sexist Barly Childhood Edueation.

Joan Rani, Women on Words and Images, Princeton, New
member of a team of, women who have established themselves as experts in
articulating ways that sexism is PerPeteated in elementary schools and means of
bringing about change. She will present materials in the workshop on Oottoks.t.
heft Raising Techniques for Changing Schools.

Rogle Bender, Women on Words and Images, Trinceton, New Jersey. Bogle
has established herself as an action oriented member of the Women on Words
and images group. She will be presenting her ideas In the workshop on Cott-
00(DIM4$0 Raising Techniques for OhasoIng Schools,

Jan Birk, University of maryland Counseling Center, College Park, Maryland.
/an, a clinical neychologist, has been active in programs which meet the needs
of college and the mature women. More recently, she hag been working to develop
career counseling models for high school girls. This will be presented in the work-
shop, Experience Rased Career Roploration,

Cecilia Bureiaga, a program analyst at the V.S. Commission on Civil Rights,-
hr j been working on the "MertCan American Education Study",

CYnthia Eaton, Women on Words and Images, Princeton, New Jersey. Cynthia
is a leader In raising and awareness of others to the ways that sex role stereo.
OW affect edueation. She participated in planning the Conference and develop-
ing materials, and will Mouse High School Currioulum In her workshop.

Claire Fetcher, Director, Women's Resouree Center, YWCA. Claire has been
an active participation in the deve'opn3ent of the Confereno. She has recently
assumed responsibility for the YMCA's Women's Resource Center. She will
participate In the workshop on Students and Se.. Bole Stereotyping.

Martha Clershun, The Feminist Press, Old Westbury, New York. Martha has
bon working with teachers in the Neworic City School System to develop
materiels that incorporate women's roles arid contributions. She prepared mate-
Mats for the conference and will present them in the workshop Women's History.
flerafory.

Anne Grant. National Organization for Women. New York City, New York.
Anne, chairperson of the NOW Committee on Education. Is an outstanding
leader in documenting how schools promote sexism. She has recently developed
the multi-media presentation. Our North American Foremothers, which provides
a much needed resource depleting the contribution of women.

Charlotte Milan, Staff Associate. MOAT* Fund. NBA. Charlotte, a DuShane
Fund lawyer In the NBA Teacher Rtehts Division. has led the way in the Min-
tion of women's rights as they affect teachers. She will present a workshop on
Legal Toots to Fight Sex Discrlmfee con

9140 0 14 pt - IS
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Carol Jacobs, Women On Words and images, jIliiceton_ New Jersey, Carol, a
Member of the dynamic teem making up the Women on Words and Images, has
assisted In the development of materials for the conference and will be presenting
Ideal In the workshop on Mph Seheol Curriculum.

Kati, Kirkham, Program Associate, NEA Teacher Rights Division, Kate's
primary NEA responsibilities are in the fields of human relations training,

Betty Levy, Teachers College, Columbia University? Betty's research on the
4ociallotIon of children appeared in Feminist Studies. she developed an article
for the December, 1972 issue of Today's Education. Her workshop, identifying'
and Changing Our Otes &alai Behavior with Ohitdres, will give participants a
chance to better understand how classroom procedures and practices perpetuate
sex role otereotypea. ,

Cora hitHenry, Arkansas Education Association. Cora is well known Within
NEA for her training skills and work in the geld of human relations,

Gail McClure, Education Department, University of Iowa, Iowa City,, Iowa.
Gail, was the first author to articulate problems of sex role stereotyping in the
NEA journal, Today'. Education, She has played a key leadership role in the
state of Iowa in developing efforts to ombat sex role stereotyping. She will
Present her ideas 41 the workshop on institutional Se; Role Stereotyping.

John McClure, / Wutation Department, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
One of the first persons in teacher training Institutions to draw attention to the
problems of sex role stereotyping. He will present strategies for a systems ap
preach to changing educational practice in the workshop, inetitotiottal Sea Rote
Stereotyping.

Verne Moberg, The Feminist Press, Old Westbury, New York. Verne, a skilled
writer and editor, has assisted with many of the conference materials. She will
be presenting a workshop outlining ways that community groups can be involved
In reducing sex role stereotypes.

Ellen Patton, Director, Student Counseling Project, YWCA's Women's Re-
source Center. Ellen has been committed to the involvement of girls in developing
models for counseling. She has made the arrangements and will participate In the
workshop on Students and Be: Role Stereotyping.

Maydene Paysoum Training Department, NACCP, Maydene, a vital and active
resource for the planning of the conference, brings a wealth of experience in
social change efforts. She will be presenting a workshop on Community
',warmest.

Corrine Perkins, Iowa City schools, Iowa. Corrine's interests in sex role
stereotypes and the development of materials are combined in the slide show
"Dick and Jane Receive a Lesson in Sex Discrimination." The show will be
available for use in educational associations and cooperating groups.

Letty Progrebin, Me. Magazine, Neto York. Letty's primary interest and re-
sponsibility with Mr. Magazine is the coverage and development of non-sexist
materials for children. She will be presenting one of the projects of the Ms.
Foundation.

Althea Simmons, Director for Training, NACCP. Althea, a leader In the
women's movement and women's participation in the labor force, has participated
In the development of the conference. She will he giving specific ideas for IM-
plementing A arms live Action for Education in her workshop.

Mary Faith Tanney, University of Maryland Counseling Center, College
Park, Maryland. reith, a psychologist, has been working to increase high school
girls interests in career planning. She will be presenting one model in the
workshop on Experience Eased Career Exploration.

Susanne Taylor, Research Director, Connecticut Education Association, Hart-
ford, Connecticut. Susanne, who helped organise the Spring 1072 CEA Conference
on the 51% Minority, will conduct a workshop on Women in Rdooatton.

Lenore Weltsman, Professor, University of California, Davis. Lenore is well
known for her research on children's books. Her presentation during the confer-
ence represents a continuing research into the messages that textbooks give to
children,

Sara Mont, Reading Research Project, University of Colorado Medical
School, Denver, Colorado. Sara has been involved in the Shifty of instruction
since 1062. She is tte editor of the book What Children Read In tfoloole. Itter
workshop will focus on techniques for analyzing institutional materials.
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APPENDIX 0

CONFERENCE MATERIALSANALYSIS OF MATERIALS

Title Source Description

1. ''Sexism In the Schools" Diane Divolly, Shelia Jackson, Includes: A contract signed by sine, women
Learning Magnin., teachers in 1915, An article showine 2 opposing

opinions on sexism in the schools end a ques-
tionnaire on sexism distrjbuted to teachers.

2. "Eclat °Doric nay for Women; How Florence Howe, SUNY/Collegt A of the women a studies program et
Possible end How Quickly" et Old Westbury, Old flu% and the broad needs of Woman .

in education
3. "Sexplz In the Elementary Carol Jacobs, Cynthia Eaton A discussion pi sex role stereotyping end Social-L.,

'cation In ertmentery schools,
4. "kthild's Eye-View bf Sex Roles " Lynne B. Iglitzin A study of sex role stereotyping cOnducted on

school children In Seattle.
5. "Feminist Studies" Carol Ahlum, bale Frailly... A took et mints! studies st the ocondery school

level.
6. "Do Teachers Sell Girls Short1" Betty Levy An a netysis of how schools lunction to perpetuate

traditional sex role stere9404s.
7. New Legal Remedies for Women ".. Betty SINS wits i, NEA Teacher A discussion of the legal tools Accessary end used

Rights. to eliminate discrimination by sex In edinetIon,
is well es Ina broader societal frf me Work

S. "American History end Herstory".. Martha L. Gershun A historicel examinatIon of women a righllen4
recommendations for more eisliterlen end
well-rounded curriculum materiels for history
MUM.

9. "Bibilurephy on the Treatment of Feminist Press Bibilogrephy on sex role stereotypes in the
Girls in School." schools.

10. "History on Social Science Board of Education of city of Curriculum recommendations for women's
Resource Bulletin." New York, Office of tnstruc- studies et the seCondery level.

Gout Sources, Bureau of
Sods! Studies,

II. "Outlines of Cowl on Feminism Cynthia Eaton, Carol Jacobs : Example outline for high schOol course of
Ion Use In High Sot ool." leminism.

12. "NEA Guidelines for Treatment of John Browne Proposed guideline for curricul m end 'nem-
Minorities and Women." tiOnal materials ton implementation in He-

mastery end secondary schools.
II. "Recommendations for Elimina- Sullivan Associates An analysis of sex rote stereotyping. In schools

lion of Sex Role Stereotyping In end recommendations for its elimination.
School Curriculum."

14 "Women In U.S. History High Janice Tucker An analysis of the portrayal of women In U.S.
School Texts ' history textbooks.

15. "Non-sexist Education in Your Laura Collect An article toward teachers Interested In
Classroom." , noose xis teaching.

16. "Physical Education Question- Kalamazoo, Michigan Task Questionne us on attitudes toward physical
nelses. ' RAC astion participation in the schools. Used

rsr Identifying sex sterotypu and disalmine-
ion.

17. "Discrimination of Women In Bob Dunning Discussion of the discrimination women face In
Sports." the ern of sports end athletic competition.

18. "A Chauvinistic index for Edo- An Index by which educators may test their own
cetors." sexism.

It. "Believing Can Make It So" Peg Jones An exercise for examintng ones sex role stereo-
typing behavior.

20. "Will the Real Me Please Stud Shirley McCune, Peg Jones Exercise for teachers In understanding sex roleup.,
stereotypes.

21. "Superiintendent of Public instruc- Pam Root Affrmative action practices related to women,
Hon. gernudmsguloildegilingius. to develop educational Pro-

22. "How Sexist Am I As A Coo- Janice Birk, Mary Faith Ten- Guidelines to assist counselors end teachers In
selor.', ney. analyzing their sexist attitudes.

23. "Student Attitude Checklist" Janice Birk, Mary Faith Ten- Guidelines to assist students In mining their
nay. own sexist attitudes.

24. "Career Exploration for High Janke Birk, Mary Faith An enalysls of career opportunities for high
School: A Model." honey. school women.

25. 'Evaluating Sexism in Your NEA A questionnaire used to evaluate sexism to the
School" schools.

26. "Analyzing instructional Mate- Sara limit A guideline for analyzing content of instructional
riots Content Analysis Proce- materiels.
dures."

2?. "A Feminist Approach to the Bernice Sandier A discussion of all women's colleges in terms of
Women's Collective." feminist ideology.

28. 'Feminist Resources for Elemen- Carol Atrium, Jackie Palley A list of resources available for teachers, students
tary and Secondary Schools." end parents on sexism ono feminism for the

elementary and secondary classrooms.
29. "Legal Tools to Fight Sex Diserim Cases of legal action to eliminate sex role stereo-

'nation.' typing.
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PRE CONFERENCE MATERIALS ANALYSIS OF MATERIALS

Title SOurce Description

1 "Education for Survival Schools Shirley McCune Collection of articles end golons related to the
and Sex Role Stereotypes"

VoYriorgc,Illyctel="cliiltruirnal and poiltkef
rolg

A. PHYSICAL ROLES

1 "Human Status for Woman" Kathryn F Clarenbach.. Discussion of the manses In IhIch girls, Orgill
school sociallzolion, hey. oes systematically
denied e sPOnthinItY to 'Yew) theirslipsf-
cal skills and &Olt:late 10 I /ride var otril of

2. "SpOt Women Sit In the Bask of
the Bus."

3. "Staigdcale gelypirspirtbill, and

4. The Female of the Species"

S. The Writing Is On The Wall For
Girls Programs".

uriamiatitItive Sports for Girls Effects

and
Development end

and Hsalth".

B. ECONOMIC ROLES

7. "Twenty Faction Women Workers".

Steps to Advance Egust, EniDgY
mot Opportunity for women.

9. WOrrien Percent of Total Workers
in Stlectod Nonfarm OaupatIons
April, 1972.

"Fully Employed Women Continuo
to Earn Less Than Fully Employed
men of Either White or Minority
Races' .

"Most Women Work Because of
Economic Nod."

10. "counseling for Careen"

Mello Ha rl, Psychology
Today, October 1971,

Sally Wendkos Olds, The
New York Times.

Marion Contort
Magazine, 0111,1972,

Marjorie Blaufarb

0. Lawrence Renick, UnIvor-
sity of California In Dorothy
Harris' DCWS Research Re-

: Women In Sports,
Washington, D.C., AANPER
1971.

U.S 0epartment of CominIg1
of the

alter, Education, and We
ere Social Statistics); U. .

Di rtmint of Labor (tip
of Labor Stotlitke and

age end Hour Div1,10n).
Equal Employment Opportun-

11,1 Commission.
Women's BurenEmploy

mint OOPortn city Commis-
sion.

Do

do

Joyce DenebrInk, Contact
Magazine Fall 1,72,

physica WWI 1 $ ten4ra digu o on
later discrimination &tarot women In Many
reas

Disacussion of the relationship between femininity,
athletic involvement, and achievement, and
the role conflicts which result.

Discussion pr son role sterootyising Is en analysis
of children's play, with some digusslon or
potent.' Influence,

A general doscrIption 0 the many strongths Cl
tirls and women In comparison to their male
counterparts In society, I.e. Population,
Intellectual development, types of physical
development.

An snalysis of now studio., and tetin Ii n effect -
log girls' participation In Mg athletic
competition which were tradit ono ly mslo
sports activities.

A discussion of olds' physical daYslorant,
maturation, end health In relation to Idol-
potion in athlotic activity and competit ian and
vice verse.

Basic facts on women In labor market.

A guide for organizations to edopt toward the
advancement of opportunity for women.

Graph on this subject.

Do.

Do.

A discussion of women's opportunities In the
job market. A took et career placement atti-
tudes, responses from business recruiters end

look at the future of women In business.
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PRECONFERENCE MATERIALSANALYSIS OF MATERIALSContinued

Tido Source Description

C, PSYCHOLOGICAL/CULTURAL
OLES

"Womr's tirrOro bon or Exploding
the airy moss Myth '

12. "A II Woman Is Caught In a
Doti 0 Sind. In achievement-
Orlon td sitcallons. she wort es
not only abOu.1 failure, but els0
about euttess

13 "Seurat Discrimination In the Eft-
menUry School".

14. "Lark JAne Look, See So Stereo.

" ectsWomen"

lb, "The Building*, the Gilded Cat ".

17. "Slat., Ind Brother Getting Ahead
Togethor."

1$, "Whit. Over Black Rat Um and
sexism In Amerkin society,'

19. R000111ffillodatkns to HEIV Woman's
Action /Mal%

20. Background Information

21. "Recommended Research Project
VII.'

22. "R/ornmondod Research Project

23, "Colonized Women, The Chlorine".

21. "Ito MexicanAmerican Woman".

29. ''Las Mujeqs Encouraged to Get
Involved.

2$, "Chanting the School Environ-
ment.

Anne Grpnt West, Scholastic A discussion of underachitvement, or failure to
Magarine November, 1971. ac eve success,

Matins Horner, Psychology A study which discusses why women are often
Today". characterized by the motive to avoid auccoss,

done on the beds of TAT tilts edministerod
to groups of college man and women,

Myra Sedker, and Ovid Sad- Oiscussion of roslo Ind female roll ssyslanaSs in
bar, The Nationpi Demon- elementary school children, as partial rosu It
tory Pfklpal vol. LII Ode- of teacher influence and the olemintary schoos
bar,1972, exporionce.

Women on Words and Insoles A study of elsmontory school tlitts and their
NJEA Review, March 1772 elects on SooloAsotion,

Vistula Cha,man A discuSsion of the theftse of black women as a

viva, of black e, andtot folaboosIll? ,of
dominant force In(' developmont and our

black women to INOV1%4411 in
general

Jo Freeman, Notes from the An pnalysls cl how the overall political situcturo
Third Year: Women's Lib- offset* women from a legal, ooc1.1ogiczt and
eratiors,1971. PsYchololkal frtmowork.

ArmaloesnazOiniHeorri

1972. women
A discussion cl the dual ollrOssioll 01 block

women is blacks and wane&
Maria M. Fortune A discussion of relotlooship twos :taw

sod th proucts of Use dominant
white motets; tore.

HE:cmcpsiesohuo. speaking An article on making the woman's action proirem

do Facts on Americans or So ankh origin and
relevant to SPaniah speaking /0",

PAexicanAmericans thi Unit States.
HEW Spanisis-Spoakine Won- Project recommondation to study the develop-

en's Group,
Marta P. Lotus

runt of s Chicano
Research project roconl Mimi to study

Chkana p ol mirr ago U It may (Mato
to Chicanos subordinate status in American
society.

Elizabeth Sutherland A discussion of a colonized group,
merely an oppr one.

Enrkstela Longauesty Vascuu A k at the history Chicane won, and

tho Chkan worriers r re ationship to
a more current doscriqon the status

her houp.*Ald. husissnd, and chi ren,
Mary Barber, Los Angeles A till to Ciicana women to Worn,. Involved in

Times, Apr. 30,1972. their liberation, rots changes, birth control,
etc,

0001 Schumacher. Warners: 1 family's approach. to affecting change in an
A Journal oI Liberation, elementary schoors attitude toward !Si foie
vol. 2, No, 4,1972. sterootypes.
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STAIllaNT or CONCERN Tel SHIBLNY )!'CONS, OONPE*SNCE DIRECTOR ; DIASOAREI
STSVSNSON, AND SAMUEL R. ETHAroas.

We, as participants of The Sex Role Stereotype Conference, recegnize that
there is a need for counseling of alt minority students. Therefore, we feel that
the workshop f miming on counseling should have been multi-ethnic in ',tope since
we . recognize that students are not only counseled by professionals from their
particular ethnic background but in many cases by professionals or other ethnic/
racial backgrounds.

We feel that the tone for multi - ethnic counseling should be stressed by NBA
because of the cul,ural, socio-economic, linguistic and psychological make-up of
young people in the educational system. The very omission of multi - ethnic COUN-
aeling hittorically has perpetuated low self-esteem, intellectual alienation and
has deprived minority students of the survival skills necessary to become effec-
tive and productive members of the American work force.

We recommend that future NEA conferences of this type focus on counseling
in its entirety. To avoid further negative emphasis on the many differences with-
in our multi-ethnic culture, we should be prepared to deal with these differences
constructively. We feel NEA should provide the materials and qualified staff
members to effectively foster better relationships among all professional edu-
cators and counselors.

BLACK CAUCUS,
Conference on Sea, Role Stereotypes.

APPENDIX F

CONFERENCE PROORAU

Friday, November f4
9:30 a.m., registration opens.
12 noon, buffet lunch.
1:30 p.m., opening remarks, Sam Ethridge, director, Teacher Rights Division,

presiding. Welcome from NEA, Margaret Stevenson, program director, NEA.
Remarks, Louise White, Director, Teacher Corps, U.S. Office of Education,

2:15 p.m., break.
2:45 p.m., general sessionpresiding: Dr. Wade Wilson, president, Cheyney

College, NEA Executive Committee. Conference framework, Shirley McCune.
3 p.m., panelEdueation for Survival : Elizabeth Koontz, moderator, Director,

Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor. Schools and Economic Survival :
Michele Russell, consultant, Detroit. Mich. Schools and Physical Survival : Celeste
Ulrich, University of North Carolina. Schools and Psychological/Cultural Sur-
vival: Cecilia Suarez, National Chicane Foundation.

4:15 p.m., Small groups discussions of panel presentationgroup assignment
by name badge.

5 :30 p.m., free time.
0 :30 p.m., dinner.
7 :30 p.m., continuation of small groin) discussionsessions.
8:30 p.m., general session -- questions for the panel.
9:30 p,m., social hour.
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Saturday, November 83
$ breakfast.
9 Ltn., slide show: Sex Role Stereotyping in Textbooks, Lenore Weitzman,

Dale Bustamante, University of California, Davis.
10 CM., Workshops Education Association Involvement : Cora McHenry, Ar-

kansas Education Association; Kate Kirkan, National Education Association.
Racism/Sexism: Michele Russell, consultant, Detroit, Mich. Analyzing Instruc-
tional MaterialsContent Analysis: Sara Valet, University of Colorado Medical
School. NoSexist Early Childhood Education: Nora Alemany, University of
1)aliforula, Riverside. Consciousness Raising Techniques for Changing Schools:
Bogle Bender, Joan Bart!, Women On Words and Images. So You Want To Teach
Women's Studies? Florence Howe, SUNY/Old Westbury. Institutional Sex Role
StereotYping: John McLure, Pail McLure, University of /owe. Students and Sex
Role Stereotyping: Ellen Patton, Claire Fuicher, students, YWCA Women's Re-
source Center. Community Involvement: Maydene Paysoure, NAACP. Happen-
Inas in Your Head : Verne Moberg, Feminist Press.

12 noon, lunch.
2 p.m., "Free to Be You and Me"--Betty Progrebin, Mar Foundation,
2:30 p.m., slide show presentation: Women On Words and Images, Sex Stereo-

typing In Children's Reading.
3:15 p.m., workshopsWomen in Education: Susanne Taylor, Connecticut

Education Association. Use of Media for Community Action; Our North Amer
can Foremothers: National Organization tot Women, Anne West. Experience
Based Career Exploration: Jan Birk, Mary Faith Tenney, University of Mary-
land, Identifying and Changing Our Own Sexist Behavior with Children: Betty
Levy, Teachers College, Columbia 'University. High School Curriculum: Cynthia
Eaton, Carol Jacobs, Women On Words and Images. Affirmative Action for
Education: Althea Simmons, NAACP. Legal Tools to Fight Sex Discrimination:
Charlotte Hallam, DuShane Fund, National Education Association, Counseling
Needs of Spanish American Boys and Girls: Cecilia Burciaga, U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights. Women's History-Herstory: Martha Gershun, Feminist Press.

5: 30 p.m., free time.
0:30 p.m., dinner.
7:30 p.m,, General SessionPresentationSlide Show: Corrine Perkins, Dick

and Jane Receive a Lesson in Sex Discrimination. Special Intereat caucuses.
Special Interest Workshops.

Sunday, Novetnber 26
8 a.m., breakfast.
9 a.m., Schools and Political Survival : Florence Howe, Feminist Press.
9:46 a.m., framework for actionShirley McCune.
10 a.m., State and regional group meetingsback home plans.
11:30 a.m., reporting and general sessionSam Ethridge. A Look to the

Future: Dr. Wade Wilson.
12 : 30 p.m., lunch.
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APPENDIX 0

SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPES CONFERENCE -
}01.10i -UP ZIT:31'10MM%

Ward, think back upon your exporiences While tatuiltg the Sox-Role Stereotypes

Conlorence,

1. What were your goals and motivations for attending the Conferencot

fa.

2, Were these realised? Yes No

Please specify.

3. How would you rate the quality of tho Conference activities?

Poor Excellent
General session speakers 1 2 3 4 5
Workshops (specify) 1 2 3 4 S
Vorkchops (specify) 1 2 3 4 5
Informal workshops

(specify) 1 2 3 4 5

llov might these hove been improved?

4. Row would you rate the quality of rIl Conference materials?

Poor Excellent
Pre- Conforence readings 1 2 3 4 5
Confeanco notebook 1 2 3 4 3
Other (specify) 1 2 3 4 5
Othor (specify) 1 2 3 4 5,

5. How would you rate the quality of Conference facilities and arrangements?

Poor Excellent
Housing and food

. 5 1 1 3 4 5
Transportation S 1 2 3 4 5
Opportunity for informal discussions 4 1 2 3 4 5
Social opportunities 4 1 2 3 4 S

6. Umw would you have improved the Conference?
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2

Please complete these items in light of your experiences in the monthi wig*
you attenJed tho Colference.

7, In what ways, army, did the Conference influence your perceptions
of sex-role stereotyping in schools?

41.1mia*

8. In Oat ways, if any, did the Conference provide stimulation or
direction for your actions toward the changing of sex -role stereo-
typing in schoolat

9. Please specify materials that you have found particularly useful since
the Conference and indicato how you have used them.

)fitteriel Ways I've Used the Materials

10. Since the Conference, what things (events, experiences, actions, etc.)
have either affected your feelings about or encouraged or discouraged
yOur activities in reducing sex-role stereotyping in educationt Please
give a general impression of your assessments of the situation.

11. What activities, if any, have you undertaken which are related to
your Conference participation?
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12. Wet services could tho Resource Center provide thnt would be most
helpful to you?

tInterinla Pleaso be As specific as possible.

Information

Other

13. What newsof you; activities could you share with others who are
interested?

14. What, in your opinion, is the next step for action?

13. We would appreciate any other comments you wish to add.
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STATEMENT Or DIA/le:MCDONALD, WOMEN'S CAUCUS, NATIONAL EDUCATION
AssoerATION

Ms. Chairwoman and members of the Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities, my
name Is Diane McDonald. I am an elementary teacher and I am here representing
the Women's Caucus of the National Education Association.

Teachers ere becoming increasingly aware of practices which perpetuate
sexrole stereotyping In the schools. Many of us believe that such practices
unnecessarily limit the potential of girls and boys.

We know, for example, that children are influenced by the text and itinerations
of the books they use to learn to read. Some examples I have seen include:

"We are willing to share our thoughts with mankind. However, you happento be a girl."
"Look at her mother. She is just like a girl. She gives up."
"Women's advice is not worth two pennies, Yours Isn't even worth a penny."
"Ile didn't want anyone to talk about feeling sorry for him, He felt so sad he

was afraid he might cry,"
Farther analysis of most text books available to schools from social studies to

mathematics show boys and fathers to be well-rounded, selsufnefent persons
while girls and women are frequently portrayed as colorless, mindless creatureswho spend their lives in aprons.

Children are surely getting the message!
As teachers we must become aware of our expectations for children and

realize the influence our attitudes and practices have on the children's expects
Hone of themselves and others. It teachers expect boys to be more active and
aggressive; girls to be more verbal and cooperative; they probably will be,

But teachers need opportunities to ezmine and rethink their ideas and class-
room practices. Pre-service and in-verviee education is immediately necessary
for teachers to implement equal edvcational opportunities for all children.

In my experience, neither pre-serlice or in-service training has included any
mention of the need to be aware of stereotyping children by sex.

I am enteiing my eighth year as an elementary teacher. During this time I have
had six to ten days of in-service training included in my contract each year. I
have also had four six-week summer training sessions. I am now working on my
thtrd degree at my seventh university. In all of this experience no one has ever
discussed sex-role stereotyping in schools.

Teachers do not control In-service education funds, nor are they the decision
makers in implementing in-service education programs.

Cooperative relationships between school and community must exist for teach-
ers to have the resources necessary to make changes in school practices retard.
tog sex-role stereotyping.

Funds are critically needed to begin re-education ourselves to prepare children
for the lives they will lead.

Ms. Coil;. In addition, the report contains a number of names of
resource people that I felt the committee might want to know about.

Mrs. MINK. You may proceed as you had planned.
Ms. Com. Mrs. Chairwoman and members of the Subcommittee on

Equal Opportunities, my name is Katherine W.. Cole and I am here
representing the Resource Center on Sex Roles in Education, a project
of the National Foundation for the Improvement of Education.

The Resource Center is a national project carrying out three
functions:

1. Preparing materials that assist schools and community groups
in the reduction of sex role stereotypes;

2. Maintaining a clearinghouse of materials and resource per-
sons working to reduce sex role stereotypes in elementary and
secondary education; and

3. Providing technical assistance for research, conference design
and training to organizations and groups working to reduce
stereotypes.
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With me today is Diane McDonald, a teacher from Reston, Va., and
a member of the steering committee of the Women's Caucus of the Na
tional Education Association.

I would like to gay that I have been on this project since March; with
1 month's tour of duty as a jury assignment, so I have had some inter-
ruptions during this particular program.

During the past 20 years the concept of educational equality has
been a major issue for public education. The impact of the 1954 Su-
preme Court decision of Brown v, Me Board of Education has resulted
in our addressing ourselves to some of the most obvious manifeeta
lions of racism. That struggle continues as we continue to identify the
depth to which it is imbedded in our society.

We now find ourselves addressing a second way that children are
denied educational equality. Sexism, or the unquestioned unchal-
lenged and unexamined belief that one sex is superior to the other,
operates to deny more than 51 percent of our population the oppor-
tunity to develop their human potential. Like racism, sexism permeates
all institutions of our society.

Schools, as the primary socialization tool which prepares children
for adult roles, similarly reflect and reinforce these belief;. Elizabeth
Koontz summarizes the situation by pointing out that:

Schools reflect the society that has tied woman's role as childbearer to every
asPett of her person. Women should not hold traditionally male roles for fear that
the family will break up: women work at lowerpaying helping jobs, such as
nurse, secretary, beautician, teacher or factory worker

As a result, women are trained from birth to use femininity to get their way,
and learn at school that girls stay at home and cry while boys go to work and
cannot cry.

The reality is that women constitute 51 percent of the 1.1.S. population, make
up 40 percent of the labor force, but earn only 80 percent as much as men.

If schools are to provide for the needs of girls, they must move
beyond opening educational opportunities as they have traditionally
existed. Growing up equal is not growing up in the same ways but
rather growing up with opportunities that permit each person to

idevelop and grow in ways that are consistent with their values, cul-
ture and potential.

Specifically, we are talking about equity which actively seeks to
meet specific needs of women by moving beyond opening the tra-
ditional doors of opportunity.

Perhaps one of the best ways to examine the lark of equity in
education today would be to review the "report card" for women's
education that was developed by Nancy Frazier and. Myra Sulker.

I won't go into that here
%
since that is a part of the material sub-

mitted, but I would like to give emphasis to loss of academia tptential.
By the time that girls are in the fourth grade, their visions of occu-
pations open to them are limited to four: teacher, nurse, secretary 9r
mother. Boys of the same age do not view their occupational potential
in such restricted ways.

Women working full time earn less than men, and the gap between
men and women is increasing. In 1955 women earned 64 percent of
what men earned, and in 1970 it had dropped to 50 percent.

Even women in the same job category earn less than men. Of pro-
fessional workers, women earn 66.7 percent of men's earnings, of sales
workers 42.8 percent of men's earnings. In higher education the gap
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between women faculty at the professor level is 8,6 percent. The mean
salary of women public school teachers is $9,216; and of male teachers,
$10,018.

The report card is applicable to all of our society. Family expert-
elm); mass media, institutional practices, personal attitudes, and corn-
muPity norms all contribute to women s education. Within public
schools, however, we can identify numerous ways that sex role stereo-
typed are perpetuated.

The functioning of textbooks and instructional materials as agents
of socialization has-been well documented in the work of Sara Zimet.
Her analysis of reading texts indicates that readers, in addition to
serving as instruments of instruction, also serve to convey socially ap-
propriate behavior patterns and cultural expectations, social and eco-
nomic values, and racial and sex role stereotypes with a general aura of
authority and finality,

Lenore Weitzman's studies of sex role stereotypes in children's pie-
ture books and textbooks demonstrate the extent to which women are
consistently either virtually invisible or portrayed as passive, depend-
ent, unstable, unadventurous and weak. This finding has been repli-
cated in numerous studies by various Investigators; this image recurs
in texts in all subject areas and in all educational levels.

Then I go on to give other highlights about what publishers are
doing.

During this year we have also seen a growing awareness and use of
legal tools for redressing violations of sex discrimination. It should be
pointed out that this has occurred in spite of the lack of action from
Federal agencies.

As an example even though several significant pieces of legislation
prohibiting sex discrimination in education were passed during the
first 8 months of 1972, no systematic efforts to inform State and local
school administrators and staff of their impact have been undertaken
to date.

For example, title IX of the 1972 education amendments was passed
in June 1972. State school officers and local school superintendents
were not informed of the legislation until February 1978; To date,
guidelines or regulations have na been developed for legislation, and
Federal and State department personnel have not been trained to en.,
force the legislation.

When community groups have moved to file charges of discriinina-
don against school districts, most administrators have had no under-
standing or comprehension of the legislation or the issues.

Awareness can only be considered the first step in bringing abOut
change in the opportunity structure. We now have to face the problem
of developing programs which can systematically

ro
deal with the prob-

lems and provide the skills and capabilities for bringing about change.
In this area we are facing a competency crisis. Few persons and or-

ganizations know how to deal with the issues or have the resources
for developing that competency: We must find a way to provide re-
sources for developing that competency. This is going to cost money,
and H.R. 208 could go a long way toward providing the resources that
will be required to deal with the problem.

The argument may be made that funds are available under other
existing programs. Although a few projects have funded programs
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for women, they ropment a miniscule amount of research and dem-
onstration funds awarded by the U.S. Office of Education and the
National Institute of Education.

Given the current situation of increasing educational costs and a
declining. Federal support of educational activities, it is naive to as-
sume that systematic programs for increasing women's educational
opportunities will be developed without specific designation of funds
for these activities.

H.R, 208 would provide funds consistent with the principles that
have been found necessary for changes:

1. Citizen involvement through a national advisory committee, I
know the bill states there will be a commission as such. I hope with
all earnestness that this commission will reflect a cross-section of peo-
ple out hereto the degree. that all people are represented, not neces-
sarily those "who are from the Federal sector" but that we have a
cross-section of people.

I might add to this, because of the lack, from my viewpoint, of
minority involvement in the sex role stereotyping issueand ibis is of
groat concern to me, why there are not moreI have suggested that
our organization set up a task force of 8 or 10 black women to address
themselves to this point in a position statement and to keep in mind
what H.R. 208 has to say, because I do not think enough cross-sections
know about this particular bill and its help that it could provide for
each of these districts. So if they wrote a position paper and with
this paper addressed H.R. 208 and all its ramifications, I think this
would go a long way in getting the message across.

I would like to add that this would not say "this is what all people
believe." Frequently we get involved in that: "because seven or eight
write a particular statement, this reflects the viewpoint of all people."
This will only reflect this particular group of people. I would be happy
to send you a copy of our statement. We hope to do this in November.

2. Openness to research demonstration and training programs for
all persons of women's educational community. Since there seems to be
a lack of understanding, I think demonstration and training pro-
gramsand of course, this gets into attitudinal changeswe can write
all the legislation on the books, but until we give training and change
attitudes we are still going to be invaded with racism and sexism.

3. Opportunity for systematic funding and coordinition of pro-
grams. So we bird dog what is available. Sometimes things are made
available and along the line they lose focus.

4. Opportunities for programs related to specialized cultural, racial
or ethnic needs. I think they best can determine their needs as op-
posed to outsiders determining that,

5. Increasing supply and quality of counseling and guidance serv-
ices. Counselors have done a at deal. If their role was enlarged,
not in terms of secretarial but where they can become involved in work-
ing with boys and girls to make a meaningful society, I think this
would be helpful.

We urge passage and funding of H.R. 208 for the betterment of all
citizens and for moving toward provision of true equity to women.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much for your statement. We will be
especially interested in the special task force regarding minority
women that you mentioned and would welcome flu. submission of that
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report to this committee and inclusion in our record at such time
an it should be completed.

I think one of the very major concerns of this committee is the
dual jeopardy which minority women suffer in this society, and there-
fore the findings and recommendations of the task force that you
mention would be especially helpful, I think, in designing legislation
that can address itself to this particular problem.

I would be most interested in having your comments and opinions
with respect to how this legislation can meet the needs of minority
women in this country and how you believe it can have an impact.

Ms. Ooi. In terms of the training programs that are specifically
stated in legislation, I think this is very good because there are a
number of minority women who would like further training, but it
becomes a burdensome task if you do not have the money; better still,
if you do not know where to go to get it.

This again comes in why we need the additional help of counselors
who would make this 'kind of information available. Not just coo-
selorsteachers, the entire gamut, the legislatorsas they move out
on the circuit they tell women in community groups that these pro-
grains are available.

I will not discount those people who want to do further research.
I think this is very important. But I do not want the two issues, to
become confused. We are going to do more here and less here in terms
of dividing up the pie. I don't think that is equitable treatment. I have
seen too much of that until, it has become disheartening to me.

Mrs. MINK. Society has in general endorsed the notion, however, of
second-class citizenship for women and this has permeated the entire
educational system. Recognizing the fact that the overwhelming
majority of elementary schoolteachers are women and they are the
pixduets of this society and therefore contribute to these attitudes
being carried . forth from one generation to another through their
teachings and the manner in which they present curriculum material
in the classrooms, how are we going to confront, these women who have
a unique and special responsibility to be sensitive to the objectives and
pursuits of this legislation 9

Who are we going to deal with in this particular problem? I would
ibe especially interested in your comments because you are .a repre-

sentative of the teachers in your capacity as head of the Resource
Center.

Ms. Cots. Let me clarify that. I am not just representing the teachers.
I am representing the entire gamut, just women. My background
happens to be that I have been a teacher. I have been a school counselor
and I moved up to counselor-educator, and I am a mother, so keeping
all of that in mindI think first, I guess I am just hooked on inservice
training, but I think we have to get to attitudinal changes.

Until we master that skill on how we can spread the message so it
becomes a rippling effect-208 is a very positive measure and I think
that commission of women that will be a part of this to carry out this
mandate would do well in letting people in the community know which
part of the bill would be applicable to their particular needs. But never
forgetting attitudinal changes. I guess that is the main thing that
am concerned about that your bill does, and, of.course, the data col-
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lected would be advantageous in letting usk now which parts have
been covered and which have not.

Mrs. Mom. Mr. Clay
Mr. CLAY, Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Could you give us a brief summary of the highlights in the report

that you have asked us to look at?
Ms. Co,. E Back in November, prior to my arriving at this particular

assignment, they had a project, Sex Role Stereotyping Conference,
under 0E0 grant. It was felt many women are doing things out here
but they had never been pulled together as a particular unit to discuss
various issues.

Another thing, a number of women had written materials which
would be of value to schools and school districts, and they needed a
repository or coming together so they could share these ideas,

From this particular conferenceand I have listed all those who
attendedfrom this particular conference they were able to determine
what things needed to be shored up in ways of programs, how this in-
formation could be utilized by the communities and how additional
programs needed to be started.

As a result of that conference,, women there felt we needed a re-
source center to (1) have a repository for these materials which has
been developed; (2) to provide technical assistance to schools or school
districts where they would like to make changes in their curriculum;
and (8) to help chief State school officers in finding out what is going
on.

Since that time we have sent out a questionnaire to all chief State
school officers to find out what they are doing in this area for women
in affirmative action programs, as well as minorities.

We have received to date, I guess, about 10and that is not very
encouragingas to what is being done in the States in terms of these
particular programs. But that conference was a result of that.

Mr, CLAY. In your statement you say that intellectually girls start
off ahead of boys and then at a later date in school their aptitude be-
gins to decline. Do you feel there is a need for some kind of special
remedial educational program for girls and women because of past
and present discriminatory attitudes?

Ms. Com, Remedial program
Mr. CLAY. For those who are economically deprived we came to the

conclusion there is a need for special types of educational programs
in order to enhance their ability to catch up with others.

Ms. COLE. I guess I have a problem with "remediation." I guess I
need to clarify that, Because what one may believe that is remediation
for, may or may not be. "I am where I ought to be at this particular
time and it is lust the way they interpret it,"

Mr. CLAY. So, in other words, you are saying it is not
Ms. COLE. You need to recognize that we are all human beings and

this has to be perpetuated from birth, straight from the cradle to the
grave.

Mr. CLAY. In other words, the remedial education should be on the
other side, Is that what you are saying

Ms. COLE. Thank you, Mr. Clay,
Mrs, MINX. Mrs. Chisholm.
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Mrs, Citisuo Lai. There are two basic questions I would like t4. ask
you, in view of the legislation that we are now attempting to have
these hearings on and in order to get some input from all the various
persona appearing before us.

Since the minority women suffer from the twin jeopardy of race and
sex, I was wondering if you feel we must have some built-in regula-
tions or guidelines in this legislation, so that we will be sure that
when and if this legislation becomes the law of the land, there will be
a kind of priority given in this direction. All too often in the past
when you have legislation for society as a whole, those members of
society who are not as knowledgeable tend not to be able to get the
benefit from the legislation because of a lack of authorization, lack
of help, a lack of many things.

I wonder if you would have any suggestion as to built-in guidelines
in this legislation to make sure that these women have some kind of
priority or are given some kind of consideration, because they are
not as organized, and they are not as sophisticated. We all know too
well the reasons for this.

Ms. Con. I think originally I had alluded to the fact I look at
that commission because they can either help or hurt us in terms of
minority. If this group is a cross section and they are sensitized to
our particular needsand I am using "our" in terms of minorities
if they are sensitized to our particular needs, then they are going to
bird-dog each of these programs as they are developed. I don't care
where they are. Unless a basic reporttoo long have we waited for
yearly reports or something else way in the distant futureyou can
do your damage by that time. You can carry it out.

So I think a short period of time where we go back and evaluate and
constantly evaluate what is being done, in that way I can be assured
that you are doing this for me. That is my feeling.

Mrs. eutsitorat. Second, as I view the legislation I wonder also
about the business of having the President appoint the chairman of
the commission. .We. have had the PresidentI am not talking about
this specific President, Presidents beforeappointing people to be
the beads of commissions who are not really attuned to the needs of
the jobs and the responsibilities of said commission.

I wonder whether or not it would make sense, since many of the
members are going to be appointed by the President, to actually have
the commission function for a period of 4 to 6 months, and then have
the members themselves select the chairman. In that way, the mem-
bers would get an opportunity to talk with each other, to observe
each other and to recognize whether or not the commitment is there.
Because if commitment is not there, this is just going to be another
commission on paper and I. have some misgivings about any Presi-
dent appointing a chairman.

Ms. Com I share those same feelings. As I went through the bill
this was of great concern to me. I had even underlined it. I think if
they are going through some kind of humanistic qualities the leader
will emerge, as opposed to someone else selecting the leader for them.

Mrs. Cutsnoizi. In addition to the curriculum and the materials that
would be utilized to bring about a change of direction in the educa-
tional opportunities for women, what are we going to do about the
attitudes, the attitudes of the persons who are supervisors in the ad-

6:3169 0 11 pl. t t6
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ministration. Even if they have the programs to implement, if they
have certain preconceived and conditioned attitudes about certain
peoples in this country, does it make any difference? They are not
going to be able to do the job that the legislation calls for.

So wouldn't you feel it might be necessary to also have an °stelae
tion course in attitudes?

Ms. Cott. Yes.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. I raise all theese questions because I am an educe.

for by profession. I have one through this for 15 years before I went
into the field of politics. There are several things that concern me, and
I want to get your reaction.

Ms. Cool. Very definitely. I think before any program starts, if
you are going to work from a team approachand I would hope that
is the way we would workthat we first have an orientation period
and perhaps at that time we can begin to eliminate those who would
not like to serve in that capacity in that school or in that school
district.

It might be feasible for them to retire much earlier, and this would
be a way of eliminating some of these people. With some I don't
think anything will be done about it, I don't care how many programs
you have. But we will have to take our chances and work with those
who are at least trying to make some effort.

Mrs. Clitsixousi. One last question. I know this is probably a very,
highly controversial or provocative question, depending on where
the person who is listening to the .question conies from. That is this:
the question of age. We are living in a very dynamic and fast-moving
society and there are many changes that are occurring where perso.a
who have possibly been trained 25, 30,35 years ago are not able tc
turn themselves around, if you will, in response to the needs of this
society.

What are your feelings on the thought that perhaps we should look
a little more at mandatory age resignations or withdrawals from
educational systems? Of course, one would take into account all of
the pension rights and what have you. I have seen too often in school
systems and in educational institutions that it is not the teachers or
those on the lower rungs of the educational scheme of things who are
not attuned and sensitized and want to do a job, but it is those so often
that hold a supervisory and administrative position who have gotten
there by virtue of tenure rights, by length of service, who are not
sensitized at all, and this thwarts the development oethose persons
who really want to do a job.

I wonder about your thoughts on that,
Ms. Cott. I think frequently I am concerned about this. I have to

be. I don't want toget pushed out of here too soon because of the age
requirement, so I have to keep that in mind, but those people who have
shown by their work that they are not in tune with what is going on,
Perhaps we could give them other assignments. You know, through a
bureaucracy this can easily be done without setting people off, so to
speak.

And maybe if we gave them additional assignments, or we get rid
of a number of neople through 6.1; maybe we will have another one
in March when the cost of living goes up. So maybe this is the way.
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But we are still going to have some around. Through the orientation
process you mentioned, maybe we could get to them. But they certainly
stynile young people from coming forth and giving bright and fresh
new ideas. It is hard to put people out to pasture now.

Mrs. Cutsitoust. I want the record to clearly indicate that I am not
against persons who have years of experience. I don't think they
should Just be cast out in the pasture, because I hope some day to get
old and I hope on the basis of my abilities and talents that I can offer
a few services, even if I maybe reach the age of 90.

But I am saying there are far too many of these individuals that I
think are thwarting the efforts that can be made to really bring about
directional changes, attitudinal changes and what have you, and per-
haps we have to look for some other kind of alternative for them.

Ms. Cora, Give them other options which will make them happy.
Mrs. Clitsnomt. Right.
Ms, Come. Thank you.
Diane McDonald is accompanying me and she has a statement .to

give.
Ms. MoDoNau. Mrs. Chairwoman and members of the subcommit

tee, my name is Diane McDonald. I am an elementary teacher and I am
here representing the women's caucus of the National Education Ass;
elation.

TeaChers are becoming increasingly aware of practices which' per-
peturate sex-role stereotyping in the schools. Many of us believe that
such practices unnecessarily limit the potential of girls and boys,

We know, for example, that children are influenced by the text and
illustrations of the books they use to learn to read. Some examples
I have seen include:

"We are willing to share our thoughts with mankind. However, you
happen to be a girl."

"Look at her mother. She is just like a girl. She gives up."
"Women's advice is not worth two pennies. Yours isn't even worth a

penny."
"He didn't want anyone to talk about feeling sorry for him. Ile

felt F.o sad he was afraid he might crv."
Further analysis of most textbools available to schools from social'

studies to mathenriatics show boys and fathers to be well-rounded, self-
sufficient persons while girls and women are frequently portrayed as
colorles, mindless creatures who spend their lives in aprons.

Children are surely getting the message.
As teachers, we must become aware of our expectations for children

and realize the influence our attitudes and practices have on the chg.-
dren's expectations of themselves and others. If teachers expect boys
to be more active and aggressive; girls to be more verbal and cOoper-
ative; they probably will be.

But teachers need opportunities to examine and rethink their ideas
and classroom practices. Preservice and inservice education is imme-

. diately necessary for teachers to implement equal educational oppor-
tunities for all children.

In my experience, neither preservice or inservice training has in-
cluded any mention of the need to be aware of stereotyping children
by sex.
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I am entering my eighth year as an elementary teacher. During this
time, I have had 6 to 10 days of inservice training included in my
contract each year. I have also had four 6-week summer training ses-
sions. I am now working on my third degree at my seventh university.
In all of this experience, no one has ever discussed sex-role stereo-
typing in schools,

Teachers do not control inservice education funds, nor are they the
clecisioninakers in implementing inservice education programs,

Cooperative relationships between school and community must. exist
for teachers to have the resources necessary to make changes in school
practices retarding sex-role stereotyping.

Funds are critically needed to begin reeducation ourselves to pre-
pare children for the lives they will lead.

I would like to emphasize at this point that when consideration is
given for the commission, I feel as you had stated earlier that many
people are not aware of the kinds of things that need to be done in
education.

One of my experiences that people who are involved at the higher
supervisory levels have not been in touch with children for some time
and the children change us a great deal about what they, need and I
feel it is very important to have people who are involved with children
day to day involved in the input in such a commission.

There are knowledgeable persons that can contribute, although they
may not be highly visible or very sophisticated in governmental circles.
I think they can make a great contribution.

Mrs. CiusHows. I would like to ask you in terms of the relation-
ships you may have had with the parents in a given community, have
you been able to evidence real concern on the part of the parents with
respect to this business of role stereotyping, Have parents raised this
issue at meetings or in conversations, or in any way at all?

I am interested in whether parents are cognizant of this revolution
that is_ going on today.

Ms. MoboNALD. It has been almost nonexistent until thisyear. I have
noticed a great deal more conversation about it. There is great con-
troversy. Some parents believe that the role stereotype should be main-
tained and should be reinforced by the schools and at the same time
other parents feel the school should be doing something to change the
way they teach children and girls' lines and boys' lines in textbooks
should be eliminated.

But this consciousness I have not observed until the last year,
Mrs. CHISHOLM. My second question is this: Would you say that

perhaps the time has come for colleges and institutions of learning to
really reassess and reevaluate the kinds of curriculum that they utilize
for the preparation of teachers who are going to have the responsibil-
ity of guiding and determining the destiny of the thousands of chil-
dren that come under their control.

I tend to feel that our traditional educational institutions have been
spending so much time trying to get the funds, proposals, and pro-
grams ready that they have not given themselves time to reassess and
reevaluate the programs in light of why this is happening.

I think we need to do something. about changing the traditional edu-
cational courses that are being given to young persons that are now
coming out today, who are finding themselves abject failures in many

iof our institutions.
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Me. McDoxavo. I feel, as Mr, Clay indicated, something about
remedial education being necessary; I keel the only thing that would
be somewhat akin to that would be to reeducate the people who are p
ing to bo educating the children. Those of us who are aware of the
changes that need to be made have gone thteugh a great change in our
own thinking through our own resources but the schools are not attuned
to it and they are very difficult to move.

I have found it virtually impossible to get a university to listen to
a teacher about the kinds of things a teacher needs to have in order to
tekach, whether it is involving sex role stereotypingin many cases
they don't even know what I say when I say sex role stereotyping. They
think I mean sex education.

So the level of consciousness is so low and the ability to move the
higher educational institutions is so difficult that I think the forces
need to prevail on these universities that they will listen to.

Universities are also frequently responsible for inservice training
and planning for those teachers who , re already teaching. Therefore,
they have a double responsibility to become attuned to what is needed.

Mrs. CHISHOLM. Thank you very much. Our chairwoman is back.
Mrs. Mint, I have a question in relation to your response. The im-

portance of the university, I think, is recognized insofar as the in-
service teacher training capabilities they might develop and with re-
gard to the new teachers that they are training each year

But what do we do with the teachers that do not sign up for in-
service training that is planned, who are the real victims of society
with regard to sex differentiations as seen in the way they present their
curriculum.

What are we going to do about this problem, or is there nothing we
can do I

Ms. MoDowar.p. I see two points of entry, One is through the educa-
tional associations. There has been a move in the National Educational
Association to establish women's educational committees at the State
and local levels. It has been recommended by the National Association
that all affiliates do this.

These organizations are made up mainly of teachers and can, if they
choose to, if they harness their potential, they can educate teachers.
The other point of entry would bo the school system itself.

I have never heard of a school system that did not require some type
of inservice education for its teachers. This is certainly getting to be
more of a trend, not less. So that we just get to the people who are the
decisionmakers in determining what that inservice will be. That is
usually the people who are, from what I have seen, the least convince
able that sex role stereotyping exists, so I see those two points as the
only WAN to reach those teachers who will not voluntarily go out and
seek information.

Mrs. Mom. Can von tell us what the Women's Caucus of NEA is?
Ms. McDommo. It is a mann within the NEA that is made un of

women and men who are interested in workins at the national level for
women's issues in legislation. in national policies of the Educational
Association, and in assisting local associations in developing women's
e neation p rotrrams.

WA have mainly worked at our national convention to brine to the
attention of the delegate assembly the issues that are important for
women, and to provide a communications system for those people
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around the country who aro working in this field so that we can help
each other out.

Mrs. MINK. What percentage would you say of the NEA identifies
with the Women's Caucus?

Ms. 11IOD0NALD. We have approximately 1,000 members out of
1,400,000 at this point. But we have increased our membership by ai-
r ost 50 percent. We have only been operating for 3 years. So we are
increasing quickly.

Mrs. MINK. Do you think this legislation will assist the Women's
Caucus of NEA to enlarge its membership?

Ms. McDoxam, I most sincerely hope so.
Mrs. Mum. Thank you very much. May I thank both of you for

your contribution to the hearing today.
I would like next to call Joy Simonson, president of the Interstate

Association of Commissions on the Status of Women.
We welcome you to the committee today. Without objection, your

testimony will be in .:,rted in full in the record at this point, and you
may proceed in any way you choose.

[The statement referred to follows:]

STATEMENT or JOY B. SIMONSON, PRESIDENT, INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION OF
COMMISSIONS ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN

The Interstate Association of Commissions on the Status of Women appre-
dates this opportunity to appear before this Committee to express our strong
support for H.R. 208, the Women's Educational Equity Act of 1978, We have been
interested in this legislation from its inception and are delighted that these hear-
ings have been scheduled to focus attention in Congress and elsewhere on this
vital subject,

Although the Interstate Association is only three years old, there have been
Commissions on the Status of Women in the States since the original Presidential
Commission, appointed by President Kennedy and chaired by Ms. Eleanor Roose-
velt. Today there exist Commissions, based either in legislation or executive
orders, in most of the States and in a rapidly growlug number of cities and
counties. They represent the concern of their respective governments with the
needs and problems of women. They serve as bridges between the "establish-
ment" and the wider community of women.

Education, at all levels and in its varied aspects, has been a'priniary subject
for study and action by Commissions on the Status of Women throughout the
country and by the Interstate Association itself. At our recent Third Annual
Conference in Philadelphia, we adopted three significant Resolutions on Human
Rights, Education and Higher Education (copy attached) relating to this area.
Probably no subject, except perhaps the Equal Rights Amendment, has occupied
so much of our attention. I will submit for the record statements and author of
this bill, Representative Patsy Min, that because of the enormity of the problem
of sexism In education and Its debilitating effects on our society in the wastage of
human potential, the problem must now he attacked at a national level to be
effective. America will not be able to achieve its full potential until every mem-
ber of society has the opportunity to develop her/his fu l human potential.

Research has shown that different attitudes are expressed toward female and
male infants as early as two days of age. Sex role conditItoning Is In the very
atmosphere in which girls and boys develop in their homes and schools. For ex-
ample, sports are of great importance in American life, so it is significant that
sports programs for girls in many schools have been almost non-existent. Often
girls teams use the gymnasium or pool when the boys aren't using it, such as be-
fore school or in the evening. The separate but equal program has been mainly
a myth because of wide disparities between the boys and girls sports programs.
Two examples found In 1972 high school budgets from midwestern cities were
1) $102.000 for boys interscholastic sports vs. $9,700 for girls interscholastic
sports; 2) $225,000 for boys sports and nothing for girls.

I commend to you the article "Training the Woman To Know Her Place:
The Social Ahtegedents of Women in the World of Work," written by Drs.
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Sandra L. and Daryl J. Item for the Pennsylvania Department of Education in
1078. It summarizes much of the research on sex role conditioning and shows how
it psychologically handicaps females and prevents their taking advantage of
options which may be theoretically or legally open to them.

This point is of particular import. nce in relation to the legislation before you.
It might be asked why a "Woman's Educational Equity Act" Is needed now that
we have such a wonderful array of legal weapons against sex discrimination
Title IX of the Education Act of 1072, Title Vii of the reports prepared by
several State Commissions which provide examples of the work being done in this
fieldhearings, surveys, publications, etc, Other Commissions, Including Hawaii,
wilt submit tnatertal directly to the Committee, The attached bibliography lista
some of the materials prepared by States Commissions in the area of sex bias in
education.

The Pennsylvania end Minnesota Commissions have been instrumental in work-
ing with their State Departments of Education In the adoption of guidelines and
policies intended to eliminate sexism in the public schools. These policies Include
elimination of sex segregated and sex stereotyped programs, activities and courses,
development of career education programs for all students which recognise the
need for equality of opportunity in career 01010 regardless of sex, Inclusion of
feminist literature in school libraries, selection of textbooks which promote the
elimination of sex bias, and the provision of an equal oppOrtunIty program of
hiring, training and promotion of all persons regardless of sex, race or marital
status, (I am submitting copies of these excellent policy statements.)

We have been so involved in problems of education for just the reasons we are
enthusiastically supporting H.R. 208there is nothing more fundamental and es-
sential to improving the status of women in our society than providing an educa-
tienal system, broadly defined, which will be truly equitable. Even as we work
for changes in the U.S. and State Constitutions, for enactment and enforcement
of it variety of laws to equalize the position of women and men, and for break-
throughs in employment, we remain conscious that attitudinal barriers to "full
participation in American society" (as Sec. 2 of H.R. 208 so well phrases it)
underly all the other obstacles.

We believe that many efforts on a local and state level are very Important In
raising the consciouness levels of the people involved in the studies and the public
officials to whom the studies are directed, in alerting them to the magnitude of
the problem of sexism in our society. But we agree with the Civil Rights Act of
1984, Executive Orders 11248 and 11818, and others. In my judgment, H.R. 208
is needed to facilitate aittrtnative action, to help women overcome the effects of
past discrimination and to help society itself overcome the attitudinal barriers
which permeate the thinking and reacting of men and women. If this bill can
provide "equity" for women, they will be equipped to move toward the "quality"
which is mandated in many federal and state laws. The programs and support
provided in this legislation can give women the skills they have been denied so
they will be able to move into the full rnage of educational opportunities and regu-
lar programs.

Because of the pervasivensss and subleties of the inequities affecting women, I
am pleased to note the great variety of actvities authorized by H.R. 208. Com-
missions on the Status of Women have recommended many of them as a result of
their own studies, They have contributed countless thousands of womanhours to
projects ranging from surveys of student attitudes to establishing resource centers
to counsel women ; from investigations of the employment status of women at
every level of the educational system to analysing textbooks and curricula for
sexist bias; from role model projects for high school girls to protesting stereo-
typed career connaelling; from organizing in-service workshops for professionals
to presenting radio and television broadcasts. We know that other women's
organizations have similiarly poured forth volunteer efforts in this cause.

But the needs are too urgent to be left to the voluntary groups and the spotty
"drop-in-the-bucket" funding that a handful of projects have struggled to obtain
from government agencies or foundations. We need the Council on Women's Edu-
cational Programs and the fund authorization provided by H.R. 208 to give both
a psychological and a boost. The Interstate Association recommends that major
emphasis be placed on the following:

Development of new and improved curriculum that will portray men and
women equallythis includes the development of textbooks and materials
that do not portray sex bias.
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Development of a model career education program which recognises the
need for equality of opportunity to girls and boys to choose roles for them-
selves without being conditioned into a stereotype of which is appropriate
for a man or woman.

Development of community education programs that focus on the chang-
ing and multiple roles of women and men, the changing relationship, be-
tween women and men in our society, the equalitarian marriage and other
forces of change in present day "octet,-

Development of training programs for teachers, counselors and other edu-
cational personnel so they do not continue to educate and counsel young
Men and women in the sex biases of the past.

Deveolpment of physical education programs at all educational levele so
that women develop strong, coordinated bodiee and enjoy an active, healthy
life.

Development of programs aimed at increasing the number of women in
administrative positions at all levels in institutions of education,

Development of training, educational and emploYment programs for un-
employed and underemployed women.

While the $15 million authorized for the first year is miniscule in compari-
son with other sums spent on education, it will have an effect far larger that
the dollars involved. The dissemination of information, of demonstration proj-
ects, research, etc. required under the bill will reduce the present wasteful proc-
ess whereby groups are "re-inventing the wheel" in many communities. Profes-
sional expertise and practical know-how can be shared to amplify volunteer
efforts. There are worthwhile programs underway, but we need a mechanism
for adapting and communicating them to communities around the nation.

The Interstate Association sincerely hope that your Committee will report
out H.R. 208 favorable. I assure you that Commissions on the Status of Women
In every part of the United States will gratefully support your efforts.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION or CoUUESSIONS ON TEE STATUS or WOMEN

SELECTED RESOLUTIONS-.--PASSED BY TillaD ANNUAL CONFERENCEJUNE 16-31, 101$

/114M16 Rights

IACSW urges member Commissions to work for passage, strengthening and
enforcement of laws which prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex, race,
color, creed, religion, national origin, age, and marital status in employment,
housing, public services and education; and further recommends that federal,
state, and local agencies and departments charged with the enforcing of such
laws and the Implementing of guidelines should be adequately funded and sup-
ported.
Eduoation

Whereas sex role stereotyping permeates all levels of education and all phases
of our educational system, and

Whereas women faculty and staff continue to be discriminated against, and
Whereas present federal laws and orders have not been adequately enforced,

including;
Executive Order 11248 as amended by 11876
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1884
Equal Pay Act of 1963
Title IX of the Education Act of 1972
Title VII and Title VIII of the Public Health Service Act

Therefore be it resolved that TACSW and member Commissions strongly urge
the Secretaries of Labor, HUD, and HEW to :

(1) conduct compliance reviews by federal agencies in institutions against
which sex discrimination complaints have been filed and institute economic
sanctions when applicable,'

(2) move without further delay to facilitate issuance of effective Title
IX (Higher Education) Regulations;

(8) provide training to State Employment Security staff and State De-
partment of Education staff in existing sex discrimination laws and regu-
lations, including their implementation for state and local governments;

(4) investigate ways that research, contracts and program funds could
more effectively deal with needs of women.
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Be it further resolved that IACSW Supports measures necessary to equalize
a high level of educational opportunity for all women. !ACM urges its mem-
bership to take positive steps to assure that sex bias not be perpetuated in ex-
plicit or implicit ways in the development of any career education programs.

,Women in nigher Education
!ACM endorses the joint statement on women in higher education coordinated

by the AAUW and prepared by representatives of 18 national educational
oeganizations, because the statement :

(1) Recognizes the wide spread discrimination that exists In our institu-
tions of higher education and the moral and legal obligations of colleges and
universities to eliminate discriminatory practices.

(2) Deals specifically and in detail with the four major areas of discrim-
ination against women : Equal education, including program flexibility, part-
time study, curriculum, continuing education, counselling, placement, hous-
ing, health services, and student services and facilities; Employment,
including recruitment and hiring, salaries and conditions of employment,
and assignments and training; Participation of women in decision making,
including general participation, facility and administration, students, trust-
ees and regents; and Institutional services and practices, including institu-
tional and community data collection, child care facilittee and administrative
coordination.

Married and Pregnant Students
Whereas many sehool districts in the United States do not allow married

students and pregnant spool girls to remain in school, and
Whereas many of these youpg people never complete their high school educa-

tion which is a prerequisite for most job training and as a result many are
forced to seek public assistance,

Therefore, be it resolved that the member commissions should petition their
state legislatures to enact legislation which would make it illegal for a school
district to force any student who is pregnant and/or married to leave school or
to restrict participation in school activities and to make it mandatory for each
school district to have a program which will actively encourage every person
in the district to complete his/her high school education.

aSIMI.Ii111

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MATERIALS rum STATE COMMISSIONS OF UMW

ARKANSAS

Education and Counseling Status Report of Young Men and Women: A survey
of senior students from fourteen public secondary schools, in Arkansas, Decem-
ber 1972 by the Task Force on Education and Counseling, dovernors Commission
on the Status of Women, Little Rock, Arkansas.

COLORADO

Interim Report on Children's Literature: Survey of young children's books, pre-
teen books and young adult books and responses of publishers to letters on role
of women portrayed in books, Colorado Commission on the Status of Women,
March, 1072.

DELAWARe.

Equal Opportunity for Women: A statement of policy and proposed action
presented to the State Board of Education, August, 1972.

Basic Principles for Minimizing Sexual and other Biases in the Instructional
Program by State Board.

HAWAII

Proposed Nan of Action of Task Force on Sex Bias in Education, May 1978.
Includes committee structure and timetable, State Commission on Status of
Women.

ILLINOIS

Report of the Education Committee: The Status of Women in Mgher Education
in Illinois. Results of survey and of public hearings March, 1078. Illinois Com-
mission on the Status of Womenavailable from Elizabeth Kaspar, 808 Jamie
Lane, Macomb, Illinois.
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LOUISIANA

Education of Louisiana Women, 1970: Analysts of data from census reports,
June 1072. Louisiana Women and atria in Public Vocational-Teohnioat Programs:
A Study of Sea Discrimination.

Result* of sex typed vocational education programs November, 1972. Louisiana
CODLISSIOD on the Status of Women.

MARYLAND

Continuing Beucation for Women in Maryland: Description of programs in con-
tinuing education August, 1972. ,Maryland Commission on the Status of Women.

MASSACHUSETTS

Preliminary Report of Education Task Force on recommendations to State
Board of Education.

Pamphlet on Mating legislation relating to women and education in Massachu-
setts, 1973. Governor's Commission on the Status of Women.

MINNESOTA

Eliminating Seat Bias in Education, Minnesota State Department of Education,
September 1072, Guideline developed on recommendation and with the assistanceof the Women's Advisory Committee.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Report on "Women of New Hampshire," Third in a series of reports on dis-
crimination, December, 1972, Report of live public hearings New Hampshire Com-
mission on the Status of Women.

PENNSYLVANIA

Policies on the elimination of sexism in education by John Pittenger, Secretary
of Education Training the Woman to know her Place: The Social Antecedents ofWomen in the World of Work, Pennsylvania Department of Education 1978,
Pennsylvania Commission on the Status of Women.

RHODE ISLAND

Seat and Status in Academia, Report on survey of salary and faculty rank of
women to men in nine Rhode Island institutions, November, 1972. Rhode Island
Permanent Advisory Commission on Women.

SOUTH DAKOTA

The Status of Faculty Women in the University of South Dakota, Report de-
tailing the method of study and final results on men-women pairings, promotions,
tenure, salary, teaching assignments, departmental responsibilities, paid-unpaid
leaves of absence, nepotism, recruitment and hiring. By the Ad Hoe Committee
on the Status of Women on the University of South Dakota campus to the Uni-versity Senate.

WISCONSIN

An AO:motive Action Program. A proposal from the Steering Committee of the
Association of Faculty Women to the Administration of the University of Wiscon-
sin Coordinating Council of Women in Higher Education.

DISTRICT or COLUMBIA

Fifth Annual Report. Checklist for Affirmative Action in Institutions of Higher
Learning, May, 1972. Commission on the Status of Women.

STATEMENT OF 701t SIMONSON, PRESIDENT, INTERSTATE ASSO
OIATION OP COMMISSIONS OP THE STATUS OF WOMEN

Ms. SIMONSON. I will just read parts and I would like to give you
specific examples of what some of the State commissions are doing.
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The Interstate Association is not an official body, but are members of
all the official bodies.

Although the Interstate Association is only 8 years old, there have
been commissions on the status of women in the States since the orig-
inal Presidential Commission, appointed by President Kennedy and
chaired by Ms, Eleanor Roosevelt.

Today there exist commissions, based either in legislation or Execu-
tive orders, in most of the States and in a rapidly growing number of
cities and counties. They serve as bridges between the "establishment"
and the wider community of women.

Education, at all evels and in its varied aspects, has been a primary
subject for study and action by commissions on the status of women
throughout the country and by the Interstate Association itself. At
our recent third annual conference in Philadelphia, we adopted three
significant resolutions on human rights, education, and higher educa-
tion, which we have attached to this statement, relating to this area.
Probably no subject, except perhaps the equal rights amendment, has
occupied so much of our attention.

I have with me examples of some of the commission's work and other
commissions will be sending in statements or reports directly to the
committee. I understand that the Hawaii commission, for example, is
planning to communicate with the committee. But I think some of
these may be of interest to you, to show you the variety of conclusions
that the commissions have around the country.

In Pennsylvania, they have adopted a statement which I would ap-
preciate having inserted in the record. It is a short statement sub-
mitted to the committee from the Pennsylvania Commission on the
Status of Women. I would appreciate if this could be in the record.

Mrs. MINK. Without objection, this will be inserted in the record
at the end of your statement.

Ms. SIMONSON. In Pennsylvania, the commission has worked with
the superintendent of education at the State level and last September
he issued to the school administrators throughout the State of Penn-
sylvania an excellent statement on sexism in education which I think is
important. It is the kind of thing we would have liked to have written
ourselves. The fact it came from a chief school officer in his change of
command makes it quite significant. It is a one-page statement.

Mrs, MINK. Without objection, that will be inserted also at the end
of your statement.

Ms. SIMONSON. Similarly in Minnesota, the State commission on the
status of women has worked with the school authorities and the Min-
nesota State Board of Education has issued a pamphlet or a state-
ment of policy and proposed action entitled "Eliminating sex bias in
education," which has gone to all the local school superintendents in
the State of Minnesota. Again, it is something I would hope would be
replicated in many States.

Mrs. MINK. Without objection, that will be included at the end of
your statement.

Ms. SimoNsox. In Illinois we have here a report which was prepared
by the commission on the education committee where they study the
status of women in higher education. They surveyed all the State uni-
versities and colleges and found a shocking situation.

I won't go through this now and I think probably it is too long for
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insertion, but if I could leave it for staff perusal. It reviews several
major aspects not just recruitment and promotion which we know
about.

In the last couple of years when funds have become short, it is women
who have been fired while men have been hired. Men are obtaining
tenure and women are not. Married women are particularly discrimi-
noted against which is proof that nepotism rules still prevail, although
they are illegal and the universities say they do not have them. The
facts are there.

Married women are being fired at a highly disproportionate rate.
They have grievance procedures at very few of the universities and
colleges in Illinois and the situation is getting worse and not better.

They had a preliminary survey in 1971 and this is a followup that
shows things have deteriorated.

I have attached to this a separate report to civil serviceemployees at
Northern Illinois University and there again there is a really distress-
ing example of discrimination and these, of course, include a great
many low-income, low-skilled women and it is quite obvious they are
not getting equal pay for equal work and they are not getting upward
mobility as they are entitled to. If I may leave this.

Mrs. lkfINK. That will be received for the committee files.
Ms. SisioNsoN. It is a very distressing situation.
In Idaho, the commission on the status of women has done an inter-

esting report. They have specifically endorsed H.R. 208, and they have
recommended that the funds be allocated in block grants to commis-
sions on the status of women. They talk specifically of the Idaho com-
mission, but I presume they would see that as a pattern nationwide.

They set forth an outline of the plan under which the State com-
mission would administer the block grant, would set up criteria for
approving projects.

It lists the kinds of groups from whom they would solicit applica-
tions for projects. The Interstate Asiociation is not in a position to
endorse or act otherwise on that Idaho suggestion, but I think it is
an interesting one that you might wish to consider and they also have
some other recommendations in the field of education. If I may leave
this report and possibly the pages relating to H.R. 208.

Mrs. MINK. Without objection the pages relating to H.R. 208 will
be inserted at the end of your statement and the entire report will be
received for our files.

Ms. Stator:sox. We have, from Arkansas, an interesting contribu-
tion. The Arkansas Commission on the Status of Women did a survey
of high school boys and girls in 14 secondary schools. It was primarily
an attitude survey and the reactions of the boys and the girls were
markedly different.

They asked them questions about the roles which they see for
men and for women and the ability to do various kinds of jobs and
their basic values and their aspirations in life and of course there
are lots of individual differences. But there is a clear pattern that
emerges of girls' outlook compared to boys'.

Boys don't seem to think very much of girls. This is an interesting
report of which the summary pages perhaps might be included.

Mrs. MINK. Without objection, the summary pages will be included
at the end of your statement. The report will be received for our files.

Ms. SIMONSON. Thank you.
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In Iowa, I have a newsletter hero which shows a number of activi-
ties they have of which I have checked two or three specifically in
education. They report on a seminar on Woman's Personality in So-
ciety, which dealt especially with the elusive area of creativity,

I guess we all know it is very difficult to measure, let alone describe
what is creativity. But there seemed to be a consensus that women tend
to be more inhibited in our society and to underestimate their intel-
lectual abilities. Creativity thrives on self-confidence and uninhibited
exploration, and thus women are further thwarted from fulfilling their
"creative abilities."

I think this is something hard to pin down and yet the sort of thing
that is important to our society. If any of the projects under H.R. 208
can foster creativity by women, we will all be the beneficiaries of that.

I also have for your consideration a presentation made by the Iowa
Commission on the Status of Women to the board of education in
the Des Moines public schools. They were considering expansion of
the athletic prgram in their schools and the commission on the
status of women reviewed some of the inequities between physical
education for boys and for girls.

But particularly they raise questions about quality versus quantity
of physical education in sports and athletic& In the end they say
that it will not do for girls merely to extend the kind of athletics
and the kind of physical education that we had for boys. So they
raise some very thoughtful questions in behalf of providing suitable
athletics and suitable physical education for girls.

There is also here a very interesting challenge to the Scott Pores-
man reading series. You heard yesterday about the highly sexist
nature of these reading books which are used so widely in the schools,
and the committee has presented to the Cedar Rapids board a chat-
lenge to these textbooks. They have come up with recommendations
for interim steps that can be taken while we are awaiting the new
textbooks.

I noticed yesterday Mrs. Fraser talked about the 6-year period to
pt new textbooks. So these are specific recommendations for work-
shops, compensatory strategies to be devised, in- service training, sup-
plementary materials, to bridge the gap until we get nonsexist text,
books. I suggest this may be also of interest.

Mrs. MINN. Without objection, that will be inserted at the end of
your statement.

Ms. SIMONSON. Thank you.
I have a short report from the Rhode Island Commission on the

Status of Women which reviewed employment in universities and the
obvious discrimination faculty rank, in pay and so forth between
the men and women on the faculties. I know that there are summary
figures relating to discrimination in higher education that have been
compiled, but it seems to me the fact these different States have to do
the studies over and over again to prove it in their own bailiwick is
quite significant.

There is also a report from the New Hampshire Commission, This
is different from the others because they had a public hearing and
they quote in the report some of the significant grass roots remarks
and the things that appear to be really pressing to the women who
took the trouble to come and testify at the hearing. Not entirely
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womenthey had high school guidance counselors and so on. That
Makes this quite a significant report and I would like to submit this.

Mrs. MINK. It will be received by the committee.
Ms. Stumm In the State oI Maryland the commission on the

status of women has been part of a nation effort which has visited
the State superintendent of education and some of his top staff)
making a lot of recommendations to combat sexism in Maryland
schools.

They tell me they were well received and that the Maryland school
officials are sympathetic, but they say they lack money to put on the
workshops to develop the supplementary materials.

This is another illustration of the real need for H.R. 20S and the way
it could underwrite this kind of project. People are coming to realize
the necessity of them. Some places we have sympathetic officials, but
when they come up against the lack of funds, it seems to be women's
activities that get cut off.

The Interstate Association and our commissions have been so in-
volved in problems of education for just the reasons we are enthusi-
astically supporting H.R. 20Sthere is nothing more fundamental
and essential to improving the status of women In our society than
providing an educational system, broadly defined, which will be truly
equitable.

Even as we work for changes in the United States and State Con-
stitutions, for enactment and enforcement of a variety of laws to
equalize the position of women and men, and for breakthroughs in
employment, we remain conscious that attitudinal barriers to "full
participation in American society"as section 2 of H.R. 208 so well
phrases it underlie all other obstacles.

We believe that the many efforts on a local and State level are very
important in raising the consciousness levels of the People involved
in the studies and the public officials to whom the studies are directed,
in alerting them to the magnitude of the problem of sexism in our
society.

But we agree with the author of this bill, Renresentative Patsy Mink.
that because of the enormity of the problem of sexism in education and
its debilitating effects on our society in the wastage of human poten-
tial, the problem must now be attacked at a national level to be effec-
tive.

Research has shown that different attitudes are exnressed toward
female and male infants as early as 2 days of (we. Sex role cond;tioning
is in the very atmosphere in which girls and boys develop in their
homes and schools.

I won't repeat some of the materials that von have heard on the
discrimination in the area of sports or certainly in the textbooks and
so on, but I do want to commend to you the article "Training the
Woman to Know Her Place: The Social Antecedents of WoMen in the
World of Work," written by Drs. Sandra L. and Daryl J. Rem for the
Pennsylvania Department of Education in 1973.

That article summarizes much of the research on sex role condition-
ingand shows how it, psychologically handicaps females and nrevents
their taking advantage of options which may be theoretically or le-
gally open to them.
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This point is of particular importance in relation to the legislation
before you It might be asked why a Women's Educational Equity Act
is needed now that we have such a wonderful array of legal weapons
against sex discriminationtitle IX of the Education Act of 1972, title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Executive Orders 11246 and 11376.
and others.

In my judgment, H.R. 208 is needed to facilitate affirmative action,
to help women overcome the effects of post discrimination and to help
society itself overcome the attitudinal barriers which permeate the
thinking and reacting of men and women.

If this bill can provide equity for women, they will be equipped
to move toward the equality which is mandated in many Federal
and State laws. The programs and support provided in this legislation
can give women the skiffs they have been denied so they will be able
to move into the full range of educational opportunities and regular
programs.

Because of the pervasiveness and subtleties of the inequities affect-
ing women, I am pleased to note the great variety of activities author-
ized by H.R. 208. Commissions on the status of women have recom-
mended many of them as a result of their own studies.

They have contributed countless thousands of woman-hours to
projects ranging from surveys of student attitudes to establishing
resource centers to counsel women from investigations of the employ-
ment status of women at every level of the educational system to
analyzing textbooks and curriculums for sexist bias; from role model
projects for high school girls to protesting stereotyped career coun-
seling; from organizing inservice workshops for professionals to pre-
senting radio and television broadcasts.

We know that other women's organizations have similarly poured
forth volunteer efforts in this cause.

But the needs are too urgent to be left to the voluntary groups and
the spotty drop-in-the-bucket funding that a handful of projects
have struggled to obtain from Government agencies or foundations.
We need the council on women's educational programs and the
fund authorization provided by H.R. 208 to give both a psychological
and practical boost.

The interstate association recommends that major emphasis be
placed on the following:

1. Development of new and improved curriculums that will portray
men and women equallythis includes the development of textbooks
and materials that do not portray sex bias.

2. Development of a model career education program which recog-
nizes the need for equality of opportunity to girls and boys to ohoose
roles for themselves without being conditioned, into a stereotype of
which role is appropriate for a mcn or a womanit

3. Development of community education programs that focus on
the changing and multiple roles of women and men, the changing
relationships between women and men in our society, the equalitarian
marriage and other forces of change in present-day society.

4. Development of training programs for teachers, counselors, and
other educational personnel so that they do not continue to educate
and counsel young men and women in the sex biases of the past.
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5. Development of physical education programs at all educational
levels so that women develop strong, coordinated bodies and enjoy
an active, healthy life.

6. Development of programs aimed at increasing the number of
women in administrative positions at all levels in institutions of edu-
cation.

7. Development of training, educational and employment programs
for unemployed and underemployed women,

While the $15 million authorized for the first, year is miniscule in
comparison with other sums spent on education, it will have an effect
far larger than the dollars involved. The dissemination of information,
of demonstration projects, research, et cetera, required under the bill
will reduce the present wasteful process whereby groups are "rein-
venting the wheel" in many communities.

Professional expertise and practical know-how can be shared to
amplify volunteer efforts. There n rf worthwhile programs underway,
but we reed a mentlini,m for adapting and communicating them to
communitim around the Nation.

The Interstate Association sincerely hopes that your committee will
repoct out H.R. 2 "R favorably. I assure you that Commissions on the
Status of Women in every part of the United States will gratefully
support your efforts.

Mrs. Mixx. Thank you very much,
Without objection the resolutions which you have attached to your

statement will also be inserted tonether with your statement.
[The information referred to follows;]

SELECTED REBOLUTIONB--PARBED BY THIRD ANNUAL CONYERENCE-4UNS 15-17,
1978

Human Rtaltte

IACSW urges member Commissions to work for passage strengthening and
enforcement of laws which prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex, race. color,
creed, religion, national origin, age, and marital status in employment, houeing,
public services and education; and further recommends that federal, state, end
local agencies and departments charged with the enforcing of such laws and the
implementing of guidelines should be adequately funded and supported.

Education

Whereas sex role stereotyping permeates all levels of education and all phases
of our educational system, and

Whereas women faculty and staff continue to be discriminated against, and
Whereas present federal laws and orders have not been adequately enforced,

including:
Executive Order 11248 as amended by 11376.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1984.
Equal Pay Act of 1984.
Title TX of the Education Act of 1972.
Title VII and Title VIII of the Public Health Service Act.

Therefore be it resolved that IACSW and member Commissions strongly urge
the Secretaries of Labor, HUD, and HEW to :

(1) conduct compliance reviews by federal agencies in institutions against
which sex discrimination complaints have been filed and institute economic
sanctions when applicable;

(2) move without further delay to facilitate issuance of effective Title IX
(Higher Education) Regulations;

(3) provide training to State Employment Security staff and State De.
partment of Education staff in existing sex discrimination laws and regula
tins, including their implementation for state and local governments ;
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(4) investigate ways that researe. contracts and program could
more effectively deal with needs of women, ,

Be it further resolved that 1408W,Ouiporta Meesurea nary to popiallse
a high level of edutitional opportilnity,fer all Wpmen. IANSW ;040114 meal.bership to take positive steps' t6 aithure that seat` bias hot, be perpetuated
explicit or implicit ways In the, development of any Career education pregYa)a

40men higfier, edidoaffort I . ,,

1AOS1V endorse& the joint statement on women higher education 601itidiJ
tutted by the AAUW and prepared by representatires 048 national edtfcatleind
organisatIona, becaUse the statement , if

(1) Recognizes the Wide spread discrimination that exists In our hip*
floss of higher education and the moral and legal obligation& Of c011egetkand
universities to eliminate dIscriminatod, Praeticel.

(2) Dealt" specifically and in detail with the four major IMO joiadifstriOt
!nation against women: Equal ettueaftOri, ineludlir.Procra41 flexibility, Part"time Study, curticnIum, ,continuing edneation, counselling,. placement hone-
Ins, health servihes, and studeht services and fatilltleir Emprotitattii
Mg *recruitment and hiring, salaries and conditions of emplOynient,- and'
assignments ard'tralning; Partioipagm oroomen in decision making, ins
chiding general participation, faculty and administrat ton, fitndents, trupteeu
and regents; and tufitufforial services and practkie4; including institutiOnal,
and community data collection, child care facilities and administrative
coordination.

Married and pivanatt$ student.
Whereas many school districts in the United Stites`do not allow married Stu:

dents and pregnant school girls to remain in school, and e

Whereas many of these young people never complete their high school educe.
non which is a prerequisite for Most job training and as a result many are forced
to seek 'public assistance,

Therefore, be it resolved that the member commissions shoidd petition their
state legislatures to enact legislation which would Make it illegal for a school
district to force any student who is pregnant and/or married to leave school or to
restrict participatbm in school activities and to make it Mandatory, ,for,each
School district to have a Program Watch actively encourage every persons
in the district to complete his/her high school education.

Mrs MINK. would like at this timeto insert a copy of tv.:Ylre,:thEie
I received` from Mary Ellen Swanton` the elLairivOinan:Of our, Hon.
olulu County 'CominItteu on the Statu of )):4:10,
Mows: .

Racial and *thine stereotypes cligaPPear',reoln our educational
system until imPlementing legislation requires am, enforces ertotil to= erase,
centuries of inequity, tronothin County Committee on the Status bt Women
uxges the Subcommittee on Equal OpPorthhities in its hearings to report tavpi.-
abb4 on nit, 206, a bill to authorize the Secretary of I1EW to meke grants to
eonduet specialized ,programs and activities designed , to aehieve educational,
equity for all, and to actively work for its passage intei.of for cellreas,at 9*i
session.

Honolulu is the Ore iiopulation and employment area of,the State
of ilawaii and thus our committee feels most keenly that the lack of
educational programs for women affects in particular the ,women` in
Honolulu; A significant lack is a functional resource center for men,
and women presently, existing on the lower socioeconomic rungs. We
desperately need an edUeational program designed to overcome the
rigid attitudes concerning the role of womenat the administratiofi and
policyrnaking levels in both business and politica at, Honolulu.. No one
in the United States can deny the appalling statistical inference that
is drawn from the place of W011011 on every chart in employment,
salaries and in administrative levels published in the past decade.
Women do play a secondary role in today's world. The question that

23-159-74-47
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now must be answered is where do women go from here to remedy
these painful factawomen the last to be hired, first to bo fired, women
the'lowest annual wage employees of eyet7.00,InpatlY.Omploying both
Mensnd *0 Men, the women the majority of the employees, losisest on
the PromOtional ladders.

This act, H.R. 208, will provide the basic programs so necessary to
upward mobility. The members of the Honolulu Cosow are proud that
this landmark legislation has been introduced by its own Patsy T.
Mink, Member of Congress.

Mary Ellen Swanton, chairman, Honolulu County Committee on
the Status of Women.

I would like to share in all of the observations that you have made
and the various reports that you have submitted from the various
commissions on status of women, and indicate my great enthusiasm
and appreciation for the tremendous work that I know the commis-
sions and the various States and local communities have been mak-
ing in this total area of equal rights for women, and more particularly
in their current efforts to focus their attention on the problems In
education specifically.

Your statement here today is an excellent one and certainly high-
lights the purposes and goals that we are attempting to achieve
through this legislation.

The suggestion I believe that you put forward as a recommenda-
tion of the Idaho commission regarding the block grant concept to
the status commissions throughout the country I think is one that
should be further studied. In view of the various statements that
have been madeand I know my views are shared by Mrs. Chisholm
of the very different needs and very special needs of minority women
in particular, and the necessity to make sure that when this legisla-
tion becomes law that their particular needs are addressed, I have just
one question :

I would like to know what the percentage makenp of minority
women is in the various Status Commissions in the States.

Ms. SIMONSON. Of course, I do not have figures because we do not
keep records in that way. But I can say that at both our second and
third national conferences the question of the role of minority women
in individual Commissions and in the Interstate Association was very
prominently discussed and considered.

Both years we took formal cognizance of the importance of having
a real cross-section membership. We passed resolutions recommending
to all Commissions that they insure that their own membership and
the membership of any cor mittees and task forces which they set, up
be really representative of all women of all racial and socioeconomic
and age levels.

We have found that Commissions, I suppose because they are made
up of established types, tend to not have enough young women; so we
suggested they get students and young women, and to be particularly
conscious about the appropriate racial distribution.

We went further and we had one of our most lively workshops, en-
titled "Double Jeopardy, Special Women," and it discussed frankly
and in depth the additional problems faced by black women, Chicanos,
Indians, Orientals, and so forth, and also older women.
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Tile older women raised quite a point that they are a "minority with.
in a minority" that has perhaps not been sufficiently recognized withill
the women's movement, let alone within society.

As a result of this special double jeopardy workshop, we had several
resolutions come to the floor which were enthusiastically adopted, Tee
ommending that in future conferences and in future commifteesoirid
so on, of the Interstate Association we include tittention to the problem
of racism along with sexism in every one of our activities, So we ha\si
bound ourselves to do that.

From my personal acquaintance with the makeup of Commissions,
I would say it varies as you would rather expect around the multi's',
In the District of Columbia, which is the Commission ''I litwe worked
on, our chairman for the last 4 years was a distinguished black
cirn, Dr. Dorothy Ferebee.

I have not counted them, btit the majority of our inembers are black,
as you would expect and hope for, in the District of Columbia. In otherCommis, ions there are minority women, but stall numbers of them,I AM happy to say in Mississippi they have the first black womenappointed to a Commission in Mississippi. So we are definitely making'
progress.

Mrs. 11fixit, Are most of these commissions established by law orsimply voluntary decisions on the part of the Governors and mayors
of these communities?

Ms, &MONSON. There are,soine of each. The trend, howevert in the
last few years has been more and more toward statutory commissions,
We debated among ourselves as to which is the preferable route. There
are advantages to each.

Originally, the commissions were set up by executive order of the,
Governors, but more and more of them now have a statutory base; and
along with that, fortunately, has been the matter of approPriations,
and more and more commissions are getting budgets. Some of them
are very small, but they are getting funds.

Now the thing is the development of commissions at city and county
levels, So far, I know of only one or two that have come by, you might
say, ordinance of the local city council. The others are by executiveorder of the mayor.

Mrs. Citisnotsr. I have one or two questions. Are these commissions
primarily investigatory and/or research groups, or are they really
action groups?

Ms. SIMONSON. I would say they are much_ more action. They have
done limited amounts of research, and they have had hearingsone
of the reports I submitted was on the basis of hearings that the New
Hampshire commission had.

We recommended at our last meeting that commissions which have
not done so go out to their communities and hold public hearings. So
you could sly they are investigating in that sense, but it is investiga-
tions aimed at action.

They have pushed for legislation at the State level and suppetted
national legislation. They have, pushed for appointments'of women
and for remediation of a variety of kiiids of discrimination.

Mrs. Cutsuott. Do these commissions have the power to use such
instruments as deadlines if certain groups are dragging their feett
Do they have that kind of power inherent in their responsibilities?
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$13misori. It la not, vrittelk clown. in anybody's enabling 'act

hierarchy,

I,think=it depends on how. they rate in the State
hierarchy, Some commissions stand. very, well in; their State govern.
nienta, And apparently,, carry quit4 8k,brit of. weight. Others aremtich
tnorei,on; ths ontside ,trying to geti.in and don't. carry that kind of

, 411;4414.1 %It respect to /I.& 208, do yourfeel that there is
Any-1)140p In. h' legislation where we. can give teeth to these corn.

414,=*toloctztt,=0)4ainly the .funding possibilities. Even if the
b k.)gra* idea. is not, adopted, would Imagine the commiselonS

R9010 in with worthwhile projactsi and if they can be funded,' this
Vvill give them more ability to accomplish things.

,Sirs. Criortoric, I have no further questions.
5s.11 INK.. Thank you very much, We appreciate your testimony

And thank you very much for our participation.
[Ms. Simonson submitted the following material for the record ;)

SZP713111ItIl 5,19/2,
Sabiegt: sexism in education.
To : Chief school administrators, intermediate unit exeutive directors.
Vrom: John 0. Pittenger, Seeretary of Education, Commonwealth of Pennsyl

vania,
In accordance with the intent of the Amendment to Article One of the Con.

stitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania which prohibits the denial or
abridgement of rights because of sex, and in keeping with the policy of Governor
Milton J. Shapp, as set forth in Exeeutive Drrotive 18 which states, in part,
"A Major effort will be exerted to end discrimination against an minority groups
and wemen- ." I hereby commit the Department of Educaticin to
making the elimination of sexism in education a priority.

The policies which I have established and upon which the public schools in the
Commonwealth win be evaluated are that:

1. SexsegregAted and sex-stereotyped classes, programs, activities, and
courses of study he eliminated.

2. Feminist literature be included in school libraries and efforts be made
to secure instructional materials, including textbooks, which favorably
Port ra/ women nontractitiousi roles.

8.- All 'students be counseled to,consider a variety of career opportunities,
not only those traditionally entered by persona of their sex.

4. Job placement practices assure students of employment opportunities
without restriction because of sex.

6. Annual goajs be set for hiring, training and promoting women of nil
races at every level of employment. .

0. The role of women becomes an integral part of the school edrriculum.
I recommend you develop programs, if, you have not already done so, shell

as the following to support these policies

1, Sensitize 'all staff to, sexism and to what are degrading and discrimina
tort' practices.

2. Eliminate sex-stereotyped roles in all school publieations.
O. Eliminate asoignments by sex in all Job classes and Student positions.
4. seek the establishment of child care/development programs for children

of staff, faculty and students, with costs according to ability to pay .These
programs can be used for training the students In child rare and family
relationships

ProVide 'before and after school programs especially for children Whose
parents work.

ts. Provide a sex education course in human growth and development
which ineludeb emotional and physical growth and interpersOnal ,relation
ship*.
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I have directed the staff of the De aliment of Edueation to consider the
elimination of sexism an important part of their responsibilities, They will pre.
vide you with technical assistance and advisory iservices,

AU such programs hinge on a satisfactory evaluation system. Therefore,
assure you that the Deparement will fulfill its evalnation responsibilities In
accord with procedures which will be clearly stated.

I seek your cooperation in meeting our joint responsibility to eliminate dish
criniinatory practices In the school of the Commonwealth.

mIrlitelm.aasftel

STATHMENT or ColditoNWFALTIE Of PENNIVILVANJA CoMitisSION ON TIM
STATUS or WO=

The Pennsylvania Commission, on the Status'of Women wee the Muse
Education and Leber Committee Subcommittee on Equal Opportunity to strongly
impPort Mouse Resolution' 208, the Women's Education Equity ACt, intreduced
by( RePresentative PAtsy Mink. , ,

Xn 10t0 SS years ago, women held 46 percent of all professional and technical
positions, Today, women held only 28 percent. , , '

Quota systems and outmoded edueational counselling steer women students
into finceeptahle auxiliary roles, rather than into law, Medicine, and science.
The result Is that women represent only 0 percent of all scientists, only / percent
of all physicians, only 8 percent Of lawyers, and only elle Percent of ,engineers.

This, despite fact that 43 pereent of bachelor's degrees and 40 percent of
master's degrees are granted to weinen.

For this reason, we would suggest that the bill be streOgtbened to place more
eniphaids on Improving those areas in which the greatest diecrimlnation against
women hag been most prevalent, such as law and medical schools.

We are Including with this testimony: a copy of a study done at the request
of the Pennsylvania Department of Education, "Training Women to Know lIer
Place," This study outlines the many ways in which women students are ow
vented from patielpatIng In the kinds of educational opportunities which are
relevant to today's world.

There is an urgent need for the development of new and improved curriculums
from kindergarten thrOugh programs Of higher education, and for guidance
counseling which is geared to aiding women students to adequately prepare for
the future. ,

In Pennsylvania, the Department of lidneation hes leaned It Directiee, a Cope
of which is attached, as a result of a survey done by a task force on Sextant in
Education in the Commonwealth's schools. It outlines a number Or changesAWN
which must be made if women students are to have equality of OpportunitY attd
highlights the need for legislation on the federal level to guarantee such oppot.
tunity to women students throughout the nation,; Our Commission has' been
requested to assist Education with its implethentation.

During the past decade much important legislation' has been enacted by COnlk
gress guaranteeing equal opportunity in employment.

Route Resolution 208 will be an essential adjunct to that legislation by MO*
programs needed to help women attain the skills needed to participate

fully in the labor force in jobs which are meaningful and financially rewarding.
For those women who have devoted years of their lives to,the raising pf

children programs should be available to enable them to re-enter 'the labbr
imarket in satisfying positions. Too Often, these women who have accepted the

American ideal of the role of wife and mother find when they later wish to
return to work that prospective employers refuse to hire them and they are
forced to accept dead end, low pt'ying jobs.

Programs to enable these women to re-evaluate their skills and to plan for
'vecond careers" are essential, particularly in view of the fact that the average
married women today works tventytive years of her life. That is too long a
time to spend in unrewarding employment, both financially and psychologically,
which is forced upon women who do not pursue full time careers throughout
their lives.

And for the numerous young women who marry early and do not prepare for
careers before marriage, programs should be available on a part-time basin In
their communities so that they can further their education or attain new skills
if they so desire.

There is also a need for national acceptance and utilization of college level
examination programs so that college credit can be granted for life experience.
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t of prOglatil been initiated and to being used by some colleges and
Kt! iti:ffiiittl) jig o OA MVO. si)tel)1117,1411

expanded
atiztida :ea? uritrletid ao

riPtillitio?Olil4threltlib
tn, they already a t:cu

n 0 le to ay, when one out of three marriages ends in divorce, andMany women With dependent children are forced to seek public assistance to
each PrOgraMe should be available and could even prove to be a toying10 the taxpayer,

The Proisions of HR 208 Will help aid In the education of women to make full
use of their talehte and traininu and In the education of the eeihmithitY,te makeal* of RS trained ktid talent women.

The results of inadequate educational preparation for women do not affectonljr,indlvidnals;, Mit their, and the eominanite as well. The lotto In
thwarted potential', and in economic deprivation to hOth is enormous.

We mot develop program* to Minim that minority .sVonien, *he h been t twee
deprived In educational opportunities, ate provided with the chance to attain the
skills and knowledge necessary to be full participants in Our, etonetny..In too many ea.* it het been the Miner* woman Who 'has suffered thegreatest deprivation lu educational opportunity and as a Coillentience In the labormarket,:

TWO Is partionlarly sIgniiicant In view of the feet that,SI `percept of minorityfamilies living in poverty are headed by women. ,The noted historian; 11, 0, Wells once said, "Fklueation is a race between Ori .itatiOn and catastrophe." We 'etitinot Afford to continue negleet to provide
educational opportunity for 62 percent of the population;

The I'enusylvonla Commission on the 8tatus of Women therefore, urges thisCommittee to release HR 208 With its Strong recommendation forpassage by theentire Congress.

OOTERNOR'S COSIMISSION OX TEE STATES OF WOMER, STATE CAPITOL, LETTLE RdbX,-Mx,
High school senior Idris surveyed last spring rejected by, a small majority

(S1.2% the idea that Most executive jobs can be handled better by men than
women but 15 percent of, the senior boys in the survey believed the opposite' thatmen can do a better job.
- This was one of many points related to working women on which the girls

and boys had different views in a survey done of 765 seniors (603 girls and 102
boys in fourteen Arkansas high schools last May, The study was conducted by
the task force on education and counseling of the Governor's Commission on the
Status_ of Women.

Other points on which the girls and boys disagreed
I Women should stick to "women's" jobs such as teaching, nursing, secretarial

work and, not compete with men. The girls said a resounding "no" by 70 percent;
the bolo were divided with 54 percent no,,45 percent yes.
- College eTioation is more, important for men than %Omen. The girls said

nosy04 percent 4he boys by only 52 percent..
8, bloat jobs a lexless and can be done by women as well as men. The girls

agreed. ial this by 'a 60 percent margin; the boys by only 61 percent.
More boys Ulan girls think that the employment of mothers will lead to juve-

nile delinquency and that women would rather work for men than other woMent
, Overall, two-thirds of the el& bad positive attitudes toward working women

, as measured by the scale as compared with one-half the boys..
Girls rated getting married as their most iinportant IfOR1 white boys rated a full-ti coop first; girls, interestingly enough, rated this second fr h

boys rated, after a career, owning a home, getting married and leisure and
r`Cereittlon time, in that order. Girls rated owning a home; holding a part-time job
and rearing children "after getting married and having a career.

Keeping houses and leisure and recreation were last. The boys pUt rearing
children and keeping house last.

tie majority of the students, both girls and boys, identified school siiperintend-
ent, etigtneelvintepter, and coach as male occupations and librarian as female,'
They, split on the identification of lawyer, with girls saying both and boys deelg-nallutt It ati
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Girls by considerably larger margins than the boys felt that a woman can be
successful in what she undertakes and that the can combine homemaking an
rearing a family with "a career.

When asked if eel( discrimination existed in their schools, the girls listed such
examPlea as athletics, course stereotyping, &eat code, student leadership posb
tieing, bus driving (smoking, ROTC, pregnant girls expelled, married students,
teacher partiality, punishment policies and Neighborhood Youth CAM* jobs, They
proved to be ninth more aware of such disCrimination than the boil; who listed
only athletics, teacher partiality and punishment policies.

Student comments on this survey showed that while some girls feel that
woman's role is changing, many others haVe completely traditional views of a
Woman's role. Of particular concern to Commission surveyors IS the apparent
NOUN of these 'students to forbsee that moat women (9 out of 10) Will wolk at
some period during their lives and that Many will be required to work to Support
themselves and frequently a fandly

RecomMendations made by the Education Task include:
1, That the state textbook approval committees and the Arkansas Bookman's

Association be made aware that the ()overdoes Com Mission on the Status of
Women opposee the choke of teXtbooks which stereotype sex roles,, especially
children's readers, and the use of other children's books Which present a distOrted
view of the potential of women.

2. That as career education is added, an effort be made to present girl* an well
as boys With'a Wide variety of career options which do not place limitattegs on
'their potential. .

a.' That connaelots and teachers be given Materials and information
increased career awareness for women sOthat they can do a better job id helping
young girls 'choose the careers and training which suit, their talents.

4. That more thought be given to realistic lire planning for women in all phases
of education. Excellent materials are available And 'ease model' prograina' are
underway. Xis extremely important that:all -Ailiansas schoolgirls be expoSed to
education find counseling which reflects both' the be* PoSsibilities and the per?
pining new decisions they will experiente After high school; graduation,

Si...Mitt:1T Or CalsTINZ WitsoN, CHAIRPERSON, STATIC COMMISSION ON ,r1Itt
... _, ,. .:, ,, . Brews or Womatti pts Wane; IOWA , - ,

viding quality physical edncation classes and ektra-ctirrieular athletic programs
The StaW,c0Mmissinn on the.Status of Women is sirOegii en-rOrt: of PrO!

for all students in the Des Moines Public Schools. There is no deubt t at athletics
can represent a vital part of ,the educational process, The Joy of participation and
inner satisfaction of an.all-Ont ,effort at a high teyei 'of, skIll are indisputable.
Everyone must have an, opportunity, to actively participate in competitive sport
and to reach, his or her potential,

Practically speaking; however, onr:etbietle;programe have not` worked' as,
intebdeci. An some cases there has seemed to develop a seriousgap between the
philosophy and theOry of sport and athletic participation and actual practice.
Influenees of cOminercialisin and profeseionalism have crept into our programs
and in some .cases have resulted in, the individual , in' itrott,betnig
exploited for ulterior motives or for the perpetuation of vested interest4..,It
appears, that these iniinences are altering our athletic programs from what,
might be considered ideal modelS.

Thils Part of the difliculty.in resolving the prOblem of _unequal oPportunittes
for athletic participation for girls is that our standard for comparison when
citing discrimination against girls has been the current athletie programs tor boys,
This raises some questions regarding the quality of programs desired, and with
no universally accepted standards for programs, the issue of equal quantity and
equal quality of programs becomes difficult to resolve. ,

The arriving at a philosophiCal position and the administering of a sports
program are for professional physical education teachers, athletic directors,
coaches, and school systeins to determine and carry -out. There is no way for
us as a Commission on the Status of WOmen to resolve theSe highly complex
And controversial professional problems. It seems most appropriate for us as a

-Commission, on the Status of Women to call attention to what appears to be
discriminatory practices and to, ractices that may reduce the quality of physical
education programs, and then let you, the protessionale correct the practices and
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resolve the philosophical difference(' in such a way as to maitre qualify epode
004 athletic progratag with cempareble O. rtUolties for participation ter all,

The nret questions I wish to raise are it ut the nature of participation. How
many, ettldellt, Participate In extra - curricular, intereebelastic athletic pregrams?
;low many students ge out" for a sport at the beginntng of the -season but do
not complete the Semen, Why? Han the ,number of those who initially try out
for ateam each year decreasW Why? le It because we are net P1'004114 enoUgn
WIWI% coaches, equipment, ete. accommodate, all who wish 10 narliciPatel
Is it because student bodies are growing lazier, less coMpetitive, less ambitious?
Or is it because of the Of schOol athletic programs? Is the intention to
let all participate or to Pr nee a winning team?

relationship,Secondly, I want te ra se qUestions about the of ithleticil to the
educational proces* How many students really are kept in School by a de.slre
to participate is athletic programs? And the. reverse t how many studentslair
to complete their education due to a feeling of non-success In everythingin.
eluding athletics? How is the PrOposed increased number of coaches going to
affect the quality of, the teaching matt? Are more and more teachers going to be
required to coach? Is this going to mean that more teacher-coaches will pay less
attention to their classes? Or will coaching suffer because teachers will not de.
vote enough time to their team?

Thirdly I ask you to consider the effect of Increased interscholastic athletic
activities on physical education classes and intramural programe. Are gym
classes going to suffer (or perhaps continue to suffer) as more and more em-
phasis is put on athletics and athletic competition? Are we going to see the
further decline and then the elimination of intramural programs because there
is no time to use the gym except at 7:45 In the morning, or because the gym
teacher-coach won't have time or energy to devote to intramural games, or
because the students themselves will see intramurals as "nothing" compared
to the excitement of a game against another school ?

And fourth, I call to your attention the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution that guarantees equal protection of he laws; that guarantee may
well require boards of all tax-supported schools to equalize per pupil expenditures
for physical education, recreational and intramural sports programs, and inter-
scholastic sports programs. School boards may be under a constitutional oblige.
tion to eliminate the disparities and Inequities in sports programs, both in terms
of quantity and quality.

In addition, recent cases strongly indicate that discrimination on the basis
of sex in non-contact competitive sports is unconstitutional. In golf, tennis,
archery, and other such teams, qualified students ought to have the option of
competing with others of equal skill and ability witlr% regard to whether they
are male or female.

It may be concluded, then, that simple equality is not the answer to this prob-
lem of inequality. There are grave problems within the existing athletic programs
offered to boys in the Des Moines Public SchoOls. And I fear that, in effect, by
simply extending existing boys' athletic programs to comparable programs for
girls without questioning the existing programs Is to only further the creation
of a nation of spectators. Participating sports are becoming a thing for the few.
Students who do not receive adequate physical education don't do well in
school. In my opinion a strenous physical education class needs to be offered
to every student every day. Very few peeple get enough exercise and that bad
habit begins very young: There is et least one high school that provides gym
clogs daily ; another one, I understand, recently discontinued this policy due to
cries of "equality." "Girls, who had gym classes every day, wanted their program
to be equal to the alternating c.m class schedule that the boys haVe. Anyone
who has worked in the field of civil rights should know that a basic principle by
which equalizing policies must be measured is that you do not lower tha higher
standard of pay, opportunity, physical well-being or whatever to the level of
the lower standard, Instead you raise the lower standard to meet the high
standard.

I urge you to thus re-examine your standards for physical activity for all stu-
dents --both boys and glrinin the Des Moines Public Schools and then to deter;
mine how these standards best can be met. The issue is an extremely complex
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one with farretiehlng ranildcations, As a State COmtnission on the Status of
Women, we demand that you provide quality as well as quantity physical edu
cation and athletic programs for girls in the Des Moines Public Schools, so that
they may share fully both In the benefits of good, sound physical education clams
and in the reword' of participation in competitive sports.

I auggeeti therefOrs, that you postpone your decision on expanding junior high
and high scheol athletic Programs, and recommend that you establish a stud,
Committee, composed of students, parents, and teachers, to examine the points I
have raised.

Thank you.

CEDAR RAPIDS COMMUNITY SoltOotis

stimparrosat SERVICE CENTER

To: Dr. Craig Currie, superintendent of schOols.
Prom t 1111a, reeonalderatiou committee.
Subject t Challenge to $cOtt4foreaman reeding series,

We hate received and conaidered a Com plaint about the Scott-Poreaman
log Series, presently in use in our schools, from Mn. s-, Rita Huber. Mrs. nu r.
contends that an intensive and extensive sexist bias permeates this owlet) and
that stepe should,be taken to eliminate instructional material which conveys
criminittOry sexual stereotypes. She concedes that (1) no suitable alternative to
the Scott-leoresman Series is presently available and that (g the solntion to this
problem will take, time. The Commillee poseurs With Met, Hubert in her *sten-
Stem reeardin0 the 'material to ewe/sties and appreciate); her awareness of the
else of the task confronting us in correcting this eituatiOn.-

In order to move purposefully. to eliminate eexist bias in instructional material,
the Committee recommends that the following 'kepi he tSken:

(1) The itamixtiate tactics be developed -to raise the awareness level of
all teachers regarding let bias in instructional material;

(2)- that a committee.or task group be appointed to develop appropriate
Criteria relating to se; roles in basal and supplementary material used In
aehools,- and that this group seareh for basal, readera Which Meet criteria
relating to our knowledge about the teaching ot 'readhig in addition to tar-
lona eteretoyping Criteria; _

(8) as an interini` step, that a':grOtip of 'elementary teachers identify
specific stereotypical Situations in the ScottPoreeMan Series end devise
componiatory..etrateglek activities and statements (this could be done
through the Htletriee program),` ,

(4), that 'a COMmittee.be.aSaembied to identifY
of

male-
riai to supPleMeat. basal readers in the area Or Set role Stereotyping 'and;
additionally to Make suggestions for the incorporation acre twits niaW
rial presently- available , into: teAth,14 !units (ON could be an ektended

summer 1970) ;
tat the reehlteencl9ticiti4 :4,_..1)00.- Mined ,Insofar possible t`o

fedi tate cOndneting pre-pevicp seSsi4O, 04 ttliktoOte with all elementary
teachers-in Atigilit1918;

(6) that an in-depth in-service 'PrPgreni in the area of sex rotes be detel-
, °pod and offered, to teachers. We must be prepared to offer an adequate num-

,ber of sections of this course
These- recommendatiOns provide tot' att'awarerlettA; CoiApOnent,' e-e0thPensaterT

componentfer the development of Criteria and for the tdentincktko of appro-
priate instructional -material. a foe su irt-these recommendations, it is the
further suggestion of the PISA: ttecion: deratton Committee. that the Family
Life Education ProJeet Leader coordinate the ebOve activities with advice from
the Community Advisory COMmittee for Family Life EducatiOn. (The Community
Adlisory Committee for Family Life VIduCtition would be expanded to include
representation from the Cedar Rapids Women's Caucus.):

Maaou 9,1078.

I concur, with the above modification (s),

Ronan FOLEY,
Director, Media and Materials.

CRAW it ctrit,
Superintendent o Schools,
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Cltr or St Arms,
Oriaci.:ov WosiEN's Moms,

Seattle, Wash., luty 18,1973.
Ms. Joy Sio Naos,
Employment Security Minding,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ms. Sxmoxsos : The Women's Commission of the City of Seattle strongly
supports alt. 208 And wishes this to be conveyed to the House Education and
Labor Conanittee Subcommittee on Equal Opportunity.

Members of the Commission are deeply involved with the problem of sex
stereotyping in education. This past year the Commission reviewed several
children's textbooks and met with the Seattle Board of Education on this prob.
lem. Although the Board of Education expressed concern, the Seattle Women's
Commission does not have enough staff or funds to fully review all textbooks,
recommend innovative projects and curriculums, present workshops for educa-
tional personnel, or provide the Board of Mention with the necessary Woe.-
mation to insure implementation of our recommendations. Without n concern
trated effort to eliminate sex stereotypes at all levels of education, the results
will be piecemeal at best. Yet if sex stereotypes are allowed to persist in our
schools, women of all ages will continue to be hindered by an inequitable educa-
tionnl System. Federal assistance is needed not only in the area of sex stereotyping
but to insure that women are placed in higher positions and trained for these
positions.

This bill wilt provide for the implementation of projects and curriculum which
will encourage women's full participation in American society. It is an essential
piece of legislation and is greatly needed, especially in the Seattle area. We
feel it must be passed,

We would appreciate being kept informed on the statns the piece of legisla-
tion and are available if any further help is needed.

Sincerely,
SIIIRLEY BRIDGE.

President, Seattle Women's Commission.

ELIMINATING SEX 131AS IN EDUCATIOX

MINNESOIA.STATE BOARD Or IIDUCATION

FOREWORD

The State of Minnesota is committed to providing equal educational and
employment opportunities for women. Despite some progress In assuring women
equal protection under state and federal laws, there is still deep-rooted discrimi-
nation against women in our society,

In this position paper by the Minnesota State Board of Education, adopted
September 11, 1972, affirmative action Is proposed to provide equal opportunity
for women and to eliminate sexbiased practices in our education system. The
board's proposals focus on recruitment and promotion of women in professional
and managerial positions in education; ending sexual stereotyping in the ele-
mentary and secondary schools through changes in instrt.ctional material, In-
service training of educational personnel, and assuring that there will be equal
programs available for both boys arid girls; and providing equal opportunity for
women as students and faculty members in higher education,

I join with the State Board of Education in urging the educational community
in Minnesota to take the initiative now to extend to women their full share of
educational and employment opportunities.

HOWARD B. CASSIEY
Minnesota Stale Commissioner of Education.

ELISIINATINO SEX BIAS IN EDUCATION

The State Board of Education believes that our educational system has helped
perpetuate the division of the sexes into predetermined roles and has failed to
provide freedom from discrimination because of sex and marital status.

The practice of stereotyping and socializing men and women into "masculine"
"feminine" roles has resulted in prejudice, dominance, discrimination and segre-
gation harmful to the human development of both sexes.
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While there is awareness among many people of racism and its debilitating
effects on our society in the wastage of human potential, there is hot the tntrae
awareness of the harmful effects and the extent of discrimination and stereOtYP.
lag due to prejudices concerning gender,

The State Board of Education asks the Department turd the public schools to
assume leadership in eliminating Was and discrimination so that the ninny
practices based on sexual stereotyping can be ended and the assumptions changed
with evolvement of new values.

'1'o ImpleMent this policy, the State hoard of Education requeSts the Coln-
mIssloner and the Department to act us follows:

Consider including a component on sex bias In the Human Relations .Certifielt-
non Regulation (Edit 520-521), Human relation's training should include a
study of the effects of sexual bias.

The State Board of Education is concerned about four areas in particular:
discrimination In hiring and promoting, sex requirements for boys and girls to
participate in sports and extra-curricular activities sex WS in curricular and
teaching materials, and providing in-service training for administrators and
teachers to overcome the habits and practices of teaching stereotyped Octal
rotes.

DiscriminatiOn in hiring and promoting on the basis of sex and marital shift
has been a damaging and long-standing practice in Minnesota's eclucationtil .Sys-
tem. Although women teachers still outnumber men, the number of women hils
been steadily declining for several years.

Promotion bias against feinales shows in the low number of women Who ere
principals or superintendents. In 1011, only 24.040 of the, elementary pet:telt:ale
were women, .5% of the secondary principals, and there were no women suPetin-
tendente in Minnesota.

'rho State Board requests the State Department to:
Review all Department job descriptions and eliminate all sex -based require-

ments for employment or promotion.
Develop a program within the Department which provides equal opportnnity

fOr promotion to higher level positions regardless of sex or marital status.
The State Board requests local boards to:
Provide equal opportunities for employment and promotion regardless of sex

or marital status.
Make known to hiring officials and local personnel committees the pertinent

laws on sex discrimination and to assure adherence to these laws.
Extra-curricular activities have too long been typed as masculine and feminine,

resulting in exclusion of female students from the majority of sports activities.
Certain courses are also presented as being for males or females, limiting 'the
educational opportunities and. destroying the motivation of all students fOr gain-
ing, a full education.

School counselors should encourage students to consider careers in aecOrdarie0
with their interests and abilities regardless of the traditional roles or careers.

The State Board requests the State Department to:
Review all State Board rules and regulations and take steps to eliminate all

sex-based requirements for courses and extra - curricular, activities for students.
The State Board requests local school boards and adMinistrators to
Provide equal access for all pupils to local school facilities, prograins;

ment, staff services, and financial resources.
Some textbooks now used reflect stereotyped concepts of maSculine and femi-

nine roles. SOme elementary textbooks show male adult roles as fireman, riogpe.
man, milkman or predominantly, a menin a bnsiness suit and ".4e who returns
home to a wife whp has spent the day doing dishes and hottaewerk.

These stereotypePlead children to believe that their parents are somehow
unusual, because the majority of men in the state are not businessmen and many
women work and support a family.

Boys in these books are shown as inventive, adventurous and capable while
girls are shown as passive, negative influences who are preparing for a life in
their hoped-for future household. These stereotypes discourage young girls from
developing their basic personal potential and withholds them from the motive.
tion gained from outside reinforcement that is granted to metes.

The State Board requests local school boards and administrators to:
Select books which promote elimination of sex bias.
Books end other materials for raising consciousness of the patterns of existing

bias and containing infornuttion on employment and promotion should be avail-
able to all people in the school system. ,

The State Board Yequests the State Department to :
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`Ari+140 olittion of appropriate boOka, materials and media on sex bias to
be ail table t State Do:Mil:nen! Professional Library and to Inform BUN
of available information, .

qu'raillre for preparation of an annotated bibliography on sex bias to be dis-
Malted to Ill 8001 distriett ift the elate.

Career education programs are now being developed In elementary grades and
junior high. In these programs and in existing senior high programs, the eareers
mist be presented As available for both Male and female students.

Though Programs are nominal)), open to both, the large pert of young worsen
presently, vocational training take secretarial or prac-
dal hotel ours% showing that, little consideration has beta given to less
tradition roes. Girls should, be encouraged to explore non-traditionl courses In
line with their particular interests.

The State Board requests the local boards and administrators te:
Develop,gareer education prOgrams for all students which recognize the need

for equality of Opportunity In career choice regardless of sex. ,

The fourth major coneern of the State Board of Education is to provide In'
serviei training for teachers, counselors and administrative and supervisory
personnel to help them recognize practices of stereotyping and prejudice and rep
adjust their teaching methods and values to end the harmful Practices.

The State Board requests the State Department to t
Arrange staff meetings to raise the level of awareness of all staff members.
Include comPonents on sex bias In education In the conferences and Workshops

sponsored for local administrators and school board m, embers.
Encourage teacher-preparing ,institutions to include information about sex bias

in preservice and In-service programs and courses.
The State Board requests local school boards, and administrators to :
Provide la-serviee training for professional and supporting kart members on

elimination of sex bias.
The State Board of Education hopes these steps will bring Minnesota's schools

closer to the goal of equal education and employment opportunities for all.
Adopted by the Minnesota State Board of Education, September 11, 1972,.

IDArio ComulaBlor ON WOMEN's PROORAYR,
Boise, Idaho, Jury 16,1973.

Ms. 30Y R. SIMONSON.
Rmptoyment Security Building,
Wailning ton, D.O.

Deo Ms. EitiONsoN: On October 14, 1072 the Idaho Commission on Women's
Programs adopted the following :

That the Commission support the proposal presented by Dr. Trump re-
garding Rep. Mink's Bill No. 14451 on special education programs for women,
and which contains a plan for use of funds under this legislation .. , with
the reconun, CM/Min that funding be in the form of block grants to State
Women's Commissions, which shall be responsible for the approval of
projeets and awarding of funds.
am also enclosing a copy of the Annual Report of the Idaho Commission on

Women's Programs, which includes this resolution on page 9 and a proposal for
a state Ilan far Womcn'p Programs under the Women's Education Act on pages
26 and 27.

hope this will pea help to you.
Sincerely,

Enclosure.

MARJORIE TICTII MOON,
Chairman, Idaho Comntission,onlVomen't Program.

EXCinttzrs PROM REPORT OE T}1J IDAHO COMMISSION ON WOMEN'S
PROGRAMS

Cost 1.1 ISSIOX RECOMMENDATIONS

ICDtIoArIONAL DEVV.LopIdictrt, AND CAREER CHOICES

That the Commission supOortsi U.S. Ren..Patsy MInk's Bill No. 14151 on AM.
vial 04110P41011 pitigramig for women, 04..1WOMMend0 ti .at the twulktig Under this
hill he In the rem of block grants to State Women's Commissions, which shall he
reeponsible tor the approval of projects and awarding of funds.
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APPENDIX P

A PROPOSAL FOR A STATI1 PLAN FOR WOMEN'S PROGRAMS UNDiCli Tilt "WOMEN'S
EDUCATION ACT OP 1912"-11.R. 1445k

1.0 Submission of State Plan to National Advisory Council as provided in the
Act.

2.0 Adudnist rative Information
Supervision of the Administration of the State Plan is the:

Idaho Commission on Women's Programs
State House
Boise, Idaho 89707

3.0 Policies and Procedures for selection of Projects and Programs
In accomplishing this, the Commission will consult with and consider Apia.'
cations from the following types of organizations;

1. Colleges and Universities,
2. State Agencies having special information and experience in Men.

ttfying woolen's problems.
3. Pon-ay agencies.
4. Chambers of Commerce.
5. Religious erganizations.
0. Civil rights organizations,
7. Women's clubs, group organizations, etc.

3.1 The Commission will annually write an Amendment to the original State
plan specifying priority areas to which project proposals should be directed.
Priorities will be determined by a comprehensive needs/wants Statewide
Survey.

9.2 The procedures to be followed In the selection of programs to be funded, will
be :

3.21 Development of project proposal by the Agency and institu-
H011(s) and/or community (s) etc.

8,22 Submission of Proposed Project to Women's CommisiAon
3.23 Review and approval of WOmen's Commission
3.24 Funding of the Approved Program
3.25 Program implementation
3.20 Progress reports to Commission at Quarterly Meetings
3.27 Final Report to Commission
3.23 Evaluation of Program by appropriate task force of IVOLen't4

Commission
3.20 Dissemination of information regarding Project

SUMMARY

Many additional details would necessarily be worked out in due time. Mrs.
Mink's bill remains in committee at this writing and no hope is forecast for it
emerging in this session for House consideration. To carry out such a plan would
require a full-time Executive Director for the Commission funded (hopefully)
by Congresswoman Mink's legislation.

APPENDIX H

EDUCATIONAL TASK FORCE

During the 1071-72 year the Educational Task 'Force has had four meetings
and a number of recommendations and programs have been presented to the
Women's Commission.

In February, the Task Force requested the Commission to ask the 11111111111
Rights Commission to investigate hiring practices regarding women with refer-
ence to recruitment, employment, promotion, dismissal, salaries, tenure, and in-
stitutional policy within the schools of higher learning and salaries and promo-
tional opportunities in elementary, junior high and senior high schools, Including
the opportunity to move from teaching to administrative rank.

As a result of this recommendation, two representatives of the Commission
were appointed to joint committee composed of the Women's Commission the
Human Rights Commission and the Idaho Education Association to investigate
such discrimination.
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Three members of the Task Yoke were' apPointed to serve with the Unman
Eights Commission and the Idaho Education Association to study textbooks for
discrimination against Chicanos, blacks, Indians, And women. . ,

The Task Force recommended that the COnimIssion chairman Ire authorized to
n40,14110 Congressmen in support of II.B. 1051 which, providea for special edu-.

cation programs for women. This was done.
,

A brief report on letters from University and College presidents in response to
an inquiry regarding hiring practices, tenure, salary, and prikootifiti practices in-
dicated that in every !instance salartea were lower, the percentage of Wetnen em-
played by universities and colleges is smaller and the academic and administra-
tive ranks are lower for women than for men.

The Task Force was authorized by the Commission to conduct a study on stn. .

dent programs and developMent.
Tho Educational Task Force met September 8, 1072 and set up the goals and

identiftedproblems as follows:
I. 1. ndentify problems in education.

2. Evaluate existing programs.
3. On the basis of the above, develop action progranis for the Task Force

and the Commission.
Problems identified are :

1. Financing education. All sources of income must be studied. Awareness
of differences In school personnel must be given increaSedOonsideration. The

, existing formula for distribution of federal funds must be studied with the
'objective of providing more funds for states such as Idaho. The geographical
and vanity factors must be included to provide additional financial as-
sistance.

2. The need for career planning during elementary and secondary schools
and the desperate need for socialization (including career education) for
victims of drugs and other types of problems.

At the regular meeting of the commission, proposals were presented by the Edu-
cation Task Force, as shown on Page 0.

The central probleta the Task Force will study In the future is, 'The Stereo-
typed sex roles" In.sfilled in youth through educatiOnal experiences and pro-
grams including: curriculum, textbooks, Counseling, and sex identified courses.

Mrs. MINH: Our next Willies is l3ernice Frieder, chairman, Edu-
cation Task Force, National Council of Jewish Women.

STATEMENT OF BERNICE FRIEDER, CHAIRMAN, EDUCATION TASK
FORCE, NATIONAL COUNCIL OP JEWISH WOMEN

Us. Fnizen.1 am Bernice Frieder, chairman of the Education
Task Force and national board member of .the National Council of
Jtiwlsh Women. The NCJW, founded in 1803, with a current member-
ship of 100,000 women located in almost 200 communities across the
country, is an organization dedicated to Community service, education,
and social action.

For 80 years council memberi have been activists in the cause of
Social, justice and in the promotion of equal rights and opportunities
for.all. We are pleased to have the opportunity to express our views

208, the Women's Educational Equity .Act.
NCJW resolutions, which were reaffirmed at our biennial convention

in April 1073 state: "The National Council of Jewish Women believes
that the freedom, dignity,' and security of the individual are basic to.
American deiriocraCy ... and that any erosion of (individual) liberties
or dificrlinination against any person undermines that society. It there.
fore resolves to work for and support measures which insure equal op-
portunity and legal equal rights for women."

4,,
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At the same convention, council iveme0 alsO reafliritiecl finalice basic
"The believea that American -democracy

depends on a strong system of public edneation'to develop the highest:
potential of the Indlviatial, Equal access to qualityednecit tonal services
is a fundamental "tight for all

Sin& 1064'i:the',Nritional Connell of *JeWiSh'WoMen has been an -aq
dye-participantin the 'WICS regram (Woi$0 CoMmntity gory
k)$ wherein COnieil Volunteeps have jOined'Weinen'voliinteiirit from
other organliatioris to,rettnit and screen tens thousands of young,
W01111611i 1.641: years of age,' for the Job Corpti. '

dye haVii'also helped' those girls who were not accepted for the
as those,returiling. NM training' to their hone Coto.

This involvement has shown u$' Most forcefully the 'sellout'
iiincloquaeleS its the education and training avel'n'Jle to these young;
wenien. '

°fir first-hand experience with'the plight of undereducated, poorly.
.women Was, further strengthened 'and Otterided by the recent

NO IV,: rietronal study 'On _day care he, Os, published Under' the
"W mloWS on-Day oftte.0 Wefotrild w,tonien trapped in Poverty,
not only by their lack of educational' and marketable skills; but also
by the absence of adequate child care services for their

14`or'cleeades,. council women have Spoken out Strongly for legisla-
thin to -'guarantee equal opportunities for to provide better Wilds&
troll pro mss tor the'duiadviiitaged 'for, comprehensive child bare'
services four hett6i*Ith'earei hoSt of other_prOgrame-
designed tO tielP people: we see 208 mfoswoiwovs Editatimal
Equity 'ikotot 1078"-os dodifit(ivitii itii6the'r ii4Ortant'40ect of the ,

continuing' striigglefo'itttain social justice for alli'and We are happy,
to' dd our voice to the* Vvho Support it

In PreParationldr today's testiMO0Y,',We circularized 'members', of
the NCJW Education itask Veree for their reactiena tO the proposed=
legislation; Walled exceptien,' 'rpocithIcloti'01,stiiii4 "Yes our
query; $liould NOM iiiippert'thia bill I"' :

Soluie typical eenirtients 'tope* s "ISn't 'abOtit, time that all
strictiens"on eduction enciploymenti:WageS:.and'
se forth, be lifted?"' (thifi'froin itieniber 1Terth',Carelliiaif "The"
facts .are very perituisiye"r(frOni NeW'YOrk)'; dire *ph* with
our coneept,Of "eepuility'Of the SOO'S 444 Of qiiality'edneation for all",
(froni New'klersey).; .4qt is very important that the Congress continuo
to pass' individual pieces of legielatlekhelpfay to women ": (from a ,

member in Utah), So as you can See, kiiit'testlinoily reflects the study'
and thinking of arep'resentative group'of ""

This bill as presently constituted acldresseS itself.to a broad s
trunk of programs and activities, It, lists 16 major activities for which
ftinds be 'appropriated,' and it further provides thak programs
cover students from Preschool through higher and adult edneation,

We do not doubt that every program listed in the &eels important
and needed if the stated goals 'are to be achieved; however, we must
observe that the legislation might be More'effective if, the purpose and
Scope, of the suggested activities -were, somewhat limited, and were
couched in more modest and realistic terms.'

Certainly the amount of money requested would suggest a limited
undertakingt at least in the beginning: Although we would agree that
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legislative flexibility is essential if innovative practices and new diree.
done are to emerge, we regard the scatter-gun approaches often con:
fusing or even counterprocitictive.

We hope that these hearings will result in Modificationaof the legii-
lation to sharpen its focus. The National Council of Jewish Women
would recommend the following three program areas for initial em-
Phasic (1) The development, demonstration, evaluation, and dis-
semination of new and improved curriculums and Materials (2)
propriate training for those who.will use the new materialS:an4 '(3)
education of the public, through the preparation and dissemination
of materials for use in the mass media and other public fortune.

The National Council of Jewish Women is pleased to note that
relevant programs of nonproflt agencies and organizations may be
funded under the act, The potential of the private voluntarly organila-
lion to change attitudes and contribute positively to solutions should
not be overlooked nor underestimated. Similarly, we strongly approve
of the active citizen participation as contemplated in the composition
of the proposed policymaking Connell on Women's Educational Pro.'
grains. This is in consonance with our resolution which pledges NCJW

imembers "to support greater community participation in educational
affairs,"

When the Women's Education Act of 1072 was introduced on
April 18 1972, Representative, Mink called for a reordering of na-.
tional priorities, and went on to say, "I suggest that edneation is the
first place to start in a reexamination of our national goals."

The NOJW agrees absolutely, because we, too, believe that educa-
tion is essential in any attempt to effect social change, We are there-
fore somewhat concerned to see that whereas the 1972 version of
H,R. 208 placed responsibility for the_ program with the Commissioner
of Education and the Secretary of HEW, the 1973 version appears
to eliminate the role of the Commissioner.

All responsibility for the program is placed with the Secretary of
HEW, even though the act provides in section 3(a) that the Council
on Women's Educational Programs is to be established in the Office
of Education. We question the logic and the practicability of this ar-
rangement, and foresee the possibility of serious administrative prob-
lems arising from this apparent ambiguity.

In the same section 3, subsection (b) provides that the Council
Chairman, to be appointed by the President, shall be a salaried of-
ficial, whereas subsection (e) states, "The remaining 20 members of
the Council shall serve without compensation."

Based on my personal experience as an elected member of the
Colorado State Board of Education for 12 years, and as a member of-
the National Advisory Council to title III of the Higher Education
Act for more than 3 years, I would suggest that either all Council
members be paid, or that none be paid.

The present proposal appears to establish two classes of Council
membership, with one "more equal" than the other. Perhaps what
should be considered is a nonpaid 21-member Council working with
a salaried Executive Director.

We Would also raise questions about section 7(0) which' authorizes
the Secretary of HEW "to make grants, not to eiceed,$10,000

per grant, for innovative approaches to women's edueatienal
prograto.
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First we note that the bill sets no limits on the total amotint which
can be distributed under this provision, Theoretically, with the present
twording, the entire appropriation could be disbursed tinder this
seetion.

Secondly, while we wish to encourage the widest possible participa
Lion in the effort to find new and better techniques and programs, it
has been my experience that small grant programs sometimes serve as
a device to distribute moneys on a polities' or geographical baste in
order that every State, or every congressional -Marla, will have a
share of the program.: . .

Too often the results achieved from this kind of a grant progreql
are neglIgible;-hardly enottgh. JuettfY- the amount of paperwork.;
required to prooesS and maintain it.. At the Arne time,. hOWeve,i'
would.like to ice this bill contain "an innovative small grants pro4-
trent :Which aehievo,thf .

the: N heartily, approves °se, Sections , of the:, act
(t y. Provide or niuoh-needed word hatiOti, of -ronititei.Oati*

catiOna program activities within the rederal.CioVornnient, (2) State
that the funds 'granted shall supplement,- not supplant, present fund-
ing, of projects and , programa,: and (3) ',provides for, an annual
view of the projects assist,ed.r..--

would underscore the necessity:for ongelPg and realistic
tion of programs. Particularly in this programovhielt is of, such tre.
mendous impOztance to every. woman At le- essential that prpjects
funded -be. productive' and meritorious' in every way,

In *inclusion, we wish to thank' the committee., for invit-,.tul to,
Make these few obserVetIons. Over Many,' yeirei.NOW members have
demonstrated by word and.deed.their:opporsition to any form.of, dist
cilmination.and, their strong conannitment,toequality Of opportunity
for all. We, therefore, support the concept of the Educational EqUity,
Ae_ ,t and hope to see the adoption of appropriate legi4ation.,.

rs. M.liTIC Thank you very intieh,.We:appreelate your teetinfo
and most specifically the items that you have called our attention
in the think will be most helpful in the final delibera-
tions on this, bill.

To clarify. the differences bill that was offered in the.last
session and this session as . to the matter of responsibility tor; the-
prograin, .1 would like to say that the reason the change :was Made'
was. because at 'the beginning of this ;session there Wee.ft tenr8e0104
tion HEW With the Assistant Secretary of Education being named'
and the responsibilities for education placed at a' different, level; I did
not went, to ignore that _Particular 'Organizational change and, tb013,-
fOriti made titt)f, change In any legislation to conform to it

Mrs. Chisholm..
Ure. Cnienotim. I have one question; On page 8 of your testimony,

you itidiCated the three areasjhat: you would like to 660
phasls placed upon, In these three'areas,'yon did not include any

thing pertaining to the attitudes or the orientation 'of those who.
have the responsibility : for implementing the program.

Perhaps you do not feel that 10 of equal importance,
M. nigpis. .. Yes, do. I ':ookilikirti that as pitrtf:of my.

seCondA appropriate training and the, word, appropriate'
used that v, Ord advisedly to rover the very thing yoithave in mind...
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just'the attitude of those who will 'use the new matsriali br
wain ard.responsible for it, but'I think it is the education; the attitude;
of the public, and I would start with the attitude of *omen themselYen.

I feel very strongly about that. That is why I included the third
part. 'I think We would see that as a very important paiti

I smarked in outlinod recent convention, which was held in April
in Miami, on .the increasing of young women who' are very t.
active iii:Our organization now, all of whom seem to appear to be
deeply committed Very much ItWitrearid deeply committed to: the
principles in your bill. They have a great deal to do to educate Some 01
their ettri neighbors to the realities of the situation because they are
not a* are of the situation; They have not even thought about it. '

Mrs. entstierAf. Thank you. That is all I have.
Mrt. MINK. Thank you,
In the recommendations you made for emphasis, three areas of

emphasis, were you speaking specifically: of elementary' education,
secondary, higher, adult, or are the three recommendations you make=
applicable to all levels of education t .

11111. Parma. They are applicable to all. I would hope that we de
give consideration to the elementary and secondary levels. I think the
tendency has been to emphasize at the college level, and I think the
attitudes begin really in the home and I would like to see it begin' in
the elementary school.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much for your testimony.
I appreciate very much your taking the time to present the views of

the Council.
Our next witness Is Ellen Morgan, Coordinator of the Task Force

on University Compliance, National Organization for Women.
We welcome you to the committee. We have your statement; which

will be inserted In the record in full.
You may proceed any wayyou wish.
[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT 07 ELLEN. MORGAN, COORDINA10A TA0X FORCE ON .UNIVEREITT
COMPLIANCE, Parrfccrott, N,3.

Thank you for., opportunity' to testify. tor the NatiOnal Organisation for
Women concerning tho Women's Educational Equity.. Act of 1818,_14y name is
Mien TilOrgan. .1 attended priMaty and secondary li.h4,0,18 in the United Kates,
and hare earned bachelor's, master's, and, doctoral degrees in U.S. universities
WO it seems fair to Oaf I bate sampled a reasonably large chunk Of the U.S,"
edUcational system, And It think It is inipOrtant to say that it Is the experienCeS'
I .have bad in that system, as a femaleottident 'end as a e ''pate faculty member
which ,t tl4er,. with a Strong,comMittelent to then cndeme OW bate Mg:41VA
me to publish several articles ott`ciinal educationat'oPPorkeenffor_wornon nn
on women in ray deld, literatnee, and to 04411 coordinator 0 NOW'iliatiohaV
Task Forge on University Compliande. testimony' today_ will' report on adhie
of,,S10%rs thinking and acts ties in pursuit of tAtial:Oporiunity, tor gins and

, women at, the various levels of 'eciticatiOkaad acme PPa)15e4 4.044).00
athletics, continuing education, and iyontri'd studies. ,

Vet me be_gin with th0 activities 00' 4061i41. Taik r0$4011 votientati
.000tdati Education Discrimination, headed by mg.' Anne 000t1 61/ h Iltre4
Praok1/0, Nett York 11220, grant ; ean,atted,-,NOWII one of tke,orga4

PSOkst the 10P01 )0'0: ikbY Q*- 4atotefs Ite Igktli7 ,the pro,
/1)2100/13 thrrently e tleti'e)emeMar7 encl'As10401, opPPN te* (11$01'091

'ego Of 'prejnoice` in' early education; eaunrenictelevision; tOyO, tO kt, ti d,
00,441001s., They are developing nonAntiindnitnit nodepitnte
grants, ,vocational training,- and cow* In 14300,' beine`etenOinicae tot, ndl
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tied, int* the ecohomie and other structures of the larger society 1
facilities would It 9 ort , , ,-

kotoisid tt Oak o an 'give to, each of its component sectors? Wome have
so far hod tittle chtthee to participate In determining the character anstielitures
of the higher elliseetion system their Mae' supports ouch a symposium could give
them a chanee to Offerr, their itasights and ouggeotiono in an atmosphere receptive
to their, contributions, Such a syinPoalimi could also examine how antkesulnist
and other biases are trabe.ddeut in the assumptions of each dhielplInC mote
itopottiolti,i,the .F01010001, Could Addrees themselves ist fffatiAll V0040904 ,-
positive Wage toward, which .uniVersitlen squid, at their. individual 4iscretlon;,
wOrlst.I SO bard fat people to etrire for ideals, when they have nOriestr, idea *bat:
their Appitotion Would mean concreje, practical tern*: lint thOitibliqi
sideration of, our current cOneePts of higher. education; a. 0C1140141.4 PtiletSCfs*
could help professors A44 Other, academia veraoubet to eretand hbvt ha AlkIP
7ersitles: and '14441dnitt,delde are presently 8414bA44 lot helping,
there Kentify.these Moses, such a couelaeration glee alternatives
which kould'ulttmately all'closser' to the eel the academy
has tradltioneuYChellahedi , , ,

,Otui of Or other dreapie fa' the estbalishisent' of An institute for itudy rating ,
to, women's problems end perspectives,. Such an instltutte could serve a: tutitiber
of asitchneeded fonCtiooli, all closely 41110 with the fostering of educational
equity for, omen. On the service leVel, it could be a clearinibouee,fortormatton
on the miserable prOJects concerning women now being dens?. While 40041,ntet,,
have found the Pleasure in the chase rather than in the capture, Any° ,who haa.:
ever tale(' to track 0onli.bibilograehi and other reeottrof in this 100 knoWS.
more 'than ,ohe or be wishes to know about the delights of, aking end eSos phone
calls and writing unwieldy numbers of postcards and letttrif to plicea,aCrOO4 Ike .,
country and, even around the *Odd., There is something admittedly. agreeable
about having to know everybody in order to know anything, but there is a veritable
renalessake.of creative thinking and scholarly and artistic prodUction and other
such activities going on in the wake of the Women's movement today, and, It is
obvioue.that a 810010 segment of our country's population, including both females
and males, is eager to loans about and share tn,thls development, and cannot do ,

so on this charming Person:toperson bash,. ; , , ; .

Secondly --and this la the :heautifoi, magic; part of our dream-400h an, In
stitute could provide work spaee.and facilities and a supportive climate. to some
of the yarlotio, People .whe are the - renaissance. There is, at roseate place, no'
*pot?, In our society where women can go to think, to wrestle with their demons,
to create:. all .lithink.tanks",and institutes for research and study we hail
are places whIc , are, candidly ppeakIng,, niate.7itoinistated, molesupervised, and
male. in terms financial aid, member selection, traditions, and outlook, Wbat,
is needed is not a place from which men who are interested in this .work are ,

excluded,, but a plaee where women are not the "others" or the Poo-eds," the
"alsos ". or the tokens, where they ire permitted the psychologleal and physical
autonotor our society has never. ore offered them. Virginia Woolf summed it
up with a clown-tartinseso that may sock us in the solar plexus of our romantic
notion's about artiets, but is welkalculated to disembarrass us of any illualone
absout the ibility of, the Creritive woman to be ProductlY0 :la. a non-Supportive
climate. Speaking of the female as creator, Woolf tia14.,Ilatly: "a woman inuet
have toe and a room of her, ow 4,1! , :

sorpe'.of the 'Work, which WOW immediately be Initiated at Such an Institute:'
would het without doubt, social research, Tremendous changes are taking plate
in ettitucieS 'toward women And sex rOless in our sec eta, but the traditional reseph,
organisatione are ProrioS unable to describe and inefieurlt these changes because
their Peritonuel do nok.knO.! .11Put to eliminate their own sargely unconscious Oeg
hist* their resiestrils tools and methods, in eohoequencei,uoclology and,
other.fteadeMle,010Plitiell tent/114'004e incorPorate intb their purview ouch
iteilrtssit'new inrorroatlon, and to snalyse ite 1.1icance. tie totalitled
pis. reties arsa

tones
0. do, this felt not betas,

,setv'es iqessperittf on by, le .iyho,- while they may. e Of. tbe.herstlieist good IOW
hired by the traditional Organisations And, sides, do not wielito sublect thewel

t.t:teileirtpltelaat sense baitilli0,1!) own o!orOot000 the.
n ,o4iltP14)16P0.108- Pacio*Oeia4 14040.11o, ,

boos' t
,ease

't ry,", he:disCunion 'or the need tor,woniews
atudtek , e aPpearkbehiel,1 v tri to deocribe. the sexual
which a present characterises 6 041.* 4410016siat'systent1 because mo.t.
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of institutional protocol. A second projeeCttte, committee :NOM-140,6ds le the 4'01E44'4 60044141g personnel 06 that triatitre,wOmen Wishing toblaili'it ViliCntiQr
turn for process

of aping so, wiii have itifoineitatia cit.abie 140whom16. 4rA for atitiec Outapott, and information, such AtoJect,noteth0 'rich '4.0000 PaaltlettitiOn.of barriers towotiOoponstn-otag educe:
tlek are urgently needed, and call for immediate attention and.flnancial suppOrt,Now also has a National (tonnittee to Promote Wanton's StudStudies chaired bygll. , f$Arah 8101.0 ,Schramm, MO Bridgeport Avenue St. 14111e, O. 0144, TirCommittee" to of the appropriateness of Woniatea ,Stu let to NOW's000; is Aim Atificadage to the national a Force on Elementary and fice-sitlarr
VdticatIon,I)Iserittilnatisitt,,and*MaIntiti i 1 al$On With :the Task romp en,univer,
igtt'eetaiAlance. It. was 040)1100 fehelP.Inteteetedneenie in setting uP,Womon's
atddiett courses. 4Cate,O(' its,objectives are to help, ,to .put: woman's: ecCOOplish.
PROS into proper PerSpeetive and tO'dlastniinatevalnable, aria bp-motor° tooter), ',
tafortaation and resources, eit':'Wometi. The, Conitnitie0 will Oen publish a're-
souree boOklet entitled "Do It Voltiself Wotnan'S atudiea," Which will list re-sources by,,fleld. . ,, '' , , . . : -,. : ', ,.:

A$ I eh) ati edOttiei interested in en0101001 refOrM, and was, .until Within the
east year,-still a student, let Me try td convince you of the absolutely critical need
Or funding ,t0taett's Studies arid PetaOnnel. retraining. Maybe teen give you alittle of the flavor: Of What Is happening. in our N1041104! t!.y.Stens, and shadowin what needs to be One to linprOve it. _ . .

thirini all these years While I have been in school and college, I saw no women
,,, . ,

In our history, textbooks except a few suffragists described as "suffragettes'! In
perhaps h paragraph or So, and made to seem ridiculous and unwomanly, and
has been hard not to cOnclede that women have not contributed nine)) to civlitra
Hon, I did not realize that history .as we knew It is not at all what it purports ,.

to be.4-11 reasonable record of the known activities of the !mitten racehut rather,
a record of Whet historians have se. tar thought it Important- to mentions --the
wars, cOnqUests, and technological developments that were the business of . A
powerful and privilegek but not necessarily more gifted or more worthy, few,
virtually all, like the historians themselves, male.

No one talked about the fact that women, Subject not only to uncontrolled and
often dangerous childbeitring,.but more Importantly to oppressive legs economic,
educational, and ether disadvantages, were not permitted to engage,In these aetivl-
ties. Nor did anyone talk about the many activities in which women and otherpowerless people-fig majerity Of huthankInd-4114 engage, and the achievements
they managed to accomplish despite enormous hatidicapn. We were deprived of
our heroines, and only now (as, In the aforementioned:documentary on our !Or.
methers)' are we .heginning to reclaim them, and with them the models of ex-
Celle:tee and Courage and large-hearted humanity they offer. us all, *Omen and
men alike,, It Is Imperative, befote any more damage Is done to women's Self-

tnestee, and before Alai More contempt Is substituted for the truth, that new, Mere
objeCtive Nits be Written, new research done and communicated to the public,
and that fUnds be provided to make this work possible, ,

Our college psychology and sociology textbooks were full of ae*role atereotypei
Which Insulted and shamed my sister- students and Me, According to these dia.!
CiplIfies, a female was not "normal" unless she was pasalye, narcissistic, inasoPbt$
tic, and found_ complete fuldilment in playing a Subordinate toI0 within the con .

fines of het husband's home, ,How many boys would go On to become detorgi'
lawyerit, etc., If we told them' it was unmasculine to achieve. or to participate ,

'actively in the world Outside the home? How many Would find it easy to respect
themselves_ if we told them that by nature they were; characterized bY. tfralts which
our society despises --like tiMidity,T dependence, etc,? I heard Tin.' tkii, claSse
nothing about conditioning, or about the characteristics *WO all beople who are
Owlet' the control of Other poopl.-staves, eetirtierg, ,lower-tookpc#0141m
women - ,adopt 14 order to survive. ;,I hearCnothiog about how 'people; If kept
down' long '646vgb;' 44- deeply atfected bY-06eletY's estimate of their capabilities
and RS eatle+k*ItlectatIene..af thoio, o#4, 600946;0i have low: tows: of ;04
0000 and et - confidence, and eapiratiOnSt which are te0opgtuOia with their true
potentialS,';,jt-, Is Imperative that a new Mel 'OPP

are
sociology at *6 en be

4V0191)1 and tau t before any more !wt. is ,46okAnYittkore'*'004001 Mkt. '
&Illtrio eyli.ji, 04-10:aopOott the, Ofivqeh'iiiittits otaooinatiOn:,, '.',

Aft-.otoiea Oa t *04 okorlo b),.eptat,PI :00014 ',ttiO, tikOsOtig0 Abr, * -omen
of, 4g.g.40 and 0 tilwattiatsf and .:COPttiliutint b

the- AO a Mat', OpectiVe'enlf, to he atej,eothog A :werdett 4 fu, gtopi .0
male fSutasies. The fact that women have excelled in all the'ait forms erinitt

, ,
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them was completely bypaooed. We did not learn that women were rarefy allowed
to be apprentiees in the great studios, where their male counterparts received
their training, or to draw from live models, no their brother artists did. Nor did
we learn that, for all that women's art, like their lives, was tied to the serving
of their families' needs, .the tapestries, lace, and numerous other things they
mode for use in their homes were not one whit less beautiful or valuable in
terms of skill than the statues and paintings which their brothers made for
display in museums and public squares, Nor did we hear how the woman artist
who did create statues or paintings was, and is atilt today, criticized according
to pejorative sex stereotypes and rarely able to convince museums and public
officials to display her work.

Nven our matberoatics and science textbooks reflected the negative cultural
stereotype of women. They contained implicit and explicit pejoratives aimed at
women, and still do; one enterprising ninth grader from a public school in
Montgomery County, Uaryland, has just recently analyzed her algebra tektbook
and found it unsatisfactory. In a memo to her principal, she explained that in
word problems involving large sums of money, the subjects were male, and that
the only problems with female subjects dealt with weight, age, or hair color.
The mate subjects were, moreover, distributed among many occupations and
engaged in exciting aetivitles, whereas the female subjects always were house.
wives or club members and invariably immersed In the sewing of clothes or other
stereotyPed activities.

And, in my own, field, literature, as in all the others there was strong evidence
that professors and anthologists and critics often viewed women as a variant
and inferior form of human being. Women's works were rarely read, and crlti.
et= of the few works, that were studied was till of sex stereotypes. We did not
learn that plenty of "normal" women were bored restless, and often desperately
angy about, and hurt by the demeaning restrictions placed upon their freedoni
and the lack of challenging and fulfilling opportunities offered to, them, betau, tie
we did not read the journals, letters, and ,other works they wrote while being
actively discouraged from writing poetti, drama, etc. We did not learn that huge
quantities of both esoteric and popular literature have been devoted' for centuries
to tirades against women, and t6 claims that they are inferior and even evil
human helium We did not consider how such, misogyny must have discouraged
Many genuinely talented women from trying to use their talento outside,the
prescribed female sphere, nor did we consider the consequences of the fact that

. much literature today exhibits the same misogyny. We did not study the Images
which writers have projected of women in terms of the stereotypes b' which
thefte writers were obviously influenced, Tiffany, we did not examine the medium
of the art of literaturelanguage-4nd thus were not made aware of the male
orientation* skewing of our perceptions of women end men and the world we
share.

And what about the advisors and teachers who are still telling yOung women, as
one of mine told me, "You have a wonderful mind, WO too bad you'll just get
married"? The fact that these men are, often auperb seholars and gifted teachers ,
and warm, sincerely concerned mentors only makes their *len* the More conn
vincing, the less easy to dismiss, although, in the end, PerhaPe, what theY tette))
us of independent thought and humanistic ideals enables unto waken t6 the truth
and act. But surely many of the people in positions of such responsibility and

rePower need training and guidanee In order that they be made awa 'of the bias
they project and its deleterious effects.'

And add to fill these foregoing details the facts that t the Oporto which were
supported throughout our education were those in which males excel, se that
We were lett unaware of our own athletic potentials and cheated of proper
physical conditioning; that the teachers and administrators who were hired)
Promoted, and tenured were overwhelmingly made, and therefore, not sufficiently
useful to us as role models; that there '.were quotas tompletely unrelated to
merit for the admission of women students, especially at the so-called "beat"
schools; that guidance and placement counselors discouraged in us Signs of
commitment to our own autonomous development; that scholarship ,and other
funds went mainly to males, despite individual merits, that child-care and
routine medical services, non-punitive materity policies, and equal oppertunity
for obtaining housing, and even equal pension and insurance coverage, were not
provIdad to female faculty and staff, or parental child-rearing leares to anYotle:
that anti-nepotism rules constituted de facto discrimination because they re
suited in failure to hire wives ; and that, as the reports I am getting from all over
the country all too depressingly indicate, very little has really changed even in
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the past year or so, And Men let me ask you to consider for a moment a wise
thing Nietzsche (who said a number of decidely unkind things about women)
once said about education: "Better know nothing than half-know many thInga."
It seems to me that it is no exaggeration to say that our Whole educatiOnal
system, as It exists today, from early childhood through graduate levels, and
from the playing field to the counselor's Ace to the classroom and its texts and
tests, teaches both women and men to halfknow, to know only the male half
of the story, and thus dangerously and hurtfully distorts our Perceptions and
renders women less able to approach the potentials within themselves and to
share with men the burden and preciousness of our common humanity and our
problematic society. It is overwhelmingly obvious that what we need is across-
the-beard and deepthroughtheheart reform, and that to make possible educe-
ttonat equity for women, we must fully support and fund the work which lies
ahead.

Now let me address myself to the question why the federal government should
fund this effort.

As I have mentioned, there are a few studies which have been done for which
adequate funding was obtained, studies which therefore have been as intensive
and painstaking as Is desirable. Besides the documentary of which I have apOken,
there is a study of a kind of which we need many more, a study of the treatment
of women in high school textbooks, entitled "You. Won't Do"; What Textbooks
on U.S. Government Teach High School Olds. Done by Dr. Jennifer S. Macleod
and Ms. Sandra T. Silverman under a grant from the fiagleton Institute of
Politics, it wilt be published this fall by KNOW, Inc., in Pittsburgh, But other
similarly Important studies, when it has been possible to conduct them at all
duo to lack of funding, have taken far longer than they should have and/or
have been less thorough than desirable. Lack of funds has meant lack of
facilities, and the necessary reliance on totally volunteer labor. 3Iost atudies dons
under such conditions have not received the wide publication that the Importance
of their content deserves, partly again for lack of funds, but also because access
is frequently blocked to the scholarly journals and other media ; almost an of
these are wider the editorial control of people who do not recognite the
significance of the subject matter, or who are critical of the lack of scholarly
thoroughness that was the result of lack of financial support. Some very good
studies have been published only In very abbreviated form, in periodicals that
hate very limited circulation; others are available, often only in mimeographed
form, from the authors themselves. Examples of studies in these categories are:
Frisof, Jamie Kelem, "Textbooks and Channeling," a study of five social studies

textbooks, published in abbreviated form in Women: A Journal of Liberation,
Fall 1999.

Committee to Study Sex Discrimination in the Kalamazoo Public Schools,
"Report of the Task Force on Elementary School Textbooks," "Report of the
Task Force on Personnel," "Report of the Task Force on Physikal Education/
Athletics." "Report of the Task Force on Vocational Education," "Report of the
Task Force on Student Oriented Concerns," "Report of the Task Force on
Selected Subjects," published privately and available only by mail. ,

Women on Words & Imagoes, Dick and Juno as ViCiiM81 Sex 'Stereotyping Os
Children's Readers, published privately and avaliable only by mail from the
authors; this study has been widely acclaimed, but at no time, was funding
forthcoming.

Schmidt, Earl Robert, and Dolores Larracano Schmidt, "An Analysis, Quantita-
tive and. Qualitative, of 29 Textbooks Designed for College Survey Courses in
American History," an informal, unpublished paper.

Committee to Eliminate Sexual Discrimination in the (Ann Arbor) Public
Schools, Let them Aspire --a Plea and Proposal for Equality of OpporSunity for
Ifoles and Females in Me Ann Arbor Publio Schools, a detailed analysis of
sexism in schools, available only in mimeographed form and by mail.
It should be clear* then, that when nobody funds this work, the work suffers

in terms of distribution and/or quality. And numerous important studies re-
main in proposal form only, due to the inability of their designers to obtain fund
ing. Inventive projects such as one being conducted by the Women's Rights
Task Force on Education in New Jersey (under Mc Jean Ambrofte, fi49 Lenoic
Avenue. Westfield, New Jersey 97090) ere unable to expand and be publicized to
the extent they deserve and need to be. This Task Force is setting u a directokY
of women in non-sexstereotyped oecupatIons, women who are wil Ins to visit
high schools and talk about their work, women whom atedente tray edit to Ms-
cuss the prospects of women in that geld, and even visit at their place of work.
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_But what about funding from the foundations and other such grantmaking
bodies, Ton , mxy ask, Over and over again, these institutions have been ap
matted, and repeatedly they have declined to fuud.our studies, giving reasons
along the liner of the following 1 ".We don't have any department into which this
study 641 we don't have anYcategory of funds for this, since it dose.not relate
to minorities i studies such as this must be approved by the department head; or
the bead of the institute, and he doesn't think the subject matter is important
Or suitable for study,H Here are descriptions of several studies not. being con
ducted; Wane. of inability to obtain the necessary Aindingi - :.: ,,

_, . . ,

A ;16000 .reeearch study of the effecta of the "generic" use of masculine terms
In eletnentaty 'and' high School textbooks, a grant request tinted 'down by' a
major foundation on the groode that in the opinion .0t the grant Ofdrer,` the
continual ti of terms as "he," ,ohim," "man" hilexthoOke haf no effect
b6eatise- female "as Well as tale stud to "undoubtedly" understand that, the

A 16,000 research ettldf `011ie effects of Sex.stereotyped children's' stories on
tittim'refer to females "equally" with melee: ,. .'' '-' , '.. , -:,:'

e ementary: Oheol children, the grant.iOneet turned dotal* a major fohpda
tt6n On, the 'cirentide of the' ,Offictei belief 'that Sex.stereetyped .atOrle.
haven° etteeta On the cnildrett;- -, ' '' ., , :- - ," ,,--,',,, f 1 /1. -,

A 2year, 6100,000 community study of the ways in which community institu. ,

tIoKat4tho014/toW019140'soveruntent, 1)011(.4 ttepattniett,lhattttlble PIAUI*
tlottay Otitl nnd lloy, *opts, etc. 7-Perpetoee 0t)4 ento .1*kt% Ole eler's
iti which (I:0100010 `grout can Istinin 11 rind a dial hi e n i a : '''
grant *beet denied on t e grounds that snob II btOdtrlool Aotltkvolier
communities across the country because they woutd not have the linenelol imp-
port provided,in the demonstration community, t . .:,. ;',. . .:......:1,-',., f

rietin Sclet me stress for Yot* apeciiir consideotioh the feet theastf, tor tacit of
. .

odequete=f i . 9 the , oreatlon .9g , nesconWeer.let. tetth0344 is being lket
Most 141i P1t 11400 *we* thus tar, shown vall WU. Soot tt 1 ytto t 0-41
of dfunithit the such teitti I other '10inte, 010,_not tia.'74t tat

' coming. tinder Ti 6 of the IfoltieetiOnol Amendments Of 1972 (Higher rAtICtii
tion A.ct), Mani teat im may soon ,be'deelered uneebeOtehte; but there, are no
new textbooks available:Olt ONO, -ther.; and So,* I this Wotk 14 done, Part ill
the iii064 intentiona

point
pnaaltutthelar.11! ottratel,, ,,, ., .,-

IA me at Inte'Point alert Yen to another veri ee lin ,teaaon wht the WArk:, ,

of groups such. as ours intlat4 *thrOughlederal 'Am ng; integrated Into tho
contest of , the tivera1Coftort;- supported by he federal, goternMente.10 end be
discrimination einkulanteusly,oniOtary tront, IteeetfOr:riAikvo:begOri tOligt100,
a Tory sinister development :- other; 'groups aye'ill10000erea'.014,0044000P ,antll
are using it to instift, discrimination! '10140811Y, We have best/ armed to $ell'O ';
as consultant. te--,corpOrate employers who use our Anginas in Order 04111010
to the Department of Labor why they 'cannot: looftte'`quallAed IroMen'axeentivea ,.

110tPrePOPetl, Wonleil .for ighlevel ,responSibillty;:. If our activities ore seen to
as the 10*,04:10000; the. The otihtie sehoOle, they pale" for exatap10,)44,0 , '

01`celnent 10 the total ei,ally-riuppotted prograni of batting Sek dlecriml. :,,,,'
nation, rather than as isolated studlee, done without fed.itil enppOrt; and without
reference. O A federal commitment to equal opportunity inSverY sPnetd, the djs-
ertInInation we eipooe, instead of $101t used 10 lteep women heck on employment
an other fronts, wili liceeen as just',,one- facet Of SA *rail effort to. hielitil
in solve the problem Of discrimination against women i6 oties4ciety. -..

.6 addition, it must be gild Oat' Cltigreke.very in mendable efforts to root '' ..
out discrimination against *omen 'in education by creating eq041:,OPPortipilfr
legislation need to be, supplemented by just sneh activities as we kre,entatteq in
and would he able and 'eager to.CerrY Mit on a Wick lager le with adequate
rnindlbg,',,Antl-cllattimthatlon haws cannot !A 'ever/ instant* be depended upon A

to yield todrotis. For Instance, although last Year Congress ontlaired'.dieeriminit.
tiOn in pubile4-funded educational programs under title IX etthe 4dpOotion
Amendments of 1912 (flicher EdneotionAOt), this le* is not yet iii.fiqe due to
HE taiNro to, ppP1)414 recniationd, Ond the charges we have flita 664101
schools that stand in Violation of the law are yet to be ifireitigated. And, o
&nine; both enforcement agencies, and cititens are more likely to cooperate with
laws,' thus reducing' the coats and problems. of entoreemeht. when they have
enough of the kind of intorthation NOW and other group' are Working to litl!,
vide, to enable them to understand and reepect the Intent of _the lewd. ,

Before .closing, let the state for the record that, It is NOW's contention that
equal educational Opporteuity cannot be assured to all V.C.,eitIzeniCnntil both
the extent and nature of sex discrimination on every level of education are
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clearly documented. (And let us never forget that to deprive women of equal
educational opportunity is to so deprive half of every minority group.) Only the
Oflice of Edutation has the power and capicity to accomplish this momentous
task. NOW requests that you urge that the Odic* of Education follow the recom-
mendation of the President's Task Force on Women's Rights & Responsibilities,
as stated in the report issued lti December 1969, and conduct a "survey of die.
crimination because of sex, not only in practices with respect to students but
also in employment of faculty and administration members"; such a survey, if
of a scope and depth to reveal the significant patterns and problents, will enable
those who are working in the vanguard of reform to match with imProved
efficiency and accuracy of perspective their initiative, inventiveness, and
dedication.

We In NOW applaud the constructive spirit of the Women's EducatiOnal Equity
Act, and urge each of the honorable members of this Subcommittee to support It ;
the day that public funds are authoriied for such corrective measures as we
have attempted to show are necessary, (and as we guarantee there are willing
and knowledgeable people to design and carry out), will be the day we begin to
counteract with the vigor and spirit of our highest Ideals this country's two-
hundred.year heritage of Inadequacy in educating the female half of its, people,

STATEMENT Or ELLEN MORGAN, COORDINATOR, TASK FORCE ON
1/NInESITY COMPLIANCE, NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR
WOMEN, PRINCETON, NI

Ms. Mosomi. Thank you.
My name is Ellen Morgan and I serve as coordinator of NOW's

National Task Force on Ilniversity Compliance. I joined NOW one
day while studying for my Ph. D. exams; that day every book I read
in preparation for the exams put down women.

A.s you know, NOW is a civil rights action organization committed
to bringing women into full participation in the mainstream of Ameri.
can society, exercising full rights and sharing responsibilities in part.
nership with men.

Most simply stated, our basic goals in the educational sphere are
eliminating all forms of discrimination against women at all levels
of education, and the reorientation of the educational system to fairly
represent the contributions and accomplishments of women, and to
encourage the full development of women as well as men.

Accordingly, we have set up within NOW several task forces and
committees which work for educational equity for women. Our full
statement, which X have brought for the record, was prepared from
material submitted by each of these groups. If that has made you
envision with a shudder the proverbial camel which resulted when the
committee tried to put together a horse, let tne'say a brief word in be-
half of camels, and thus encourage you to consider the full report
rather than only this summary, which cannot but inadequately repre
sent NOW's thinking and activities, in the area of edneatiOnal equity.

Camels, lit us admit, are better at getting people across long stretches.
of desert in record time than any other known living beast. And if that
remarks helps to concretize for you as we have all tried to do, the

'fact that the U.S. educational systein has a oliMitto Which scorches
women on their journey through it and is a terrain ungenerous 14
springs to quench the female traveler's thirst, then I hone volt
forgive me for having committed the impropriety of introducing a
camel into this august chamber.

Ours full report covers the activities of.our National Task FORTes*
on Elementary and Secondary _Education, Discrimination on tul,
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varsity Compliance, and on Women and Sports, and of our Ad Hoe
Committee on Continuing Education and our National Committee to.
Promote Woman's Studies.

The report deals in some detail with the various projects in which our
people are engaged. I shall not here present a list of their activities,
for its length would .only try your concentration and obscure the
dramatic excitement of their commitment and conviction, the energy
talent slid astonishing inventiveness which they bring to their
work.

liut, to give you an idea of the scope and importance of their efforts, I
will mention briefly that they are studying and documenting bias in
children's television, toys, textbooks, and audiovisuals, and examining
patterns of discrimination in the licensing evaluation, and promotion
of teachers and operation of teachers' unions.

Members of these groups, located throughout the country in our
over 500 16eal chapters, are developing nondiseehninatory models for
athletic. programs and vocational training; they are trying to obtain
compliance with antidiscrimination legislation from school systeMs,
eolleges'and universities, most of which are inexcusably reCalcitrant
and uncooperative,;.

They are working on the creation of sound and effective affirmative
action' plans, They are analyzing bias in standardized tests. They are
developing resources to assist mature women to obtain the education
without which they cannot qualify for decent jobs. And they have plans
for symposia, and institutes to consider, how "to' modify. our, whole
educational system se as to bring, it ,into line with he demeeratie
and egalitarian ideals it teaches, but which do not govern its treatment'
of females, ..

In the section of the report dealing with curricular reform we have'
- tried to tove a picture of what the atmosphere actiially is in our Muck

tional inatitutIons and how the texts,, pedagogical and' counseling,
practiees and other factors scar both female an male students with
contentpt'for females and diseourage female students from believing in
their capabilities and respecting themselves, '

We have commented on the unfair hiring, prometion;'antiturtistilJ
tenure, and financial aid practices, the admissions, quotas bawl on sex
tithe"' titan merit, and, the de,facto discrimination, resulting 'fretil ,

adequate gild care, medical serviees, maternity provisions, and -from
tmecotal provision of housing, fringe benefits, et cetera; oil ,of which
help to-make our educational system alien and harsh territory for the
female student, teacher and administrator, and serve to demonstrate,
the, overwhelming necessity for radical change of. the kind toward'
which We are working. R

NOW is providing those costly 'serlices which we believe' to' be the
pliblic responsibility of the Department of .Health, Education, and
Welfare, not of a volunteer organization:

Since we liaVO 4, clear perception of the problems and a strong corn,
mitment to see, them solved, we .hope that our abilities and those of
others who have demonstrated the same concern will be utilized by
1-MW. But on our own, we have neither the power to elicit, essential
inforthation nor the funding to expedite our work or publicize our
findi

And that is where you, and the Women's Educational Equity 'Act,
come in.
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Out full report contains information on the unquestionable smarm
and acknowledged value of the few projects we have done for which
we were able to obtain adequate funding. I have brought two poster-
displays to show the worldwide recognition accorded our documentary,
"Our North American Foremothers."

Also I brought with me and gave to the committee some copies of a
pamphlet, "Dick and Jane As Victims; Sex Stereotypes in. Public
Schools." I thought the committee would be interested in that.

But most similar projmts, when it has been possible to conduct them
at all, due to lack of funding, have taken far longer than they should
hove and sometimes have been less thorough than desirable. Lack of
funds has meant lack of facilities, and reliance on totally volunteer
labor.

Most studies done under such conditions have not received the wide
publication that the importance of their content deserves, partly
again for lack of funds, but also because access is frequently blocked
to the scholarly journals and other media; almost all of these are under
the editorial control of people who do not recognize the significance
of the subject matter or who are critical of the lack of scholarly thor-
oughness that was the result of lack of financial support.

Some of the most important studies, then, get published only in
very abbreviated form, in periodicals that have, very limited circula-
tion; others are available, often only in mimeographed form, only
from the authors.

Thus, when nobody fonds the work, the work suffers in terms of dis-
tribution, and sometimes of quality. And numerous important studies
remain in proposal form. I have given you a list of some that I think
are important that so far cannot be done for lack of funding.

But' what about foundation funding, you may ask, Over and over
again, these institutions have been approached, and have repeatedly de-
clined to fund these projects, giving reasons like: "We don't have any
department into which this study fits," or "Studies such as this must
be approved by the department head, and he doesn't think the subject
matter is important or suitable for study."

And so the Federal Government is our only hope and, we believe,
the rightful source of funding for several reasons.

First because Federal agencies which enforce antidiscrimination
legislation have often asked us to provide them with informationas,
for instance, on which criteria peculiar to the academic scene and used
in hiring or setting university salaries and ranks have an invidious or
disparate effect on women.

We would be happy to do the necessary studies, but not only are
funds needed but the Federal Government's power to obtain, institu-
tional statistics and other records.

Secondly, both enforcement agencies and educational institutions
are more likely to cooperate with the antidiscrimination laws Congress
has passed, thus reducing costs problems of enforcement, when
their personnel have enough of the, kinds of information NOW and
other groups are working to provi e because the information will
enable them to understand and respect, the intent of the laws and tini
need for them.

And, of course, these laws cannot always be depended upon in them,
selves to yield redress. Although last year Congress outlawed diger/mi
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nation in publicly funded educational programs under title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, as has been mentioned, this law is not
yet in force due to HEW's failure to publish regulations.

An interesting sidelight in connection with title IX is that for lack
of adequate funding, the creation of new, non-sexist textbooks is being
neglected. Most textbook publishers have shown very little interest in
financing their preparation, and other funding has not been
forthcoming.

Arid, so, when title IX is enforced and many of the present textbooks
are declared unacceptable under its provisions, there will be no new
textbooks available to replace them. Thus unless textbook revision is

now,funded now a significant, part of the good intentions of Congress in
passing the law will be frustrated.

Lastly, there is another very compelling reason why the work of
groups such as ours must, t hrough Federal funding, be integrated into
the context of the overall effort, supported by the Federal Ciovernment,
to end sex discrimination simultaneously on every front. Recently we
have begun to notice a very sinister development: other groups have
discovered our research and are using it to justify discrimination.

Iconically we have been asked to servo as consultants to corporate
employers who use our findings in order to explain to the Department
of Labor why they cannot locate qualified women executives as the law
requires them to do. The public schools, they argue, for example, have
not prepared women for high-level responsibility.

If our activities are seen as an element in the total federally sup-
ported program of combating sex discrimination rather than as iso-
lated studies done without Federal support and without reference to a
Federal commitment to equal opportunity in every sphere, then the
discrimination we expose, instead of being used to keep women back
on employment and other fronts, will be seen as just one facet of an
overall effort to identify and solve the problem of discrimination
against women in our society.

Before closing, let mo state for the record that NOW believes that;
equal educational opportunity cannot be assured to all U.S. citizens
until both the extent and nature of sex discrimination at every level are
clearly documented.

We ask you to urge that the Office of Education do the survey rec-
ommended in the 1069 report of the President's Task Force on Women's
Right and Responsibilities. If possible, I should like this letter from
NOW, dated October 100971, to Hon. Sidney P. Marland, Jr., re
questing this study to be introduced into the record. /

Mrs. 3.1Iixic. It will be inserted without objection at the end of your
statement.

Ms. MorioAx. We in NOW applaud the constructive spirit of the
Women's Educational Equity. Act.

I think our feeling is the leader should be chosen by the working
members who will have to operate under that leadership, and that in
their selection concerned groups be consultedgroups which have
demonstrated their support for this bill and for activities of this type.

I also would like to suggest that if we don't compensate the entire
group, it is putting at least some of them back in the role of the women
volunteer who is doing work that is very necessary to society without
compensation.
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We urge each of the honoralile meMbers tO
su pport the Women's E EquityEquty Act. For our parti'we guar.
intee yoU knowledgeable people who, with Federal funding
and support do everything in their power to end our OotintryY3
200year !history of inadequacy in 'educating the female half of its
peo_ple.

'Thank you., -.-

[The letter referred to follows :3

Ilon, stoight,P, sr4aisrte, $r.,
COinmititiotter of MOO fon,

0,01COot Zdneation;
Department 01:110ailh,, Edticalim and -Welfare,
Waehingion, D.O.

Dzo Cosi/les:0ms IISitt..1vo The National Organization for Women is grate-
ful for the chance to have met with You, and for your statement that the Office
Of Education should participate as a leader in the area of equal educational and
employment Opportunity for Worsen in the light of youY Offices obvious and
aPetial responsibility to women in society,- ,

On December 18, 1986, President Nixon's Teak Force. on Women's Rights and
Itepsonsibillties released its report, which alleged :

Discrithination In education is one of the most damaging: injustiees women
suffer. It denies them eqtial education and equal employment oportuulty, cone
tributing to a second class self image

Section 402 of Title VII, passed in 1004, required the Commissioner of Educe..
tion to conduct a survey of the extent of discrimination because of race, religion,
color, or national origin. Title IV should be amended to require a similar Survey
of discrimination because of sex, not only in practices with respect to students but
also in employment of faculty and administration members.

Under its enabling legislation, however, the National Center for Educational
Statistics can conduct such a survey without rine tre being amended.

It is NOW's contention that equal educational oppOrtunity, cannot be assured
to all Americans until both the extent and nature of sex discrimination on WO
level of education are clearly documented. To deprive equal education to women
As to deprive half of every minority. Only the Office of Education has the Power
and Capability to accomplish this momentous task. Therefore NOW requests from
the. Of of Education a commitment consistent with its posture on equal op-
pdrtunity for women that the recomendathn of ,the President's Task Force will
be honored.

The President's Task Force had a further recommendation for the,Oince of Edu!
cation : I quote in part;

As A result of the testimony of numerous witnesses, which provided convincing
evidence of discrimination against women as students and as faculty and which
included mend* sPeet suggestions for governmental leadership action, the Task .
Force Conclu ed tpat the Office of Education should have a women's unit; whoee
director wenld. report to the Commissioner, to give leadership to public and orivate
efforts to elimitiaterdistrimination in education. .

The Report, tVeepy of which I include, contains many specific suggestions for
the fundiOns of the unit.

NOW feels that the present women's unit established In the Office of Education
does not fulfill the terms of this recommendation, as it is concerned not with
irn a. en's edueatiOnal rights with their employment rights; only within the
o a. of EatAcatiOn,'Aft such; it is simply the Office of Education's Implementation
of ifs Rquired Affirmative action program,

NOW, hOWeVer,' is' oncerned with the pow ei of the Wee of atil4itiow to
assure the women. of America the right to eqUal etfueaffenal-opportunity for their

Ask dellar, 004 their first 00, in te'the awarding 'of the orate,',,
000' it le 'neviiya Within:the provinee of thil00:MnlastOner Of I:Cation' to

appoint finch advisory committees ni he deems necessary ,WithOut hat rig to milt

PressCongressional
uthorisation; NOW -feele , that the twill:ft:Walton et the

Vrettilebt'a rro can be 0004111 relif'Aina# tb51 minis al
sirthe 0459100 en0e.0 optp ntint-a 1141 c SOY Orr tee 011

1)Ort -nit/ for sou on t same basis As the visql-crob41 t
now, as fOr racial and'ithnwsronlial minorities. '0 rat task shoo d bV to draw
tip.a plan for the establishment of the women's unit described by the trash rpree;
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This Committee, however, will not serve Its purpose unless It Is composed of
representatives of feminist organisations whose major focus is equal rights for
women, especially In education. Examples of such organisations are the American
Association of University Women, Women's Equity Action League, Human Rights
for Women, Citizen's Advisory Council on the Status of Women, and of course, the
National Organization for Women.

We shall hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely yours,

ANN 800M
Mrs. MINK. Thank you for your excellent statement.
I trust that having been invited to serve as consultants to these cor

porations, you declined such invitations?
Ms. MORGAN. We have.
Mrs. CI118110011. This is an excellent presentation, a very scholarly

document that really gets to the heart of many of the difficulties.
As I listen to you, there is just one basic question that comes run- .

ning through my mind,
i

because I believe we have covered so many of
the other problems with the other witnesses. That is, if this act is m-
plemented what are we really going to do with respect to the corporate
world,

in-
grained

world, all of the business institutions and many of
our educational institutions that are headed up by men who have n-
grained attitudes toward women?

I am beginning to wonder as I listen to this testimony, today being
the second day, if perhaps there is not some place in the bill for the
injection of a short-term program for those persons in the world of
work who are going to be giving the opportunities on a much broader
basis once this act becomes law.

I would like to get your reaction on this matter. Even if we pass the
law,, if we do not have all the funds to implement the lawyou know
what. happens when you get these bills before the different commit.
tees here in Congress responsible for the fundingthe women who aro
trying to enter the world of work on an equal level still will not have
a fair chance unless those who have the power understand what we are
trying to do in 1078.

I would like to get some suggestions from you, some ideas with re-
speet to this issue. It is bothering me a little.

Ms. Monom It seems to me the section of the bill that covers
training of people out in the world, so to speak, might be helpful here.
But perhaps there is also one more suggestion that could be made,
and that is that, in my opinion, any group of people, whether it be an
educational institution or a business which has a contract with the
Governmentperhaps that is the "open sesame" there.

One of the things you have to do with regard to affirmative action .'
is 'get training, and if there was a program that we could develop under
this act specifically for adressing the problems in the work force, an
attitudinal training program, then that could be made part of their
affirmative action programs. That would be the only suggestion that
comes to mind at the moment.

Mrs. CllIfillOtAt. That is the only question I have.
MIS. MINK. Thank you for your testimony.
Our next witness is Dr. Charles b. Lewis, executive director, Amer.

ican Personnel anti Guidance Assoelation. lie is accompanied by Dr.
Blame Ifouse, National Vocational Guidance Association.

Proceed, if you will, Dr. Lewis.
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STATEMENT OP DR, CRARLES L. LEWIS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN PERSOVEL AND OIYIDANOE ASSOCIATION, WWI
INOTON, D.C. , ACCOMPANIED BY DR. ELAINE HOUSE, NATIONAL
VOCATIONAL OUIDANCE ASSOOTATION

Dr. TAMA. Mrs. Chairwoman and members of the subcommittee,
I am Charles Lewis, executive director of the American Personnel
and Guidance Association. Testifying with me this morning on the
Women's Education Equity Act of 1973 is Dr, Elaine Mime, chair-
man of the university department of undergraduate teacher educa-
tion at Rutgers University.

As representatives of the American Personnel and Guidance Asso-
ciation we appreciate this opportunity to provide the subcommittee
with reactions to this bill.

Let me digress to say that as one of the rare male testifiers I want
to acknowledge input from Miss Jane McCormick and Dr. Janet
Head who helped me in putting this together, and my colleague, Alice
Fins, who checked it for sexism.

I would like to spend a few minutes describing the purpose of our
organization and some of the work we have done in the area of coun-
seling with girls and 1VOIllell.

Dr. Home will focus more specifically on the bill and discuss the
critical need for a national commitment to meeting the unique con-
cerns of girls and women as they move through the educational system
and into the world of work and their full lifespan development, of a
Career.

'('he American Personnel and Guidance Association has a member-
ship of 32,000 members. We have 10 divisions and 62 State branches
to service the professional needs of counseling and guidance work
at all educational levels and in community agencies, Government,
business and industry.

On our membership form survey item on sex and race is optional.
As a result, it is impossible to give a precise number of female mem-
beis, but we do know that of 20,776 members completing the item
last year, 0,899 or nearly half were women.

Our concern for facilitating the development of women extends far
beyond a consideration of our membership base. As a professional
organization composed of counselors and guidance personnel who work
in diverse settings, we have a deep commitment to helping the people
with whom we work to be knowledgeable of alternatives and options
open to them for leading useful and satisfying lives. We serve an im-
portant role in assisting them to learn to take advantage of these
personal options.

In order to facilitate this developmental process in girls and women,
APGA. has tried to do as much as possible to sensitize its members to
the unique concerns of girls and women and to provide professional
counselors with materials that will improve their competency and
help them communicate effectively with consumers of their services.

At the present the we have a commission on women directly af-
filiated with APGA. Three of our 10 divisions have task forces and
commissions on women. The oldest, a part of the National Vocational
Guidance Association, has been in existence since 1968.
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Among other activities, they sponsored two major conforonees strut-
tured to identify career counseling needs of girls and women and to
generate concrete suggestions for meeting these needs, I have furnished
each of you with a copy of their monograph "counseling girls and
women over the life span," which summarizes the results of the first
conference.

The most recent one was held 2 weeks ago at Appalachia State
University in Boone. N.C. , and in joint sponsorship with the North
Carolina Department of Public Instruction and the North Caroline
Commission on the Educatiou and Employment of Women, and my
colleagues will be able to tell you more about the outcomes of that
conference in her remarks today.

Our major journal, the Personnel and Guidance Journal, frequently
includes articles about counseling girls and women. In October 1972
we devoted an entire issue to this area and I have provided your com-
mittee with several copies of this publication.

I hope that these two publications will help you understand the
critical need for more effective counseling with girls and women.

At our national conventions many of the workshops and papers pre-
sented focus on now techniques being developed for counseling with
girls and women. The research reports in such areas as girls voca-
tional aspirations and the effect of sex role stereotyping on males and
females are disseminated to thousands of our colleagues at sessions and
in subsequent publications.

Indeed, we were honored by the presence and presentation of the
Honorable Congresswoman Mink at one of our conventions this year,
nnd Mrs. Chisholm addressed us in Atlantic City

We have recently developed two films entitled "Assertive Training
for Women." These films present simulated situations of problems
women frequently encounter, such as job discrimination, the difficul-
ties of combining managing a household and working outside of the
home, and pressure to respond to situations when faced with sexual
stereotyping.

These are available for the use of counselors and others at a nominal
rental charge for group counseling and guidance with women.

Another service offered to our members is the National Career In-
formation Center which provides a monthly newsletter, Inform, deal-
ing with information on career opportunities and vocational

activities. Sever.al issues of Inform have been devoted exclusively
to the concerns of girls and women in career exploration. I have in-
cluded samples of these for your use. Bibliographies of informational
and service resources for vocational guidance are also provided for
users of the service.

Recently the National Career Information Center undertook a proj-
ect to emphasize career awareness in conjunction with the Businees
and Professional Women's Foundation. This will soon provide mate-
rials for schools and community groups to cooperate in fostering the
career exploration of individual students, male and female, across
the country.

The aim is to have school counselors and community workers join
together to assist young people with career exploration. With this
partitular sponsor it is obvious we are assuming improved attention
to the developmental needs of both sexes.

23-1150-74----10
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In addition to these practical services giving impetus to improved
counseling with girls and women, our national governing body has
taken a stand on professional and societal issues that directly affect
women.

For example, our Senate in March 1072 passed a resolution indica
ing that separate male and female forMs of the Strong Vocational
Interest Blank, the two most frequently used instruments to assess
personal interests, were discriminatory and of limited use in helping
females reach sound career decisions.

It also authorized members to petition and negotiate with the SVIII
publishers to revise their instruments, manuals and normative groups
to eliminate sexual discrimination.

In February 1073 our Senate again passed several resolutions calling
for affirmative action against discrimination based on race, color,
creed,

its
sexual orientation, life style, or age within our association

and all of State divisions and branches.
They also voted to refrain from using sexually discriminatory

languag4 and sexually derogatory references in all association publies.
tions. We have additionally consistently recorded our support of the
ratification of the equal rights amendment.

I have tried to highlight our history of support in assisting coml.
selors to do all they can to facilitate the maximum personal and voen.4
tional development of girls and *omen.

To accelerate needed changes in our schools and society, a broadened
effort will be required

For this reason, the American Personnel and Guidance Association
supports H.R. 208.

We believe a commitment by the Federal Government to work to-
ward reducing the inadequacy of educatioml programs as they relate
to women of all cultural and ethnic groups will enable more women
to know of opportunities and to take advantage ofthem.

What. yOu are considering is an opportunity to place women more
completely in control of their own futures to the benefit of men and
women, and know our membership lauds and endories your efforts.

I have included a copy of the resolutions mentioned in my testimony.
I would request they be inserted.:

Mrs. Mont. Without objection, those resolutions will be inserted
in the record.

[The documents referred to follows :]
AlitRIDAN PEW:01'MM AND OVIDANCS ASSOCIATIONt

September 6, 1973.
stem PATSY T. MINK,

House of Representatives, Rayburn House 00Ice Building, Washington, D.O.
MY Drmo, Mts. Mum After testimony before the ROW* Committee recently

concerning the Women's Equity Education Act, I learned that by oversight we did
not submit a copy of a resolution developed by a group of our members assembled
in a conference on the topic of women's concerns. Di Thelma O. Lennon was 0:1
chairman of that conference; she has submitted to me and I in turn am trans-
tinting It to yoUr committee. I do hops it may be entered in the record and assem-
bled with other materials pertaining to this important topic. With perignal
regards.

Sincerely yours,
Clams L. lame,

Reeoutive Director.
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DEPARTMENT Or PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
STATE Or NORM °MOLINA,

Raleigh, Auguel 09, 1973.
Dr. CUM.= LEWIS,
Rsceulive Director, American Personnel and Guidance Association,

D.O.
DEA* Da. LEwlei The workshop, "Facilitating Career Development for Girls

and Women," was a tremendous success, We had programmed for this kind of
positive result but the workshop tar exceeded our expectations.

It was during the second week of the workshop that Dr, Norman Feingoid an-
nounced the Bill to be presented by Senator Martha Griffiths, It was at that time
that a group of participants organized and formulated the enclosed resolution.
We are pleased to furnish your Wilco with a copy,

Sincerely,

Enclosure,

STATEmENT Or TUELMA 0, LENNoN, CITATRMAN, COMMISsIoN oN 'ME OCCurATtoNAL
STATUS or WomEN, NATIONAL VOOATI0NAL OulDANcE AsSociATiON

Participants attending the conference "Facilitating Career Development for
Girls and Women" of the National Vocational Guidance Association's Commis-
sion on the Occupational Status of Women, held at the Center for Continuing
Education, Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina, July 3 through
10, 1073, as professional counselors coining from 23 states and vtio serve millions
of students and adults, respond affirmatively to the news release of Congress-
woman Martha Griffiths dated Juno 17, 1073, on the Economic Problems of
Women.

Sex stereotyping exists throughout our society. It is perpetuated by govern-
mental agencies, industry, mass media, and educational institutions, and is one
of the major factors In the tmdertitillza non of women in the labor force, Par-
tielpants offer the following specific recommendations to be considered in the
formulation of governmental policy in order to begin the equalization and en-
hancement of women's economic status.

Educational materials and curricula used from pm-school through eontinu,
ing education, particularly those provided by federal agencies, should expand
rather than limit career opportunities for women, It Is our unanimous opinion as
professional counselors that unless immediate corrective measures are taken,
women will not become fully contributing members of society.

Educators and counselors in all work settings must expand their expertise in
the area of life career development and opportunities for women. Immediate ap-
propriations and funding are required to provide training and upgrading of skills
for educators to expand their awareness In this critical area.

Civil rights legislation, particularly as related to the economic rights of Wom-
en, must be enforced. Women are handicapped in their career development by dis-
criminatory insurance practices, federal income tax legislation, estate and gift
tax laws, social security and private pension plans, unemployment insurance
benefits, veterans and public assistance programs.

Sex stereotyping and economic discrimination against women create problems,
for individuals, fannies, and society. Specific economic implications include the
failure to fully utilize women's capabilities and contributions to the labor force.

The recommendations stated above are minimal first steps with which the fed-
eral government may begin to maximize the economic status and productivity
of this country's 51% minority. Iii addition to these pressing economic considera-
tions, we as counselors constantly see the tremendous costs in human dignity
and individual development resulting from discriminatory attitudes and prac-
tices. Therefore, we charge you as legislators and representatives to take im-
mediate remedial and constructive action..

TnEL1.tA C. IANNON,
Director, Division of Pupil Personnel Services,
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Amai Imo; Peatioxiist, AND CIS:MANCE. ASSOCIATION

tiPNATE RESOLUTIONS FOR 1012 AND 1973 REOARDINO WOMEN'S CONCERNS-.
AIWA 8f;NATE-MARCII 20-20, 1072

Strong vocational interest blanks
Whereas, the Strong Vocationai Interest Blanks (MB) provide different

occupational scores for men and women: that is, women cannot be scored on
occupations like Certified Public Accountant, purchasing agent, public admin-
istrator, and men cannot be scored on occupations such as medical technolo-
gist, recreation leader, physical education teacher; and

Whereas, when the same Person takes both forms of the SVIII, the profiles
turn out differently: for example, one woman scored high as a dental assistant,
physical therapist, occupational therapist on the woman's proate, and physician,
phychiatrist, and psychologist on the man's form; and

Whereas, the SVIB manual states "Many young women do not appear to
have strong occupational interests, and they may score high only in certain
'Pre-marital' occupations; elementary schoolteacher, office worker, stenogra-
phersecretary. Such a finding is disappointing to many college women, since
they are likely to consider themselves career-oriented, In such cases, the selec-
tion of an area of training or an occupation should probably be based upon
practical considerations, fields providing backgrounds that might be helpful to
a wife and mother, occupations that can be pursued part time, are easily re-
twined atter periods of nonemployment, and are readily available In different
locales." (Campbell, revised, p, 13, 1000) ; therefore, bo it

Resolved, That APGA commission duty authorized members to petition and
negotiate with the SVIB publishers to revise their instruments, manuals and
norm groups so as to eliminate discrimination; and be it further

Resolved, That this duly authorized commission develop with the test pub-
Ushers an explanatory paper to emulate among all purchasers of SVII3 ma-
terials including answer sheets a statement which outlines the possible limit-
tat ions inherent in the cutrrent SVIB with suggestions for ways to minimize the
harm; and be it further

Resolved, That the commission in cooperation with the test publisher set a
deadline for the new forms to be published and distributed.
American personnel and guidance association commission on women

Whereas, there Is clear and undeniable evidence that girls and women suffer
from personal and institutional discrimination, that they are, by sociologtcal
definition, and oppressed minority l that they are denied equality in educational
opportunities, occupations, advancement, salary, prestige, and representation in
decision and policy making areas; and

Whereas, concern for the welfare of all human beings Is an integral part of
counseling and guidance; and

Whereas, the American Personnel and Guidance Association is the major pro-
tegslonal organization in counseling and guidance; therefore, be it

Resolved, That APOA support all efforts to seek, as a minimum, full and uni-
form compliance with Executive Order 11240 as amended by Order 11375, which
prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex by any agency holding Federal con-
tracts; and be it further

Resolved, That APOA establish and fund as a regular part of the budget, a
permanent Commission on Women, composed of a majority of women, including
at least one representative of the Women's Caucus of APOA and one from the
Women's Commission of any APOA division which bas established such a coin.
mission, i.e, ACES and 'X GA. (Commission on the Occupational Status of
Women) ; and be it further

Resolved, That the initial year be budgeted up to $2,500.00; and be it.further
Resolved, That the Commission be charged with: (a) investigating and re-

porting the status of women in the American Personnel and Guidance Associa-
(b) formulating recommendations for further action based on findings;

and (c) contributing to the leadership and development of affirmative action
programs within the American Personnel and Guidance Association and its
Divisions and State Branches.
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APOA SenateFebruary 0-12, 107S
Discrimination on the basis of race, Color, creed, ser, sexual orientation, li /c

style or ape
Whereas, equal rights for all is a basic value in our culture; and
Whereas, discrimination has been proved to have adverse effects upon the self.

concepts of individuals which affects their total functioning; and
Whereas, counselors strive to build selfconcepts in the regular course of their

work ; therefore, he It
Resolved, That the American Personnel and Guidance Association inembershiP

actively resist any discrimination against any Individual on the basis of race,
color, creed, sex, sexual orientation, lite style, or age; and be it further

Rooked, That the American Personnel and Guidance Association membership
actively support affirmative action against such discrimination and urge each
Division and State Branch to make known this stand in Its newsletter or other
media and include information on this position in materials going to legislative
workshops.
Sexist terminology in APOA publications

Whereas, language is an important symbolic Indicator of attitudes; and
Whereas, the A1'OA publications of its Branches and Divisions are the major

professional journals in the field of guidance, counseling, and personnel work;
therefore, bo It

Resolved, That the APOA refrain from using sexually discriminatory language
and sexually derogatory references In the publications sponsored by the Associa
lion and its Branches and Divisions.
Support for ratifloaflon of equal rights amendment

. Whereas, concern for the welfare of all human beings is an integral part of
counseling and guidance; and

Whereas, the American Personnel and Guidance Association is the major pro
fessional organization in counseling and guidance; therefore, be it .

Re8011:Cd, That the American Personnel and Guidance Association go on rec-
ord as supporting the Equal Rights Amendment and that this official position be
made known immediately to all state coordinators and to the legislatures of their
particular states.

Mrs. MINK. Dr. House.
Dr. nom. Mrs, Chairwoman and members of the committee:
I am Elaine House, chairman of the department of undergraduate

teacher education at Rutgers University. I have been eastern re-
gional chairman of the National Vocational Guidance Association
Commission on the Occupational Status of Women and assumed the
national chairmanship of the commission on July 1, 1973.

This commission has been enthusiastically supported by the Na-
tional Vocational Guidance Association's board of trustees. As Dr.
Lewis has indicated, the American Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion has a long history of support for women's concerns.

At this point I might add my advanced degree is in vocational edu-
cation and my permanent appointment at Rutgers is as a trade and
industrial teache -educator, which is a somewhat unusual field for a
woman.

I have just returned from the second national workshop held by the
Commission. It was sponsored by the National Vocational Guidance
Association, the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction,
and the North Carolina Commission on the Education and. Employ-
ment of Women.
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The 78 participants from 21 States attended this 10day conference
utitled "Facilitating Career Development for Girls and Women."
Many of the concerns expressed by participants and presenters are
addressed by the bill under consideration.

If you are interested, I can include the entire program, because we
had a great variety speakers.

Margaret. Hunt, a political scientist and chairwoman of the
North Carolina Commission on the 'Education and Employment of
Women, stated

In fact, the available evidence suggests that the sex role stereotyping has in-
creased significantly In the past quarter century and that the educational sys-
tem is one of the social Institutions which has reflected this trend bob In cur-
ricalum and personal practices.

Dr. hunt later discussed the special challenge presented by the ma-
ture woman seeking additional training and either initial entry or re
entry into the labor market.

Catainly the experience of counselors working with such women dernonstrates
the need for more intensive and sensitive counseling With clients who are In
fact niodifying their roles and changing their style of lifc

In order for counselors to work successfully with girls and Women
over the lifespan, they must first be well informed and reexamine their
own biases and concepts of the occupational role of women.

Dr. William I3ingham, professor of educational psychology in the
Graduate School of Education Rutgers University, reported on a
study, supported by the Commission, on the extent to which coun-
selors are accurately informed about women and work, and their atti.
I tides toward workingwomen.

The data indicated that some counselors are misinformed and that
there are notable sex differences in information. Generally, the_coun-
selois in the study expressed more positive, than negative attitudes
toward women and work. Dr. Bingham said

In some respects, their attitudes were leis clearly defined than was expected.
Such lack of definition may leave some clients, especially girls, with feelings
of uncertainty about where they stand with their counselors.

The study highlighted the need for inservice training for coun-
selors, training which the Women's Educational Equity Act could,
make available. Data now being collected by Dr. Bingham and me
from counselor educators may suggeSt whether counselor attitudes
are influenced by their teachers. Similar data collected from students
in'a largo suburban high school and an area vocationaltechnical high
school are now being analyzed.

Certainly a larger funding base than can be provided by the limited
resources of the National Vocational Guidance Association would help
researchers in this area gather and disseminate the information that
is now lacking.

Ms. Lira Tally, a member of the North Carolina House of Repre-
sentatives, presented a paper on "The Changing Role of Women and
Women in Politics." I might-say Ms. Tally remained with us for an
entire week.

Although women have not traditionally participated in politics to
any great extent., Ms. Tally urged counselors to encourage females to
enter politics. Here I would like the record corrected, because the fol-
lowing sentences are a direct quote, and I quote :
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In this comparatively new role, women have to meet many challenges. Mat, a
woman must have a message. Second, a woman must have a reason for wanting
to enter the political world. The same factors make for success in the political
sphere as In other occupations; Determination, education, perseverance, timing,
and a little bit of luck. Moat of all, however, preparation is needed.

Counselors can play a vital role in encouraging girls to consider a
career in politics, as well as in other occupations not presently attract-
ing female participation.

Another presentation was the preliminary report by Grace Bingham,
a learning disabilities specialist from Now Jersey, and myself, of Cata
gathered at a workshop sponsored by the National Vocational Guid-
ance Association Commission in March 1972. At this workshop, ele
mentary teachers and administrators met with Commission members to
discuss ways information about the development of occupational
stereotypes in elementary school children could be collected.

In May, the group reassembled and the teachers brought back the
data they had gathered. There was a clear indication that sexbiesed
preferences exist as early as the kindergarten to grade 2 levels. 'Even
at that age, girls are thinking of themselves as future teachers, nurses,
and housewives.

This workshop cost $500 and is one example of what careful plan-
ning and cooperation among various groups of educators can accom-
plish. Much data were generated from a sample of over 800 urban and
suburban racially mixed children.

A more comprehensive research proposal outlined by the keynote
speaker was funded by the vocational division of the New Jersey State
Department of Education. This research project has already generated
three doctoral dissertations. The participants examined their own
occupational stereotypes. We believe this has had a direct impact on
their approach to the occupational role of girls and women,

H.R. 208 would make it possible for workshops such as this to be
conducted on a national basis.

At a time when Federal and State legislation is paving the road with
new options for women in the labor force, many women do not have
the consciousness predilection, or self-confidence to even consider new
possibilities. While an increasing number of women are entering the
labor force, they are often overcrowding traditional women's fields in
nursing or teaching.

Women who want to enter new realms of the economy, a euphemistic
way of saving "men's work," are severely handicapped by doubts as
to whether they could be, or even want to be, successful.

Some of the problems which handicap women as they strive to move
into nontraditional roles, are lack of training, resistance from family,
conflict of values, and geographic immobility.

The most disturbing of these handicaps is that many of them are
emotional problems of women, such as lack of motivation, fear of fail.
ure, and lack of confidence. What is even more disturbing is that this
self-defeating behavior is developed in girls at a young age.

Our research suggests that by kindergarten, girls are beginning to
view themselves in terms of sexually stereotyped occupations with
limited vocational aspirations, At the other end of the Spectrum are
bored and frustrated housewives who, once their children are raised
and are independent individuals, are at a loss for meaning in their
lives.
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Several specific aspects of fi,It, 208, the Women's Educational
Equity Act of 1078, particularly enc urage me as I view the possibility
for the Federal Government's assuming a more affirmative stance in
revising the educational programs that affect women and upgrading
training of professionals in education who work with women.

The comprehensiveness of the bill is one of the strong aspects of the
legislation. While the focus of the bill is specific, it can be implemented
in many ways. Innovative approaches are possible and indeed en.
couraged,

In order to improve the inadequate edu'eational programs as they
relate to women of all cultural and ethnic groups, a comprehensive
approach that allows all segments of the educational eormiumity to
try out new ideas is essential. This broad approach must include re-
search as well as demonstration and pilot activities,

While we are beginning to see where specific projects can be effec-
five in improving educational programs for girls and women, there are
also critical areas in which more research is needed before moving_into
program implementation. This la where the Council on Women's Edit-
cational programs can be effective in advising the Secretary of HEW
on funding priorities.

I stn pleased to note, the explicit mention, of dissemination of an
annual independent report of progratns and activities, under this act
by the Council on Women's Educatlonal programs. This section should
be strengthened in the legislation and final guidelines,

To benefit from the work of people in women's programs there must
be an information dissemination network that allows counselors to use
successful aspects of previous prograMs and learn from the mistakes
of these programs, The same holds for research activities.

As counselors we would ago like to emphasize the importance of
inservice work for counselors, along with other educa.tional profes-
sionals. Before counselors, both male and female, can begin to help girls
and women learn to break out of sexual stereotypes and make full use
of the opportunities open to them, counselors must examine their own
sexual stereotypes that may hinder the students and clients they ,are
trying to assist.

I aria certain you have heard from other' witnesses that the money
authorized under this bill, $16 million for fiscal year 1076, $26 million
for fiseal year 1076, and $40 million for fiscal year 1077, is not enough
to accomplish the many,taske that remain to be done in improving edu-
cational programs for women,

While I cannot disagree with this position, I do feel that our first
concern is the passage of this legislation at whatever funding level we
are able to effect, because it does seem to me like landmark legislation.

At a time when the administration is calling for a cutback in cate-
gorical programs, H.R. 208 can be viewed as broadbased legisletion
that crosscuts educational activities. Since women represent over half
of the population of the United States, a program such as 11.11, 208
seems the least that the Government can do to help women reach their
potential.

In closing, I would like to quote one of your subcommittee members,
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm, writing on "Sexism and Racism:
One Battle to Fight," in the Personnel and Guidance JournalOcto-
ber 1972:
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We must work to create a climate in which it will not be unusual Or novel for
a black or an Indian or a woman to run for a national officeor advaace to a high
executive position. We must work to create a eionate In which Americans are al.
lowed to move up in the system solely on the basis of their Intellect, Persevere.
anee, And physical ability.

This bill, if passed, will help those of us in counseling and guidance
to create the climate Congresswoman Chisholm seeks.

On behalf of the American Personnel and Guidance Association and
the National Vocational Guidance Association, I express my appre-
ciation for the opportunity of testifying before you today. Both Dr.
Lewis and I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.

Mrs. ClitaItOlat [presiding). Thank you very much. I have questions
to ask of both of you.

First, Dr. Lewis, in view of tl fact that there will be limited fund,
ing in the bill for some of the tl ag.s that we desire to see carried out In
this act, would you feel that perhaps we should give some kind of
stress to the institutions themselves in terms of revering their entire
guidance programs'?

I mention that because so often in speaking with young people they
indicate there is still this kind of built-in bias on the part of many of
the counselors, not because the counselors are themselves that biased,
but becanse they are victims of an educational system that has pre-
pared them to handle counseling problems in this way.

Since you represent the American Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion, I was wondering whether or not guidance counselors have ex-
pressed the need for reevaluation and restructuring of guidance coun-
seling courses in universities.

Dr. LEWIS. We have somewhat the problems as counselors that I be-
lieve Miss McDonald testified to earlier, of getting to the curriculum
developers who really control the policies. We are constantly working
through our committee structures and our divisions in this matter of
defining the role of the counselor in the school.

You know some of the problems there. We work on the role defini-
tions but we also have a commission on the preparation of counselors
tinder our division that is concerned with counselor education, trying
to define and redefine the education needed by counselors. We are work-
ing on that,

It is a slow process. Our work force is basically volunteers who are
busy earning a livelihood.in their own life. It is a slow process.

It is needed. Your suggestion that there is need for revision is very
definitely correct,.

Mrs. Onisnor,m. Dr. House, I would like to put this question to you:
I have been saying that as I have been listening to this testimony

for the past 2 days,there are additional concerns that arise in my mind
ias I hear different ndividuals testify, I am wondering what it is that

we can do, if we can do anything legislatively, to create the atmosphere
that would help me, husbands, fathers, to understand what it is when

iwe talk about the individuality or humanity of a woman who after
having raised her children, desires to o back into the field of work,

Again I constantly worry about having the legislation passed into
law, but then not being able to create the attitudes or atmosphere that
is going to make the legislation effective. We have lots of laws on the
books in this country, but so often the laws are only on the booksso
what f
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Can you give any suggestions as to how we are going to help men
in the society t

Dr. Thum. It is a question I have had myself, and I struggled with
it myself for a long period of time. I feel lucky that I did not have
that particular problem myself. Perhaps if I had had it, I would be
able to come up with a better answer for you.

However, it did come up a good deal at this workshop. We had both
male and female participants and speakers. This was one of the ques-
tions that did come up.

The best answer that I seemed to hear that came out of all of our
work groups is that every single body involved in the counseling of
women and girls has to tackle this aspect of the problem. No one group
alone can do it. We all have to work on it.

There are beginning to be evidences that girls whose mothers work
form a very positive feeling about women working, so this may slowly
take over so the girls will have this attitude and they will just come
into marriage with it.

Of course, continuing education does do an awful lot to support
Ivo/len's feeling of inadequacy. We are concerned, too that they just
won't go out and try.

ClinmoLu. I daresay many of them don't go out and try be-
cause of the preseribed roles society has placed on women.

Dr. HonsE. I am hoping that one of my Commission members for*
the next 2 years will take on as a project to study underemployed
women. We do not know enough about them.

Mrs. 011/8110Ligt. Is there any kind of special orientation or educa-
tion going ,on among the guidance counselors with respect to reversal
on

cef
co

rtain dirunselingection
to minority persons who for a long time were shuntedin

Dr, HovsE. I don't know if I can answer that because I am not
presently working either as a counselor, which I have been, or as
eonnselor-educator. Of course, in working where we have such a large
nonwhite population, we take all this for granted in good part as a
matter of our work.

I wish I could answer that, but I am afraid I can't.
Dr. Lewis. There has been heavy commitment and development in

this level at the collegiate level ; the establishment of special offices for
minority concerns designed and managed by minorities. The women's
element, even that to my knowledge has not had great stress at this
time, the exception being at some of the undergraduate and graduate
organization levels we found speeialized attention occurring to the
needs of women. It has not been as ponounced for minorities at elc-
nientary and secondary levels.

Mrs. Mutt (presiding]. The whole problem of counseling, I think,
is one that rewires a great deal of concern and attention. The many
people with whom I have discussed this legislation very often single
out the counseling profession as the one area which more than any
other separated from the actual classroom experience contributes more
to the perpetuation of stereotype roles for men and women.

I would appreciate your comments with respect to this general view
that most people have who work in this field who place this burden on
the shoulders of counselors and guidance personnel.



it ii agree. With that general Obtierviition, or dO you take issue.

get very angry I I hear this,ebergo ao it.equently,,
11.4 Cnnitere Me. So let relieve myself, a bit on that point, If I may.

oeunseling ratio hi Anierica is -1 to In secondary. achools.
hatja, tyterrible bOrden, The roles and direc lona ct cOunsolors' of

zrktP controlled hl administrative staff and board of education,
talcs.,responsibility for some otour failures in these areas;'1Ve

your help in improving ottr let; The elementary school, Where
k1)ow a bit- of, sex stereotyping occurs, only 2b' percent of els.'
Menfary kids have a counselor.

;lye find some 0, the better' developtrients in cotinselintte be With
telins,Of teachers,

At collegiate level, it is 1 to 1,500, "professional counselors available
fOritUdentnse.
.-We want to help. We are the kind of people who `CoMe into this

business.' We are pointnitted. Ilut we Cannot assume all the re,spon.-
'Ability for the Airotion of lives. We are pushed aggressively by pro-
-tesaional societies I "Why can't we get more young people moVing our

- direction to become trained in our areal Will you help Us with declin.
in g enrollments in foreign la ngin.e)s t"
, We say the young people have to decide their own lives. We have
to pi ovide information and assistance.'

We don't. plead guilty. We don't. defend bad practice:117e have a
committee on ethics. tutu* my emotionalism, but feel strongly.

1)r, flotTsr.., I feel we made a lot of progress within the last 6 years.
I would say that, within the last 5 years, the type of article that we are
even printing in our journals has very much &tinged, I feel as though
your charges would be much more able to have been supported than
they are at present.

Obviously, 13i11 Bingham and I did have this same question or we
would not have bothered to start, this research. And wo would not have
done it if it were already available. We were encouraged froin wh' t
we found 1i the young women counselors.-They were well,inform ,
and they had veillositive attitudes toward women working,kut t
-Wifilfilliiidifference -Vienfif(CeiiiiiieWrif that did
strike us in some Aspects of this work.

Mrs, Mirnt; In the training and education and professional expert-
ewe ,Which is required for one to become a guidance counselor is it 1.
the general preetiee, now for the universities to requireccur ises n the

'..speeitie area of sex roles end sex stereotypes and subjects of that na,,
titre so that when they do obtain their degrees,' they are sensitixed to
this 04160

Dr. IIopsp:,I can only speak for Rutgers iTniversityi,rerhaps Pr.
Lewis can speak from a broader basis. But it is included in our cAiin-
se or

Mrs, AlinOt. How many individual subjects, or is it integrate) gen..
prittlYthreughoutr -

Pr. lIotrsE, goes s through coursmork.
Mrs. Mirtit.-One particular course

No, the various: courses, And I,_am sure this is part,-
U*-Dr-, --Iiinghiftri Is interested in this as jet and he 0 cit*tok,

of =
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Aforx. Cott 1:1 you comment on that, Dr. Lewis, generally, in
terms of your experience?

Dr. Lv.tvis. I cannot get into that effectively. I would prefer not to
answer rather than run the risk of providing misinformation. I sus-
pect it is not moving as rapidly as would be preferred,

Mrs. MINX* In your view, in dealing with the membership of your
respective organizations, since you feel that, as you have stated, Dr.
Lewis, that the counsolots have been put upon as having to shoulder
the effects of sex roles which have been inculcated since early educa'
t ion ; where do you place the burden? What particular area of educe..
Hon, or is it just all pervasive throughout tho system

Can you say that it is the textbook or, is it the teacher? Whore is the
real root of our problem?

Dr. LEwts. I cannot pinpoint it on any of those things. I believe the
textbooks contribute greatly to this. I think the attitudes are a major
part of it. I am not as optimistic as some of the testifiers this morning
On changing attitudes.

'rho research on conversion of attitudes does not say that is an easy.
task. I think attitudes are a strong part of this, I think parental in.
fit:once is an important part.

If I may personalize, I said to Topsy coming in today that I was in
the ninth grade before I had a male teacher. My own development
there was a period in our history when we went In the other direction,
When I decided to leave engineering to become an educator, my father
was a railroad engineer, and he took a sad view of my going into that
feminine profession.

These attitudes are pretty complex. In the school, I think it is cur
riculum, built -in attitudes on the part of educators and counselors
themselves and previous experience of those being educated,

It will be a massive effort, The bill is starting in the right direction,
but it has a long way to go,

Mrs. Mime, Thank you very much.
Both of you have been very helpful in the testimony volt have pre-

sented, and I thank you very much for participating ilas morning.
_Ur. LEWIS. Thank you, _ _ _ _

Mrs. MINX. Our last witness is Jennifer Ryan, representing Nationaly ,

Student Lobby.
Wo have your statement which will be inserted in fall in the record,

together with the tables which you have supplied the committee.
If you will, proceed in any manner you wish.
[The prepared statement and tables follow:]

STATEMENT or 3ENNtrEa RYAN, Ittenzstrtruco THE NATIONAL STUDENT LOBBY

111), name Is Jennifer Ryan. I am here today representing the National Stu-
dent Lobby. NH. is composed of colleges and universities around the country.
We represent over 1.5 million students. I thank you for the opportunity to appear
before this Subcommittee.

The National Student Lobby strongly supports Representative Mink's Women's
Educational Equity Act (HR 208). We believe it has the potential to cause great
striates to be taken towards an equitable society where women as well as men
can fully participate in every institution.

In the last weeks I have carefully studied a number of programs both on
and off campuses whose purpose is to improve the position of American women
and girls. My findings revealed that although the quantity of such programs IS
frightfully low some very unusual innovative and productive progranis have
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sell developed, reel that With thele programs already to existence to
204il shbuld be used to Increase their number and,expand their soope.
will, take this time to elaborate on programs which could be covered Int
and ways in which the bill could effectively, work to reined, and eliminate

,sex based inequality, I make this presentation as a student myself and in the ,

attempt to present the student perspective,
Over the last three years, a Phenomenon.kaown most ,commonly as women's

or reptile studies has OPPearedon many College and unlirersit, composes. rehaolo
studies Progralne haO.incinded tOtirses of a wide .variety. 440mtata gtnerai or
Inierdiseiplikart in nature,, such OM "liiiitery. and 8044 Life of wctmen (Ousel
meinberg--Blitor$,' Milt. of .fittsbure)).'and .and AOPiled *4400'
(8Usan Grant-Continuing Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst).
Other Ate mOrksPoillOa44 YerY, academic ranging from e Sub act .
and ObJeot in PniellOb- end logerature, trrszices Barasch I b,

,,OUb154 BaraoliiPollege) te:'.!1;irignistic.BehnviOr of, Male and Versate" ( Or*"Ray lietchie-'tEnglish, University of allfotnla. irvine),' In 'all cases thole
. (curses have elcautined tOPies'aboOt women, which, in the past have not merited

academie attention, . . _ _

By the end of the academic year 1012-18, over 808 vvomen's studies courses
had he4n created' an college cainPusos.-However, eosPite.the.raushrOoMing &Peed
of development, the women's studies courses are still in the infant stages, Few
campuses heY0 any female Studies ceordlaation,Bathet, khodge podge of courses
often changing Iron .term to term may be found.. College adallnIstratIons and
departments have been skeptical of .women's studies courses. Staff available tot
female studies: has been Mat* of graduate stiidenteand junior faculty.* Funds,
on the tare occasions when they have been available, have been inadequate,,

Fewer than two dozen campuses. (out of 2,1540 colleges and universities in the
U.S.) have developed women's studies programs, a program being any coortilna.
tlon of ettort.which calls itself such. Most commonly these programs where they
do exist Consist of people in various departnients who come together and attempt
to attain some oMclal recognition. Upon recelpt,of teropue sanction, they proceed
to expand the program in, various WAYS, for example. by creating new courses,
establishing: women's centers, developing academic women's studies majors and

setting up gradnato Programs in women's studies. Ina few isolated eases
rOgraras nave received tacultypealtton. spectdeally. tor women's studies!p
However, far more common Is the, situation described to me in a letter from

Starian_Swottoda, assistant to the Prey dent for Aifirtnative Action for Women
at the University of Wisconsin. She says, "I suroli wish we had a well developed r
Womeifi studies program in the University_ of Yieeensin System but the truth
is We do not," (See Appendix

Although the way;.hea, been bOth .women's studies programs and
coukoof,'600 they have gotten underway,

.....
hfvd00JOYed 'AA fit'

Naktin&PALgetnkoAtfublegtaLwnch.O_h departmental
offering. e bAye W4 ol.00,0Ole.io the 1pundrede. Meet people come ewe),

women's studies courses *JO feeling of taised-couscion4pess of the prob.
-r; lent#00(1 Otboth VOineli ed men 4s4resUlt et. a 00;4044 society.

(31001, such and OW:MOW an overwhelming impact in
the move to understand and remedy sexual inoulty.

If the situation at colleges bad.. the, Oi'e-00.. situation is terrible. Almost
DA women's studies 'courses exist eiententati and secondary eampuseis..-Al.
though a' a' rule; most eleitentarY and secondary schools teach studies of a gen-

nature, increasingly sehOols 'are inoinding more specifio college-type courses,
pertietitarly.On the high school lerel.'COarieS stiehas !Vonten in America*
tory'!",and in jdteriitnte".are Wheily appropriate..Mere they have boa

itve.:KV) met with theentbusissra of facility, parents and igu."
OW en 'On e eieraentarY units With emphasis on the` female 'should

deVelOped,-,On .taashive scale. Undet HR 208, funds Would be available to
programs, 'ai ite tvedittattonet instituttota to initiate ,and developwoinen's
140 01 curriculum. -

slores orts,.weittla Cer4Abloot, restate Studies:1V, Modern Language desoehttios,
NVOteta° AIX artpo crittm, "vF014eres Oldies and Social cihause,!: .tesdeetoi-we en #1014,5 N IDNI rY. 10, Is.I - r ,

.10 DP. 41.

+tr..
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Even more important than developMent of women's studies courses is the task
of revising curricula to eliminate the sex-rote tracking which begins before chil-dren start kindergarten.. M1 materials in the educational system should be re-
viewed to determine what sex bias appears, if any, and then revised or film!.
noted where sex bias exists. A study et texts used in colleges by Earl Robert
Schmidt and Dolores Demean° Schmidt made me aware of the appall/. te under
representation of females in textbook& / have reproduced the study here (see
Appendix B). The survey of the twenty-seven leading textbooks whteh accountfor 00% et the total market of ,texts used in college American History surVeY

' courses tabulated all references to women, comparing them to the total numberof pages and the number of illustrations of women cOmparing them to the total'number of illustration. This survey also noted references to three prominent
American Women, one in each century, Anne Ilutchlnaoti, Harriet Beecher Stowe
and Eleanor liopsevett, The results were incredible. Only seven texts made ref-erence to all three of these, women and ikt poly 'three instances (of a yeast*
$1) was as MAO as a page written about any of them;-The range of the 'Oh>:portion of pages referring to women ran frOM .14% to 2.0% of the total, nutnherof pages; illustrations ranged front 0% to 0%. in all probability the situatiOn,,in other educational materiels is One LY .012grareful.. . ,

01600 all children by tne.tinie they reach-school age have bad sex roleit1nettlied
in their minds, reraedlalProlitair are n842,8,811,60 every level. Special 1)14181should be developed to give chl dren the 'chance to learn skills commonly t$00as male or female. A teacher in one pre-school noticed that the girls were eXcltkiedand Made fun of by th boys whenever' they atteinpted to. work at the, Carpentry ...- table, This embarra the girls both bee:0100,0f the WS Meeking and beeause
of theirtaek Of skill wit the toola. The teacher 4661404 tO,Set Op toale ahcl female,perlodkat the table. Within a AV, mop ;6 Stile gained ektli, the hos ceased',

-:. their mocking and all the, thildreit worked together,,,BY training teachers to be
sensitive to areas °COX-- discrintintitionin the,.'claristoOm'ail thid one teacher ,

. was, and b providing ways tO counteract enehdiserindnatien, one could eliminate
many children's sex-stereotype ideas.. :' ., .,,, ,-, ,Lion- sexist counseling ihetild- plat ett Important role- In our school systemi,Strong' influences are neoeseati:to *Outer' the early sexist thiluences. PrOgraMswhich present to children the numerous without distill-galshing rotee of mate and female could help Oka' e,"11/ contrast,' iniproper

,- and inade4uate _cenneeth* olio soyttoty Whit tlio options 000 to 00 inditislOal :--Ter example, in a ethos eohOttoto or treehhfeh -etitOtite 'at the vntvoisty, of Y.-..
-r.s California at Berkeley, it :Wait discovered that rentittee had take enbstantially ',-,..=

-, lees high school mathematics thanAnalek.(1180,'APPIlk Q.) At 015 1)6104401.:-of Contort*, without a rottrrh, Oak Of high ,Pc 11891 Math it la Pp, POO e;,,te,tht r ,,engineering; eon _titer ficienge,' 0OonciMict,;,butt nees,"mathetnattee Or ?;,,,thgset-took: (tuty 8 0 ot (he'tetilitlea grwthatectsgih 'Se' h0.01:Iiith gif iha Mat ',,...:;:,1,-...,.....,,.tothparect t6 57 id the Malet,tThi* females itre-,effe014/81:8150,1004 tilat
'1,,, : , (WO before they enter.the VnieereitY,':, - 't '.. '' -- : ,- , .,Another important area which Old be oorettd bi

. 4 005'e proirath toilhai."Of;eontinnieg education. Life-104° mica on 01112t 14 to recognised mfg an .41/0821part . of the Uldr reites role, on/inn-int 0044 O: P"rogtilOta. attract maq. ,mature women an haute provided tixPetiOtfceCtitn froth leisure oF lii,ojicoas pottery kin h- the teed.ueation of professionals ' u f rth tel -i tnen fn.
- tEreisteit in eotitinothg,thOtt'Oducatt4 have Ohl*StuhttetOtttott)i;At& latts'itotreti to, the- Report of the ,wornen'i Action ,Progratn; of 4.16w -.0,r6thrtinit women areshunted into underdeveloped continuing edtteatiOn 'piretns; vvialth are. extra-'.heels extensions. of 'the' sponsoring institution, and .degreee of ,lower

frestige.,Hiniinal
effort is made, to provide recruiting and counseling servicesor women to discuss careers, to define their g00% and to learn hot' to utilise

the institutions' resourcesmost effectivelY for their,Ourposee Hattie* women
bare little knowledge of the fellotohips ow internthips available. Of the 480
Foihright-traya grantees in 1011-2 only 20 *ere women. Of the 180 White Rouse
fellows to date only 11 bave been Women. Much of this low female representation

Ws It:but Schmidt ilpoltortakIlgaro SNoictile"Ari.4rrivaitittn9stratitatiltritill
Wal tart" A 11117441 474 tO1 fielti% tried: gate:, by Beryl! Camel, oo.

mill
4/4setes Studies Newtotter" No. 2 'Mates 1912,

(App_42ndls C.
?Liter 'Pilot Teat of Sex Merriam in Eno Sado! gdathematioit Preparation,"
"Report o Wornetes Action Program," HEW, humeri 1212, pp. 8548.
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dile to the low number of female application's,' a honk ot the inadequate,"
V1421>riate or lack of counseling.

pedal training and counseling renters could be esiahllsbed to make women
aware Of these and other educational opportunities. Such centers could provide
counseling in other areas as Actually the list of services each women's
centers could provide is endiees. In the Bay Area of California a women's general
LOW) collective is operating. Although some of their services extend Well beyond
be confines Of this bill, they do provide seniors which are edUcatIonal in nature.
on-pr_olt creative publitattons could Pie people valuable aperient° in many

areas. Management and leadership trainee courses could be offered, as edirld Intern
placement services.

Cleo*, it enacted, the Women's Edgcational Equality Act would benefit largo
numbers Of Americana in Yelnable and diverse ways.

Before closing, I would like to make several specific recommendations to the
subcommittee -

I, increase the level,of funding of the program. .

2. In this or in a separate bill, delegate to Office Of Vducatims the task of
reviewing all tents used by federally' funded institutions, and reqztre that within
three years of passage' of the act that all discriminatory books be removed from
use 40 texts.:

8. Include a sense of COngress provision encouraging all educational institutions
to review all their edutationid materials and to phase out all discriminatory
materials within three years. Provide federal funds tor. such review.

4. Specify that both youth and students should be represented in several seats
on the Commission established by the Act.

5. Change the clank, of H.R. 208 which places Commission chairman appoint-
ment with the President to appointment by the committee members.

I thank you, Chairman Hawkins, for the opportunity to have been here today
and welcome any questions the Members may wish to ask.

Ms. JENnurr.a RYAN,
National Student Zobby,
Washington, AO,

4111......

APPEND= A

UNIVERSITY Or WISCONSIN STSITElt,
Madison, Wis., July 23, .197,9,

DUN Us. iiir4N 3 In reply to your letter of July 18 I surely wish we bad a
well developed women's atudteri program In the University of Wisconsin Syetem
but the truth IS we do not, We are well on our way to coropleting written arnrrna
tive action PrOgIVAS in oepplianee with Revised Order #4 which deals only
with employment.-me are now only at the ease of trying to define what women's- ---~7
studies rootlets of,,what our, objectives are and bow best the goals can be Ac-

mpliehed. The Women's Education Equity Act on which yOki are going to testify
would also provide funds for counseling women, We are beginning to get

started in this area too, I am not sure what ether programs the Act would cover,
but possible grants could be censidered for PrOgrams to achieve equity for women
to Mpetl,tive an 4 proride additional financial aid support, There lin-
,douoteat4 is great need, for grants to research the problerbs women encounter In
higher ucatiob birth from the attitudinal and behavioral view -points.

I am sorry we do not have any published materials we can send you for your
needed rerrearch. Geed luck in your testimony,

Sincerely,
hiesteN J, Fiwoeoei,

Assistant to the President for
¢ifirmative Aotitin fee Women.

nr Ruth Olman otialeeted List Of Profestional Training Promos and Internshipi,,
Aniiilien Alisociatiolt abetters:0 Women, November lets,
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APPENDIX B

WOMEN IN U.S. HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
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neT dir Ss: 1)urrautfoes IN MOH SCHOOL MATIMMA'rMit PIMP* MN

This pilot 4E114 was conducted to test the investigator's long standing con-
tention that Ingsle(14414 preparation in mathematics presents a serious constraint
in choice of undergraduate major WKS hypothesized that girls
fag for admissien at Berkeley would be less likely to have taken advanced Math-
ematics than WS.

A systematic random sample of names was drawn from the applicants for
admlssion as Freshmen at Berkeley for the Fall of 1072. The folders were pulled
from the files, and coded by sex and number of years of high school mathematics
taken by the applicant. SOD143 students take only the minimum entrance require-
ment of two years, some take three years, and some take four years. The dis-
tribution is presented below

YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL MATH BY SEX, 1972BERKELEY APPLICANTS FOR ADMISSION AS FRESHMEN

II n percent'

. .

Mathematics Boys Girls Total

yrs 34
7

3511

21

yrs 57

Total 100 100 100

Number 42 39 $1

Source: Berkeley Admissions Office.
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The MOT roar -nine perceotaxe,iielats between boy* and Attie Atom:

tD6 .001 ley 1, x 1%042 With two Germ of freedom.

OTATEMPAT OP /ENNIPER RYAN, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
STUDENT LOBBY, WASIIINOTON, D.O.

,

ft!, RYAN,' think will 'Wit suntnririze the major points.
I ampere today representing the National Student Lobby. he Stu-

dent Lobby is_a federation of student governments, State sttident or.
-galli*tioilS)' AS well as students around _the country. Student Lobby
reptostlits LO million students.

piSLluks taken a strong position supporting,the Women's Educa-
tional 'EquitY At We believe it has petehtia to cause great strides
tti be taken tOivtixi an equitable society where women as well as men
can fully participate in every institution.

In recent Weeks I have studied many programs on campuses as Well
as of campuses which hairs the purpose of improving the lot of Amer-
lean women and girls. -Although there are only Very few programs

'-actually in existence, some of the programs have developed, very,1111-
.usual and innovative programs.

I feel these can be used as models for some of the things that KR.
908 intends to do, and that by increasing the number of programs-and
expanding the scope of those already in existence we can take great
strides in eliminating some of the sex discrimination that exists.

I would like to focus on four areas. These are: femate studies, text-
books and educational materials, continuing education and coun-
seling. I hope I can present the student perspective on some of these
areas..

Over the last few years, I think most people know that there, has
been a phenomenon occurring on campuses known as women's or fe
nude studies programs. -The programs have a wide variety. Some Ali) .
general or interdisciplinary ;; others are very spetifle, .

For example, there are general courses such as "Women in $ociol.
ogy" or "Women in Society," bUt-Specifki courses like, at the UniVer.

of California; A course called "Linguistic Behavior of Male and-7--.7
Fernale,"

"
7

BY the end of the last acadende year over 900 courses on women's-
: Undies haVe been created on -College campuses.

Two dozen approximately coheSiVe programs have been deVelo
A program being any kind of coordinated effort ainOr4" the vat
courses. .

Although these Programs and cog* only,represent a start, the,
have. enjoyed impressive Success where they have been deVelo
They have touched on non-traditional subjects; Some have drawn stn;
dents in the hnndtedS. Most people who have taken women's studies
Courses come away with a feeling of raised consciousness the preh,
lems by both w6men'and meri as 4 result.of 0431-ktiki kviety.-

Clearly these types of -eourseS c:3u,offer.,people the Opportunifli,
overcome six biWs.-They are AlroOst"non-.existent, however, On de-
Mentary tuulilecOid4rycAmpueee.,

In recent years elementary And secondary schools have Inoye4 'awe'
frdiri the trends, of Milner years, Of offering Oni$ generel-typti cot(

: and have -come to offer more specific college-type .cxnuties. There oil,
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I feel it is wholly appropriate that high schools institute courses such
as "History of American Women" or

high
in Literature," courses

like that.
I think even on the elementary level units with emphasis placed on

fenutles should be instituted on a massive role.
Second, I think revising of curricula is one of the vital priorities.

I feel that all educational material should be reviewed for sex bias.
A number of people have dealt in' great depth with the subject of

textbooks, and I also have come upon an interesting study which has
1:1)1)4111N( consequences. A recent study was made by two students in
California, graduate students at California State College, on women
in American history textbooks, a survey of courses used in colleges
across the country. These texts, 21 of them, represent OD percent of
the total text market for the American history survey courses. The
results were incredible.

They tabulated the number of references to women and the ranges
ran from 0.05 percent of the pages making reference to women to 2
percent of the pages making references to women,

I think probably in other educational materials, certainly other
textbooks, the situation is equally as bad. Therefore, it Is vital that
this be a priority area in reviewing textbooks and other educational
materials.

Third, I am concerned with establishing nonsexist counseling
throughout all educational institutions in this country, beginning
from earliest levels. There is a trethendous lack of counseling on the ele-
mentary level, and given the sexist nature of the society, it is vital
that children recognize the multiplicity of options open to them at a
very early age. Improper and inadequate counseling limits the options
open to an individual.

At the University, of California at Berkeley, it was discovered that
a very small ratio of females have the fourth year of high school math,
emetics when they enter the university. They have taken substantially
less mathematics than males. Only 8 percent of the females have
taken 4 years of mathematics compared to 57 percent of the males.

At the 'University of California without a fourth year of high school
mathematics it is impossible to enter engineering, computer science,
economics, business, mathematics, or any of the sciences. Therefore,
92 percent of the females are effectively excluded from these fields
before they even enter the university.

The fourth area I am concerned with is the continuing education,
Lifelong education must be seen as an integral part of the univer-
sity's role. Continuing education programs are increasingly attracting
mature women and providing them with experiences ranging from
courses in leisure skills such as potterymaking to very elaborate re-
education courses to train professionals.

These continuing education courses can open new possibilities to
older women who have previously been directed into very limited roles
in our society. This gives them new options.

A problem related here is giving these women, these mature women,
the opportunity to be aware of the internship programs, fellowship
programs, grant programs available to them. People who have been
out of school really have no way of knowing where these programs
exist.
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oro.660: to' that fad li The IOW intinbef of male that `Feeelfe
ito of the federal grants. Of the '480 rulbright-Ilays grantees in

IOTI4V, °MY 29 were *men. This may be duato number of faetors,
but one of the fetters lithe low number of applications from Women,
which is tharesult of the fact that women are not aware of the options
open to them in this area,

86 tWould reeonntend that special training and counseling' ceitteri
could, be oPened for women specifically in-the areas of education. Cot--

-` tainly ,Such tanters,coldd provide many additional services to welnen
people in sOelety.

learlyi the Women's Educational Equity Att'can provide to many
peoplain all facets of society diverse and valuable experiences'. There.
for6,-Lwould reConnitend strongly that the 'committee report this .

tothe frill 06411111We Arta then out to the floor.'
I have several _further recommendations.
O'ne is that the level of funding` of the program be Inc,
Secondly,

I
would like to see either in the bill or perhaps in asepa--

rate bill the duty_Of reitiowIng all books used in all federally funded --,

institutions reviewed on a national basisI think that Could be done
throtigh the Office of, Education, perhaps' a "commission 'or -Special

'office set up for that purposeand make a specific recommendation or
requirement that within 8 years of passage of the act, all discrim-
inatory boobs be removed from use in the educational system.

Obviously that would mean that numerous sppplementaty materials
would have to be developed for interim use. You cannot take all the
books out of the educational system.

Thirdly, I recommend a sense-of-Congress clause included in the bill
encouraging all educational institutions to review all educational mai
torial that they use and to phase out discriminatory materials on the
local level; and provide such Federal funds- for programs for school
districts to use to do that review.

Also f would like to recommend that on the Commission established
by the act there be seats specified to be held by students and youth.
I chink it is something that often happens in commissions that are

Wishedand weommissiotrof this nature certainly deals definitely
wit students and youththat- students and youth are the sonee that
arena ever included at ell:And as a student and a reProientatlye
the 'Samuel Student Lobby, I would like to make that recommetide"-:
tion.

Fifth, sOmething that has come up in questions that have been isk4'
is hof the selection of the chairperson of the committee should take
place. I would like to recommend that the chairperson lie -sleeted
by the committee, appointed or elected after the committee is estab-

-'llshed, perhaps a one-month date cOuld be set.
Thank 'You for the opportunity to testify, and I would be Willing to -

answer any questions you might have.
Mrs.'1!Itmt; Thank you very,mich; Your testimony has_' most

illuminating. I can already envision a bill called The National pis-
eihniriatorf Materials, Replacement Act proViding _funds' for ,any
who'. systein. upon finding ditcriniinatory textbooks eould' replaco,
thetn by applying forrederal funds for such replaceinent. Thatis,an
excellent suggestion,
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I wondered if volt could tell u s,within your peer group, within the
student groups ttint you deal with, whether you And among them vie.
time or captives or however you want to describe them, of sex stereo.
types.

Ms. Ity,tx. Absolutely.: I don't ,roally,thInk that my: peer grotin., is
any freer of sex stereotypes than arty other group, Perhaps slightly,''
because in university enyirOnment there is great exchange of ideas, so

'people are forced to be aware of it and it is.something that is brought,
to the surface every day
Mrs. Mixx. To what degree are men participating in these women's ,

studies
I
Programs that YOu.describe
tyAs. They certainly do 'not represent a majority of tile 01421,

In -most universitlea males are in the majority of the overall university'
registration. They range, in some schools from no participation whet.
ever to very large .

One course I attend )44 -,Winter Was a course*on Women 04
Prostitution, and I we:UM seY. probably, one-third of the Oast vas male,

not going to say,',Whether that is because of, the subject inatter.,,.-
Mrs, Aftsg. It watt*Ablyeableet stereotype.

OntspO4t. 4;gre4f. Ottolveling is oollego, campuses ;_-
over this country anctmany ot,the women on'theSe campussi.are..nOt.-.'
participating naanY.Of the Women's studies course-8.ln tealltinglith';`
diem, I happen to bejleVethat: they f!sel ipnatoly inferior because Of

-what seciety has'dotielotheril,,thskt, they 4o,nOtt even recognize 'hole
important, it is for tlieni'le 'get into Ow. courses whieh wouldahelp
them in terms of their OVeralideVelOpment, -j- "

But I want, to, betha.tle*WeWocate for the inement4 Want tosay -

that in looking over,thO'entAre range of courses p.ertainiPg to Vinenstud es, in all kinds 04000410e in this country, I carketie they,,
,would not mant to register-in soma, f these ourses; I, feel that
of the courses do =not`. seine kind of.,prelitninary; erientatiOn'
for women, who have been. so inseenre,, who have been so uptight
about 'Many th,ings soeiety.'thatr they won'i. even,go into these
1)040104 corset. y "

-;.--,=-1-Ncas-rondering if -on :::the7eollege Campuses -sOniething-Conid!
done tOheve, some kind of:'effed:On those who are implemeutPag:t
.courses. r .

Ms; ,One probleM see very. obviously is no one;teelathei:.
are sexist. No one feola they., themselves have the problem of. soitero.",-,-,
typing or have been s=ubjected to sex role. tracking. EVen for: the
part think

have
that get enthusiastically involvedlespeaalltin

number of these courses; are thepeople'that need thein the leaSt:,-,,
think probably 000 tOai Poasibiiity is integrating woinen's:StudieS

into all courses in all facets of the eaneational system! having these
kinds of things integrated into textbooks that are, used in 'regular
courses, like standard' Ainerienn. history courses, for example-',-41).
preaching it that way,,rather than trying to move people ,who do not
want to get into women's studies courses into them, or trying to 80*-
how hit people who are not Willing to be hit.

Mrs. Cutsiioot. It, is veryintoresting to Meone has to say some-
times that women are their own worst enemies. I have noticed on sev.
eral campuses that I have-gone toand this was a shock tome that
many more men enrolled in some of these courses than women, I think



is'Preeisely becautte,of _What society has clOne. to .winnon,'. this
WhyJ,04,yory much interested eteing how integrate;, how we
bf 0, to get women to develop the confidence that they need so des.
110 tel y blow do we get them to feel more secure I

NBC-1%1)1141r what needs to be done until we can integrate wotnen's
studieS into the various aspects of the curriculum, lAaybe we need to
have some kind of preliminary courses that will help them to get to
that step,

Eit'AN, You are ,thinking in terrns-of the high school level of
0400 that would be standard, mandatory courses I ,

51rs. Cinsitoor. Yes,
RYA,t4r, I think that has real merit. It is clear everybody by_thes,

time they reach high school level has been sex stereotyped, and I 8914
nO ivasott Why things like that could not be instituted-, particularly_

--on,the.high school level where institution of a new course is not too
much of a big deal,

ltrilx, Thank yousery much: We appreciate Your testimony
find thank you very rich for participatbig. ,

This concludes the hearing of the subcommittee.
(Whereupon, at 12:80 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to neon.

vent) at the eel] of the Chair.)
01,4toir

(The following documents' were submitted for the record I] ,

ersiatinnr Or %taut IlriNOOri, Extol/TV& Strairrsair or TUC
, NMIONat. BotroATION Asecgwerion - ,

The National Education Association is pleased to present this statement in
support of the principles contained in 11,18. 208, the Women's Educational *lefty.
Act of 1078.

H.n. 20 provided declaration or many of the inequities which have been ,

present in the education of women and stria in the Unitedeel States: lit recognizes
Oellitleally that sex discrimination bah indeed existed but recognises alio
that now, in a time of increased awareness of women's capabilities,' aspirations,
and prerogativeit as human beings, at loisf some of the centinujng'disetiminatien

, .- era e bad faith ,
be attrihnted to 'simple:--and correctableignorance rather than to dielibs

_

7" S 04important, _._'tholisif; tnyo the aCknowteegetato -of pallt ills-and-of. ftirtdrir
. Wallas is na,,298,8.4ttempt 'provide simple, workable prostillrea to alleIt
many of the problems which confront those people, both women anclIntn; 4§-,

, ore trying in OM own tivett And careers to end sox tprericllOattOOThe til r-

'' provides mechanisms and resource§ designed to so probtems early in the '-

-ethemigoengthy legal processes. Hopefully_ such roeobanisnis could lessen the
antagonism between parties ithich can so often occur when legal actions ate_'-,lent, drawn out, and abrislife. , , , . , , . P_4

208 can assist edOpatiOOSI institutions to developlog programs teetv_
te'eisirtuatu§ktou-su scpoot praCtices and POiltielt anal in tile b8 la nOrni

110 0 saline forms_ of dlecriminattorl, It WO eignititeetly kip til gieboe
governing , bodies *bleb genuinely desire to, provide equality: o id coral

- ,opportunity. rot women and Orli-3, partigel4rtr since it-prOvidO' so a ii dlt Null
lin ntiet. assistance to develop ebtt-41 riipitiattod programs nowt ',cutting

-., in the re iiir school budget: It will at provide a remedy wb:c chuneo a
intlirikciald or groups

used
auggeot, help Oral% tit' POI r 00 i)x,ot,

. And policies uatee tifIlioie school governing-halite ,,ly
re Nigiti dere opin Natoli; frithen legal 'prodditlit. ''. , , .. ,,r ;,,,

BingUntil.,,,
ate eauust on omen's ,Education' -pregritakS,Wilt Mg, ,asslice_in'

eee i *lir i`tioisa escorts prOrtiitead sCriniirult14010 0% t: te,r4_,,.

6'4 "Art tiP:a Ibtt'Ae "elleslatting
on

tested -osifiliirlait )11,47!u t a n ss a vs n ns es pt, 4 a e
00,04optleittfon'ot e eit ,- -,-- ' t ,' , .-, .,,.. -...., ' ,,, ;

e *line ttebtlen t'Vp tton "associations, women'' or Ji 19

cal .Wonteir Vitt tat ingly pressuring', 04deationhl
ki... .-
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c,haNie, Many of these groUps are already challenging edueational.programs.
As they mots, mere and Mote aware Of the legal tools to Oght dleetimination,
mote and more otallengee will result, H.R. 208 Will de inneti to eliminate' the
agotiy of disputes over whether or not a program can or will badeveloped Underthe regular school budget. It will also asst women's grout*, ethication ASSQ'ciations, and school administrations to institute prograrek and will rook. roll'.
able advice on program design and Impletnentation: There is little question thatthe program and polity changes will be instituted, and H.R. 208 will be of great
Value in implementing change with a minimum of antagonism.

NE4. policy, reaffirmed at our annual convention Just last month in Portland,
Oregon, calls for a inarantee that *Omen teachers will have equal epPortutt4for advancement tO adagnistratire positions, Clearly thin means more than
the trite phraee, 'equal pay for .eqtal woric,..' Clearly :also," such ttlily, equal ad..
viineement opportunities would be in the best interests of net Just the in.dividual woman who is blit of the entire education eyttenintor otieriipretioualy' overloo 1_ pool of talent, resource., and commitment' We
are pleased note that .R. 208 would encourage such Opportunity for
fidtatiefilneut,

AnOther goal sought by NE& polio y is maternity leave taken'at the diteittion
the woman teacher and her doctor and to en without loss' of Job, tenure,
ins,' and so forth-J-1n other words, maternity leave that is administratively

treated Ana tike beme, other prolonged leabillty such as a 14610' leg. H.R.,
Wotild perMit such leave miles to be incorporated intt teacher,

trade.
programs akorte and physical education- heralong dietingnIshid',

ItZeteitibill.:igergro.Mt:141TinttolAtalt money ifiZAultrAte
or haseba thee are paid for their; extracurricular dutfes17,,-and,relieite
lunchroom huideading stMetrifilenwhite' thiv- (women): golf, tennis;,:,and --
swimmlOg coaches niutt'detiate their tine -,an fight the administration for the
deal to dls the atmosphere which has historically, wade thin trite', and could
Money needed ineidental_expensesNn feel that 0.14, 208 would do.ti great

result- in increased attention being paid -4114, resources being Altooitel-!-to
girls' sports.

women ettarty have Mani 'legal tools to fight-diScriminatOtip" rogr'--tr* end
. Atuehdment to the U.S. Oonstitutleti;
Ova ii; is -Act Of 1004, Titly_C_Of the tdocatien Amendments O,f .1012,Equal -dt 1.06$, and 0:Eiteentive; Orders which' requirelinirinnt e
attion Progranis by. geternmek contritetors, of. these ProVidO a Mpans,ef
feeenren Tof st_distriminntorypraetieet-,HR. *Will, of pOurse, supplement ,
ealstific,legiel WS' end nrdera,- want all, 208 hk, more pets, vas

,micOuregefei. de"Tefferte-te end dietriminatieti, before inetatieee of di L.,

step w !elk eY be si tOt eq elite oppettu ,tlea for boyftehd girls, Men -
f-';'C14001TP),°, )t.-11214,2Jr ANT=111:tirvelef1;814 '4.0

weinet t We'eerfun d sponsor, and stand ready t040 whatever OOSSiblete
4-44t)"2!040,0141011'

Oefinterrotrr tetrOkriON Aesetiiii*Ozt,

Ijoe:A.v9yems r _

(711,104$04 4140-0004illeit on Ospiai Opportuniiy,' gouge vaisoffoiet4
Comoitt$10; 040 of iforfattstativel,- Washington, p.o..Dag Harrittuffi On behalf of HR 208, WonienisPlueatien

r:-.V.won14 lilre to Submit the enclosed` testimony. The statement is a draft of an_
article to be'released In' the October 1078 issue of Phi Dello 'Tappan. Also
closed IS a eopy of the bookletSiyo Afirtoriiii, which I edited freni the pi.

conference the status tcotnen in eduenticin held by, Oft a fiscelu.
tien,laet year. Publication of the booklet *fte made passible by a grant frob'
May 611 $ will be published next fall.
the' EsIticatien; HEW, Proceedings from a ,second_ eenterence held in

One q the recent accomplishments of the women in Contic:ellent has been the
egttblieliment Platte of Women CoMmiseion. Signed into law On :oek
1A73 by GovernOr Thomas 3:11,10$14.11,. the commission will b4ye Rie 13ers
each of whoin *111 hare subpoena powers and retiPonstbilitp to manage a
annual budget. We are hopeful of mains some strong twin:Middle s
ehangelV to reprove the status of women In Otteation as wall as other nreaa..

gortiom, eons., 197*



In rehrtIkr/ of 4018 a Status of Women Committee was fortnd by the (low
Weston of Higher Education repreeent Oca one of the 19 public colleges, and
owl/males itt Connecticut ,`, he committee is chaired by gait Shea, former
assistant of the University oietitOiliglirticUt. It Is significant that her

gob at tad University was recently terminated and a spit cUrging v14(410110
`,.

post
first and fourteenth amendment has been flied in the federal district

court. A041004111 legal action to underway with the Equal Employment 0'

Mission. Much Mete Work on the status of women 1? higher education In Con,
hinny Commission and the Connecticut Human flights and Opportunities

hecticUt remains to be done, as most of the existing &salmi Non goes deeper
04 deepe! Ode

The statue Or timtation in it through 12 education in Connecticut is equally
invidious and °fen More unknown than in higher education. Few Connecticut .,

'41dutatatit seem to be aware of the meaning and intent of Title IX of the Higher
.-' Education Act. Tli Women's Education Equity Act can gO further and be A more

.-, compelling reason for causing school systems to end discrimination in curriculum,
''',:*, admissions, sPortayeitralcUrrictIldm activities, salaries, and job emOrtunittet. ...

, , Nonetheless the women 01 Connecticut are organising to,form Woinen't,Cau-
0 to enact state ittleltitiot and have in fact succeeded in getting the Cionnee-
ticut gislatnre to ra ft the guel Rights Amendment this past February, Pros..
pacts for retort* are bright, but not Immediate. As Long as the power structures
in education are male domluated changes to provide equal opportunity for women

,..s,,, will be gained at a antes pace.
.. On dnal point not made in the attached statement concerns the degree of op-- =

; pOrtunities bendenied women in HEW by the federal government, A May 1978
7310W 'Federal Women's Program entitled, "Positive Indicators in sliployment
for Women hi DWI" is extremely distorted, The report attempts to make the '

"'' few numbers of highly paid women compare favorably to other branches of the
federal government and the U.S. Work force, In fact the raw data Indicates just
how few women are utilised as anything but support staff. If you are discriminated
against, it is net better to be less so in one plate than another, Any discrimina-

, tion is equally wrong. Sitting in the middle of the bus may beat distasteful as the
back of the bus. Much more affirmative action is needed within the federal 'goy.'
ernment's own Office of Education, ,

..

Many women in Connecticut would welcome the opportunity to provide personal
teeth:Irony to the variety of sex-discrimination and the denial of equal educational
opportunity which exists in Connecticut schools. If the sub-committee conducts ad-
ditional hearings, I would urge them to hold a hearing in Connecticut. I am auto
that either Oongretannan Ronald Sartain or Robert Steele would be most happy to
assist in making arrangements for such a future hearing ill Connecticut.

If the committee his Author questions or needs addition) evidence I would be
.-- most happy to cooperate in an further requests. ,

StmAttivx S. TAYLOR,
1.*7. --- ----- '- --- --------------------- Coordinator of Reaearch.--

STATRURIIT Of StrOARRIC TAY1.03, 0001O1NAtOR Ot RIMICARCIL, -CONIIICOTIOT -

Ennoatios Aesoorartott .

-, 5D110ATIONALI $441?MS' RP; A lfAlX noti.ortt'

Although the recent increased in the proportion of melt elementary _teaCher140
the loweeltitcles y, be healthy', there has not been adolusts. Cottoin over the --
etxuat imhele,two In Ketatienal lea4orellito .,. "- - . .', ,,..*.---

01044,4010,o iaoro women edlicatiOnal loOlora Siligeeta,that the Ucit'iiiay, .,-.:
lie With :t 0 wohien-.thernaeltes. In fact, , Sandford Reitman' as p uce an,,,L',:,
etiolott'' pasetvit$ to explain tlielack Of woolen leaders. At a f0ino4y e urges- Woinaa to 6 tea doelle and more assertive. 1P1fOrtnhately, onfeConot14614
etotorai patterns mgigate Against 'shell ar soitition accor4ing to Mittint positrt

'''t,"rItrtd-otitillt4te4 eazizahl:ternizt gz-zhiluaterAtatr breki.:-.
. .

,15,-:- -6: di t itt4iklruttr44/43;ctielestOtrAcglingleaDrilitAot coo, !surd ''.' i'-'

ti orneggetba uttniann) Belmont valifori0 t BrObk, le tp1)141,0; ;,;_ ,..,
'''''r '' cogd 191 la? ' : ..
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researchers also hare presented dridente thatWonien tend to perform significantly
higher than men in many academie areas until they reach adolescence. Subs.
quentiy girl* learn that society has other expectations.for women and deference
is rendered to men: There is no evidence that women are born with Paadve genes,
''erhatia it our society eneoutaged W O indirldualistri and freedom thong both
L.en and women, it would permit more women to assert the aggressiveness and
indepensience needed for leadership West ',

The economic sanctions whic have inhibited women In the Work forte are
Just beginning to be Analysed, recent article by Ocilla Tobias discusses the
myth of 1040 the Riveter 46 0 happy retiree explaining hone Relle was forced
back into the home by both rattnegetneht and labor untonSt,<PUritit the deptes
sir,_.n of the thirties married women Were freltiently tletnitowed to teach. lint11
loW, pregnant women usually were forced Mit of teaching..COOrt.tterii and fed!
eral and state legislation sate currently Utilised to- protect t 0 rights Or
)4tentint women to teach; Welt lit thia;Writin the Supreme (411 has.befOrs it A

one unfavorable decisidn bate been reilderet.1b$ Itet courts "4n thit !sone. aV-
test ease on the Manta of Pregnant *omen to tteh Tiro toverebte nC-

age the
g :14 i4lieltrttilt '' firell "Ural :11'4V

ion of wo en teachers. in.segondery schools men teachers ,,oht.,,,,titir000t W011100 and ,-
When combined with elementary teachers, men constitute 991,vt0,14 .,,t'nf,tke tote'':

, teaching profession. Yet 87. percent of the fiecondarY,PrinelPele and' more than '-
PO percent of the superintendents are 'teachers' are
wopient"tepy few women nll'edueetiOtiM leadership PoiliiOnS., iffact; the pereent.,-
ate of women elementary 00004 in pereent) 14 settially

'traditionally
today tbAn It F.

was in oust deeadea.-411 Othet.,editeittional leadership potiltittlig traditionally hate'
been and are held by a MaJOritr Of mein, , : 2 .--, 1-. -,' ; ''', 'The eaves for tale demi Imo Were Inherent in the development of our tanca4
!tonal system, as historical 7- *omen have p eyed a subservient role. .when the.,
first schools Were establithed,' rebate. teacher* Were Onside' At' out to teach ,- ._

young boyit, More advanced training Would be under thetutelage of met. Vile
11th century "dame Schoole,,aetniiiy, excluded girlik for fear,that the .would
learn to *rite and fo. their bus ends' signatures Later/girls Were per tied to

trained
to It up thins isPacei eve acadeties, itherCiti le were

trained separately 'mit --
not

equal ,, iinally" developed , and Prospered v daring
thskielth and 10th eentneitit After. bs. Civil War, women,. Who had ,become the '-
rilOIOtitY in teaching. W01'4444)404 as teachers; except in the Orly gradeS Where -,

, tee,' were prevailed up0)1-060 more to prepare students for more adtaneed traitiote-
ingtindermale tutelage: ' .. :,. -: _'; , -,. _ :"- '-,_ : ', < ' . , , : ,,,, . , . ,,. '

Today, women ape again being dtsplaeed in the elementary school's. The propOr..,
tion of men elementSt$.teatbei*,haa increased at,,t1ktialartning rate (40 pereent', --.,
during the Igtat:deeade The OroPotttli Otitornen principals ,hosleculied from_
87 percent in 190410.21 in,1 O. The Actual utiMber 'Of wonif0'..apperlti....

;:-.Itetidentiritrttinnation,hat ec ned fro m 00 to:$4 of the 1,8,000 in 1070i-Idorofel .,

_ -094 t*o'etete genuine end Idtentg; hate ii-wOttit0iteatitte-stiperitttetklen_,
.: 61ilnetrutilon in Is summer of 1,01 , - ; '''-

'0* ribelming itlefleol irie )4ek: eregt, 611"Bltedhlott"Selitiltrorittilsii-
. ,

-116 in the, U ee'(f..X(IttOetten. Oil, t*O' r, CIS. Or 4017 -tt Pot
of ober women *ore Onopg the °Ming Orif o, 0_

I,ti )3, *omen 404 rit,00447 oc tilfs titi de, I., ttio 4 * I he hy 'We
4, average grade or Vometi-iffaii 0 l' for AO, 1,4.10, 0,. 440

tioPopartme0t 0 Und.tiOn-17 per Ot i_51 tb9W6 1 nkeiPil .04be nOnprOfeasional SAP( -Weft wojpeti .40 A i 1 'is Wage
0tAitaleliAa IP Unitlif MaSsactueetta; Isenriffylfahlei New alp ire; a
redian'ai noridai And latki ilbli states is shniziarl$ Ilelsreealtig oCor if I _sister colleagues from he 0 '0 a es.- Itheligh in Pen sylvaple`AMOPoila 16 At- ,,
tack sex discrimination in the state schools is being impleMented,e,_ .1'een"iP, .
Pittenger, State Commisioner of Alucation.

$ ()sacs Surtop, dVatiotione ilia °Mogen). of Weir PAtioros

1¢oYi

aC

f
Igh eitagoadeda IVerst:4,1°144:01141sarrgtilgg) ilf±heWV.

(91141,a1C4 PivrIdo 127 Zdpetion Association, Rsitooti4)
1071-12. on 1 la
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*4paUon Is deeted Ifla lack of oppor
U ? C d hi be tlons as. welLs. las Op rujt'. to atu

:. t b Lot t us if foP b gber degrees pndths earn a A1&b Y (ate of
Y, .1 .

p F b tl rat. of pu tq detrrLti14 oi s .jenee..
.' '' 'train at.' n* sor, cb11 wIth th Nxe gthWr ot yeses cx

We1Oflrd thj Eclibral ett th $the pay. ?Ot,thelesa the eage çklari
0 eI-tecliefa vts 2000 bigh4r than to women tOfle ets in lçiTO-11. Tbe
ta ne fr tlIdiftereotsl areou,tle and reqltr Aore prob ng.

u additional dieparlUee 1n.sdml straUve saispleB for
fl1 . Otpefl. . T 4V aali7 fo* the 80,000 male schOol administrators

M $1 1i 1W(O rUy thø average salary for th 18,000 terAsie ihialt

Ira 9r$ alaiot. 0(5. Tbe Bureau of Cflus is* noted (bat I percent
ot the ien, b(iit oNLy itt Cf (ho wobeb, earnOd nre thah , -

)ieh not nh$ adanç$ ftber and esr more muey thau wxuOn n ucation,
(,mt they SlSv get øh5d faer. in 17J, the verago age was ss for men techera
and 87 f9 worA*n tcacheme.' Oflø cocu5ton drawn bl .JaO4uetine Clement ii thq
women in dinlMstration are older ftnd are being replaced by Younger fleA.
ifer resa indicates tbftt in every age group women ou(Athnber men and have
more te ag öxp$enco than men. Insomuch as thø natural resource is there
wb7 (*'t tipped? 01 eO'.rSe, some wothen lavd tescidng føt marriage or child
care but iement'e da14 poSe an un5nswered qu*stion hy aren't inure women
becoming leaders? .. . . . -

TWO o(h.r reasons wby not remain bq consIderedi-preprn4t1on a, pref-
ecpc. A large number ot women co lv advanced training. Tipretore, lack
Of formal QUSII cetion does not seem 0 5 factor. recent study b7 Women's
Equity-MUon- gue .(WAIY $ndlèntes that more thM 0 percent f the..
doctotsta in ucatief nave been granted to women. $omo 15 percnt of these
advanced dog i:ero ii eductLonal admin stratton and Supervision, Sne
'omen earned o y 1 per.'ent of all thodoeto ce, the jrcOht for education was
igber than (be average percent for afl,flelds, reas ubich ha4 a hlghr propor.

lion of wOinfl doctor&tea then ed ion were Home E000nomniçs (10%) or.
olga Languages nd L1teratmre. ( 4, I4hrery 8.clemmce (2?%) Englldi and.
Journalism (24% and Paycholoky ( %). . ..

What about prelerenee7 Men ae preferred to women. My doctoral thesis cOh- .

Corning attitudes tOwards cooaen e administrators confirms tht.cocl1on.
study showed that all other things being equl, superintendents (ifltile were.
not likely to bite women as dm1nistra(oro. iltif of the school-systems sLudied
did not encourage women to (rain or a y for adminIstrative positLoe. Mote
over, even thOmgh there were no wYttt policies preludLng women, front ad-
ministrative appointments and very few choQ ystems acknowledged Uritten
policies, womep were atfil not likely to be appolm)ted principals. r Ruperin.
(endento. In feet, analysis of the data revealed that the only factor which al-
pesred to have any slgnlfieane on the Ir$ng process was that o, se(. The Other
variables of age typo of osiUon, len ot exeHenO, sire of (be achoC) district
or background did not have any vail correia(19n to the hiring process. -

Other reeareh e,mleta, however, which ehow thtt women do indeed make good
admtn1st(ors In many Instances better than men. Apparently this ree.eareh has
been little pubitcised. 'The Idea that both mneh and women do not like to worl uwier
feminitme managmenl Is also questionable. 4oneIderabie research, mn1uding my
- own, suggOsta that those who had worked for a woman iiave tb most favorable -.
u&tiudo$ toward women administrators. 'Ilius It outd be concluded that working
(or a woman tends to be a poeitIv experience, making that employee more in.
dined to hire a woman as adm1nstrator than someone who has never worked for
a wOman. -.

:

-
. Heveral eludies can be cited to support the elimination of dtscriminatLo against

women administrators. flcmphill, Orlfti-hq, afld Frederikeen coneludd that
1(hough nen principals seem, to be preferred by I3oards of Ed'ieAtiou, the male

principals did not demonstrate superior performance. In fact, women tended to
Outscore men In Abi'ity to work with teachets and ouh1der were more con

1I%osOa,cb flIvlMomi, National uaHon AssOciation, Sfatva of Teticlmero end ltA e,tm

bersipternbst 1979.

'Jgconellse P r C1,mont .''he bimii'mirlona of 0rnal flhieiImlnatton in the 74e -
Mp or lemntnt ami secondary JmlecstI9n nd the PotntLljt I°gM Redress' (Qu41.
r;Isr Paper f"t ArVAtd adaa(e Ocjmool of Itcucatlon). IaY. 1978. - S

m4Su5mlft, S ylor, TJm Attltjldes of upepi.ntffdeatb ad 14oaz4 of EddeaftoO MemberIp CcnactIet oward the EmployMept slid Efecttftfle5a of women AI PabiW ScbOo
admlnhtrators" (oSpublisbed doctOral dIssertation, t'oiYeralty ot ConliSC11imt, 1971).
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corned with objectives ; possessed greater knowledge of teaching methods and
technique% and were able to gala positive reactions from teachers and
uperi ore
The University of bloridaKeltog Leadership study team, composed almost

entirely of men, attempted to identity and clarify good and poor 'principal be-
bailor. The team concluded that women were more democratic than men, as
well as outscoring men In the most effective responses to administrative prat.
flees." A year later, the results of a similar study were so Surprising that the
researchers carefully rechecked their work, but the result remained favorable
toward women. A third study conducted on a nationwide basis further substan-
tiated the Florida findings that more women than men possessed significant
leadership attributes."

Other plus factors for women principals were indicated in a study by Helen
Morsink, Her study revealed that men had more tolerance for freedom, but the
women scored better In speaking and acting as a representative of the moo,
being persuasive in argument, emphasising production, maintaining cordial rela-
flails with superiors and exerting ioduenee and striving for higher status."

Still men are preferred! Preferred not only as administrators, but in other
leadership areas important to policy making. Men dominate teacher
associatione, school boards, research organisations, and related proteSsional
education associations. Men are the top leaders in both the National Education
Association (1,8 million members strong) and the American Federation of Teach-
ers, AF1,-.010 (270,000 members), Recently each has become concerned with
Improving the role of women In policy making and leadership areas within their
associations and with the profession itself.

The nature of the power structures In NEA and APT makes it difficult to cite
statistics for comparison. But with OM disclaimer in mind, it la apparent that
state organisations of both the Association and Federation are male dominnted.
In the 50 state associations; no one is run by a woman executiVA secretary,
although of the ,elected' leadership as percent of the state associations ere
presided over by women presidents, an increase from 20 percent in 1972, It. should
also be noted that 20 of the state associations are headed by full time presidents.
In the AFT there are only 20 state federations who have elected presidente run-
ning thoir organizations. Of these only Minnesota and Tennessee have women
presidents. Nonetheleas, some of the large local AIM unions have women prod.,
dents. Mary Ellen Moiled. of Detroit, who has run that power structure for
the pest 12 years, is one example.

Looking at the statistics nationally both NFIA. and AFT are run by male
leaders: Terry Herndon succeeded Sam Lambert at the NEA and it appears
certain that Al Shenker will unseat Dale Belden to run the APT, For NEA
things have changed radically as the alternating cycle of male and female
national presidents was broken with the installation of Dr. Helen Wise o Penn-
sylvania last July as successor to Catherine Barrett of New York. Both have
served as full time presidents. Women also serve In some secondstring positions
at NEA and AFT, as Sandy Feldman is deputy for Al 'Thanker, and Margaret
Stevenson is Assistant Executive Secretary for Programs at NFIA.

Differences in size as well as structure continue to make it difficult to compare
the two organizations, but of the professional staff employed by NEA more than
25 percent are women (70 out of 800), compared to 18 percent (7 out of 42) on
the Washington APT staff. Percentages are roughly comparable fur field staff,
although numerically NBA has 83 times more women than are employed by AFT.
Only 8 of the 22 AFT field staff are women; whereas, 100 out of 791 association
staffs are women (excluding New York and California), According to the National
Council of Women in Educational Administration servo in 1970 the state
associations employed women in only 17 percent of the professional staff posi-
tions. Obviously the Affirmative action plans have yet to be written for most state
associations and federation.

II John IC, Ilemphill. Daniel E (lriflithq, and Norman Predetlitsen, Administration, Per.
f4rmanee and Perionality (New York : Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1052). P. 854=

II fluids Grobmen end V)nce A. Hines, "What Makes a Good_Principall" Vie Bait (n
of the National ,t_otocialion of Secondary School Principal., XII (November, 0881,

"Norman Rate, "The Vanishing Woman Principal", National Momentary Principal,
NIT (April, le841). PP. 1248.

14 Helen 51. Wrenn, Leader Behavior of Men and Worsen $eeondary School Principals
(Washington, D.C., National Council of Adrainistratite Women in Education, 1060).



111 the InikeiNI2 A:611.4 ,6FT I dersl 1p roles iinof the:
)1? b 14-set itmt iH at >tclo two orginiastIOust soil gone

th4 Equal loiti oktinnendmonti out
IttiMendment Onteodatitntion halt ere 44,6061' 440 Of

tl,f t4 er*tIoO. F#UPPOW 4t Oftit I'S* _by to t vatiOnat
Velittott and anal y restored at the 1072 convention. ti ho (Wet Worked
Inuoila hactively, and 4nauclally to support passage of the . its state
eiteit to altio'W6 vigorous 001411Mul to Id rt the AllielaIjnent Not.

Cato0 'theee 16 1 has been molly Sample e stair_of the Florida
ucatIon Asitochitionf'a thonitt Vlorida lost the a option of the resolution_by

vet t' Other States Where NE6: state allillAtos'Worked fog PaliaalleAt the ,I2RA

h COIthectient f; where the Dia was passed by an overwhelming ma ority,'
ii of

fare'ilifejae,- (where th0,1iittit Wet by 000:vote), Indiana,' NOV 3trigl

0410104 8 Wire states. need to ratify. the 27th ameddinetit 0 the
onstitlieonfot its

If :011 rience in Connecticut Is .any guide there is a substantial differenee
_ the, degree of tuitort 1011,4 thebv9orgatatatiotift, On tiro One hand the

onneetielit r--,EduCat Ort Association vigorOusly. sapport0d and -14)bbyled for the
WO 'Of * ereas,-- on the other hand; the .0onnecticat ,Federation of

sachet's, Ani-ouVdidlittle to elicit" support for the -161t46' On-the night of
the p$A. public heath* in the halt of the house before-national TV'and press
coverage, (MA's president elect and legislative chairwoman brought the 61110141
endorsement of Its 27,000 members to the attention:of the state le-gislators,
Connecticut State Labor Council AF/e.01014 director of on Political
IlducatiOn brought her organisation's opposition to the attention of the legislators.
On 's prealdent ,wai notably' absent frOM the debate,' and 119 Other member
represented the public, schockteachets of the OFT, Yet the OFT-AFL-CIO had
San on record in sapport of the

Whether or not ERA is eventually reined, women %VIII become more'involved
in policy making roles of the national teacher firOute due In large Part to the
feminist movement and the consciousness raising techniques of the NBA and
AFT. Women's' CancusesOn COnneeticut the Are state *We, conference on the
status of Welne the 61% 3finerity, was held Over ayear. ago, The proceedings
have been publisheded by NBA under a grant from the U.S. Office of Education."
A second conterente held last spring in Cortnectleut became action oriented and
called for severe) reforms in curriculum, government and hiring. Publication
of these proceedlogi is scheduled for late fall. .-

Subsequent to the First Connecticut Cenforence on the Status of Women, a
national conferenCe, Ilducation for Survival, was held by NBA last fall in Wash.
ington. Leaders who worked to inform the p,articipante on how to eliminate
sexism in education were praised by Gloria; Steineen as she urged them to make
the issue a major PriOrity for education, The conference attracted over SOO men
awl women, black, white, Indian, and Chicano, from almost every state. Since
that time numerous other state associations have been holding, similar con
ferences and raising the consciousness of men and women. Arne Marjorie Stern
has also .been working almost Single handed to promote regional conferences
On elfin:eating sexism in education.

SCHOOL BOARDS

domination by men. As members of school rds women constitute only 20 per,
In many aspects school board leadershie its simliar to REA and Air With

cent of the national membership and hold only 12 percent of the state association
Presidents.'* One bright note Is that for the first time in .many years, a woman
president was elected for the National School Board Association. She is Rarbant
Reimers of tranford, Connecticut'

It would:be helpful if more women were members of boards of education,
for' FS* mikes.' First. evidentl gathered in my doctoral research showed that
female school beard Members evidenced the most favorable attitudes towards
women administotoiiviand secondly, echOO1 boards have the final-Say in hiring
adMinistrat6re. -For these seasons I believe that it would be easier to employ
more women as superWendOks and prinp11414 if there were more torten board'
meMbers.

pith/mai tatiestion anamiV ra0E10-40-
j3diatino g. Taylor, NI.. reei, 3ff/oily, C

sf nista rtotletasts,, Boards:
epootito rea*Wite, /1,74/ P.

Waft! Casferesce as tha EfaiSi of Woinee
°flayed Mei Oiteriting the Poor", rss Voss!.
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Not only is educational leadership the province of men in administration,
leather and school board associations, but In other professional associations
as well, As a member of the American Education Research Association I have
observed the field of educational research being dominated by and Controlled
for men's interests. At present AERA Is run primarily by men, although attempts
to provide more emphasis on women's role in education were made at the last
national convention and will be expanded at next year's convention. A women's
caucus has been convened, a task force on women in education formed, and a
special interest group promoted for next year's convention, Moreover, AERA
is to be commended for its vote to withdraw Joint sponsorship from Phi Delta
Kappa for the distinguished award for outstanding educational research until Phi
Delta Kappa permits women as full-fledged members.

Out of the 800 divisional programs held at the 1078 AERA conference only
four focused on aspects of educational research which involved sexbias, On the
other hand, more than Id programs were devoted to racial aspects of bias in
education. The four sessions devoted to sexist issues were: Perspectives on re-
male Education ; BeRole Development and Sexism! Racial, Ethnic, and Sexual
Bias in College Admissions, and Distaff Feedback. AtIRA's apparent future
commitment to assist and promote research about and for women should begin
to allay many cultural myths.'

Many other male dominated research concerns and organizations should a soI
Implement afar:Wive action in the utilization of women, Cronyism, where men
refer other male associates to jobs, should be extended to women and could be if
organizations like Phi Delta Kappa included women as members.

Exclusion of women from Phil Delta Kappa isolates women from the Power
centers of education. The full meaning of exclusion was revealed to are in this
letter of invitation to speak before a PDK chapter

"Phi Delta Kappa is a professional and honor society for men in education with
chapters in many countries. It is the largest professional fraternity In the world.
This membership is comprised of top leadership and outstanding professionals
throughout the state. It is not unusual to have dozens of superintendents, prin-
cipals, and other educational leaders from the public schools, and presidentts
deans, and noted professors from higher education attending Phi Delta Kappa
programs."

Research conducted by and for Phl Delta Kappa,' also continues to be biased
as it reflects only the male point of view. Males do not appear to be aware of
sexist discrimination as evidenced by this description of the school finance
questionnaire procedure which appeared In the March 1078 Kappa».

"A random sample of 1,020 PDK's wan drawn by computer from the PDK active
membership matter file of B7,020 names. The ratio of 745 campus chapter Mem-
bera to 276 field chapter members was the same 8 to 1 ratio found in the total
PDK population. The simple includes individuals born prior to 1000 and as re-
cently as the 1045-40 period, the median age being 40. One quarter are 47 years
of age or older and one quarter between ages 22 and 85. All other Happens are
In the middle-group, 80-48.

"Characteristics of the respondents were compared with those of the total
sample of several variables, including age and type and length of PDK affilia-
tion. Geographic distribution of the respondents was compared with that of the
total membership. In only two eases were states identified in which the propor-
tions differed by more than a single percentage point, and in these two cases it
was less than two percentage points. It can be concluded that a noresponse
bias does not exist and that the finding of this opinion survey can be generalized
to the total Phi Delta Kappa population."

Generalized to an all male population? Since females represent 63 percent of
the teachers and 51 percent of the student population the opintonti in the PDK
questionnaire are not representative of either the teacher population, the student
psoulstion, or for that matter the adult population. The question must be raised
as to how well the opinions of leaders reflect the perception o: the largely female
group involved in education.

The question is being asked by many of my male colleagues and Kappnns will
have a chance this fall to provide their own Equal Rights Amendment by voting
to allow women as members of the fraternity.

Discrimination does not belong in public education. Every person, regardless
of race. social class, or sex should have equal opportunity for the pursuit of
happiness under the United States Constitution. Thank you Mary Wollstone-
eraft. Emma Willlard, Susan D. Anthony, Eleanor Roosevelt, my foremothers.
Your role models as my foremothers are a ray of hope. May it be possible for my
children to have as many famous foremothers as forefathers,
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AASA SUPPORTS WOMEN yea Antirtteraavrvc POSMONS

RIESOLVTION NO. 81

Women have historically played an important part in the education of the
young, yet their areas of responsibility are still severely, limited. The higher
an administrative position is in responsibility, prestige and salary, the lesS
likely it is to be held by a woman.

RASA urges that school systems make continuous efforts to identity women
on their staffs who are potential educational leaders. We urge, too, that AASS.
and other related educational organisations continue efforts to recognise the
leadership potential of women in their governance structure. Women should be
encouraged and assisted to develop the skills requisite for administrative posi-
tions. School boards in school districts of all sizes should develop and implement
policies which exclude sex as a criterhm, explicit or implielt, for admintatrative
POsitions. Whenever two or more applicants for any position ate "equal" in back-
ground training, and the ability to give strong leaderehip, sex should not ba a

Ifactor In the selection.
AASA recommends that institutions preparing school administrators actively

seek out promising potential administrators among women.

FEMINIST vs. PRINCIPALS; RESULT: A DRAW AT NAM, CONVENTION 1

Riddle: What do you get when you cross a feminist author with a roomful of
male principals?

Answer: A mild-mannered confrontation that ends up in frustration all the
way around.

Myra Sadker, assistant professor al the U. of Witoonein-Parkaide and author
of a brand-new book called Sexton in School and Society, came with all the facts
and figures. She cited study after study to show how little girls are discriminated
against in curriculum materials, by teachers and by schools in generaldis.
eriminatlon which not only hinders them from reaching their full potential, but
may Oleo "thwart the process of learning." She showed that the problem also
extends to adults in schools where "women are becoming extinct as principals."
In 108, she said, 55% of elementary school principals were women according to
an NAESP study, but in lull the figure had dropped to only 22%. And in sec
ondary schools, the figure is a mere 8%. As a result, particularly in elementary
schools, there aro mostly femsle teachers taking their orders from mostly male
bosses.

But the male prIttoiper, In general, did nor seem too impressed. They shot,back
with a different side of ti.' story : "It's only little boys who fail drat grade."
"Girls get better grades." "Women aren't applying to bo princ als." "Women

to work for a male principal." "Are we trying to make boys an girls 'W110 Are
would rather work with kids than be administrators." "Women eachers weer

Identical," Ms. $Sadker answered the questionsbut not to the satisfaction of
most of the questioners, lt" appeared. And she clearly tads not happy ahOut the
qUestionsand attitudes they represented.

I Attested In IfactiP Convention Rooter, ollighlights et the 1973 Notional Conventlen
Si the National tisociation of Elementary School Prinetpale, April, 1978, Dtepared by the
&Wore of Edsication Ved,
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Ficersaiton Or 0110ANIAATIoNS TOR PeOlts Stoma Wotan,
Weshieglon, 'hip SO, 1911

Representative AUGUST F. Hawkins,
Ckofrtnan, Etitfroonimittee on Root Opportunities, house of Representatives,

Washington, D.U.
Dr.M Conoaessu An if "kw As chairperson of the legislation and policy

committee of the Federation of Organizations for Profeasional Women I wish to
reply to your request for testimony on Kit 208, the Women's Education Equity
Act, The Federation is an umbrella organization of 24 gretiPs representing
women In a number of professions. They Include the American Association of
University Women, Association of Women in Science, American Medical
Association, Intercollegiate Association of Women Students, and the National
Association of Women Deans, Administrators and Counselors, among others. All
of these groups arc increasingly concerned that equal opportunity be ProVided
for women in the professions they represent and in all phases. of American life,

Women who have succeeded in surviving discrimination and have nehieved Pro-
feesional status are disturbed in, particular by, the failure of our educational
institutions to play their proper role in the achievement of our national goal of
equality ter women. At at time when local, state and national laws have been put
into operation to penalize the practitkOners of sex disertmlnation, school systems
on every level continue to project and practice age-old concepts which are in
direct conflict with the universally endorsed sink of equal opportunity' for ail.

Women in the professiona have particular reason to appreciate the limitation
thus placed upon the full participation of qualified individuals in our society,
They have attempted throngh their organizatione to right these wrongs but their
efforts have been puny in comperison with the task that lies ahead. UM. 208
would be a very significant supplement to the present programs designed to end
sex discrimlnation.

All women and girls would be aided by the special educational 'programs and
activities to be funded Iv this act. 'training programs for coUnselors'and other
edueational personnel would be a substantial aid in the current effort to peadi-:
care prejudicial educational patterns. CommunitY education programs Would
also serve a useful purpose in fulfilling the obligations institutions et learning
have toward the education of those not necessarily within their - walls.

The Federation wishes, therefore, to convey to the subcommittee the endorse-
ment of the goals Of this legislation by concerned professional women.

Sincerely yours,
limns 14, Museuir, P11.1)
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Tho subCommittee met at 10 n.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2251,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hen. Augustus F., Hawkins (chair-
man of tho subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Hawkins and Mink.
Mr. HAwxxxs, The Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities of the

House Education and Labor Committee is now in session.
The hearing this morning is regarding H.R. 208, the Women's

Educational Equity Act, which has been introduced and sponsored
in this committee by the distinguished gentlelady from Hawaii, Mrs.
Mink, and it is our privilege today to hear from Members of the
Congress iiho have asked for the opportunity to testify on this
proposal.

I am very pleased to welcome as the first witness this morning,
Mr.. William Lehman, who is one of our most distinguished new
Members of the House and a very important member of the House
Education and Labor Committee,

Mr. Lehman, we welcome you to the hearing before this committee
and we understand that you have presented to us a written document
which will be entered in the record in its entirety, at this point, and
you may proceed either to read from it or deal with the subject at
you desire.

(Mr. Lehman's statement follows :1

TESTIMONY or Holt WILLIAM LEHMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONORESS FROM
THE STATE OP FLORIDA

Mr. Chairmen and Mrs. Mink, I appreciate this opportunity to testify this
morning in support of the Women's Educational Equity Act of 1973.

There is no better place to begin than with the problem of textbooks for
elementary schoolchildren, which indicates an enormous,need for the develop.
meat of our public school curriculum to eliminate reinforcement of stereotypically
traditional sexual roles

It / may, I would like to go Into a bit of detail on what I found in five
elementary school textbooks currently in use in the District of Columbia.,I would
like to point out that these books have a 1078copyright date.

Looking specifically at the adult male and female roles mentioned or pot..
trayed in the OAS, one book bad women as mother, teachet, salesperson and
school nurse. In the same book, men were shoWn as busdriver, gym teacher,

policeintb, businessman, construction worker, Architect, clown, circus
man, tookeePet, storeekeeper and King.

In a second text, women' were shown in the roles of mother, nurse and
librarian. Men roleit were father, fireman, storekeeper, doctor, veterinarian,
garbage man, construction worker, beekeeper, mailman and cookeeper.
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In a third example, women were in the roles mother, teacher, bilker, bats
back rider In the circus, and grandmother. MnDat bad the jobs of policeman,
truckdriver, freit seller, shoe store owner, pet stete owner, blacksmith cowboy, ..

fireman co, a fireboat, fruit ealesman, woodcutter, carpenter, police 'sergeant,
fisher:nay, monk, Indian chief, teacher, judge and farmer.

One of the moat telling quotes came froja the second text I referred to:
'inks fa yoking girl) said, "1 know what we can d.. Let's have a little store."
"That will be funs"- said Will, "We boys can build the store. Yen girls can

make some food to put in the store,"_
And that's Just what happened, The boys built the ,store, while the girls went

indoors and had Mother heipthem make cookies to sell,
Another quote is yet another clear indicator f'"I'm going to be a pilot when t

grow up," said Jack. "I can be the stewardess" said Nancy.
I think it Is inControvelble that by limiting the roles.women play in chil.

clren's literature, . we are tending , to discourage young women from going,
beyOnd the confines of traditional occupational roles. - . - ., , . .

ut. recent study by the.- National Organisation for Women of 134 books from
twelve different publishers found the ratio of .1*Y-centered to girl-centered_, . .

stories to be live to two; the ratio of stories with a #3410 adult character as
compared to a renikle adult character to ,be three to one I and the ratio of male
biographies female biographies to ee six ',to Otte. -: - -. : , ,

All opinion pelt conducted, by Notion'. flohoole :mowed that 'Sixteen percent
of those school administrators who belleved-that teltboOke are sexually bia604 -.
Indicated they had recently reviewed texts. forr Ibat.biett;-rt eeestxthat only One .

percent of those who looked for sexism 41461 find tt,. ,.. .., :', .

As critics of ,the',Storeo#ptutc',hiVe polatetVont,'At best, the 6 .10otypes, .
may only contuse children Vie- See 10 their own IMMO and neighbor oodts' tha- .°

flexible." It should : pointed Out.* connection ',With 'MI* that me °MY ,Of
evidence that :espeehtu,y, women's roles, .1.3aVc .beCoreir, r'' more

,of-
school age chi, have .working teethe* Old :vifotten heed one house ,olerent '..
of five.

at what the Mee of EduCatiOn,146 beendolug In this area Oil Is circulating
,,liefollt we blame entirely on the pliblishing boueis let,ualiliO leek''

, a new film, " 'Veer Education,," in in which, twenty-five occupations are shoWnlor ,
girls, with six titnekaanifia$'06SY0 Or boys.

: -4', '. -, I.: ,- = ..;.o -'.
1%06 is a real ittecistor-refie.ra't.kestetonee to improve career Andlo44t16n,41,-

programs tor,the- your. women In yoUr 'scli0010.i:113010431 lif which toga's 1 11,e,
Oren will be adults 'Wilt be fatdiffereat'fteraMWOvii..iiianfoiOnt ivoliicril li
have OocuPalie4 In ed4ltlet) to helottutothers., 011r1Sfsdd .boys will have a ..c 0 ce
of becoming either a itoetor oralttree,;,or either 'a intok,or a plane at 4 ante,

The .Pedetal,'goverfinient shoed assume a leading. rme7in:ellualait tit
kinds of hisses that -severely' 'wilt the aspirations of our, young peopl

. -..

STATEMENT OP HON,; WILLIAM LERRAN, A Mit AT
IN COMPS PROM TIE 8TATZ OP IMOItiljA

Mr. Lstr:vtAhr. Thank you, Mr. Oho 1 Ms%
I

-,-

would lik6 to take a few minutes to go through Onto of the books
we speak of in the document. -)34 first, giant to thank Mrs, Mitik
for her work In behalf of the flights Amendment and for bit'
effort in coming Into my district to work for the Florida passage in
the next session of the legislature, to get this constitutional amend-
ment passed by at least one more State.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for permitting ,me to come in here,
will address my statement basically to the way that our textbook pea.
pie have reinforced the role Or position of the Yining boys and girls

the beginning of their school Orters. I won't 'o into all of them.
I Wonld just like to hold them tip and 8h6w,what IS really happening

in the schools. In the elementary school the principal is always a man,
in the stores the store owner is alWays a man.'

in this portrayal the nurse is alwayS a woman, and the firinciP,al,
again is a man and the person doing manual work is` a Man. The pet
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lilglAttiv,,inan. he , dentist, here is saying ft Gle to your dentietv. :-
tOre owner Is but is a inari,-The,uleiltist,is'never

he Will help you." it is never iThe dentisI ,help-,you or she will ,; 410 . . ,
Mr, Ha:Wants, That is controversial. ,

Mr. Loma% I can agree with that. They go to the bank and the.
banker is always a man, bait What,is she doing there, She is always
the typist. The' typist is a woman, but the banker is a mane'

In the hoe the woman always has an apron on no matter what she;
Is doing. I have never seen a man with an apron except a blasksmith,
Theinteresting work is always done by a man. The person who has a
business is a man. The fireman is a man naturally. Th4 hero is always
a man. . ; .

There are *Aires of monks, but no pictures of Mins. Pictures of
Indian chiefs, but no Indian maidens. Indian warders, but no squaws..

; In this story, the mother once again has an apron on by. the sewing .

machine, and she is weeping. That. means she is weak, you know.
Every time, the mother is waiting on a sick child with an apron on.

I would like to see one woman without an apron.
This is the way it goes and in just a second I will be through.
When the children, decide to play store, the child who plays the

store owner is always a boy. The doctor is a man, but the nurse is al.
Ways a woman.

In the library the librarian is always a woman librarian, but never
Mrs. It is always Miss Merrick. Mothers do not work in libraries.

Even the veterinarians are always men.
Now here the wife once again has on an apron. I would love to see a':

mother In one of these books without an apron on. It is like a uniform.
Here it is, an apron again. Why does a woman have to have an apron

:

on in every textbook',
Now this is sort, of sad. Betty Bell was the most helpful child In

town. You know, the girlie not supposed to do anything herself, but
only ahelp others, She is the assistant, not the protagonist in all her
opt 0113.

Mr. Hiovitzrs. Could 3rou give us a little description of those books.
Are those textbooks and if so, from what States?

Mr. LEumitx. They are the textbooks that are being used in our
schools in Dade County, Fla., except this one I hold here, which is nc .
longer used in all of the schoole.

1-thiA this is one of the things we are go!ng to have to,. deal with
if we are ever going to get our society to aceePt, women , as equal in
employment,. Their concept of what they can contribute to our system
of society is very important.

Mr. IfitwarNs. There rnay be some questions. You are among the
first of the male witnesses that we have had on this 1,gislation, for
that reason I think what you have said 10.01 unusual -signifiCknee
because it indicates the change of . thinking , with respect to equal

vo*, have you any suggestion as' to just why this has happened:
, and what we oh, specifically , do about it or any suggestions with:

respect to this'pendhig legislation, which Mrs. Mink, and others of
this SOlinlittes can benefit..from,
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dhe new. civil 'director tot the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, said here yesterday that Iltriy will focus on sex discrimination this year
but not nikitt rPOI4o4 of minority

top apet thg. re for CiallRiglits treta a four year et, es director of public
Peter 4? 1p $8t mks 010*,a. 04 NI' HEW Setretttli, Caspar Weinberger to the

a aire tor 00 3-11010$ Onegteds' StaAley Pottinger, no *One Assistant
VA:Attorney General for Civil Rights."

It.reaakient. Ntion_ppptovee: the propoeett Widget for iticw, the, civil ,rigbta
under 0044 siell0111;117. [4 ceased, boosting tile nnzotier otinyeatt",

ge findlitaff fo -tti Region 10 office here from 18 to 44,
Onies Said in an Nigeria* here that his staff and attorneys in the VA. Ala;

t, tip Department are completing a set Of federal guidelines aimed at implementing
thtliYta Set discrimination iniendMent,to the FidOntiOli AM

for girlaind WOMen in blig ool be equatited wit Ogranta 'rout
_ tor hers add Men; demands that treaty fat of *omen anti it ta ail public
cap facW.Hattl 4- moat and may 140p. to',Oalioata fae. steyentotng in -school
to

VtrAihtif Ole! WO; 6W° Lave been 0°00'40 0?.,t4 ,t111,4;
ntatian ,t -;i

e said 114 *gaps .n0 ni-,a0pth ins.estisition of sex stereotyping timbet
nessose that ,would Plunge ,wow into complex First Amendment issues of, X
400- toPeacb.,114 _Sat 10,04 ctletAte eunieulton 011tAtt PkIt. he pre.tn that there'. *ill voluntary cottectIve action by texthoolt PtiVishorp,

olmea'said, 1 4 to find din 1004014 SenSitititY on thinait `of,Prifate
hook pubtlehera to thelublic on this Wane:, -; r ;

PA,K'. A 14 tliCl#V14 0411000PFIgin P#1.1,1:41g57,401
troll 4v:omit-OA' cokotittit Of ie* diacylintitaltOti ttretiOleygit

kPt' women Ott' of: the 410 knit gpfeesio a, 1*,e1 that bpportun
6 46600E00 06Pat a4m108 ono cAtotkeys ems aldch t re "-

Ale 04004 11). MlontlAil Aatantc in the.atientton li * pays to enforcing ite

ni eissi *I get new nocietus a 11'4111,4*n H es,
.110AttAl tolVttiettOtt' 4 (ItOttoquu Nits- mplajitta tn,the list of 'g eyatkeesi,

WrilMr114:4Ordeellje°dVaTirthwagitleoljalYnsiiiittftrofitatiVIV f,ntctl 4!oteijipkol_eitt tiltkatitintidenFt fOt. f

.'110:$4141 ximy 4 'MOirlatt4, yrett WOO es in edutation tor Yountateta 1st
nttLAV,(1410:411: pat PfnOn, Y./1%1141N litapiti goo rbt-etutorai toor
yo 40 tVa615 $. .,'''; r , ,
' 4011'., $ gil Pi test op achievement i eet 'nal ' E 4114- latietkoi

ednestion chi dr trte ed` , edneably we
'tql k-3t4 '',I, if( 1 1'.' P., ; .?j,,

0 thlr4tiOni la
i. 110 tk, It i Xe 'spot4103 ii)
age a ive ore ,el ti,,,°ricer,* do not hale

image
-'pab Illy, If too nt. ,
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Hahne. *Sid there has Wen signikant change in attitude In the border etetee
and in the South With Wel schoo l. districts showing "receptivity to resolving
problems of racial dtscriniinction.' . , ,

contrast. be
f Cede at Lunde tor' itslitali(AinteletIg4E111115 violating Flow civi 'r h

regulations and hits appealed the'eltie tea the Unit Stotts Supreme Conti.
.

tblittra that. ,fulist llitpOn' t Ole of thefernale in the teXthooks
s Mr. tototA*T, The onlY thin want to continent on is that the same

have happened it. the roles of t te blacks in textbookS:,$Obody said yoti
had to take the blickOut of the SeOant class in the an place
him in the nterteg.1Ment class; but it heppened.:'And, X thinift-withett,

,

freedom of Speech being ylo/Stel ,

I think all you are trying tOde here le to Make them tell the truth;,,
Mrs. Mit4x. Thank you Mr. ahairMst.',, f:

IfAwnts. Mr. !Altman, on page 2 of .,your statement your refer
to an opinion poll which 'ohowsthet 10 percent of the school adminl
istrators believe that textbooks are sexuallYblaied education. Would
you amplify that statement, little bit, because it seems to be a veryt
very low percentage. Do you have . any comment to make, as to that
poll, why such a low percentage I ;s ,

Mr. tettXt,tt. What it means is that., of the 17 pergentof.th, !0.110P1."
Odininiatratore Who' looked For tleitgal but 1- per sent found

Mr. ITAwic'ots.':,WhiWtIO:S,OU think the others believe 11.10 PeroOtit,s
believe textbooks are sexually biased. Wottld you hazard. a guess if:,

Mr. Lttit.f.(t.f.. I 'can't tell 'pit :What anthers' belleVe, ex pt I
make an atiitittiPtlekthat2they,thlrtli'.thats.;the bOolpi.are',Q1c ,b4:4Sei
women shOlild . and wear aProna'and,itay,horne loi4 he
grade tichealieethists.. .s ,s , s

Mr: liAwio$s. Uri. Mink..
"3411,:.X1:4'it--4'Wender,if your stitten'keit nteafili'thiiii that of Pi*

011001 adrn.1).1140003,110*81'004.0*.th0.1.0000103',Were biked against
woneni, that ot thatiretip 10 Pereent had recently reviewed e text,4
bookS.,Ion't this reallyswhat you that 16 peck of ell
sexually bUf of grottp that:eel that they Ware116:0 t''
of the IletiOn'O'aclintnisstratOra8r0r0 011 hitMci the, boo

of them had taken the'time'to actually.: down and look a
textbOokS I s, s s- .

Mr:14tuiXAtst. Yea, had read it a little too fait and was Oa
a litt)o. 'a (reiOtly'..thin it Came: out._ Nobody bothers to sleok _bite
and that is part of the problem.

,
,

Mrs. Mtrat. 'YesjI think one of the real efforts that can be Accent,
plished by the hearings being held by this coin-Mitt& is to get people
to be aware of this problem, which to 90, Percent Of the struggle; to
get.the teacher and principal and superintendent consciously take
a look at

thesebooks beanse I feel as you do, that they would, they ,

couldn't possibly 'disagree with us antl,With our contention that the
books need to be revised:

Mr. lAncrAx. The same kind of thrust that the civil rights move--.
anent had on school textbooks would have to be made by the women's
movement to get the. eithle kind of reaction..

Mr. AWBYISS. rs there anyone die working on the. problem 4 sit
seems to me this is not the first time we die011Seed textbOoks.' We keep
discussing it and I think it is pretty evident that they are sexually
hiesed,.rather extensively so.' , .,
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'n ing about it, and textbooks are going to be Voinntgily cOrreOlc4
y

Atolinee 1,n offo(ftdinits,tbfe, but say lioja not geing to. do

t t.10110hers. I ,dOubt.that seriously, It Is jug qtleetion
mind AS to who is taking the real initiative outside of these women a ,

groups themselves to really correct it. I don't see any great, effort
within the educational structure. I OM a little more pessimistic than

, you, I don't See a ,strong effort to correct these. things. Iihink we will
. be talking about the same things 20 years from now.

Mr: LtitmAx, I think one thing you could do is set up an adViSery
committCe on th ese kinds of things. ,

ILty#1Ns. Well, may ,l fiat say, "bikes Mrs. Mink, gets into
it."

Mrs. Marg. It is not going to take 20 years,
Mr. LEIINAN: I thiliiC this IS a step in the right direction.1 think

what you are is going to expedite this.
Mrs. Miroc, Chatrman, if you would yield? Once: again I think

von will recall the leadershipthat termer. ChairMan Adera'Clan
demonitrated in calling hearings of these teitbook o

He had them come before the full Rdneation and Labor Comm ttee,
at which time he confronted them with standard textbooks that only
showed the pink rosy faces of white America 'and said, "Where are
the rest of the American children and why are they not depicted,
and'why don't other children run and play and accomplish things in
the book ?"

Ile was criticized as well as others who supported ,hirn on the
grounds that we were intruding upon matters that Should be left
purely to the book , writers to discriminate. at will, because that is
what freedom of speech is all about, Of tours°, his answer was, "Yes,
that is certainly a 'privilegewider the first amendment, but' ublic
funds of the taxpayers should not be spent to perpetrate discrimina-tionn in any matter ' and I think the publishers soon came, to their
senses. We begun to see almost overnight after that hearing a con.
version of books to shoW at least, black men and women and children
participating in the, functioning. 'of daily American living.

I followed-suit, I recall shortly after that and made my own survey
with reference to the other ethnic groupkin the country and raised
the same ASS with the publishers. -So if 'you will 'go back, the facts
will demonetrate that, there was first this decision to *hide the black
children and black men and women in the book- and then there was
about it 2.. or 8.year hiatus after which the new books began showing
the variety of faces of all children, Spanish'Americans, the Orientals,

,

mid so forth. It was quite a day. for the Schoolchildren in Hawaii to
finally wake up and see new textbooks where they could identify, with
someone in the book.

passage
recall that Very,- very vividly, It would be my hone that with the

passage of H.R. 208 that funds could be sot aside for this kind of cur-
riculum development regarding set stereotypes., We can't depend upon
the administration to push it through for us or the publishers to do
it on a voluntary basis,

Mr. LUMAN. Yfill the gentlelady yield? novi Are girls going to be
motivated to read :When everything they read about is offensive to
them, So even the same point of reading is a thing that is roadblocked
by the kind of reading books they have to read from! ,



Thank you verfniiiejt land I Will callings to loin you in effOrts
dd soinething about thii:
Mt; IlawKERs. Thank you very Much, Mr. Lehman, We '000yd°

your 'Mat enient:
The other witnesses have not appeared, The record will be kopt

Open for statements from the ItonoraOls Patricia Schroeder and lion.
Ortible Fortney Pete Stark, who were scheduled Witiletin0 this
Morning tint apparently have conflicts their schedule. r

Aire IkItxtt,,BIr. Chairman, I would also like to incigdo the're:d.
ord of the congressional witnesses the 'statement' of 'thellonertible
Imittor Sullivan, I ask unanimous &giant that her stateraent be in.
eluded as well as the statement of our distingaiShed colleagne; 149{4
°rabic!. Bella Mang, of New York.' , -

Mr, IlAiv}iots. Without' Obiection the two statements:' from
Sullivan tukil Ms. it4tig will-be 'melted in the,reord at this 'Int
following the tostimony'Of, Me."Ulinian; and the ?t,46,t-1 testimony of
MitiSehretcler and Mi. Stark Will be also i eluded,

(The statements referred to folloW ;)

1.`E6T1#10ST 0111 11011. PATRICIA SCIIROERES; IN, C01441036
YgOM Vit STAU Olt COLORADO , t ;7-

Mr. Chairman, I OM Pleased' to have this OpPcittimity to appear before you and
sour Subcommittee to testify OuPPort Of Alt.- 2OS Rep. Mink's in
Education Act.

CO to the myriad Ways in which our educatiohn system; Pe to tea gad rein,
. you, have heard from MaI4 0finfiffe tlie ot ednefitif 116Pa 6 .06
fOttfis sex role sterfietyping; lihrotigh. thfiltifie. of tradition, bid materiap, lids
realistic counseling, and outdated carom's/ loos anci...lieYs :00 Outfit stuottelf:
hitt:systematically that there are ,k!approreciil- er,:ularattedic I or, h to t

dp 48 10 ot NV6- enmho_ Wit
40410 later in ILO. my stoo:0,000100; tbcooto imp mkt

tWf
in telttbOolid, I hin lu their. iidiagsAyotid he'd great lute o t Wen

I would like to eon ratulate Re0,--Mink" for anttiortng,thia bra rtfillt,Ri,
leidslat Oh.- am Sett t ant itekkbiliwentd t tiot
treat of alternative" c cation-id tools tVldely, 0 . 'Ann
it Would_ WO help 10 AWAk0if the' geationfil '001410400 ,jh.tblf t' that
We, as 4 nation; can no toottst *do to waste the ornate half of out wallow
b741Vhit_ttem R104 than*In4i ediicatiOn. ,

tonal system today, Nino out of ten, .women Work at soM tItne'd
need only 104 at the')abor statistics to realise re resit the ettup

The vast majority worx 'out of economic lieressity, . ye they Om and on,t
average 41tro lots salary than their male conteMporarict. WOMO4 are COneet1 ,
trated in low income, no-Oxit jobs which ate traditiOnal: plagued With, high
unemployment. $ationsity,18% of all clerical *ttionrs are Ailed hy women, but
Only 4% of craftsteen are women and Only,14%, t,f al nifinaftt n114
tore are women; in Colorado, Women make up 88,4% of labor force and
they' too are concentrated in clerical and service worker' POsiti0ns (60%) and 2
excluded from the crafts and management (6.5%). 'Oen More, distnrhing is the
situation of minority, women in Colorado: of Women of SpanlaOrigln, over 75%
Work domestics. clerks or bide collar labor, and only 1% hold positions
in management or crafts; .

One of the most striking examples of this gross imbalance of women in the
labs.)r force occurs right in our own backyard; Of those federal einplOyees,w1th
OS. rating of 18 or above, only 4% are women, wbereas

,
ta% of all G,S, 178

positions are occnpied by women. ,
the relegatiOn of women to second rate jobb is a direct reflektiOn of h6w our

educational system has felted theta, both because It has not adequately pre
pared them for higher level positions and because it has not encouraged them
to seek higher level positions.



ka,ti

, La at year Iti'Denvefa met 'n glrl around years old .who' told ine'shS
---'tteuid like to liVe in 1 asked her why,- and ohs said that if lived

'4' to she could grow up to bo'ilti:AStronaut. I asked her If "IA couldn't do
tbat in the United states; and she said no, here' she would have t6 (00**11P'Alld

: tnorraf..,
1 don t know if anyone, told' this little girl outright that She ,couldn't be an

lietornaUt, but I doubt very witch that she ever read a story about a woman tiatro,.
maul, or that she would get much encouragement or support for her goal from

`guidance cOunselors, career placement officers or from NASA I It is for this little
girl, and for all the children in America who are taught to define their tisplra-
tIons by their sex rather than by their talents, that we must pass this bill.

Teertitoxi or nos, FGRTNSY I1, (Prrt)' A Rxraterxrkvivk IN PONGEESS
FSON( Tat STATE or CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman, it is difficult to understand why in 1078,--hali, a centiirrafter
,

woolen gained the vote and quarter, century, beyond the intention of the fele
listen and washing ,maehlae, it is Wesserf to legislate women's equity. of any
kind. But not only it necessary, it is essential. We must comPOsat:fOr. the indifference and disdain which hal'n Or too long; ffreeteel',VM*.wit
aspire to, professional post4;'Advateed, drgreea, positions: S)quallY im
Portant mast educate women so.that they aspire tOCatiern10.000 cilreer
portunities'of descriptions, rather then thobe tradittOnally lea Oki for teen.

It is not easy to undo what the socialization prOcess.haa done. There .are few of

or a female physicist. It is Ineredible the the, U.S. Senate is, n inStittl
us who Obit comment on the foll of a male See_r_etar'YA :4 telephone

thin, and that the House Is composted Of, lees an twenty women, Wel) t,0 come
to exped that women more often than teen have mindless tubserfient JPbs. What
follows for some 1* the belief that w0 en like:these_ jobs, or even that this is all
for which they are qualified. Similarly,, most women teachers are in 400040
schools. This, some would conclude is because women are better with children
and men are better with the more sophisticated subjects taught to older students.

Our society start* to condition 'children early in the beide, 'Clirlirate encour-
aged to be passive and boys aggressive. In kindergarten and eiementary school,
teachers encourage sex stereotyping in assigning chores and uttirating 'accept.
MAO male and female Mommy le.tbe botisewife.and daddy is the toad;
winner. Little ON are alwaYs Sugar and spice, while boys are rugged and tough.

This brings us to the Women's Educational EqUality Act of 1078. For it isn't
enough for some of us who know better to avoid stereotyping our ehildre.m or
help our women set high educatlenal and professional goalefor themselves. Laws
must be enacted that will have a broad and immediate impact, Zie, Weinef
Educational Equity Act, introduced by Congresswoman Mink, is just such a bill.I
It would authorize grants to eduCationai Institutions and other, nubile. and private
non-profit organisations for research,. demonstration and projects to provide
equity for women in educational courses and curriculums. This would serve to
Proyoke large numbers of educators and community leaders to initiate programs
and eurriculums for this purpose which ontd have a significant impact on large
numbers of women.

Let me give you some examples of how critically unequal the conditions have
been and continue to be, in the area of education. In the 19a4908 school year,
the last for which records are readily. available, 17% of all public elementary
sehool teachers were men. But more than 60% Of the high school teacher's Were
male as were more than 76% of the higher education teachers for the sidle year,
twice as many men as women who were teaching public high school had a maittees
degree. Almost twice as many men as women'received masters degrees in 1009,
and more than six times as many men received Phd'a. In the 1M-1940 aeadeinic
rear only 18% of all male university faculty members received lea than 3,10,ono
Pet year, lfaculty f the Women received that amount, Moreoer, the great bulk
of university women were and no donbt. continue tofbe, In' the 'social
sciences, education, social work, library science, home economics, health, and hu-

e biological sciences, hotness, commerce, and management.
inanities. Men occupied the great majority of faculty seats In engineering, the
physical sciences, t

TO supplement an update the above figuree, I called on some local universities.
It learned that at George Washington University in 1072, 26% of the graduate sta
dente were women, having inched up from 20% in 1908. This figure includes the



School of Iddi leatIon, the only graduate rtment wit s a maiority of women,
and tat School of Arts and Opicnceacaith .*omen; The medical school female

Oen hajuisett from 8% in 1808 to I % In 440$ VOID the laW echool en. -

% in 1968 and li44% in Mai ' -;. , _'
medical,Georgetown Unlyerelty reports flint in tale year's first year m school claim

neatly one out of every four students le a Wenian; Two retire ego the entering
masa ratio was 1 to C. Dentistry continues to attract fewer women than medicine.

PI a la !Leg i ea
rtmcelts! had 8 women out of 188 etudent!. In 1078, 8 women

- YrOm thete Ores a few things are eiear. The number of tonal° elementary
Sabel teachers greatly exceed. maim As the grades go up, the proportion of
women goes down. Women are not currently attending graduate schools in 11UM-
bers even beginning to approach their percent of the popuiatiod. Those who virtue
44010d degrees do it Most often in the social sciences, home economies and edu.
atiOn, rather , than the fliCienCW or imsiness related subjett& rorthermore,

lees than heir male counterparts. ,,' ,

faculty are largely male. And the few female faculty members are paid

- Thecae acts indicate to roe that the Women's' EdOtational Equity Act of 1918,
! ii a 4104, The/ilea Me toO.that even more must be dOti& 0048reser must innovate
in pthef Willa to..hrinit tlpiSaittiala about More'quicklf.'.It ShOUld'eonsider, for ex,

; 0211401' MOO, Mote 'folioWshiPs and oat* available ,for vorosti2atndents and
woron*i,attifilekl'hiOvigaafest 'Wow 40,4 W team of. drilled' educ tors ,Itiitlit
019 to PIP quture rodeetlaa4'eualaate sekster6 ty log IMO ero &leaching.

- we "0 yrj wo en in "rarions"-00,4ind'OrtleSSIOns". iid, be. !ile,.11, eitett.
,itit I ma e faely'ailillabie y ? . -- ,. -. ,

initield I ',anfo 0 anleS ihd,-earPetitry-are Open to retell. 4 aniiiii014

made
tie indtietiettO insure 11:41;_it tli.Of v641041:traltV,'

: 6t '416Nitessj al e or '00, efActet ticlucatie:il'iitogramVs.tliattorrep4ticattonal ti

44 T *how et we 14Dhitroill thdefiW of Olio/mem: , . ' ' . ,., , L.

Coir. 114 d: PM Sla'ea*'.POMMIttnents' from all raes040-4;ie
0 Q' 411 g°*4thttleA 4.0,1"'.'r,ti!littotiO1 for 11F10:0iittek our /r:4)t/,ep#,It ylth actiOnal.' ,,,, .: . ',4' ' .' .'

. A .

,814 g4tior'i/Ozi, r4osOit K, Sini,ivS, Als,tliioitisikrivz is ces6441: :
. ,, .Fs* ilit,-,'EltAto or ,a.tissizor ,..,.. ..:,

'; !lit,' ohm ; I bill 'Svpport tlio purposes egbresaed in tho Women's' aka.
. .

't,l001, Elui cti'glt. 208."Etitial rights for *oinen,like all Aar hirneri rights,
mu be en 0, through 'defend. 1111'000:. EtinilleraPlOittnent, Opportunities'
Ann tgttsrps, or 0401 work are but Oki eeristittielit f actual tanalitt, This bill
lihohlU hosted ehange in:attitude on ti liait :tit both a#OS as tote reiponst.
1PilitY britetti in 1 odare 'World, It must b. o'recotogato that navy the as In=
'tellect at !JOU i Criten,','etoMen 4100' vit 000' duty' t(Peoptil ,o to' h

validr ,:mir 'o *Ur ofreseet:,,thinktek at8ts froan attitudes , Were *and
d 'de, IAA which are i0(1100i004 amA UnaCeeptahiChoW.'WeA eat parti40.;

'wraith 'affecting' the role of Wooe4 in ''society, and we' Must Make sure t at
faily;eyaMinkedqeationit 00100014i all levels, hitherto utimieettoned and to 1

- thole attitudes lreep'tip With the best and foreMest of oni thinking today. 4 am
-eertala t .'a `these hearings Will contribute to this .Ond.

Mrs. 'Mxitit. i further ask that all other Members' statements that
Should .he 'received before this record is closed for today be inserted in,
thi record of September 12 tagather With our ,other distinguished ;

colleagues.', , _:

Mr. /TAW/v.1mi. It is without objection so ordered.
That being the only other business before the committee this morn -

ingit
CM,

hearing sten adjourned.
[toreupon, at I :40 M, the subcommittee adjourned, to recon

vene at the call 'of the Chair.)

StATESIVNT or noa. Oestuss COLLINS, A iterassENTATTIT tN CONGRESS rROM
"rite Stitt or Iturtote

Sexual stereotyping is one of the most pervasive aspects of American society.
In the home and the media it is impressed upon the public that men are leaders,
workers, planners and administrators, while women are homemakers, servitors,
objects d'art, and generally ineffectual.



io pot reall tithe :f/pItett States In 191$. Women are 01004 tbjob
mar t-Irtne uotitat orld in intreasing numbers, ready-t4 loOstneleadersile ii, PIMA% d dtttlattrat4rsia ,

before
, , . - . , t,

whoild. Mils Oally eXPeet tO spend at least 20 or 80 years as tictitre,otni
i I, seituttl luatlon toast lilt efforts before the, Oh Warai%

penenta of the work fete* are glYen little training or ineentiye, toyer oc4;
patiotia woman 0044, it is assumed to be temporary and Secondary, Marriage
hot an "occupation" for menis assumed te be the primary None of a Welnalea
11Contidenee thus widermined women often And Mennen** OM payenolet,t.
Mil and technically Untrained to face the more del:Vending-4nd retearding-",
fields 6 now opening to t4e14 Under the plow Amendment/it .

Education institutions are not the Only euiprits in this massive Vraste,of talent
and energy, bUt,they are the most immediate, most visible and most 0Yeteniati*
catty attackable. t

mentary and secondary echools and universities, as are vocational aptitude teat
Sexual division and stereotyping are taken as a matter Of course in our e

Career planning guidance, sporte activities, text materials. But thei have erod,
ImPact on, a young person's outlook, The profound, negative effects on girls and
Ws consistently exposed to this indoctrination T hours a daY, 0 days a week, fcil
ten to fifteen of the most impressionable years of their lives hat already beendescribed in these hearings.

The problems confronting minority women are even greater, They must fight
racial and sexual discrimination, in many cases with the additional burden of,
poverty, and without the benefit of special programs designed. to assist minority .
We.

8400 it to PI that the task before us is monumentalbut not insurinotint:
able. The Women s Motional Equity Act of 1978 would go, a long ways towards'
making the old Chinese proverbEor men, to cultivate knowledge is virtue, for,
women to renounce knowledge is virtuea stale valid one.

This Act would contribute the funds, and More Importantly, reflect the attitude.
necessary to begin to change the legal and traditional system that considers man
and wife as onethat being the husband, The Council on Women's Educational
Programs, the grants and monies provided In the Act will be the first stet* toward
the revision of the narrow outlook on women currently held in this tont ry,

Therefore, I strongly urge that you report favorably on MIL 208; the, om'en's
Educational Equity Act of 1978, an act providing for concrete adi*nees towards
elimination of the root causes as welt as the outward manifestations of sexual
discrimination in the United States.

TearIlIoNT or 110N, BELLA S. ABZVO, A RarateaNTATirt IN CO;10azas WOOM vus
San or New You(

1 am delighted to testify in support of H.R. 208, the Women's Educational
Equity Act introduced by rAy friend and distinguished colleague from Hawaii,
Patsy Mink, My only regret is that thits legislation, like other legislation de-
signed to give women equal opportunity to succeed in our male-dominated so-
ciety, is so long overdue. It is a tragedy' to consider the millions of wasted
women-hours throughout the history of our countryhours, days and years in
the ilves of bright and creative women who were channeled exclusively Into the
domestic sphere by a society that eousidered women as fit only for home and
hearth, ,.

no Women's Educational Equity Act is a recognition that women's tradi'
tional roles as mother, wife, nurse, elementary teacher, domestic worker will
remain limited and confined as long as society's attitudes toward women and
girls limits them to these roles. It is critical that these attitudes b'e challenged,
broken down, and that new attitudes replace them. The only effectire method
of changing attitudes is to reach individuals at an early age both at horns and
at school, The Women'a Educational Equity Act providea federal funding to
entourage the development of new techniques In curricula, edncationat testa and
materials, poersonnel, gparents,idaitea counselors, pante, conferences 'and workshops,
phYtdrel education for women and non-wrist coUnseling. Through the promo.
eon of these projects and activities, the federal government Will be playing a'
role in bringing about a major social revolutionthe equality of women.
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The fear of success so Commen. tO..womep undergraduates is the result of a
110-10we(Inoation aimed at shaping women according to sotiety'S expectations --

:_ inerringe,:niothettiond and wooly hb'earetr, but if a career IA necessary !eV It
be as a secretary, nurse, ,seamstress or teacher,
'-- Ina ticItle,:et seniors released September 7 by j4callonal Westins

Service it was disclosed that 44.0'pereent of the men hut only 20.4 Percent of
the women planned to go to graduate' and professional achoo1e-4ven though
the women generally had better grades, The study indicated that a major factor
behind these 'statistics trail; that the women had a lower level of Self-confldence,
thin the men and received less eneourstereent freut their friends and relatives
to pursue advanced. work. The differences in 0401106ns between men and
women were found to be so compelling that Mutest as many men with C phis
or lower grade averages planned. to pursue doctorates as women with 8 plus
or A aves,

;Attituragedes develop earls., Little girls enter school eager to learn and more
capable than boys their age, since they are as much as a year to eighteen mouths
ahead of boys. developmentally. As Florence Howe, noted feminist educate", ,

has observed, girls easily ipleatio their teachers, nce their mothers have,
taught them to' be neat and quiet, to folio* directions, They have had practice.
In watching and waiting -- typical classroom activities..- rather than *And,*
around, qiiestiOning; being curious or aggressive in the manner of boys. AK the
feats rot i by girls' grade remain better than boys with the exception of sexr
typed subjects math and science. The problem that begins to plegue the
sirloin not achievement at all, but motivation and aspiration,
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commitments to careers decline, and in college, women betonle incteasingly in. -

terestedbetween their healthier} and senior ears' -in becoming housewives and
trotters. By now we all know the statistics that report the discrepancy betWeen
the proportions of, wemen going to college (421/4) and alone who templete grad.

(1%-1 0). Despite hot h' intelligence and achievement, one ean only cotichtde
uat 08%) or enter a profession like- law or ,medicine or engineering

from t e literature and the statistics that girls and women are prOpreInmed,
for attrition.

The Women's Educational Equity.Act is an attempt to deatroy the program.
ming' of children from preschool through graduate education and profesaional
schools.' tverY human being deserves a chance to become 17hatever he. or she
desires. Girls must be encouraged to seek professions, business, sports, indostrial
art, auto mechenies. Boys mutt he freed to learn and enjorcooking, sewing, home
management and elementary teaching. As society confines women to the home,
men are eentined to the job. Though the barriers to a woman seeking a profession
are great, the barriers to a man desiring to stay home and care for the children are
doubtlessly greeter. These changes will take time and effort i non-exist textbooks
showing youngetere how mommy a doctor, goes to her office, while daddy, a
writer, stays home to look after his baby; sensitive guidance counselors to make
All options available to students ; athletic activities where girls' sports is given
equal treatment with boys' sports; and reeducation of parents as, to the need for
and rationale behind these programa.

My main criticism of the act is that it does not go far enough. $80 million over
a 3 year period can only make a dent in the educational system as we know it.
In addition, I would like to see certain programs carried out on a national level.
Vor example a National Board to review and rate all telrbooks, educational
noterials and standard curriculums according to their treatment of sex roles.
These ratings could then be distributed throughout the, country as a means of
keeping Khoo' boards up to date on available materials, programs and new
ideas,

I also object to the grant limitation of $0,000 a year per grant for Innovative
approaches to womens' educational programs: This sum would hardly be ade:
quate for an extended full time project that necessitates a professional director
and office help. I would like to see a mechanism established whereby larger
grants would be made available on a showing of need,

Aside from these minor criticisms, The iVoreen's Educational Equity Act Is a
tble piece of legislation, and I commend Representative Mink the Subcommittee
on Equal Opportunity, and the Committee on Education and r for an excellent
job in anticipating the great need for such an act. It is crucial t at women power
be encouraged, not stifled ; that women learn to welcome success, not run from
it ; and that women gain confidence in their diverse abilities. The Women's Edu.
cational Equity Act opens the door to a vast source of untapped talent I eagerly
await Ito prompt passage by the 031) Congress as a vital force in bringing educe.
tional*equity to a new generation of women and girls.

(From Coosresslooal Record, duly IS, ISM

TIRPOOY CN Sax BIAS IN vita PUBLIC BeltOOLa BY NATIONAL ORGANISATION Of
WOadr,i

I asked Miss Jonas if my daughter could take metal working or Mechanics,
and she said there is no freedom of choice. That is what 'she said.

The MVP. That is it?
The I'Vrrivtao. 1 also asked her whose decision this was, that there was no

freedom of choice. And she told me It was the decision of the Board of Education:
I didn't ask her anything else because ahe cleatlY showed me that it Was against

the school policy for girls to be in the clam he said it was a Board of Education

Bid
she, non that phrase, "no treedoel Of ChoiCe"?-,

adily Pat 1).hrAse no treeciogn of chOlee.. .
at is What Medi Me so angry that 1 wanted to Start thhi'whele thing.
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Q. Now, after this lawsuit was flied, they then permitted you to take thecoursel is that correct?
A, No, we had to tight about it for quite a while.
q But eventually, they did let you in the second semester?

They only let me in there.
Q. You are the only girl?
A. Yea.
Q. How did you do in the course?
A. I got the medal for it from all the boys there.
Q. Will you show the court?
A. Yes (indicating),
Q. And what does the medal eay?
A. Metal 1070 Van Wyck.
Q, And why did they give you that medal?
A. Because I was the best out of all the boys.
'the Court. I do not want any giggling or noises in the courtroom. Just do the

best you can to control yourself or else I will have to ask you to leave thecourtroom,
This is no picnic, you know. These are serious lawsuits.
Due WARD or EDUCATION: You and we have a lot in common:
People blame all their problems on us.
We sometimes feel defensive.
We sometimes make mistakes.
We both work to educate,
We both confront a bureaucratic maze.
We both believe our work can improve the future.

EDUVATION COMMITTEE,
National Organization for Women,

New York City Chapter.

WHAT IVs HAVE AWED (RESEARCH COMPILED sr CLAIRE t)AIStir.11 DOUBSOvSXV)

8031001.$

The Education Committee of the New York City Chapter of the National
Organization For Women has received numerous complaints from parents of
elementary school pupils. These complaints have had to do with life following
problems:

A. GENERAL SZOSZOATION

Administrators and teachers frequently group, line up, or seat students accord-
ing to sex. Activities are frequently assigned according to sex. (One teacher who
considers herself "liberated" because she disliked housework, bad her pupils
making paper hatsbaseball caps for the boys and nurses caps for the girls I)

D. Orm

Even where boys and girls are given physical education at the same time, thd
are often sexually segregated. Boys may have more exacting exercises to perform
(chin -ups, push-ups) while girls are doing such things as jumping rope. In many
eases, boys are given the opportunity to play basketball and softball more fre-
quently than girls. When the girls play softball, it is among themselves, with
lenient rules (they are given several chances). Girls often play on smaller, un-
marked fields, while boys use the baseball diamond with marked bases on the
playground. Sometimes boys play against girls, instead of forming teams with
boys and girls on each team. Teachers frequently make the mistake of pitting
one sex against the other with such phrases as "Boys shouldn't hit girls."

0. Hum
In some eases boys are encouraged to learn certain instruments and girls are

encouraged to learn others.

D. TEAcim's Mune
Administrators and teachers frequently favor boys over girls for helping with

such chores as carrying books, holding doors, working with audiovisual equip-
ment, etc. Those who are chosen to help Are often considered "elite" by other
students, as well as by themselves.
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The Way Site are assigned in variant plays and skita In the claserooln and the
anditorituat OfOtt refletts traditional stereetYpelk rOr exaMPlea the Part of the
'doctiir* principal, or business executive Would be played by a bey and the part of
the nurse, teacher, or secretary by A girl.

P. LIMON stark:UAL

In addition to reade (See Appendix, pp. I3 -10), teachers assignMents
iluentlY alto lt stetted, attitudes toward melee and females. In Math problems,

work with recipes. while men handle high finance. Eiterebses In grammar
of English and othek languages ask students to diagram, memorize or phrase a
reply or sentences which inverlably show males and females in stereetyped roles
(Mother washes dishes while father reads the newspaper).

:valet Mail sOisoOts
Our comfaittee bas received many 'comPlaints from junior hlghh school students

and patents regarding discriminatory requirements,and/er restrictions in liomeeconomics, shops, physical education, and extracurricular activities. Since wit.asses in the tganehes cage testifided to similar discriminatory practices in theschools, I Will not deseritie those grievances here, but merely call attention to the(*nit records reproduced In the Appendix, pp. 21-21).

AOADES410 itidu senooul

Thee Public High Schools, New York My, 1910-11 lists three academic high
schools for boys: Mare% DeWitt Clinton and Boys High School ; it lists five fOrfemale students: limiter, Washington Irving, Walton, Bay Ridge and Prospect

Vntil recently, women were excluded from Stuyvesant and Brooklyn 'Technical,two of the four "specialised" high quality academic high schools, which **quirespecial entry exams, (The other two, Bronx High School of Science and FlorelidLaGuardia High School of Music and Art have been co-ed.) Stuyvesant nodBrooklyn Tech prepare for higher education leading to careers in Went** math
and technology. Stuyvesant was sexually desegregated In 1900-70 as a result ofthe celebrated court suit of Alice De Rivera, who won her right to attend the
school through a conciliation settlement on May 6, 1900. Probably also as a resultof that decision, the Board of Education decided to open up Brooklyn Tech to
women students the following year, 1070-71,

The National Organization For Women is concerned about the, slow pace'which these two schools are opening to women. Last year Stuyvesant had about
dozen women, this year about 220. There are 2,250 students in the school. BroOk.lyn Tech, as of September, 1070, had 2 women students out of a total of 5,200
students (See Appendix, p. 20). There is reasonable cause for the low enrollment
of Women in these two schools since the Official itireotory of the Mord of Undo-ne*, 1970-11 still lists Stuyvesant and Brooklyn Teeh as' "boys" schools, and themimeographed sheet of corrections" for the Directory makes no mention of thechange in Board policy regarding admissions to these sehools,

votiertoraz MOH SCOWLS
The iavoritism for male over female students stands out in a particularly
ipitant way In the system of vocational education. A Board of Education catalog,Publio Ilfeh School*, New York (14tv, .1910-11 lists 17 segregated high schoolsfor either "Boys only" or "Girls only." Of these 17, 12 are for male students andonly ti are for females. The National Organization For Women Is particularlydisturbed that certain highly specialized vocational high Schools are reserved onlyfor male students such as Automotive, Aviation, Wood and Maritime Trades,

Thomas Edison, George Westinghouse, and others. These schools prepare studentsfor careers in mechanics, catering and the electrical industries.',.
it Is particularly ironic that women who are required to take cooking in Juniornigh school, are not allowed to enter Wood and Maritime Trades High School,the Only school in the city where they may study to be chefs.Not only are many vocational schools segregated, but many courses in the to.edutational vocational schools are cloeed to girls. A flyer put out by the High`School of Fashion indastriee lista, out of nine areas of Specialliation, three areas
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for "boys only'i (Production Techni 'his, Upholstery Manufacturing anti Hens*
Clothing Design and Manufacturing and one field for ,' rls Only? (Weirton's
APPIlrel Constfuct104. This Weans of the program o ered by the co-edUe4
tional schoet, is to female Stu ents, and 1/9 of the program (that Spetift
tally devoted to women's clothes) is closed to male student*, Such segregation
does not even make a pretense of being "separate but equal,"

If we gonsider the course offerings in all of the vocational schools, The Public
Illyto Bciooli llstil I? major technical courses open to males, while a mere 88 are
listed for Orestes,: Wilt of the courses on the feniale Students' Ilst;sueh oti typing,
stellograPhY, florestty, and cosmetology, are alio on the list for male OtildetAtfibUt
meet of the subjects-6n the male list are not on the female lilt ouch as white°.
total drafting, rid* and TV mechanics, jewelry making and, 'A* ; mentioned
earlier, commercial cooking and catering.

.,

.
Although the catalog of high oohed*, for the first time this Year, des. not list

the New York School of Printing as "for boys only", the mine catalog does not
list any printing trades courses open td female 'students. And there are in fact no
women enrolled in the Now York 800014f Nite. rurtherMorof adMinletratters, . -

of thAt school seem unaware of any motto to end the, sex Segregat dri In the SC40,94
(with the excels ion of the Pest graduate evening 00000 t'' .. ,..

We gueetioA the exclusion of men fora courses' in Practical llarsing sad Pry
Registered Nursing.' And we fend; the betWeen the male 10000 In en.
tistry Mental ttiboratorY ProCessiragy 04 the, female' OW te -, iilOtAl20(,.4'
Assisting) remarkably blatant le' its ditiett nation 'agaltist'ToMeii:' - .,- ; *.,

,The l'oeation High Schools for males OnlYt"aa Meted IA Ifge,f:tio011o MOI, Sohooliii
1970.71 are Cheisee,'Alexander Ham on, Automotive,'-' 10,,ftt,ith, ;sratiet
00000111'00 and Maritime, Manhattan East flew, Tokki4eoretW honeet
William E. OredYfAtiatkon and- omits &Edison: Ill additiOni '0 a Dit$64
tort/ of t ^toed. O .0404110isif 0411114t,the N141004-046r° of tin as
for male stadenit,-,In 'Othor words, two directories for the current year have, Av
IIMIns 0,,tonnitt1012; Vocational high schools for, girls liblisted.tik TnalitiO , h
Siehoole, I 0411 are goei Deatt micon' ,Trine 4Adillni, Vi to ptirteti,' William

Jamaica. I
1140-It iista'one raore Wilk Ilit ii!I Sarah nate.' ottoVeif the Sheet 41 certe04:
tiOnAglieh out with the 0 *fat Direcicry,doe0 net indicate that the NO=
York School of Printing or Sara Hale how, We*Ine bOth sexes.' Wht,ii thCle, Is '
confusion as to what the policy of theBentd of Education it*..) , ..- -,.,,:.,_ -... . , ..',,

Sal govoiTrOrt : ..,

...._, - .. ,'' , ' C '
The institution of Sex Education tonne,* WasOriginoikr.sup Po teci by feminist

grouts, However, the courses as the/ are currently tenet hei0 StOtralir failed
our original hopes.- They do not provide any ;Amtrak, 00'0 eentraeePtioti f i4.0
14,0 Way emphasize the 0010041 crisis, we face due to overpopulation, ilifilea,
their purport to t4ch'tdealir sex rule.hebvlor. . - .. ...-., ,, .. ,

ile. of Sept . " ' 'r) 1988, ;leg Education was taught to setae of the stadgits'In ,
295 out of the 1 I 1 nubile Scheel)* in New XOrtr City, inclOdleg :40.0f the 100 high ',
schools. These classes are still given seParittely to MMe and femate,etudente, ,".,;

In the teachers Manual prepered especially fey thoSs stet**, the words "con.
traception" and "birth control" are net used a single tinie. "FainitY Planning" is
referred to only briefly in pesetas, ;

According to the coordinator of the courses at the Board of Education, Herbert
lifffPc,who Was interviewed in the Spring of lefto,'not only does the Board wishto
avoid offending anyone's religious Principles, but it is afraid the teaching of birth
control in too great depth might be legally interpreted as "undermining the morals
of, a minor," thus exposing the instotters to the dangers of legal suit. , -

The biology, of human and/or animal reproduction is covered at every geAde
level, but it comprises only 15% of the total curriculum, the rest of the course
being devoted to problems of "family living," ,

, Aside from the illogicality of sex education classes which aVel4 the subieit
of ContrAception, we note some other surprising elements In the curriculum As,'
set forth in the teacher's manual called "Pemily Living Including Sex Edit*
tion." Notions of female passivity and the "woman's place" haye been instilled
as early as grade one, where the manual tells us that girls "usually play'tvitli
dolls and engsge in housekeeping activities and sewing." while boys "ate gen.
erntly very active, almost in. Constant motion" (198748 edition; p. I, The
!paella' goes on to show six-year-olds the "kinds of work

Cmen

usually do" and
'the kinds of work women usually do" (p 17). In grade ten when students
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APfirt froai specific cases of official prerogative based on .0pE, high school
women have Complained of more subtle Wati in which guldahco counselor S1 teach
ere, and the curriculum tend to channel young Women into the so-called "[Waif!
occupations which provides low salaries and little chance for adVentettletit,

If 98% of domestic workers, 97% of steretarietil and 8 out ot14 eleetent YOrk
ern In this country are women, it is partly ,becatise' the echo* haY6 tat to
motivate them and prepare them kr more remunerative rOlea..in saying this' we
fully recognise that the education systAm did not itself create seStikl and tidal
discrimination in the business World; But the education system is none the leas
responsible to help young women as well as young Men develop to theirgreateat
potential.

PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION

Finally, we leave the students' side of the question and come to the position
of women on the staff of city Schools.

In the 10137--08 term, women students at the senior colleges of the Oity Univer-
sity received 01% of the advanced certificates in education, and 62% of the Mas-
ters Degrees. Of these Masters Degrees received by women, 76% were in educa-
tion,

In the fall of 1969, women held 59% of the city's teaching positions, but only
88% of the supervisory positions,

Furthermore, of all principals in the city schools, women accounted for only
23% of elementary school principals, 12% of junior high school Principals, and

14 %,
of senior high school principals.

We believe these figures indicate a pattern of discrimination against winen,
and we feel it is the responsibility of the Board of Education to investigate and
attempt to correct these Inequities,

In conclusion, this evidence of sex discrimination which we have enumerated
raises vital questions of concern to all parents and citizens of all ethnic and eco-
nettle backgrounds. For we are talking abbut the basic right to prepare one's
self to earn a living, to harness one's skills, and to contribute in the fullest meas-
ure to the productive forces of our society,

aave
WHAT WE RECOMMEND

(By Anne grant West)
Our discontent comes from the fact that we, as women, have been doing what

we have been raised to do. We have prepared thousands of meals for our fam-
ilies, but we have been unable to wield power in industries that are poisoning
the food we cook, We have spent our best years raising our children, only to find
that we have no power over the job market that condemns our daughters to ectl-
nomie dependency, and we have no power over the political and military system
that sends our sons around the world to kill and be killed.

We are here tonight in the hope that our generation of women will be the last
to be made so powerless in such desperate times.

Our specific recommendations to you, the Board of Education of the City of
New York, are as follows:

At the elementary school level, we demand an end to all sex segregation on
playgrounds and in classes, Principals and teachers should be instructed that
there shalt he no grouping, lining up, or seating of students in sex - segregated
groups in classrooms, corridors, lunchrooms, or auditoriums, and that different
activities will in no way be specified for different sexes.

The same rules shall apply to intemediate and junior high schools. Nevi" York
State requires two years of shop and/or home economics courseif. We feel the ap-
propriate adaptIon of this Is to require one year of shop and one year of home
economics in coeducational classes.

We further urge that courses in sexes education be coeducational, and that
the cutriculuni contain factual information on contraception and on the ecologi-
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..behavior.
cats Ware fate due.to OVerPopulatiOP. Stith courses should no longer put forth

Wec a (004,4404. that most phialeal educatioh courses could be taught beae-flcially 4Oedneetlerial chivies: We' Urge" thilt the 'nonnative standards set 'for"athletic performance be set by the entire school population, hOth male and female;
This would allow females the dignity of competing against the same standardsas mates, and it . would protect nen-athletic males, from the emotional tenalon
044 1444101 Are* having t Perfortn.te tin, level of au, unnecessarily ,intibmmale,to ! The Ile*, norm will in .00, way prevent the high ethletIO achierera
tro,54;

, it, records.
4 al urge that coeducational courses in Self-detests°. pro*Ided' forn s' in the hope that they 'wilt be better able to protect themselves.Ili mud land Von-aexual attacks..

femel1/444&., that, all.ditlerimipatort guidance practice such as the tracking, of
ee into seciet4rial 'courses; be ended ,Immt4isieli'vani that, nit lingan0co Mora 404 Students be 10000 aware range conrsee.open_ko allstudents, tetartileis of sex.'

`,We **pee that the various echool directories Issued by the Board of Educationwill be updated to inditate that formerly sex segregated schools are now co-educational. And,We tuipeet that Meenirhile, mimeOgraphed sheet announcing
these changes will be'distributedt0 all guidance counsellors and to all studentsnow applying to high schools. , -. s

We expect that neither academic nor vocational high schools, nor evening tradeschools wilt remain sexually exclusive,-. This means that no high school will ply$a de facto quota on females admitted. ,ft, further means an end to all pub&leschool sponsorship of training programs in cooperation with unions .which conktine' to bar women fro* apprenticeship programs; from, union membership,. and. from equal OPp.ortUnitiell wih men in JO placement;:
We elPeOt Pat no course/4 either. In vocatioual,or academia blab iceboats wilt bebarred to either sex, and that ail classes Oiledneatleral.' ,
We ,eXPeekAhatIOPerimental prestige) Which Provide, Work-StUdy oortinit'flee te. kip students- complete their etheol -work Shall no lOnger- girls

enteaand opportunities both M4 es and feineleri. ,
from' participatiOn, and that such ishall,Prorlae the same work expert.

twee that no iieheet, be Perin tted_toOnollser an.* sex segregated extra elynatter er,iterviCe. demand that mates and, tome*, be allowed an
equal OPPOrttinity, to serve, as Oleo and loran,. atdee, and 'on bail patrols audio.
'ions% equipment squads, .etake squads, and all 'other elube. We expect that ail
principals and Supervisiy* teachers shall be infOrmed this polic7,

Females who are eotntctent athletes should not be barred from any teams,eluding official school teams which compete against other schools and which re-'osire trophies and
:rust as College cheerleaders are frequently Melee high school men ebould beencouraged to be on cheerls (Wing eatiads.

,

We urge that a bibliography and resource, manual of women's studiee be dis-tributed to all 'school librattens, and that current textbooks Ia social ettidtea be
supplemented With ,rnateriais on women's studios. We urge the Beard of Educe-OA to' notify publishers that the, inage of strip and women Presented in teats .for all courses will be token into Consideration on all future putchaSes of, test-
books, We sagest that this Report on Sex Bias the public Scheele accompanythe Board's notice to publishers,

We demand that all schools be required to submit to their District School'Boards and the Board of Educatien a report, to be made public, of the nnteber
- of men and the number of women holding positions as regular teachers, teacherswith special job assignments, department thairpeople, supervisors, principals, andso forth. We expect that schools showing evidence of sexual discrimination obelibe reeuired to comply to fair standards of employment and essiznment for allteaehers, regardlees of sex.

We recommend that the Board of Education issue publicly to stress the rightOf women to apply for higher positions in the school system in order to impress
upon college civisors, as well as upon men and women in education, that womenare as much entitled as men to support themselves and their families by tillinghigh-ranking positions in the school system.

We Urge you to seriously investigate the possibility of conducting classes onthe business day schedule so that children will not be excused from school three
hours before their parents return home from work. The nresent school hours are
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"-i- , to ingp,r, 0 rOlnen a eila have set forth, and to Suggest methods of itn.
ip ementing the* recommendations in the schools. We would hope that at least

,-,-.. .' tire*, of Our menwher0410:114 he Permitted to alt orsueh a Committee. The Corn.
r9luee.wOnid to advisory power, 00 itt,wobld have authorisation togather infOrnut 014 e schools, and it would be 06101411y Introduced to theplatriet Wool Oft as an advisory committee on the Board of Education,

In conclusion, we hope to effective cooperate with you to bring women into
full and equal partnership with men in the schools, and soon, throughout all of .Our society, , , , , ,

A Porosal. roe Coirsolovatitas-lisistivo is Vag Pogo Sonoots
(By Kathleen (irady)

.

tartottut,
*

As members of the Education Committee of 1.1.0,W, We have spoken to MGpeople in the school system; psychologists, principals, and teachers, Our Originalgoal was to point out specific discriminatory practices against the students. Againand again we found we were dealing with their own sex prejudice. For eXample .

Junior High school principals in the Executive Training, Program were given
a questionnaire to fill out and 03%, Wen as well as women, agreed with the date.
meat] "I can recognize In ni$001f a certain amount of bias against women."

This bias took many forms. It was perhaps most evident In thequestions relat.
ing to Airing. In a general question dealing With hiring a better qualified woman
or a man with a family, only 44% would hire the wOttittn, In a more specific
question on hiring e secretary, 81% said they would hire a less qualified woman -over a more qualified man, presumably because of sex stereotyping s sepretarifil

..1Work is thought to be woman's work. Presumptions about eel-related traits and , ..a fairly narrow definition Of social roles was also evident throughout the que*tionnaires, Many of the responses Indicated simple misinformation of ignoranceof relevant research and data about the differences between men and women.
All the School personnel we spoke with were well-meaning, intelligent people .who have simply not examined their presuppositions and assumptions in this .,

context, Many abowed surprise at some of the facts we presented and interest
In the ideas. It is clear that we have all been subject to the pervasive sex prejudice
of the society at large, Teachers, along with the rest of us, see themselves in .
roles limited by their sex and condition their students to the same views, often
unknovinIngly, through differing evaluations and expectations of the sexes.

PURPOSE . ,

We would like to propose an In-service training course on sex prejudice and
social roles for teachers, guidance counselors, and any and all other interested
school Oer600Ael. Our main objective is to interrupt the inheritance of prejudice
through an educative process that will bring such attitudes to the conscious level,
allowing them to be retained or discarded In a rational fashion. Our specific
objectives are as follows: ,

. , g 3aeratla ettg:g irtt°nsgtbAnclvM1vseroolreVaVtotg reotneexlliratge4-
tions .of themselves, of their associates, and of their students,

(8) to penult- tbo people enrolled in this program to become familiar with
.the traditional Means of establishing sexual roles, ..

(4) to enable sollO,01 personnel to examine their own and their students' sex.

. : 23--100-74----22 .
..<,

-. ,
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(6) to establish an aimeSphere that will allOw the participants or tilts pre
grain to explore Widening choices of simnel roles.

itrritebti
Consciousnessraising is a technique developed by persons de firing to increasetheir sensitivity to such problems aq racism and sextons, .1t4 core is the small

discussion group, but it differs from other such groups in several significant ways.
Consciousness - raising fails betWeen lecturing and encounter group interactions,
It has the immediacy and some of the emotional content of the latter, but the
idea orientation and choice of beliefs of the former. The major fea(ure that
distinguishes it from lecturing or topical seminars itt the personal aspect. Pattiel-pants relate ideas to particular experiences. Everything theoretical is firmly
firottnded in practical instances and examples,

To facilitate consciousness-raising in the litrilted period of time that the °optic,Will run 'certain assertive techniques will also be included, The advantage tointroducing some of these techniques of encounter group interactions is to helpparticipants recreate experiences for demonstration, re-e*perienee thett In Adifferent role, and in other Ways consider themselves and commonly accepted
attitudes in hovel ways. The purpose is to interest the particiiiatits, help them' .

to enjoy the experience, and to provide a bridge from theory to practice.
An Important aspect of this course Will tie that all activities within it will bevoluntary. No one will be required to participate in psycho-drama or even dis-cussion, and intervention by the leader should keep group pressure for con-formity in check.

NOTES ON CnaRMULnAt

I. The individual examining the role conditioning in her/his own life:
(a) Choice of profession.
(b) Acceptance of responsibility on the job,
(e) Ambition for advancement.
d) Single or married; does the individual consider her/himself fulfilled?
e) Dress for jobs what does the individual consider appropriate?

the job to her/
gf)) Denoawlinsgseriwoultshirthdeoeoathtehreseinxdoivnivaalliahkigehtehre, oirtillpooTtartileeereolsf.

himself, her/his family?
(h) Language and facial expressions used in dealing with other personnel

and the students.
(1) How the individual reacts to the sex bias of her/his students.
(j) How do men and women feel toward women administrators?
?I, Differing expectations by teachers of the students in regard to
(a) Temperamentdo teachers expect and tolerate more independent*, ag-

gressiveness, loudness, restlessness from boys? more depeudence, whining, gig-
gling from girls?

(b) Intelleotual abilities --do teachers believe that girls are more verbal, boys
more mathematical? that aggressive curiosity is more to be expected from boys?

(c) Socializationdo teachers expect girls to be more "mannered" in the con-
ventional sense and encourage them to be "feminine" (passive, dependent)? Do

,

they encourage boys to be "gallant" (move the girls' chairs, etc.)? Do they ex-
pect the girls to be more religious and moral, boys to be more loyal and ethical?

(d) Language usedo teachers expect and tolerate more slang, rough lan-
guage from the boys?

(e) Dressdo teachers expect girls to be neater, follow fashion styles and
seasonal changes more closely? do they pity girls who are unable or unwilling to
play the fashion gatne? do they reinforce those who do? do they react unfavorably
to boys who have long hair, wen r earrings, or girls who wear Slacks? do they stress
modesty for girls?

(f) Healthdo teachers expect boys to be more robust, less complaining and
reinforce girls for being "sick" monthly? do they encourage a healthy respect
and confidence in their bodies in boys and a morbid anxiety and fear on the part
of girls?

(g) Athleticswhy are boys and girls segregated if they are in their athletic
activities? do teachers expect competence from boys and failure from girls? are
the terms "sissy" or "tomboy" ever applied?

(h) interestsdo teachers expect girls to be more interested In childcare,
home, and family? do they expect boys to be interested in cars, sports, building
and creating with permanent materials (rather than food and cloth) /
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Sal Rote Svestorxemo rr ELIMENTASY StrItOOD RICADiaa ,

Aceording to the statement of purpose adopted at the Organising confer.-
ence of the National Organisation for Women in ,Washington,, D.Of Ceteber 29,

"We believe that it is as essential for every girl to be. edueated to her full
potential of human ability as it is for every boy, with the knOttladge that
such education is the key to effective participation in todaY's economy and
that, fora girl as for a boy, education can only be serious where there is ex-
pectation that it will be used in soelety. We believe that American eduCatore
are capable of devising means of imparting such cxpectattonif to girl students.'

Are American educators taking the potential, of girl stostegto And their et-
pectations seriously? A study of elementary school teitheoke carried ,(nit by
the Centrel New Jersey Chapter of N.O.W. Indicates that they are not: It further
indicates that girls are being actirely demotivated . as participants in the life
and work of the nation by the coneepts conveyed to the books they reed in sehool.

An introductory essay entitled "A Message, to the Teachers from the lithor5"
in Lippineotts' Baale Reading Program refers to the rewards of Warbling to read

Pint, there IS the great satisfaction of mastering a skill in ou ()ratty" fashion.
The reward of emulating .the grown -ups for whoin reading Is obviously. very
important, is the long-range goal but the skill itself is reward and delight to
the beginners On top of this delight in learning for Itself ,We, seek to reward
the young learner with amusing or exciting stories AA fast as we have Words for
them.

In 'a total of 144 readers examined (from fifteen reading rialto and ranging
tem primer to sixth grade level) there are 881 "amusing and exciting" ate-MOS
centering around boys to 844 stories centering around girls. This represents 72%
boy-oriented stories to Cater, to 40% of small boys in the elementary 00001.
population,

Similarly, there are 282 stories centering around adult Males to 127 stories
(-entering, around. adult fethales. There are PA OlograPhies of tatuoto men to
23 biographiet of faMOUB women.

In the early grade readers, oldest child In'a family is always a boy. Boys
are associated with making, earning, playing active games,- learning, romping
with dogs and helping the fathom

Girls Are associated with helping their mothers or brotberi, playing- with
kittene, getting in to _Minor forms of trouble and being helped out by their
brothers' Patterns of dependence, passivity and domesticity are apparent. Story
lines trot:4'80U Voiesroafivs first three primers go as

"Boy sets up carnival act, BO( teaches' dog tO Junip. for food. Roy solves prob-
lem- of keeping mother's ffoors clean. Boy solves problem of runaway dog. Boy

interfere. "'
ball. Boy Use's. magnet to .1:101V0 problem for girl. Boy builds Oar, girls

Story lines for girta go:
is frightened by older brother, Girl 4 helped by 'older brother. Girls,.

play With Toddy and kitten. Girl is helped' by older bey. 1:flils Solve their. °Wit
problem (tbig is very unusual). Girl mistakes' eat en teleVision for bee- Clem
kitten., Girl goes shopping with mother. Girl helps Maher' chime boOke
paints picture of cat,"
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In Book One of the same series boy Story lines begin to offer specific Achleva,
menu for bey* as, well as contacts With adults outside the hornet ,

"Boy finds polietan's hUtton and returns It' rather mead* boyss they

sled., Roy helps th del Per grOceries. BOY . waits for poi) man; o , letter,
go off together to (leaving mother at home). HOY Ina race with renovated

learns of new boy on b oek and. Makes Mende, 86y on farm befriends' nonY.":'
' Olds in the tame book have no outside contact s or achleventents Othir Utah
shopping expeditiOns. They begin to show tendencies to minor stupidities
and ntlehaps.

"Olds boast of new dresses, find they are identical. Girls goes shopping:or
mother and forgets where her; poeket goes shopping, drops applies
forgets eggs.. dirt' loses bunny, boY finds it for her.' Girl longs for her own
telephone call, finally gets One from mother; calling the .children borne., girls
Make corn patties, chickens eat them", ,
Level", a girl ,wanting to "do something di erent4 IS taken on a 'shopping wt.

Harper, and Row's Basle needing lorartini "'Around the Corner, Piltner

pedition to MI her brother some new T eh rtsi A little lamb asks her Mother
what she can be, and mother repliett; "Berne day Yoll wilt be a "sheep. A mother
sheep, jtuit like met That is what you can be."

'thus,
comments directed at girls in general are common In all series,

Thus, in the Ginn basic readers Book Six, a girt Seta lost in London, with the
comment: "Girls are always late In the Harper and Row /34116 Reading Pro.
geam, Primer Wet, page 45, we find: "Look at her; Mother, just took at her.
She is just like a girl. she gives , -

In the sane eeriest "Get lost," said Ann, "I am Ant a girl, but I know enaut
not t6d0,thilt." Mao: cannot write and spell well enough to write a, boo
Yon are Itiet tWO little ris." rinalty "Let girl do the starting/ Not a chance
and !'That's right,' rat y, let a girl do the work.",,

sign of ultnIty in innall,boyS. etteetn Of. tlitanttithde on girls themselves
It la Ar in the reader Universe that to denigrate girls, is a satisfactory

sign
is not censi '

Mothers in all'..the 'sorted read are occupied with domestle cares and serv.
ice In tliatitritticitni 'they, wore Siiirts,'SMiles,':shorti neat .balidos and aprons,
and they often cart trays Of cookies. OOmetimed:they drive 'ears. In one Bank
Street ReaderaWorking Mother in found (bits only In a 'school food line)eati4

IlArtierand Row Book TOO Story:0001W a fat,'.unhappy, bully whose probe
lent by 'iMPlleation ta`, that hit "mother Worka and .14 not at .homehome to welcome
him whoa- (Vete' .!lfartin tillnded,,' or anyWny not Very'
Mud];

after -

01)4 it Wonldn't miitteredif because the Hastings
faintly needed the extra money she this Child cohtlitte In the story ,with

Pgood". boy whose mother is at boise every day to' give bim:eookies and Milk,"
The Implicit social jndgmeut Is. tintritstakable.-

Mothers tt$ never -00*n doing independent work of their own or coming hack
to the family, after some personal expedition, The described at emotional,
and unreasonable, 'thus, in 8,11.A.`tis :'The Purple Turtle," page 95: "My Mom
say 0 yon'it mess your Shirt'''. 'On page 152: "Roger's mother Wept, afraid ,"

that her son woul be eaten, But Boger was a brave bop:" Also: "Mama's face
was sad, and her' voice Was sat., net, worry, I '

In "A King On a Swing" in the Wile seies, page 29 "Mom will be Mad. She'll
yell at me, she'll spank me," (this boy is speaking to his father) Mies "You know,
if you are had Mom will spank you." Mothers are shown as -diacipiluary and
preset* fathers as the bringers of fun and stimulation. Tattlers, never display
emotion, even anger is not represented. rather is a beloved being who never loses
Ms cool.

In Ilarper'and Row's Rook 0, under the chapter heading, "Roy's Adventures"
an extreme of antimother feeling is reached. The story of Heald AMundson as-a
small boY whose father dies is told, "Roald was left with his mother,' She was a
determined woman. But be was determined too." She wants him to become a ,

doctor, but be wishes to be an explorer, in the end she diet., and this event rd
leases him to do as be Wishes. Teachers' notes to this story include the question
to the class: "Is twelve years old too young to plan for your future?"

Girls are never found planning for their futures, but at the fourth, fifth and
sixth grade levels boys in all series begin to look forward to manhood. Earning and
achievement become increasingly important, Quotes of specific incentives to men-
hood include the following:
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"Elate in out, OW laid the tall Marl, "00 more like *Our father every day',
ae trOPd are been here fast, but be Couldn't have CO MO faster than you
aid. (tip ncott's Basis Heading PrOgratn, Book 0, Me 241) Al is "In a family
when a boy dote his Work well, perhaps be cad earn his wish." (Oirls are never
Peld for domestie chorea.)

Hoye, begin to Control their emotions and quotes like the following begin to
appear: "He Would go over the falls on his feet, standing like a man. He would
not Cry out like a little boy for help," (Laidlaw Brothers 4th grade reader)

Geographical range becomes important for boys while Orli remain domestic
or neighborhood in their settings, Thus in the Ginn basic reader*, story lines go
as foliews

Boy visits Moon base with father. Puerto Rican boy starts business with his
grandfather. Farm boy does "a man's sob" hatvesting corn after his father is in.
Jura Arab boy rescues a lamb. Lapp boy does "a man's work" in a wolf hunt.
Canadian boy learns a skill . a boy Is really getting to be a man when he
learns to handle a kayak."

In the Ginn Basic Heeders Book Five we And a boy who shoots a grissly s "Pa
bad left him to be the man of the house, Here with the dead grizzly to prove that
he had been worthy of the thud." On the other band when a mother settler shoots
a wolf in Lippincott's Series Book i(her husband is away from home), she says
modestly, "it wasn't hard, the wolf was a good target against the snow."

In {lien's Book Five again a, boy has a flood adventure during a Omit: "You
did a dangerous thing, bringing that boat across the flood, and a brave thing.
You acted like a men,"

Biographies of men often show the progression from boyhood ambition to
manly achievement. Thus in Lippincott's Basic Reading Program Book B
we find Buffalo Bill: "Even when he was a little boy of five he had learned to
ride a horse. By the time he was eight be was an expert rider." Kit Carson in the
same Week escapes some bears in a hunt. "When Kit was a small boy be wanted
to be a hunter and trapper. His father bad taught him how to shoot straight."
Parallel incentives for girls are totally lacking.

Sometimes little girls take it upon themselves to play little mother and en
courage their brothers to achieve. Thus in LippIncott's Basle Reading Program
Book I), Page $0 a girl convinces a boy that he needs to learn to read: "You need
reading and writing and numbers for almost everything. A salesman must be
able to read his orders. He must add up his bills." fihe mentions mechanics and
painters with similar needs. Her own future needs are not considered.

In Harper and Row's Basic Reading Program Book Five an attempt is made
to handle the problem of female adulthood. A girl comes across an old house in
which she finds traces of a woman who once lived there. She examines a girlhood
portrait and a fan and an adult portrait. These are her thoughts : "She'd had
cheeks like speckled eggs and a merry look despite her serious lips. How had she
become a woman who'd used the fan? How had a girl who looked so honest and
everyday fit in with a fan that looked like moonlight, music and romance? This
tomboy Netts had managed to grow up and still stay her own self. . . Katie
wasn't sure what she herself meant by womanhood. Well, she'd, find out In
time ... the important thing was that a tomboy girl had handled growing up. 'If
Om could do it, I can do It too,' Katie nearly shouted."

The message is that growing up for a girl involves a mysterious metamorphosis
from a merry tomboy to a romantic woman, with 'a veiled hint at loss of identity
in the process. The next book in the series, a sixth grade reader, has no girh
centered stories at all.

A story in the Gann Basic Readers describes a girl who Impersonates a boy
and rides the pony express, having always longed to be a boy. A bandit captures
her but lets her off discovering her sex. He says, "It is always wisest for girls to
be happy that they are girls." Do educators take it for granted that boys are Un
likely to be satisfied with their status as boys? It is clear that being a girl in
Our present social climate requires a certain resignation.

In Houghton Mifflin's "Looking Ahead" Book Four, we find : "Agnee was 10
years old, but she still thought that playing lackinthebox would be fun, Since,
however, she was the only girl in the family, she knew she should help her
mother." Boys by contrast feel no sense of obligation to help their fathers. They
desperately long to do so, since this means added status and brings them closer to
the desirable state of manhood. .

In biographies of famous women the facts of achievement are often qualified
in some way, such as this in Harper and Row's Book TM: Annie Oakley says of
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Frank Btit Itr, "Ile'. the envoi lqokinit seal! I, ever san,.I wish I didn't have.to
beat him.'

In the Ginn Basic Readers hotel; Achievement is showa as freakish and excet
tional, thus In Boo Five; "From the very begthning Amelia $drhart WO different
from other little g Os." Also: "Kxceipt for one thing Maria Mitchell eewed like
any other young girl on Naatucket island." The point is made in the story that
Marla Mitchell bad to put the kitchen in order ant before she could study the
stare. Another quote illustrate; the derogatory attitude to female achievement
which Is ,widespread theta, readers "Vou did alright for a girl, the PonyEx ,

The numbers and variety of adult males In different occupations shown In all
readers contrasts strongly with the numbere of female 4404 in different oecupa-
tions. In D.C. Heath's primer series Book Two adult males include: Father, pet
store owner, postman, fireman, policeman, zoo keeper, ice cream mare a Clown,
railway conductor, sheep farmer, Women in, this book include Mothers, ladles
next door, and grandmother, Where adult femalesnapPear, throughout the series
read, they, tend to be In a eupervisory or service relationship to a child, or the
wives of varying turtle nguret,

In Scott Foreman's Book Five ("Vista") an extreme in female eiclueioa is
reached. Male minor characters iaclude eXplorers, scientists, naval commanders,
submarine commanders, forest ranger, a king, a gaucho, a pilot, a echo()) prin-
cipal, a railroad inspector and 'various fathers. No 'female Minor characters
aPPeer although there is one story involving tu'o,ailly girls who hold a prn.greS.
sive lunch and two female biographies, one of a brave doctor (frontier) Ana the
other an eight section biography, of Helen Keller, remale exclusion' Wows more
acute as the gradc levels rise. In Harper and. Iteat's sixth grade reader there are
no gireentered stories'at, all, ,

Fairy tales offer examples of pretty heroines rewarded for theW looks and
sweet dispositions by marriage to princes. but as far as achievement goeit,,Hansel
says to Crete): "Don't worry, sister, I will take care of you." (Lippineett's BOO
(I) The message is that kr.lales are good so long as they are Pretty, and that
age and ugliness are oym.4ts mous with evil. Show White, Cinderella, Beauty and
the Beast and many others Jilustrate traditional attitudes of male possessiveness
towards the lovely YOURS Ornate' coupled with fear and- mistrust of the older
woman, Such stories are part of our cultural picture and cannot be eliminated
from school curricula, but they do require interpretation and understaading.
Myths such asPandOra'e Porwhleh express man's tear of "female must he
diecuseed in depth and ex leined.

In spite of inane 10.1 intentions Americaa educatois are fact directing
female children Into "those subardinate occupations `and, attitudes which most
closely serve the shortterm convenience .of an adult male heirarellY, It is no
Wonder that rates of academic and other forms of achieventent show a sad falling
on among women. The female populatiOn of thi.acountry has internalized Chitties
Kingsley 's sentiment;

"Be good, sweet maid, and let who will be clever 1"
A complete report of the findings of this committee will be available In May,

1071 from; Women on Words and 7magee, A. 11, 4, 2$ Cleveland Lane, Pritic'e
ton, N..1. 08540;

The New Jersey women believe that their sons as welt as, their daughtera are
harmed by the notion of sexstereotyped roles and by the aesumptIon that boys
must be strong and girls agreeable, that melee must direct and females

They want their sons to be gentle RR well as strong and their daughters,to be
adventurous as well as sensitive. They want the books their children read to
emphasize the. variety of choices open to them regerdleas of their sex. And they
want readers --the most important books of the early school years-=to Ovipot
to their children a positive image of women as well as men, one that is hived
in reality and founded on equality and respecter-from "Harmful Lessem; Little
Girls Learn in School", Betty Miles, Red book, March 1071., copyright 1071 M,Call
Publishing Co.

AriAtp810 OP MATII TExTROOKs FMK° IN NEW YORK SCHOOL LIORARIES

Seeing Through Arithuterio Five (Scott Foreman).
Mathematical problems in this text present math concepts in social contexts

which strongly reinforce stereotyped aex rotes. Following are some examples,
with page numbers:
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Page 22Brownies are cooking and sewing to raise money.
Toga 20-:-Boy building with his father, thus stressing active work as related

to Males,.
Page 43-i-Opt of ten problems, five dealt with girls cooking and sewing.

-Page 66Problems dealing with club activities: girls are shown making sand-
wiches, white bets build dividers. r

Pag4 84- -Shows 411 Club activities, Fourteen problems deal with sewing
and cooking,

Page 110Out of 14 problems, 8 deal with mother cooking and girls helping.
Page 133Girls and women are shown cooking and cutting cakes.
Page 101rather takes boys on camping trip, Mother stays home and bakes.
Page 183Boy goes out planting with father while mother stays home and

bakes.
Page 114Women and girls are shopping for food and sewing supplies.
Page 220Problems deal with women cooking and sewing, ,men driving cars

and hiking.
Page 201Women and girls are shopping and cooking, Problems dealing with

men have them building, repairing, and earning money,
Math Rook 6 (Health).
This book contains fewer problems than the preceding book, but where there are

problems, role teaching is just as evident. Some examples follow :
Page 158,Out of ten problems, five deal with boys working at physical activi

ties, and two problems have girls babysitting and sewing.
Page 1043Ont of five problems, one has girls sewing, and two problems have

boys playing marbles while girls are jumping rope,
Page 1I8There are 12 problems altogether, eleven dealing with boys earning

money, building things and going places, while one deals with a girl buying a
ribbon for a sewing project,.

Page 107Out of five problems, three deal with boys and men doing varied
activities white one problem deals with one girl shopping and one girl sick.

Sally Nussbaum distributed the following message to students leaving MS 82
on April 7, 1071:

1401 Montgomery Ave., Bronx, New York 10453.
DnAn PAIMI4113 AVID CITIZENS: Girls at 3118 82 are discriminated against in

curriculum and sports. They are barred from taking industrial arts courses of
woodwork, metalwork, electric shop, and sometimes printing and mechanical
drawing. They are programmed into domestic courses such as crocheting,
sewing, home, ec., and child care, instead.

My daughter, Daniels Romero, was refused entrance to metalwork class.
Girls at MS 82 do not have supervised afterschool handball and tumbling. A

girls basketball team was formed but no games were ever arranged for it with
other schools. Games were arranged for the boys' basketball team. Girls seldom
pnrticipate in chess and pingpong, and not in citywide or distrlctwide tourna
ments, but to my knowledge no special effort is made to find out why they do not
take part, nor to encourage them to do so.

Recently I sent a petition to Dr. Milton Stier, Principal, JI1S 82, signed by some
parents, asking that the industrial arts courses be opened to girls on the same
basis as boys. It you agree let the school authorities know.

A bill, no. 4811, has been introduced by State Assemblyman Al Blumenthal
(D., Man.) to end discrimination by sex in admissions to courses of instruction
or teams. I urge you to write your State legislators to support this bill.

American Civil Liberties Union is attempting to establish the basis of a class
Action suit against the Board of Education for sex discrimination in the junior
high and high schools. This is being done on behalf of the High School Women's
Coalition, a student organization. ACLU claims It violates the 14th Amendment
to the Constitutionennal protection of the laws. For information, call ACLU,
0244800.

Let the following know that you want your daughters to get the same educa-
tion as your sons, so that all children will have the chance to develop their
talents to the fullest :

Dr, Miltoh Stier, Principal', 3118 82, Macombs Rd. & 116 St., Bs, Andrew Don.
aldson, District Superintendent, 1817 Jerome Ave., lIx. Gerald Morton. Pres.,
Comm. Sch. Bd., 1377 Jerome Ave., Bx. Una Roskind, Pres., Parents Assn., J1IS
82, Macombs Rd. & 176 St., Bx. Isaiah Robinson, V. Pres., Bd. of Ed., 110 Liv-
Ingston St., Brooklyn.

The following excerpts are public testimony in the case of Bonnie Sanchez and
Laura Edelhart against Harold Baron, Principal of Junior High School 20, and
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Hugh McDougall, District Superintendent of District 28, New York City Board
Of Education (OA 0 MO given in United States Courthouse, Brooklyn, New
York, on January 29, 1071 and March 19, 1871. For further inforMation on this
case, contact New York Civil Liberties Union, 84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y,

Excerpts of testimony of Laura Edelhart (continued from front cover) s
After I got home, I started calling the Board of Edueation. But I never got

through to anyone. 1 must have made a dozen calls at least,
Q. Did anyone at the Board of Education ever toll you anything to do about

this matter?
Well, eventually I was told that because the school was decentralising that

should go back to the school for this problem; that it wouldn't be a matter of
the Central Board any more.

Q. And did you do that?
Yes, 1 did, I called the school. I spoke to Mr. Baron , and he said that we

have too many boys in the school to be able to allow the girls to take metal work
and mechanics.

9, Mrs. Edelhart, when you were in high school, did you attempt to take a metal
working course?

Mr. hIsuitza. Objection.
The COURT. How long ago was it?
The WITNESS. About twenty years ago.
The COVRT. Objection sustained. Unrelated.
Mr, Ermrs. Your Honor, I wish to show that it is related, in this sense I wish

to show that the only named plaintiff In this case was the named plaintiff becanse
she had the support of her mother. She had the support of her mother because
her mother was also denied permission to take a metalwork class when she was
In high school, and it is because of that continuing problem

The Cam?. I am not persuaded. The objection is sustained.
Q. Mrs. Edelhart, do you think that baring taken the course it was valuable

for your daughter?
Mr. Manna. Objection.
Yes,I do.
The Com, What is the relevancy of that?
Mr; ENNIO. Well, Your Honor, I wish to establish that, having taken that course

Bonnie Sanchez was a more self-reliant and capable individual than, she was
before.

The Coma% Let us assume that is so. What has that got to do with the policy?
Mr. ENNIS. It has to do with whether or not that policy is damaging the lives

of female students in high school. We intend to show that it is ; that the Board
of Education policy is depriving female students of the opportunity to become
self-reliant PeoPle

The COM. Do you expect to over any statistics on it, or do you expect.to rely
on the testimony?

Mr. Ennis. We will offer statistics, Your honor.
Excerpts of testimony of Gigi Gordon, 311S 217 (Van Wyck), Ninth Oracle
Q. Can you tell me what shops are available at your school?
They have sewing and cooking available to the ninth grades. That ikon's, for

girls, And for the boys, they have metal and printing, and I think they also have
ceramics.

Q.just shop are yon taking now?
Wchanged shops and I was assigned to sewing.
Q. Which shop did you want to take?
I wanted to take printing.
Q. Did .tai make any attempt to take printing'?

. Yes, 1 did. I went to several people, one of them was Mr. Wyeltock, and he told
me he would check into the matter and he would try to get me into the boys' shop,
Then I saw him again and he said he thought they were all filled up. And then
aw him a third time and he said there was no room in the boys' thop for any

more girls.
Q. Do you know whether there are any more girls in there now?.
No. there aren't any girls.
Q. Did be say it was a boys shop specifically?
Yes.

T. Ilow many shops are there for boys?
WO or three; it depends upon what periods. There are two in one period and

three in another.
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Q. How Many for girls',
Twe,
Q. Do you know what the percentage of boys and what the percentage of girls

was?
I don't know the percentages, but it is about evenly distributed.
RR Are there any other classes or subjects for credit that only have boys?
Yes, There is an AVI Squad, which is a squad with audio-visual aids, and it is

for boys. And the boys are supposed to set up equipment to show films, and pro.
Sections and things like that. I tried to get into that and the teacher said ft would
be okay to get intoit, We Intd to fight for that, but we got into it. And the teacher
said that be would show us how to work the things. And he showed us bow to
work them. And then we never got called to be on the squad. We never got called
to set up any such equipment.

Q. Did you ask to
es. We went to the teacher, We asked him why we weren't called.

He said, "Wed, there are Nulty of other boys who can do the job and they have
been on the squad longer than you."

HYou mentioned Mr. Wydlock before, Can you tell me who he is?
e Is the Dean of Boys, He is also in charge of the shops for gins and boys,

but mostly the boys,
Q. And what did he tell you yesterday?
He said that the shops were all filled up with boys and that he didn't think I

could get in because of the boys, because there was no room for any more girls in
the shop.

Q. Now you are scheduled to take sewing ; right?
Yes.
Q. When is that course given?
Mondays and Wednesdays, the third and fourth periods.
Q. And when Is the printing course given?
The same time.
Q. Do you know of any other girls who tried to get into the print course?
Yes. Helen Ka dig,
Q. Did you speak to the principal about your discussions with Mr. Wydlock?
No, because the principal is not available to discuss natters with students.
4 Did you try?
1 have tried before on different issues than this and the 1,.. ncipal doesn't speak

to the students unless it is a matter of extreme urgency; and even then he is
usually at suspension hearings.

Q. Did you try this time?
No. But I did speak to the assistant principal, Mr. Niter.
Q. What did he say?
lie said that I should ask the shop teachers if they wanted girls in their classes.
Excerpts of testimony of Julie Ntves, MS 217 (Van Wyckl, Ninth Grade.
Q. Could you tell me how the cps classes are set up in your school?
des there Is a boys' gym and a girls' gym. We have it once a week for two

periods.
Q. What do you learn in the girls' gym?
At the begnning, the first marking period, we did volley ball, and after that,

after the marking period was over, we continued doing that. So me and some
friends complained because we were supposed to have a new curriculum each
marking period. And they said, "O.K., we will try to do something," and they did.
Finally they got us records which had exercises on them, ti.t the exercises were
not working out very well because they were only to slim your waistline and help
yoti walk down the street. Well, things like that So after a while it wasn't really
working out well. So then we complained again, you know, we should have
something a little mere, YOU know, better, because =body was getting prepared
you have to wear rim suitsand so they had not done anything about it and we
refused to get dressed. That day we went down, we were looking around for some
guyour assistant principalto complain to, and he wasn't there. And the Dean
sent us back into gym, and since then we have not been doing anything.

Q. Can you tell me what the boys do in gym?
The boys d6 exercises. They play basketball. They can go out when it is warm,

which the girls are not allowed to do. They play handball. Baseball. They have
certain teams after school for just baseball, basketball, track teams, which the
girls do not have.

Q. Haire you asked to do any of the sports which the boys do?
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We asked for basketball. They said there wasn't enough equipment. The boys
prefer to have It first. Then we will have what le left over. We haven't really
gotten anywhere.-

4. Gigl mentioned the All progrein before, Dld you also try to get Into that?
lea, I was with her, Ahd my teacher, who is also our science teacher, he tiled

We complained to hit a few times that he has net been militia us down to use
the projectors, And he said that he would try to but there were too many boys
that were taken care of first. And one day he (Mean ne down and then he said,
"Oh, forget it. I have somebody else to do the job."

Excerpts of testimony of Catherine Beinheinier, JUN 104, Eighth Grade.
Q. Why did you decide to testify?
Because last year and this year my friends and I have tried to get Into ceramics.

W were not allowed to take it. The only thing girls can take Is sewing and
cooking,

Q. What are the boys' shops?
iVood, mend, printing and ceramics.
Q. How do you students get into these shops? Can they choose them or are

they assigned to those classes?
No, they are assigned.
Q. Are any girls assigned to either printing, metal, wood, or ceramics?
No, just cooking and sewing,
Q. Are any boys assigned to sewing and cooking?
NO.
9. Have you tried to get Into any of the boys' shone?
I es, ceramics.
Q. How did you try to get into those?
I asked our assistant principal, Miss Pireareill. We asked her it we coold

change from sewing or cooking to ceramics, and she said, "No. Those are boys'-
sops you can't get into them."

Q. 1)1(1 you ask anybody else?
Yes. After she said we couldn't, when we had group guidance, where we can

tell the things we have problems with to our group guidance teacher guidance
we can't get Into ceramics, She said to bring it up at the student body conference,
So our representative of our grade brought It up at the conference and .she didn't
have any luck with it.

Q. So right now you can't take any of those, classes, wood, metal, printing or
ceramics?

Q. When Miss riecarelli told you that you couldn't come in to the shop Chu*
the ceramics class, did you try to speak with the prIncipal of the seheol?

No, because Miss Picarelli was closer to the children than Mr. Frank was
like, he did, very important thingsWeil, Miss Piccarelli told us today she
Is in charge of the Department of Shops

Q. Would you recognize that the principal is in charge of the school?
Yes.
The Cover. Do you deny that a counsellor has auth to advlee the children

as to what the policy is concerning the exclusion of a particular course?
don't impose the obligation on the child to go to a higher authority before she
understands she Is excluded.

Exeerpte of testimony of Marcy Silverman, Jamaica High, Eleventh _Grade,
Q. Are there any classes or activities or programs within the dames that are

open to male students and not to female students?
Well, within my physics class last year, our teacher asked it there was any

body interested in being a lab assistant, in the physics lab, and when I raised my
hand, he told all the girls to put their hands down because he was onty interested
in Working with boys.

Q. Did you make any further attempts to become a lab assistant?
Yes. I spoke to Mr, Challiff. He la the head of the student organization, and

I told him what my physics teacher had said and he said he would see, you
know, what might be done ; but I never heard about it again.

Q. Are there any other activities in the school that women are not Members
of, and have you attempted to be in any other activities?

Yes. There is an Honor Guard, which are students who, instead of partici-
pating In gym for the term, are monitors in the hail, and I asked my gym
teacher it I could be on the Honor Guard Squad. She said It was only open to
boys. I then went to the head of the Honor Guard, a Mr. Baron, who said that
he thought girls were much too nasty to be Honor Guards. He thought they would
be too mean in working on the job, and I left it at that.
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4, la the 110nOr Ostarii a credit 400141
les. If you're a member of the Houor Guard, you get credit for the term's

wOrk of physical education.
The COM. How do you get appointed to it? How does a boy get aPPOinted

to it?
They Just come into the boys' gym and say "Who Wants to he on it?" And

those who want to be on it are on it, but they never mine in and said that to
our girls in gym class.

Q. Are there other classes that you take that the boys and the girls are
separated or the boys and the girls have different curricula?

Yes. The hygiene classes arethere's boys' hygiene and girls' hygiene and I
know in some of the boys' hygiene classes theyI'm not qvilte sure it it's
specifically in the curriculum but there has been discussion of birth control in
the boys' hygiene classes, and when we attempted to, you know, discuss It In
our girls' classes, they told us that we rooldn't do it, we couldn't talk about
things like that, and girls have tried to bring in booklets to distribute in the
class, so asyou know, If we couldn't have a 'discussion, maybe we could dis
tribute some material, and they told us to get It out of the school.

Q. To your knowledge, are there any other prOgrams that are open to the boys
and not to the girls?

Well, along within the hygiene program last week there was 11-.-at a student
council meeting at which I was home roam representative, a teacher spoke as
a narcotics advisor in the school. There i ; a new program in the school, and he
said he would be distributing material to the boys' hygiene classes On drug abuse
and they would be starting a new program together. But he mentioned nothing
about the girls' classes.

Q. You are taking gym now, is that correct?
Yes, I am.
Q. Do you have the same activities in your gym classes that the boys do?
No, we don't. Right now we're doing folk dancing and we askedthere were

about twenty girls in the class that I knew who would likewho Would have
liked to go out and run track as the boys do. They play ball out in the torn
tional fields, and I asked one of the gym teachers it we could get a group of
girls who wonid like to go out and run track or play ball in the fieldit. Since
there are about six or seven gym teachers and since they div hit, the boys' chases
up with teachers taking certain groups out, it we could do this in our class.
Eirst she said I should get the names of fifty girls who would want to do it.
I proceeded to ask around and I had about thirty girls in the first day who
wanted to do it, and then the next day in gym she said to forget about it because
she had spoken to Mrs. Klein, the head of the girls' Health Education Depart.
meat. She said that just couldn't be done.

Q. Are the girls able to go out at all or is it just a question of running track?
The girls are only allowed to go out in the very, very early part of the term,

at the beginning of September, and then again in June, which conies to a total
of about three weeks. When the boys go outthey go out all the time, except,
you know, when the weather just doesn't permit.

Q. Do the boys and girls have the same equipment In their gym classes?
The only equipment in my years of gym in Jamaica High School, the only

equipment I've ever seen is basketball and a volley ball. And the boys have
ropes. They have pegboards that they use for climbing. I don't know, I've never
been in the boys' gym. I've only heard from friends, but I know the equipment
that we use and it's not the same, . All I've ever seen is a basketball and
a volley ball and a record player.

Q. What other programs in gym do pin have? You play baseball?
We don't. We spend a lot of time I think there are a few weeks that we are

supposed to be playing baseball, but every 'time we keep learning over and over
again, which leaves shout two or three days left to actual garde playing,

Q. You play volley ball?
Yes. %replay volley ball also.
Q. And when you go outside, what sort of classes do you have?
We play this game. I don't know, It's called Ogre Take, where you Just throw

the ball and you run around.
Q. And you're running around a lot?
There is no equipment, though, and when I asked it we could play soccer,

since I saw otherthe boys' gym classes playing It and since I've played soccer
on my own time, I was told that the boys use the fields and, you know, because
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of that we're not allowed to use them, Because they get priority, The teacher
told ma that,

Excerpts of testimony of Leslie Lubin, Jamaica High, Eleventh Grade
In the fall of my junior year I tried to get on the Honor Guard Squad,
Q. What happened at that time?
I had talked to a few of the boy gym teachers because they were the head of

the Honor Guard and they told me that I could Guard because I was a girl.
The Couwr. What teachers did you talk to?
I had spoken to Mr. Malin and Mr. Baron about it.
Q. Is the Honor Guard the same Honor Guard that Marcy Silverman testified

to earlier this morning?
Yes, it ie.
Q. Is that an alternate to gym, a credit course alternate to gym?
Yes.
Q. Did you ever try again to be on the Honor Guard?
I had continued speaking to Mr. Malin about it and I managed to sway him

to believe that he needed a girl on his squad.
Q. Why was that?
Because I had told him that it was not right to have boys guarding the girls'

bathrooms. You needed a girl to go in there because otherwise a boy would nave
to interrupt a teacher's classroom to have a female teacher go into the bathroom
to, you know, control what was going on in there,

Q. So at that point did he agree to let you be on the Honor Guard?
Tee.

FAnd how long did you serve On the Honor Guard?
or about four months.

Q. What happened at the end of that four-month period?
I was walking around the halls with my Honor Guard button on and it seems

that Hr. Sugar, who is the principal and Mr, Baron, who is the head of the
boys' gym department, had seen me with the button on and they told Mr. Malin,
who at the time was head of my squad, that he would have to Ore me,

Q. Did Mr. Malin tell you that?
Yes.

id he fire you for that reason?
Yes.

So that you're not now on the Honor Guard any longer?
NO.
Excerpts of testimony of Pamela Charney, Bronx nigh School of science,

Twelfth Grade.
Q. Approximately how many girls are there in your school?
There are 8,600 students, and it'swelt, they say there tsno one ever tells

you anything about admissions being different, but if you look at the old year-
books, it's approximately two-thirds male and one-third female,

Excerpt of testimony of Susan Horowitz, Bronx High School of Science, Elev.
enth Grade.

Q. Have you ever attempted to participate in the Stage Squad program at
Bronx Science?

Yes: I originally wished to join the Stage Squad in the beginning of my
sophomore yeat, and I wentthere was an ad in the Daily Bulletin, which is
posted every day in the home room, which advertises extracurricular openings,
and there was an ad for interested boys to join the Stage Squad.

Q. Is that what the ad said, interested boys?
Yes, interested boys to join the Stage Squad, please come to .such-and-such

room, And I wanted to be on the squad so I went, and the advisor of the Stage
Squad, Mr. Schlessel . . . Ile said that the work only involved moving 'around
heavy chairs and things like that and that I couldn't do that.

C. Do you ,receive any sort of credit if you serve on the Stage Squad?
les. You get service credit, which is credited towards your credit total, which

is used if you want to join Arista,
Q. What is Arista?
It's an honor society. It looks good on your record. It helps you get into college

and things like that.
Q. After you were not permitted to join that Stage Squad in your sophomore

year, what did you do then?
I sort of forget about about it. I just assumed that I couldn't join and then

after that I was attending the Women's Lib Club, and we were discussing thing%
like Stage Club and the Prince
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Q. Excuse Me, The Women% Lib Club, is this a dab in the scheolt
.Yea. It's a schooleanetiOned club. And we discussed things that, were in the

Squad an the Audio VISUOI &Wad,
school were not open to women, such as the Stage Sqtlad and the Prince.

In APS MO, the Board of. Education decided not to list Brooklyn Technical
High School as a "boys" school in the catalogue, THE PUBLIC MOH SCHOOLS.
This seems to hove been a weak decision to admit women to the school eve h
thousk_tite change was not adequately announced and the Board's ornoxAb
Ialtk=011Y continues to call Brooklyn Technical a ''boys" school. Out of 6,200
students in September 1970 this "coodticational" school boasted 2 women kill-
dents. As late as Octabee1970, the following letter was sent:

William U. Car. Junior High School, Hyman Birnbaum, Principal
. Ovrossa 1070.

To Parents of 8th Oracle and 88P Boys:
DUX PARICNIS I New York City offers to qualified boys of the eighth grade

the privilege of applying for admission to Brooklyn Technical High School. This
school offers a special program of work geared towards the student who desires
to concentrate In the field of engineering, architecture, or applied science, In the
future.

Applicants to the school must successfully pass the entrance examination,
This exam is given in Janory and the closing date for the receipt of applications
will be Dec. 4, 1070. No child will be permitted to take the exam. unless he meets
the minimum requirements set by the school.

In order to answer any questions that may arise concerning this school, Junior
High School 104 will hold a discussion group with the parents and guardians
of pupils who are eligible to apply and who are interested in having their sons
attend.

I shall meet with these parents on Monday, Oct. 19, 1970, in the auditorium
of 3.11.S. 104 (17th. Ave. and 167th. St.) at onethirty P.M.

Please keep the following points in mind 3
(a) The Board of Education feels that it is unwise for a student to attend A

high school that requires more than two hours of travel time per day, (one hour
to and one hour from school),

(b) Students who are in the first year of the two-year SP program are not
eligible for the above school at this time. They may apply when they are in the
second year of this program,

Very truly yours,
BICONARD M. Swam.
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MAI VOCATIONAL ANC TIICIINICAL COURSES ros Dors

Architectural Drafting & Building Fashion Industries*:
ConstructiOn+ (Technical). Fashion Merchandising.

Antoinette Heating Mechanics* Fur Oa rment Manufacturing,
Automation Instrumentation* (Tech Garment Machine Operation.

nical). Men's Clothing Manufacturing.
Automotive l'echanics*. Pat tern:flaking Design.
Auto Body & Fender Repair. Floristry.
Automotive Machine Work, Food Trades+ :
Gas Station Operation. Baking. .

Aviation Mechanics+. Cooking And Catering.
Business Education: Meat Merchandising.
Accounting (Bookkeeping & Business Foundary Work.

Practice). Hairdressing.
Computer Data Processing. Industrial Chemistry* (Technical).
Distributive Education (3ferchan Instrument Technology* (Technical)

dising & Sates). , Jewelry Making.
Ofece Machine Operating. Machine Shop Practice*.
Recordkeeping & Clerical Practice. Maritime Trades.
Stenograph & Typewriting. Mechanical Design & Construction+
Clock & Watch Mechanics. (Technical).
Commercial Art*: Optical Mechanics.
Advertising Art. Plumbing.
Architectural & Building Design. Printing Trades*;
Cartooning. Book & Job Makeup.
Ceramics. Bookbinding.
Costume Design & Illustration. Graphic Arts.
Fashion Illustration (Technical), Hand Typsetting.
illustration. Ludlow Typesetting.
Industrial Design. Machine Typesetting.
Modeling (Sculpture). Offset Presswork.
Photography Presswork.
Sculpture'& Stone Carving. Printing & Presswork.
Window Display. Stonework (Printing).
ComMercial Photography. Radio& TV Mechanics*.
Commercial & Domestic Refrigera SheettnetaI work.

tion. Theatre Arts.
'Upholstery.CoSalet0lOgy+ (Beauty Culture).

Dental Laboratory` Processing. Woodworking Trades: .

Electrical Installation & Practice*. Residential Carpentry.
Electricity (Technical). Cabinetmaking.
Electronics* (Technical). Woodturning & Patternmaking.
Equipment Repair Technology*.
("Vocational and Technical Courses for Boys" as printed above and "Voce

tional and Technical Courses for Girls" on the following page are the 'complete
listings given in the Public High Schools, New York City, 1970-1971, A Guide
for Pupils and Parents, released by the Board of Education of the City of New
York, pp. 18-26.)

*Entrance examination required for admission.
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11KDS l'OCATIO/iAL AND TECHNLCAL COVIIBYS iOB Onus

Business Ilidnention t
(Bookkeeping As Business

Practice
Computer eta Processing.
Distributive }Attention ( merthandising

Sates).
Fleetric Data Processing.
Office Machine Operating.
RecordkeepIng & Clerical Practice.
Stenography & Typewriting.
Commercial Art.*,
Advertising Art,
Architecttiral & Industrial Design,
Cartooning.
Ceramics.
Costume Design & Illustration.
Fashion Illustration.
Illustration.
Industrial Design.
Modeling (Sculpture),,

Photography.
Sculpture di Stone Carving.
Window Display.
Commercial photograph.
Cosmetology* (Beauty Culture).
Dental Office Assisting.
Fashion industries:
.Garment Machine Operating.
Special Garment Machine Operating,
Trade Dressmaking.
Trade Millinery.
Women's & Children's (lament Oper-

ating.
Floristry.
Interior Design,
Health Careers (Medical Office Assist-

ing).
Practical Nursing.
PreRegistered Nursing,
Theatre Arts,

*Entrance examination required for admission.

"A woman needs what will make her a queen of the household and of society,
while man needs what will fit him for the harder, sterner duties of life, to
which ladies should never be driven except in cases of exigency.

"She cannot afford to risk her health in acquiring a knowledge of the advanced
sciences, mathematics, or philosophy for which she has no use. , Too many
women have already made themselves permanent invalids by an overstrain of
study at schools and colleges."editors of a student newspaper, Agricultural
College of Pennsylvania, 1880. 1/1

(From the New York Times, 'Mar. 14, 10711

13ROONLYN MOH SCHOOL BLENDs CLAsS WoRIC AND JOBS

(By Eleanor Blau)
Running into a truant officer on the street one day hardly seemed like good

luck to Me/fonder Jennings. But the officer asked him a strange question :
Would he like to go to high school every other week instead of every day?
Young Jennings was being invited to participate in an experimental program

at Thomas Jefferson High School in Brooklyn's East New York section, in which
boys alternate betwon attending classes and working in junior high school
cafeterias.

The qualifications are serious truancy and almost total schulastic failure. The
Program represents a final attempt to keep the boys in school until they graduate.

"This is the first time these kids feel there's someone interested in them,"
explained Mrs. Dorothy Laufer, coordinator of the two-and-a-halfyear-old
program,

Many of the students in the program have arrest records. Some have been
thrown out of their homes and are living in youth shelters. When they suddenly
are offered a job as well as an opportunity to graduate, it is as if someone told
them, for the first time, "I have faith in you," Mrs. Laufer reported.

One boy in the program remarked recently : "I felt like something great. I
had money in my pocket that I didn't steal. I even gave my mother some."

Alexander Jennings, who is now 17 years old, joined the program nearly two
years ago. He started going to high school as well, and he expects to be gradu-
ated next January.

ROOAlling his life before meeting the truant officer-- "I used to mess around,
stay home all the time, sleep " ---he said; "I don't know where I woud have been
now."

Young Jennings and most of the 87 other students in the program work six
hours a day and earn $2.31 an hour. Their clean tables, wash dishes, sweep port
and sometimes help cook.
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For satisfactory work performance, they receive school credit equivalent to a
major subject. After a year, they may receive a Civil Service job.

During the weeks in which they go to class, the boys attend double periods
of English, history and science or mathematics, In a school day that lasts from
7.26 &NI, to noon.

They are not required to take minor subjects, such as art or music, although
these will be required before graduation,

A few of the youths are not yet employed because there are not enough cafe-
teria jobs available, so they have been attending the special classes every week.
Olrla do not partite:pate in the program because the Cafeteria work 48 not con
a:dere(' suitable for them, Mrs. Laufer said.

The general work and study concept is not new. Under the Cooperative Edu.
cation Program, which was 'begun in 1015, some 7,000 high school juniors and
seniors in the city are gaining experience in jobs related to their school studies.

But the Thomas Jefferson program does not require related employment, Mrs.
Laufer said. The value of the job experience is psychological, not practical.

Mrs. Laufer sold the success of the program had amazed even its sponsors.
Most of the students, who formerly rarely went to class at all have nearly perfect
attendance records. Students who formerly failed every subject now are passing
three, four or even five. And few are dropping out.

Last year, 47 of 58 who registered remained In the program. During the term
just ended, 61 of 65 remained.

Mrs. Rene Sherline, director of the Bureau of Cooperative Education, who
helped set up the program, attributes the success in part to the warm personality
of Mrs. Laufer.

As a youth parole worker remarked in a letter to Mrs. Sherline, the boys feel
that in Mrs. Laufer they have "someone concerned about, rather than outraged
at, their behavior and progress."

Another reason for the program's success, Mrs. Sherline said, is that some stu-
dents "learn better outside the environment of the school." Somehow, the work
experience makes classes more important to them.

It is hoped, Mrs. Sherline said that the boys will start thinking about what
subjects they ought to study to get a better job atter they Ara graduated,

Fred Grant, who is 17, wants to go to college and then get a job that involves
traveling,

Alfonso Williams, also 17, has not made up his mind yet as to what kind of
work he would like to do. But, he added: "I know, for one thing, I don't want to
be a bum, I want to have some clothes and stuff."

Does he find school more interesting in the experimental program/
"I wouldn't say that," Alfonso replied. "But the teachers, they help yOu out:

more. And it's better than going to school every day."
11.111611.01

Wolfer; Is U.S. Harm Mon Sonoot. Terrsooss
(By Janice Law Treeker)

"Should the Ku Klux Klan receive reams of documentary material (in text-
books) and woman suffrage none? ... Is Henry Dourest Lloyd more important.
than Carrie Chapman Catt? Are the lengths of skirts significant enough to dwarf
other information about women?" These and other questions are askedand an.
sweredby Janice Law Trecker, who has taught English at L. P. Wilson Junior
High School in Windsor, Connecticut, and reviewed films for the West Hartford
News. Her analysis is a share protest against treating women as "supplemen-
tary material."

Early in our history, enterprising groups of English gentlemen attempted to
found allmale colonies. The attempts were failures, but the idea of a society
without women appears to have held extraordinary appeal for the descendants of
those early colonists. Throughout our history, groups of intrepid males have
struck off into the wilderness to live in bachelor colonies free from civilization
and domesticity.

The closing of the frontier and the presence, even from the earliest days, of
equally intrepid females ended these dreams of masculine tranquility. Yet, the
hopeful COlonista may have had their revenge, It women have had their share
in every stage of our history, exactly what they did and who they were remains
obscure. Ask most high school students who Jane Addams, Ida Tarbell, or Susan
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. Anthony Wpm and /001447 fret 44 answer, Ask sheet gents 1 040fie_tr Ahlgal
unifier. or Nalrgeret Breliti Safi you Wiji probablio .gt. Neel oeits. noplirne
*It felt" Wright, Aar irtt., err'. gaiina Willard, PI 41rkerd$14at tc ell, rudence IV Olt ail SOON* o% others sound BO' aniwe
tom soots historian's version of :WM. , , , . ,

thisin the late_of obeellre.AMericanS mai Seein an eeoterie pursuit; ,but
this is not the calm. 1istory, despite its enviable reputation for presenting the
important facts Sheet air plit, is influenced by cOnsideraions other than the
wimple love of truth. It is inetrument of the greatest social ettlity, and the story
of Our past iss 'a potent means of trethintitting cultural images an etereo7Pee.
One can scarcely doubt the (moo of history upon the hOung in the thee Of re..
cent minority groups' egitation for more of "their hiatOrY. , . , ,

1141004, groups are perhaps not the only ,onee with a complaint agelnet the
historians and the schools, nor are they the Anil ones to shoal the effects of
stereotypes, Consider the Meet recent reports of the r.yesilent 0. COMMission on
the Statue of Women. According to the 1068 report of the conunission, Arnerican
Women, in the fall of 1908 only 40% of entering college freshmen were women..
The lag in fetnale participation in higher education is even more noticeable at the
graduate level. Stetistice from the Commission's 1008 report indicated that women
earned only 1 in 8 of the B.A. degrees and M,A, degrees granted and only 1 in 10
of the doctorates. It is seldom noted that this represents a percentage decline
from the HMI when women received 9 in 5 BA, degrees and M.A. degrees, and
1 in 7 Ph.p._degrees. The loss of potential talent this represents is clear from
the Comusiesion's information that among the top 10% of our high school 'seniors,
there are twice as many girls as boys with no college plans.

Able girls are not, entering science and mathematics in any areat number, and,
Recording to the Conant Report, they fail to take courses and programs Com'
mensurste with their abilities. There seems to be a clear need for an examination
of the factors which permit the loss of considerable amounts of female talent.

The Education Committee of the President's Commission on the Status of
Women was concerned about this loss, noting that : Low aSpirations of girls are
the result of complex and subtle forces. They are expressed In many wayseven
high achievementbut accompanied by docility, passivity, or apathy, The high
motivation found in the early school years often fades into a loss of commit.
ment and interest, other than in the prospect of early marriage.

The Committee found some of the reasons for this loss of motivation are the
stereotypes of women in our culture and in the lingering ideas of female
inferiority.

&locator's should be aware that the school is one of the means by which the
stereotypes of women and their capacities are transmitted, As one of the main
cultural forces in the society! the school shares a responsibility for the diMinished
asPirations of its female students. Looking at the position of women in our society,
one would have to be very sanguine to say that the education of Amertlan gide
needs no Improvement Something Is wrong when mime), are concentrated in a
relatively few, lowerpaid positions; when there are few women represented in
the upper levels of government and industry i and when the symptome of discon
tent and frustration are all too clearly manifesting themselves among militant
young women,

Something is indeed wrong, and educators should begin a rigorous investigation
Of their programs and practices in order to discover it they are reinforcing the
eultural pressures which discourage talented girls.

ANALYSIS OP XIOX SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS

A reasonable place to start, considering the admitted obscurity of most women
in American history, is the United States history text, Are the stereotypes which
limit girls' aspirations present in high school history texts?

The answer is yea. Despite some promising attempts to supplement the scant
amount of information devoted to worsen in American history texts, most works
are marred by sins of omission and commission. Texts omit Many women of
importance, while simultaneously minimizing the legal, social, and cultural die, _

abilities which they faced. The authors tend to depict women in a 414lve role
and to stress that their lives are determined by economic and trendt.
Women are rarely shown fighting for anything: their rights have been' gtven" to
them.

23-159-44-23
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reform Movements, abolitiOn, laborareas in which there were articulate and
discussion. For example, while only .a few women could possibly be included in
discussions of diplomacy or military tactic', the omission of dance, Olni, and
theater in diseuselons of intellectual and cultUral life assures the omit:don of
many of America's moot creative IndIvidnals.

Women's true pooltion in soelety, is shown In More iintle ways as well. While
every text examined included some mention of the "high position" enjoyed by
American women, this is little more than a disclaimer. Whenever possible, au
thou select male letiders, and quote from male spokesmen. Even in discussions of
refer* movements, abolitien, labor areas which there wer) articulate and
able women leaderti---ottly Men are ever quoted. Even such, topics as the life of
frontier :women is told through the reminiscences of men, When they are in-
eluded, profile& and capsule blogrephies of women are often Introduced
separate sections, apart from the body of the text. While this may simply be a
consequence' 6t attempts to Update the text without resetting the book, it tends
to reinforce the Idea that women of note are, after ail, optional and supple:nen,
tam Interestingly enough, the Increase in the amount of space devoted to Black
history' bits not made room for the black women, In these texts Black history fol.
Ion's the white pettern, and Minimizes or omits the achievements of the black
woman. Like the white woman, she is either omitted outright, or is minimized
by the topics seteeted

These assertions ate based upon the examination of over a dtlen of the ,Most
Muter United Statet history textbooka. Most were first colVighted in the
tittles, although several hold topyrights as far back as the early Attlee, and one
text is copyrighted back to 1037. Included are the following:

Baldwin, Leland D. and \Veering, Mary. Hiatory. of Our Itenublie. Princeton,
D. Van Noetrand Co., Inc., Ha

Bragdon Henry W. and McCutchen, Samuel P. History of a Free People, New
York, Tbe kftemilisn Company, 1005.

Brown, icbard C. Lang, 1Villiam 0.; and Wheeler, Mury A. The Aineriean
Achlevement, New Jerkey, Silver Burdett Comnilny 104

Canfield, Leon H. and Wilder, Howard B. The Making of Modern America.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1004.

Prost, James A.; Brown, Ralph Adams; Ellis, David M.; and rink, William B.
A History of the United States. Chicago, Fellett Educational Corporation, 1008,

Graff, Henry D. nd Krout, Seim A. The 'Adventure of the American People,
Chicago, Rand 3cNally,1950,

The
Hotstadter, Richard ; Miller, William; and Aaron, Daniel.. The, United States -.=

History of a Republic. Englewood Cliffe. Prentice Hall, Inc., 1057,
KoWnslar, Allan 0 and. Prissle, Donald B. Discovering American Higtot7, 2

Vol..., New Yerlt 1104.'111400d Winkton, 1904. ,

Noyes, N. M. and riarloW, Ralph Volney, Story of Amelia. New York, Holdt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1904.

Todd, Lewis Paul and Curti, Merle. Rise of the American Nation .(1 Vol. & 2
Vol. editions) New York, Harcourt, trace & World, 1066. 2 Vol. edition includes
selected readings.

T. Harry and Wolf, Hazel 0. Our American Nation. Ohio, Charles E.
Merrill Books, Inc., 1066.

COLLECTIONS OP DOOLIMEPTO

llofstader, Richard, ()rent Issues in American History, 2 Volt, New York,
Vintage, 1968.

Meyers, Mervin: Kern, Alexander ; and Carvelti, John 0. Sources of the Amer-
ice n Republik: 2 Vots., Chicago, Scott, Foresman & Company, 1081.

All entries indexed under "Women" were examined and various other Sections
and topics where information about women might reasonably be expected were
examined. Particular attention was paid to women In colonial and revolutionary
times, education, the women's right movement and suffrage, reform movements,
abolition, the Civil War, labor, frontier life, the World Wars, family patterns,
the present position of women, and all sections on intellectual and cultural trends.
The resulting picture is a depressing one.

Based On tbe information in these commonly-used high school texts, one might
summarize- the history and contributions of the American woman as follows:
Women arrived in 1619 (a curious choice If meant to be their first acquaintance
with the new world). They held the Seneca Falls Convention on Women's
Rights in 1848. During the rest of the nineteenth century, they participated In
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refOrtA MOVIttnenti; tided, teMPerence, Jet 14 were exploited in fRetories, Z 6

the Wend World. War. and tnerearier have enjoyed the g life 1,0 Anierien,
they Were given oeYote. the f Joined the armed, WO! for rat time during.

M4 the nainecotthe women who are invariably atellliOn I Ilnrrlet Beecher
ROI% We Additina, DOrotheaBlit, and )orfinces Perkins, With 'perhape Vogul

Anthony, Nilsabeth Cady Stanton and, almost as frequently, Carry Millen,
hqd you hall the baste "teXt," There are variatione, of course, and most testaave adequate sections of information on one topic perhaps two, but closeexaminationof the InforMatiOn Presented reveals a curious pattern of Inclusions

and neglects, a pattern which presents the stereotyped picture of the AMericen
woman- passive, ineapable of sustained organisation or work, satisfied with her
NO in socletY, and well supplied with material blessinga. 1,

1. ReVOlialonary end early Federal Period*
There is little information available in most texts concerning the colonial

woman, or on her daughters and granddaughters in the revolutionary and early
federal periods, The amount of information ranges from one textbpok'e two
paragraphs on .women's legal and octal position to another textbook's total
absence of anything even remotely pertaining to women during the early years
of American history, Most texts fall In between. Some attention is commonly
paid to the legal disabilities inherited from English law, although one textirook
limits itself to "tobaceo brides" and a note about William Penn's wife, Usually,
little is said about the consequences of the social, political, and disabilities
of the colonial woman, although the sharp limitations of the nineteeth century
and the exploitation of the working-class women In the early, industrial agewere a direct result of woman's lack of political influence and her gradual
exclusion from "professional" and skilled jobs, The texts are especially sensitive
to the problem of religious and clerical prejudices against, women, The long
opposition of most American religious groups to women's right Is almost never
sug ges

perfunctoryperfunctory notice taken of women's education in the early Period is dis
cussed below. It should be noted, however, that few texts take any note of sec-
tional differences in women's education or in other aspects of the position of
women.

Although' a number of texts mention the high regard in which the colonial
woman was held, few are named and only one gives much Information about
the amount of work done outside the home by colonial women. Women then
(toned are Pocahontas and Anne Hutchinson. SectIons,on Pecahontas tend to
favor discussion of such questions as "Did Pocahontas really save John Smithl",
rather than' on any information about her life or the lives of other Indian
women. Anne Hutchinson is almost always subordinated to Holger Williams.
In one book, for example, she Is described as another exile from Biar4StiennSette.
In More generous texts, she may receive as much as a ehort paragraph.

In genertil,the treatment of the early periods in American history stresses
the fact that the America of the colonies, and early republic, Was

doubt
"man's

world." The authors Wax eloquent over the "new breed of men." Any doubt that
this might be merely linguistic convention is soon removed, The colonial farmer
is credited with producing his own food, flax, and wool, in addition to.proparing
lumber for his buildings and leather goods for himself anti his family. What the
colonial farmer's wife' (or the female colonial farmer) was doing all this time
is not revealed, although plenty of information exists. Such passages also con
vey the unmistakable Impression that all the early planters, farmers, and pro.
prletors were male,

Education is important In consideration of the position of women bemuse, as
Julia Cherry Spruill points out In Women's Life and Work in the Southern
Colonic* lack of opportunities for education finally Ied women's employment
In a Variety of' areas as technology and scienee moat irq.ofessiorts" of suchoecupations as medicine. In the early days, women, stringent legal
restrictions participated in almost all activities save government, the ministry
of moat religione, and law (although the number who stied and brought court
cases is notable).

Urnmilly, It any notice at all is taken of the education of girls and women, it
Is limited to a bland note that ", , girls were not admitted to college" or "Most
Americans thought it unnecessary or even dangerous to educate women." These
statements are presented without explanation. A mention of the existence of the
dame schools completes the information on women and education.
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After the colonialrevolutionary period, it is rare for more than one paragraph
to be devoted to the entire development of education for women, Often, none of
the early educators are mentioned by nettle. The facts that women literally
fought their way Into colleges and universities, that their admission followed
agitation by detour:tined would-be students, and that they were treated as sub-
lenient to mate students even as such pioneering institutions as Oberlin, are
always absent, The simple statement that they were admitted imam,

0, &Mons on rights and reforms

The most information about women appears in two sections, those on women's
rights and suffrage and general sections on reform, Yet a full page on suffrage
and women's rights is a rarity and most texts give the whole movement approxl.
tnately three paragraphs. The better texts Include something on the legal dig)
abilities which persisted Into the nineteenth century. These sections are SOW-
times good, but always brief. Most of them end their consideration of the legal
position of women with the granting of suffrage, and there is no discussion of the
implications of the recent Civil It Ighte legislation which removed some of the
Inequitiea in, employment, nor is there more than a hint that Inequities remained
even after the nineteenth amendment was passed.

Leaders most commonly noted are Susan B. Anthony, Elisabeth Cady Stanton.
and Lucretia Mott. Aside from passage of the nineteenth amendment, the only
event noted is the Seneca Falls Convention of 1848. Even less space Is devoted
to the later uutfrage movement. Anna Howard Shaw is seldom mentioned and
oven Carrie Chapman Catt Is not assured of a place. The western leaders like
Atoll Duniway are usually absent as are the more radical and militant suf
fragettes, the members of the Women's Party. Alice Paul, leader of the militants,
Is apparently anathema,

This is perhaps not too surprising, as the tendency in most texts is to cOn
centrate on the handicaps women faced and to minimize their efforts in their own
behalf, Ono textbook, which dutifully lista Seneca Palls, Stanton, Mott, Wright,
Anthony, Stone, and Bloomer, tells very little about what they did noting "the
demand for the right to vote made little headway, but the states grvidualtybegan
to grant them more legal rights." The text mentions that by MO most, discrim
lnatory legislation was off the books and deseribea the post 014 War, work' of
the movement in thee(' terms: "the women's rights movement (*ginned under '
the leadership of the same group as before the war and met with considerable
succees." Later two lines on suffrage and a picture of a group of sit, ttes come

glaringvute the story. Lest this be considered the most ring example Of egleet, an
other textbook devotes two lines, one in each volume, to suffrage mentioning in
vo'tame one that women were denied the right to vote and returning to the to pie
In volume two with one line on the nineteenth amendment in, the Middle of A
synopsis of the twenties. This book actually includes more information On the
lengths of women's skirts than on all the agitation for civil and political rights
for women, .

of
.

'Other texts show a similar lack of enthusiasm for the hundred years of work
that went into the ninteenth amendment. One places woman suffrage fifth in a
'section on the effects of the progressive movement. Ceti Anthony, and Stanton
are mentioned in a line or two, while whole columns of text are devoted to Henry
Demarest Lloyd and Henry George.

At times there appears to be a very curious sense of priorities at work even
In textbooks %bleb give commendable amounts of information. One book uses up
a whole column on the Gibson Girl, describing her as s

"Completely feminine, and it was clear that 'she could not, or would not, defeat
her male companion at golf or tennis. In the event of a motoring emergeney, she
would quickly call upon his superior knowledge. ,"

.

The passage goes on to point out that this "transitional figure" was politically
uninformed and devoted to her traditional role. One would almoet,prefer to learn
R little more about the lives of those other "transitional figures," the feminists,
yet there is almost no mention of their lives, their work, or their writings.

Only one text quotes any of the women's rights workers. It includes a short
paragraph from the declaration of the Seneca Falls Convention. The absence
in other texts of quotes and of documentary material is all the more striking,
since a number of the leaders were known as tine orators and propagandists.
Rooks of source materials, and Inquiry method texts, are no exception; none of
those examined considers woman suffrage worthy of a single document, One hook
Is exceptional in Including one selection, by Margaret Fuller, on the topic of
women's rights.
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The reformers and abolitionists are slightly nose fortunate than the 00440,
Three women are almost certain of aPPearilli in history texts, Harriet Beecher
Stowe, Jane Addanut, and Dorothea 1)1x, Ad stns and Stowe are amen the few
women quoted is either source books or Mu Or teXtit and, along with the wick
raking journallat Ida Tarbell, they are the only women whole writing; ere feic.
ularly excerpted., Addams and Dix are usually given at leait one complete para.
graph, pethepe more. These are sometimes admirably inforinatIvels in 011410
sections on Dix. Other reformers, Including the Wo en abolltiOnists, both Wilite

became Mrs. Theodore Weld; liene of the female ahoi Umtata, despite their CO

and Meek, are lee. fortunate. The pioneering 0110 e sisters May rate a line; or
two, Mit just as often their only recognitiOn come. euSa Angelina eVentkielly

temporary reputations ass peaker'', is ever quoted, Inter* In Black histery, hall
not outdo room for more than the briefest mention, of Haeriet Tub, aft, whoite
Civil War services are deleted, Sojonroer Truth and the other bloc leeturere,
educators, and ebolitionlets are completely absent. The texts make lit; 0 eonlinaiA
about the nineteenth century's intense disapproval of women who spoke in ektlik
lief or of the churches' opposition (exceptipg always ,theGluakers, from Whette
faith many of the early abolitionists eame), .4. , ,, . ,

Women journalists are given even leas notice than the early lecturOs.The
women who ran or contributed to newspepees, periodicels, Or, spesialtrid jonrnale
and Imperil for abolition, women's rights, or general reform are rarer 10000,
, The reform sections of these high eehool texts frequently show the, same
kind of capriciousness that '1 sections on the twentlea,aeeigns more space tO the
flapper than to the suffragette, in dteeueetotui on reform Movements, they 'gt,vp

semore prominence to Carry Nation than to other more rious, not to say more
etable, reformers. The treatment of temperance,is further marred, by a fellnre
to put women's espousal of temperance in perspective. Little street is plaeed on
the consequences for the family Of an alcoholic in the days when diveree.W0S
rare, when custody of children went to their father, and When working arnitlell
were despised. Nor is there much mention of the seriousness of the problem qr
alcoholism, particularly In the poetCivil war period, , .

3, Neglected areas
The most glaring omission, considering its impact on women and on society,

is the abeence of a single word on the development of birth control and the story
of thu tight for Its acceptance by Margaret Sanger and a'group of Courageous
pnyslciank. The authors' aimed Victorian delicacy in the face of the matter
probably stems from the fart that birth control Is still controrersial, Yet feat of
controversy does not seem a satisfattory excuse, The population, eXplOidob,
poverty, illegitimaey--all are major problems today, Birth control Is inextricably
tied up With them as well FIR with disease, abortion, child uldtse, and family
problems of every kind. Considering the revolution in the lives of women which
safe methods of contraception have caused, and the social, epithet!, and political
implicationa of that revolution, It appears that one important fact of the reform
movement is being neglected., ,

A second, largely neglected area is the whole question of women's work and
her part in the early labor movement. Although the American woman and her
children were the mainstays of malty of the early industries, for a variety of
social and political reasons she received low wages and status and was virtually
cut off from any hopes of advancement. The educational limitations that gradu-
ally forced her out of a number of occupations which she had held in preindde.
trial days combined with prejudice to keep her in the lowest paid work. Whether
Wide, married, or widowed, whether she worked for "pin money" or to support
six children, she received about half as much as a man doing the same or com
parable work. . ,

Obviously under these conditions, women had exceptional difficulties in ergo
nixing. Among them: were the dual burden of household reeponsibilities and work, ,
their lack of funds, and In some CABO their lack of control, over their own earn.
Inge, and the opposition of male workers and of most; of the unions.

..., Nolte these speclal circumstances, very little Attention Is paid to the plight
of the weteati worker or of her admittedly unstable labor otganicationa. fnforma.
tion on the early labor leaders Is especially scanty; one textbOok IS 'unique with
its biographical Information on Hose Schneiderman. On the whole the labor story
is UMW to the Introduction of women workers into the textile mills In the

`18.10'0. A. a caption In one hook so concisely puts it, "Women and childr en,
more manageable, re laced tart at the machines." Others note the extremely low
pay of, women and children, one text calling women "among the most exploited
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Workers In America," Anything liken complete discussion of the factors which
led to these conditions, or even a clear picture of what is meant to be "among
the most exploited," is not found in the texts.

Several things about women and labor are included. Lowell mills receive a
ehott, usually complimentary, description, The fact that the Knights of Labor
admitted women is presented, There then follows a hiatus until minimum wage
and Maximum hour standards for women workers are discnesed. The modern
implications of this "protective legislation" is an area seldom explored,

Despite the fact that abundant source material exists, the seetions on labor
follow the familiar pattern; little space is devoted to women workers, few women
are mentioned by name, and fewer still are quoted, Most texts Content themselves
with no more than three entries of a few lines each.

The absence of information on the lives of women on the frontier farms and
settlements is less surprising. In the treatment of pioneer settlements from the
colonial era on, most texts declare the frontier "a man's world," This is alpha-
eked by the importance the authors place on descriptions and histories of such
masculine tools as the Pennsylvania rifle and the ax, the slxshooter, and the
prattle-breaker plow. One textbook is perhaps the most enthralled With these in.
struments, devoting' fire pages to the story of the Mx-shooter. Scarcely five lines
is spent on the life of the frontier woman in this text, and most other works are
also reticent about the pioneer woman.

Only "man's work" on the frontier is really considered worthy of deseription,
This is pat titularly puzzling, since there was little distinction In employment,
and marriage was a pertnerehip with lots of hard work done by each of the
partners. On ;pioneer farms, typical "woman's Work" ineltided, in addition to all
the housework, the care of poultry; the dairyineluding milking feeding, tend.
In t; to the coWs, and making butter and cheese; the care of any other barnyard
animal's; the "kitchen" ier vegetable garden and such chores as sen-Ing, mend.
Ing, making candles find soap, feeding the hired hands; and Working in the gelds if
neeesea

Considering these chores, It is hard to see why digunalons of pioneer farming
content themselves with descriptions of the farmer's struggles to plow, plant,
and harvest, !'he treatments, of the frontier period also omit mention of the
women who homesteaded and claimed property without the help of -0 male
partner. According to,Robert W, Smuts in Women and Work in Atntrioa, there
were thousands of such ,women. Information about the women on the froetier
tends either to 'short descriptions of the miseries of life on the great plaints
frequently. Auoted froin.11andin Oarland or to unoPecific encomiums On, the
virtues of the pioneer woman. One text states ; .

[The women, turned the wilderness into homeeteads, planted flowees and put
curtains in the, windows. It was usually the mothers and echoed teachers WhO
transmitted to the next generation the heritage of the past.

The reletionship between women's exertions on the frontier and' their enlaraed
civil and netlike!. liberties in the Western Oates and territories is often
noticed. Their agitation for these increased privileges is generally unmentioned.

With little said about women's life in general, it Is not surPrising that few
are mentioned by name, Sacajawea, the. Indian guide and interpreter of the
Lewis and Clark expedition, shares with Dix, Stowe, and Addams, one of
the few solid positions in United States history texts. Occasionally the early
missionaries to Oregon territory, like Nerissa Whitman and. Elko Spaulding,
are included and one book even adds a "profile" of Nerissa Whitman, Most
however, only mention the male missionaries, or include the fact that they
arrived with their wives.. Civil War period

Like the frontier experience, the Civil War forced women from all social
strata into new tasks and occupations. In Bm net Brigades, a volume in the
Impact of the Civil War Series, Mary Elizabeth Massey quotes Clara Parton's
remark that the war advanced the position of women by RAMO fifty years. Great
numbers of women dislocated by the war were forced into pnid employment,
The war saw the entry of women into government service, into nursine, and
into the multitude of organizations designed to raise money and supplies for the
armies, to make clothing, blankets, and bandages. The result of this itetivity
wag not only to force individual women outside of their accustomed roles, bid
to provide the experience in organization which was.to prove vainable tor, later
suffrage and refrom movements. The war helped a number of women escape
from the ideas of gentility which were robbing women in the East ot much of
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their traditional_ social freedom, and brought women of all elasse Into ,the
"mates world," In addition' to the few women 100 served OS anidieriss.%79nlen
appeared in the camps as nurses cooks, laundresses adventurers they served
In the field at spies, scouts, aaboteurs, and guides; they worked in the taPltals
41 the "government girls " thc first female tterks, bOokkeepers, and ateretariell.
Women opened hospitals, Set up canteens, and developed , the drat Primitive
forms of what we know as U130 clube and services. After the war, they served
4 pension claims agents, worked to rehabilitate soldiers, taught, in the freed.
man's schools, entered refugee work, or tried to find missing, Soh:Here and
soldiers' graves.

Of all these activities, women'. entry into nursing is the only one regularly
noticed in the texte. The impact of the war upen women, and upon the, family
structure, is barely mentioned, although a few texts include a paragraph or two
on the hardships which women faced during the conflict, The only women
mentioned by name are Clara Barton and Dorothea Dix, who held the position
of superintendent of women nurses. Other women, like Mary Dickerdyice, who
was known both for her efforts during the war and tor- her work for needy
veterans afterwards, are omitted. No other women, black or white, are named,
nor le 'there any information on the variety of jobs they held. The special
problems of black women In the post-war period rarely get more than a Hne,
and the efforts by black women to set up schools and self-help agencies are
omitted.
5, The Iwo World Warr

While women In the Civil War era received little attention, even less is given
to them, during the .twO World Wars, In both cases, their wartime goer*. Is
glowingly praised, but few details are presented, At least half of the texts
examined make no note at all of women's wartime activities during the brit
World War; in a number of others, the story of women's entry into what Were
formerly labeled "men's Jobe" is dealt with in a captioned picture,'

As far as social changes between the wars, a number of, texts devote several
paragraphs to the "liberation of women" and to their changing status. In one
textbook there are four. Paragraphs, evoted to these liberated ladiearTthe only
two mentioned being, Irene Castle and Alice Roosevelt. tike, other texts, this
one devotes a considerable amount of space to fashions end flappers, to the
social alarm which they occasioned,

There Is little about the later Stages of rights' movement, although two
textbooks note the relationship between women's wartime Service and the in-
creasing willingness of the nation to grant rights and privileges to women. One
limits itself to three sentences, noting women's work "In factories and fields"
and their efforts behind the tines overseas. "Women's reward or war service
WAS the Nineteenth Amendment which granted them the franchise on the; eve
of the 1920 election." teaders might wish .for greeter elaboration.

The period from the depression to the present day receives the same taconte
treatment in the texts. The, one. women sure of, notice in thin. pOried IS fratoes
Perkins, Roosevelt's Secretary ofLabor. She receive at least a line in most
texts and some devote 'special sections to her, Prances Perking appears to be
"showcase" women, for no other American woman is regularly mentioned
this includes Eleanor Roosevelt,. who is omittedfrom a surprising number of
texts and who Is mentioned as Roosevelt's wife in quite a few more.

The World War n era marked the beginning of the Women's Military Corps.
This fact is invariably mentioned, usually with a captioned picture as an accom-
paniment. As In World War I, women entered factories, munitions plants, and
"men's job" In great numbers. This development rarely gets more'than 'a para
graphand the differences between the experience in World War and the longer
exposure to new jobs in World War II are seldom elucidated. The Impact of the
war on women and specific information about the variety of jobs they held is
sketchy or nonexistent,

Information on women in the post-war era and In thepreseut day her*
more abundant. The history texts definitely give the impression that the Passage
of the nineteenth amendment solved all the problems created 14. the traditional
social, legal, and political position of women. Contemporary Won:natio on 'dis-'
elimination is conspicuously absent, The texts are silent oh. current legal
lenges to such practices as discriminatory hiring and promotion and cons antes'
failures to comply with equal pay legislation. They do not hike account of agita
nen to thong° /awe and customs which weigh more heavily on women than on
men. There is nothing about recent changes in jury setection, hitherto biased
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against women jurors, Or reform of discriminatory Practice" in criminal "en'
tentes; there is no Inforniation on the complex problems of equitable divorce and
annrdinnshiP. nor on the tangled problem of separate domicile for Married
Women.

A number of texts do; however, provide good information on changes in the
structure of the faintly, or provide het flit information on general social and
political changes, The impreselon, insofar as these sections deal directly with
American Women in ii rosy pletUre of the affineneo and opportunities enjoyed
by women, Many books note the increasing numbers of women employed In the
learned professions, but never the percentage decline in their numbers. While
.women undoubtedly enjoy more right*, oliportunities, end freedoins than In
Melly pyevloire etas, the texts glee flit eicessively toinplacent picture of A com
Alex and r4P141Y,thenging "et of social conditions.
O. intellectual and cultural aohfsvommti
' A filial 'emote Of the position of the American woman may be gained from

sections dealing with intellectual and cultural trends and Achievements." Since
most texts extol the role of women in preaervIng culture and in supperting the
alts, one might expect women to be welrepresented in discuesions of the arts
in 'Ametriett. A. imbiber ot.factors, however, Omits against the inclusion of
creative- women.' The first, and one which deprives: creative men of . notice
as INelio Is the extreme superficiality of mot of these discussions. Intellectual and
cultural life in America is limited to the mention of a few, noveliats and pole,
with an occasional musician or playwright. Only a few indivIduali In each We.
'ery are ever infintibried,, and the'pteferenee for male elcaraples and snOkeanien,
notieefible,in' Ail *her' topiee, is evident 'here as Well. '1)5'1140MM tettlo.- 'this
10198 0'01110414ring Mplisione as LkAlly.Dickinsen And Margaret' Puller. To be
talt,tot text guilty or igtoritithrists Dickidson appetite to feel that ionn'Oreen.,
'leer Whittler was One of OW greilteet poets, yet IgnOyabee of Am etiCan poetry is
hardly an areeptible W m*.

Main* and t lowitoet, are Among the small tortunnte circle including'
Ittirriet Beecher Stonie, Willa 'Gather,' and Margaret Mitchell who ate' omit,
natned. The governing their tetettion- yid the oinisoldfi of
otter'ehitete ithlthartbn, Ellen elbow; zolotti,WeIt , and Peartriluck
are'never explain 'APpareritt their Preience or 0000 determined by the
same cupric* which ,decrees, Enna St. rneent 244102.00' only Modern female

Only 'a handful of texts disenek painter* acid ettilptora, 'Mit of those that do
Make some effort Vilna' arts, Only one reputed a painting by Miry
Oriargitt: oeurgitt 0' kite is Mao renteire,nted thlt!tex- t. Other texts, eVen'When
including OasitatVe elleW ebatriatet; BiNent and Whlistlet,' onlit
Bien inexplicable ors qUality# popuin4ty; or repteientatiOtt American
collections. ContemnOtAry Ittt in totally ignored and everything After the Ashcan
School rte.left in iltbo..nirf omits mint 'mato% Of 'quality and Inritienee,
eluding the Marry women 00 1700 entered the arts !nine twentieth OeirtUry. ip-

More serloun then the sketchy treatment given tb the arts covered by the texts
is the omission of arts in which women Were dominant of in which tiny played
a major part. Deno never given as much as k line. This leaves out the Atneti
ran ballerinas, and, "even, more important it neglects the development of mod,.
ern dancea development due to the talents of a hitnriful of American women
like Isadore Dunean, Martha Oraham, and Ruth St, Dents.

There is Similar neglect of both stage And screen acting. If film or citillta are
to be mentioned at all, directors and writers Will be noted. It hardy seems hetesr-
defy to point out that acting is an area in which *omen have extelled.

Music sees a similar division with similar results. Composers and inetriimen
talists, chiefly men, are mentioned. Singers, men and women, ate omitted.' This
particularly affects .black women, Only one textbook mentions Marian Anderson
and Leontyne Price. White classical singers are ignored as are the black women
Ate singers.

If intellectual and cultural developments are'llmited to areas in which men
were the dominant creative figures, it is obvious that American women will not
receive credit for their contributions. It also seerris clear that such superficial
accounts of the arts are of questionable value,
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. su.mustio vr

Altbonth It is temp tog tOIMItitine some historical autocrat sternly decreeing
WhorAlfi And who's oh ring space tO_Ilardet tt40, Out not tO,Marl
Inn. /400_1,0 DOrothea lx not Altar BICitetdy el to roahentatt biit not
Mai stet utent i to ,Bitatut 13, bony but not *Abigail unlyt,071-the omission, of
many significant *Omen Is pro ably not a sign pf intentional WM. The
of women simply reflects the attitudes and prejudices of soelety, hiale actiV ties in
onr *let, ate, Considered the More Important I therefore male aCtliit eit AM
given prImacY 41 thii texts. There ig 4 delinite4ths$4 Of women ii) our Society, and
women to,history. no conform to this image are more apt to be ineludeq, History
reflects societal attitudes in all topics, hence the omission of potentially' Cent _tit). .

versikk persons 111o) Margaret Sanger that militant 1)10neer in civil &MM.,
ence, Alice Paul, Sensitivity tb age PI, pr sure probably ite0ounts, for the very
gentle votes about religions dienbP *Val Of Women's full partielpattOn in co +'

tatInit$ life And for omission of contemporary controversies, especially: on, sexual!,
matters, which would offend rellgioui sensibilities. , . , . .

Another factor which affects the picture of women wonted In these texts Is
the 1160101c habit of using the made pronounS to refer both to men and to men
and women. While this may seem a trivial matter it frequently leads to :Maunder-
standing. Discussing the early colonists, for example, solely in terms of "ho" and
"his" lends to the implication that all early proprietors; settlers, platiteri,A and
farmers were men. Given the cultural orientation of our society, student e will
assume activities were only carried on by men unless there pi,opecitip: mention of

To these observations, authors of high school texts might reasonably respond'
that their space is limited, that they seek out only thenaolit'signikant material
and the most influential events and individuals that If 'dance Is omitted, it, is,
becaute more people read novels, and if Such topics as the role of female infs.'
sionarles or colonial politicais are neglected, It is for lack of ipace,"ene is 1008
inclined to accept this view when one notices some of, the' old things which
authors do'ntatiage to include. One feels like asking, Mow important was Shays's
Rebellion?" Should the Ku Klux Klan receive reams of documentary Material and..
woman suffrage none? Do we want to read five pages op the six-shooter? Is two
columns too much to give to Empress Carlotta of Mexico, who lived "most. of he't
life In Insanity and obscurity? Is the aerialist who walked a tightrope across
Niagara Palls a figure of even minor importance in American History? Is Henry,
Demarest Lloyd More Important than Carrie Chapman Catt? Are the lengths of ,
skirts signifiCant enough to dwarf other information about women? '' -''

There'are other qtrestions as well I How accurate is the history teat's view of
women and what imaget of women does it present? The tents examined do very
little more than reinforce the familiar stereotypes. . .,

It should be clear, however, that changes In the construction of high-school
level history texts must go beyond the Insertion of the names of prominent Women
and even beyond the "profiles" and "special sections" employed by the more lib.
erat texts. Commendable and informative as theAtt may be, they are only The begin.
fling. Real change in the way history is presentcd will only .come after these,
responsible for writing It, and for interpreting the finished prod4ct to atu0eafs,
develop an awareness of the bias against woinen in our culture, a bias agtMeetli
seamless, and pervasive, that it is hard to even begin to take held Qt t ang bring , t
Into clear view. Until this awareness is developed, until the ubquestIone&dotai.
nanee of male activities and the importance of male Spotcelinter,I and .esetntlel Is
realized, texts will continue to treat men's activities and Oats ns, h pry,
women's as "supplementary material." ., ,. . , , . ,

One sees this quite clearly in the existence of sestions`dealing.,With women's
rights, women's problems, and women's position, as if woreen'Zrighia,' robilcms
and position were not simply one half of the rightth pr,11.411179S+.0tt 84 11 '5
humanity as a whole, and as' If changes in worneWa rouion anq-. 9P. :ttn A.( I'1
!Wes were not completnented by changes in the pOsi ,ioh.:WOrlt, pqd_as u 'ci t
men. A sense of the way the lives and duties and acillevenleige 0011,0 of 4h
sexes is intermeshed is needed in expositions of lite in, MI ,,r; tn,APAgt ,,h
history. , . ., . . ., ,, , t

To do this it Is clear that material hitherto omitted or mipitniseb Mtlia 10, given
more consideration. For example, inforniation 0018 mortality rates{ orot Ptte
and economic Conditions must be included, along *Ith More' Inforinattorf on e
impact of technological change, on the mass media, and on moral and religious
ideas. More Information about how ordinary people lived and what they actually
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did must be included as well as information drawn from the ideas and theories
of the educated classes.

This is not to deny that certain developments hive had ter more effect on
women then on men, or that women's experience might be different from men's3
for example, the early struggles to form unions. Nor is It to deny thnt more infor
mation on women leaders is needed and more space for their particular problems
and achievements. More information on all aspects of women's life, work, and
positionlegal, social, religious, and politicalis needed, but more information
atone, no matter how nelssary, will not really change histories. What is needed,
besides more informatioh, is a new attitude: one which breaks away from the bind
Of traditional views of women and their "place" and attempts to treat bOth
women and men as pertnere in their society i one which does not automatically
value activities by the sex performing them; and one which does not relate his
for from the viewpoint of only half of the human family,

(Nort.--To this fine article we would only add that history books hate ignored
the long and yet unsuccessful struggle to pass the Equal Bights Amendment,-
Education Committee, NOW,)

Comecon lifooszennts
A Bibliography of Girls and Women, which follows, was compiled by Eileen

T. Nebel, librarian Of Junior High School 7, in order to call the attention of the
school's students and faculty to kooks about girls and women, Other than
romantic fiction and fashion magazines, and in hopes of encouraging girls to set
Meaningful goals; for themselves beyond, marriage and motherhood. The list
excludes fiction and all works about women whoae only historical significance is
marriage to famous men. For example, a cops? Of 'Wivee of the Presidents is not
ineledea,.The Hat IS selective in no other way. Works of nigh ggality are included
with those of decidedly lesser value.

The Board of Education oecassionally, issues bibliographies and resource
manuals on specific subietts, each as Black Studies fsr Puerto Bican Btudies.
Librarians are encouraged to order heavily from these lists, and to give prominent
displiy to the new Materials. A Year ago, Us, Nebel requested similar DOW'grnphy on Women's Studies, but she has received no reply, and the Board of
Edtication has still not issued such a bibliography or resource manual. We repeat
her request. We also urlibrarlans to begin on their own to compile lists like
Ms. ,NOcVs, to set up splays of materials about notable girls and women, to
try not to order either books which present a negative or stereo-typed view, of
females, or career books which imp] y that certain careers are only suitable, for
one sex or the other, and dually, to be sure that both boys and girls bare equal
opportunity to become library monitors.

tAuthor and title)

Bolton, Lives of Girls Who Became Famous.
Borer, Women Who Made History.
Boynick, Pioneers in Petticoats,
Bookmaster, Women Who Shaped History.

t Curtin, Gallery of Great Americans.
Daugherty, Ten Brien Women.
Donn, Great American Heroines.
Fleming, Doctors in Petticoats.
Foley, Famous American Spies.
Gersh, Women Who Made America Great.
HcNeer end ward, Armed With Courage.
Hiller, Westering Women.
Nathan, Women of Courage.
Hoe, Heroines of the Early West.
Oickles, In Calico and Crinoline.
Sterliog, Pour TOok Freedom.
Trease, The Queens of England.
Waite, Valiant Companions.
Wendt), Indian Women.
Yost, American Women of Science.
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stooliArittre

Peron the book to about, title, and author

Jane Addams, Twenty Years at HullliouSe,Addama.
Jane Addams, Jane Addams, World Neighbor, Gilbert.
Jane Addams, City Neighbor, Judson.
Jane Addams, Jane Addams, Little Lame Oirl, Wagoner.
Louisa, May Alcott, Louisa May Aleett, Pepashvily.
Louisa May Alcott, Invincible Louisa, Me*.
Marten Anderson, My Lord What a Morning, Anderson,
Marian Anderson, Marten Anderson Lady from Philadelphia, Newman.
Jane Austin, Young Jane Austen, Sisson,
Gladys Aylward, Small WOman, Burgess.
Emily 13arringer, First Woman Ambulance Surgeon, Noble.
Dr. Isabel Barrows, So Much in a Lifetime, Stern.
Clara Barton, Clara Barton, Pace.
Sarah Bernhardt, Great Lady of the Theatre, Noble,
Mary McLeod Bethune, She Wanted to Read, Carruth,
Mary McLeod Bethune Mary McLeod Bethune, Pea re,
Elizabeth Blackwell, First Woman Doctor, Baker.
Brontes (sisters), The Young Brontes, Bentley,
Brontes (sisters), The Young Brontes, Jarden,
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, How Do I Love Thee? Waite.
Pearl S. Buck, My Several Worlds, Buck.
Catherine the Great, Catherine the Great, Merman.
Cleopatra, Cleopatra of Egypt, Hornblow.
Dixie Cline Animal Doctor, McDonnell.
Prudence &andel!, Prudence Crandall, Woman of Courage, Yates.
Babe Didrikson, Babe Didrikson, Girl Athlete, De Orummond,
Amelia Earhart, Amelia Earhart Heroine of the Skies, Gard.
Queen Elizabeth I, The Young Elizabeth, Plaidy.
Queen Elizabeth I Queen Elizabeth and the Spanish Armada, Wismar,
Princess Elizabeth 84 Princess Margaret Rase, The Little Princesses, Crawford.
Alice Fitzgerald, Nurse Around the World, Noble.
Anne Frank, The Diary of a Young Girl, Frank.
Anne Frank, The Works of Anne Frank, Frank.
Elizabeth Garrett, Elizabeth Garret, M.D., Manton.
Althea Gibson, I Always Wanted To Be Somebody, Gibson,
Lady Sane Grey, Lady Jane Grey, Reluctant Queene, Vance,
Cornelia Hancock, Cornelia, The Story of a Civil War Ntirse,
Carol Heiss, Olympic Queen, Parker.
Joan Of Arc, Story of Joan of Arc, Nolan,
Joan of Ate, Joan of Are, Ross,
Helen Keller, Three Lives of Helen Keller, Harrity,
Helen Keller, Story of My Life, Keller,
Sister Elizabeth Kenny, Sister Elizabeth Kenny, Thomas,
Mary Kingsley, African Traveler Byrne.
Jenny Lind, Enchanting Jenny Lind, Benet,
Juliett Low, Juliette Low Girl Scout, Higgins.
Juliette Low, Juliette Low, Pace.
Juliette Low, Juliette Low Girl Scout Founder, Radford,
Anne Sullivan, Macy, Teacher, Keller,
Edna St. Vincent Millay, America's BestLoved Poet, Shatter.
Maria Mitchell, America's First Woman Astronomer, Baker.
Lucretia Mott, Lucretia Mott, Serling,
Najmeh Najafi, Persia Is My Heart, Najati,
Florence Nightingale, Florence Nightingale, Nolan.
Anne Oakley, Annie Oakley, Garet,
Anne Oakley, Annle Oakley, Graves.
Alice Palmer, Alice Freeman Palmer, Fleming.
Vijaya Lakshini Pandit, Madame Ambassador, Guthrie,
Molly Pitcher, Molly Pitcher Girl Patriot, Stevenson,
Beatrix Potter, Nothing Is Impossible, Aldis.
Eleanor Roosevelt, The Eleanor Roosevelt We Remember, Douglas,
Eleanor Roosevelt, Shy girl, Gilbert.
Eleanor Roosevelt, Story of Eleanor Roosevelt, Hickok.
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Sacajawea, Saes awes Voight,
Bansan, Eighth Moon, eattattn.
Mary Slessor, Nigerian Pioneer, Byrne,
Monica one Nisei Daughter Sone,
linrrlet lieecher Stowe, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Widdeiner,
Ititrriet Beecher Stowe, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Wise,
Queen Victoria, Queen Victoria, Booth,
Tdlllan IVnld, /Milan Wahl Angel at Teary Street, Williams.

Wheatley, story of hhillIs Wheatley, anthem,

Ooode, Women In Divorce,

Coolidge, Women's Rights,
Flexner, Century of Stuggle,
Foster, Votes for Women,
Wien, Pirates in Petticoats.

PAPERBACKS

Author and titto

OTHER NON-FICTION

Author and title

0.1....1.111

Tait Prrt:c7s or TEACHER BIAS

(Sy Kathleen E.. Grady)
,

I would like to talk about how the gehools of the female atudentS, partlen-
tarty in terms of the. nonconscions assumptions that are trade by teacher's, ad-
nitnistrators, rind tentnally. tliq atndents themselves, It is threnish pervasive,
unexamined attitudes abOnt.the nature of Women that girls 00.0a:eked into the
moot mental, lowest paid jobs. It is because of an nowatroOted emphaolo op their
biological pote,ntlal that girls ilex lop; an overriding concern with 'their moid
suiRtfich0 es+Ppetf, their phykloot n.ittnetIvenens, It Is not the schools' Milt alene,
but it does seem that the sehoola do very little to help girls to OVorebthe Ei basically
negative self-firing° that includes What is generally dettned RR the .essentials of
foninity t submissiveness, dependence, docility, masoittirsin, nsrelasitn, and "above
all, passivity.' .

Sy the flute girls reach Junior nigh School age, the negative effects of atteMpt-
ing to conform to a rigid feminine role begin to appear,

There is evidence that girls who are imdernehlevers in high sehoot usually
begin to be so about the onset of puberty, while for boys underachlarement in
high school usually has no earlier onset. This contrast Is a further indication
that the nchlevement drop -off among girls as they reach maturity, is linked ,to
the adult female sex role,'

Career aspirations also dimlnish. One study ley Bartley' shOwed that girls' in-
tention to work after moulage declined with Ilse, the eleven-year-olds. showing
that they have come to terms with reality, Another study by 'Davis' involving
HA school girls, found that SO% felt most women would like to work, Only
mg Said they netuatly expected to attain their chosen oceppattons, Why are
t" -mnce girls so pessimistic about their ability to spaced? Of obstacles they per-
clo"'Nfl. 41% Rave marriage ay the ream). , .

Oirls are constantly told that they must choose between Marriage and a
career and the correct .choice is always quite explicit. The

between,
to choose a

career only exists in a very technical sense. AU the pressuresfrom parents,
peers, the mettle, and even the schoolsare In the direction of social
rote for women defined by their biological potentlal. Certainty boys are never
told that they are going to grow mi to be husbands and fathers first and Amite-
thing else second. A man's success in work is never tempered by such phrases As
"despite being married and the father of three children." Iii discussing occupa-
tional nsnlrattons. he is not constantly reminded of Ms future rote as parent and
sponse. These constraints are ever present for the female child. Can we honestly

l'Aws. :Itullsh tong. "'toward a Model of Female Sexual identity," Midway, (University
of Chicago), Summer 1070.

(thaw, lit. C. and J. T. NteNen, The onset of Academic underachieiement in bright
children. J. Pflue. Pelochol.,51.101-8.10(10.

+Hartley. Ruth E, Children's concepts of male and female roles. Iferri/I.Former Quart.,
: 54-01,1040.

Davis. Ethivn, Careers as concerns of blue collar Idris. in Mae Collar World: Aimeee of
the Artertrovi Worker, ed. Arthur B. Shoatak and William Gomberg, pp. 154-64, New York :
PrenticeHail, 1084.
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say that this prolonged and exclusive Socialisation procedure is Justified any
longer (if it eVer, was) In ternle of the now Ile kited demands of Motherhood/

Riess/ b`or one thing mtinerola studies have shown that atria do not l'Ote
,But perhaps more impertantly, what do such constant reminders do to yours

out into the futnreParticularly toward the occupational world but alite t
Ward hiaher educationthe Way boys de. Thirty-three percent of National
Merit finalists in high school who aspire to attend medical school are girls

National

only 8% of.rnedical school applicants are girls. This is true across all profeesions
and the log of talent is enormous.

Because of the stress on .motherhood as the primary. career, girl% are en-
coUraged to limit themseivee to occupations that can. be attained with:a
mum of training and can be stepped .and resumed accerding_to the demands
of parenting.. Such jobs often have common characteristies They are usually
supportive and ancillary to a "manse job" such as a secretary to a We .0,r, a
nurse to a doctor, Although the pragmatic parenthood reatien eaa.be glven.for
these ,occupations, It is Also clear that they reinforce 'the image of woman
as helper, supporter, cheerleaderbasically' the inferior of .man, Another com-
mon characteristic is that these jobs are poorlY paid, This IMMOs women`,,'
pendency) on men and virtually rules out any options to the traditional feln
picture of man as the sole provider. In most cases, it sluiply Writ ecenomielpl
feasible for women to work outside the home.

But there are even more insidious consequences to stleli'animPhaeis on'bib-
logical potential. Girls start to think of themselves first in terms of their attrac-
tiveness, their ability to get and hold a man. They quickly become aware gibe
negative social coneequences (I,e., rejection by men), that Will ac0OlePenre
cessful surviving, and they learn t at, If they're smart, they'll play dam,
Worse, they start to believe in their own Inferiority, norner-6. documented
that there is a strong motive to avoid success in women, which hatibeen called
"the will to fail." The Bernreuter Personally Inventory's norms for women
show that they are more neurotic, less self-sufficient, more introverted, less
less self-confident, and more socially dependent than men. Thole sex ditteroncet
do not appear younger than high school age. Does this mean that females
come more neurotic or males less so as they grow opt An explanation AIM
is at leant plausible is that as males and females learn more abOut the places
In life they are expected to fill, personality adjuatments are made accordingly.

Another researcher, McOellanV found as long.ego as WS that In achieve-
ment tests, if social rather than intellectual acceptability were manipulated,
women's motivation rose. Girls learn early and.well, that it is more important
to be acceptedeven defined -- socially than to achieve according to ,their full
potential. The essence of this dependence on acceptance by, others is passivity.
The girl learns that her role is to be attractivebasically she prepares herself
waits, and hopes. Ambition and aggressiveness of any kind are incompatible
with these attitudes.

But what do educators have to do with these self-denying attitudes that girl
students admittedly accept for themselves Rosenthal' has recently shown that
teacher expectation is one of the most Important, If not the most Important,
determinant of student achievement. Ile gave teachers false evidence Of stu-
dents' I.Q.'s, and found through Standardized tests given at the beginning and'
end of the year that those' students the teachers (incorrectly) believed to be
the most intellectually capable improved more than those who were actually
intellectually superior. Thete is no longer any doubt that the social expectations
that surround the pupils strongly Influence the outcomes, As long as parentei
peen, the media, and especially educators expect girls to be submissiVe, de-
pendent, docile, masochistic, narcissistic, and passive, such expectations will
operate as a self-fulfilling prohPecY, and society will continue to be denied the
realization of the full potential of one half of its Members.

!Horner, Hanna. Women' a will to fail. Ptoreholopy Tottag.J; WO, ADM
iiiccienena, D. et al. TAO delitevenient Motive. New York: poetoncenturperottk
-1 'Goethe!. R. Pgrialiokinfite Ciaterpoin: reacher If spectates and Potplit IstetieCtuel
Develoantent, New Y I Holt, Bloom& wino on,1988.
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thircuotoor AND Sociotoor or Wrositm

rollowing are topics and an abbreviated bibliography for The Psychology
and Sociology of Women, a course given by Linda Eiden and Jane Prather at
San Fernando Valley State College. Much of this material would be useful In
the InservIce Consciousness Raising Course on Sexual Attitudes which N.O.W.
urges for administrators and personnel In public schools.

Physiological Differentes Between the Sexes: The Basis for Biological Do.
terminhun s Maccoby The Development of Boo Differences, Ch. 181 Beach Nor.
Mena and Behavior/ Prettier and Brecher An Analysts of Human Sexual Re.
Sponse; Ford and Beach Patterns of Beene, Behavior; Masters and Johnson
Human Sexual Reeponte; Money Sea Research; New Development.,

Psychological Differences Between the Sexes s Mactoby The Development of Sea
Differences, Ohs. 2 and 81 Weisstein !Cinder, Ruche and Riede as Soientitio
Mato; Erikson In Litton Women in America; Kagan and Moss Birth to Maturity;
Klein The Feminine Character; Terman and Mike Bee and Perko:witty.

Socialization and a CrossCultural Comparison of Sex /toles: Bird and Driller
Born Female; The High Cott of Keeptng Women Dawn; Hacker Women as a
Minority Group BobsMerrill reprint 8108; Rout in Litton Women in America.

Her Story s Dealer In Litton Women in Anierica; Conway in Litton Women in
America; Erikson in Litton Women in America; Feiner Century of Struggle,

Women to the !Awl Murray and Eastwood Jane Crow and the Law: Bets Dia.
Orimlna and Tille

Birth Control and Sex: Brecher and Broiler An Analysis of Roman Sexual
Response; Ford and Beach Pattern. of Sexual Behaviour: Masters and Johnson
Human &oval Response.

MotherhOod and Marriage: Eagles The Origin of the Family; DeBeauvolr The
Second Eittie, Ohs.11 and 16; Mainardi Politics of House Work; Prather Moffitt:4
by Default; Rostov In Litton Women in America; Selly and Creel Crestwood
Heights; Schur The Family and the Sexual Revolution.

Women in the Work Force and the Professions ; Benston The Political Economy
of Wotnen's tiberation; JOrdan The Place of American Women; Rossi in
Mattfeld and VanAken Women in the Sotentiflo Profession; Bally:: in Litton
Women in Ambrioa; Bernard Academie Women; Epstein Women's Place; Peter.
son In Litton omen in America.

The 00Out s The Achievement Motive in Women I Horner in Psychology To.
day; MeClelland in Litton WOmen in Amertoo; Atkinson Motivation.

The Image of Women in Literature, the Mass Media and Fashions: Mania in
Farber and Wilson The Potential of Woman; Trilling in Litton Women in Amer.
teat Cieavor 8001 on het Leasing The Golden Notebook, etc Ibsen The Doll's
Mouse.

Women's Liberation Movements s Dixon Why Women's Liberation? ; Jones and
Bower Towerd a Female Liberation Movement.

11111

Tun Fottowino ALLEGATIONS, MADE HY A CITY HIM SCHOOL TEACHES, Ant UNDER
LEGAL Ism:manor;

Perhaps the most egregious example [of sexual discrimination) was a February
meeting pf department chairman at which [the principal] instructed chairmen to
hire male teachers when humanly possible.

There is a hail patrol consisting of three male teachers per period. Each teacher
is relieved of a class for this chore. No females are accepted even when they
volunteer.

In the main building there are 02 male, and 76 female, teachers. Males are sys-
tematically selected for the choice jobs, often before the job positions are ad.
vertised. In the main building 66 male teachers hold special jobs instead of the
full five- period teaching program. In addition to these 65, other male teachers
have been relieved of official classes, and one has been relieved of all classes and
assigned the job of controlling drugs in the school. Only 2 female teachers have
been given special jobs, and many of these jobs border on the ridiculous.

There are two major. results of giving male teachers the preponderance of
assignments:

Women are largely selected to teach In the annex (similar to Siberian exile, and
about as healthy I) since MI selection is made only from those teachers who do
not have special assignments and/or special courses.
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Teachers with special courses carefully create off the better students to place in
their own few classes, leaving the rest of us with truly homogeneOus classes of low
achievers..

In summary, our school operates under a blatantly discriminatory power stNe
tore In Which men decide policy and women do the bulk of the teaching.

- ...rte.

OTAIntaNT or Hon. Zowean J. PATTEN, A REPRE8ENTATIva IN Coneenea
.Fa041 THE STATE Or NM JERSEY

Mr, Chairman, I wish to express my complete support fora measure ,entitled
the Women'a Education Equity Act, introduced by Congresswoman Patsy Mink,
This Important measure authorises the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel
fare to make grants to conduct special educational programs and activities de.
signed to achieve educational equity for all students, men and women alike.

It is obvioue to me that times have changed, and justly so, At more and more
of our women in the United States move into all levels of the work force, it is
necessary to keep our education system abreast of the progress we hare made.
The Women's !Mutation Equity Act would move our educational aystem forward
by encouraging the development of new and improved curriculum which Is more
In tune with the outside world.

If a woman's rank as a college professor is equal to a man's, will she receive
the same salary as her male counterpart? Will a woman faculty member be able
to rise in rank as easily as a man with equal credentials? UnfortunatelY, recent
studies show that the answer to these questions is no. Further, sr discrimination
in the education system in the United States does not begin pith the appoint
went of a female faculty memberit begins with the first time a child enters a
school and opens a book. Think back to your first experiences in elementary
school. Do you remember learning that men became doctors and women became
nurses? Wasn't it always the male principal of the school and the female teacher?

The Women's Education Equity Act provides support for the initiation and
maintenance of programs concerning women at all levels of education, from pre
school theough adult. Most importantly, the bill provides for programs on the
status, roles, and opportunities for women in our society.

In New Jersey, and especially in my District, some of the most innovative and
unique educational programs have been attempted and have met with a great deal
of success. Title I is a prime example of MIS, Because the educators of New
Jersey have such a good attitude toward progress and change, I feel that this type
of new program implemented into the school system, with its very just goals of
education equity for all, would meet with great results, I wholeheartedly support
the idea of bringing improved career, vocational, and physical edncatiou yno
grams, and new community education programs to my District and the whole
nation, and this is the purpose of the bill it will benefit both men and women
alike.

STATEMENT 01 HON. MATTHTHEEW J. RtNAOF t.bo, A
EW

REP
ERSEY
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

STATE N J
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to express my strong support

for S. 208, the Women's Educational Equity Act, of which I am a co-sponsor.
This Act would provide funds for special educational programs and activities

including development of curricular materials, training programs for counselors
and other educational personnel, and community education programs designed
to achieve educational equity for all students, men and women,

The Women's Educational Equity Act will offer real opportunities to aid in
meeting the anti-sex discrimination provisions of Title Il of the Educational
Amendments of 1072. Title IX states that "No person in the United States shall,
on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discriminatiOn under any education program or activity receiv-
trig federal financial assistance."

The Council on Women's Educational Programs, which is established within
the Office of Education under Section 4 of this Act, would serve not only the
function of carrying out the provisions of II.R. 208, but by its nature. would
Also oversee programs under existing laws and make tecoinmendations to the
Secretary of Health, Education, and .Welfare accordingly, 'wholeheartedly
support the requirement in the bill that members of this Council on WoMen'a
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Educational Programs be appointed by the President and that at least 12 of
the 21 members be women.

Our system of education is the most concentrated, organized and systematic
socialising influence in our cultUre. We must not Beelike more than ISO Percentof the brain power of our nation to our moded sex stereotypes, As Mrs. ArvonnoFraser, President of the Women's Equity Action League, pointed out to thiscommittee, the goal of education should be to help educate each and everychild, male or female, rich or poor, black or white, to be eeltsuffictent, self
confident and capable of selkupport, I might add that it is imperative that
we create programs in which an atmosphere of equity and respect can flourishfor all of our children, regardless of sex, religion, race o r e thnic background.

At the present time, 00 percent of our Women tvork outside their tomes ntSome time. Morover, women currently comprise 38 Percent of the work foree.More than Milt of the women With sehOol-aged children are working. Thetefore,It is Obviously unrealistic to portray women as full-time residents of kitehensas the majority of our school textbooks do,
Men, dramatic examples of disCrimination against women can be presented,MO I believe that nothing speaks quite so 'eloquently as the statistical facts

themselVes, I would like to tell the committee's attention to /lateral HEWPnblicetionit Digest of Edntatienal Statistics, MI Education Statistits ofPublic Elementatx and Secondary Day Moots,' Pall 1060; and raped De-grees Conferred 1889-70/Bunan4ry Data. ,

The following exemples froth' these publication offer only a smallof the imbalance in out educational Institations. 'We begin with more femalethan male MA school graduates: In 1068-60, 1,285,432 beYs and 1_1266,41 girlswere graduated from regular day School high school prograrns, But when welook at college Statistics, the Males dominate, Per 'the, period 1000-70, 463,005men and 849,454 women received bachelor's degreve, At the seine tithe first-Rfettslonal degrees requiring at least six years of training were elverdeii to899 men and 1,008 women.
It is patticularly revealing to look et 'the nurnbers of men and Women Whoreceived doctor's degrees in the 1060-70 period. I have selected a few as eXatn-Ples of the imbalance tbat exists regardlese of all of the claims that ate beingmade that ivernen are ceming into their, own In mans areas once thought tobe the sole province,of males.
In the field of engineering, we see that 8,667 men and Only 24 women achieveddoctor's degrees.
In education, 4,608 and 1,106 women achieved Doctor's degrees, In elementarYeducation, cattail, thought to be the educational level dominated by women, 180men were awarded the doctor's degree and only 87 women;'
Women outnumbered men in only one major field and that was home econothics I 83 women achieved doctor's degrees as opposed to 83 men. T 'mightadd that In the area of `child development and family relations, the men out,numbered the women 20 to 17.
There aro many other disturbing statistics in these publications, Certainlythey help to document the fact that even though 88 percent of our work force

is comprised of women, few are getting the academie credentials which will openthe doors to the high level and, quite often, the most rewarding jobs.The problem of discrimination runs deep. I have spoken of professionals andP1LD,'s, who are still a distinct minority in our society. It is truly appallingto realise that the average woman with a bachelor's degree who works futime earns about the same median income as a man who is a high school dropout.
ClearlY, affirmative action is needed, much the same as has been calledfor as a result of race discrimination. H.B. 208 will serve to help offer these

affirmative corrections for women of all ages in all socio-economic groups.
How often has it been said, "Show me a qualified woman and I'll give her thejolo" The time has come to make certain that women are given real ow.

tunities to be qualified, We must give up our old ways, and in doing so reapthe benefits of a society that delves into its potential one hundred percent, That
means giving equal opportunities to all individuals.

It is the purpose of H.R. 208 to give women opportunities to be qualified, to
channel and enhance the talenta of mature women, and to offer all the samebroad horizons of life to our daughters that we offer our sons. r strongly urge
this subcommittee to approve this legislation promptly.
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Madam Chairwoman, I am pleased to take this oPportunIty to suPport RR. 208,
the Women's Educational Equity Act of 1078, I consider this bill to be a ,very
eignilicant piece of legislation that will improve the quality of education, and
thereby the quality of life.

During the past Congress, we were able to successfully guide through Congress
the Equal Rights Amendment, guaranteeing legal equality for women and men,

his tonstitUtional amendment has now been ratified by thirty States, with eight
more required for passage and subseqUent addition to the Constitution,

it is because sex discrimination' went largely unnoticed or unchallenged until
recently that It became necessary to add to existing constitutional guarantees

*Nellie amendment to insure equal treatment under the law. This is one aspect
of the eqUality that must be afforded women.

But there are other and perhaps more subtle forms of discrimination besides
legal rights, and the majority of thee() are related to, and perpetuated by, our
educational syotems. Because these srotems are so bard° and have such effect in
shaping our attitudes and the way we live, it is essential that we change w
discriminatory patterne and eliminate sexist

O
Ist niaterial that misedtcates our

children and serves to reinforce artificial sex roles.
It is important to have this legislation which is now before your committee, in

addition to a constitutional amendment for equal rights, in order to effect many
necessary changes in extralegal areas of sex discrimination.

It is also important to provide a means for faster action and assistance in re
vising educational materials. A number of publishing companies have begun to
realize the need for an overhaul in their educational texts, but the sheer financial
burden involved is a strong deterrent. The stated position of most publishers In
the private and commercial sector is to Wait until present volumes aro exhausted
and are scheduled for revision their position is understandable, HOWOVM it
should be evident, from an educational point of view that if the material now
used is discrhninatory and damaging, particularly to young girlo and boys, and
if we know better, these materials should be removed and replaced before more
damage is done. This is one area in which this legislation would help..

The measure would also provide a strong research component and curriculum
development, in addition to diasemination beyond educational institutions and
Into the community. Public media are perhaps the most Wei:41%v educators In our
time

,
whether we agree with the content or not, and this bill would provide

assistance in this area, as well.
I note that the Women's Educational Equity Act of 1978 bears the same

numerals as ILI Res. 208, the Equal Rights Amendment of the 92nd Congress. I
believe this measure is a worthy extension of that amendment, and I want to
publicly add my support for its speedy consideration by the House of Represent.
skives and its successful passage by Congress.



THE WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL EQUITY ACT

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER' 13, 1078

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SuncommtrrEz ON EQUAL OPPORIVNITIR8

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 0:15 a.m., in room 2267,
Rayburn Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins [chairman of
the subcommittee] presiding.

Present: Representatives Hawkins and Mink.
Mr. IlAwinx8, The Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities is called

to order. This morning we will hear testimony on KR, 208, the bill
offered by my colleague, Mrs. Min,'-:,

The first witness is Ms. Allene Dietrich, Committee To Study Sex
Discrimination in the Kalamazoo Publio Schools, Kalamazoo, Mich.
She is accompanied by Ms. Jo Jacobs, the chairperson.

Ms. Dietrich and t fs. Jacobs, would you kindly take a seat at the
table in front of use

We are glad to welcome you. I think that you have an associate.
Would you introduce her for the record

[Ms. Dietrich's prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT BY MIME DIETRICH, Or THE COMMITTER To STUDY Sax DISCRIMINA-
TION IN THE KALAMAZOO, MOH., PUBLIO SCHOOLS

I am Allene Dietrich, representing the Committee to Study Sex Discrimination
In the Kalamazoo, Michigan, Public Schools.

Our study of textbooks established that sex role stereotyping exists at every
level and In every subject in the elementary School.

Here are some 4:tatoples, In all the math tests evaluated, the activity reserved
' almost exclusively for adult females outside the home is household shopping.

Nearing Roienoo (Allyn Bacon, The., 1060), a fourth grade book, shows seven.
teen occupations for males white the sole female activity is hanging Up clothes.
In another science book. 89 men are included, most of them scientists, and two
women, one watching Ben Franklin and one housewife. (Science, a Modern
Approach, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1068.)

A, school health book cautions: "Unfortunately every boy can't be a leader of
Men, and every girt can't be a belle of the ball" (Being Elm, reacher's Edition,
Scott Foresman and Co. 1957, p. 25).

These typical sentences from the elementary school dictionary could be classic
examples of stereotyping:

Steep: She steeped the tea in boiling water.
Professor Jones steeps himself in Latin.

Study : Joseph is studying to be a doctor.
Her constant study is to please her parents (Thornlike Barnhart
Junior Dictionary, Scott Foresman and Co., Seventh Edition, pp.
688, 601).

Our committee is not unique in its investigation or its findings. As your sub-
committee has already heard from previous testimony and is hearing today,
people across the country have boon researching and publicizing their findings

(865)



for some time, We are indebted to these groups and individuals whose goals we
have shared and whole, efforts have so mightily helPed us.

Where the Italamsseo committee is perhaps unique among these grouPs is, first,
in its creation and antherleation by tbe local board of education; second, in its
filing of the first textbook Complaint with MEW; and third, in the action which
has resulted from the threat of the complaint. My testimony will deal, chiefly
with these PsPerientes unique to,. Kalamazoo, experiences which Illostrate the
ways in'which passage of 11,11.208 *ill bring us further toward women's educe-
tional equity, especially In textbooks.
Creation and authorization

In December of 1971, the, board of, education watched a elide presentation of
sex roles the reading bOoke then used by Kalamaxeo children. After an hour
of viewing the stereoty .rtrayals of Pick Jane, Mother, and Dad (Scott
Voreerean end Co. series, 11 ), the hoard treated a committee to study sex dhe
crimination in

-
the schools,' Esrey' In 1012, the chairwoman, Me. Jo Jacobs was

named, and task forces established. The school superintendent set up appropriate
controls, and comunnitation and asked school personnel to cooperate in the !dud,.
By the spring of I072, seven task forces were operating with members rePresent
ing stndente, parents, sthool staff turd the community at large, men as Well as

Five task forces have finished their work and submitted recommendations to
the schools, They covered five areas

1.. Personnel practices and Procedure,
2, Athlettce and physical edutittion,
8. Elementity school textbooks,
4. Selected studies, which included secondary level subjects such as anthro-

polorg, English, psychology, history and sociology, and
5, Student oriented aspects ,'of School that are nonacademie and non-

fithletio, such as extractirrieulter activities.
These reports are available through the Kalamazoo Vubile Schools' (1220

Howard Street, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008) and have been ,requeeted by people
throughout the country.

Task Forces on vocational education and testing and counseling have not yet
completed their studies.
HEW complaint

The work and the recommendations of one task force led to our filing the corn.
plaint. When we reported the findings on elementary school textbooks in Feb;
man?, 19/8, to the Kalamazoo Board of Edrication, we said, "Textbooks of all
content areas consistently separate people into two rigidly defined molds which
provide unfair and distorted stereotyped role models for both boya and girls,"
We recommended that no new textbooks be purchased unless they were non -
discriminatory, Just as important, we provided specific measures the edministra
tion could adopt to offset the existing stereotyped curriculum, such as women.
of-the-month bulletin boards, elimination of boys' and 'girlie corners In kinder-
garten, and teaching everybody to cook, run audio-visual equipment,, and operate
sewing machines, (We are indebted to a group of Ann 'Ar'bor gresitlete students
for these euggestions.) The report made no dioternible Impact, its none Of 'the
recommendations was carried out,

crucial test of our effectiveness would come, we_thOugtt, with the adoption
of new reading series that Would be in use for at forst t next rite years roy
every child in the school district in grades 1-0. I remember the hope. ith Which

idderation by the School Reading CoMmittee,
We

imagined pow teed the), could
we went to the school gym to sample the 12 sets of books under pen.

be, these products of a .voluntary commitment r Publishers' to Change wit, the
times, these results of raised 'consciettanee'S on women's .'eighth. What *0 found
Were eYecatching, tip-to-date, festinating books, Containing the seine stereoty
treatment of men and women, lelukbletantle hostile to Zonate*, In not eases' u
as strongly male dominated as osier. "The Wor)4 of Men," proclaInted the cittlen
on tho table of contents of the ontgoln$,SerieS. We could ring in thOnevirvit the

'Rate belt It was still the World of men; of boys, of me:toll:le skoeompliehnients,
liefore tne Ifoughton-Mittlin Betiding PrOgreln (Copyright 071),Wire picked as

the final choice, we rend each_ book of the fteries, and reported to the iehoel
board menthe& that we fonnd ProgeaM't6'bediticrldrinatetry aseinst *Ornen
hind girls"and should, the)Cfdire, .rro't be purchased; fancy rim said tittql: 110
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sheer quantity of stories about boys strongly reinforces the notion that boys

do alt the Meet intereating things ---for InatOce, ail the treehotisea belong tobow
iVe nuked the school,board to defer its decision on the reading Program until

it could Investigate alternate ways to teach reading which would give emial treat.
',tent to ram as well as to Den. The superintendent maintained that the new
series was the best available reading program, We did not argue with that
professional opinion. He said the lloughton.311filin books were lees biased than
the old ones. We said, that's not geed enough,

Sex discrimination is, illegal, unjust and harmful to boa and title. if, a
disetiranatory tool Is selected for teaching reeling, then it is a diseriminatory
reading program, therefore, illegal under Title Nine of the Education Ameno
Menlo of 1072, rte We Bee it.

Despite the strong and Persuativp evidence of sex bias, despite our pleas for,
deter and our stated determination to seek legal remedies should pubil° toiler
be used to purchase such materials, the School board voted to bny the; boos.
When they did, our commltteo filed tbe first textbook complaint With DE r,
We allegetl,that the action' of the board qubjectil the gide in the elettkent4ry.
rases In lialamasee t discrimination under an education program recejving

rederal financial assistance within the Meaning of Section 001(41 of 'nut 1044),
and requested "an immediate 11W01 invegtIgation which weld(' nest OSPier4 the
possibilities of persuading the board to comply voluntarily with the laW hY
using Instead a nousexlst reading program.' Falling thati we requested "that
MI Federal assistance to the Kalarda$00 school stem ,46,ettspeacits ,uotii the,
lioard does comply With Title IX."

Our case was Wooed on evidence auPPOrtril the following ;
1. The eerie,' does not recognize actions and achlevenients of wool u,
2. It doee not show, the same resPeet for women and girt., ,ne, It doen,for

;ma and hoc
a. It assigns ahilliles, traits, interests and activities oji bsOis, of raeh,

and female stereotypes.

AO,WW AND ACgitYailicrqs ,

The lIoughton-Idiffila books almoit IotallY ignore the Actions* and atieve
melds, of , women: There are twelve biographies of, men. in.,.these hooka an four
of Women: Harriet '17ubinen, Kate She119.4 1,4$1.141, wild4fi: ggtoW1,
114kimo girl. 'At least ninety one; names of men in history'' are Offered to the etndenia, jar
their Interest Old information, but only about 'Sax naMee 'Of *0410P. AVM. are.
IlkeSe Owl 011140A VIIA0110. tke.Pitelite!i 0flviade07"!.Rpeft, PATO, Cgretin Scott
King, re. him still, wnemeS Oarrett's wire, Of rah.

Regretfully, reading these *Ica have Lost 'an,,Oppertunitg,
'Out hietory Oroines, ,Dtt110 time orthe'Aext in
1070 Hatighten-miifilac we are terfain,,,tbe publisher w I have no,dlifieulty
tutting together.hinety-one nemosef (Mons women; The Et :equid, begin; moth

Congresswomen Shirley Chisholm and ratio Mink ,of this ansibcoNglite0
as 0 Oter,1 tn,,4140"'Pt COO greos who aPe.dOlaff MXich-t*ImProve the
women in education today. Whatever, the old Pookemoy be, it Our coujoipt.
friths, Ealamazoe,,etudente will be reading theee. biased hooks. At ASA the;
next tiVe Yeats,

Rtei*ei-iOn A'4P 014'0 - '. ,
It is apparent that these books are not interested In what women and giris'

do.' every. text in the series, every category- listed In the table of contents
hag more male': than fernalea, ' "'

70% of the stories in these books hilye male Main characters, Only '18%" have
female iliftiff cheractera. Tigers, the first reading book for'firet grader*,' all
the stories 'center on bey's, A girl' first appears on page 21 With Mop in' her
hand, She mops the perch, while the boya. play imaginatively torn big eardbiyard
boxeis,"10 the second grade'reader, Score's, five stertea are 'abotlt 'male huniiino,
fotir. about male animals, Not one story features' a female: Two ether thite,',
Rainbows and Kaleanotope, have More steries "about male animal's than about
girls or women, The illuetratIons are predominantly too, ranging tcorn
high of 87% In Nora to n low of iW' in LfonS, the Second pre:primer.

Even the poems retied a preoccupation with males: 41% are Mile-Oriented, Tro
female. Our readers were a little perplexed about hoiv categorize a poem in
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which a male robin builds the neat, and then he lays four little egga In It:The
unknovrn author has aptly titled thia nature-defying Verse, "The !hetet."

late dominance Prevails In the plays as welt. /a every play In ever 'book the
leading Wei are male, three plays there are no female roles at all. Perhapa
tbia is another area Where tidbit to act like a boy to Achieve.

In all Other sections of the table of contents : such as skills lessons fun and
games, More books to enjoy, and informational articles, the pattern holds: male
items occur two to tbree times more often than female items. )'or eXerople, fifteen
of the Informational articles are about Ma lea, only one about a female, this time
a female duck (Gs lee(es, p. 484)

This extreme prevalence of Males and In, some books the almost complete lack
Of females is In itself den:outing. One interpretation might well be that malea are
more important than females.

Even nouns and prOnouns get short shrift, Our first graders learn "he" In their
first boOk "she" not until the third bdok, which includes "boys,'"htm," and
"man" in 'the basal vocabulary, but relegates "girls," "her," and "woman" to the
supplemental vocabulary. (DblOsaurt, pp. 48-63)

Some of the content of these books supports false and stereotyped assumptions
about females. Arthur, the anteater, has the text's approval for his assertion that
playing with girls Is not as good as playing with boys. Ile says, "So I don't play
with girls. She throws like a gill," (Panorame, p, 88)

An Eskimo boy is taunted: -"Has-ka has not the brave heart) Haska Is agirl
entire

Tbe beaten boy's Spirit sank to his moccaelne." (Imam, p. 882.)
An entire Story in Rainbow (pp. 23-40) Is about Luey's incompetence, a par.

tieularly destructive emphasis because it is the only story the book with a girl
as the main character,

Wenda Gambling, "a well known movie star," shows women's value as sexobject
'Wenda Gambling was hardly an expert on traffic. But as the three other panel

members were elderly men (one stout, one bald, and one nearsighted), theme:lent-
tor of the program felt that the panel would be more interesting to the WW1-
don) audience it Wenda were at the table" (Oatasiet, p. 04).

ASSIGNING ABILITIES, TRAITS, INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES 0N.TTIZ BASIS OT IIATB OR
TBDIAUT ermunorms

Assigning abilities, traits, interests, and activities on the basis of sex limits
Individual 'expectations and aspirations. Because of the limited adult role models
for girls in these books , female readers are encouraged to limit rather than to

Wexpand their choices, omen are portrayed predominately as mothers,' nurses,
librarians, and storekeepers, with few other roles. There are only six working
mothers in the entire series. Of these six, two have unspecified jobs. The others
are a seamstress at home, a farmer, a migrant worker, and the last Mother Is
astro- navigator, planet geologist, electronics engineer, computer programmer and
cook, all rolled Into one. Eight books contain no working mothers at all. Yet we
know that women and Mothers are working, The 1070 census for the City of
Kalamazoo shows that 413 percent of the women in Kalamazoo over the site of
16 are employed outside the home.

The assumption of the male as the doer is borne out by a list of all the Work.

ing rPle portrayed in the hooks. There are 215 occupations held by men to 41
for females, among them six, nurses, *liven teacher:4,3 Witchevand tv beggar.- The
major occupation for women in aillhe books is houeewife.,.

A specific example of this ineqUiti Is the '411 list of occupations iistOd in the
second grade reader

For men: zoo keeper, fence painter, "circus elown, cirrus tall man, circus
strong man, flower Cart owner/seller, flower shOP Corner, tOY_ shop owner,
Policeman, truck drtver, milkman. Intert scientist, doctor

For women : mothers, elementary School teacher, nurse, PIMA fat
Sea teXtbooks reflect pot what W0.00 around us today, but.the old restricted"

range of occupations Itad behaviOr.
One of the principal functions of the American public 84101 sieteni is to enable

our children to obtain employment apProprlate to their potential. The ell:1.64,-
0ot and prefention of diecrithination in employment, based trf race,
national origin, sex or any other extraneous factor, is a commitment that Itta
been repeateciltathrtned by parlous Fedetal atatutes: To deplete that glrlashou d
be assured the same opportunithilfor eroploYMent upon graduation R$ beYg!te
a, principle that few. will any longer dispute, lint ,to subject girls to 12 achdol
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years of careful conditioning that discourages them from considering certain
occupational roles is to make a mockery of that principle,
Current Status of BIM Complaint

Our complaint is now in limbo, with HEW postponing a decision on whether
it can investigate the case until guidelines to implement Title Nine are written.
'rho regulations, scheduled for release this month, will determine the nature and
scope of HEW Involvement, if any, in textbook questions,

Peter W. Holmes, Director of HEW's Office for Civil Rights, wrote to Super
Intendeut of Schools, William Coats asking him to furnish reasons why he
and the board do not believe the committee's complaint is valid. That information
and our committee's findings will be held for consideration if appropriate under
the guidelines.
Action reollinp from the Complaint

Because we filed this complaint, more schools, more publishers, and more
men and women know that sex discrimination does exist in public education in
this country.

Increased pressure on publishers for revisions is evident, Not only Houghton -
Mifltin other major Khool book publishers have written to Kalamazoo for
guidelines used in selecting media center materials and have stated their commit-
ment to end sex discrimination in the books they publish.

Our school system itself has done an outstanding job this summer in reviewing
materials, revising teachers' manuals, and providing suggestions for teachers on
ways to supplement content of the reading series,

The Materials Ilevlev? Committee members, representing school staff and thu
Committee to Study Sex Discrimination, have worked bard to present a less
discriminatory curriculum to the children who are back in school this month.

The major task was revising all twelve of the teachers' manuals, Because we
could not, change the content of the children's readers, we could only affect the
ports of the manuals that were not predetermined by the children's books, result.
Ing In very Braited'ancl 'In most cases, minor revisions. However, we took the
Manuals and went through them page by page, changing pronouns, names, and
situations until we had less stereotyping and a better balance of the previously
male dominated Items. In the first grade book, Dinosaurs, for instance, we
changed a story about Randy building a snowman to Mary building a snowlady,
(p. 223.)

Where the teacher is directed to write sentences on the board froze the manual,
they will not be as they appeared originally, We changed

"Dad is digging up thelittle tree." to "lother.is digging up the little tree."
and

"Mother Is cutting up apples for us" to "Dad is cutting up apples for us.'
(p, 215.)

We added questions to encourage awareness of bias in the books. In Tigers,
which you remember has only stories with males as main characters, we wrote
in the following questions under evaluative and creative thinking:

Could this story have been about girls? (p.89.)
What other things might the children (instead of boys) have made from

the boxes?
Why didn't Ben invite Jill to play with them?
How might she have added to their fun? (p. 120.)

On another page (97) next to a poem called "Tiger-Cal Tim," we wrote: Have
another poem available with female animals,

The teachers will have a list of poems about females, girls and animals, as well
as copies of the poems themselves.

We also looked everywhere we could think of for non-stereotyped materials
for reading lists. We used the Feminist Press and Lollipop Power, as well as con.
ventional sources and our own school holdings, to come up with an existing bibli-
ography which includes Harriet the Sp9 and late, the Weekend Rat, The Hermit
Roy and William's Poll.

The Materials Review Committee will continue to meet during the year, con
centrating at first on other kinds of audio-visual materials which could supple-
ment the reading series.; Non - stereotyped movies and film stripe, posters, and
bulletin board materials are rare. We have suggested developing our own.

Houghton-Mifflin's editor in chief for reading and language arts, John Ridley,
assisted the committee in important ways, providing bibliographies of non-
stereotyped books and spending an amiable and productive two days working
with school staff to improve the reading program.
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The company has pledged allout support In the supplemental material deyel
°Patent and has indicated that Kelantan° is a pilot or to et system In the study
of sex discrimination In teztbOoks. The Kalamazoo project will be used as a
model to be followed in the futUre, according to company o dais.

The most dramatic result of ell then effort* may be the'effect on the teachers
at they go through their manuals this fall, marking them and revising them to
teaser' Hutto dominance and stereotyping where possIble. They will see for them
selves whet the manuals were and what they can beeome.,:dost important, they
will be given the tools with which to offset some of the effects of that domina-
tion and stereotyping. Surely this awareness of sex discrimination And of the
sehool system's desire to eliminate it will reach into other areas of their teach-
ing as well,
'Need for 11.11, 208

The meager changes that have been made with the 'cooperation of the school
staff and publishers are not sufficient to counteract the effect of a reading program
whose content Is discriminatory,

Much of this modest progress results from the prospect that a federal law
might be enforced. That threat may vanish with the passage of guidelines for,
Title Nine which exclude textbooks. We have at present no way to prevent schools
from using discriminatory materials, nor have we found alternative reading
programs which trvnt both sexes equally.

11.1t. 208 would provide the support necessary to develop tools insuring sexual
equality in education. AU five of our task forces have made recommendations
which need U.R. 208 for implication.

Of particular importance to our work with textbooks are the following pro-
visions of the bill:

I. To Mal and declare that present' educational programs in the United
States are ittemtitable as they relate to women of all cultural and ethnic
groups and limit their full participation In American society. Sec. 2(a)

That is simply true and needs to be said.
.

2. To encourage the development of new and 'improved curriculums
See. 2 (b)

At present even the latest curriculums and materials are discriminatory, no
matter how hip the stories and how strong the colors on the glossy paper.

8. To demonstrate the use of such curriculums in model educationsl prO-
gra ms and to evaluate the effectiveness thereof. Sec. 2 (b)

There is very little research on the effects of sexist and non-sexist materials
and courses on the attitude and lives of students. Does the fact that only men
are doctors in the books affect the aspirations of the girls? At this time, we do
not know.

4. To provide training programs for parents, teachers and other educe-,
tional personnel. Sec. 2 (b)

According to a Nations School poll published last December, 84% of the school
adnithistrations questioned did not think that sex exists in corrieuluM ma-
terials, nor have they looked for it. (Nations Schools, December, 1078, p. 18)
Although I suspect that figure might be different In a poll taken today, it does
indicate the great need to inform educators as well as the nubile about sex dis-
crimination. The effectiveness of tile new materials will be determined chiefly
by the attitudes of thepeople using them.
Conclusion

Discriminatory materials have no place in'publio edoeationo A publio school is
an important agency of socialization. The knowledge children gain there about
role models and expectations is the main supplement to tattles learned at liorne!
The portrayal of society desirable goals and the demoristrat of limits get by,
the social order which appear in textbOoks influence children's idea* and
tationsfrogerdinchow girls and boys, women.and do and shoOld participate
in American life. ,

Because textbooks are a major tool of public school education, used br children.
daily throughout their school years, educators fail to serve students' growth Ktid
development when materials present a narrow and restricted portrayal of Child-
hood and do not show a larger portion of the accepted and acceptable adult toles
open to both women and men.
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Textbooks which are approximately 80% mate oriented discriminate against
females, who comprise at least 00% Of the public school _population, and deny te
Males m equal education. Current books present roles which society intended for
women to occupy before sex distrimination became illegal, Using materials that
diecriminate Againts women and girls is ethically insupportable and dehies the
principle of equal opportunity. We can no lohger t.olerato discrimination against
any groujp

Tbd Women'. Educational Equity Act is an important and desperately needed
tool in our constrUtcion of a public education system which offers equal oppor
tunity and ekpectations fOr all.

Thank you,

Riroat or rub '410in:rider aohoo; TExttoons Tim _Piece ''
.

(By Jan Jeffrey, Tisk Yore° Leader)

tureOnnortort :

Why does a small bo' say 'that women are always excitable and riervons, lint
0:0,00,P111$.11$Y,e. te ipri t.poing t Mahe in bed a de that id a lo, ,b for a sir ,
tnat ne or yo to ttaY PO 'part or toi be,yron', tr ar a ilia0Makt. WOW they
are fot 0.; And 'little!' Wye/ '444.4rliten.ear, wit a ear; pat. even ihe

teat to tith M . 4 ' ' It* no ,y1411481,.Wate.t do,,,1 eat whehlfaty jug-
can de 1 and on know how std she 1ST Why are the ng

pat

the:rtIMt'44°dAgrid' lieliVti etrilliktVont Vaugiet4471,4VIrliCrt#801;

%della 111: nig f4"gellt4
4.,.. Ali

rq..41-VIgthiti eietqinittriaebhol
textbooks: may be early source Or some th' i gee, re.4.0tely. continue to
.1?e' POtent, reinforcement tor ;knob id_Oaa. Olt* vitt It- atttdrOf,the ,tests,
go ieniente and sets of study OrIntil la' at edtitent St apprAven rel!' ,OCii!Wi

eletue0y,i aloote tot thl#11,72 sgta : Y:§er.'thef
defined

One. can ,

`a a 0. ht ekthOOss tuna selut ate 0 n 6 ,gd MOide.
toreY1 ,itit telt 4041,(Liatorte41 44040 °le fabdelt tor .,both boys: and girls
.(4144.41agd totl th$t the 10.000.040 e $ *bleb Ate ogetel, ate often,de rad!
in and atin.efinplt0 girls and Worn. b., Utter, and o!br, again, 1.hether. the Oat,
ate 404 to team aritIllaettd, of rietiO 41 studies or reading, Mut& et! hnliall.
*ging, he '001, geeeptabla roinorre to 40440 is one of Paselyity, ,dePend
ence, ,'.in petened, einetionalidni and, *IWO nlideinetticity. le eVety, resPect,* te# k'teinfileIii a ono-dinietiolohat huipah being. We donation he* such
material fp. any Ace,. help to derehns the Potent4t1 aspirations of (arta,' On
the other *6 have the tettbook- male who II' creed/0, ;60001`0.ernt 0114

re, nattiO0,' OW And blarer- Though' be Is iiiiich More a , multi.
1ng n afire the'fenattliti,- he provides whAt iteeind to be an

It ini In tto' thleVO 1 flOP011/rfertnate( role Model.. ., ' :-Y
0' 14 ebt can Ottreq' 6 0 u. th aidiajr .,tt elild'il.delf4oVeloPMent(

Tel"' "414:11h.gt$help rut' It'd gbho'othitrit!'aidil!,:)0541141gge"L'anattg111.11 dity, g
il to A d'o dei0optattit.Itu TO tt ttleY Imo its thid view-In ."001401e
pitattantn and the Sotalization;Of the biaic OhIM,' :411.0 states that among, be
so, of to. go exPeviebOd by yottutebildroti are the lack of adequate models
an4 tho'sg1 'Of roW4enanda: The ''ask Vetes foie that the Sig role stereo
.tilies that a nitd in , the textbooks evaluate de not reflect the silty, Of 'out
chatiglak eee etY,'Ey'Continulng tOOreseht Otero to 'children at their most vifhiet-
able and malleable f stegewirt 'developtueut,r. 'we JO (Loin* a great Oat of harm and
a atrependnds disservice :t0'.00r children,. The Task Force realliteA that the
schools have n_ot'etedted net' stereotyping and the double *bleb east
fey boys and girls, hilt the schOols can begin to eliminate the harmful effects of
tea stereotyping and sexism by being in the forefront 111 pro-tiding equal oppor-
tunities to males and females alike. It is to this end that this report is Presented.

uFt gone

With the help of a set of general guidelines (Appendix A) the membets of
the Task Fore() on Elenientary School Textbooke read all the available ele-
mentary school textbooks, supplements (including workbooks) and study Prints
listed by the Kalamasoo rublic-Behools as approved material for the 1971-72
School year. The readers that reported th sir findings on Textbook litaluation
Sheets (Appendix 13). A total of 172 texts, 86 supplements and 24 sets of study
print! wero,eraluated..

,
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Among other things, one of the results of sexism Is that belief that character
is defined exclusively by sex. Such a belief is the basis for many of the stereo-
types about females and males cnIturally imbued in all of us. One example of
this is the stereotype which says that women are by "nature" inferior and in-
tended only for wifoniother roles, Long before children learn to read, they
are exposed to these stereotypes through simple patterns most of us take for
granted. The choice of "sex.reiated" to is another example of stereotyping.
(For further reference see t Mary B. M .ger, "Ux-differentlation In Preschool
Children: Sestypicat Toy Preferences and Knowledge of Peers' Sex-typical
Toy Preferences," Dissertation Abstracts International, XXXII, 4-B, 8846,
December 1071.) Boys often receive erector sets and exlmrtations to become
engineers, girls get dolls and encouragement to play hotise.

Elementary texts, especially the readers upon which the majority of this study
is based, play a special role In the stereotyping process. Since they are presented
to children within the context of authority, they bear the stamp of official ap-
proval. Through them, children receive a powerfully strong message about what
society expects, of each sex.

The messages which searingly strike out from the pages of the readers indicate
that these readers not only reinforce sexism, but also limit girls' aspirations
and lower their selfesteem, The following examples typify the display of this
reinforcement :

"Suddenly Lent looked unhappy. 'All I did was forget l' she said, 'I forgot to
take a book this morning. I forgot to bring my funny clown, picture home this
afternoon. I forgot everything t I wish I could stop forgetting," I

Lent's problem is remedied by her grandmother's, gift of a homemade pink
dress with "remembering" pockets,

atary is another stereotypic example :
"Let's have a party in the school kitchen," said Mary, "The girls are used

to it, They'll be less shy there."
Girls can't help but get the impression, consciously or unconsciously, that boys

are more important, more intelligent, have brander career opportunities, (see
Appendices 0, I), and E, lists of occupations and activities), and considerably
more fun. These impressions are pointed out in many ways. For example, the
science texts portray a great lack of positive active participation by feraales.
The girls in the science texts are shown as timid observers while it is the boys
who actively execute the experiments and projects. Again we find the female
figures as mothers doing household chores, nurses, and teachers. The male role
is one of provider, builder, and protector.

Three readers provide further evidence of stereotyping. Jape tries to get' Billy
to buy a stuffed rabbit, However, Billy makes it clear that he doesn't like tot'
animalshe wants something that will Go !! In the story "Two. Smart Boys.,'
the boys are able to save a trapper by whistling with a steam locomotive' A "tale
relating the experiences of Alvin the inventor includes . to make his bed,
It was a job he didn't like, a job for girls."

Evidence for the above charges comes heavily from "Dick and Jane aS ti Ms.
Sex Stereotyping in Children's Readers" published In 102 by. Women on, Words
and Images, (WOW 1, and, most important locally', from the Kalamazoo Public
Elementary School Textbooks Task Force's scrutinise:ions and findings,

One of the most obvious findings was the great discrepancy between the number
of females to males presented in both illustrations and content material, with
males outnumbering females more than three to one. Whether it be .in math.
reading, science. handwriting, spelling, social studies, history, health, or any
other subject, this same trend In rigidity of presentation reigns,

WOW finds that boy-centered stories outnumber girl-centered ones five to two.
The Task Force has discovered that boys earn money two to one over girls In .the
math texts, and that boys save money five to one over girls. In handwriting, girls'
names are seldom mentioned In the writing drills. A typical science text features
81 males. The Index of this book Includes only one female' In the spelling books

More Friend* OW and Yew, Scott Foreman and Co., 1063.
tn. 44,

Fon WM our Priendo, Scott l'oreamnn and Co.. 19x6. n. 100.
Open ifiebirn)m,Sentt Voreamnn and ro,, 106s. h. lift.
Food* to Polioul.Siott Poreatnan and Co., 100S, p. 240.
Concepts in Science, Ilarcourt, Brace and World, 1070.
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there are two!thirds more mates than females. From the 2,700 stories; in 184

to female blographiee, six to one; male animal, stories to female anima itteries),
which WOW reed, the following ratios were derived: male

two to one; male folk or fantasy stories to female folk or fantasy stor es, four
to one.-

Although the Task Force has concentrated primarily on the evoluation of the
hooks of publisher Scott, Foreman, and Co., studies have been conducted which
investigate many ,other publishing companies, For example, WOW evaluated 16
companlee besides Scott, Formula, and CO. Their quantitative analysis Which
appears in Appendix 0.1s clearly of note.

The Task Force points out that boy protagonists virtually monopolize traits
like Intelligence, creativity, bravery

'
Perseverance, initiative and industry,- The

theme of one story is that Orandfather and the boys muscome to the rescue
when Grandma cannot put out a tire. "Project: Genius" is' a story which deole
with two Wye who are Inspired to discover if the Earth is really round, With the
aid of Mr. Scoop's. (science teacher) telescope, proceed to figure distan002
droW diagrams, and in short demonstrate their ablii Lei In this highly complicated
procese. As it turtle out, they think they have really , proved .t St-the Earth is
flat and present their discoveriee to a school assembly; 'Novell Ole* WO
discover their error and still prove.themeelves Worthy of respect'.

Girl characters display these rb,fisacteristks only rarely and °frontline* are
told that to do so is 'unfeminine,' One prime exam& in the story "Eieetro
Thinker, where one character, "Smart ,Anhabelle,' portrayed as o not sO
subtle eupherniem

"Smart Annabelle stoPped to ask a 'few queirtiOna; 'Whoit in the world are you
boys doing with that old sweeper and old fan and old clipperl' she ogid..sOr is
it A secret?' r'

. "'Oh, no.' I said 'It is no secret. We are Willing to share our great thoughts
with mankind. However, you happen to be a

The girls In the readers have a big edge when it Comett to chart cterlatice such
SS P222121tYr'depesdescli and incompetenee.--"Onee -Enough".portraye
the main character, bumbling around the kitchen trying to concoct

"NfurCY, hesitated,- took out a- few spoorikuls, And then, added the green .peas,
cooked string beans, and the sliced o There, now she Would, poUr the re.
midnder of the gelatin over the top. But the mold was too full, an the gelatin
began. Spilling over the aides. ',She tried. to , scoop up the:, slippery' mixture, but
soon it was all over everything.9", : ,

In the .following selection from a beginning reader, It ii.latereiting to note
the role; of ;Ant)

"Jane old, 'Look at Pete, See where the bat ie. See what PM
"Jane said, 'Look Dick. See wherePetele, five what Pete can dO.-,
"Dick said, *e What Can do. Come.pd do .thipagipAyou cap do
"Pete said, 'Look, Jane. I can do thitt, van you'do its

...The Task Force cannot hel p. but observe.that after' ail clifitonvereation, Ohne
never does anything. In the same book from whICh the above motes wete taken,
it Is clear that at play girls are "Mothers' but no boye are P,Fatherir" 77.1,n
other text, more typical conversation Poraliebi that of the 1

A.

"'Oh, Dick Help Ja ne. (Whelp Jane I ;

1,00h, Dick Help Sally, Dick, help Belly U . .

Sally' "Mike I Come here..Come here; t Help me I" . , .

Situp). situations ,of girls needing -help in Another book are when: water
overflow!' In the sink' dog runs away, a shopping bag detelopsA. bole, a girl
loses her hht in .the wind, and another girl gets up on a' watt .0iiiinot. get
down, IJere we see thAt the boys say, "Look at Me I", livblie.the girls seYittlelPi
11e10 Help! Helot"' A picture in the front of this book. shows sve,boya end
five Otis in Hoe, The five boys are leading the line while the flee
ing passively In the beckground,' This ts repeated over and over throughont the
series. The boy speaks in front of the class. The boy is in the spotlight.".

v nick. and Jane as Victim*, At; Stereotyping in Children's Readers, Prineston, N,3.,
7 7

w(g"gt,"!;:.' ,`.',!'il'Irf.T.401Ph'.0,,c'e kfinsde,
1#1,',00.1 lcntt orpronnn and Co., OSS. n SO.
,^ Velar es, STti,r)Sellinah and Co., 1265. P. 42.
'i; 9 gi:kt`ith tO, Alpe:4;ms Our Friend., Scott Foreeman and Co., 1083,
n; thd., tN (It,

Flo o lee Read, Scott Potelmsn and Co.. 1055,
Think and Do, The Three PrePrioters, Scott Foreman and Co., p.'4-6.
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In yet another book, we see the young daughter in the family reading pas..
siely In the backgroUnd while her brother, Kees, has a very bright Idea

"'Father, there are a few more fruit boxes there. May I make a special plot.
John for Bob and mei' 14

The "female" chnnicterlotics of passivity, incompetence, and dependency are
heavily stre*n amidst the pops. Ctso pointed example* come in the form of
illuotratIons. Tire front cover of one book shows boyo, one running and one
riding in a go- rt. They are in the foreground. In the background are two girls
who Oppear to be in their early teens, although thlo particular text to intended
for use In third grade. Both girls are dressed in skirts and are standing In
awkwardly stiff poses and eyeing the boys." In another illuatration from still
another text, six boys are Shown in various relaxed postures, They are dressed
In jeens, The one girl In the picture is attired in a lovely pink dress with hair
ribbon to match, shiny black shoes and is shown in a ballerina's rest posture."

Opportunities for play and work run n similar gamut to that of personality
traits. Readers and other texts leave little doubt about which sex has the better
time. Reel and tantatty-lite adventures take lay characters exploring in Chinn,
accompanying Amundsen to the North Pole, catching cattle rustlers, and panning
for gold." Female Walter Mittys keep their imaginations riveted on fun with
their future families. In a poem by Robert P. Tristram Coffin, we see that:

"They hewed oak, carried water,
Their hands were knucklebones,

They piled on loads of syntax
Till the small boys groaned.

'They taught the girls such manners
As stiffened them for life,

But made many a fine speller,
Good mother and good wife."

Helping mother or playing house ate about the only "real life" adventures for
girl readers, other than the vicarious thrill that may come from watching boys--
a position in which girls often find themselves in the pages of these readers.

Vocational prospects appear to be similarly narrow. Adult role models fit the
same stereotypes as the child protagonists, as is detnonstrated in another section
of this study.

Faulting of the readers ranges widely in the realm of stereotyping, Girls are
often seen belittling theraselves'and other girls. In addition, boys often appear
to "prove their masculinity" by directing attacks against girls. WOW's study
isolated 67 stories in which one sex demeaned the other and found that 05 of
these were altuatlohs In which females were the sex demeaned. Ole story por-
trays a boy upset by the fact that, In his opinion, there were not enough boys
being invited to a party which he was expected to attend. "How, about the boys?
I'm not going to any girl party." a Girl characters frequently join in the sport of
belittling other females or putting themselves down with remarks liken "I'm just
a girl but I know enough not to do that," "or "It's easy, Even I can do It, And
you know how etopid I am "

Obviously, children's readers have dominated our sex bias study thus far.
However, it is important to remember that the Task Force also finds fault with
Science, math, music, language and communications (Including spelling books
and dictionaries), handwriting, health education, and social stodies texts, Ex.
amplea abound. In nil the Meth texts evaluated, the activity- roierted almost
exclusively for all adult to the home is household shopping, Illus.'
trations as well as inks gnifkant in the music texts. The illustratioho
accompanying a song call , hat Sort of People Come to Your ToWn't portray
only meleeastronaut, baker, baseball player, carpenter, cowboy, doctor, muss.
den, and janitor, One language text propagates the practice of rigid tole defini
tion as it states In the teacher's edition t

"41 o ' artistic interpretation based on creative imagination, In additionto
items given in the text, you might suggest some objects With moving parts for
trrs.........A.

9 wide nortsose, Scott ro_resmss and Co., 1000, P. 60.
t cit., more Reads to Follow.
ill 0. pit. 0 bS, resign's.
is Ncifies a Asa., sexism in Testbookst Denllie J. Chase, December 1070, V. 113.00 Op. cit., isle*, p, 15S.

: a, Cit.,
Z.PaRlisrPotiolt.p. 24.
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the children to act out. Mill especially might welcome the opportunity to portray
a jukebox or a can opener for example.' *

Another text uses as examples of possessive nouns, "Ana's hat, boy's bike,
girls' menet and uses as examples of verbs, Jack rail after the ball. Marilyn
and Jane did the dishes. The pie is good. She bakes very well." The 'entente
usage in an elementary school dictionary is worthy of attention

"Adds Gieorge soon learn g4 that when you add 4 and 2 and 8, you have a.
Shy added sugar to her tea."

"Argues Columbus argued that the world was round. Her rich clothes argue
her to be wealth." "

"Study( Joseph Is studying to be a doctor. Fier constant stUdy, to please
her parents." "

"Steens She steeped the tea In boiling water. Profeasor Jones steeps himself la
Latin."

Tbis same dictionary Includes an Illustration for the entry cradle. It Portrait;
a man (a Miner) with a miner's cradle looking (or gold. IMO aeatenee eretePlea
for this word is be catd1a4 the child in her arms.

The following two examples are typical of the stereotypic barrage to
found school health books ;

"tin ortunatelr every boy caul be a leader of men, and every girl can't be a
belle o the ball.'

'The first 1313.4 Most Wale step tovutrd sex education is a happy IOW and the
good marital aajuslent of parent."

The Task Porte to noted that criticisms of htstory and social itudiee texts
reported by similar groups invariably point out that the contributions of wolittn
have been blighted--especially those of womell's rights leeks" like Susan 14.
Anthony, Elisabeth Cady Stanton, and Sojourner Truth. Tne.Salne pee ter
women's collective struggle to gain entrance into 41140019 colleges and universl
ties, and their ever-continuing battles for eqyal emplpttlept OpportnhAties.*

it is Important to keep in mind that the object iso t to blame ophools and the
readers they choose solely for the sex role Stereotiping that exists todayll'he
point is that ;Opole contribute to the detrimental emlittene ettoettoilln; Kele
Ida a00 school chiidren,

The object also is not to force girls into mete molds er, VideVersa. The point
Is that role definitions on the basis of sex apiger to severely the'freedom
of human be to chOoke the roles they want. no Movies dellbltioto are taket)
from two elementary dictionaries 3 , , , ,

"feminine 2. like a woman womanly, weak, gentle ,

"masculine 2, like a man, manly, strong, vigorous.
"manly t as a man should be strong, frank, brave, noble, independent and

honorable"
"womanly; 1. like a woman 2. as a woman should be WON or suitable for ;

sst woman." ,
Pwomantsh: like a woman, suitable for women rather than men, weak*
"manful ; manly, Waite
"manhood: 2. courage, manliness.*
"manly t 1. like a man) as _e man should be; strong, frank, brave, noble, irl

dependent and honorable. P (Women are net similarly dellbed.)
Alt texts have stereotypes of the kind cited here.i-dictionarlos and readers

are tat from Moat

trv,,reigr:igreigt gloetvg, fa gig linikatr 51 1 itifp i,t''' P7 ?7,6'''... acri
bt#;41illilme iferv!kiri 4'SSisr Dislissary, Scott rorsioisa Ana CO., p, 9:

: IN :: : ig

rs belti0 a4111 eqcheef Edir$40, Scott F'ore'man and Co. leer. 0. to.

: g;4erci.itfel` leetfnt art.BeOhlt1;#1' Dfrtiotlatif, Scott Foretops and Co., p. 270.f
:1 it11414 t .

" bbic1:: I).
.,

17?

rolti
se Aortic:Ike Barnhart Junior Dictionary, p, 176,
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The Task Force believes thAt schools should strive to create a more open
society In, which girls and boys should both have the chance to fulfill their
human potential, females without tear of being unsexed by ambition or success,
males withOut worries about being called "sissy' for showing emotion or sensitly
ity or about entering "feminine professions like mining or librarianship.

It has been 'found that the popular American belief that males in the society
ate not sup iosed to show any typo of emotional expression or feeling about thent
selves or others is continually reinforced throughout these books. The detriMental
effects of the stereotyping of males In this Way creates an artificial barrier be-
tween males and females leading ultimately to the mistaken belief that because
ma'.es Wow no emotion they have none. Most often it is males themselves who
most vehemently believe this. Limiting the personality in such a Way can only
serve to stifle growth and maturity rather than further it. In one story, Kees is
witnessing the water rising:

"Ile felt like screaming right there and then , But just as he felt his
tears welling %fp, he pulled himself together and bit his tower Up. He mustn't
allow himself to.become frightened. Nobody must notice how ho really felt.""

Later in the story
"Kees noticed his eyes were pricking, but he refused to cry so easily, Why, a

boy_of 13 didn't cry so easily. He kept swallowing hard instead." "
Finally, Kees cry
"It was too much for Kees. Jacob put his arm around him 'and tried to com

fort him, but Kees went on sobbingno longer a big boy but an unhappy little
child," "

In "A Feminist Look at Children's Books," a group similar to the Task Force
makes the following comment with which we agree:

"Young women who have fthind It nn uphill struggle to identify with the
popular 'female image will recognize it as propagandaand not simply as a
natural retlection'of life, Unfortunately the girl and boy readers are not yet so
experienced, Booki' that outline a traditional background role for women, preirs
Ing their domestic Accomplishments, their timidity of soul, their gentle appear-
ance and manners, and at the same time-011 to portray initiative, enterprise,
physical prowess, and genunle intellect deliver a powerful Message to children
of both sexes, Such books are a Social poison," "

Readers and textbooks are a top priority as we strive, to genuinely allow ehil
drew of both sexes to fulfill their human potential. This Task' Force raises a
difficult but not unsolvable question: Why shackle children with the outdated
stereotypes that make for so many frustrated, unhappy adults?

ADULT SEX anus

The adults who children see in their textbooks everyday are as sex stereotyped
as the children who appear in these books. Adult males are portrayed' in almost
every conceivable occupation while adult 'females are seen working only at trA-
ditional female $obs and it is assumed that girls will follow these traditions
(Appendix, C), In the third

In
handwriting text the section on America's

workers pictures only niales." In the fourth grade handwriting text an exercise
lurks the question "What'Shall I be"? Women are shown as secretaries and steer+
ardesses, while men are pilots and doctors." The section on patriotism in the sixth
grade handwriting text, again, pictures only men as do all the historical stories
in this text."

The English texts are a contirmation of this trend. The tenth chapter in "The
World' of Langua0,1! for sixth graders deals with American heroes, all of which
are male. Xn the teachers, edition, Harriet Tubman is listed "to keep the girls from
feeling cheated by an emphasis on male heroes." Whether or not Harriet Tubman
Is presented, however, is left entirely to the teacher's discretion: Science books
show a great lack of active participation by females. "Exploring Science" a
fourth grade book, shows seventeen occupations for males while the sole female
Activity is hanging 'up clothes'," "Scienee, A Modern Approach" includes, 33 men,

410e. cit., Wide llorieene,p. 86.
a Ibid., D. 81.
14 Ibid.,

RP,
brerit Journal, XpV1, reminlolst Look- at Children's Books," JanuaryJanuary 1,911,it!r, Neto Universe, Blose Company. 1969. p. 6.

01(dia0 long, goner loser ompany. 1069, 10.
uaffittio .110041011$01$, antr oser Company. 1989. p. 11.
The World 01 1..angworie, Met Education Corporation. 1970. p. 146,
Roploris. science, Allyn Neon, Inc. 1980.
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most of them scientist's and two women, one watching Ben Franklin and one
housewife." Social Studies is another area where girls read almost exclusively
about men in texts that overwhelmingly ignore female contributions to aociety.
In the 22 fifth and sixth grade social studies texts read, men were listed in the
index 1,600 times, while women were listed only 00 times. Occasionally, adult
women In math texts do have jobs but no mention is made of their earning money,
saving, investing or making large piirchasem. All of these activities are frequently
discussed with males as subjects.

Over all other traditional female jobs, the most highly valued role offered to
girls Is that of housewife and motherthe two appearing to be inseparable. Single
women are misfits to be pitied in the textbook world. In the reader "Wide Horl.
toms," Aunt Bet with her home sewing could keep herself but that was all. She was
twenty now and ought to be married but had fancied none of the , , boys
Around, People laughed at her and called her the Princess." The message comes
through very clearly : girls really ought to be married and become mothers. In
health, handwriting, spelling, getoute and english books, women, when they an.
pear, are overwhelmingly portrayed, as mothers working at their domestic duties.
In music booke women are confined to this role in songs and illustrations, Thie Is
aluefo hail a song for girls entitled "Whom shall I marry?" "Bich man, poor man,
beggar man, thief, doctor, lawyer, merchant, chief." The theme Is a popular one
And the message is that girls have to find husbands and that is their first and most
important job.

Though's girl may have a talent or interest, it Is rarely developed for her own
satisfaction but is viewed as bait for catching her husband, For example, "... she
had grown up on a farm, learning how to spin, weave cook, sew and keep house ,
the kind of training that would be' useful to the wife of a hard working, enter .
prising young man." In Vistas' a stanza from a poem by Robert P. Tristram Coffin,
tells what american schoolmasters did for girls 1,

"They taught the girls' such manners
. As stiffened them for life,

But made many a fine speller,
(Mod mother tiZ1d good wife" "

Yet even when a woman reaches that goal of marriage' and motherhood, she
still le not treated with respect or as a mature adult. The Task Force finds that
mothera are second only to their daughters In dependency, passivity; incompe
tence, lack of imaginativeness and ingenuity and neatness. Even young boys are
often shown saving older sisters and even mothers from disaster. In a story from
"Wide Horizon" the son is helping to save.his family from a flood which his
sister sleeps through. Kees, the young hero, thinks to himielf, Hadn't Mother and
Trui gone through the Same thing? And even if they Were older, they were,- afte'r
an only women.

H
big. boy ought to be able to take at least as much as they

could. "' In Open ighways cousin Alnia, a forty year old woman, s afraid to
Hotta like' this' repeated time 'and time again in text, can't help but give children
the opinion' that Women are extremely dependent and incompetent creatures,

Mother isn't too good at handling unusual situations either, In one story moth.
eel; son has to sit up in a tree for hours until father conies home and rescues him
with a ladder. Apparently for mother to go out to the garage and get a' ladder
would have been outside her rigidly defined domestic role. It takes a father who
is good with gadgets to come up with that clever solution , Back to the flood
story for one more example of mother's reaction in a crisis. Kees was feeling
much better now that there was a grown man in the house, Women were always
so excitable and nervous. He saw that his mother was even more worried now
that Ilonwelink had told her the latest news"

Mother's activities consist of domestic duties, cooking, washing dishea, baking
goodies (with her daughter or for her son) ironing, sewing and cleaning her
always tidy. house. An obsession with neatness is another characteristic of
mothers. She almost always appears in a dress and quite often in high heels and an

It a Modern Approach, Holt Rinehart and Wington, 1066,
sl a Itorisene, !loom ioreaman company graaa 6, p. 154.
la Th is ill" Amin .2 WO, Inc, 1963, p. 2.
as Fide Herisone, Scott, OltisMan COMPAUY, ceq.
66 violas ocott,/0111Man Company, leo, graa_ta. P. 158.

Wide portron Stott. Foreman company, UT.
" Opess lighteoh i0085( P. 285..0stay alone, so she 33 wo young come and stay the night with her." Ma.
aa Wide Morison., tt, Poreeman company, p. 41.
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apron. She constantly instills this passion for neatness and personal appearance
in her daughters. in a story in "Friends Old and New" the family is expecting cotn.
party. Mother says to her small daughter, I know that you want it (your hair) to
look pretty when our friends come to visit." This small child then sits under a
hair dryer, suffering discomfort and boredom for the sake of "pretty hair," while
her brother isn't even called Into the house to change his clothes i In "Think and
Do, Fun with Our Friends" the boys are going to the farm with grandfather. The
girls want to go too but mother Insists that the girls go with her. They are
unhappy, but when they find out that they are going shopping for dresses, all
is well. Jane and I want to go to the farm with the boys'. But we like to go here
too.* Apparently they do (in the textbooks anyway) because they are almost
always pictured in pretty party dresses, good shoes and ribbons in their hair.

Adult women in the texts, unlike the men, are either job holders or mothers.
Though the United States Office of Labor statistics stated that in 1970 57% of all
working women have children under 18, we very rarely see a working mother
in textbooks. As a matter of tact, mother rarely leaves the house or yard. When
she does manage to get away, there almost always seems to be some kind of
minor disaster, thereby emphasizing the point that mothers belong in the home.
In More Friend's Old and New there Is a story about a man who says his wife's
work is easy so he stays home and she goes to the fields. lie has so many problems
that the closing line is "Never again did he offer to keep house." 44 The moral of
the storythings are best the way they are now. Yet a mother's work Is not only
never done but it is never respected or looked on as very important. The textbook
children never hush to allow their mother to concentrate. Does she ever concen-
trate on anything? Nor do the children ever bring her cups of tea while she
relaxes with the paper the way they do for their father. Doesn't this imply that
mother has no real work and therefore doesn't deserve a rest?

With the type of person mother Is, it Is no wonder that father is the exciting
member of the family. He is the childrens only link with the outside world. Father
does fun things with the children. Father solves problems and father makes
decisions. Father knows something about everything I

Many of the Task Force members expressed concern about the manner in
which marriage is portrayed in the textbooks. Since it seems to be an assumption
that marriage Is an Inevitable step in one's life, why are ail the marriages in
these book so joyless. All demonstrations of affection are off limits, as are
quarrels. The relationships between all people in the textbooks are lacking In
human warmth. Their nonemotlonalism makes them shallow, unrealistic and
uninteresting. A child learns little about interpersonal communication from
these books,

Even though there Is no closeness between husband and wifeone doosn't
find homes without both a mother and a father. What of does the now

of one parent families in texts have on the children who are presently
living In such families? Approximatety 15% of the children In our school'', live
with only one parent and the number is rising every year due to the bigh failure
rate of marriages in this country. Children whose backgrounds are signiticently
different from those found In all of their textbooks may choose to condemn
themselves or their families for being atypical or abnormal. We do not feel
that such a perception is healthy and positive steps should be taken to avoid it.

It is not only the portrayal of the family that suffers from a distortion of
reality in these textbooks, for other real life situations are rarely seen On their
pages either. People do not engage in artistic activities or become depressed ;
parents do not hire teenaged babysitters, adopt children or get sick, and children
do not wear glasses, take music lessons or wonder about God. The textbook
world might better portray varying life styles which would include children, both
boys and girls, who occasionally 'get dirty, affectionate husbands and wives,
working mother, and yes, even an occasional house-husband. In short, it Is the
belief of the Task Force that distortions of reality are not useful to young
people as they develop and seek to attain a perspective of themselves and their
world.
Conclusion* and Recommendations

it is the conclusion of the Task Force on Elementary School Textbooks that
all of the texts reviewed are sexist and must be revised before going Into a new

Friend* Old and New 1985, n. 105.
Think 4 Do, Fan With Oar Prierith, 1965. p. 58.
Store Friend. Old and New, Scott, Foreman Company, 1985, 9.228.
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printing. It is the recommendation of this Task Force that the Kalamazoo Public
School System refuse to buy any new textbooks for any area of study, until
they meet guidelines, as e.g., sugge.ted and developed by the Instructional Media
Department of the Kalamazoo Public Schools in their "Guidelines for a Non-
stereotyped Portrayal of Human Roles in Media Center Materials (Appendix
0)." We would remind the Board that their original motion which created and
charged this Committee also instructed "the admialsration to look into the
matter of working with book publishers after such a study was made. The Board
has the power and the responsibility as a consumer of these textbooks to demand
changes in them. We recommend that you write to the publishers telling them
what, specifically, is objectionable in their texts that you will not buy their
prodUcts until such revisions are made.

According to an article In the December issue of Nations Schools, "Sexism
in Textbooks," only a few years ago educational publishers were chuckling over
charges of sexism. Now they no longer find it so funny and they view sexism
as analogous to racism. The article goes on to say that some publishers, such
as Scott Foresman and Houghton Mifflin are already marketing new reading
programs which they claim cancel out feminist criticisms of their earlier publi-
cations. For example Scott Foreman publishes a new second grade reader in
which is included a story entitled "Lucky For Me". For years the venturesome
hero went from ocean voyages to amusement parks all by himself. Now due to
internal prompting by many of the company's female editors the hero Is a
heroine.

Another example of Scott Foresman's new style girls is Susie, the soap box
derby queen. The illustrations accompanying this story show Susie, still wearing
her helmet, and proudly displaying her trophy. However, we cannot help but
wonder how Susie's t-shirt remained so spotless and her skin so free from any
scrapes and smudges throughout the race that put her at the top. . . . Although
such moves on the part a Scott Foresman to revise a few stories in a few texts
may be considered by some a commendable solution to sexism charges, the Task
Force feels tbet such token efforts fall short, far short, of eliminating sexism
in the texts. We seriously question the new consciousness of Scott Foresman,
particularly after reviewing Windows, Doorways, Bridges, a 1972 reader they
are offering to schools. Out of a total number of 24 stories and poems in that
reader, one poem and two stories feature girls as main characters, while the
remaining stories and poems, 21 of them, are centered on male characters. This
is not a significant improvement to be acceptable to the non-sexist consumer. No
one,.of course, expects publishers to conform to strict statistical probabilities
in writing their texts, but the blatant bias which tbis study has shown to exist
must be erased. If this is not done, then the Kalabaazoo Public Schools must
develop their own non-sexist reading program, calling upon the professional
expertise already existant throughout the system.

Interested feminists, parents teachers, PTAs, administrators and Boards of
Education all over the country are starting to demand that publishers abolish
sex role steretoypes and publish materials that will encourage both boye and
girls to fulfill their full human potential. No one is predicting how long such
changes will take. Indeed, it may take a few years. In the meantime, however,
there are a goat many things that the Board of Education can do immediately
to help counterbalance the destructive forces of the materials currently being
used by the school system.

The most crucial and fundamental step that the Board can take is to help
make all Its elementary school staff aware of sexism In the materials they are
using. There are a great many articles written on the subject of sexism in text-
books--a list of articles appears at the end of this report. The Task Force most
highly recommends an excellent booklet published by Women on Words and
Images entitled Dick and Jane ar Victims: Sex Stereloyping In Children's
Readers. The booklet is an easily read eye-opener and it offers a comprehensive
system for identifying sexism, which can be applied to texts of all subjects. This
Task Force report itself can be used for this purpose and we recommend that
it be distributed to di elementary school staff.

Once a teacher realizes the harmful effects of daily exposure to sexist materials
there is really no limit to what he or she can do with the materials currently
available. The aware teacher will recognize the sexist nature of the suggestion
in the Teacher's Manual (World of Language, Follett Educational Corporation,
1070, p. 29) that ". . you might suggest some objects with moving parts for
the children to act out. Boys especially might welcome the opportunity to por-

II-1,S9 0 - 14 st.1 - IS
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tray a jukebox or a can opener." Such a teacher, will, of course, see no reason
why girls wouldn't like to or can't portray a jukebox or a can opener too. As
children are reading their texts and seeing mothers who do nothing but house-
work, an aware teacher can suggest to the children that while mothers do work
In the house, many mothers work outside the home as well. A profitable class
discussion can be held about all the jobs In which working mothers are engaged.
Children could also talk about hobbies that their mothers pursue, something
never seen in these textbooks, or even the volunteer work their mothers do upon
which our community is so dependent,

Once the process of becoming aware of the sexist nature of their materials
and the harmful effects such materials have on neir students has begun, the
teachers themselves will find many ways of overcoming and/or supplementing
these materials. A group of teachers, educational researchers, and graduate
students net in Ann Arbor recently to invent easy ways to "Liberate" any class-
room. Here are some of our and their suggestions.

Everyone likes to eat. Let's teach everyone to cook.
Encouorage girls to use manipulative materials like electric sockets and

cords, screwdrivers and hammers. Making sewing machines and typewriters
available to boys as well as girls.

Look for books with strong heroines and for superior biographies of
women. erllect newspaper stories about women. Display pictures of work-
ing women.

Teach boys and girls inter sex sports like volleyball early.
Eliminate "girls' corners" and boys' corners.
Invite mothers and women friends with special skills to visit your class.
Teach girls as well as hr,; to help with audio-visual equipment, and boys

as well as girls to clean up /alter messy projects. Choose boys and girls as
library aides.

Write your own math problems. "Ann's mother needed six feet of lumber
to make a bookshelf . . "Bill and John were cooking spaghetti for four
friends. They bought .. "

Encourage children to make their own studies of sex stereotypes, on tele-
vision, in magazines, and in books.

Learn about the history of women in America. It you are a woman, be
aware that you are an important role model for your class. If you have a
family, talk about it. If your husband shares the housework, mention
it. If you experience discrimination, discuss it. If you are good at carpentry
or baseball or car repair demonstrate It

Have a "Woman of the Month" bulletin board.
Eneourage your students to write their own non-sexist materials as a

class project.
The Task Force recommends that the elementary school staff immediately

adopt these and other methods that they themselves might develop as a means of
combating current sexist materials.

Up to this point the recommendations mada by the Task Force are things that
can be done immediately with little or no cost to the school system. If these
recommendations are carried out In a conscientious program, a good deal can
be done to offset the currently available sexist printed materials.

We now recommend some steps that should be taken as soon as possible which
would Involve certain expenditures in staff time and money. As we have pre-
viously indicated, it may take a few years before publishers are printing
books that are acceptable In terms of the guidelines proposed in Appendix 0.
Therefore, the Task Force recommends that as soon as possible the Administra-
Hon design and produce adequate materials to be used as supplements to the
present materials and distribute them throghout the elementary school system.
We should like to remind you that not only staff, but the children themselves
can design such materials.
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The Task Force recommends that as soon as possible inservice training pro-
grams be conducted for all elementary staff for the purpose of increasing their
awareness of the issue of sexism and its detrimental, dehumanizing effects on
children,

The sincere hope of this Task Force is that the harmful sex stereotypes and
discrimination seen in the materials used in the Kalamazoo Public Schools be
eradicated. Parents, teachers, and concerned individuals can write to publishers
demanding that textbooks be revised, and urge them to do so But only the
Board of Education can refuse to buy this material and provide adequate al-
ternatives, The Task Force on Elementary School Textbooks asks you to do so.

APPENDIX A

TEXTBOOKS EVALUATION COVER SHEET

In evaluating the material, the primary concern is for a positive and honest
portrayal of girls and women. As you can see, the evaluation sheet is primarily
designed for reading texts and may be awkward when used for other subject
texts. It so, use your own judgment and make whatever changes you think nec-
essary, keeping in mind that our major points of concern are covered In the
evaluation sheet.

As you investigate the material, consider the following questions:
Are girls and boys participating equally in physical and intellectual ac-

tivities?
Do girls have a variety of choices and aspire to a variety of goals?
Do the male characters respect the female characters and respond to them

as equals?
Are girls developing independent lives, independently meeting challenges and

finding their own solutions?
Are mothers employed outside the home? In what capacity?
Are mothers only one-dimensional charactersnamely, only mothers doing

household chores?
Are there any one-parent families?
Are fathers and children of both sexes involved in domestic chores?
Are fathers shown in any other than the stereotyped role of man going to

work and doing male-type chores on the weekend?
Does the home look "lived in" by real people or "ready for company?"
Are girls portrayed as adventurous and aggressive as well as sensitive, and

are the boys gentle as well as strong?
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APPLNDIX 4

TEXTBOOK EVALUATION SUL/ RATLD:
Excellent Good Acceptable Unacceptable

K through 6
by

Subject Trade_

book Title Series

Published by

Number of stories
Males main character

Females main character

Date

number of biographies
of males - - -
of females

Sample types of activities - Boys,

Sample types of activities - Girls

hog are adults portrayed?
hen

Women

Give page number and brief description of illustration to be copied:

Give page and quotations to be copied:

Uoy many stories are unacceptable? List and give reasons.

Comments: (use other side of needed)
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APPENDIX G' OCCUPATIONS or ADULTS

READING TEXTS

This list is only one example of how completely we channel the aspirations of
our female children. It is not difficult to understand why, after this socialization
process, only the most enterprising of young women dare to challenge the estab-
lished patterns of male-dominated activities.

factory worker
librarian
dancer
seamstress
maid
lab technician
cafeteria worker

train engineer
astrologist
farmer
doctor
author
band conductor
judge
school principal
skin diver
tailor
newscaster
mechanic
violin player
carpenter
taxi driver
contractor
fair manager
lumberjack
miner
fisherman
engineer
businessman
mineralogist
professor
forest ranger
fireman
auto worker
butcher
electrician
t.v. camera operator
blacksmith
weatherman
chef
museum guard

OCCUPATIONS CP WOMEN

teacher
movie actress
ticket seller
nurse
store clerk
weather girl
telephone operator

OCCUPATIONS 01 MEN

anthropologist
explorer
factory worker
cowboy
sailor
policeman
athlete
ruoviemaker
barber
rancher
stvtion attendant
computer operator
astronaut
gardener
pilot
teacher
skier
sky diver
priest
oil driller
soldier
baker
glassblower
detective
salesman
captain
mountain climber
silversmith
truck driver
oceanographer
ophthalmologist
painter
mailman
health Inspector

housewife
secretary
scientist
singer
anthropologist
girl scout leader

physicist
president
dentist
train conductor
inventor
politician
news reporter
orator
shoemaker
astronomer
meteorologist
garbage man
merchant
banker
metal worker
coach
jockey
matador
pirate
artist
industrialist
zoo keeper
hunter
lawyer

telephone man
surveyor
veterinarian
mover
chemist
draftsman
bricklayer
bus driver
counselor
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APPENDIX D-- REPRESENTATIVE ACTIVITIES OF CHILDREN

BEADING TEXT: ACTIVITIES OF BOYS

rake leaves
plant garden
give magic show
ride in wagons
fix things
build play house
hide girl's toys
read books
get haircut
get cat out of tree for girl
direct traffic
make toys for girls
play on trapeze bar
shovel snow
go to store for mother
cook (In emergency)
build train track
make car into wheel barrow
make wheel barrow into sled
wash ear
go camping
find fox
wipe dishes
take care of pet goat
climb trees
fly in helicopter
use telescope
row boat
shine shoes
shoot gun
write secret messages
live on houseboat
get ball down from tree for sister
help father pour cement
go to farm
play football
hike in woods
dig in dirt
ride in raft
rescue hat for girl
find sister when she is lost
play rough with dog
cook over open fire
paint
help girls out of trouble
fly toy planes
invent things
spray paint and build birdhouse

play fireman
go fishing
sell bike
stay alone with friend
rescue sister from closet
collect wild pets
tame wild horse
catch escaped goats
make telephone
watch parade and fireworks
dog sit
fish with harpoon
fill pool for sister
save family from flood
do headstands
play basketball
discipline sister
skate
Put on puppet show for girls
ride bikes
ride horses
build beach chair
catch pet rabbit for girls
help with farm chores
fix toys for girls
play with trucks
squirt hose
make snowmen
play outdoors at night with flashlight
garden for neighbor
make and fly kites
build car
ride bike to park for picnic
swim
find bird for girl
build ship model
go to baseball game with friend
make flashlight
make animal cages
climb mountain
build go cart
play violin
play cowboy
ski
ride In motorboat
find bear for sister and mother
clean garage
watch workmen
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APPENDIX EItEPRESENTATIVE ACTIVITIES OF CHILDREN
READING TEATS: ACTIVITIES OF OIRLB

model hats, coats, and dresses
walk with book on head
help mother with dishes
help mother cook
help mother clean
iron
dress up in mother's clothes
watch brother cook (in emergency)
get up on wall and can't get down
lose groceries through hole in bag
help brother in tug-of-war with dog
forget to take picture home
let pet bird out of house
save dog from drowning
get pretty clothes splashed with mud
play in house built by boys
look for toys hidden by boys
stay home while boys go to farm
talk on phone
sew
shop for clothes
skip rope
play with kittens
lose shoes
vacuum
jump rope
play in snow
lock self in closet

have tea party
worry about clothes
lose hat
watch boy's puppet show
get lost
march incorrectly
let pet rabbit get away
get dressed
get ball stuck in tree
play indoor hide and seek
have "pet" vacuum cleaner
forget book
ride horses
play with walkie-talkie
go to camp
play "statue"
sweep
play with dolls
get hair done in curlers
go to store for mother
make flower lei
sing
lose teddy bear
ride bike (in dress)
forget lunch money
dress up in grandma's clothes
cut flowers
read books

Amex= FFIFTH GRADE CLASs EVALUATION or SECOND GRADE TM

After a discussion about sex discrlmint tion in reading texts with the 1071-72
fifth grade class at West Main School taught by Ms. Gregory, some of the mem-
bers of the class decided that they would like to do a project on this topic. They
read a second grade reading text, Friends Old and Neu), published by Scott Pores-
man to determine whether or not it was sexist. An evaluation form was designed
for their use and their findings are reported here.

Out of 40 stories that they read, 30 of them had boys as main characters while
only 10 were based on female characters. These 6th graders also found that the
activities of boys and girls were very different in the textbook. The boys are
often busily engaged in active games such as baseball or football. They fly kites,
visit friends or go to the park, build things and play with such varied toys as
trains, cars, boats, airplanes, sleds, tools and drums. The girls, however, play with
dolls, teddy bears, play stoves and dishes. They sit under hair dryers, have tea
parties or do housework. When asked about exciting and interesting things boys
do, the 6th graders found that boys play with dogs, ride bikes or go fishing while
girls, once again, clean house or play with dolls. One of the girl students said,
"Girls do nothing really, unless you call cooking and stuff like that exciting."

Asked whether or not the adults in the book look or act like their parents,
teachers or other adults they knew, the 5th graders answered six to two that
they did not, saying that the adults they know don't look like the pictures in the
book, aren't as nice, and don't act as goofy. Finally, when asked if sex discrimi-
nation touched them, one girl said, "Yes. When I want to play a sport they won't
let me because I am just a girl."

This exercise by these 5th graders resulted in two notable conclusions: (1)
children do notice the distortions of reality presented In the textbooks and (2)
their basic findings were the same as ours.

The Task Force would like to take this opportunity to thank Ms. Gregory and
the following students for their participation in the work of this Task Force
and their help in making this report more directly meaningful: Donna Aries,
Gregg I3lohn, Andrea Clason, David Collins, Roger Meint, Nate Stegall, Jacquie
Stiltner, and Fred Webber.

1 See last page of Appendix F.
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BOOK EVALUATION SHEET

How many stories with boys as main characters? 31.
How many stories with girls as main characters? O.
What are some of the activities of the boys? Help other people do things and

play with toys.
What are some of the activities of the girls? House work.
What types of things do boys play with? (Boys' toys) Baseball, footballs,

trains.
What types of things do girls play with? (Girls' toys) Doll, ball, bears.
What do the boys seem to think about girls? Nothing.
What do the girls seem to think about boys? Nothing.
Some examples of exciting and interesting things boys do; Helping and

leading other people.
Some examples of exciting and interesting things girls dot Work, playing

with dolls.
Do the adults in the book look and act like your parents and teachers and

other adults you know? Yes No X.
How are they different? They're too goofy.
How are they alike? No way.

Can you give any examples of sex discrimination that you have seen or ways
that sexism has touched you? Boys leading girls and having fast answers and
ideas.

APPENDIX 0KALAMAZOO PUBLIC SCHOOLS INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA DEPARTMENT

GUIDELINES ros A POSITIVE, NONSTEREOTYPED PORTRAYAL OF HUMAN ROLES IN MEDIA
CENTER MATERIALS

I. Are both parents and children of each sex involved in household tasks?
2. Are fathers shown in roles other than going to work or doing male-type

chores? Ave there family concerns, community concerns, personal growth con-
cerns?

3. Are mothers shown in roles other than housework or child rearing? Are
there family concerns, community concerns, personal growth concerns?

4. Does the home look lived in by real human people or is it a ready for
company sterile home?

5, Are there accurate portrayals of oneparent families?
(I. Are there 'accurate portrayals of multiple parent (divorce-remarriage)

families?
7. Do the male characters respect the female characters and respond to them as

equals?
8. Are mothers employed outside the home? In 4 stereotyping or a creative

job?
9. Are boys and girls portrayed with a range of human responsesgirls ad-

venturous and aggressive as well as sensitive, boys gentle as well as strong?
VI Are boys and girls participating equally in physical and intellectual

activities?
11. Are girls developing independent lives, independently meeting challenges

and finding their own solutions?
12. Do girls have a 'variety of choices and aspire to a variety of goals?
Adapted from: Little Miss ifuffett Fights Back, N.Y. Feminists on Children's

Media. 1971; Citizens StudySex Discrimination in the Kalamazoo Public
Schools. 1972.
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SUMMARY or THE REPORT OF THE TARR FORCE ON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEXTBOOKS

The Task Force on Elementary School Textbooks has completed its study
of the texts, supplements and sets of study prints approved for use In the
1971-72 school Year by the Kalamazoo Public Schools. Our findings show that
textbooks of all content areas consistently separate people Into two rigidly defined
molds which provide unfair and distorted stereotyped role models for both boys
and girls. In textbooks the only acceptable role offered to girls is one of passivity,
dependence, Incompetence, emotionalism, and above all domesticity. The textbook
male is creative, resourceful, assertive, brave and clever. Though he is more
mutts-densional than his female counterpart, he is provided with an almost
impossible to achieve "superboy/superman" role model.

One of the most obvious findings of the Task Force is the great discrepancy
between the number of females to males present in both Illustration and con-
tent material, with males outnumbering females more than 3 to 1. There is
a great lack of active participation by females in all texts. Though an adult
female in a math text may have a job outside the home, no mention is made of
her earning money, saving money, investing or making large purchases. These
activities are frequently discussed with male subjects. Statistically, textbook
boys earn money 2 to 1 over girls in the math texts and save money S to 1 over
girls. In science texts girls are seen as timid observers while the boys actively
execute the experiments and projects. In the 22 fifth and sixth grade social
studies texts read, men were listed in the index 1,508 times while women were
listed 80 times. Handwriting texts present drills which show America's workers
as all mates and drills seldom mention girls names. There are even two-thirds
more males than females in spelling books. Can children help but get the im-
presslon that boys are more important, more intelligent, have broader career
opportunities and considerably more fun?
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From the simple text of the beginning readers to the sixth grade math and
science texts, the activities of textbook boys and girls exemplify their personality
traits. Thu girls, being passive and indecisive individuals, are seen standing or
sitting still, watching the boys build things or play games. Their fun is centered
on their future families. They help keep house, give tea parties or play withtheir dolls. They often get themselves into situations where they are in need ofhelp and it is always a boy who comes to the rescue. The textbook boys, being
vigorous and inventive individuals, are seen playing with kites or chemistry
sets. Boys are often shown having part time Jobs or going camping, fishing or
exploring on their own.

The adults who children see in their textbooks are as sex stereotyped as
the children. Men are both fathers and job holders, seen in almost every con-
ceivable occupation. Women are seen in the house or in Jobs traditionally
viewed acceptable for womenteacher, nurse or librarian. Despite the tact that
68% of working women have children under 18 years of age, we rarely see a
working mother. Marriage and motherhood are goals of the textbook feniale; yet
even when she reaches those goals, she still possesses the textbook female
personality traits of passivity and incompetence. The textbook mother stays in-doors, where she Is always wearing a dress and usually an apron and highheels.
Her activities consist of domestic duties: washing dishes, cooking, sewing andcleaning her always tidy house, There are no challenges in her life, no humor,
warmth or flexibility. She is never seen reading a book, moving furniture; playing
ball, voting, going to school or balancing a checkbook. Father Is the exciting
member Of the family. He does fun things with the children, Mies Problems,makes decisions and seems to know something about everything.

Textbooks are not mirrors of reality. They abound in distortions. They do not ,deal with real life issues or situations that confront young lives daily.- On their
pages children don't wear glasses or braces and they don't take music tessoas er
wonder about God. There Is no human warmth in the textbook child's relation-
ships with family or friends. The non-emotionalism In all textbook relationships
makes them shallow, unrealistic and uninteresting. The portrayal of adults is
also greatly distorted in texts. Marriage, though it appears as an inevitable step
in every adult's life seems quite joyless in the textbooks. All demonstrations of
affection are off limi ts, as are quarrels. Parents never get sick, engage in artistic
activities, adopt children or hire a teenage babysitter. Even though one finds no
closeneas between husbands and wives, single parent families do not exist in text-
books, The Treik Force is deeply concerned aboet the effects the non-existence of
one parent families in textbooks has on the, approximately 16% of the children
in our schools living with only one parent.

Distortions of reality and rigid sex role stereotypesare very harmful and
when they are presented to children at their most vulnerable and malleable stages
of development. These textbooks do not eneourage a 'girl to develop to her 'maxi-
mum potential. On the contrary they often imply that to del so is unfeminine.
Such a restricted portrayal of womanhood causes girls to lower their aspirations
and selfersteem. In effect, such texts prograth girls not to achieve. The textbooks
have a poWerful message tor boys as well The passive and dependent portrayal
of the textbook female, coupled with the almost ."superbeing" portrayal of the
male, strongly implies that boys must prove themselves by being strong and
brave, Textbooks eontinually- reinforce the belief that boys shouldn't show any
type of emotions. Stereotyping of males in this way creates an artificial barrier
between males and females leading ultimately to the mistaken belief that, because
males show no emotions, they have none. Limiting a boys personality in such a
way can only serve to stifle growth and maturity.

It is the conclusion of this Task Force that all of the texts reviewed are
sexist and must be revised before going into new printing. It is our recommenda-
tion that the Kalamazoo Public School System refuse to buy any new textbooks
for any area of study, until they meet guidelines, as for example, suggested and
developed by the Instructional Media Department of the Kalamazoo Public
Schools. In the meantime, however, there are a great many things that the Board
of Education can do Immediately and the Task Force makes the following recom-
mendations:

Encourage girls to use manipulative materials like electric sockets and cords,
screwdrivers and hammers. Make sewing machines and typewriters available to
boys as well as girls.

Everyone has to est. Let's teach everyone to cook.
Look for books with strong heroines and for superior biographies of women.

Collect newspaper stories about women. Display pictures of working women.
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Teach boys and girls inter-sex sports, like volleyball, early.
Invite mothers and women friends with special skills to visit your class.
Teach girls as well as boys to help with audio visual equipment, and boys as

well as girls to clean up after messy projects. Choose boys and girls as library
aides.

Write your own math problems ... "Ann's mother needed six feet of lumber to
make a bookshelf ..." "Bill and John were cooking spaghetti for four friends.
They bought . . ."

Encourage children to make their own studies of sex stereotypes on television,
in magazines and in books.

Learn about the history of women in America. It you are a woman, be aware
that you are an important role model for your class. If you have a family, talk
about it. It your husband shares the housework, mention it. If you experience
discrimination, discuss it. If you are good at carpentry or baseball or car repair,
demonstrate it !

Have a "Woman of the Month" bulletin board.
Encourage your students to write their own non-sexist materials as a class

project.
These recommendations can be carried out immediately with little or no cost

to the school system. The Task Force recommends that the following steps which
involve certain expenditures in staff time and money be taken as soon as possible.

It may take a few years before publishets are printing acceptable, non-sexist
Material. Therefore, we recommend that the Administration design and produce
adequate materials to be used as supplements to the present materials and dis-
tribute them throughout the elementary school system. We should like to remind
you that not only staff but the children themselves can design such materials.

In addition, inservice training programs should be conducted for all elementary
staff for the purpose of increasing their awareness of the issue of sexism and
its detrimental, dehumanizing effects on children.

It is the sincere wish of this Teak Force that immediate attention be given to
the implementation of these recommendations.

EVALUATION SHEET FOR SECONDARY TEXTBOOKS

The form is intended only as a guide for people studying sexism in books. More
important than the specific inforthation asked for is the rerction of the reviewer,
the comments, objections and insights that come up while evaluating the book.

More help in evaluating textbooks may be found in Need for Studies of Sex
Discrimination in Publia tiehoors, published by the Citizen's Advisory Council
on the Status of Women, Department of Labor Building. Room 1334, Washington,
D.C. 20210, and Analyzing Instructional Materials, Content Analysis Procedures,
prepared by Sara Zimet, University of Colorado Medical School, for the NEA
Conference on Sex Role Stereotypes.

I. BASIC INFORMATION

Title Reviewed by
Author , Copyright date
Series Publisher
Where used, school Class Grade
How often Is it used?
Total number of pages Size of page

H. QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION
A. For all books :

Number of pages referring to women
Cite page numbers
Column Inches or number of sentences referring to women
Number 1" photographs featuring women
Cite page numbers
What are women doing in these pictures?

B. For history and social studies texts, particularly
Name the women featured
Cite topics relating specifically to women that are covered
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Ht. QUALITATIVE INFORMATION

Acceptable references to women.
Please feel free to add any information. Use the back for further evaluation
Quotations, with page numbers
Unacceptable references to women, such as statements or innuendos demeaning

women
Quotations, with page numbers

List notable omissions of prominent women

List any signifeant subjects which have been omitted, such as, in history books,
child labor, women's suffrage, or family life

How would you improve a textbook for this class?
Have you seen other textbooks on this subject which you could recommend

as non-sexist?

ELEMENTARY TEXT BOOK EVALUATION COVER SHEET

In evaluating the material, the primary concern is for a positive and honest
portrayal of girls and women. As you can see, the evaluation sheet Is primarily
designed for reading texts and may be awkward when used for other subject
texts. if so, use your on judgment and make whatever changes you think nec-
essary, keeping in mind that our major points of concern are covered in the
evaluation sheet.

As you investigate the material, consider the following questions:
Are girls and boys Participating equally in physical and intellectual

activities?
Do girls have a variety of choices end aspire to a variety of goals?
Do the male, characters respect the female characters and respond to

them as equals?
Are girls developing independent lives, independently meeting challenges

and finding their own solutions?
Are mothers employed outside the home? In what capacity?
Are mothers only one-dimensional charactersnamely, only mothers doing

household chores?
----- Are there any one-parent families?
-- Are fathers and children of both sexes involved in domestic chores?

Are fathers shown in any other than the stereotyped role of man going
to work and doing maletype chores on the weekend?

Does the home look "lived in" by real people or "ready for company?"
Are girls portrayed as adventurous and aggressive as well as sensitive,

and are the boys gentle as well as strong?

TEXT BOOK EVALUATION SHEET IK TI111011011 6)-

By
Rate : 0 Excellent 0 Good 0 Acceptable 0 Inacceptable

Subject Trade
Book Title Series
Number of stories Number of biographies

Males math charecter of males
remaim main character of females

Sample Types of activitiesBoys

Sample Types of activitiesGirls

flow are adults portrayed?
Men

Women

Give page number and brief description of illustration to be copied :
Give page and quotations to be copied :
How many stories are inacceptable?. List and give reasons.
Comments:
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REPORT OF THE "STUDENT ORIENTED" TASK Foam

(By Bridget Stover)
tux STUDENT °MINTED TASK FORCE DEPORT

The "Student Oriented" Task Force has attempted to consider all things
affecting students that are non - athletic and non-academie as being within its
area of study. Since we felt our Task Force's charge was of an exploratory
nature, no attempt was made to try to reach a large proportion or a scientific
sampling of all people or activities concerned and, as a result, most of our
information is anecdotal, However, we have tried to have contact with admin-
istrators, teachers, students and parents at the grade schoO1, junior high and
senior high school levels.

The Task Force members were constantly frustrated throughout the study
because what little awareness there was of sex discrimination iocused on
athletics, personnel and course work,,not in the areas we were to examine. So
while a great deal of energy was expended we didn't always feel we were getting
much information pertinent to our study. Bitore presenting the work that the
committee did it seems appropriate to present, some general impressions we
had throughout our contact with the schools and individuals,

During the drat part of our study we had complete and seemingly willing
cooperation from our committee liaison and all school staff members. Dr. Hagen's
letter to staff members opened all doors for us and we got immediate action and/
or information on any request we made, During the second part of the study
and with a change in administration and liaison we have not had the same
high quality of cooperation. We were refused admittance to a school, information
requested was a long time in coming and tasks assumed by the school were not
performed at all or as outlined. This semi-cooperation made our task more
diffieult and raised the question In our mind as to whether this present school
administration and/or liaison were truly committed to the task of examining
sex discrimination In the schools. If this was the case it raises concern as to
whether or not this same administration will act to further study sex discrim-
ination (if necessary) in depth in the schools and then move to eliminate such
discrimination where it exists.

The Task Force members were also struck by the lack of awareness by the
people we contacted as to the problem and possibility of sex discrimination in
the schools. Many of the peopleparents, teachers, students, principals
hadn't thought about It tit all or in areas other than athletics and personnel.

As a result In many of our contacts we had to begin to educate people as to
what sex discrimination might be and what forms it might take. In order to help
theM focus in on the topic we usually asked them If they were aware of any
activity or programs, eta. where there were all boys or all girls or was there
anything that boys could do and not girls and vice versa. This -seemed non-
threatening to people and helped them to think of possible situations of diserim-
!nation. While many of the people we talked with weren't able to think of any
discriminatory situations or activities, we felt that they had at least been sensi-
tized to a small degree. If they did in the future see something going on only for
boys or only for girls they might evalpate the situation more closely for possible
sex discrimination. We felt this was a valuable side effect of the study.

801100L8 AS RF.PLECTORS OF SOCIETAL ATTITUDES

While it Is probably obvious to all, we feel it should be pointed out how the
schools reflected the wider societal traditional attitude about sex discrimination,
women liberation, the appropriate role of boys and girls, etc. As mentioned above
many people were unaware of and/or unconcerned about the possibility of sex
discrimination and had never given the problem serious considoration. Such is
the ease in society at large. At one meeting we held at the administration build-
the several men stuck their heads in the room, interrupted, made general jeering.
ridiculing remarks about the committee, its task, its members, etc, Such ridicule
of and about women and their concern re: set- discrimination is also very common
in society. In discussions with teachers and administrators, a general picture
of girls being passive, rope jumpitue. gossiping, silly, more academically skilled
and boys being active. brave punishment accepters who can be spanked but who
don't pick up basic skills as rapidly was often presented. These representations
are the traditional societal views of boys and girls. The schools and the people
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involved In the schools reflected these views, acted in terms of them and as a
result, reinforced and further imposed these traditional behavior models on thestudents.

While society gives lip service to the fact that both parents are responsible forthe care of children and are concerned about their education, it was our im-
pression that the mothers showed more concern about their children's school ex-perience, were more involved In school activities and were looked to by the
schools, for greater participation in the schools. The schools expected Mother"'
to be "home room mothers", bring treats, transport children, come to school for
routine illnesses and discipline problems, help with bazaars, lower level PTA
tasks, etc, but fathers were looked to for construction projects, handling 'severehealth problems and serious discipline problems and high level prestigions PTA
positions. Usually when they did so, some thanks was given. However, fathers'help seemed to be considered extra special and effusive thanks were given fortheir usually limited involvement, In summary, it seemed that the traditional
societal pattern of women doing most of the time consuming "chore" type jobsfor men being called in to do the hard, "serious" or high status jobs and thengetting the lion's share of the thank-yous was reflected in the sehool's 'IOW of
expected parental participation in the schools and was in fact how most parents
were involved in the schools.

lit is now time to move from the general impressions of our exPeriences and
the Impression of the reflection of societal beliefs and attitudes in the schoolsto a consideration of the specific areas our task force explored.

. ,

fisssztets or sonoot. rector
The "Administrative Procedure. Bulletins" and the "Board Policy Bulletins"

were examined to see if they contained any policies and procedures dealing with
non-academic, non-athletic student-related activities which were discriminatoryin terms of sex,

The following were the "Board Policy Bulletins" which were examined :
a. No 84Student Publications June 16, 1968, Reissued August 11, 1969.b, No .3& --- Involvement of Students in After-Sehool Educational ActivitiesJune 15, 19'10.
c.,No.-$8Overt Discriminatory BehaviorJan 4, 1911.
d. No 44--Sithool Ilndorsement of Student Participation in Activities such as

Sponsored and Initited by Non-School OrganisationsNovember 15, 1911:
We were very concerned with Policy Bulletin No. 88. Nowhere in the este-

ment was sex mentioned as an area covered by the overt discriminatory behavior
statement.: We feel that sex must be included in this statement and that the state-ment should be revised so it reads as follows:

-noAn ratio: atrtzfirts
Discrimination may be viewed as any action or institutional structure whichsubordinates a person or group because of rat*, religion, ethnic backgtOunLI ofsere. The best definition of discriminatory behavior is ani ePetat10041 Ok4e This

mean* that it must be based upon the way people actually behave.
Overt discrimination In a detriment to the educational and social. Ifrortit at

the studenfs in °Ur school system. Behavior of Individual staff members towatdstudents and assignment of students to classes by counselors based on race, reli-tton, ethnic background ot seas is totelly unacceptable in accordance with thephilosophy of the Kalamazoo Public Schools.
Overt Discrimination, when proven, shall be considered grounds for distnIsSel.Examples of overt dtscrlmination shall include, but not be limited to, thefollowing:
1. Dealing with behavioral problems of students on the basis of the student's

race, religion, ethnic background or sea,.
2. Marking students for individual assignments or for a semester's work on the

basis of religion, ethnic backtootsnd or sex.
8. Exclqslon of students from classroom and extra-curricular activities on thebasis of religion, ethnic background or sex.
4. Assigning of students to class by counselors on the basis of race, religion,ethnic background er sex.
5. Refusing to confer or talk with students because of race, religion, ethnicbackground or sex.
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6 Calling students derogatory names or referring to them by derogatory names
linen as nigger, boy, wetback, greaser, honkie, broad or chick.

V. Palling to introduce comparative cultures pertaining to blacks, Mexicans,
and American Malaya; all religions and nationalities when called for by the
curriculum; accurate view of the contribution of women in an cultures, our
additions)

We feel that when the revised statement Is adopted and when it is implemented
greet strides can be made to insure the full and equal participation of women
in all areas of school programs.

The following "Administrative Procedures Bulletins: were examined:
a. No. 7Participating in Activities Sponsored by Recreation Department

dated February 16, 1969.
b. No 11.Student PublicationsJune 80, 1971 (revised)
e. No 23Use of Schoo. Swimming Pools--Nov. 80, 1972, revised April 20, 1967.
4. No. 49--Re-enrollment of Junior and Senior High School Students, Sept.

1970.
e. No. 56Precedure Regarding Overt Discriminatory Behavior, May 25, 1971.
f. No. 57Aproval of Student Participation in Programs and Activities Such

as Contests, Recognitions, Competitions, and Performances initiated by Non-
School Organizations, October 25.1971.

Two of the above proodure statealents gave cause for concert). In No. 57,
regarding student participation in non-school initiated programs and activities,
one of nine guidelines for whether approval for participation would be granted
Is whether or not the "program Is open to all students, regardless of race or
creed." it seemed to the Committee that sea should also be added so that the
question reads: "Is the program open to all students, regardless of race, creed
or seat" We also feel that this amended revision should be a requirement, not
a guideline consideration for school endorsement of non-school initiated pro-
grams and activities.

We are also concerned with No. 56 as it stands now. The procedures outlined
in No. 56 are fine as steps to express grievances re discriminatory behavior.
Our concern is that as it Is now, it relates only to overt discriminatory behavior
based on sex. The procedures outlined in No. 56 do not allow redress of grievances
of a sex discriminatory nature. We feel it must do so. The revised statement
coupled with the grievance procedure outlined in "Administrative Procedures"
Bulletin No. 56 will give women an adequate procedure for taking action when
they are subjected to discriminating action based on their sex, as well as race,
religion and ethnic origin.

DlaCtrtrat

An analysis of the "Standards for Discipline" as adopted by the Kalamazoo
Board of Education on February 1, 1971 was also made. In general, the state-
Meat ..makett refere Ix* oneerning sex and as It stands, all provisions out-
lined would apply to both men and women student& This IS-at it should be.
However, there are several additions which we feel are necessary.

First, in outlining responsibilities for discipline for students, parents, coun-
selors, teachers, principals, the superintendent and the Board of Education,
the general statement is made that each of the groups listed above "must work
within himself (and related persons) to admit and eliminate prejudice of
race, creed and social class". We feel that sex must also be added so that all
Persons involved are responsible to admit and eliminate prejudice based on sea
as well as race, treed. and *octal class. (The feminine pronoun might also be
added here to further illustrate the point.

Secondly, in many areas reference is made to calling the parent or guardian
when there is a disciplinary problem. As we mentioned earlier there are dif-
ferencee In the application of this procedure. When there are two parents in the
home either or both parents should be contacted without regard to the serious-
ness of the problem. Either the mother or the father can handle trivial or serious
problems and should be expected to do so.

Thirdly, there did seem to he some instances of diecriminatory use of corporal
punishment as brought out in our discussions with elementary school principals.
Female principals felt they could and would "spank" both boys and girls but
men principals felt th,,y could only "Qom*" hays. This seemed enneelally true
when there was a difference In the race of the principal and the' female child.

This later situation mimed to invoke the threat of general societal Concern
or outrage of a sexist and/or racist nature. It would seem that If corporal
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punishment is being considered that it should be applied within the general
guidelines suggested in the discipline policy and that sex and race should not be
considerations either in the application of force or in judging situations where
force has been used,

Two further tasks were carried out within the general area of discipline.
An analysis was done for disciplinary problems and action taken on those prob-
lems to see if there was a difference between boys and idea and the action taken
for problems relating to boys and girls. This was done in one early elementary
school. The disciplinary problems were placed in two categoriesrowdy be-
havior (snowball throwing, yelling, etc.) and interpersonal conflict (fighting,
pushing, name calling, etc.). There appears to be no diserimination based on sex
as to the numbera of students "called to account" for either of these two prob
tem areas. The two general categories of disciplinary action were talking to
offenders and taking some further action (tailing parents, spanking, etc.) and
there appeared to be no differences on action taken for boys or girls. This was
as it should be and the task force felt that this type of analysts should be carried
out by all the elementary schools to insure that both boys and pirls are equally
held aecountabte for unacceptable behavior and to insure that all disciplinary
Problems are handled equally and fairly.

An attempt to analyze disciplinary problems and action for the Junior Hier-and Senior High School was also made, Since there didn't seem to be any one
person at each school who had information as to the number and type of dis-
ciplinary problems and the aetion taken on these referrals in the schools we wereforced to use the figures on suspension for the schools. Since suspension is one
of the last measures taken, and these are the only figures available, we were
unable to ascertain whether or not referral for disciplinary action of a more
routine nature was made for the same offense without reference to sex andwhether the actions taken were equally applied for men and women students.
We feel that the schools should collect such informatiott and that one personshould have such data and should analyze it to insure that there is no sear dis-
crimination in referrals and in action taken on such referrals.

The following is a list of approximate percentages of male and female students
suspended from Junior and Senior High Schools for the listed offenses from
September 1072-March 1973.

Pot =hos.
Mgt AuntieOffense

111111161
62 karat

maim oda
Nab*
gin foods

Mae
tatoley

Assiu t anti l4t411
Piot and Onto

01 t00011
of weapon

Total
91

64

11

I
14

I
9

36

These figures would indicate that for all categories a much greater percentage
of male students are being suspended than female students. School figures show
that the split betwcen male and female students for Junior and Senior Highs
combined is 50% tansies and 60% males. The Committee felt that there might
be variations within schools so percentages of male and female students sus-
pended from each school were also tallied. The following shows the percentage
of male and female students suspended from each of the Junior and SeniorHigh Schools
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Percent of total number
suspended

School Mats Female

Central 71 29
Norris 43
Hillside

Si

Milwood It 11
Northeastern 0 /1Oakwood
South 49 31

Total 64

Again, male students are suspended in a greater proportion then female stu-
dents in all schools and there does appear to be a difference among the schools.
A much greater proportion of men are suspended at Central than at Norrix and
the Committee felt that an analysis should be done at Central to see if males are
being discriminated against in the application of suspension procedures. Such an
analysis is also suggested for Oakwood, South and Northeastern. The Commit-
tee recommends chat the school system collect and analyzse data re the referral
for suspension to see that these referrals are made without consideration of
sex and to make sure that mile students aren't being unfairly treated in this
area of school action and in conflict with stated school policy.

In corcluding the work of the Committee in the area of discipline it seems
pertinent to note that in a survey of students (to be elaborated on later) 24%
of the females surveyed in the high schools felt that there was discrimination
by sex in the area of discipline and 30% of the males surveyed felt there was
such discrimination. It seems that there may Indeed be a basis in fact for such
a feeling.

GENERAL SCHOOL CONTACT

During the course of our study we felt it would be appropriate to visit several
schools to try to get a "feel" for the schools and to see if in those limited contacts
we saw or were told of any sex discrimination. This was done by walking around
in the schools, observing classes in session, talking with principals as tone
setters for schools and by reading publications of the schools. We attempted to
do all these for elementary, junior and senior high school. Because of a lack of
people power and time, not nearly as much observing as would be necessary and
desirable for an accurate and comprehensive picture was carried out. However,
we will present what our impressions were.

First, beeause concerns were expressed to us about separation of the sexes in
activities In kindergarten and because this is the first experience children have----
in the public schools and as such, may set the tone for the whole school experi-
ence, we focused on kindergartens. (It should be noted here that when a male
committee member attempted to set up a time to visit one kindergarten clasa
he was, by lack of action on the schools' part in essence, not given permission
to do so. This was the only negative school building contact our committee had).
In summarizing the observations and discussions concerning kindergartens, it
seems that effort are made to mix the sexes and possibly the fact that effort
must be made indicates that there is already separation of the sexes and their
"appropriate" activities by the time children enter the schools or In their early
exposure to the school. The school may have to recognize this and thus fulfill the
double responsibility of eliminating preconceived notions and consequent closed
options and to make sure they don't perpetuate these preconceived roles. There
was some indication that activities were separated into areas of dolls, doll cribs,
toy appliances, dressup clothes mid areas of tractors, blocks, trucks and belts.

Where there was this clear separation, there tended to be separation of sexes
with girls in the area with dolls, etc. and boys in the area with trucks, balls,
etc. In some cases it seemed boys would take part In some of the traditionally
female toy areas but didn't want the girls to play in the traditionally male toy
areas. The Committee feels that if there are any separation in toy areas it should
be based on other criteria than traditional female-male activities. Possibly the
areas should be quiet play areas, active toy areas, manipulative toy areas, etc.
and a blend of traditional boy-traditional girl toys should be within each area
and efforts should be made to see that both boys and girls play in all areas.

5305 0 14 pt. OS
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Playground activities were alSo examined and it seemed that there was much
segregation of the sexes on the playground. Some activities were exclusively male
(softball, kick ball, toss) in some cases and some ware exclusively female (jump
rope). Sonie activities were mixed (field soccer, dancing, tree climbers) and the
Committee feels these should be stressed and other joint participation including
activities should be developed and encouraged on playgrounds. One situation was
related where the boys used to play the girls In softball but the games were
stopped because the girls always beat the boys. While this was related as a
humorous story it seemed to the Committee to raise many very serious considera-
tions and should be considered in terms of the message this gave to the little girls
involved. In summary then it seems that in early school classrooms and play situa-
tions there is some separation of the sexes and that this separation Is In some
ways enceuraged by the physical set-up and activities pursued. The Committee
feels that the schools should carry out an analysis of the physical set-up of class-
rooms to see whether or not there is equal access to and use of all materials and
classrootn areatt. If this is not the cue, then immediate steps mould be taken
to remedy the situations. The schools should also make sure that activities that
insure and encourage equal participation of boys and girls are encouraged within
classes and on the playground. A step In this direction might be made by elimi-
nating sex-segregated lines to and from the playground when they exist.

In our tour through other level schools and in our observations of classes in
session, with the eXception of the material mentioned in the -preeeding para-
graphs, we saw no evidence of, activities or class participation segregated by sex.

The Comtnittee also reviewed a small selection of periodicals that are published
by individual schools such as newsletters, year books, school 'newepapera and
bulletins to get the tone of the schools and to see whether or not we-found any
overt 'distriMination in periodicals. We got our sample from pet fodicals belonging
to committee members and from some of those sent to our liaison in the adminls-
tration building by the schools. None of the articles we reviewed seemed sexist and
there seemed to be fairly equsl coverage of both males and females in the articles
reviewed. This is one of the areas however, where we found differing levels of
expectations for parents of either sex and where minimum thanks seemed to be
given to mothers who exerted great effort in school activities. It in hoped by the
Ootntalttee that school personnel involved in producing or helping students to
produce school bulletins and other periodicals will be alert to the problem of
sex diserimination and will make sure that men and women students and factaty
are treated ecinally in the number and content of articles covered in school
periodicals. WO also recommend that each school do a thorough content analysis
of all its publications On a regular basis (yearly) to see that there is equal treat-
ment of the sexes in the publitations .

As a further way to get the 'atone" of the schools the task force members inter-
viewed seven principals, 3 at grade schoOl level and two at the other two levels.
These were held becapm we felt_prncipals set the "tone" for building and
wanted to get some idk of tbeliimresstms shout he-behavior Oferen be-
tween boyd and girls, sex distrimination In their school or within the system,,
disciplining and a variety of other topics. We also used these _interviews to tell
them abed thestudy, to get their approval to contact students and teachers within
their schools and to get any ideas about possible areas to cover. All the Prin-
cipals interviewed were very cooperative and very open in their °eminent& Ali-
Were very agreeable to our contacting other people within their schoolk It Seemed
that meet had never given much consideration to the possibility of sex discrimi-
nation within their schools. One principal felt there probably was sex diserimina
tiOn in his school but felt that it was, a result of the traditional patterns of be-
havior and behavior expectations and not determined by rules, laws, etc. No
action was being taken to eombat sex discrimination in that school.

When specific activities within the schools, such as seating in class, cafeteria or
assemblies, club membership, behavioral expectations for bOys and girls etc,
were discussed. most of the answers seemed to show that the principals were
not aware of discrimination within these areas. Several of the principals felt
that the concern should be and was about racial discrimination and not sex
diseriMination. Some principals were unaware of and /or unconcerned about the
problem of sex discrimination, some were aware of but not taking action con -
cerning instances of sex discrimination ; and some felt it was of secondary (or
no) importance. The Committee feels that efforts should be made to familiarize
principals with the problem of sex discrimination, the subtle and not so subtle
way it is manifested and the seriousness of the problem and then to help prin-
cipals examine every aspect of student life at school and to eliminate those
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policies or procedures or activities however large or small which are sexist in
nature.

TEA C II ERS

The committee members also met with teachers, singly and in groups, to find
out if they were aware of sex discrimination. We attempted to focus on teachers
that were aware of or involved in extra curricular. activities (band, speech,
drama, cheerleading, interest clubs) since this was our primary area of con-
cern. It wes in these discussions where the, committee felt much frustration.
The teachers interviewed felt there was much discrimination based on sex but
most of the information they gave concerned athletics and personnel and not
areas of our study and Will not be presented here. One teacher mentioned that
several women complained because there is a father's night celebration during or
after football season but nothing for mothers. They were especjally irritated as
they felt they had had to do most of the work for the child involved rn foot-
ball and the fathers were getting the thanks. The Committee felt that if there
are parent thank-you nights for football or any other activity that both parents
should be invited and thanked for their extra efforts which allowed their child
to participate in outside activities. Some of the teachers interviewed felt that
there was differential treatment among activities (cheerleading gets more
money than debate) and differential testimony of activities between schools
(debate for Central and debate for Norrix) but they didn't have concrete ex-
amples of discrimination based on sex within activities except in the area of
drama and debate. Several concerns were mentioned within these fields.
First there was the expressed feeling that there is inherent discrimination against
women in many plays in content and roles and authorship and that because of
this schools would have difficulty in finding and producing a play which wasn't
in some way discriminatory against women. The concern was also expressed
by one coach that in debate girls, usually had to be twice as good as boys
to be 'judged competent. It was felt that this was due to the fact that
most judges are men who tended to favor boys in this area.

While most teachers felt there were some sexist teachers and school policies
they were not able to give any concrete examples. We felt this was probably due
to lack of examination and awareness of the types of discriminatory activities
that can go on, since as noted before, most, if not all, attention was focused on
athletics and personnel matters and not on the outside activities and less ob-
vious matters we were focusing on. The Committee feels that much work needs
to be done to familiarize teachers with the problem of sex discrimination and
the ways it is manifested and then to engage the teachers in an evaluation of
their own discriminating remarks, rules. etc. and to help them eliminate and
change any discriminatory practices they engaged in themselves and that they
see others engage in. More specifically, as to the concerns re: drama and debate,
the Committee felt that debate judging should be done. in an Impartialloanner
and that there should be equal representation of the sexes in the judges selected.
We also felt that all teachers involved in presenting plays, at whatever level in
school or of sophistication, should be encouraged to make sure that no plays of
a sexist nature (in terms of content or role distribution) be presented.

PARENTS

The Committee felt that it should have some contact with parents to see if
they were aware of any sex discrimination in extra-curricular activities and
other related matters. We had some discussions with parents and we also at-
tempted to survey parental opinion through a questionnaire.

First, most of the parents we interviewed were mothers who were Involved in
the women's movement and thus were very aware of the problem of sex discri-
mination and the subtle forms it can take. Again, most of the areas where they
felt there was unfair treatment was in the areas of athletics. In addition, there
were concerns expressed regarding the separation by sex in lining up in the early
grades and the reeling that this made children feel that the sexes should be
separated. Concerns were expressed about the separation by sex in activities in
class and on the playground and the feeling that this wasn't good. Some concern
was expressed concerning a class play presented in the early elementary grades
in which girls were presented as stupid, helpless and passive and that boys were
presented as the smart ones who were able to plan and solve problems. This
was felt to be inappropriate subject matter and to have a detrimental effect on
girls and their view of themselves. Concerns were also expressed that many
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teachers seemed to have traditional views of the appropriate behavior for boysand girls and applied negative sanctions on boys and girls whose behavior dif-
fered from their views. Much of the material and activities presented by these
teachers seemed to be geared to their views of the appropriate roles for boys
and girls and resulted in a furthering of their views and an Imposition of these
behavioral standards on the children. Parents who had different views felt that
it was not fair or appropriate to impose these possibly sexist standards on their
Children. The Committee concurred with this feeltrg.

In an attempt to reach more parents a questionnaire was designed to send toparents to see if their children were involved in extra-curricular activities; ifthey weren't, why not and, to see If they felt there was discrimination between
the sexes In a variety of situations. There were a number of problems with the
questionnaire. First of all, we worded the last question In each a way that we
Were unable to tell which sex the parents felt were discriminated against in a
variety of sittlatiOne. However, the responses do show concerns re discrItainatien
one way or the other In general areas and we feel that this is useful in helping
the schools examine the problem of sex diserlmination. Secondly, there was much
Confusion abOitt the dietribittiOn of the questiOnnaire. 'The school administrationassumed reeponsibility for reproducing the questionnaire, selerting a random
selection of parents of Xunior and Senior High School Students, and seuclIng thequestionnaires out to the parents. Originally we Were advised the questionnairee
were sent to PAO perents in November and that they would be filled out ddring
parent-teacher eonferences in April. We finally received 49 responses from the
November mailing (which supposedly was not done) and received none troin the
parent-teacher conferences although we were advised by some parents they WO

questionnaires Ont. We have no idea what cover letter was sent with the
vtionnalrelt and no information from the schools as to how the sample Was

selected of how parents felt.
Ninety percent of the 40 parents have children who take part in extra-curri-

cular 4019160a. Of the 49 parents that reeponded, not one parent felt sex kept
their children from taking part in extra- curricular activities whereas 4't% felt
that other factors (transportation, money, lack of time, job interference, lack of
interest In existing activities, lack of skills) kept their children from participat-
ing in eirtra-curricular activities. 24% of the respondents felt that "then or women
etudents have unfair advantages" in (their) children's schools in one or more of
the following areaa:

Aeon or mita stivoltie

peafttitg

littrigou'hot
11.4

in 'Infer emote qi oil
advantage toe

hew

As was mentioned the question was poorly worded so that we don't know which
sex supposedly has an unfair advantage in which area. We did get the following
comments added to the quettion

"Olds have advantage in discipline
"Drees Code more strict on boys."
"Iloyi have more sports activities than girls."
The Committee felt that the returns we received were thought-provoking and

showed several areas for further examination despite the problems mentioned
earlier. In summary it seemed that no parent felt sex kept their children from
participation in extra-curricular activities but one-fourth of the parents felt there
was sex discrimination in other areas of school life.

artrataira
Since our task force was "student oriented" we also explored a variety of topics

with a variety of groups of students to get their ideas on sex discrimination in
the schools. One of the student members felt it would be interesting to ask stu-
dents their opinions as to whether they would rather be a boy or a girl and if so,
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why. We thought some of their responses might show areas of preferential treat-
ment and possible sex discrimination. This was done In a grade school class and
a Junior High class. Nothing of value for our purposes was reported in the grade
school class and the only possible significant points from the Junior High student*
were that no boys wanted to be girls and of the few girls that wanted to be boys,
most wanted to be boys so they could take part in sports.

Two task force members went to a class at the Senior High School level to die-
Cuss sex discrimination. Only one student in this class was aware of overt dis-
crimination In the schools. The rest never thought about it or were unconcerned.

We also had a number of discussions with small groups of students, all women, -

to get their ideas. Many concerns regarding sex discriminating practices were
raised by these women students. The heightened awareness seemed to result
from the knowledge of the women's movement and from being the target of dis-
criminatory behavior. Almost all of these students felt that they were ridiculed
by teachers and peers because of their knowledge, discussion and action in areas
pertaining to sexism. This ridicule took place in both the Junior and Senior High
levels. While this was the major concern, in addition these students related some
of the following instances of sexist remarks or practice

a. "Male teachers, especially, often make :comments implying that the superior-
ity of men and the dumbness (although 'cute') of women. Teachers seem very
careful not to do this racially (implying white superiority) but, with women,
either they don't realize what they are doing, or they think they are tonhy."

b. A teacher Is quoted as saying "It isn't virile for men to sit with their legs
crossed." He goes on to ridicule those that do.

c. Discussion in Driver's Education Class as to what poor drivers women area
d. In First-Aid Class, women can be excused when films of accidents are shown

since women "can't take it."
e. Only men were allowed in some organizations.
f. Janitor putting up a notice on the school bulletin board: "Boys for Stage-'

hands." (In reality both boys and girls had been stagehands In the past).
g. Some assemblies were held only for men.
The Committee telt that the above are examples of discriminatory behavior

and that the offenders should be required to stop. Some of the girls were con-
cerned as they felt there was no place to go for help as the male administrators
in the schools were not responsive to their concerns. The Committee feels that
there should be a grievance procedure for the women or men students to use
when they feel they are being discriminated against because of their sex and
that they should be encouraged to file such grievances. The Committee also feels
that there should be at least one female administrator in each Junior and Senior
High School.

The last, and most major, task we carried out with students was a question-
naire which we designed for Senior High School students and for which the
school assumed responsibility for duplication of the questionnaire, selettion of a
random sample; edrelnistertriff the queitiolfrairelndCellektion of the eotiiiitifed
questionnaires. It was our understanding that approximately 200 questionnaire8
would be sent out; however, we received only 141 back. It is our understanding
that the questionnaires were sent to the Senior High principals and they were
asked to select classes on each grade level and have the teachers have the stu-
dents complete the questionnaire during clasatime. We did not receive a copy of
the cover letter it there was one. The questionnaire was similar to the one 00M
Dieted by parents and we sought to find out whether or not students took part in
extra-curricular activities; if so, which ones; if not, why not; and, if they telt
either sex had an unfair advantage in several areas of school life. There were
191 responses; 88 female and 63 male; 78 from Norris and 63 from Central. 81%
of the respondents take part in some extra-curricular aetivity. Approximately
11% of the respondents felt their sex kept them from participating in extra-
curricular activities. This represented 19.5% of the female respondents and 8.8%
of the male respondents. 50% of the respondents felt that "young men or young
women students have unfair advantage in (their) school: In the following areas:
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!I gement)

Thought t sex had unfair advantage

Males Females

Grades
Activities

triceiAlne
special privileges

17
15
24
30
273

16

12
24
23
5

All

respondents

1G
25

IL
23
6

Again, the question was poorly written so that we don't know who thinks
which sex has the unfair advantage in which areas. It did seem very important
to note that over half of the students did feel there was sex discrimination in some
areas of school life, The Committee feels that further action should be taken to
examine the student beliefs about unequal treatment and to then take action so
that any inequities are eliminated.

EETRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

It seems that there should be some discussion regarding extre-curricular ac-
tivities in general and this information comes from our discussions with faculty
and students and from the student and parent questionnaires. First of al), there
seemed to be very strong distinctions made between athletic activities and other
extra-curricular activities. It seemed very obvious that athletics received the
most attention, prestige and financing caused the greatest concern regarding sex
discrimination among the people questioned. Many teachers and students felt
that mates had a much greater opportunity to participate in athletics and they
felt this was unfair, The Committee agreed. Concern was raised regarding the
Much greater funding for athletics as opposed to funding for other outside ac-
tivities. The inequity between funds for athletics and extra-curricular activities
also appeared in the area of pay for teachers performing extra duties. On the
Junior High level, there were no items in the pay scale for extra duty pay in areas
other than athletics and cheerleading. At the Senior High level the following pay
schedule was used for extra-curricular activities .1

Percent of
base ptty

Senior class sponsor 8
Junior class sponsor
Sophomore class sponsor 2
Debate and forensics coach
Assistant debate and forensics 4
Drama tics 8

The athletic coaches (male) and associates get from 22% to 9% of their base
pay for extra duties and the women coaches get from 7% to 4%. The disparities
between athletic and non - athletic extra pay duties and the tact there are 24 extra
duty athletic jobs and only six non-athletic extra duties jobs give cause for eon-
eoneern. t we want to encourage teachers to he involved in extra-curricular
activities so that more students may take part, there may have to be more extra
pay available for more assignments and greater equality between extra pay for
athletic and non-athletic duties.

The information from the questionnaires gives us some picture of the amount
of involvement in extra-eurricular activities and also a picture of what keeps some
students from taking part in extra-curricular activities.

Ninety percent of the parents said their children took part in extra-curricular
activities and 81% of the students indicated that they took part in extra-
curricular activities. However. 46% of the parents and 156% of the students felt
they were kept from participating in extra-curricular activities to some degree
because of problems with transportation, money, lack of time, job interference,
sex, tack of interest in existing activities or lack of skill. Some effort should be
made to see that these blocks to fuller participation are eliminated,

The Committee felt some concern because there were a few organizations men-
tioned where only men or only women were members. This was due in some cases
to sex being a criteria for membership and by tradition in other areas. For ex-
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ample, no women are allowed to belong to Varsity Club or the now defunct Fellow-
ship of Christian Athletes. Apparently, no men are members of Future Nurses
or Future Homemakers but this seems to be by tradition rather than by sex
being an overt criteria of membership. The Committee feels that no club or
extra-curricular activity should exclude members of either sex by membership
criteria or by subtle or not so subtle behaviors based on preconceived notions of
what 18 appropriate activity for men or women. Htforts should also be made to
insure equal participation in all activities by both males and females and greater
effort may have to be made to recruit the under-represented sex group into ac-
tivities where one sex predominates.

coma:most

The "student oriented" task force accepted as Its charge the task of examining
those elements In the students' school experience that are non-athletic and non-
academic for the presence of sex discrimination. We had no Idea how elusive that
topic would be. We considered our examination to be of an exploratory nature and
have tried to examine a number of facets of school life from a variety of per-
spectives. We have not examined all facets of school life or any single facet
from all perspectives. We feel it will be up to the school system to do thls. In
our exploration we have tried to determine whether or not there is sex dis-
crimination, not just discrimination against women. We feel we found this to be
the case.

We found that sex Is used as a differentiating criteria In many situations, and
we felt that it Is unnecessary and/or harmful in most of these. In many in-
stances we found that, not only sex, but a whole host of traditionally held ideas
regarding appropriate behavior and appropriate aspirations are used in evaluat
ing students and in developing opportunities for students. The imposition of the
traditional views is harmful and unnecessary when it results In a negative eval-
uation of and blocked opportunities for some students.

As was mentioned much earlier in the report, the traditional views of what is
appropriate for boys and what is appropriate for girls comes from the larger
society. The Committee was struck by how accurately and pervasively the schools
reflect the traditional societal views and how they reinforce and perpetuate
these views. The schools also reflect the societal views re sex discrimination. some
are concerned about it. Some ridicule it. Some are hostile toward it and, most
are unaware of it. Because of these later attitudes, there is not widespread con-
cern about the possibility of sex discrimination in the schools and the ramifications
of such discrimination.

The Committee felt that they found cause for concerns In terms of sex discrim-
ination in non-athletic and non-academic aspects of school life. We hope that the
school system will share this concern and take the steps recommended In our
report to further explore or eliminate instances of sex discrimination, be they ._
large or small, by commission or omission.

Finally, we have been struck by many parallels the manifestations of concern
re: sex discrimination has had to the manifestation of concern re: racial dis-
crimination. We are aware of the steps the school system made In the past and
is making now to eliminate raeistn in the schools. We feel the same high priority
that has been even to the elimination of racism should be given to the elimina-
tion of sexism and that the procedures the schools have gone through with staff
and students about racism should be gone through with staff and students about
sexism. It is only when all levels of staff are made aware of sexism and its
manifestations, both subtle and blatant, and its effects on both male and female
students that the schools can make the sensitive, comprehensive study of all
phases of student life that needs to be done and make the kind of recommenda-
tions for change that are necessary so that all students will have equal access
and equal treatment in all areas of their school experience.

RECOM MENDATION 8 row, ACTION

I. SCHOOL POLICY

1. The word "sex" should be added to the Administrathe Procedures Bulletin
No. 57 so that the question reads "Is the program to all students regardless of
race, creed, or sex?" This should then be a requirement for school endorsement of
nonschool Initiated activities.
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2. Board Policy No, 88 should be changed to cover discriminatory behavior
based on sex (see page 3 & 9). This will then further provide for redress of
grievances based on sex discrimination under Administrative Procedures Bulle-
tin No. 66 (see page 4).

II. DiscipuNE

1. In the "Standard for Discipline" sex must also be added so all persons in-
volved are responsible to admit and eliminate prejudice based on sex as well as
race, creed and social class.

2. When there are two parents in the home either or both parents should be
contacted without regard to the seriousness of the problem.

8. An analysis of disciplinary problems and resulting disciplinary action should
be carried out by all schools to insure that both boys and girls are equally held
accountable for unacceptable behavior and to insure that all disciplinary prob-
lems are handled equally and fairly.

Se. An analysis should be done at Central to see if males are being discrimi-
nated against in the application of suspension procedures. Such an analysis is
also suggested for Oakwood, South and Northeastern.

The school system should collect and analyze data re: the referral for
suspension, to see that these referrals are made without consideration of sex
and to make sure that male students aren't being unfairly treated in this area
of school action and in conflict with stated school policy.

OSNERAL 8011001, kZOOMUSSDATIoNS

1. Any separation of toy areas in classrooms should be based on criteria
other than traditional female-male activities,

2. Activities lending themselves to joint participation of both sexes should
be encouraged for playround use

8. The schools should carry out an analysis of the physical set-up of cleat-
rooms to see whether or not there is equal access to and use of all materials and
classroom areas. If this not the case, immediate steps should be taken to remedy
the situations.

Iv. STUDENTS

1. There should be a grievance procedure for the women or men students to
use when they feel they are being discriminated against becaufw of their sex
and that they should be encouraged to file such grievances.

2. Action should be taken to examine students' beliefs about unequal treatment
and to then set about to eliminate any inequalities,

V. TSACiltall

1. If there are paref:t thank-you nights for any activity both parents should
thInked fa their Met efforts- which- allowed their -child to"

participate in the activity.
2. All teachers involved In presenting plays, at whatever level in school or

of sophistication, should make sure that no plays of a sexist nature( in terms of
content or role distribution) be presented.

8. Pchool personnel involved in producing or helping students to produce school
bulletins and other periodicals should make sure that men and women students
and faculty are treated equally in the number and content of articles covered
In school periodicals.

vs. MVP
1. The same high priority that has been given to the elimination of racism

should be given to the elimination of sexism, The same procedures the sehool
has engaged in with staff and students about sexism. When all levels of staff
are aware of sexism and its manifestations and effects on students, a sensitive,
comprehensive study of all phases of student life at all grade levels should be
made. The recommendations for change resulting from such a study should be
implemented so that all students will have equal access to equal treatment in
areas of this school experience, including :

a. Efforts should be made to familiarize principals with the problem of sex
discrimination, the subtle and not so subtle ways it is manifested and the
seriousness of the problem and then they should examine every aspect of
student life at school and eliminate those policies and procedures or activities
which are sexist in nature.
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b. Much work should be done to familiarize teachers with the problem of sex
discrimination and ways it is manifested and to then engage the teachers in
an evaluation of their own discriminatory remarks, rules, etc. and to help them
eliminate and change any discriminatory practices they engage In themselves
or see others engage In.

REPORT OF THE SELECTED STUDIES TASK FORCE

(By Mickey Spieles)

METHODS

The Selected Studies Task Force was implemented to evaluate a selection of
courses at the secondary level (grades 7 through 12), It was originally planned
to focus this study in three areas: textbooks, instructor attitude and student
attitude. Upon selection of specific areas of study the intention had been to eval-
uate the written materials read by all students, interview the instructors, and
question the students.

Of the 13 courses selected written materials were evaluated in 10. In the other
three, beginning art, home economics and industrial arts no materials were avail-
able to us, because they use multi-media and library materials. Some of the
courses had several books which were evaluated while others had only one.

We would have liked to interview all the instructors for each course, or a
randomly selected sample from each course, It was stated by the administration
that if interviewing of instructors was to take place they must pick the instructor
and that the instructor must consent to be interviewed. If for any given course
no Instructor consents to be interviewed then obviously evaluation of the course
must be on materials alone. One must realize that this type of procedure will
obviously bias any data gleaned from such interviews, as it will eliminate those
instructors who for whatever reasons refused to do an interview on sex diserimi-
nation or those that might be openly hostile to the idea of a study on sex diserimi-
nation. The task force was extremely unhappy with this procedure, but the mat-
ter was out of our hands. In order to get at least some cross sampling we asked
the administration to pick at least one instructor from each cf the 5 junior highs
and 2 senior highs. This they did do.

The next section of the study, student questionnaires, was not done at all. The
intention bad been to sample all those students taking a selected course, we
were informed by the administration that any student participation must. be done
completely on a random basis rather than the students taking a specific course.
Since we were evaluating specific courses this type of random sampling would
gather no meaningful data and therefore was eliminated.

SELECTION OF MUSSES

The Selected Subjects Task Force after some consideration decided to limit
this study to specific areas. It is almost impossible at this time to examine every
course, text, Instructor and all supplemental materials used in the Kalamazoo
Public Schools in grades seven through twelve. It is felt that the subjects chosen
are those which most greatly influence the formation of values in young people
and therefore a close look at these particular courses is necessary as a first prior-
ity. The subjects chosen are English, Social Studies, Home Economies, Indus-
trial Arts and Business Education.

Within each of the departments of study mentioned many courses are offered
and again a selection had to be made. Those courses finally chosen for study were
selected in an attempt to get the courses which affected the most students. There-
fore, when possible, required courses were chosen. At the high school level there
are few required courses in these departments. In the English Department there
are no required elisases, therefore the two chosen were those which had the highest
student enrollment.

Junior high: Beginning art, anthropology, English, homemaking, industrial
arts, and U.S. history.

Senior high : Psychology, sociology, home and family living, merchandising,
U.S. history, and good and bad herces-mass media.

SELECTION Of TEXTBOOKS

The original concept had been that for each course selected all written material
read by all students would be evaluated. We spoke with the Academic Specialist
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of each Department and got their lists of books used. But since each instructor.
hits a greet deal of autonomy in choosing materials and we were personally speak-
ing with only one, It was impossible to obtain Oats of all supplemental material.
We attempted to read the baste text for each course if one was used,'

Admittedly, since each book evaluated was read by only one person some blab
could not be avoided, but we don't feel that this can negate the findings which we
report.
. VALttartort or TESTI MOUS

The task force prepared an evaluation :sheet which gaVe guido line in evaluating
each text or paperback read, (see appendix A * II), These evaluation sheets
Included such questions as (1) number of Pages referring to women and allecide
women mentioned (2) number of photographa of women and how they pre de-
pleted (3) acceptable and unaeeeptable referencta to women (4) perspnal eri-
Mines of the book rating it as : very goodi.e., non.twest, good, fair and poor.
This rating was based on the definition of sexism as those attitudes and aCtiorgi
Which relegate women to a se:lender: and inferior status in society and ptereritis
them from developing Into full human beings, including those things 15,1ileh ex-
clude women from a wide range of occupational pursuits and reinforce wemen's
traditional role as mother and wife in society:, _

rrinavrawtso
Of the 13 courses aelected, interviews were conducted with ..13inskructdrsrtioinstructor would consent to be interviewed in the senior high

We were informed of this by the administration and no explanation was given as
_ to why no one would do the interview. Two instructors were interviewed In Mar*

Media. ,

The interviewing was done by three peOPle using a form written by teak force
members and approved by the administration (see appendix C).

The form was written beelettliy to discover what materials the instructor used
and whether sexism In materials was eonaidered when choosing supplemental
materials. We also tried to discover awareness of any personal bias on the in-
structor's part and whether any such Mail would significantly affect the teaching
Of the course,

EvAttrartOtta

The course evaluations that follow contain a synopsis of, the book review as
well as a brief discussion of those Items in the instructor interview which
are pertinent to the materials and the general structure of the course.
General observations about the interviews are contained in a later section of
this report.

JUNIOR MOH IFI1STOSY AND SOCIAL STMTS.',

Tese two courses are combined in evaluation because of a comtatinicatiOn tvotp.
tem. We aaked the administration if we might interview a 9th grade history
teacher,and received the name of an 8th grade social studio; teacher. Therefore,
We evaluated some of the books used In both courses.

Rise of the America Nation, Vol. 1 Todd, Cortia Publisher Ilareourt, *race &
World, Inc. 1968. The total number of page* is 704. Of that number there Are 26
references to women and only three notable women thentionedErnestine Rose,
Harriet 'kabinet: and Dorthea Dix. There also Is a capsulation of women In early
history. There are five pictures of women in the whole book. Two were portraits,
two of women working in mills and one of the Salem witch trials. There were
284 pictures featuring men. Our reader gave this book a poor rating with the
suggestion that "period literature or books written to illustrate specific vieW-
points to be used to cover the gaps obviously left as far as women are concerned?'

The Free and the Brave + workbook, Henry P. Oraff, publisher Rand Me-
Nally & Co., 1973. The total number of pages is 595. There are 14 references to
women and of that 14 all but two were dealing with racial minorities. Sojourner
Truth and the Orlmke Sisters were mentioned as abolitionists with no mention
made of their struggle for women's rights. Many chances to point out discrimina-
tion against women were missed. The writter dwelled on informing us of the pas-
sage of the 13th and 14th amendments, but failed to discuss the fact that this
did not include black women. Nothing at all was written about the struggle to win
passage of the 19th amendment giving women the right to vote. When he does
Speak of discrimination against women one gets the feeling that discrimination
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Was to be expected. The causes of discrimination are never discussed. For ex-
ample;

Womeneven if they were educatedcould not expect the kind of oppor-
tunities that educated men could. Nevertheless the heavy burden of housework
became lighter,

There were 118 photos of men compared to 8 photos featuring women. The total
coverage of the women's movement is detailed in the next paragraph.

As the 1970's began, people throughout the United States were speaking out
about all kinds of wrongs. One of the glaring wrongs was the treatment of
women. In response to the problems a group of women founded the Women's
Liberation Movement, seeking an end to discrimination against their sex by
employers. This kind of discrimination was (note past tense) the most common
form, throughout the nation and millions of women were determined to end it
once and for all.

Selected Case Studies in American History Vol. 1, Gardner, Beery, Olson,
publisher Allyn & Bacon, 1969. The reader of this book rated It as fair with
the suggestion that perhaps a few more stories could center around females.
Queen Isabella was seen as a person acting in her own behalf. Leif Erickson's
sister Freydis was said to have spent a winter on Cape Cod. It was a spinning
whorl that evidenced a Viking settlement, The good thing about this story is
that It is accepted as natural for women to be on the scene.

The AfroAmerican in United States History, Lashin, Dasilva, Sandifer, Finkel-
stein, publisher, Globe Book Co., 1969. This book was rated good. It did include
several important black women in history. Of course Harriet Tubman and So-
journer Truth but also women like Prudence Crandall, teacher-Phillis Wheatley ;
poetessMary McCieod Bethune: leader of blacks: Gwendolyn Brooks, Pulitizer
prize winner; Wilma Rudolph, Olympic medalist. The major criticism was in
the coverage of slave America, The importance of black females in the white
family as nannies and surrogate mothers was passed over.

Promise of America, Cuban, Roden, publisher Scott, Foresman, 1971, This is
a series of booklets three of which are used for 9th grade history. They are
the Starting Line, Breaking and Building, Struggling for a Dream. These books
are difficult to rate as sexist or non-sexist because of the general nature of the
books. While most history books use historical personalities to Illustrate the
flow of events, Promise of America uses vignettes of daily happenings to portray
an area. In Struggling for a Dream there is a four page summary of women's
struggle for equality, quoting Sojourner Truth speaking at a women's rights Con-
vention. One criticism is the overwhelming number of photos featuring men.
There were, in all three books, 107 photos featuring men while only 21 featured
women.

Negro Views of America, Oliver, Newmann, publisher Xerox, 1967. This is a
pamphlet used in the 8th grade social studies which is an anthology of writings
by blacks on being black, This pamphlet had 10 sections none of which were
written by or about women. There is only 1 picture of a femaleft slave woman
with a child. No mention is made of the hard times of the female slave as has
been expressed in Linda Brents, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. Out of a
total of 17 photos, 14 feature men. One chapter dealt with statistics indicating
the difference in wages, expenditures, education, etc. based on color line. No
sex break down was offered indicating that the black female is the lowest on
the wage scale.

Black in America, Hayden, publisher, Xerox, 1969, American Education Pub-
lication Unit. One interesting thing to note about this pamphlet is that at the
end of each chapter there is a short section milled "Their Names Survive". Out
of 30 names mentioned four were females. Specifically mentioned were Lucy
Terry, black poetess; Deborah Garnet, who masqueraded as a man to fight in
the revolution ; Mary S. Peake and Charlotte Forten, teachers. One cannot
believe that these were the only black females who did something worthy of
historical remembrance.

Building Citizenship, McCrocklin, publisher Allyn & Bacon, Inc., 1965. Only
5 chapters of this book were reviewed, or 117 pages out or ii80. The chapters
are used as a structural background In government. The one reference to women
was to Susan B. Anthony and Lucy Stone who "pretested that such an arrange-
ment (not being able to vote) !replies that women were unfit to be voters as
criminals, children or idiots." Of the 3 pictures of women there were suffragette
marching, some women from the League of Women Voters and women working
in a bank. It is interesting to point out that almost all of the organization
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charts used to show the decision making process pictured men at all levels.
The Implication being that women only enter the process in the voting booth.

Poverty and Welfare, Ratcliffe, publisher Houehton-Mlffin Co. 1 , This is a
booklet which Is one of a series, entitled Justice in Urban America. The women
mentioned were welfare mothers seeking legal ways to obtain their rights. The
Phef08 were considered most demeaning to women. They show them sitting or
ekohIng in dejection and frustration unable to cope with their situation while
It is the husband who seeks and finds answers, But since it is women vrbo most
generally receive welfare and who have no husbands In their household one
wonders hOw realistic this picture of urban America really is.

Story of the Antillean Nett" Cosner, Gabriel, Biller, Hartley, publisher Bar-
tow% Brace & World, 192 with 1964 supplement. Except for brief mention of
Virginia Hare, Elisabeth I and Queen isabella women play no part in the first 880
pagee of this book. There are 29 photos featuring women compared to 211 of men.
These picteres depict such things as holding babies, watching, working in
milla, throwing flowers at dictators, riding boats in frilly dresses, nursing in
hospitals, distributing food. No mention was made of Eleanor. Roosevelt or
other influential women of the period. The women's enfierage movement was
covered in 8 paragraphs in a book of 786 pages,

Law and the Coneumer, publisher Houghton-Mifilin Co., 1089. This Is one of
the Justice in Urban America series. The reader of this booklet rated it as good,
with the post script that the problems of poverty seem to cross all boundaries
including those of sex,

The way* of ManAn Introduction to Many Cultures, John jarolimek, Barbara
Davis, publisher, MacMillan Co., 1911, This book was rated as good with the
following remarks. "As it treated economic revolutions, It should have treated
the feminist movement as a revolution in the power structure and should have
[shown the, relevance of the movement to all people getting their human rights.
Only a few inalet were specifically mentioned (Ghandi, Commodore Poll) eind
the inclusions of women were deliberate and goOd. Sufficient thought euestiOns
were petted to counter-act the traditional sex roles so thoroughly detailed in
sections on underdeveloped countries. Hoverer, the preponderance of male fee*
Lured photographs and the feet that the females were pictured in traditienel
roles reinforces the title, of the book. If the visual message influenee$ Wire
than the written word, then the good elements in the text are over-shadowed by
the photos. The fact that the authors may have had some insight into the im- .

plieations of the title "the Ways of Man" Is evident by the fact that they ghose
to include "women" as a subject in the topical index whereas they; did not for
men. Matthew Perry and Ghandi, to give a couple of examples, were listed in
the index as were many male religious leaders, but the females mentioned
in the text, such as Mauttsaki Shikibu, the first novelist and Golda Mei% were
omitted from the index.

The instructor interviewed was not noticeably aware of the new trends in the
women's movement. Although conscious a racism in a text, the 130°10 had never
been looked at for sexism. Even though this person felt the course was relevant
and in tune with the recent changes that have taken place in society no attempt
had been made to include an examination of the women's movement and how it
can and will affect the government and the structure of society.

SENIOR HIM; UNITED STATES HISTORY

The information for evaluating this history course comes entirely from the
review of the tertbook used, for no history teacher would consent to be inter-
viewed.

Rise of the American Nation, vol. II. Todd, Curti, publisher Harcourt, Brace
& World, 1968. The reviewer gave this book a rating of fair. Referentes to women
in'the book are acceptable, with the exception of one which is included In a photo
caption. The primary objection is that women are nearly invisible in the 7
pages of the book, both as individuals and as members of groups. There are 44
one-word references to women, in the contexts: "men and women", "women and
children", "housewives", and so forth. Of the approximately 225 pictures In the
book, 189 feature men and 18 feature women. Every picture of "men only" is
literally that. Some of the "women" pictures have men or boys in them, with the
woman most prominent. The remaining 13 which feature neither set include
scenery and other non-human subjects; there are very few with both sexes in the
same photograph.

Only 25 women are mentioned by name in this entire book, most of them given
1 or 2 sentences, In fact, five of them are included In a single sentence which
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space, with a capsule biography and account of the founding of Hull House
which (*Veiled paragraphs. The fact that "Andrew Johnson's" devoted vela
taught him to read Is noted, but the women is not named.

Subjects of significance to women are mentioned on 18 Of the 780 pages and
in no case are they given any extensive attention. Specifically, suffrage is treated
In 1 paragraph, labor legislation in 2 sentences, the changing nature of the
family in 6 phs, women in World War II In 8 parargaphs and so forth.
A subeeeti "New Opportunities for Women" consists of 8 paragraphssubsection
and cites Wenten'e increased freedom from household drudgery, volunteer work
in civic prowl,, and new job oportunitles. The latter deserves to be quoted,
in its entirety :

"The rapidly multiplying machines in mills, plants and factories created new
Jobe for women, who could work on some assembly lines just as efficiently as
men. This was especially tree in the textile and totetece fattories that were
springing up in the South. It was also true of the canning industry and of many
other types of factory production. Moreover, women were finding increasing
opportunities to work at selling jobs and as clerks and stenographers."

There is no aceompanying list of jobs which could be performed efficiently by
men; the implication, is that men are qualified for any job they may choose.
It Is noteworthy that all the jobs mentioned here are characterized by mo-
notony, low pay, and little chance of advancement into managerial or administra-
five positions.

There are significant periods of American History in which women played a
large part, equal to that of men but different enough in quality to warrant spe-
cial mention. We refer to: migrations to America from other parts of the world;
the westward movement in this country ; settlement of the frontier; Prohibition ;
and the movements for equal rights and for unionized labor. Nowhere in the
treatment of these subjects are women given anything approaehing adequate
coverage of their contributions. Once again, if we are to judge from this text,
women are simply invisible in the development of this country.

Even women of individual achievement are given only cursory notice. Surely,
there should be more mention of Eleanor Roosevelt than just one picture of her
with the President. Her work for women's rights, for making a place for women
in politics, as ombudsmen for the nation, as an author and United Nations dele-
gate are important accomplishments. If Charles Lindbergh is mentioned tor his
aeronautical exploits --and he iscould space not also be found to mention
Amelia Earhart7 An opportunity to name Mrs. Rosa May Parks as a central
figure in the beginning of the Civil Rights struggle was also overlooked.

These examples were included to show specific and indisputable instances of
unequal treatment by the authors and publishers of this history text. The list of
such omissions could be extended. Perhaps the most positive thing which can be
said about this particular book Is that the areas for improvement are so vast
that any step in the proper direction wilt be immediately evident.

When looking at the texts which have just been evaluated one fact is apparent
and that is the omission of women. This is done while also omitting the legal
end social disadvantages which women face. Women are seen in passive roles
enjoying all the benefits of a social and economic system which men have created
and operate.

Women are omitted by topic and by virtue of the topics choien. Those areas
where women abound such as theatre, arts and dance are generally left out.
It is interesting to note that inclusion of blacks into texts and use of texts
about black history did not include the black femaleshe Is as invisible as her
white sisters.

In view of these kinds of things this task force has several suggestions to
make. It is our hope that the contribution of women will be included in all areas
of history. Women should not be added as post scripts to historical action but
rather as the integral part of history that they are Also it le suggested by this ,

task force that at least one course related to women be added to the curriculuM.
Due to the fact that areas are only briefly covered In a hietorY text, a class
dealing specifically with the women's movement. Its history, leaders and growth
would certainly be in order.

PSYCHOLOGY

Above all others, it is hoped that a course in psychology would be free from
predetermined roles for male and female and that it would deal With individuate
to help students understand themselves in a personal context and not In a stereo-
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Wed context, Unfortunately, this is not the case with the course we evaluated.
Five books are used, one text and four paperbacks. The following are our
evaluations:

Psychology, by Frank Cox, publisher Wm. C. Brown Co., 1970. There are few
positive quotes such as :

Sad to say, ... the role he (the male) decreed for the female was often de-
signed tb enhance him and control her . . . She has been bought and sold,
rejected if she cannot produce sons, and often killed in infancy since she was
considered to have little value. The right to determine her own life has largely
been withheld ...

The author has a heading in one chapter entitled "The Differences Between
the Sexes." In it he describes only physiological functions of the female, mew
struation, pregnancy, lactation and menopause and how each affects her emo-
tionally. The male discussion deals with man's self image and how ability to
sexually perform directly affects it. The author goes on to say,

"In a competitive society where man's success is measured by his productivity
and achievement, the prosperous male must manage two marriages, the first
to his vocation, and the second to his wife and family."

This leads into a discussion of "man's first obligation : work" which covers
a page and a half with a footnote which reads:

"It is also true that marriage to a woman who is committed to a profession,
nursing for example, dictates a different family relationship from what is
common practice."

This kind of sterotyping is prevalent throughout the book. We do not neces-
sarily take issue with Mr. Cox's explanation of certain male-female character-
istics, but rather that is should be given without any discussion as to whether
this role casting is for the betterment of allmale and female.

A Primer of Freudian Psychology, ed., Calvin S. Hall, publisher New American
Library. This is basically an historical account of Freud's thoughts. Such a dis-
cussion in psychology is necessary. It is hoped that such discussions would
be balanced with more current psychological thought and that Freud's view of
women be explained,

Learning Reinforcement Theory, Fred S. Kellner, Publisher Random House,
1969. Thir Is a rather technical book but nonetheless sexism is evident. The
words "feminine" and "submissive" are used interchangeably which can only
reinforce a stereotyped image of what being female must mean,

Why Am I Afraid to Tell You Who I Amt, John Powell, Argus Communication
Co., 1969. This is a good book dealing with "insights on self-awafeness personal
growth and intepersonal communications." Moat of the material is written in
neuter terms and applies to all persons. When a difference in emotional beharier
between men and women Is noted, it is also noted that such differences are
culturally derived.

DIRE, In Search of Self, Virginia M. Axline, Ballantine Books, 1964. This
book deals with the counseling of a child and his mother to work out emotional
difficulties, It was rated as good, but It is worth noting that the father did
not actively participate In counseling leaving this important responsibility
solely to the mother.

If the instructor interviewed for this course was aware of the sexist Mete-
ments contained within the text, It was not indicated to the interviewer. For
this class the text was used in Its entirety, although not in the same order
presented. Also used were the four paperback books evaluated as well as four
books of the students own chdosing. Judging from the material as well as the
attitude Of the instructor a very traditional and limited rote for men and women
Is presented.

EtOCIOLOOY

The textbook, Society Today, published in 1971 by Communications Research
Machines, Inc., states in its preface that "It presents, through today's soci-
ology, a full view of society today." Actually, it falls far short of that in
regard to exposing sexism. There was not time to review the entire text because
the task force was not given the book until the end of the school year. However,
two entire chapters were read.

The listings in the index were as follows: "Women, rights of, 260-67, 268,"
but there was no listing for "men," the implication being that the content
dealing with men was so extensive that it was impossible to index. Another
listing read: "father. role of, in socialization of children, 50", but there was no
listing for "mother," the implication being that the things a woman does as
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MOther are too diffuse to index, whereas a man's contribution as a parent
IS precise and such a minor part of his life that it can be indexed and evendescribed in one page.

The chapter on Family and Kinship declares:
"The institution of marriage reduces sexual competition among men by defining

rights of legitimate access to women without implying either the subordination
or the defeat of those excluded. For the partners themselves marriage serves to
manage their sexual and psychological tensions and to reinforce their primary
sexual lIentitications."

Women are viewed as objects of sexual competition and are told that the
purpose of marriage for them is that their sexual identities will become stronger.
In our society, this means they wit) know that they are second behind men, The
text doesn't indicate how marriage might serve the interests of women.

The text notes that rights for women have become institutionalised and that
women and men are beginning to relate to each other equally so that both parties
recognise the other's needs. However, it .notel thatt"extra-marital sexual outlets
(prostitution, maintaining mistresses) have been allowed only to men, a fact
that reflects both the social distribution of power and popular conceptions of
the relative biological needs of the two sexes," and the text does not go on to
point out that this is exactly what the women's movement is all about.

The authors apparently think that they are describing the most progressive
trends In society when they write that "because of the greater participation in
the raising of his children, the husband has developed some of the nurturant
qualities that once were considered the unique province of the woman. The wife,
on the other hand, has been encouraged to take more interest in her husband's
work and in community, political, and social issues." Completely missed is the
fact that women want to take interest in their own work and to become a part
of the power structure and not merely tea-party politicians.

Although the authors state they foresee increased availability of daycare
centers allowing mothers to pursue civic and occupational activities, they belie
themselves by writing that

"The more expressive aspects of family life, including the maintenance
group solidarity and the reduction of both interpersonal and intrapersonal ten-
dons, remain, however, the primary province of the wife-mother. Young boys
t nd girls continue to learn distinct masculine and feminine sex roles, Boys learn
tt e Importance of aggressiveness, initiative, and success In the competitive world
of sports and business, and girls learn the importance of charm, nurturance, and
But %ess in the competitive world of husband hunting."

To state as fact that boys must learn aggressiveness in order to survive in the
business world and the girls must learn to compete so they can successfully
husband-hunt is a sexist, bigoted, anti-humanitarian opinion completely out of
place i.t a text book.

Pictures in this section showed a middle-class Caucasian male showing his son
how to tie his tie, play golf, and plant a garden. lie vacuums while his wife feeds
the baby and both husband and wife wash the car. The message is superficial
and, coup'ed with the written text hypocritical as well. The male is not really
interested in changing his role if it means relinquishing power.

The chapter on Socialization stresses the importance of the development of a
child's sex-role Identification. It notes that the father's early responses to the
child "may be expected to bolster the child's sense of competence and self-
determination." It does not indicate that the mother can also foster these self-
impressions. The text goes on to state the relationship with the father sets the
stage for sex-role acquisition. It then defines what this acquisition encompasses:

"Male children, at least In American society, typically become oriented toward
instrumental achievement outside the family context (in sports, in school and
later in busineec or professional life) and learn to be active, somewhat aggressive,
and overtly unemotional (except perhaps in expressing anger). For the male
child, instrumental adequacy ... is critical to the development of his self-eoncep-
Hon. For the female child, . . . the goal tends to be the development of certain
expressive abilities, empathy, nurturance, and aesthetic concerns rather than
Instrumental achievement. Thus girls are likely to be less aggressive, more
passive, more concerned with emotions, more willing to expretts their own emo-
tions, and less concerned with instrumental achievement."

The authors do not even raise the question of whether or not such socialization
ought to continue. They strongly imply that continuance is desirable because
"problems stemming from inadequate, ambvalent, or incomplete sex-role identi-
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fication are a fertile source of interpersonal difficulties and later neurotic dis-
turbances. The authors note almost parenthetically that "the content of sex roles
is immensely variable from culture to culture," and leave the reader with the
impression that the American definitions of sex roles are immutable.

The authors indicate they understand the basic goals of the women's movement
when they write:

"For women as well as for men, a commitment to work that is both persOnally
fulfilling and sufficiently remunerative, coupled with assistance for parents Is
spreading both the burdens and the joys of child rearing, probably represents an
ideal solution, but one unlikely to be often encountered in the United States,"

And it will always be unlikely as long as textbooks keep perpetuating the
status 6010, as does this text. The authors also write that in marriage "the Pala
of stability and accomplishment can be mutually supporting, as when a proniOtion
for the husband provides sufficient money to satisfy his wife's demands for mate-
rial security and social prestige and causes her to support actively her husband's
career objectives," The authors have unwittingly presented an extremely good
argument supporting the women's liberation movement which would benefit both
male and female.

The pictures in this chapter underscored the status quo content. A full-page
color picture of three girls playing dresun, one in a bride's dress and carrying
a doll, opened the chapter. Others depicted a girl playing house and another pia"- ,

ing mother. There were five pictures of mothers cuddling children. There were no
pictures of fathers with children, and the one picture Of a boy showed him assem
bling a model. Essentially, the visual message was that girls train to be inotherS.'

The sectology instructor interviewed uses supplemental materials besides this
text which the teacher finds to be lacking in discussions of ethnic and cultural
(including women's issues) societal forces, The instructor and students intro-
duce relevant current events in class. For example, changes in life-stylee are
studied and the popular culture '(soap opera, movies, advertising) is examined
for its treatment of mates vs females. The teacher has invited women halting
non-traditional careers to addrees the class. The teacher attempts to have the
students apply the same scientific method of study to their own lives that they,
as sociology students, apply to other people.

JUNIOR HIGH ENGLISH

The heart of the problem for this particular course can be seen In the fad
that of the textbooks reviewed, 6 are rated as poor and only 1 is even rated as
fair. The one novel of this group is not rated, for it presents an historical
perspective, rather than a current one. Though we might ask why this particular
novel (The Bridge of Sea fads Rey) was chosen, as opposed to some other, it
may still serve as a take-oft point for profitable discussion. Its treatment of
women is what one might expect in the setting of Peru, some 200 years ago.
Indeed, the author himgelf provides some positive insights that can be followed
up in a classroom, without breaking continuity in the examination of this book
as a literary work. For example :

"The Abbess . . had fallen in love with an Idea several centuries before Its
appointed appearance in the history of civilisation. She hurled herself against
the obstinancy of her time in her desire to attach a little dignity to women. Look-
ing back from our century we can see the whole folly of her hope. Twenty such
women would have failed to make any Impression in that age." (pp. 27-28)

Quantitatively, in the? English books reviewed. females are the central charac-
ters of 33 stories, while males are the central figures in 156 stories. The total
number of stories is somewhat larger than this, but these were clearly defined as
focused on one sex rather than the other. The poetry section of one literary
anthology contains works by 20 poets and only 4 poetesses.

Qualitatively, women suffer even more in these literature texts. References
to them are most often made in terms of "mother", "grandmother", or some
other role which is traditionally assigned to women on the basis of their alleged
sexual predispositions, e.g. teacher. nurse, librarian. 'They are seen as passive,
naive, non-aggressive, needing,help and leadership from logical and mature men.
For instance, women do attend meetings and help out with projects, but men
chair these meetings and make the decisions as to which protect will be under-
taken. So far as could be determined, no one in the mother role is seen as having
any other role, not even an "acceptable" one such as teacher. Does this mean that
the two are mutually exclusive? If so, why Is the role of "father" not also impor-
tent enough to exclude any other career?
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fer,the Ajorlty of reference!! to women are minor and made Only
When female characters are more specifically singled out, It Is usually

With descriptions the! are lees than flattering. Some examples of phrases refer,
ring to women are: 'fluting *lel"; "a lumpish awkward Creature' "a wife, ,

. nothing but a crab"; "girl tagging around after a boy"; "eccentric" and 00 forth.
Photographs and illustrations of girls and women show them "sitting", "looking
frightened", and "fashioning a wedding gown", to cite three typical examples.

Some of the worst treatment of women is seen in these two passages:
"In Individual site and strength, of course, we men had the advantage, hut in

dirty fighting the girls were definitely more adept." Counterpoint in. Liteeofure
p. 211. .

,alhe matter was hushed up and Mate° married the girl. His wife GiusePPS
PreSefited him at first, to his fury, with three daughters, but at last can!e a
eon p. 929

The particular book from which these passages were taken has no treatment
of prOminent women at all, nor of significant subjects relating to women; with -
no positive or even neutral referencee to women, any ."education" to be gained
froni this textbook soon becomes a mere reinforcement of the existing negative
stereotypes and prejudtces held about women.

Another collection features only 2 biographies of womenswimmer Gertrude
Edelle and sculptures!! Vinnte Reamin its 511 pages. One unit in this same
book is entitled "Giants of the Earth", and asks in its forward: "Why do you
think the men whose life stories follow might deserve to be called the giants
of the earth?" (Underling men). Another unit has a story which mentions the
Women's Suffrage Movement in this context: "I'd like nothing better . . (than)
to inform all those crackpots in petticoats exactly what I think of their antics."
A letter from Thomas Jefferson to his daughter exhorts her: "Nothing is so dis-
gusting to men as a want of cleanliness and delicacy in women. I hope, there-
fore, the moment you rise from bed, your first work will be to dress yourself in
such style as that you !nay be seen by any gentleman without his being able to
discover a pin amiss . .' Surely personal hygiene should be a matter of con-
cern to persons of either sex for reasons of health and comfort. A failure in this
regard should not be indicative of disrespect by a subordinate toward a superior
In an unequal relationship.

Another facet of sexism may be seen in the fact that children's friendshifs
are almost invariable portrayed as boy-boy and girl-girl. Are we to assume that
there are no activities or interests shared by both boys and girls which could
be the basis for simple friendships?

The quality of the lives lead by women' is lower in intensity and variety than
the males, who are seen as multi-dimensional persons involved in adventure and
excitement. Only rarely in any of these books are women seen who exhibit cour-
age, competence, and intelligence. One major exception, conspicuous by Its
singularity, is the inclusion of The Diary of Anne Frank.

Even spelling books show a disproportionate focus on men. One text his 85
roles and occu,*tions for males represented In its illustrations, with 5 for females.
(See Appendix 11). The tests and questions refer to males 75 times, to females
14 times. Sentences mentioning girls say very little of real substance: "Jenny
enjoys music." On the other hand, sentences referring to boys find them inter-
ested, active, involved: "Jay is training to be an underwater explorer." A steady
dose of these subtle cues can only lead to expected conclusions in behavior pat-
terns. flirts "learn" that it is "proper" for them to remain on the sidelines In
lifepassive, dependent opectators. Boys "learn" that it is "proper" for them
to be the center of activity, to be in command, to be the decision-makers. Another
speller reviewed by this Task Force had a dictionary section which included the
word "male" but not the word "female". The same book had few sentences about
women, and these were role-oriented. Typical examples are: "The old woman's
arthritis made it a tedious job to vacuum the rug." (p. 91) "Mother served dough-
nuts and cider in her new crystal glasses." (p. 16) Mate references were varied
and not dominated by such stereotypes.

The teacher interviewed in conjunction with this course appears to be send-.
tive to the changing roles of women in our society and to the changer in the
way females view themselves as persons. The class has disCUSSed women's rights
as a-facet of civil rights. There has also be#n discuselon of personal and Individual
right, as seen in various works of literature; this has lead to luestione'eoneern-
intresponsible decision making. It is the teacher's hope that by allowing discus -
sion of such topics as they arise, and learning to cope with current problems
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that "the students elm mature enough to help educate themselves." Such a ton-
cern for personal growth and stimulation toward self-actualization cah do much
to reverse the standard female orientation as one who sibs at the edge of the
mainstream of life and waits passively for the tides to push her in one (thee-
ton or another. This teacher teels also that "Women need to know they have a
worth in order for our society to make progress." The sex ratio in this particular
class is 2 girls to 1 boy, and the teacher estimates that one-half to two-thirds are
college-bound.

0000 AND DAD UTIOESSZNIOR 1110H MUM

This is a one semester course ot readings and discussion dealing with many
aspects of heroes, The material, used varies from semester to semester depending
on the student makeup of the class and whatever happens to be crurent. The
students also must read four addititonal bookstwo biographies, two autobiog-
raphies. In addition, blogrpahiers are read of people whose names are familiar,
but whOee place in history is vague. Generally four works are always used.

Johnny Got His Gun, rtalton Tiumbo, This novel presents a very strong anti-
war message. It otters around a war victim. The women of his lite seen in flash-
backs were portrayed realistically In a manner fitting the setting.

Jesus Christ, Superstar, Andrew Weber. Tim Rice, 1900. This h a new telling
of an old story. Women are handled with a traditional and biblical sense. Indic-
Ing this from a sexist standpoint becomes difficult, but one can question why this
work was chosen over others.

Boeteulf, A Neu) Telling taken from Practical English Magazine, This is a
new English version of an old legend ot the young hero conquering evil. From
a sexist standpoint one cannot question the traditional treatment of women, but
again one wonders why this particular heroic tale was chosen.

The Black Nero, ed. Murray Thomas, Publisher Scholastic Book ServiceS. This
book contains articles by 16 authors, three of whom were women. One story
dealing with black women is "The Negro Mother" which points out the impor-
tance of the black women's role of support for the black man and her children
in the struggle to get ahead. She is submissive, loyal and loving. This Image,Inny
very well be a valid role model for some women, but perhaps another model
could be presented for those women who do not wish to be mothers.

A problem with our society is that too often women are taught to be nothing
more than possessions of men. The folloWing quote is very exempliary of that
philosophy :

If a woman is loved she Is beautiful and I must tell my women that they are
beautiful, first because I find them to be so, second becanse they need, it as an
extension of my manhood and my confidence in myself, I can say to them, "Ito0
are beautiful, you are not scrubbing the floors. That is not you You are a queen.
Teri thousand Queens of Sheba. Scrubbing floors on your knees. Get up, Walk.
Talk. Be what you are My woman whom I will defend and fight for to the death.

The instructor interviewed was aware of discrimination particularly satiety,
but was also eonacions of the rather negative image women are given. 1116
structor was constantly changing the structure of the course to meet the needsof the students. He felt that studying heroes per se was simply a vehicle ter
teaching other concepts. But when asked, it for instance, the clam was pre-
dominantly female would more material about females be included the answer
was no. The interviewer felt that this instructor while aware of sexism was not
aware to the point that be was actively trying to change sterotyped images
through the material he selects for the course. This instructor suggested andit is also the suggestion of this task force that workshops be held among teachers
which would point out the blatant and subtle forms of sexism,

HOME AND ?AWL'S' LIIING

In the Bulletin of Courses this class is described as "on attempt to under-
stand the Once of family life In the modern world. It stresses the need for self-
understanding, and understanding those customs which lead to marriage . . ;
readiness and adjustment in marriage; earning and spending more." The only
problem with this description is that they omitted the word traditional. Tho
only good things about the book used for this course Is that the instructor we
talked with didn't use it very much, but since there are other instructors, we
obviously don't alwaYs have that assurance.

Personal Adjustment, Marriage and Amity Llano, Judson Landis and Mars
Landis, Publisher, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Mk There was several complaints about
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the book many of which the instructor agreed With. The book was very middle -
#aea were the only minority presented which tended to make the attempt

to bi lti-ethnic contrived. The pictures were quite damaging and also some-
what contrary to the written contents of the book. The book mentions several
times that marriage has been romanticized and then the pictures included rein-
force such romanticism, showing blissful dating, weddings with few pictures
Of conflict in inter-personal relationships. The pictures reinforce the rather
traditional childrearing roleswith mother tending children and father shown
actively involved with the children. Another area which made unacceptable refer-
ences to women is premarital sex and early marriage. It one were to judge from
this book alone one might conclude that girls are all to blame for early marri-
ages Which in general ruin the careers of young men. There are Malty quotes
to support such a thesis such as the following. A section on negative affects of
premarital sex states that girls view sex as a step toward marriage and will
suffer emotionally, but a boy will be worse off if an unwanted pregnancy or early
marriage impairs his future. "His future life achievements can be restricted by
the early sexual involvement." Another says, "The girl who encourages the boy
in extreme petting which leads to intercourse may put an end to his plans for
his future education and vocation." Don't girls have a future? Why does the
author blame only them for the pregnancies?

Another fault with this book is that it assumes everyone's goal is to be married.
Quotes such as the following, "At this point in your life the important question
Is "Am I becoming a marriageable person." Another, "teenagers have freedom
to test ones interaction with people of the other sex. AS long as one is not yet
married, there is still time to find a life-time partner with whom the most satis-
factory marriage and family life is possible: one Is not yet positively committed
to trying to make the best of a bad choice."

This is a very traditional marriage textbook and it has such limited horizons
that students aren't encouraged to look at various lifestyles. It stereotypes both
male and female and makes many assumptions about male-female behavior Which
are not necessarily true. Rather than help a student discover his/her own po-
tential as a member of this society, it has already cast everyone in the play of
heterosexual love, marriage and family.

The instructor interviewed for this course uses supplemental materials in
place of this text. This teacher attempts to show students the historical develop.
ment of the concept of "family," sex roles within different cultures and socio,
economic groups, and the realities of the profession of parenthood. Not only does
the teacher introduce women's issues to the class, the students do atso. For ex-
ample, a couple of students reported on Women Awareness Week at Western
Michigan Univereity. The students are encouraged to examine their own life-
styles and beliefs and to consider a broader range of alternatives than they had
previously. They are helped to see their own needs more realistically so that,
for example, female students will see that marriage does not guarantee them
financial security and males will see that babies do put demands on fathers
which are not always pleasurable. The instructor encourages the students to
evaluate their options and to have reasons for their choices beyond merely
accepting a previously established pattern.

liA138 VIM/A

For this course we interviewed two instructors who used two different text-
books. Both of the books are used as background material with the bulk of
course material cowing from radio, television, newspapers and magazines. The
differences in the why this course was handled points out bow crucial instructor
attitude and awareness can be. Both courses used the major forms of media as
instructional mhterial, but one teacher pointed out how the mass media uses
women and sex to sell things and how the mass media treats women in general.
On one evaluation sheet used by the students for television the teacher tries to
get them to look at the role of stereotyping done within a television family. The
question is also raised whether or not these families are like most of the people
the student knows. In contrast the other instructor did not mention any such
attempt to try to expose stereotyping. The text used by his Instructor was rated
poor, while the text used In the other class was rated good, mainly for the way
it etposed the media's stereotyping of women. In view of this Med of contrast
between two classes of the same course it is the, recommendation of this task
foree the school system with the farnoof urgency develop as Istertgoe training
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program to make teachers and administrators aware of the many forms sea
discrimination can lake. It Is also suggested that each department hold informal
session* to dept with problem* specific to their area of study. Thie Could be dig-
euesions of subtle forms of diteriminallon as well as sexism in textbooks. IS is
hoped that lists of materials pertaining to women and written by women would
be made available to ail instructors.

The following are the evaluations of tbe two textbooks used for this course.
Media and Comusication, William Thomson, publisher, Harcourt, Brace & World,
Inc. 1972. This book has 179 pages and contains a total of 12 references to women,
There are many references similar to this, "Writing has, enabled man to record
his history, development, hopes, fears, thoughts and feeling and himself, about
other men, about his world.' Granting the fact that the English
to be masculine, one might thing sentences such as this could be better written

wtetnteda

to include the other 51% of the population. This book was rated poor.
Coping with the Mau Media, ed. Joseph Late% publisher, McDougall, Littell

& Company, 1972. This book dealt effectively with the media's stereotyping of
women. It also went into the way mass media especially television perPetuatell
myths in our society. This book was rated as good.

AIVISROPOLGT

This course is entitled Han : A course of Study which one might assume means
mankind, but judging from the material this might not be a valid assumption. It
is an experimental course for seventh graders, which contain 24 books and
pamphlets which are presented in a given sequence. The material contains
studies of animal societies such as solmon, herring gull, baboons, chimpanzees
and wolves. It also contains stories and legends depicting Eskimo life. The course
is published by Curriculum Development Associates, Inc., Washington, D,O., 1071.

In evaluating this material It was determined that the content itself dld Yenforce tbo traditional malefemale roles and adds to sex stereotyping of students,
but that such role casting could be avoided if the instructor chose to do so.
Given that anthropology studies different societies and their organisation,
traditional models must be shown, but if it were creatively taught, It would
be very helpful to boys and girls In combatting the limitations of sex roles. in
the Eskimo studies, it is shown several times that boys are worth more then
girls.

They would like to have many sons and few daughter*. If a girl baby
has not already been promised as a future wife, her family may feel that theycannot provide for her. If there is no family to adopt het it Is, their eistob
to allow the child to die.

An astute instructor could point out the dangers of applying such standards as
seen In Eskimo society to our way of life. Also the division of labor among
the Eskimos could be defined and contrasted with the needs of our society.

An observation about the series was the general lack of females. In the animal
studies all the pictures of humans are mate. In the Eskimo studies the female
activities, games and amusements while the men were away hunting were
not mentioned. On the bright side, Jane Goodail's work was mentioned in thepamphlet entitled "Chimpanzee."

The one anthropology instructor interviewed is very aware of sexism and is
making students aware. This teacher attempts to show the students that
humans are more alike than different, and that differences are due to a learned
culture. Students relate the classroom material to current events. For example,
they examine sex roles for cultural differences and for indications of change.
The teacher has read from the Feminist Manifesto, played the record, "I and
Woman," and used the article, "Are You a Sexist?" for class discussion.

In conclusion one bust say that again teacher attitude and awareness become
the pivotal point around which the usefulness of making students aware of sex
role stereotyping is centered. Again it is suggested that the administration set
up programs which would aid instructors In making their courses non-sexist.

INDMITIVAL ARTS --7 Tit mune

The data for analysing this class comes from the teacher interview. This
teacher has only one section of this particular course, and the sex ratio in it
la about 3 boys to 1 girl. He feels this is fairly common situation for other
classes of this course.

Io the past, discrimination on the basis of sex was automatic in the field
of Industrial Arts. This is no longer true, and during his introductory statements
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$rly In the class he made girls aware of the job Opportunities they now hilve t
In. the 40(1. This teacher uses his Own ontlines, ditto sheets, etc. for his
134000, 01 he feels this assures more complete and up -to -date coverage of specific
skills, tools and machines. He does not feel restricted in his choice of materials
to be used, except for financial considerations and necessary space for storing
projects. T'ne one-semester nature of the Course also presents a time limitation,
but there are apparently no Ideological problems to be dealt with by him.

Moat of the Students are not eollege-bound, but this Is not a matter of concern
for the- teacher. His own goals are to teach the students to work with their
hands, to introduce them to basic tools and skills, to give theta a chance to
experienee success. He does feel that the 7th grade boys and girls differ in
their abilities. Prom his personal observations, girls !Ave more patience for
pursuing a project, while boys have had a greater amount of previous exposure
to working with, tools. Ile feels that these differences do not amount to an
advantage for either group.

Hls ,closing remark was thoughtfully spoken: "Men don't realize that the
sooner women are liberated, the sooner they (men) will be."

ROME E0010/1108-1T11 GRADE

The data for analyzing this class comes from the teacher interview. This
class, and the one like it that she teaches, have only girls enrolled. There is
an exchange procedure during the year, in which girls take 2 week of Industrial'
Arts and boys take 2 weeks of Home Economics, at this particular school. There
was opposition from the students at first, but in practice it worked out well.
This opposition lead to a discussion of roles, and to the set Ideas that students
have about their future place in society. The teacher felt this was a productive
and stimulating outcome, as she senses an apathy and detachment in her
students, in so far as their life goals and specific plans for meeting them are
concerned, Many of, her female students see an early marriage as the means
for achieving maturity, rather than a step to be taken by the mature.

In the foods, clothing and grooming units covered in 7th grade, she stresses
basic skills for simple and economical living, practical things which will be
of value to the students in whatever way of life they choose, and regardless
of whether or not they ever have another course in Home Economics. She does
not use any single text, but cbooses specific chapters from a large number of
books which she feels are more up-to-date or particularly oriented toward the
student's interests or ability level. When asked about the relevance of this
course for today's society, the teacher replied: "Yes, home life is the most
important part of a person's life, and the more done to improve It and make
It worth having, the better. We have a stronger hold on ourselves. The security
status of individuals Is improved. We are helped to become more independent
as people."

For the purpose of making recommendations, the Industrial Arts and Homo
Economies departments will be treated as one entity. It is the, understanding
of this Task Porce that changes are under way which will alter the course
structure and enrollement access in these classes. Thera is a possibility, in so
doing, that a subtle sexist error may occur which prevails in some other school
systems. We refer to the noilon that boys need to know only those homemaking
skills which will tide them over the periods In their lives when females (mother,
teacher, wife) are not "taking care of them". There Is a parallel notion that
girls need to know only those skills of home maintenance, wood craft, and
auto repair to see them through an emergency situation, that is "until a male
arrives on the scene to take charge." A class entitled "Bachelor Survival" or
"Powder Puff Mechanics" Is indicative of this short-sightedness. Such thinking
Prevents development of the full potential of each person who is subjected to
it, and perpetuates undesirable sexual stereotyping.

8Th GRADS ART

Information for evaluating this course comes entirely from the teacher inter-
view, for he does not use the Junior High Art Guide compiled by the Kalamazoo
Publie Sebools in 1905. He does not regard it as useful, nor relevant to problems
of Junior High Rtodents. The materials chosen are from his personal library,
the curriculum library, the art coordinator, and from ideas by at staff
meetings. Only his own personal judgment Is involved in this selection process,
and he does not feel restricted by any factor except the limited attention span
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of this particular age grottp. Much of the focus of this course is toward the
Individual student as a person, enrichment of his or her perceptions of the visual
arts, an expanded awareness of the beauty of scenery* etc. Current changes
in society show up when choice of subject matter is left to the students, and
he mentioned the local Issue of busing and national issues of war and "Water-
gate" as examples. 'When questioned specifically about women's issues, this
teacher said it had come up In a discussion of individual rights. He also volun-
teered that be bad shared with the class on several occasions his family's
personal techniques for dividing ,home responsibilities, including the fact that
he often does the dishes with the help of his young son, and does not feel
this detracts from his manliness. Be Wee to be as open as possible with
students, to discuss their family relationships and problem with then when
they come to him for help. When asked If he had a personal sex bias, one way or
the other, he replied: "No, my expectations are the same for either sex, and
the subject matter is of their choosing. I try to broaden their horizons of choice
It was my own feeling that he was as honest and warm in his dealing tvith
studentsmany of whom came in just to say good-bye for the weekend on their
way to the busas he was straightforward and cooperative with this interviewer.

aleaenaNinsnto

The Information for evaluating this course comes from the teacher interriesS
and reviews of the two hooks used.

Fundamentals of Selling, Wingate, Nolan, publishers, Southwestern Publish-
lug Company, 19M. Apparently the textbook Is better than most of its treat-
meat of women. It shows them in a variety of roles, not just as customers and
salespersons, but also in pOsitions of airline consultant, conducting a class for
both men and women, handling complaints, taking inventory, feeling a conk-
pater, etc, illustrations, in particular were fair to women, showing then) In
interesting activities and commanding positions. Page references were fairly
even; however, the text still used "he" and salesmen generally.

The accompanying study guide and projects handbook was not so acceptable.
None of the examples referring to women were In the least notable or inter-
eating but focused on mundane activities such as buying detergent, getting break'
fast and complaining about jewelry, to cite three examples. There Were no ref-
erences to women in management or ownership position& Surely the `real world"
has many examples of women in such situations, and these could be Inelnded
for the encouragement of girls who aspire to success in the realm of bushier*.
The fact that 60% of the class is female and 40% male seems to indicate the
existence of just such aspirations.

The instructor does not use the text a great deal, but prefers a discuselon-
based class as being more stimulating for students. Many supplementel Mate-
rials are used including newspapers, magazines, charts and graphs from various
sources. These are readily available, relevant to topics discussed, and can be snit-
chased with government money available for vocational supplementary pUrpOriee.
The person who Interviewed this teacher had this to_pay afterward "He was
pleasant and cooperative, although somewhat hesitant and embarrassed to give
his personal views. lie attempts to develop skills In all the students which will
make them knowledgeable consumers regardless of their further involvement
in retailing. He could probably make some points stronger In class such as cbtil-
lenning whether retailers should fsliisby "psyching out" the woman buyer, and
esirtng what wilt happen when more men are doing the buying. He might also
encourage women to desire managerial positions and to not merely accept the
readily available positions as clerks, buyers, and advertisers. It shOeid be noted
that his initial comment on the Elementary Textbooks Task Force Report vvas'one
of agreementthat sexism, like racism, needs to be dealt with by Octets,.

INTERVIEW EVALUATION

There are several things which need to be pointed out about the interviews
which were done. One Is that the sample is very biased dne to the way the
instructors were selected and Dr. Wickert's desire "to have this thing turn out all
right." As pointed out In the methods section we had no control over the proce-
dure and feel one must be very careful about any generalisation drawn. None-
theless there are certain trends which ran through the interviews which need to
be pointed out.

Any quotes taken from the interviews will not be identified as to course since
there is only one instructor from each (with mass media an exception -2) they
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would be easily identified which is something we want to avoid. The courses in
which interviews were done were: Oth English, Home EconoMics, Industrial Arts,
flth Social Studies, Anthropology, Beginning Art, Psychology, Mass Media' (2),
Herne and Faintly Living, Good and Bad Heroes, Sociology, and Merchandising:

There are 13' in all. The only course under study which did not have an in-
terview done was Senior High U.S. History beeause no instructor would consent to
be interviewed.

The first -,question, asked was if they bad seen the report of the Elementary
textbook Teak Force which at the time had been conipleted for two months.. In
View of the recommendations in that report the answers were surprishig. Not one
reepondent had actual seen a copy of .the report or,a summary, Of those who
knew about it at 'all (9)) they had read about it in the newspaper. The Other 4
respondents had never heard of the Committee to Study Sex Discrimination in the
Kajsm000 Schools or of the report.

This Implies to use that the administration did not take the report too seriously
and did not feel the need to have instructors at all leVels obtain a copy or even
a' summary In Memo form. This is very distressing in light of the kinds of findings
and recoininendationa in that report which we believe would be Useful to tpetrue-
tors at all levels of education. It Is our belief that copies or summaries of all
Task Fort* reports should be circulated to all personnel in the Kalamazoo'
public School System. At best, this might generate some kind of positive reaction
from the instructors, at least the knowledge about the study would be increased.

Another trend appeared in response to the question about the use of the text-
books.In 11 of the classes there was a given text and in 2 no text, Out of the
11 courses with a given text 1 was followed very closely, 6 Somewhat, 4 very
little, 1 not at all. There were several reasons given for not following the text
closely such as.: too difficult, outdated, racist, inadequate, misleading. All
respondents said they used supplemental materials and when asked for the
criteria for choosing such materials and whether they were restricted In their
choice the majority said money was their criteria, practically the only restriction.
The question that arises is this: If the textbooks are generally found inadequate
and the only problem with buying supplemental materials is money, isn't the
allocation of funds for materials somewhat misplaced. In view of the fact that
72.4% of the books evaluated for this study were rated fair or poor, it seems
some changes should be made concerning the way in which material is selected
and purchased. It Is the suggestion of this task force that sexism be added as
an evaluative tool for the textbook adoption procedure. If there are no books
which are non-sexist then buy no books and put pressure on the publishers to
devise non-sexist material.

In response to the question of whether some students got more out of the
class than others, all answered yea, but that they could not categorize those
who did. But in response to the question of whether the instructor could change,
the way a student comes to them, the general concensus was that the instructor
could do very little. The implications of this statement are very broad. Any
socialization which occurs in the school is done at a very early age. Adolescent
values are pretty well established. This task force feels that such a response
reinforces the recommendations made by the Elementary Task Force. When
'readjusting for sexism. is done. It must begin at the kindergarten level. There-
fore, we wholeheartedly support the recommendations made by that task force.

In conclusion,-we would like to make some general observations about several
tmestions asked which we feel reveal the attitude of the teachers on sexism and
aex role stereotyping. We feel that the Instructors interviewed are, in general,
aware of sexism in their teaching materials, but they are not yet at a level of
awareness which we find satisfactory. Eight of the 13 teachers InterViewed
Showed minimal awareness. 5 showed significant awareness. It must be remem-
bered that these instructors were selected by the administration. Of the 13
teachers who were aware of sexism only 5 were actively counteracting sexism in
their materials. Furthermore. several of the instructors verbalised a traditional
view of male and female students while at the same time maintaining that they
were unbiased in their teaching approach to males and females.

It is obvious that the administration does not make the teachers feel respon-
sible for changing any sex bias in their own attitudes nor for constructively
handling . sex bias in classroom materials. We can only repeat our previotia
recommendation that in-service training to raise the level of teacher awareness
begin immediateliin the area of sexism, whether It be conscious or unconscious .

sexism.
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RECOM MENDATIONS FOR ACTION

The following are the recommendations that this task force has to make. They
are listed according to the areas which are the most greatly affected.

CURRICULUM

(1) It is recommended that women be treated as an integral part of history
and be duly included In all history classes. If the text books fall to include the
historical accomplishments of women then appropriate supplemental materials
should be used.

(2) It is recommended that a course dealing with the history of the women's
movementit's leaders and growthbe added to the curriculum.

(3) It is recommended that the English Department set up their courses so
that more material is included which is written by women and material In which
women are the central characters.

(4) It is recommended that home economics and industrial arts be made avail-
able to all students. It is also suggested these classes be made coed, with the same
course being used for both boys and girls rather then devising special home eco-
nomies classes for boys and special industrial arts and mechanics classes for girls.

ADMINISTRATION

(1) It is recommended that the school system develop an in-service training
program to make teachers and administrators aware of the many forms sex dis-
crimination can take. This training should include discussions on how to recognize
sexism in written material as well as in personal actions. It should also include
positive ideas on how to eliminate sexism from the schools.

(2) It is recommended that lists of materials pertaining to women and writ-
ten by women be made available to all instructors so that they might easily know
what supplemental material Is at their disposal.

(8) It is recommended that copies or summaries of all Task Force reports
should be circulated to all personnel in the Kalamazoo Public School system.

(4) It Is recommended that sexism be added as an evaluative tool for the text-
book adoption procedure.

(6) It is recommended that no books deemed sexist by a textbook evaluative
committee be purchased and that pressure be applied to publishers to devise non-
sexist materials.

TEACITERS

(1) It is recommended that each department hold informal sessions to deal
with problem of sexism within their specific areas of study.
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APPEIOIX A

EvALUATIOt SHEET FOR SECONDARY TEXTBOOKS

1. basic Information Reviewed by

Title Copyright date

Author Publisher

Series

tlhars used,School Class Grade

Mow often Is it used?

Total number of pages Site of page

II. Quantitative Information

A. For all books:

i!umber of pages referring to women

Cite page numbers

Coiumn Inches or number of sentences referring to women

Total photographs featuring women

total photographs featuring men

Cite page numbers

het are ilomen doing in these pictures?

B. for history and social studies texts, particularly

Hee of the women featured

Cite topics relating specifically to women that are covered

111.QualltatIve Information

Acceptable references to women.

Please feel free to add any Information. Use the back for further

evaluation.
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SEMDARY TftT tOOK EVALUATION

quotations with pace numbers

Unacceptable refersnces to women, such as statements or Innuendos demeaning
women

Quotations, with mg% numbers

List notable ft ssions of prominent women

List any significant subjects which have been omitted, such as, In history
books, child labor, woman's suffrage, or family life

How would you Improve a textbook for this class?

Have you seen other textbooks on this subject which you could recommend
as non-sexist?

trite a critique of book - rating It as

very good
good
fair
poor

I.e., !!on sexist
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APPCCDIX B

RATINGS or COOKS EVALUATE*

VCRY GOOD 0000 f/IR POOR

Exploration Through Reading

Basic Goals in Spelling

English for Meaning

Counterpoint In Literature

Pew 1orld of Reading

Lore of Our Land

Spell Correctly

Selected Case Studies In
U. S. History

Afro-American In U. S. History

The free and the Emit

Free and the trave "orkboOk

Rise of the Americo Notion Vol 1

Promise of America 1.2,3

Negro Views of America

Black In America

Story of the American ration

fundamentals of Selling

fundamentals of Sellino qorkbook

Poverty and !telfare

Ouliding Citizenship

Rise of the American Nation Vol 2

Coping with Hass Pedia

Redia and Coorunication

Johnny Got His Gun

Jesus Christ, Superstar

Beowulf
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APPENDIX 15 -continued

The Black Pero

Personal Adjustment, Mariage and
Family Living

Psychology

OlbS In Search of Self

Learning Reinforcement 1seory

Ai Am 1 Afraid to Te11 You
Yho 1 Aml

Lew and the Consumer

Soctety Today

The Pays of Nan -An Introduction
to Many Cultures

TOTAL 35

VERY COOD GOOD FAIR POOR

x

x

0 10

28.6

10 15

z8.6 OA
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APPEHOIX C
IPTERVICV SHEET FOA SELECTED SUBJECTS TASK FORCESECONDAAY LEVEL

Introduro yourself by name, and as a member of the Sex Discrimination Study for
the Kalematoo Public schools

"lee are studying possible sex bias in randomly selected Subjects at the Junior
and Senior High School levels. Only factual data and examples of responses to
our questions will be used In the final report on the study. Ho names will be
included, so we hope your answers will be honest and candid, and that you will
rest assured that your a4nymity will be protected. Ile are approaching this
subject by examining textbooks, sitting in on classes, talking with teachers,
and hopefully talking with students.,

1. Have you perhaps seen the similar study alreadycompleted by this Task Force
at the elementary level? Yes Oo If yes, do you have any reactions to
It that you would like to share withus?

2. How many other sections of this same class do you teach?

3' Is the approximate sex ratio of the one I observed?

4. How does that compare with the other sections of the some class?

5. hat do you see as the purpose of this course?

6. The given text for this course Is

7. How closely do you follow It? Very closely. Somewhat ,Very little

8. If closely, why?

e. if not closely, why not?
Too difficult
Too easy
Vot adequate coverage W.
Leaves out
Other

10. Do you use supplemental materials? If so, what?

11. How do you choose these supplemental materials? %hat are your criteria?

12. If you could add any material of your own choosing, what would It be?

13. Are there things you leave out simply because there is not enough time to
cover them? If so, what?

14. How much freedom do you have
(circle one)

15. If your freedom is restricted,
Coard of Education
Superintendent
Principal

n choosing materials? Oreat deal of freedom
Some freedom
Enough freedom
trot enough freedom

very little freedom
by whom or what Is it restricted?(circle one)

Department Head
Educational Specialist
Parents
Other
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Appendix C (cord)

16. Are most of your students college bound, or do they intend to seek employ-
ment after finishing high school? (circle one)
Most college -bound
Most employment bound
NOt

Cenit tell

Doesn't setter in this course
Other

17. How do you feel your course Is relevant to a student's occulational or
educational aspirations? Explain

18, Do you feel there are some students that gat more out of yot elm than
others? Who? Which group or category? thy?

19. IS there anything you can do about this, or Is It a matter thst Is out of
your hands?

20. Do you feel your course reflects some of the current changes taking place in
society? Yes No Explain

21, Do you feel 90u have a rapport with students? Do they bring questions of
their own which, though related to this course, are not really part of their
lesson plans, Yes No Explain

22. Can you answer their questions or deal with the difficulties they represent?
Yes Explain

23. Do Students ask questions prompted by current events?
Yes Ho Explain

2h. Do you bring current events into your course at any point? itmen's issues?
Yes No Explain

25. Do you have different expectations for the male and female students In
your class? Yes No Explain

26. What do.you feel boys get out of this class?

27. Mit do you feel girls get out of this class?

28. Do you feel your course Is relevant to today's society? why or Why not?
Explain

29. Do you feel you have a personal sex bias, one way or the other? Yes No
For Against riplain

30. 'tat does the Interviewer feel is the attitude of the teacher toward being
Interviewed? (Co-operative, hesitant, condescending, reserved, pleasant,
obliging, arrogant, or uncooperative, for example or others)
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APPNSOIX D

OCCUPATION br.PIOTED IN OPIIIINO BOOKS

Male. -- Sanitary engineer, judge, lawyer, explorer, President of United States,
baseball player, senator, buggy- driver, UN representative, doctor, scientist, in-
structor, doorman, professor, hunter, astronaut, clown, student government
spokesperson, basketball player, magician, detective, crook, mechanic, cowboy,
sheriff, giant, warriors, Indian chief, guitar player, banjo player, conductor,
dramizier, truck driver, chauffeur, baker, and soldier.

Female.Babysitter, cook, cheerleader, duchess, banjo player, and teacher.
Spell Correctly, Silver Burdett Co., 1971.
Exploration Through Reading, ed. Gunn, Devine, Stanger, Russell, Ginn & Co.,

1067.
English for Meaning, McKee, Prestwood, Watson, Floyd, Houghton, Mifflin,

1967.
Law and the Consumer, publisher, Houghton MiBlin, Inc., 1969,
Poverty, and Welfare, Robert H. Ratcliffe, ed., publisher Houghton-Mifflin, Inc.,

1969.
Story of the American Nation, Casner, Gabriel, Biller, Hartley ; publisher Har-

court, Brace & World, Inc., 1062 with a 1964 supplement.
Building Citizenship, James McCrocklin, publisher Allyn & Bacon, Inc., 1066.
Black in America, Robert C. Hayden, publisher Xerox, 1969.
Negro Views of America, Donald Oliver, Fred Newmann, publisher Xerox, 1007.
The Afro-American in United States History, Loshin, Dasilva, Sandifer, Finkel-

stein, publisher Globe Book Co., 1969.
Selected Case Studies in American History, vol. 1, William Gardner, Robert

Beery, publisher Allyn & Bacon, Inc., 1069.
Free and the Brave, Henry F. Graff, publisher Rand McNally & Co., 1972-78.
Free and the Brave Workbook, Thomas Metos, Charles Montgomery, publisher

Rand McNally, 1971.
APPENDIX B

TEXTBoOlre, PAPERBACKS AND PAMPLETS EVALUATED

Rise of the American Nation, vol. 1, Todd, Curti, publisher Harcourt, Brace &
World, 1968.

Promise of America, Cuban, Roden. publisher Scott, Foresman & Co., 1971.;
Breaking and Building, The Starting Line, Struggling for a Dream.

The Black Hero, ed. Murray and Thomas, publisher Scholastic Book Services,
1070.

Johnny Got His Gun, Dalton Trubo, novel.
Beowulf, A New Telling, Robert Nye, publisher Scholastic Magazines, Inc.,

Dation, Ohio, 1069.
Jesus Christ, Superstar, Andrew Webber and Time Rice, Oct. 1970.
Man : A Course of Study, Peter B. Dow (course director), publisher Curriculum

Development Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C. 1971,
Personal Adjustment, Marriage and Family Living, Judson T. Landis and Mary

0, Landis, Prentice-Hall, 1970.
Coping with the Mass Media, ed. Joseph Littell, McDougall, Littell & Co., 1972.
Media and Communication, William Thomsen, publisher Harcourt, Brace &

World, 1972.
DIBS In Search of Self, Virginia M. Ayline, Ballentine Books, 1964.
Psychology, Frank Coy, William 0. Brown Co., 1970.
A primer of Freudian Psychology, Calvin S. Hall, ed., New American Library.
Learning Reinforcement 'Theory, Fred S. Keller, Random House, 1? :4,
Why Am I Afraid To Tell You Who I Am?, John Powell, Argus Communication

Co., 1060.
Society Today, publisher Communications Research Machines, Inc., 1972.
Rise of the American Nation, vol. 2, Todd, Curti, publisher Harcourt, Brace &

World, 1068.
Fundamentals of Selling. Wingate & Nolan, Southwestern Publishing Co., 1969.
Basic Goals in Spelling, Kottmeyer & Claus, McGraw Hill, 1972.
The Bridge of San Luis Rey, Thornton Wilder, Washintgon Square Press, Inc.
Lore of Our Land, Lee & Roberson, Harper & Row, 1963.
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New Worlds of Reading, Oliver, Willis & Willis, Harcourt, Brace & World, 1060.
Counterpoint in Literature, Poo ley, Daniel, Farrell, Grunion. Niles-Scott,

Foresman, 1961.
Summary

It was the duty of this Task Force to examine selected courses of study at the
secondary level. We selected 13 courses :

Junior High, -- Beginning Art, Anthropology, English, Homemaking, Industrial
Arts, and U.S. History,

Senior Iligh.Psychology, Sociology, Home and Family Living, Merchandising,
U.S. History, Good and Bad Heroes, and Mass Media.

For our evaluation we reviewed much of the written material for each course
and interviewed an instructor for all courses but one. Our findings Indicate that
in history books women are almost invisible. In other course material women
are given very sterotyped images. They are seen as passive watchers of a society
created and controlled by men,

In view of our findings the Task Force would like to recommend the following
Curriculum

(1) It is recommended that women be treated as an integral part of history
and be duly included in all history classes. It the text books fail to include the
historical accomplishments of women then appropriate supplemental materials
should be used.

(2) It Is recommended that a course dealing with the history of the women's
movementit's leaders and growthbe added to the curriculum.

(3) It is recommended that the English Department set up their courses so
that more material Is included which is written by women and material in which
women are the central characters.

(4) It is recommended that home economics and industrial arts be made avail-
able to all students. It is also suggested these classes be made coed, with the same
course being used for both boys and girls rather then devising special home eco-
nomics classes for boys and special industrial arts and mechanics classes for girls.

REPORT Or THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ATHLETICS TASK FORCE

ST KARLA ATKINSON, LEADER

The idea of "sound mind in sound body" has long been recognized as a valid
truth. The earliest Greek and Roman societies realized that as the mind develops
so should the body, Unfortunately our school system, like the ancient civiliza-
tions, has been guilty of applying such a truth solely to the male segment of
society. Women in sport do not fit the traditional concept of femininity and in
turn have been excluded from numerous opportunities to develop all of their
human potential.

Our society begins to indoctrinate this myth that women are the weaker, docile
sex early in life. "Infant girls are handled more gently than infant boys. In the
preschool years girls are expected to stay clean, neat, quiet, obedient, Any of the
unstructured play activities reserved for boys. such as wrestling and tree-climb-
ing, are quickly frowned upon, on the grounds they are unladylike. "' Even by
the time a child reaches kindergarten age, the choice of toys is indicative of the
roles the child is expected to play. Girls will aft to play with dolls, dishes, pair is
and jacks. Boys, however, will run with bats, balls, kites and skateboards.

Once elementary school begins. the school system takes over where the parents
left oft. continuing to advance the stereotyped roles for each sex in the area of
physical education. No where Is the discrimination so evident as in the budget
for the sports programs. The disparity between the use of facilities and equip-
ment, and overall expenditure is discouraging to the girl who wishes to actively
seek self-expression through physical activity. And even if she does pursue her
athletic interests, she is subject to criticism from her parents and peers, simply
because she does not fit the expected cultural behavior pattern for a female.

Society, however, is generous enough to excuse these girls still in the middle
elementary years. The tomboy is a late bloomer who hasn't as yet seen the im-
portance of fitting into the feminine mold. Let "research on women who achieve
and are successfull in a wide range of endeavors demonstrates that most of them
were tomboys , .. more independent. risk taking, adventurons, strong. achieve-
ment oriented than their passive, dependent sisters." Unfortunately most girls

I CIA renbach. DR. 2.
Ibid., pg. 6.
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get the Message Clearly so that by the time they reach high school, their love for
physical activity has been channeled into that secondary role of passive sup-
porter, rather than active participant. They become cheerleaders, join the pep
club, bake brownies to raise money for a game bus, and sell pompoms. Sadly they
come to see the playing field as a microcosm for the rest of their lives; If girl
plaYs boy and beats him, she loses him. And since society primps her primarily
as mother-housewife, she steps off the field, onto the sidelines, supporting and
thereby winning the boybut ultimately losing to herself in the long run. Rather
than compete she forfeits, and the price of her default is immeasurable, as
women are beginning to sense today.

Now with the reassessment of sexual stereotypes and the refreshing change in
social roles, it is becoming clear that women have been denied the opportunity
to develop all of their physical capacities. Slowly our educational institutions
are beginning to expose the myth that women have no place in sport, that they
lack any Spirited competitiveness and determination. Only recently have the
courts legally opened the way for equal female participation in non-contact sports
in the state of Michigan' The MIISAA has taken a welcome step in the right
direction by sanctioning the creation and improvement of women's programs at
the state level. Equality of participation will be insured only when the spoilt
programs for women measure up to the males' opportunities, in terms of both
quality and quantity.

Many physical educators, administrators and parents are quick to Argue that
it makes little sense to spend time and money building programs for young women
when they supposedly aren't interested. Such an attitude as this, was typical
of a philosophy we wished to explore in our task force report. We wondered
what roles, if any, physical education teachers had predetermined for their
students, and vice versa. We were also curious as to what social and psycho-
logical benefits. were gained in the physical education classes. Our tentative
plan to interview all the physical education teachers in the Kalamazoo Public
Schools was discarded when, after consultation with the Research Ed. Depart-
ment at Western Michigan University, it was pointed out that such a technique
would undoubtedly lead to subjective reporting, rather than objective fact -find
ing.4 (The time factor also prohibited using such a technique). Thus we sub-
miffed a proposal to the school administration which we felt to be highly scler
tide In nature. Our planned procedure included tight control of all variables, and
allowed us to randomly sample students and parents, thus guaranteeing that a
broad cross-section of pupils and parents would be represented.

PLANNED PRCCEDURE

We devised five different questionaires to be distributed to the following
groups: (1)45 forms to all physical education teachers at both the elementary
and secondary levels (2)200 forms to elementary students in 'grades 1-3 (3)200
forms to tipper elementary students in grades 4-6 (4)200 forms to students at the
junior and senior highs (5)200 forms to the parents of Kalamazoo Public School
pupils, Each of the questionaires was to be accompanied by a cover letter from
the administration, explaining the purpose of our study and requesting a prompt
rely. We asked for a :nailing list of the parents, a list of the homerOom teachers
at the junior and senior high schools, and a list of the classroom teachers at
each elementary school. From these lists we would randomly select the students
and parents, while at the same time making certain that all teachers, schools
and grade levels were included in the responses. We proposed that the selection
distribution and collection of these forms be our responsibility, as we antici-
pated set-backs if these duties were taken out of our hands and turned over to-
the administrative staff.

ACTUAL PROCEDURE

Our planned procedure was denied, and what actually ttanspired accounted
for the numerous frustrations and disappointments this task force has felt. When
the administration decided that all the above mentioned responsibilities belonged
to them, we lost tctal control of our study. We have no idea what procedure

s Recently the Sixth U.S. Court of Appeals ruled In favor of Plaintiffs Morris and Barrett,

PPtg,p ce innt rn: nodr aostfuycitri:gal nrraeril;nr:Pthienjtunndeitiedtarhpileatilnl'irftshioTTily9oThIltrtsAintrge
state of Michigan from participating In the scholastic athletics and athletic- non-contact
contests because of their sex."

6 it would be subjective because only two people were to conduct the Interviews.

21-150 0 14 pl. I IS
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they used to distribute the questionaires. We have not seen a copy of any cover
letter that accompanied the forms, We are unaware as to what judgments were
passed by the Research Department of the Kalamazoo Public School, whose
desks our questIonaires had to clear. Nonetheless of one thing we are certain
It took almost a half-year to distribute and collect less than 1000 questionaires,
from the time our planned procedure was submitted for approval in October,
19T2 until last week when the results were still trickling In. In conclusion we
cannot in all honesty justify the validity of our study, because we have abso-
lutely no knowledge of the sampling techniques. Yet this is not to suggest that
our findings are false. Quite the contrary, most of our discoveries are quite In
tune with conclusions reached in similar studies, we regret only the fact that our
planned procedure turned into mockery of the scientific approach to research
when the administration usurped all our responsibilities.

The questionaires to students, teachers and parents revealed some enlighten-
lug yet disturbing facts. Generally by the middle elementary years the conven-
tional roles for males and females are well understood by the children, though
not necessarily accepted completely by this age group. However, at the high
school level, not only were the male roles now accepted but carefully carried out
in the gymnatium as well as the classroom, as most parents agreed they should
be. Boys took their "natural" position on the field, frowning upon moat of the
girls who felt they should not remain on the sidelines. In light of this, it is all,
too sad that the success of our public school physical education/athletic program
is being evaluated in terms of the male athletic prowess, at the expense of the
minds and bodies of the opposite sex. "In sports the end In view Is not success
independent of physical equipment; it is rather the attainment of perfection
within the limitations of each physical type."

Thus the thrust of this report is to explore some of the myths that are per
petuated in the area of physical education, to expose the cause-effect relatioaship
between attitude and sexist discrimination, to note the gross discrepancies in
the athletic budget, and to offer recommendations that would erase the inequities
which now exist.

?Ng RUSIN' ICLIUSICTANY TEAM

The physical education program at the elementary level requires a minimum
of 150 minutes a week, or 80 minutes per day. Generally each week the atudent
receives two periods of instructional time from the physical education teacher
and the other time Is handled by the elementary ciassroom teacher. The classes
in physical education at this level are coeducational.

Yet no matter how superficially similar theae situations at each school may
appear, young mates and females in grades 1-8 do not feel equal in terms of
their physical skills. Perhaps the reason young girls do not feel equal and capa-
ble Is the notion that certain physical activities carry positive or negative ac-
ceptance for youngsters. Boys in grades 1-8 almost unanimously agreed (94.4%)
they liked to play bail games in their gym classes, whereas only 201% liked to
jump rope and 85.6% enjoyed skipping to music. On the other hand, 88.5% of
the girls indicated they liked to jump rope and 64.8% responded to their pref-
erence for skipping to music. A large percentage of the girls (86%) in this age
group also enjoyed bail games, though their ability to successfully master bade
skill movements essential to ball games were doubted by themselves and their
teachers (see next section).

Of the 15 phsyleal education instructors at the elementary levet, 8 are femlaes.
Despite the equality in numbers, the association between sports and the male
athletic prowess is also reinforced by the teachers, as well as the children. As
suggested in the questionaire responses of both sexes, the willingnesa or hesitancy
of the teacher to join with the youngsters at play was dependent. on the type
of play involved. If it was generally considered to be an area of play relegated
frequently to the male, e.g., games involving a ball, the physical education
teacher was a frequent participant. Over half of the girls (52.9%) and half of
the boys (55.6%) responded positively that the gym teacher played ball games
with them. However, in an area of sport considered to be feminine in nature,
e.g., rope jumping, skipping, he/she did not become part of the activities. Only
12.9% of the girls and 16.6% of the boys indicated the teacher joined them when
they skipped to music. In a neutral area of play which has neither masculine nor
feminine connotations, e.g., relay races, the teacher also chose to watch rather
than participate. Only 17.6% of the girls and 71.8% of the boys noted that the

But. pg. 7.
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Instructor Seined them in Italy games. Thus the type of play promoted by all
the pbysital education teachers was predominately male-oriented. .

yoUng girls feel incapable beCaute It it assumed they have some Inherent,
natural inability to develop their eye-hand-feet coordination, phygicat educa
tion teachers and parents alike do not ay and overcome this lack of coordination
admitted so frequently by females in this study, Some rationalise that If she
doesn't belong on the playing field or basketball court, why bother to equip her
with basic *ills involved? Reasoning under such false assumptions, it follows
that girls who choose to pursue their love for physical activities find themselves
Ill-equipped and thus are easily discouraged on the playing field. Naturally there
are no biological or phytiological reasons why a young girl cannot throw, kick,
bat, catch, shoot or jump as well as a boy, Marked sex differences In muscular
strength do not occur until the onset of puberty, when the increases In female
hormone prOduCtion acts to reduce the growth of muscular tissue. Thus there is
no excuse for the fact that young girls in our public schools have not developed
fundamental motor patterns by the time they reach fourth grade. The failurelies within the methods of Instruction, and limited opportunities, not withinthe sex.

Females In grades 1-3 did not feel thy should be taking a passive position on
the sidelines, if they were given the chance to be leaders and participate with the
boys at play, 83.6% of the girls felt they could captain a team in gym class. A
large majority of them (824%) also Indicated they would prefer playing on a
mixed baseball team. Yet the boys_ in grades 1-3 felt quite differently, 85.0%
of the boys would not choose a girl as captain, and 77.8% Indicated their prefer-
ence for playing on an all-male baseball team. In a neutral sport area, 64.8%of the girls once again favored to run on a relay team composed of both sexes,
as opposed to less than halt (40%) of the boys who wanted to be part of a coedteam.

It is quite clear In this study and others that even during these young child-
hood years, boys are beginning to place girls outside the world of sport by age
six, The girls, however, were reluctant to make a definite commitment to the
conventional Image of the young lady, as indicated by their choices of play
activities. Such a conclusion in our study supports the thesis that middle-class
girls do'not show clear acceptance of their culturally imposed role in sport evenby the age of eight.'

mEta /AM ELMMENTARY IMAP,8

For both sexes the picture changes somewhat during these developmental
stages. In our study most boys continued to seelet active, vigorous competitive
games Involving manual skill and dexterity. Basketball, softball, and track/
field ranked higest on a list of favorite activities, whereas square dancing, rope
jumping and stunts/tumbling were at the bottom. Conversely, girls'ehoseb0th
active and inactive types of play. Rope jumping, running and volleyball were the
greatest favorites; soccer, track/field, and square dancing were selected most
infrequently,

Yet in this age group the association between sex and the type of play was not
as strong as In the earlier grades. In the girls' questionnaire the teachers' favorite
interests Included volleyball, soccer and running. The boys ranked volleyball,
soccer and basketball as the Instructor's preferred activities. Simllary 68.8%
of the girls and 81.4% of the boys believed that their teacher would not like to
teach dancing In gym class, In the remainder of the girls' responses, the attitudes
remained consistent with those given in grades 1-3. 85.7% still felt capable of
assuming leadership positions, though almost half of the girls (41.4%) had
doubts regarding their ability to catch a ball as well as a boy.

On the other hand, the boys' responses reflected an interesting and promising
trend, namely that the boys In grades 4-6, as opposed to the boys In grades 1-3.
were much more willing to Include girls on their teams, offering them leadership
roles and choosing to have gym class with them, rather than having an all-male
class period. Surprisingly this tendency for socialization and interaction with
the opposite sex in the later elementary grades runs contrary to some data col-
lected from other studies. Nonetheless it is not our purpose to conjecture why
such an attitude exists among boys in grades 4-6. The important thing to note
is that such a healthy attitude exists, and little is presently being done to cap-
Ratite on a situation that offers great potential for eliminating sexist discrim-

liessen and Conger, pg. 328.
pg. 527.
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Ination in the area of physical education and atheltics. (See section on recom-
mendations).

Whereas 85% of the boys in grades 1-3 refused to let a girl captain the team,
only 45.4% of the boys in grades 4-6 still remained hostile to this idea, Similarly
21,8% more boys in grades 4-6 selected to run on a mixed relay team. More im-
portantly the response of the boys in grades 1-3 (10%) for a coed class jumped
to 50.5% or the boys in grades 4-6 opting for a coed gym program. The girls in
grades 4-6 also suggested an identical reversal is attitude, in that 64.8% favored
a mixed gym class, when In earlier years only 14.8% selected coed opportunities
for play.

Such replies are indicative of a desire on the part of both boys and girls in
grades 4-6 to cooperate, compete and fulfill their physical potentials at play,
with regard for sex being pushed aside. The chance to further foster such a
wholesome relationship between the sexes is pointed out in the students' need
for after school recreational programs. A slim minority of both boys and girls
in grades 1-3 (26.7% and 80.6% respectively) indicated their desire to stay after
school for some supervised play program, but in grades 4-8 a majority of
the youngsters, 81.4% of the boys and 60.7% of the girls, now responded posi-
tively to the idea of an intramural team program at their school.

It is our conclusion that these later elementary years present the ripest oppor-
tunity to explode the myth that girls have no place in sport. If changes are not
Instituted during these years, as has been the case, the end result is the per-
petuation of discriminatory attitudes and practices which remain permanently
fixed for a lifetime, as is evidenced in the results of our junior-senior high school
questionnaires,

TRZ AINT04-8ZNIOR MOH TEARS

From the results of or questionnaires in this area, we were not able to deter-
mine exactly when, i.e., at what grade level, or precisely why male attitudes
shift so radically from late elementary school to these years at the secondary
level. We strongly suspect, however, that much of this attitudinal change comes
during the junior high years, when classes are no longer predominately coeduca-
tional as they were at the elementary level. The separation of the sexes at the
Junior high level seems to stem from the adult expectation that youngsters should
be preparing to fulfill conventional role models it they are to comfortably ad-
just to the final three years of high school. The necessity for "grooming" the
junior male athletes, for developing more sophisticated skills and bigger bodies,
also contributes to the justification for separating the sexes in the physical educa-
tion classes once the elementary years are over. The tomboy is no longer tot-
crated once seventh grade begins.

That chauvinistic, discriminatory attitudes in grades 7-12 lay the foundation
In creating a false impression of young women in sports is all too clear. Young
men and women In this age group have almost totally different perspectives
of the role of woman in sport. Young men have definitely decided women have no
place in their "domain ;" conversely young women are willing to argue just the
opposite. A slim percentage of the boys (24.5%) agreed that young women are
just as aotive as the boys, unlike the majority of the girls (80.3%) who indi-
cated an equal degree of activity. 62.7% of the young men responded that they
have more interest in physical activities than the females ; only 8.5% of the girls
agreed that this statement was true. 87.2% of the women noted that team sports'
are just as appropriate for them ; only 31.8% of the boys agreed with them on this
Issue. By a large majority (70.2%) the girls believed they are more creative than
boys; 22.7% of the boYs were willing to concur. In only the myth question did
the young men and women come close to sharing a common point of view. 72.3%
of the girls and 40% of the boys concluded that young men are less sensitive than
young women.

The most glaring area of outright male favoritism was found in the response
to the question of equal use of physical education facilities. Only 50% of the men
stated they believed in equal use and time; 80.8% of the young women would
not take a back seat, however.

The responses to the notion that young adults of both sexes should have equal
exposure to male and female instructors, and the notion that male physical eft-
cation teachers often present an image of favoring an all-male class, is also
covered in our research. 82.0% of the women, whose contact with sports is pre-
dominately female at this age level, stated their physical education teacher would
like to teach young men in her classes. Yet only 48.1% of the young men, whose
contact with sports at this age level is predominately male, thought their in-
structor would like to work in a coed teaching situation. Evidentally the female
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who teaches physical education at the junior-senior school neither resents nor
fears nor dislikes having young men in her classes. But the male instructors ap-
pear to feel differently, And though these men may contend that they are not
Prejudiced, that they would gladly teach young women, a great many of their
stadents are getting the opposite impression. Indeed, the "we-don't- want-'em
here" image needs remodeling.

There was more agreement between the sexes regarding choices for inter-
scholastic teams. From ten alternatives the males selected basketball, swim-
Ming, tennis and trackfield as those team sports which should exclusively have
separated teams for the women. The young women chose basketball, softball,
tennis and track/field as those activities wherein they would like to compete
separately. Yet both sexes felt coeducational teams involving skiing, tennis and
Swimming Were als0 favorable alternatives if the creation of separate programs
were not immediately possible.
-Personal preferences for physical education activities also overlapped some-

what. From a list of fifteen activities, the boys ranked baseball, swimming, basket-
bail and selfslefense (in that order) as favorites. Girls chose swimming, soft-
ball, gymnastics and basketball (in that order). It Is interesting to note that the
first three male choices have Interscholastic programs now running. Only the
second and fourth choices of the females have programs currently available.

The overall picture these young adults presented is both good and bad. It is
good in that the young men's main interests in sports programs are being served,
as the budget allotment and curriculum suggest. It is also good in that young
women see themselves as active and interested in self-expression through phys-
ical activity, that they do not ,view their physical activities limited to individual
pursuits within a intramural program, and that they recognized their right to
equal use of physical education facilities and equiphiant. What is sadly para-
doxical, is that young men view these healthy female attitudes as being unhealthy !

For women the lack of separate sports programs, the meager budget allot-
ment and the general false impressions that persist among males are all factors
which have helped to squelch whatever chances male students in the elementary
grades had for developing positive, reinforcing roles for their female friends.
Similarly these factors also account for the success of the pep club and the cheer-
leading programs. If that which young women desire is not available, they must
settle for second best , . and a poor second it is, to say the least.

THE PARENTa

If there is any truth to the adage that parents know their kids best, then
the task force would have to conclude on the basis of the parental responses
that parents of Kalamazoo Public School children share few of the myth
beliefs that their older children do. In most cases the parents are enlightened
and aware of the importance of a total physical education program. None-
theless their consciousness of culturally determined behavior patterns for both
sexes Is still evident.

When asked to note what kinds of instruction should be offered In junior
and senior high school, they reflected what society feels to be "safe" sports
of either males or fewsles. They ranked soccer, basketball and baseball as
male activities to be taught separately. Females should have separate instruc-
tion in the areas of basketball, swimming and gymnastics. Those activities
appropriate for coed classes included dance, tennis and golf. What is interest-
ing to note, is the attitude underlying these choices and the acceptance of
the notion that certain sports are appropriate for either sex, or both, The
female who wishes to develop skills in soccer or conversely, the male who
might wish to receive some instruction in contemporary dance would find
themselves out of luck because instruction in these areas is not offered. Clearly
the only Justification for singling out these parentlal preferences is what
society deems "proper."

Our task force Is not, by any means, suggesting we drill females to the
point where almost any girl could qualify for a men's team. We recognize
that certain differences in muscular strength are apparent in adolescents,
and we are not so bold as to try and overthrow Mother Nature. What we are
demanding is that any girl at this age be exposed and given instruction In
many more physical activities, so that she may be free to choose and develop
as she desires. Limited instruction necessarily presupposes a limited freedom,
and parents who sanction only those activities which they feel "respectable"
are hampering the growth and human potential of all tomorrow's children.
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When questioned as to what varsity sports should be available to men, women
and both sexes, the parents' responses were again indicative of their social
consciousness. Separate male teams in football, baseball and wrestling were
chosen most frequently, as were separate women's golf, basketball and swim-
ming teams, The favorite choices for coed participation included golf, skiing,
and tennis. 88.7% of the parents believed equal use of the physical education
facilities should be guaranteed, and the greatest majority (70.9%) responded
favorably to a required physical education program in grades 1C-12.

In response to questions dealing with the myths of women in sport, the
parents, mote often than the physical education teachers, denied the persistent
claim that women are inactive and disinterested in physical activities. 68.2%
believed girls were just as active as boys, 17.8% responded that girls are less
interested than boys; only 10.9% suggested that team sports are more ap-
propriate for boys. Over 80% of the parents also indicated that girls are not
more creative than boys, and that boys are not less sensitive than girls,

With the exception of a few replies, there was agreement among all the parents
that coed instruction at the elementary level include instruction of basic move-
ment skills, large and small group play, high and low organized team play and a
variety of other activities including rhythms and physical fitness. The most dis-
turbing fact that emerged, was that 88. % of the parents felt that physical educa-
tion instruction was more important in grades 7-12 than in grades K-8. Evidently
there is a failure on the part of some parents to realize that if children do, not
develop fundamental motor patterns by the time they reach early adolescence,
they will had themselves lost without the basica from which to build more sophis-
ticated skills taught at the junior- senior high level. A girl cannot run till she
learns to walk, and by the same token cannot learn to play basketball until she
can properly throw, catch and jump, And sadly, it is the female school population
in Kalamazoo who is being short-changed most often, as the middle elementary
girls and many of the physical education teachers have testified in their question-
naire responses.

VIZ PHYSICAL iDlIOXIION TZA011128

The responses of the physical education teachers indicated that some of the
attitudes regarding women in sports were indeed healthy, non-biased opinions,
over 80% felt that team sports were just as appropriate for girls as well as boys
and that a wide variety of activities should be offered as part of the curriculum.
Over 70% also did not believe that girls are more creative than boys, and did not
conclude that boys are less sensitive than girls. Approximately half of the teachers
(48.1 %) indicated that girls were just as active as boys, and agreed that girls
have just as much interest in physical activity as do boys. Mk% also noted that
some physical activities are appropriate for either sex.

The teachers' comments were more disheartening when they were asked to
assess the skills of their students. Only 83.8% believed that the girls eyeband
coordination in physical activities was equal to that of boys; '.8% also noted
that girls cannot throw a ball as skillfully as boys; 40.8% responded that boys
and girls excell equally in rhythmic activities.

The conclusions reached by our task force as a result of studying these teacher
responses are quite similar to the ones reached by the students themselves, espe-
cially those children in the elementary grades. Generally the girls are active and
interested in sports, and willing to join teams in suitable kinds of organized play.
The only drawback is that both students and teachers admit they are not equipped
to do so.

Three other areas of interest which support the task force's recommendations
were covered In the teacher questionnaires. First, there was unanimous agreement
that equal use of facilities be given to females. Secondly, the greatest majority of
the teachers indicated that physical education should be required in grades K-12.
(The policy now standing is that physical education be required in grades 7-8
and 10-11, 0th and 12th grade physical education is on an elective basis. Require-
ments can also be met through participation in varsity athletics), Thirdly, over
40% of the teachers commented that the effect of Senate Bill 1108, which has
already passed and allows female participation on boys' teams involving non-
contact sports, would result In enlargement of the girls' programs, creation of new
opportunities for them, and an increased athletic budget, with more money al-
lotted for girls' programs.
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THE plitralCAL EDUCATION/ATI:11.EM TilJDOET 1972-1073

Nowhere is the discriminatory attitude of the school administration more evi-
dent than in the budget allocations for the intramural and athletic programs. The
discrepancies between coaches' salaries and the number of tokenisms to girls
in terms of equipment and use of facilities is inexcusable, A closer analysis of
the budget is justified, not only to support the above statements but to tend
weight to the task force's recommendations in this area,

The budget allocation for physical education Is equal for both boys and girls
at each of the three levels : $2532 for boys and $2532 for girls at the elementary
level; $3770 for boys and $3770 for girls at the Junior high schools; $3350 for
boys and $3350 for girls at the senior high level. Yet it is in the area of athletics
which includes all interscholastic programs, where inequities begin to arise at
the junior high level and become most conspicuous at the high school level.

In the Junior high programs $1500 is given to equip and supply the girls'
athletic activities; $2500 is allocated to the boys' program for the same pur-
poses. Thus the boys receive 40% more money, almost a 2:1 ratio. The figures
for the operating budget are more alarming. The total operating budget for the
boys' junior high athletic programs is $8050, of which football claims a highly
disproportionate share ($6100). The total operating budget for the girls' pro-
gram, which also includes rive sports, is $2725, of which $625 is given to the
cheerleadIng cause. Thus the ratio is more than 3:1. (Here we must insist that
cheerleading is not considered by this task force to be a sport and therefore
should not fall under the jurisdiction of the athletic department.) After the
funds for cheerleading are subtract NI from the girls' operating budget, the
ratio grows even more disturbing: 8:1. The coaching salaries are in turn indica-
tive of this misplaced emphasis. $4550 goes into cheerleading coaches' salaries at
the junior high level ; only a slightly greater amount, $5380, is allocated for all
the other coaches' salaries within the girls' program. Overall the women's coaches
receive anywhere from 3% to 7% of the teacher base salary for their work. The
coaches for the men's programs receive anywhere from 5% to 18% of the
teacher base salary for their work.

The 1CCHA takes seven factors into consideration when negotiating the salaries
for coaches: (1) the length of the season (2) the amount of responsibility (3)
the pressure on the coach (4) number of students participating (5) number of
practice days and matches (0) quality of the competitions involved and (7)
the prestige of the sport. One example from the junior high girls' program will
serve to point out which of these negotiating factors holds top priority.

The cheerleading program at the junior high level involves 81 total practice
hours, 18 matches and has 720 participants. All the other three sports which con-
stitute the remainder of the whole athletic program (basketball, tennis and
track /field) combine for a total of 172 practice hours, 23 matches and include
275 girls. Thus the task force suspects that the "prestige" factor accounts for and
influences the fact that over 40% of the girls' coaching salaries are directed to-
ward a program that involves less than half of the practice hours and 6 fewer
matches than the other sports combined,

It is not surprising, however, that cheerleading receives such a disproportionate
share, at the expense of the other activities, because the largest amounts of
money for the men are directed to the football and basketball program. The
school system seems to be reasoning, "What's a football game without the gals
to help lead us onto victory?" The cheerleader becomes the epitome of the
heights to which a girl can strive. Sadly er-nigh some are content to support
rather than participate, and more than half of the total funds are pumped into
a program that will insure this,

At the senior high level the ratio is almost 10:1 regarding the financial allot-
ment for equipment and supplies. The boys' program receives $39,422 and the
girls receive $4028, out of which $1000 goes to support the cheerleading cause.
The total operating budget, which does not include coaching salaries, is $36.474
for the men; the women rate $5216. Again the inequity in salaries could be
noted In detail. Suffice it to say that $58,000 is set aside to hire the men's coaches;
$115,000 is given to the women for an identical purpose,

The administration attempts to Justify such gross inequities by reasoning that
more money ought to be alloted for the men, since the gate receipts from the
football and basketball games help to support other athletic activities. The ra-
tionale goes something like this : More money develops better teams; better teams
draw larger crowds; larger crowds built gate receipts; large gate receipts Insure
more and better programs. What is most serious, Is this profit motive that pre-
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determines athletic budget expenditures. No public school system, including
Kalamazoo, is set up to be run as a profit-making institution, and those adminis.
trators and members of the Board of Education who operate under such a premise
should Immediately juggle their priorities and reorder their values. When the
quality and quantity of the women's athletic programs is indirectly dependent
upon how much profit is gained front the gate receipts of the men's events, there
is cause for alarm. These athletic activities need to be brought back into some
kind of proper perspective wherein they serve as recreation for many, rather
than profit for a few.
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A SUMMARY OF THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ATHLETICS TASK FORCE

Our community as well as our public schools must begin to realize that there
are a great number of girls and young women who are interested in pursuing
their love for physical activity. However, up to this point they have been severely
*restricted in seeking to fulfill themselves in this area. Minimal financial alloca-
tions offer few opportunities to develOp quality programs for females, and this
fact, along with the sexist attitudes of junior and senior high male students,
account for the frustrations many girls have sensed when they attempted to
enter a field considered to be exclusively for the men.

Programs for women at all comparable levels of athletic ability must be
initiated immediately, and the need must be generated by professionals in the
field of physical education /athletics who are aware of the various facets which
constitute a good program. Simply waiting for students to discover their interests
is a false step, for our study shows that girls have little or no experience from
which to determine their needs. That women are interested but not equipped
with basic skills has been demonstrated through the responses to the question.
naire distributed to students at all grades levels and to the physical education
teachers,

With these ideas in mind, the task force offers the following recommendations
which we hope will generate more enthusiam among professional physical edu-
cators to improve the quality of their programs, especially for women.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ELEMENTARY LEVEL

I. Recognizing that the primary responsibility of the phystoal education pro-
gram at grades 1-3 is to build fundamental motor patterns, and at grades 4-6
to further refine each child's motor skills, within the framework of a compre-
hensive ph:yrdeal education curriculum, we recommend that each instructor
continually reevaluate his/her teaching methods to insure that these objectives
are being met. As our study demonstrates, young girls are entering junior high
school with little attention given to these essential needs.

II. The task force recommends that the ultimate direction of the physical educa-
tion program move toward five instructional periods a week, rather than the
current two days a week. Realizing that such a change could not be instituted
immediately, the task force suggests that beginning with this next school year, a
minimum of three instructional periods be guaranteed to each student in the
elementary grades.

III. We recommend that one of the primary criteria for hiring elementary
school teachers include some training and study in the area of "Physical Educa-
tion for the Elementary Classroom Teacher." If a teacher has excellent creden-
tials but lacks such study, the physical education coordinator must make certain
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the teacher has continual consultation with a physical education specialist who
would help direct his/her teaching responsibilities in the area of physical
education.

IV. Because a sound intramural program is lacking in grades 4-8, where our
study notes it is needed immediately, we recommend the creation of a position
entitled "Coordinator of Elementary Intramural Activities." With the respon-
sibility for the establishment, direction, control and supervision of all Intramural
programs and informal interschool activities falling under his/her jurisdiction,
the position should be tilled by one who has had numerous experiences in teaching
Physical education at the elementary level.

V. We recommend that the creation of all intramural programs begin In grade
4, be geared toward coed participation, and include physical activities approprl
ate for both boys and girls, in addition to separate activities for the sexea.

VI. We recommend that each elementary school have a director for its Intra-
mural program, who would report directly to the Coordinator of Elementary
Intramural Activities. First preference for filling the director positions should be
given to a physical education teacher at that school. Hiring outside the school
is not suggested, unless it is necessary to Insure the.existence of an intramural
program at that school.

VII. We urge that the creation of all recommendations dealing with Intra-
murals be Instituted as soon as possible, and that the "busing" factor play ab-
solutely no role whatever in implementing such programs. Too many gymna-
siums and playing fields are idle within each neighborhood school to think that
transportation could be a thorn In the development of these intramural programs.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SECONDARY LEVEL

T. We recommend that the development of a varied intramural program be
continued at the secondary level, with stress on separate programs for young
men and women, In addition to coed activities including activity clubs. The task
force points ont that a strong Intramural program cannot be built with the cur-
rent funds available. The financial allotment for intramurals must be increased
next year. If not. then funds must be generated from the varsity sports' cur-
rent operating budget. The total physical education program must serve the
needs of many young adults, rather than a few talented males.

H. We recommend that greater emphasis be placed on the educational benefits
of the intramural program, with more attempts being made to Instruct young
women, as well as provide a framework for recreation and informal competition.

HT. We recommend that the physical education coordinator for the Kalamazoo
public schools continue to educate the entire coma uettt. stressing the values
In all kinds of physical activities, and that the Board a,i. Eria-mtion support him
in his efforts to improve and create new programs, ssdeIfk.4 to bring the qual-
ity of the women's programs up to an equal level wlat tten's opportunities.

IV. We recommend that in addition to curre:': Wierings, the number of inter-
scholastic sports programs for women be increw,A !mmeadrin with top prior-
ity given to the creation of separate gymnastics and swio,r,Ong teams, and the
further development of the field hockey program.

V. We recommend that the Interscholastic 11N). *rams at the senior
high schools include comparable levels of competition rd scheduling, with the
expectation that women will be going outside the great;:! Kalamazoo area to seek
such competition.

VI. We recommend that the competition sought for the Junior high School
interscholastic programs be limited to the greater Kalamazoo area.

VII. Noting that the quality of coaching is not what it should be, we recom-
mend that all coaches at the secondary level have state certification.

VIII. We recommend that in screening and hiring coaches, more emphasis be
placed on the positive values of competition, not on the "winning or else . . .
"philosophy. Only those applicants who promote such values as playing to the
best of one's ability. winning and losing graciously, respecting one's opponent,
should be hired to fill coaching positions. The leader who sacrifices the dignity
and self-respect of his students at all costs Just to win does not belong In a
coaching position.

IX. With the realization that such a recommendation at this time must be
carried out over a long period of time we recommend that more physical educa-
tion teachers he hired. Hiring more physical education instructors would lower
the teacherpupil ratio, provide a greater offering of activities, and decrease the
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teaching load, thus allowing the physical education teacher more time to pursue
coaching responsibilities which he/she, by the very nature of his academic train-
ing, is best qualified to assume.

X. We recommend an uninterrupted K-12 physical education program, based
on a progressive curriculum with allowances for elective programs.

XI. To expand the potential for the growth and development of all young
adults, especially women, we recommend a greater choice of Instructional physical
activities, more coed classes and more teamteaching situations.

XII. We insist that equal use of the physical education facilities be immedi-
ately guaranteed to women, and that the physical education coordinator and
athletic directors insure that women will equally share in the "prime time" now
reserved exclusively for men.

XIII. Because It reinforces the role of women as passive supporter, we insist
that the cheerleading program will immediately be dropped from the physical
education budget, and that all responsibilities for the financial operation and
supervision of the cheerleading program no longer fall under the jurisdiction of
the physical education/athletic department.

XIV. We insist that money will not be a deterrent to proIding more and better
Programs for women and to paying women's coaches on a more equitable basis.
Within the next two year* when the intramural and interscholastic programs
for women will have been successively launched, we demand esactly equal funding
as the men shall receive for their activities.

REPORT OF THE PERSONNEL TASK FORCE

(By Hi Ide Curran, co-leader, writer, and Allene Dietrich, co-leader, writer)

INTRODUCTION

The Personnel Task Force wasformed in March, 1272. A list was drawn up of
women who were active In various kinds of women's organizations In the com-
munity and who, past experiences indicated, would invest time in the project if
they consented to serve. A strong commitment to women's rights was not a cri-
terion but dependability was, as was some knowledge or experience in doing
studies. Each was called, the project explained, and as a result 10 women whO
ranged from strong activist sympathies toward women's rights to some who
had no strong feelings either way formed the committee. Their common goal was
a picture of women in the school system.

Several women professionals in research were contacted to set as consultants.
We appreciate their time and expertise. Our purpose was to identity the areas of
inequality. One source would be areas where school personnel themselves felt
there were inequalities. Another would be the committee's own feelings and third
would be areas discovered in other studies of sex discrimination.

It appeared that a questionnaire, answered by school personnel on a voluntary
basis, would provide the broadest base and one was developed. (See Appendix C.)
If the responses were in significantly large numbers we hoped to develop a profile
of the Kalamazoo school system employees and computerize the results' We rec-
ognized that factors such as sex, age, race, marital status, educational level, job
category and expellence might influence one's point of view; therefore, a fact
sheet. minus name to protect confidentiality, was necessary. If we were able to
feed our material into a computer, the above factors would be important.

At this point a complication arose. One school liaison warned us that too many
separate questionnaires would be burdensome truteachers at this time of year
(June was approaching) possibly cutting down on responses. Since other Task
Forces were doing questionnaires she advised us to combine ours with others.
The only other one ready to go was an attitudinal questionnaire so these two
were combined.

This had unfortunate repercussions. Our tact sheet coupled with our questions
and the attitudinal ones led some recipients to believe that, although no names
were asked for, recipients could be identified in some cases and their attitudes
noted. Attitudes were a particularly sensitive area at that time due to the recent
concern over radal bias.

This tear was unfounded. While someone in administration familiar with
the individuals in the staffing of individual schools might have been able to

Ti the end, however, we did not get enough replies to warrant using a computer.
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recognize some, one committee, totally unfamiliar with either, could not do BO,
and we were the only ones who could see the questionnaires.

Nevertheless, individuals did protest to the administration and individual
Board members, and though 1215 were distributed only 509 came back and only
392 of these were relatively complete. While some gave evidence of thoughtful,
conscientious answers, others reflected impatience and still others open hostility
to the whole project.

In the light of the above, the results were simply used to show areas of some
concern. No attempt was made to interpret extent or depth of concern. We give
them in the following synopsis, omitting those questions where even in one
sample there seemed little concern.

1. Of the 20 areas listed in Question 1, more women than men felt there was
unfair treatment based on sex in teaching drivers' training, selection of depart-
ment heads and building assignment. More women than men telt there was fin-
fariness in participation in conferences, control of master keys and parking
spaces, and that this unfairness was based on one's position. Men and women
equally felt there was unfairness in lunch duty based on sex. In study hall, hall
duty, kinds of classes and problem classes, more men felt there was unfair treat-
ment based on sex.

3-4. When asked if they were aware of unfair treatment in the system to others
or themselves, the response was overwhelmingly negative. Of those who did
feel there had been unfairness, more women felt it was based first on sex and
second on race and men felt it was based on raw and age.

5-S. Most promotions took place in the last five years. Most men and women
do not apply for promotions and of those who do, with the exception of last year,
more men apply than women. Most applications are for jobs in their own cate-
gory,

9. Twice as many men as women were interested in administrative jobs, seven
times as many women said they were not interested.

10. The respondents overwhelmingly rejected the thought that there would be
any discrimination on promotions. Of those few who did, women felt it would be
on sex.

11-14. In assignments that were not promotions, very few apply and of those
who do there are more women than men, the applications are for jobs in their
own category, and more are accepted than rejected.

15-17. Transfers between buildings occur but not in large numbers. In the few
who asked for them women outnumbered men and more transfers were granted
than not. By far, most people did not transfer nor did they ask to be.

20. Only 14 men and 17 women held another paying job.
21. Women were fairly evenly divided on whether the pay increments applying

for military leave should apply also for maternity leave. Men were overwhelm.
ingly against,

22. Equalizing military leave and maternity leave brought few answers from
men and these few equally divided into yes and no. Many women answered and
they were more than 2 to 1 against.

This synopsis leads us to believe that discrimination or unfairness works both
ways and it behooves any administration to insure that sex Is not used as the main
criteria for decisions.

The lack of awareness of sex discrimination reminded us sharply of the same
unawareness of racial bias some years back. Programs on awareness need to be
instituted.

Once more, as in race, women need to be made aware of and encouraged to apply
for promotions and administrative jobs. We do not Imply that large numbers of
women crave to move to administrationwe believe, however, that any who do
should be permitted and encouraged to do so,

The whole area of military and maternity leaves needs to be thought through.
Any inequalities need to be rectified. To neglect them because they are not

widespread or "statistically significant" is to invite their spread.

FINDINGS AND COMMENTARY

Personnel in the schools are a molding factor in the development of children's
attitudes and life styles. To indicate its significance, we observe that this year
79% of the school budget goes to personnel' Because there has been concern
about sex discrimination in the school system, this task force attempted to

2 Total amount for xersonnel In the school, excluding public libraries : $13,914,978. Pip
urea taken from the School District of the City of Kalamazoo Department of Business
Affairs 1072-73 School Budget, August 29, 1972 ".
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evaluate the Possible existence of discrimination in the field of personnel. We
feel that the presence of sex bias there would particularly influence the attitudes,
feelings, behavior, selection of careers, and future Plans of the stfidents.

Defining sexism as those attitudes and actions that relegate women to sec-
ondary and inferior status and prevent their equal participation on all levels of
our society, the Personnel Task Forte in March, 1072, began to study personnel
practices and working conditions. By June 1972, we had talked with teachers and
students, surveyed the employees, and read school documents relating to per-
sonnel practices and procedures. In early 1973, we analyzed the male/female
cotapositions at all levels of employment as well as at each school, interviewed
people involved in decisions ou hiring and promotion, and tried to determine
What civil rights legislation applies to the Kalamazoo Public Schools. A summary
of the research and methods used is in Appendices A-11.

We feel the existence of sex discrimination in our society is obvious, but
recent legislation makes it possible to bring about long awaited changes. In
reviewing the legislation that might apply to the Kalamazoo School System
regarding sex discrimination, we found the following laws specifically applicable:

(1) Executive O,'ders 11374 and 11240 and Revised Order #4
(2) Equal Par A. ct of 1903, extended in 1972
(3) Title VI! the Civil Rights Act of 1964, extended by the EEOC Act of 1972
(4) Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
(5) Michigan Pair Employment Practice Act, Act 251 P.A. 1955
Members of the Division of Personnel and other staff went to considerable

trouble to answer questions that we asked, and spent time in patient consulta-
tion with committee members on personnel matters. We extend to them our
appreciation for their cooperation.

In working with the Division of Personnel to compile the percentages of men
and women in various employment categories within the system, we all were
hampered by a change in the school's computer system which makes some pre-
viously available information unavailable at present.'

The highest policy-making level in our school system is the Board of Education,
where there are six men and one woman. Is It possible that this preponderance
of males might affect the practices of the system?

The highest administrative level we grouped to include the superintendent
and 3 assistant superintendents, 32 principals, and S directors of divisions. This
represents 45 employees, of which 12 (26.5%) are women. Of these 12 women,
0 are early elementary principals. Once children leave early elementary school,
their only chance to have a female principal is at Hillside Junior High or the
Continuing Education Center for pregnant girls.

The next category consists of assistant directors, assistant principals, coordi-
nators, and those personnel with supervisory positions. Out of 53 people, only 7
(13%) are women,

In the next category are the professional employees, teachers, librarians,
nurses, and others included in the Kalamazoo City Education Association con-
tract, Approximately 891 persons are included in the teaching classification. Of
these, there are 587 (66%) women. Of these 5S7 women, approximately 350
(66%) are employed in the elementary schools.

In most of the other positions, with the exception of bus di ers where the
women are 57% of the total, the jobs are very highly sex stereotyped. The per-
centage of women office employees and cafeteria workers is 99%. It increases to
100% for media clerks and media assistants. Activity helpersor lunch room
supervisorsare 93% women, while women are 80% of the teachers' aids. Of the
custodial and grounds personnel, only 3% are women, and the skilled tradesmen
and apprentice instructors are all male.

The number of women administrators and teachers Is highest at the early
elementary level, and decreases through Junior high and high school. The same
pattern emerges as we consider the ratio of teachers to top administrators.
Women teachers are a majority, but at the highest level of administration, the
superintendent and his four assistants are all male.

Comparing these figures with those of ten years ago would help to determine
whether or not there has been a change in the relative positions of women in
different categories. Unfortunately, those figures are no longer available.

s"Equal Rights fru Women Educators Promised With New Legislation". Dualtnne Fund
Report*. National Ettication Association. August 25,1072, pp. 1-2.

For administrators, supervisors, and teachers. w e were dependent on the Directory of
the Kalamazoo Publi' Schools and Kalamazoo Library System, 1972-73. The remainder
were secured by the Personnel Division.
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After seeing the sexual imbalance in the foregoing figures, we attempted to de-
termine the factors that could have brought about the disparity. Reeognizing that
no explanation could be a simple one, and that the causes for thejieemIng.in-
equities would be found outside the school system as well as in, we atadied con-
ditions that might lead to discrimination against women.

The school system operates under Board Policy #41, "Affirmative Action .for
Equal Employment Opportunity ", adopted February 1, 1971. The policy states
that the schools shall

Continue to Implement affirmatively equal employment opportunities to
all qualified employees and applicants without regard to race, creed; color,
age, sex, or national origin, .

The Director of the Division of Personnel is responsible for "ensuring compli-
ance and continued implementation of Policy",

Because of the importance of the Division of Personnel to the evaluation and
implementation of affirmative action, we looked at the people who comprise the
division. There are three men and three women. The three women are secretaries.
The men are the director, who is responsible for secondary school hiring, the
assistant director, responsible for elementary school personnel, and the assistant,
responsible for non - certified Personnel. We learned that the men have had no
professional training in personnel work. No study of their attitudes toward
women and the kinds of jobs they should hold has been made. We found no evi-
dence that existing civil rights legislation pertaining to sex discrimination had
been compared to present practices in Kalamazoo, This lack of specific awareness
and concern about legislation and attitudes extended to principals hiring and
promoting.

We found two areas in which the existence of sexism would inevitably affect
the Division of Personnel itself, attitudes, and written policies and procedures.

One's attitudes are of nubile concern only when they result In discriminatory
behavior, which we define as any action or institutional structure which deters
a person or group solely because of sex. The following ideas expressed by people
throughout the system reflect attitudes that can result in discriminatory behavior;

(1) Women don't want to work for another woman, especially a friend.
(2) .Women don't like to be promoted because they then lose their friendships

with other women.
(3) We already have too many women in the schools.
(4) Women don't want the responsibility of the job.
(ti) Women refuse promotions or transfers which aid to their work load.
(6) Women need to learn "better followership" in order to have a female boss.
(7) Women who want to get ahead are too aggressive.
(8) Women don't train for higher positions and are not interested in them.
(9) Women need to be patient; we're working on the whole problem.
(10) We can't hire women for this job because they would have to: carry pails

of water; handle machinery ; clean the boys' bathroom; and supervise the boys'
locker room. .

(11) Women cannot or will not get involved in student disturbances.
(12) Men are better disciplinarians and can handle large classes better.
(13) Men are not interested in this job because of low pay.
(14) We were thinking of a man for that position.
Reverse discrimination is evident in some of the attitudes toward men In

elementary schools. "The role of men In early elementary, while very popular
with most parents and children, is feared, mistrusted, and/or discouraged by ad-
ministrators on every level", wrote one teacher. A man who wanted to teach
kindergarten said he liked to get down on the floor with the children and put
his arms around them. The personnel man indicated he would have to know
a lot more about him before putting him in a kindergarten.

The aforetnentioned attitudes reflect the current myths in our society about
men and women and their roles. These myths seem to explain the actual prae-
tices, policies, and procedures of the public schools. To discuss the different pro-
cedures and policies, we shall use the outline found in Board Policy #41 on
"Affirmative Action for Equal Employment Opportunity":

(A) Airing, placement, upgrading, transfer, or demotion.
(B) Recruitment, advertising, or solicitation of employment.
(0) Treatment during employment.
(D) Rates of pay or other forms of compensation.

I The last published Division of Personnel report which analyzed sex composttion was
dated May,1572.
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(Fl) Selection for training.
(F) Layoff or termination.

A, Hiring, placement, upgrading, transfer, or demotion
The attitude that certain jobs are meant for women is reflected in the job

application blanks, job descriptions, and contracts. On Job application blanks
in 1972, cafeteria, secretarial, and clerical employees were assumed to be female,
although page 2 of the secretarial and clerical application asks for husband's
or wife's name. The office employees contract agreement allows for no military
leave. The "Salary and Fringe Benefit Provisions, Kalamazoo Association of
School Administrators, 1971-1072", uses the masculine pronoun throughout, as
does the contract for maintenance workers.

The Orgcniration Manual, Fall, 1970, uses "he" for all of the 01 jobs listed,
except for three; the assistant supervisor of physical education, health and
safety education; the group tester ; and the director of practical nursing. One
Of the others defines the Accounts Payable Supervisor in part: "He will also
aid the accounts payable girl" (emphasis added)` Some progress is indicated
in the most recent job descriptions, dated July 21, 1972, where all 11 are written
without sex identification.

Replies to our questionnaire indicated that the areas of promotions and hiring
is a matter of concern to employees. A number of women said they felt they
might be refused a promotion because of their sex. Other answers indicated
similar unhappiness and uncertainty about the qualifications for promotion.
Promotions for teachers are most frequently moves to principalships or to
supervisory or administrative positions.

These moves are implemented by committees which make recommendations
to the superintendent. For example, a typical screening committee to hire an
elementary school principal is composed of :

(1) the director of the Personnel Division,
(2) an elementary school teacher.
(3) an elementary school principal.
(4) the supervisor of elementary education.
(5) a representative from the superintendent's office.

Based on the percentage of women in each category, the "elementary school
teacher" is likely to be a woman, but the rest are likely to be men.

Athletic directors and coaches are chosen by a commitee typically composed
in this way :

(1) Physical education coordinator.
(2) A principal.
(3) An athletic director.
(4) Director of the Division of Personnel.
(5) A coach.
Ot people serving on screening committees between March, 1972, and October,

1972, four were women and sixteen were men. Surely, women need greater
representation on these influential committees.

It is clear that each of these processes is dominated by men in that these
decisions are made by groups and structures composed almost completely of men,
Members of the Division of Personnel, all mate, often work with a principal,
most likely a male, to hire a teacher.

It was maintained by some teachers that certain teaching positions, such as
drivers' training, were traditionally given to men. Other teachers claim that
some personnel are hired to teach social studies primarily because they can be
coaches rather than because of their qualifications in social studies.

Teachers frequently mentioned summer school hiring as a cause for concern.
The process is that the summer school principal is chosen first. Then he lets
the personnel department know what people are needed, and together they make
the appointments. Some teachers feel this results in jobs being given to "friends
of the summer school principal".

Illustrative of this problem is East year's faculty :

Organization Manual for the Kalamazoo Public Schools, p. 63.
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Summer school Regular school,
Men Women percent women percent women

Secondary:
al 1Partip

Counselors 2
Nurse i I 24 45
librarian I
Teachers 22 7

Elementary:
Principals 2
Librarians 2 I 66 64
Counselor 1
Teachers 13 24

Note that the percentage of women teachers is much lower during summer
school than during regular school. Our questionnaire indicates that despite the
administration's assertion that "women don't want to teach summer school",
women felt there was sex discrimination in summer school hiring. That feeling
itself might lessen the number of applications from women.
B. Recruitment, adrertieing, or eolieltations for employment

Available positions are required to be posted publicly. Teaching positions which
will occur the following school year are announced in the Superintendent's
Bulletin in March, April, and May, "All openings for administrative or super-
visory positions which provide opportunity for advancement for staff members
shall be announced in the Superintendent's Bulletin. Notices will include mini-
mum qualifications, date of vacancy, required certification, information concern-
ing securing and deadline for filing the application," state the KCEA Articles of
Agreement, p. 11. Despite this regulation, some employees feel that decisions
have already been made as to who will fill the vacancy before it Is announced.

The methods of recruitment and the way advertisements are written reflect
the attitudes of the person doing the hiring. For example, one supervisor who
participates in hiring said that women should not work night shifts or carry
pails of water ; therefore, he wouldn't consider women for such work. An employer
with that viewpoint would not recruit from the female employees in the system
nor encourage women to apply. Eliminating people from consideration for night
work or heavy work on the basis of sex rather than individual ability and desire
is clearly contrary to equal opportunity practices.
C. Treatment during employment

The questionnaire distributed to all school personnel Included a chart of areas
in which some Kalamazoo Public School employees had found discriminatory
treatment. All respondents were asked to check the areas in which they felt
unfair treatment on the basis of sex exists.? The chart pertained chiefly to teach-
ers. Of the 200 teachers who answered, the following found sex discrimination
in these areas:

Area Respondents
Lunch duty 48
Selection of department heads 43
Problem students 37
Hall duty 32
Building assignment 81
Study ball duty 26
Participation in conferences 2Q
Kinds of classes assigned 18
Extracurricular assignments 17
Pay scale for similar jobs 14
Room assignments 14

The majority of respondents said they were not aware of any unfair treat-
ment of anyone on the basis of sex, but 8 males and 20 females said they have
personally experienced discriminatory treatment because of their sex, while 15
males and 40 females said they were aware of discrimination on that basis,
toward someone other than themselves.

?We noted that race, age, or position were also thought to be elements of discrimination.
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Some men feel a reverse discrimination. One wrote, "Men are discriminated
against. Women seldom do ball, study, lunch, and riot duty." Another said,
"Men are often asked to do extra physical labors to help female teachers."
Another stated that in terms of discipline and control, "women receive the same
pay as men but cannot or will not get involved in students' disturbances."

A different viewpoint is expressed in this quotation from a man's question-
naire: "I have a feeling that women are not always given equal consideration
for promotions and the reverse is also true in that women are not given as much
responsibility as men. Both situations are bad,"

"Some large classes are given to men because it's believed that women can't
handle them as well. Many women perpetuate the myth" wrote a woman teacher.

Although employment in the public schools has been traditionally considered
an occupation for women, we now find that males dominate the higher levels.
"Have you noticed that the Howard Street administration Is MALE?" one asked.
Another commented, "Only males have been hired lately in administration."
"Innovative and administrative positions in career programs are consistently
given to males," stated another. A number of respordents told of qualified women
who had been turned down in favor of sometimes less-experienced and less-
qualified males. One female indicated, "I applied and was refused because the
administration desired a man."

One person interviewed said there were no female applicants for the last
principalship filled. "Women are not encouraged to prepare for an administra-
tive position." Another said, "There was no screening for the last three elemen.
tary principalships. Those meeting the positions were simply appointed,."

There appears to be commendable progress in the area of administrative ap-
pointment, indicated by these figures for the past year:

PoslOnn

Applicants Appointment;

Dots Men Women Men Women

Junior High principal
Uoileatuy principal.
Junior MO assistant principal

Mar. 23,1972
July 27,1912
Ault 191972

4
5
9

1
2 1

2

Even when she does reach administration, "a woman is expected to do much of
her own secretarial work. Women feel they must get a man to express their
viewpoints as the men in the top administration and on the board do not credit
women's professional advice ", wrote one employee.

A few women questioned the restriction that only five days each year may
be allowed for absences due to the illness of members of the family and deducted
from sick leave. Such a limitation, it Is felt, is an undue hardship on those
people who are most likely to stay home during children's illnesses. "If you have
thirty days of sick leave to your benefit", one woman asked, "why is there
this stipulation?"
D. Rates of pay or other forms of compensation

Salaries and Wages
Salary schedules by sex are not available at this time. That information

would be helpful In determining whether salary inequities exist. In Michigan,
we found that of 334 assistant elementary principals, 127 femlaes with average
experience of 23 years were making an average of $13,39? ,while 2071 males with
an average experience of only 15 years were earing $13,421'

We also need salary comparisons between sex -typed men's and women's jobs
with similar degrees of responsibility. Evidence shows that sex-typed women's
jobs, stich as matron, often carry lower salaries than similar sexyped male
jobs, such as custodian.

Discrepancy in salaries is most evident when one reviews the extra duty salaries
in the KCEA Articles of Agreement.' Extra-curricular athletic pay is figured
in two different ways. In intramurals, each instructor is paid on a flat hourly rate

*"Professional Personnel In Michigan Public Schools 1988-69 Status Report Book
Three: Assignment Patterns", Michigan Department of Education, 1989. p. 10.

"Articles of Agreement Between the School District of the City of Kahl1114200 and the
Kalamazoo City Education Association for the 1971- 72,1972 -78 School Years ". Appendix C.
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Of $8.00 per hour, regardless of sex. In other extracurricular athletics, the
teachers are paid on a percentage of the base salary, ( See Appendix F.)

For men's athletics; there are 83 positions with salary compensations of .5% to
22% of the base salary, There are 44 posaible athletic coaching positions for women
with salary compensations of 3% to 7%. Although these jobs are supposedly open
to men and women, in fact men hold all of the jobs for coaching boys and two
of 58,240 for coaching boys sports, and a budget of $15,889 for coaching
girls.

Calculating the base salary of $8,000 as it was in 1971-72, we find a budget
Of $58,240 for coaching boys sports ,and a budget of $150 :s for coaching
girls' athletics. We question whether the number of activities for girls and
the rate of compensation for coaching them affords equal opportunity to female
students.

The percentage of the base salary is determined Ls negotiation with KCEA,
and is based on seven criteria length of season, suount of responsibility in-
volved, number of students participating, number of practice days, pressure on
the coach, prestige of the activity, and degree of competition. Criteria of this
kind allow a subjective determination of salary.

A subsequent inquiry disclosed that the percentages for coaches' pay were de-
termined by the rates paid other coaches at nearby schools.

Of the other extra duty salaries that provide supervision or assistance to
both boys and girls, 23 positions are held by men, and 11 by women. This group
includes, among others, debate and dramatics coaches, class sponsors, and co-op
and department heads.

In some traditionally labelled women's categories, such as cafeteria employees,
the pay is low, thereby making the jobs unattractive to men. One supervisor said,
"Men call and then are not interested because of the low pay".

From our questionnaire we learned that some employees held these views:
(1) Secretaries' wages are lower in the schools than elsewhere.
(2) Library assistants felt they were not compensated for extra work.
(3) Athletic extra pay is higher than academic extracurricular pay.

These three items form an interesting contrast when one considers that the low
pay in the first two categories goes to women, and that the athletic extra pay
primarily goes to men.

Insurance

Professional employees of the Kalamazoo Public Schools are insured with the
)lichigan Education Special Services Association and the non-professional em-
ployees with Blue Cross. Under both policies, the benefits to the spouse are the
same whether it be husband or wife. Maternity costs are covered for wed and
unwed teachers as well as daughters of those with family coverage; however,
under SIESSA coverage, maternity, now defined by the courts as a disability,
receives only $50.00 ma.rfmunt for the full period of disability, while other kinds
of disability receive from $20.00 to $200.00 per week based on income and type
of coverage. MESSA covers abortions for any reason, while Blue Cross covers
abortions only if medically indicated.

Retirement

In reviewing the pamphlet, "Information . . . Michigan Public School Em-
ployees Retirement Fund 1370" 10, we find several instances of discrimination
against women that are intrinsic to the system.

1. Retirement Roard.The retirement system is administered by the Retire-
ment Board which consists of seven members: the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, and six other members appointed by the Governor by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate. Three of these six are spectied: at least one
shall be a woman teacher; at least one shall be a nonteaching public school
employee; and at least one shall be a public member with experience in the
insurance, actuarial, or institutional investment field. This results in a possible
ratio of six men to one woman.

2. Rests for Aitoteanee,--Seetiona 12, 13, and 14 under the Retirement Board
Rules indicate th t all school salaries are credited toward retirement, fractional
parts of which will not be credited unless they, added together, make a full
year, and that allowances are computed on the basis of compensation received
at the time of employment. (pp. 3-4.)

"information . . Michigan Public School Zmployees Retirement Fund". Michigan
Public Schools Emploieete Retirement Board. 1970.

t2-1S0 0 14. OA "
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Because retirement allowances usually provide a major base for the economic
well-being of the retired person, any practices, such as forced maternity leave
or discriminatory awarding of promotions or extra pay jobs, which inhibit a
person from accumulating the maximum available are discriminatory.

Pages 0-9 deal with military service, sabbatical leave, out-of-system service,
and overseas service. Any policy relating to those areas can be discriminatory
if decisions on sabbatical leave, out-of-system service, and overseas service are
not based on equal opportunities being made available for all, regardless of
sex. Here also the question of military leaves being permitted to count towards
minimum service requirement and not to interfere with step increases can be
discriminatory, while maternity leave permits neither and is considered an
illness.

Arbitrary requirements (which no longer apply in the Kalamazoo Schools)
to stop teaching at specific points in time during pregnancy despite the teacher's
ability and desire to continue can result in fractional years that may not total
enough to make an additional year; this practice has penalized the teacher at
retirement time.

Paragraph three, p. 11, points out that all pay from schools influences one's
retirement allowances; thus, evening school, summer school, drivers' training,
and all or any extra, paid duties must be available equally to woman. Because
these jobs are not equally awarded to men and women in Kalamazoo, and be-
cause women's chances for advancement are fewer and their jobs are more
likely to receive lower pay, the retirement allowances of female employees of
the Kalamazoo Public Schools will be lower than they might have been without
discrimination.

B. Dependents. Should an employee die before retirement and have fifteen
years of creditable public school service, three classes of dependents automatic-
ally could be entitled to a retirement allowance: widow; dependent and disabled
widower; and orphan children under 18, (p. 13.)

In discussing this with an employee at the state office, it was eplained: a
widow of a male school employee is assumed to be dependent. The widower of
a female school employee must be proved to be dependent and disabled. If not
dependent on the employee for 50% or more for his personal support, then such
a person will receive a refund of the employee's contribution.

The assumption that women are dependent and men are independent indi-
cates a double standard based on sex, and discriminates against men in this
case.

B. Selection for training
The selection process for training and conferences is largely a male process,

as they are the deCision makers in the schools. A number of teachers felt that
teachers were discriminated against when it came to attending conferences.

Board Policy Bulletin No. 25 limits professional leave to twelve month em-
ployees who are supervisors or higher. This policy apparently discriminates
against all teachers, and especially women, as the number of women employed
in such positions is miniscule.
P. Layoff or termination

Because the study of teachers' concerns was completed in spring, 1972, one
question was raised that has since been solved. A number of women teachers
were displeased at having to take maternity leave earlier in the pregnancy than
they wanted to. Since last year, the courts have determined that pregnant females
must be treated the same as any other employee. Women cannot be refused
jobs because they are pregnant, nor can they be forced to leave at a specific
stage of pregnancy." Kalamazoo Schools' current policy is that women in all
departments may take either maternity leave or sick leave, depending on how
tong they want to be off. If they take maternity leave, they are not paid, but
are assured of returning to the first vacancy that occurs when they want to
return. They may or may not get the same job back. If they take sick leave,
they receive all their sick leave benefits and return to the same job.

CONCLUSIoNs

Having evaluated the possibility of sex bias in the area of personnel in the
Kalamazoo Public Schools, the Personnel Task Force concludes that it does

11"anidennes on Ptscrimiratton Because of Sex".
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exist, occasionally in obvious ways, but more frequently in subtle ways that
Most personnel are unaware of.

On the administrative level, 12 of 45 employees are women, and 9 of these
women are principals In early elementary schools. On the supervisory level,
only 7 of 63 persons are women. In the teaching classification, 66% are women,
and 66% of those women are In elementary schools.

In the highly sex.typed positions, women comprise 99% of office employees
and cafeteria workers, and only 3% of the custodial and grounds personnel.

A took at opportunities for summer school employment for teachers reveals
the following:

iinctrcentl

Percentage of women
mployesS

Re War Summer
schools schools

Elementary 84
Secondary. 45 24

66

}Or coaching positions, we find 83 positions for coaching boys' activities with
salary compensations of from 5% to 22% of the base salary for a minimum
budget of $58,240. We compared that with girls' activities, where we found 44
Easitions with salary rates of 3% to 7% of base pay for a minimum budget of
$15,689.

Although the school system operates under a board policy to insure equal
employment opportunities, it N apparently not working. The hiring and pro-
motional procedures which are primarily under male jurisdiction contribute to
and perpetuate these inequities. Many of the inequities are based on current
myths in our society about men and women and their roles.

Though it is evident that there have been during the past year of our study
some beginning changes in sensitivities, attitudes, and policies, indicating an
increased awareness of the subtleties about which we speak, the progress toward
equality has only begun. There N great need to :

1. familiarize personnel in the Kalamazoo Public Schools with the current
civil rights legislation,

2. increase their awareness of how their own attitudes and the attitudes of
others Interefere with their seeking and obtaining equal opportunity, and

B. develop practices, policies, and procedures which will assure more equitable
opportunities for women.

As children in the school system begin to observe equal employment oppor-
tunities, their concept of employment potentials for themselves will be ex-
panded. The tow number of women teachers In the upper grades and of women
Administrators at every level deprives all students of personal contact with
highly competent, sensitive women who will encourage them to aspire to lives of
accomplishment.

RECOM MENDATIONS

The members of the Personnel Task Force give the following outline of action,
based on our research, to the Board of Education, the Administration and the
Division of Personnel. Some items are repeated if they apply to more than one
category.

We ask that the School District of the City of Kalamazoo, in following these
recommendations, work closely with the associations representing its employees
to eliminate sexist practices wherever they exist.

A. BOARD OF EDUCATION

I. Implement changes to eliminate the inequalities described In this study.
a. Strengthen Board Policy *41, "Affirmative Action for Equal Employment

Opportunity," by authorizing the preparation of a comprehensive affirmative
action program for women with goals, timetables, and an evaluation process.

b. Revise Board Policy *38, "Overt Discrimination," to include sex dis-
crimination.

c. Call for an administrative study to determine the funds being used for
personnel, equipment, and supplies for educational and recreational opportuni-
ties for boys as compared with those for girls.
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2, Request a follow up study of sex discrimination in the schools in 1978 to
evaluate the progress made.

3. Through Governor Milliken and the State of Board of Education, seek
changes in the retirement law so that.

a. women are equally represented on the Retirement Board, and
b. pensions are equally available to male and female beneficiaries.

B. ADMINISTRATION

1. Develop inservice training programs to sensitize all employees, especially
those making personnel decisions, to their own attitudes toward women, and how
those attitudes affect their decisions.

2, Distribute to all personnel information on recent civil rights legislation,
relating It directly to the treatment of female students and employees. Especially
important is the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's pamphlet, "Guide-
lines on Discrimination Because of Sex".

8. Revise the Organization Manual so that job descriptions are neither male
nor female in context. The use of the masculine pronoun implies to women thatmen are preferred.

4. Publicly encourage women to apply for administrative positions and stresstheir right to do so.
6. Encourage leadership positions for women to enhance their possible promo-

tion to administrative duties,
8. Provide specific job descriptions which include necessary qualifications,

enabling people to apply or prepare for these positions. Make sure these Job
descriptions are used to make decisions on hiring, promoting, and evaluating
personnel.

7. Wherever makeup of decision-making committees is spelled out, insure that
women will be equally represented on such committees.

8. Add sex to the anti-discrimination clauses in labor contracts.
9. Distribute copies of this report to interested parties, such as the Division of

Personnel and all employee associations or unions.

C. DIVISION OF PERSONNEL

1. Update existing affirmative action policy to establish methods, goals, and
guidelines for implementation.

a. Maintain statistics on the sex compositions of elementary and secondary
teachers, principals, supervisory personnel, and personnel receiving extra pay for
additional duties. Include non-professional personnel by pay levels.

b. Assure equal participation of women on screening committees.
e. Hire women in the Personnel Division at an administrative level.
2. Develop inservice training on:
a. new legislation pertaining to sex discrimination, and
b. Sexually biased attitudes, which affect the status of women.
c. the methods and goals of affirmative action programs. An excellent source is

The Building Blocks of EEO, by Dean B. Peskin, World Publishing Company,
1971.

The above recommendations will affect the six areas of employment practice
previously outlined. The recommendations that follow deal more specifically with
the separate categories,

A. IIIRINO. PLACEMENT, ITPORADINO, TRANSFER, OR DEMOTION

1. Plan to hire more part time skilled or professional personnel, allowing more
women to participate on those levels.

2, Review job categories-In which men or women have not previously been
employed in reasonable numbers, and take appropriate actions to correct.

3. Periodically review promotions to insure efforts providing equal opportu-
nities.

4. Evaluate summer school positions to assure equal opportunity,
5. Revise job applications so they apply equally to male and female.
O. Make sure all applicants receive definite answers as to disposition of their

applications.
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B. RECRUITMENT, AUYERTISINO, SOLICITATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

1, Establish active recruitment and promotional programs to accomplish the
upgrading of women in all levels of employment, particularly in areas Where
they are most under-represented.

2. Send women with recruitment teams to colleges and universities to encourage
women applicants for higher positions.

3. Search for outstanding women to promote or appoint to deelsion-making
positions.

0. TREATMENT DURING EMPLOYMENT

1. Assign task on other basis than assumed sex-orientation of task. For example,
put extra duties, such as lunch room, hall, and study duty on a rotating basis.

2. Remove the limit on sick leave days used for family illness,
3. Inform employees of methods of recourse if they feel they are being dis-

critninated against.
4. Grant maternity/paternity leave to any teachermarried or single, male or

femalewho adopts, bears, or assumes legal responsibility for a child.0

D. RATES OF PAY OR OTHER FORMS or COMPENSATION

1. Salaries
a. Determil:, the average salaries for men and women in each level of em-

ployment and correct the inequities.
b. Compare salaries for Jobs that are generally held by women with those

having similar duties or equal responsibilities held by men, and correct the
inequities.

c. Develop a more equal distribution of extracurricular compensated activities
for women, both in number of positions and amount of reimbursement.

2. Retirement
a. Seek change in retirement law to make pensions equally available to spouse

of deceased, whether male or female.
b. Allow maternity and paternity leave to count toward retirement time in

the same way military leave does.
c. Eliminate any practices which inhibit women from accumulating the maxi-

mum retirement compensation.
d. Work for equal representation of women on the Retirement Board.
3. Insurance
a. Revise disability insurance plans to make sure they treat disabilities

caused or contributed to by pregnancy, miscarriage, abortion, childbirth, and
recovery therefrom. as temporary disabilities for all Job-related purposes.

b. Make sure that all costs and benefits are the same for men and women.

E. SELECTION FOR TRAININO

1. Identify interested and potentially qualified women employees and encour-
age them to apply for specific training programs.

2. Provide additional training to women teachers to increase their ability to
deal with problem students.

3. Assure more equitable participation in conferences.

F. LAYOFF OR TERMINATION

1. Insure representation of women in layoff and termination decisions.

11"MIchigan Federation of Teachers Recognition of Women's Eighth". Michigan Peden.
tion of Teachers. May 10,1972.
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Pr.asoll rat, TASK FORCE REPORT

Appendix A

Interviews were conducted between April, 1972, and February, 1973, with the
following people
Henry Goodwyn, Mahlon Lantz, and Allen Seaboldt, Division of Personnel
Ruth Calhoun, Supervisor of Food Services
Rudolph Gent, Supervisor of Operations
Gerry Hollowell, Kalamazoo City Education Association
Luther West, Assistant Director of Buildings and Grounds
Teachers and students in elementary and secondary schools

Appendix B

The following documents were studied In April, 1972, and February, 1973.
Administrative Procedures Bulletins, as of April, 1972
Application for Assistance under the Emergency School Act January 3, 1973
Board Polley Bulletins, as of Apr11,1972
1972-73 Budget
Curriculum notebook 1970-71
Directory of State and Federal Projects, February 28,1973
Employees contracts, 1972
Job application blanks 1972
Job descriptions, July 21.1972
Organization Manual, 1971
Organizational Scheme, 1972-1973
1972-73 Performance Objectives
Personnel Directory, 1972-1973
Personnel Division Personnel Reports, February, 1972 to December, 1972
Personnel lists, 1971-72
Retirement Funds Report, 1970
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Appendix C, Page 1

Schools -- Return to Building Principal by May 26
Personnel Adm. Bldg. Return to Superintendent's Office by Mey 2E

force has been instituted by the Kalamazoo Public Schools in study-
ion against personnel on the basis of age, sex, or race. Would you
study by answering these questions and expressing some of your own
s subject. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. (All responses

1). If you have any questions please feel free to contacts

Marilyn Sell 343.6254

Allene Dietrich 381-3752

EDUCATION SEX

under 25 high school Kale
26-30 some college Female
31-40 B.A.

41-50 B.A. plus grad. hours RACE
51-60 M.A. White
over 60 M.A. plus grad. hours Black

Ph.D. Other

Marital Status
single

married
divorced
separated
widowed

It you have children, pleaSe list by age
and sex

age sex
age sex

age sex
age sex

age sex
age sex

age Sex

Length of time teaching (To the nearest full year)

Length of time with the Kalamazoo Public School System

Name of School

Position Central Office

Building Administration

Teachers

Librarians

Counselors

Social Workers

Office Employee

Other
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Appendix C, Page 2

Pereonnol Questionnaire

1. Check below the appropriate column or columns if you think there is unfair
ttsstment in these areas. If you need to explain, use #28. (People may be
treated unfairly because of their race, sex, or position. An example of
discrimination because of position is it teachers are lest often picked to
go to conferences than are principals.)

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

i.

k.

1.
m.

n.

o.

P.

q.
r.

s.

t.

u.

v.

V.

X.

y.

z.

Others:

P iii- -

IHillh-dutv

.....- ......

Perticipetion in conferences
teachinst drivers' training

Selec tion of-dettertment beide
building assignments
room migmatite
study hail duty
hall duty
extracurkitaar assixnnente
Cu . .e Sc?) n o.

field trine
assignment 0 desk ant.gthor equipment
allotment of materials end supplies
use of dupticatinx equipment
control of master keys
parkin& Spaces
kinsis of closes astigned
;umber of class preparation,
size of clam_ in 114154 &Y440__
1 4 s nsmsh ol .

problem studipts
par scale for similar lobs
paid overtime. voluntary
unpaid overtime. voluntary_
paid overtime. required
unpaid overtime, required

please name

2, Hoy any persons, including yourself, do you support or help support?

3. Are you aware of unfair treatment of someone else in the Kalamazoo school
system because of race sex age t Not aware .

4. Have you personally experienced any unfair treatment in the Kalamazoo school
system because of your race sex age t Have not

S. Have you been promoted in the last 5 years 6-10 years? .

6. Have you applied for a promotion in the Kalamazoo Public Schools during the
last year 1-2 years 3-5 years 6-10 fibre t Have not

If you have not applied, skip the next two questions.
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Appendix C, Page

7. Was the application rejected accepted withdrawn or is it undecided?

8. Woo the position one to your own job category or in another
If another, please name.

9. Are you interested in having an administrative position? Yes No

10. Do you think if you requested a promotion you might be refused because of your
race your sex ? Neither

It. Haws you been given a new position which was not a promotion in the
Xelamazoo ethools in the last 5 years 6-10 ysara ?

12. Have you applied for a new position, not a promotion, in the Kalamazoo schools
in the last year 1.2 years 3-5 years 6.10 years ? Have not

If you have not applied, skip the next two questions.

13. Wes the application rejected accepted withdrawn or is it uudecidt4t

14. Was the position one in your job category or in another 7 If another,
please name

15. Were you transferred between buildings in the last year 1-2 years
3.5 years 6-10 years _? Have not been transferred

16. Not counting the assignment preferences requested from teachers and building
administrators by the school administration and KCEA in 1971, lave You asked
for a building transfer in the peat year 1-2 years 3-5 years
6-10 years ? Have not asked

If you have not asked, skip the next question.

l?. ties the requested rejected granted withdrawn or is tt undecided?

18. How many hours a week do you spend on your job at school?

19. How many hours a week do you spend doing work outside of school that relater
to your job at school ?

20. Do you hold another paying job? Yes No

21. lkn's pay increments continue during military service. Should the same
principle apply to maternity leave? Yea No

22. NititerY leave is four yearn. Maternity leave is one year. Should the
time allowed be equal? Yes No

23. Please give any instance you can of unfair treatment.

24. List any other areas of discrimination that should be studied.

25. What do you not like about your job?

26. Cements:
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APPENDIX D

ANALYSIS OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL 8Y SEX

Male Female

Administrative:
Superintendent 1
Assistant superintendents:

Instructional management
1Operational management.
1Program development
1Secondary principals 6Elementary priftipals ISDirector of elementary instruction
1

Director al secondary Instruction
Director of personnel and negotiations

1Director of business affairs
1Director of buildings and grounds
1Director at student affairs IDirector of community education
1

Director of research and development 1
Director of categorical aids

1

10

1

Total 33 12

Supervisory:
Assistant principals
(kens of students
Project director vocational education special needs programs
Coordinator Instructional roe'.
Coordinator career education
Supervisor apprentice program
Coordinator art education
Coordinator physical education
Coordinator musk
Supervisor, special education
Program apecialist swirl education
Assistant director, personnel
Assistant to director, Personfifil
Internal auditor
Supervisor of food services
Assistant supervisor, food services
Supervisor, tronsportotion
Supervisor of data processing
Accountant
Purchasing agent
Assistant purchasing agent
Supervisor, supplies ,
Assistant director of buildings and grounds
Supervisor, maintenenae
Supervisor, Operations
Foreman, grounds

Heating arid fiumbing
General reps r
Painting

Leader pre-school
Supervisor, Information services
Adult education Principal
Community school leaders
Specialist, personnel skills development
Specialist, computer based accountability
Testing specialist and health services coordinator
Assistant for child accounting
Project director ESEA title I

13
2

1

47 7
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Appendix E

LEGISLATION COVERING SEX DISCRIMINATION

Executive Orders 11374 and 11246 prohibit employment discrimination on the
basil' of sex by contractors and subcontractors who are awarded contracts of
$10,000 or more by the federal government. (A "federal contract" has been loosely
defined as something which benefits the federal government. Asked the difference
between contract and grant Mr. Jack Hazard, the contract-grant officer for federal
projects in Chicago, said that "at this point in time the two terms are used inter-
changeably." According to Peter Wa IlUs, director of categorical aids in Kalama-
zoo, the Kalamazoo Public Schools presently receive 18 grants from the federal
government, each in excess of $10,000.)

Revised Order #4, 1971, requires federal contractors to analyze their staff to
decide whether women are being underutilized, to establish goals and timetables
for correcting deficiencies, and write affirmative action plans.

Equal Pay Act of 1963, extended In 1972, now covers teachers on all levels,
principals, librarians, counselors, deans, research personnel, and administrative
staff. "Where men and women are performing equal work on jobs requiring equal
skill, effort and responsibility, and which are performed under similar working
conditions in the same establishment, they must be paid equally."

The Equal Employment Oppirtunity Act of 1972 extends the enforcement powers
of the Equal Opportunity Commission and the Co%erage of Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. Sex discrimination is forbidden under Title VII in

hiring, firing. layoff, recall, recruitment, wages and conditions of employ-
ment; promotional opportunities; assignment; sick leave, vacation and over-
time; insurance and health benefits; retirement ; or advertising employment
preferences based on sex.

Title IX of Education Amendments of 1972 states, "No person in the U.S.
shall on the basis of sex be excluded from participation In, be denied the bene-
fits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program receiving
federal financial assistance." Broad coverage is provided for female students
and teachers who participate or want to participate in federally funded educa-
tion programs.

Note: The information on federal legislation was extracted from "Equal
Rights for Women Educators Promised With New Legislation,"*DuShane Fund
Reports, National Education Association, August 25, 1972.

Appendix P

Exrae, Derr SALARIES

A. The following pay scale shall apply to fully certificated, qualified teachers
for performing the following extra duties. The percentages shown are of the
base or starting rate for the Bachelor's degree: (RA. base 1971-72$8,000.00)
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B.A. Duo
Mole Female Oolong

Sets lot high school:
Alhlello dIracior 2 22
Head football coach. 2
Heed basketball coach 2 11
Head swimming coach
flied wrestling coach

2
11

e baseball coach 2
10football coach.,

1*sorts basketball coach II
oed track coach 2 10
Loss country coach 2
tools coach 2

f coach 2 I
Asslslanb:

Football coach 10
Basabst1 coach

I 9
Swimming coach 9
Track coach 9
'flitting coach 1 9

Women s geld hockey i 5
Women's tennis 2 /Women's basketball.
Woman's track 1 5
Woman's softball 2 5
Woodmen! heads 9 5

1Co-op heads 4 3
Senior class sponsor 2 3
Junior class sponsor 2 3
Sophomore doss sponsor 1 1 2
Debits and forensics coach 2 9
Assistant dents and forensics 4
E.B.Y. liaison teacher 1 3
Dramatics coach 2 8
Faculty game manager 2 10
Cheerleader directorfootball i 4
Chorteader directorbasketball 2 , 7

Junior Mph school:
Athletic director 1 22
Heed football coach 5 7
Assistant football coach 15 6
Head basketball coach 10
Track coach 5 5
Tannic coecti., 5 S
Wrestling coach 5 5
Curls basketball coach S 5
Girls' track and gold hockey S 4
Girls' tennis coach 5 4
Cheerleader directorfootball 5 3
Cheerleader dIroctorbaskttball 10 4

Other assignments:
SOMMItf scbcd classroom teaching

S.Adult education teacher
Driver education teacher
Music teacher 1. /1
intsemurals 6.00

B. A maximum of five (6) years' credit outside Kalamazoo may be allowed,
provided however, said experience Is from a school comparable to Kalamazoo
Central or Low Norrix. Allowable experience shall be Senior High School ex-
perience In the specific sport and in the coaching position.
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Appendix F

0. No coach shall be assigned to more than two coaching positions except in
emergency situations.

D. Add to the salary of each coach 2% of the coaching base for each year of
allowable Kalamazoo coaching experience, said experience shall be limited to ten
(10) years and shalt be in the same capacity being coached, provided, however,
that this shall not apply to elementary intramurals. ''Coaching base" is the dollar
amount arrived at by multiplying the base salary for the B,A. degree by the
appropriate percentage specified above.
. E. The Senior High Athletic Director shall be assigned five (5) class periods,
one (1) planning period.

F. Intramural assignments and activities shall be made by the Physical Educa
tion Supervisor. No time will be authorized without his approval.

0. Bookstore Managers shall have no homeroom assignments.
Taken from "Articles of Agreement between The School District of Kalamazoo

and the Kalamazoo City Education Association for the 1971-1972, 1072-1978
School Years."

Our sex analysis was added from figures provided in March, 1978 by Mr, Fletcher
Lewis, coordinator for physical education and health.

APPENDIX F, PAGE 3

MINIMUM SALARIES FOR EXTRA-CURRICULAR ATHLETIC ACTIVITIES 1972-73 FIGURED ON B.A. BASE OF $3,000

Positions Number Percent Total

BOYS' ACTIVITIES
Senior High School:

Athletic director 2 22
Head football coach. 2 18 91E
Head basketball coach 2 18 2,880
Head swimming coach 2 11 2,240
Head wrestling coach 2 14 2,240
Head baseball coach 2 13 2,080
Reserve football coach 1 10 800
Reserve basketball coach 2 11 1,760
Head track coach 2 10 1,6
Cross country coach 2 9 1,4ao
Tennis coach 2 9 1,440
Coll coach 2 9 1,440

Assistants:
Football coach 6 10 4, WO
Baseball coach 2 9 1,440
Swtraming coach 2 9 1,440
Track coach 2 9 1,440
Wrestling coach 2 9 1,440

Junior High School:
Athletic director 1 22
Htid football coach 5 7 2,
Assistant football coach 15 6 7,
Head basketball coach 10 7 5, . 11

Track Coach 5
5

2, I I I

Tennis coach 5 5 2 111

Wrestling coach S 5 2, 111

Positions, all held by males 83 58,240

GSRLS' ACTIVITIES
Senior high school:

Women's field hockey 2 5 $800
Women's tennis 2 5 800
Women's basketball 2 7 1,120
Women's track 2 5 800
Women's softball s 2 S SOO

Cheerleading, football 2 4 640
Cheerleading. basketball 2 7 1,120

Junior high school:
Girls basketball 5 5 2,000
Girls track and field hockey 5 4 1,600
Mrs tennis.. 5 4 1,600
Cheerleading, football
Cheerleading, basketball

5
10

3
4 1:188

Positions, 42 held by females 2 by males 44 15,660

I Positions held by males.
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COsszartorts

PERSONNEL TABS FORCE REPORT

Page 11:
line 1, One should be Our
line 14, one should be our

Page 3:
fine 22, four should be three

Page 4:
line 19, secondary should be elementary
line 20, elementary should be secondary
line 23, subsequent to our meeting with the director of personnel, we learned

from other members of the division that the assistant director is finishing
an IAD. in Educational Leadership with specialization in personnel and
that the other assistant has an MA in Guidance and Personnel

Page 6:
line 26, delete "The office ... leave."

Page 24 :
line 18, positions should be assignments

Page 25:
line 4, delete outstanding
line 13, maternity/paternity should be parental

Page 26:
line 21, delete and potentially qualified
line 24, to women should be for all

Appendix D:
Secondary principals, female, should be 2
Elementary principals, female, should be 9

LETTER TO TIIE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE KALAMAZOO PUBLIC SCHOOLS FROM TILE
COMMITTEE TO STUDY SEX DISCRIMINATION IN TAE KALAMAZOO PUBLIC SC/100LS,
MAY 22, 1973

At the Informal Board of Education meeting on May 14, 1973, when the Hough-
ton-Mifflin Reading Program was recommended by the reading committee, we
stated that the proposed books discriminate against women and girls and are
illegal. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Section 901(a) states:
"Xo person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from par-
ticipation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance . .."

We believe that Michigan state law also precludes such inequal treatment, as
in the Michigan Public Accommodations Act, Chapter 21 of the Civil Rights Act,
Equal Public Accommodations, Section 146 (M.C.L.A. 750.146) : "All persons
within the jurisdiction of this state shall be entitled to full and equal accommo-
dations, advantages, facilities and privileges of . . . public educational institu-
tions . . . subject only to the conditions and limitations established by law and
applicable alike to all citizens ..."

Relying in part on the above quoted statutes, we ask you to defer your decision
on the reading program until you have investigated alternate means of teaching
reading which treat all children equally. We feel that irreparable and immediate
damage will occur to the school system by spending money which will be wasted
If the books are found to be discriminatory and, therefore, Illegal. More Important,
Irreparable damage would result from the use of books which affect adversely
the self-image of boys and girls by presenting a male-dominated society.

We believe that the purchase of the proposed Houghton-Mifflin Reading Pro-
gram will constitute violation of the quoted federal and Michigan statutes and
subject the Board of Education and the use of the books to legal measures which
could jeopardize the school system's receipt of federal monies.

This matter is of sufficient importance that we will, if necessary, seek remedies
available under Title IX and relief through the courts.

Signed by
Jo Jacobs, Chairwoman, Committee to Study Sex Discrimination in the Kala-

mazoo Public Schools
732 Garland Avenue
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Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008
Phone : 616-345-5853

Note: Please write to Jo Jacobs for a copy of the HEW complaint, to be ready
May 81, 1978.

MICHIGAN CONVENTION Or PTA-SPaINO, 1973

A. SEMI( IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS

1. Chase, Dennis, "Sexism in Textbooks, "Nations Schools, December, 1927, pp.
31-85.

2. Dick and Jane as Victims: Sex Stereotyping in Children's Readers, Women
on Words and Images-a Task Force of Central New Jersey N.O.W. Available
for $1.50 from Women on Words and Images, 25 Cleveland Land, RD #4,
Princeton, New Jersey, 08540.

8. Federal Laws and Regulations Concerning Sex Discrimination in EduCa-
tional Institution, The Project on the Status and Education of Women,
Association of American Colleges, 1818 R Street N.W., Washington, D.C.
20009.

4. "A Feminist Look at Children's Books," SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL,
January, 1971, pp. 10-24. Available for 504 plus a stamped, self- addressed,
legal sized envelope, from Feminists on Children's Media, P.O. Box 4313,
Grand Central Station, N.Y., N.Y. 10017.

5. Key, Mary Ritchie, "The Role of Male and Female in Children's Books-
Dispelling all Doubt," WILSON LIBRARY BULLETIN, October, 1971, pp.
167-176.

6. Little Miss Muffet Fights Back, Feminists on Children's Media, New York,
1971. Available for 500 and envelope (see #4 above).

7. :iiieff, Betty, "Harmful Lessons Little Girls Learn in School," REDBOOK,
March 1971, p. 86,

8. "Report of the Elementary School Textbooks Task Force," Committee to
Study Sex Discrimination in the Kalamazoo Public Schools, February, 1978.
Send $1.00 to Ms. Marion Schippers, Kalamazoo Public Schools, 1220 Howard
Street, Kalamazoo, Michigan. 49008.

B. SEXISM IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1. Committee to Study Sex Discrimination in the Kalamazoo Public Schools.
Reports available now for $1.00 (address in #8 above) are the "Personnel
Task Force Report" and "In Search of the Freedom to Grow." Ready in
June, 1978, will be reports on vocational education, student activities, testing
and counseling, and selected subjects-a look at value forming content areas
such as history, psychology, home and family living.

2. Discrimination Against Women: Hearings before the Special Subcommittee
on Education of the Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representa-
tives, 91st Congress, Second Session, on Section 805 of H.R. 16098. Available
FREE from your congressperson.

3. Emma Willard Task Force on Education, Sexism in Education, available for
$3.50. 1520 W. 27th Street, Minneapolis, Minn. 55408.

4. Federbush, Marcia. Let Them Aspire: A Plea and Proposal for Equality of
Opportunity for /dales and Females in the Ann Arbor Public Schools, May,
1971. Available for $2.25 from Marcia Federbush, 1000 N. Cedar Bend Drive,
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 48105.

5. Report on Sex Bias in the Public Schools: revised edition ($2.25) New York
City Chapter N.O.W. 28 East 56th St. NY. 10022.

6. Sexism in Education, Joint Task Force Report 1972. Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Education. Write Louise Oncley, Planning and Research Division,
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission, 100 North Cameron Street,
Harrisburg, Penna 17101.
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KALAMAZOO, MICH., May29, 1973.
Mr. CASPAR WEINBERGER,
Secretary, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Ma. SECRETARY: Please consider this letter a formal complaint under
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1072, P.L. 92-318. The complaint is
directed at the Board of Education of the Kalamazoo Public Schools, Kalamazoo,
Michigan. It is filed by the Committee to Study Sex Discrimination in the Kala-
mazoo Public Schools. I am the chairperson of that committee and am filing this
complaint on its behalf. The committee was created by the Board of Education
in December of 1971 to do a comprehensive study of sex discrimination in the
school system.

On May 21, 1973, the Kalamazoo Board of Education adopted the Houghton.
Mifflin Reading Program for grades one through six throughout the entire Kala-
mazoo school system, This program utilizes 12 books, The total cost of the pro-
gram is $68,000, of which $30,000 will come from state and/or Federal funds. The
program will result in the purchase of thousands of books which will be in use
in the Kalamazoo school system for an estimated five years by successive groups
of children. The content, illustrations, emphasis, philosophy and attitudes dis-
played in the books in this reading program discriminate against girls and
women.

We allege that this action of the Board subjects the girls in the elementary
grades in Kalamazoo to discrimination under an education program receiving
Federal financial assistance within the meaning of Section 901(a) of Title IX. As
of February, 1973, according to the best information available to us, the Kala-
mazoo Public Schools were receiving assistance from 19 grants, totaling
$2,133,516.83. We request an immediate HEW investigation which would first
explore the possibilities of persuading the Board to comply voluntarily with the
law by using instead a non-sexist reading program. Failing that, we request
that all Federal assistance to the Kalamazoo school system be suspended until
the Board does comply with Title IX.

Sincerely,
Jo JACOBS, Chairperson,

On Behalf of the Committee to
Study Sex Discrimination its the

Kalamazoo Public Schools.
Enclosure: Preliminary findings of the committee with regard to the Houghton-

Mifflin Reading Program.

DISCUSSION Or PRELIMINARY FINDINGS COMMITTEE TO STUDY SEX DISCRIMINATION IN
rug KALAMAZOO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Grade school readers are a top priority area for change, since they influence
children at their most vulnerable and malleagle stage of development. Dick and
Jane as Victims: Sex Stereotyping in Children's Readers, an analysis by Women
on Words and Images, P.O. Box 2183, Princeton, New Jersey 08540, p. 3.

Textbooks should treat women as the equals of men. Although in the past
'women were regarded as inferior, they were not and are not inferior, they were
not and are not inferior people. The sexist attitudes of the past should not be
reflected in current publications. Guidelines for Improving the image of Women
in Textbooks, prepared by the Sexism in Textbooks Committee of Women, at
Scott, Foresman, 1900 East Lake Avenue, Glenview; Illinois 60025, 1972, p. 1.
Preliminary Statement

The findings below reflect the preliminary results of an examination of the
reading program adopted by the Kalamazoo schools on May 21, 1973. The exami-
nation took place between May 10, when program materials first became available
to us, and May 14, when we submitted a report to the Board of Education. Exami-
nation of these materials is continuing, and a detailed report will be available
soon. When the final report is issued, we plan to :fie an amended complaint with
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, further documenting our
charges.
initial Findings

The reading program is a major part of elementary school education, one in
which children participate every school day for six years. The schools fail' to
serve the needs of students, both boss and girls, when they adopt a reading pro-
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gram which ineorporates a massive amount of sex-role stereotyping and a totally
inadequate and unrealistic portrait of the performance and potential of women in
American society.
1. A reading program which does not reoognize the actions and achievements of

:COMM is an education program which is sex discriminatory
The ;Houghton-Mitilin sixth grade reader just adopted by the Kalamazoo

schools, features seven famous men and one woman; It mentions an additional
:dxteen famous men and one famous woman.

In the fifth grade reader, there are four stories about male historical figures
and one story about a female historical figure.
2. A reading program which does not show the same respect for Women and girls

as it does for men and boys is an education program which is sex dis-
criminatory

We found that of the stories in the entire Houghton-Mifflin Reading Program
that could be identified as having either male or female leading characters, ap-
proximately 80 percent had male leading characters. I though females comprise at
least 60 percent of the elementary school p,)pulation.

In the first pre-pritner, all of the leading characters are boys. A girl first ap-
pears on page 21 with a mop in her hand and is definitely a subordinate char-
acter. The pronouns he and it appear in the first and second pre-primers; the
pronoun she does not appear in the series until the third pre-primer.

Of the ten stories In one second grade reader, Secrets, six have leading char-
acters who are human and the other four have leading characters who are
animals. All of the human leading characters are male; girls are hardly ever
mentioned. In the fifth grade readers, there are more stories about animals than
about girls and women.

One example from the fifth grade reader which shows a lack of respect for
females simply because they are females in this quot.ttion : "What is square and
has bats in the belfry?" Dusty grinned. "That's easy, Scruggsgirls'
3. A reading program which assigns abilities, traits, interests, and activities on

the basis of male or female stereotypes is an education program that is sex
discriminatory

Adult role models for girls In the HoughtonMifflin Reading Program are
limited. Women sre portrayed predominately as mothers. nurses, librarians,
storekeepers, vita few other roles. Men are portrayed in many occupations,
including doctors, lawyers, busdrivers, mayors, policemen, scientists, firemen,
grocers, industrialists, kings, town watchmen, soldiers, inventors, builders, vio-
linists, farmers, political scientists, university department heads, milkmen, sani-
tation men, hunters, spies, writers, artists, engineers, sheriffs, plumbers, car-
penters, treasure divers, sculptors, spacemen. SR 'tom, Judges and F.B.I. men.

A specific example of this inequity is the full list of occupations illustrated in
the second grade reader ;

Men
Zoo keeper
Fence painter
Circus clown
Circus tall man
Circus strong man
Flower cart owner/seller
Flower shop owner
Toy shop owner
Policeman
Truck driver
Milkman
Grocer
Scientist
Doctor

Women
Mother
Circus fat lady
Fffementary school teacher
Nurse

The mothers In the readers work almost exclusively at home. The few mothers
shown or described who are In the work force outside the home are generally
in unspecified lobs. Yet the 1970 Census for the City of Kalamazoo shows that
91.3 percent of the women of this city over the age of 16 are employed outside
the home.

We contend that the sex roles presented in this reading program reflect the
restricted range of occupation and behavior permitted women In American society
before sex discrimination became illegal. One of the principal functions of the
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American public school system is to enable our children to obtain employment
appropriate to their potential. The elimination and prevention of discrimination
in employment, based on race, religion, national origin, sex or any other extrane-
ous factor, is a commitment that has been repeatedly affirmed by various Federal
statutes. To declare that girls should be assured the same opportunities for em-
ployment upon graduation as boys is a principle that few will any longer dispute.
But to subject girls before graduation to twelve years of careful conditioning
that discourages them from considering certain occupational roles Is to make a
mockery of that principle.

The elementary school with its educational programs is an Important agency
of socialisation. The learning It provides about role models and expectations is
influential in the life planning of students and is the major supplement provided
by society to the tacialization experienced by children in the home. Thus, the
portrayal of goals labeled socially desirable and limits said to be set by the social
order in a reading program is of critical Importance in influencing the Ideas and
expectations of children about the quality and extent of the participation in
American life of girls and women.

Ksvasszoo Prmuo ficatoots,
0/110E8 or THZ SUPERINTENDENT,

/rata:nano, Ma., August 1,1971.
The Committee to Study Sex Discrimination in the Kalamazoo Public Schbols

Is composed of 7 Task Forces. The following 5 Task Forces have completed their
reports.

Task Force on Elementary School Textbooks
Task Force on Personnel
Task net* on Physical FAucation/Athletics
Task Force on Selected Subjects. (A look at some of those value-forming con-

tent areas at the secondary level; for example, selected courses in history, home
and family living, psychology, etc.)

Task Force on Student Oriented Concerns. (A look at the eatra-curricular ac-
tivities at the secondary level excluding athletics.)

These reports are available from the above address for $1.00 each.
The remaining 2 Task Forces, Testing and Counseling and Vocational Educa-

tion will be completed by December and will be available at that time.
Thank you for your Interest and it is my sincere hope that you will be able to

translate that interest into action aimed at eleminating sexism in the public
schools. If I can be of any further help, be sure to contact me.

Sincerely,
Jo JAC011,

Committee To Study Sem Discrimination
in the Kalamazoo Publto Sehoolm.

STATEMENT BY =ENE DIETRICH OP THE COMMITTEE TO STUDY
SEX DISCRIMINATION III KALAMAZOO, MICE., ACCOMPANIED
BY MS. 10 JACOB, CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE, AND MS.
NANCY ELM

Ms. Drerazcir. I am Allen° Dietrich. I am representing the Commit-
tee to Study Sex Discrimination in the Kalamazoo Public School, and
we arc very glad to be here. This is Nancy'Ellin, who is coordinatipg
the study on the Houghton-Mifflin textbooks and Jo Jacobs, the chair-
woman of the committee.

Our study of textbooks established that sex role stereotyping exists
at every level and in every subject in the elementary schools. For
example, all the match texts that we looked at, we found that activities
reserved almost exclusively for adult females outside of the home is
household shopping.

A textbook, Exploring Science, in the fourth grade, we found 17
occupations for males, while the sole female activity was hanging
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up clothes. In another science book, 39 men are included, most of them
are scientists, and t wo women, one who watches Benjamin Franklin,
and the other a housewife.

A. school health book cautions the children : "Unfortunately, every
boy can't be a leader of men, and every girl can't be a belle of the
ball."

Then we looked at the dictionary, and vs() found examples of stereo-
typing in the definitions for the word "steep." She steeped the tea in
boding water. Professor Jones steeps himself in Latin." For the word
"study," "Joseph is studying to be a doctor. Her constant study is
to please her parents."

Our committee is not unique in its investigation or in its findings.
As your subcommittee has already heard from previous testimony
and will be hearing today, people across the country have been re-
searching and publicizing their findings for some time. We are very
greatly indebted to these groups and individuals whose goals we have
shared, and whose efforts have so mightily helped us.

Where I think that our committee in Kalamazoo is perhaps unique
among these groups, is first, in its creation and authorization by the
local board of education; second, in its filing of the first textbook
complaint with HEW; and third, the action which has resulted from
the threat of the complaint.

My testimony will deal chiefly with these experiences unique to
Kalamazoo, experiences which illustrate the ways in which passage of
H.R. 208 will bring us further toward women's education equity,
especially in textbooks.

In December 1971, the board of education watched a slide presen-
tation of sex roles in the reading books that the children were then
using in Kalamazoo. After an hour of viewing at the stereotyped
portrayals of Dick, Jane, mother, and dad, and even their dog Spot,
the board created a committee to study sex discrimination in the
schools.

Early in 1972, the chairwoman, Ms. Jo Jacobs, was named, and task
forces established. The school superintendent set up appropriate con-
trols and communication and asked school personnel to cooperate in
the study.

By the spring of 1972, seven task forces were operating with mem-
bers representing students, parents, school staff, and the community
at large, men as well as women. Five task forces have now finished
their work and have given their recommendations to the schools. They
covered five areas:

Personnel practices and procedi res.
Athletics and physical educati
Elementary school textbooks.
Selected studies, which included secondary level subjects such as

anthropology, English, psychology, history, and sociology.
Student-oriented aspects of school that are nonacademic and non-

athletic, such as extracurricular activities.
These reports are available through the Kalamazoo public schools,

and many people throughout the country have sent for them.
We have two task groups on vocational education, testing and coun-

seling, but these task forces have not yet completed their studies.
The work and the recommendations of one of the task forces has

led to our filing the complaint. When we reported our findings on
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elementary school textbooks in February of this year to the Kalamazoo
Board of Education, we said :

Textbooks of all content areas consistently separate people Into two rigidly
defined molds, which provide unfair and distorted stereotyped role models for
both boys and girls.

We recommended that no new textbooks be purchased unless they
were nondiscriminatory. Just as important, we provided specific meas-
ures that the administration could adopt to offset the existing stereo-
typed curriculum, such as woman-of-the-month bulletin boards, eli-
mination of boys' and girls' corners in kindergarten, and teaching
everybody to cook, run audiovisual equipment, and operate sewing
machines. The report made no discernible impact, as none of these
recommendations were carried out.

A crucial test of our effectiveness would come, we thought with the
adoption of a new reading series that would be in use for at least the
next 5 years by every child in the school district in grades 'I through 6.

I remember the hope with which we went to the school gym to
sample the seven new sets of books under consideration by the school
reading committee. We imagined how good they could be, these prod-
ucts of a voluntary commitment by the publishers to change with the
times, these results of raised consciousness of women's rights.

What we found were eyecatching, up-to-date, fascinating books,
containing the same stereotyped treatment of men and women, less
blatantly hostile to females, in most cases, but as strongly male domi-
nated as even.

"The World of Men,".proclaimed the caption on the table of con-
tents of the outgoing series. We could ring in the new with the same
bell. It was still the world of men, boys, of masculine accomplishments.

Before the Houghton-Mifflin reading program was picked as the
final choke we read each book in the series, and reported to the school
board members that we found the program to be discriminatory
against women and girls and, therefore, should not be purchased.

Nancy Ellin said at that time, "The sheer quantity of stories about
boys strongly reinforces the notion that boys do all the most inter-
esting things. For instance, all the treehouses belong to boys."

We asked the school board to defer its decision on the reading pro-
gram until it could investigate alternate ways to teach reading which
would give treatment to Pam as well as to Ben.

The superintendent maintained that the new series was the best
available reading program. We did not argue with that professional
opinion. He said the Houghton-Mifflin books were less biased than
the old ones, and we said that this was not good enough.

Sex discrimination k illegal, unjust, and harmful to boys and girls.
If a discriminatory tool is selected for teaching reading, then it is a
discriminatory reading program, therefore, illegal under title 9 of the
Education Amendment of 1972; as we read them.

Despite the strong and persuasive evidence of sex bias, despite our
pleas for delay and our stated determination to seek legal remedies,
should public money be used to purchase such materials, the school
board voted to buy the books.

When they did, our committee filed the first textbook complaint
wit-IA-LEW. We alleged that the action of the board subjects the girls
in the elementary grades in Kalamazoo to discrimination under an
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education program receiving Federal financial assistance, and re-
quested an immediate HEW investigation, which would first explore
the possibility of persuading the board to comply voluntarily with
the law by using instead a nonexistent reading program.

Failing that, we requested that all Federal assistance to the Kala-
mazoo school system be suspended until the board does comply with
title 9.

We based our case on evidence supporting the following charges:
1. The series does not recognize the actions and achievements of

women.
2. It does not show the same respect for women and girls as it does

for men and boys.
3. It assigns abilities, traits, interests and activities on the basis of

male and female stereotypes.
The Houghton-Mifflin books almost totally ignore the actions and

achievements of women. There are twelve biographies of men in these
books, and four of women : Harriet Tubman, Kate Shelley, Laura
Ingalls Wilder, and Kama, an Eskimo girl, who lived for 18 years
alone on a frigid island.

At least 91 names of men in history are offered to the students for
their interest and information, but only about six names of women.
Who are these few? Queen Victoria, the Duchess of Windsor, Rosa
Parks, Coretta Scott King, Mrs. John Hill, and Thomas Garrett's
wife, Sarah.

Regretfully, students reading these books have lost an opportunity
to learn about history's heroines. By the time the next edition, sched-
uled for use in 1976 by Houghton- Mifflin, we are certain the publisher

iwill have no difficulty in putting 91 names of famous women.
The list could begin with Congressman Shirley Chisholm and Con-

gresswoman Patsy Mink of this subcommittee as well as the other
Members of Congress who are doing so much to improve the status of
women in education today.

'Whatever the. 1976 books may be, if our complaint fails, Kalamazoo
students will be reading these biased books for at least the next 5 years.

Secondly, it is apparent that these books are not, interested in what
women and girls do. In every text in the series, every category listed
in the table of contents has more males than females.

You can see by the chart that we have devised here, that 79 percent
of the stories in these books have male main characters, and only 13
percent have female Main characters.

In "Tigers," the first reading book for first graders, all the stories
center on boys. A girl first appears on page 21 with a mop in her
hand. She mops the porch while the boys play imaginatively with big
cardboard boxes.

In the second grade reader, "Secrets," five stories are about male
humans, and four about male animals. Not one story features a girl,
or a female. Two other texts, "Rainbows" and "Kaleidoscope," have
more stories about male animals than about girls or women. The illus-
trations are predominantly male, too, ranging from a high of 87 per-
cent in "Tigers" to a low of 60 perecnt in Lions, the second pre.
primer.

Even the poems reflect a'preoccupation with males. Forty-one per-
cent are male oriented, and 7 percent female. Our readers were a little
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perplexed about how to categorize a poem in which a male robin builds
a nest, and then lays four little eggs in it. The unknown author has
aptly titled this nature defying verse, "The Secret."

Male dominance prevails in the playsas well. In every play in every
book, the leading roles are male. In three plays there are no female
roles at all. Perhaps this is another area where a girl has to act like a
boy to achieve.

In other sections of the table of contents such as skills lessons, fun
and games, more books to enjoy, and informational articles, the pattern
holds. Male items occur two or three times more often than female
items. For example, 16 of the information articles are about males,
only 1 about a female, this time a female duck, "Gertie, the Scatter-
brain Duck."

This extreme prevalence of males and in some books the almost com-
plete lack of females is in itself deineaning. One interpretation might
well be that males are more important than females.

Even nouns and ronouns get short shrift. Our first graders learn
"he" in their first ..k. "She" is not learned until the third book,
which includes "boys," "him," and "man," in the basal vocabulary,
but relegates "girls; "her," and "woman" to the supplemental vocabu-
lary.

Some of the content of these books support false and stereotyped
assumptions about females. "Arthur," the anteater, has the text's
approval for his assertion that playing with girls is not as good as
playing with boys. He says: "So I don't play with girls ... Then, she
throws like a girl."

An Eskimo boy is taunted : "Has-ke not the brave heart Has-ka
is a girl . . The beaten boy's spirit sank to his moccasins.".

An entire story in "Rainbows" is about Lucy's incompetence, a
particularly destructive emphasis, because it is the only story in the
book with a girl as the main character.

Wenda Gambling "a well known movie star," shows the value of
women as sex objects. "Wends Gambling was hardly an expert on
traffic," says the book, "but as the three other panel members were
elderly men, one stout, one bald, and one nearsighted, the moderator
of the .program felt that the panel would be more interesting to the
television audience if Wenda were at the table."

Thirdly, assigning abilities, traits, interests, and activities on the
basis of sex limits individual expectations and aspirations. Because of
the limited adult role models for girls in these books, female readers
are encouraged to limit rather than expand their choices.

Women are portrayed predominantly as mothers, nurses. librarians,
and storekeepers, with few other roles. There are only six working
mothers in the entire series, of these six, two have unspecified jobs, the
others are a seamstress at home, a farmer, a migrant worker, and the
last mother is on a spaceship, she is astro-navigator, planet geologist,
electronics engineer, computer programer, and cook, all rolled into
one.

Eight books contain no working mothers at all. Yet we know that
women and mothers are working. The 1970 census for the city of
Kalamazoo shows that 41.3 percent of the women in Kalamazoo over
the etre of 16 are employed outside the home.

The assumption of the male as a doer is borne out by the list of all
the working people portrayed in the books. There are MIS occupations
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held by men, to 41 occupations for females, The major occupation for
women in all the books is housewife and mother.

A. specific example of this inequity is the full list of occupations
listed in the second grade reader.
For men : For women

zoo keeper
fence painter
circus clown
circus tall man
circus strong man
flower cart owner/seller
flower shop owner
top shop owner
policeman
truck driver
milkman
grocer
scientist
doctor

mother
elementary school teacher
nurse
circus fat lady

Such textbooks reflect not what we see around us today, but the old
restricted range of occupation and behavior.

One of the principal functions of the American public school system
is to enable our children to obtain employment appropriate to their
potential. The elimination and prevention of discrimination in employ-
ment, based on race, religion, national origin, sex, or any other ex-
traneous factor, is a commitment that has been repeatedly affirmed by
various Federal statutes.

They declare that girls should be assured the same opportunities for
employment upon graduation as boys is a principle that few will any
longer dispute. But to subject, girls to 12 years of careful conditioning
that discourages them from considering certain occupational roles is
to make a mockery of that principle.

Those arguments formed the basis of our complaint, which is now in
limbo, with HEW postponing a decision on whether it can investigate
the case until fntidelines to implement title 9 are written. The regula-
tions, scheduled for release this month, will determine the nature and
scope of HEW involvement, if an.v, in textbook questions.

Peter W. Holmes, who is the 'Director of HMV's Office for Civil
Rights, wrote to Superintendent of Schools William Coats, asking him
to furnish reasons why he and the board do not believe the committee's
complaint is valid. That information and our committee's findings will
be held for consideration if appropriate under the guidelines.

Because we filed this complaint, more publishers, more men and
women know that sex discrimination does exist in public education
in this country. Increased pressure on publishers for revisions is
evidenced.

Not only Houghton-Mifflin
'
but other major schoolbook publishers

have written to Kalamazoo for guidelines used in selecting media
center materials and have stated their commitment to end sex dis-
crimination in the books they publish.

Our school system itself has done an outstanding job this summer
in reviewing the materials, revising teachers' manuals, and providing
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suggestions for teachers on ways to supplement content of the reading
series.

The Materials RevieW Committee members representing school staff
and the Commitee to Study Sex Discrimination, have worked hard to
present a less discriminatory curriculum to the children who are back
in school this month.

Yesterday, CBS News showed a boy in Kalamazoo trying to read
the word "ms." on the blackboard, and that is one of the changes that
we are talking about.

The major task that this committee took on was revising all 12 of
the teachers' manuals. Because we could not change the content of the
children's readers, we could only affect the parts of the manuals that
were not predetermined by the children's books. This resulted in very
limited and in most cases minor revisions.

However, we took the manuals and went through them page by
page, changing pronouns, names, and situations until we had less
stereotyping and a better balance of the previously male-dominated
items,

In the first grade book, "Dinosaurs," for instance% we changed a
story about Randy building a snowman to Mary building a snowlady.
Where the teacher is directed to write sentences on the blackboard
from the manual, they will not be as they appeared originally. We
changed : "Dad is digging up the little trees." to "Mother is digging
up the little tree." and "Mother is cutting up apples for us." to "Dad
is cutting up apples for us."

We added questions to encourage awareness of bias in the books. In
"Tigers," which you remember has only stories with males as main
characters, we wrote in the following questions under evaluating and
creating thinking:

Could his story have been about girls?
What other things might the childreninstead of boyshave made

from the boxes?
Why didn't Ben invite Jill to play with them?
How she might have added to their fun?
On another page next to a poem calle "Tiger-Cat Tim," we wrote:

Have another poem available with female animals. The teachers will
have a list of poems about females, girls and animals, as well as copies
of the poems themselves. We made some other changes too, In "Fiesta"

ithere is a story that features Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong,
and we added Sweet Emma, who was a New Orleans Dixieland
musician.

In "Kaleidoscope," where a teaching index was used about Abraham
Lincoln's life, we added Susan B. Anthony's life. We have also looked
everywhere we can think of for nonstereotyped materials for reading
lists. We used the Feminist Press and Lollipop Power, as well as con-
ventitonal sources and our own school holdings, to come up with an ex-
citing bibliography, which includes "Harriet the Spy," "Rita, the
Weekend Rat," "The Hermit Boy", and "William's Dolf."

The Materials Review Committee will continue to meet during the
year, concentrating at first. on other kinds of audiovisual materials,
which could supplement the reading series. Nonstereotyped movies and
film ships, posters, and bulletin board materials are very rare. We
have suggested developing our own.
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Houghton-Mifflin's editor-in-chief for reading and language arts,
John Ridley, assisted the committee in important ways, providing
bibliographies of nonstereotyped books and spending an amiable and
productive 2 days working with school staff to improve the reading
program.

The company has pledged all-out support in the supplemental ma-
terial development and has indicated that Kalamazoo is a pilot or
target system in the study of sex discrimination in textbooks. The
Kalamazoo project will be used as a model to be followed in the fu-
ture, according to company officials.

The most dramatic result of all these efforts may be the effect on
the teachers as they go through their manuals this fall, making them,
marking them, and revising them to lessen male dominance and stereo-
typing where possible.

They will see for themselves what the manuals were and what they
can become. Most important, they will be given the tools with which
to offset some of the effects of that domination and stereotyping.

Surely this awareness of sex discrimination and of the school sys-
tem's desire to eliminate it will reach into other areas of their teach-
ing as well.

I would like to mention a need for H.R. 208. The changes that have
been made with the cooperation of the school staff and publishers are
not sufficient to counteract the effect of a reading program whose
content is discriminatory.

Much of this modest progress results from the prospect that a Fed-
eral law might be enforced. That threat may vanish with the passage
of guidelines for title 9, which exclude textbooks.

We have at present no way to prevent schools from using discrimi-
natory materials, nor have we found alternative reading programs,
which treat both sexes equally.

H.R. 208 would provide the support necessary to develop tools in-
suring sexual equality in education. All five of our task forces have
made recommendations, which need H.R. 208 for implementation.

Of particular importance to our work with textbooks are the fol-
lowing provisions of the bill :

I. To find and declare that present educational programs in the
United StatOs are inequitable as they relate to women of all cultural
and ethnic 'groups and limit their full participation in American
society.

iThat is simply true and needs to be said.
2. To encc4irage the development of new and improved curriculums.
At presentteven the latest curriculum and materials are discrimina-

tory, no matter how hip the stories and how strong the colors on the
glossy paper.(

3. To demTstrate the use of such curriculums in model educational
programs an to evaluate the effectiveness thereof.

There is very little research on the effects of sexist and nonsexist
materials andcourse,4On the attitudes and lives of students. Does the
fact that only men Grel doctors in the books affect the aspirations of the
girls? At this time, we do not know.

4. To provide training programs for parents, teachers, and other
educational personnel.`.
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According to a Nation's schools poll published last December, 84
percent of the school administrators questioned did not think that sex
bias exists in curriculum materials, nor have they looked for it.

Although I suspect that figure might be different in a pool taken
today, it does indicate that great need to inform educators as well as the
public about sex discrimination. The effectiveness of new materials
will be determined chiefly by the attitudes of the people using them.

In conclusion, discriminatory materials have no place in public edu-
cation. A public school is an important agency of socialization. The
knowledge of children gain there about role models and expectations
is the main supplement to attitudes learned at home.

The portrayal of socially desirable goals and the demonstration of
limits set by the social order which appear in textbooks influence chil-
dren's ideas and expectations regarding how girls and boys, women
and men, do and should participate in American life.

Because textbooks are a major tool of public school education, used
by children daily throughout their school years, educators fail to serve
students' growth and development when materials present a narrow
and restricted portrayal of childhood and do not show a larger por-
tion of the accepted and acceptable adult roles open to both women
and men.

Textbooks which are approximately 80 percent male oriented dis-
criminate against females, who comprise at least 50 percent, 0 the
public school population, and deny females an equal education.

Current books present roles which society intended for women to
occupy before sex discrimination became illegal. Using materials that
discriminate against women and girls is ethically insupportable and
denies the principle of equal opportunity. We can no longer tolerate
discrimination against any group.

The Women's Educational Equity Act is an important and desper-
ately needed tool in our construction of a public education system
which offers equal opportunity and expectations for all.

Thank you very much.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Dietrich.
Do I understand that there has been a commitment made to this com-

mittee by Houghton-Mifflin Publishing Co, that they will make cer-
tain changes in the textbooks

Ms. Digratcn. They say that they are working on revisions right
now for their next edition.

Mr. HAWKINS. Are you involved with them in suggesting what revi-
sions should be made'?

Ms. Dirratcu. We have talked to two of the authors of the series
about the kind of things that we are interested in. That is the extent
of our commitment at this time, or our participation.

Mr. TIMMINS. Do you know whether or not these revisions, or these
revised textbooks, will apply only to Kalamazoo, Mich., or whether or
not they will be broader in their application I

Ms. thrraccir. The books that they are revising now will be offered
for use in 1076, and they would be offered widely. yes. I should correct
one thing I said. We participate hlso in their consideration of revisions
by sending them the revisions that we have made in the teachers'
manuals. They are getting copies of that, so they know the kinds of
changes we are making in our own district.
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Mr. HAwKilis. Do I also understand that you have been in touch
with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare with respect
to these textbooks?

Ms. DIETRICH. They have written to us to say that they could not
decide our case until the guidelines came out, but we don't know what
the Guidelines are vet.

Mr. HAWKINS. When do you expect the guidelines to be issued?
Ms. Dizrarcir. We understood that it would be lath summer; they

should be out now, but we have not seen a copy. Everything else is just
speculation as to whether textbooks would be included or not.

Mr. HAWKINS. You make the statement in quotes: "That threat may
vanish with the passage of the guidelines to title 9 which exclude
textbooks." Are you anticipating that textbooks will not be included
under the guidelines,

M. DIETRICH. We hope that textbooks will be included, but we don't
know that they will be. Textbooks are not specifically mentioned in
title 9.

Mr. HAWKINS. I assume that this is the present status of the com-
plaint, that you do expect some answer to the complaint after the guide-
lines are issued?

Ms. Drrraion. Right, and if these guidelines exclude textbooks, then
that would be an end to our case right there.

Mr. HAWKINS. Do you expect to continue the action on some other
laws, and not only title 9? It would seem to me that action may lie
under some other statute.

Ms. DIETRICH. Yes; we are investigating other ways to do this. It
seemed that the title 9 action WAS the best at the time, the one that
could be the most effective.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you very much,
Mrs. Mink?
Mrs. MINK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It would seem to me that even if the guidelines do not provide for

the inclusion of textbooks that it is not really the end of it. Lawyers,
I suppose, could better advise you, but it would seem to me that there
would be other ways in which you could proceed with your litigation
regarding discriminatory materials presented in textbooks.

I would hope that you would not terminate your case simply upon
the promulgation of regulations, which in my view could be contested,
and certainly will be, I am sure, by women's organizations and other
interested parties. There will be much activity in that score.

Ms. DIETRICI r. May I respond to that?
What I meant to say was that if they are excluded, that will take

care of this avenue, perhaps. Although we would want to discuss the
guidelines, and make the case that textbooks should be included, this
would not be the end ofnur work on textbooks, or on our efforts to have
this kind of textbook eliminated from the curriculum. We would con-
tinue with that.

Mrs. Mom In your first effort in textbook revision, you indicated
that the three of you walked over to the gym with great anticipation
that the work that you had done on this matter, would have resulted
in the publishers coming forth with a new series, which you would
find quite acceptable. You were quite disturbed when it turned out
to be more of the same.
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On that basis, on the basis of past experience, how can you now
say that you feel rather confident that the new series in 1976 will be
anything more than just what they did before? What has caused you
to now evaluate the situation to be different than the expectations
that you were led to believe the first time that you walked over to the
gym? This is really the question that I am asking.

Ms. Dirraron. First, we don't know that they will be that different.
We are told that they will' e.

Mrs. MINK. Is that what you were told before? Is that why you had
the expectation, or did you just assume that because of your work
there would be greater sensitivity on the part of the publishers?

Ms. Drrrarort. We did not think that our work would actually
affect those textbooks, since the ones we were looking at last spring
would have been in preparation for a much longer period of time,
but we thought that,

Ms. ELLIN. You could not put out a textbook like that in this day
and age, and we were wrong.

Ms. Di:waren. We thought that what people were thinking in the
last few years would have resulted in textbooks, and we were -wrong.
We don't have any assurance that in 1976 they will be better, or
different. We don't have that confidence, but we have been told that.

Mrs. MINK. Distinguished from your earlier experience where you
were not told that, but where you had an expectation that out of an
awareness, out of a greateraensitivity on this issue, that the publishers
would voluntarily come forth with a better textbook/ Is that
the distinction?

Ms. Empr. Could I speak to that
Textbook writers, and publishers have made a sgreat effort with re-

gard to ethnicity. Many black and oriental children are in the books,
in the stories in which they play major roles. They have made an
effort to make their books more urban than they used to be. They
used to be all suburban.

They are trying to make their books reflect today's reality, and
at the very least I expected that they would make the books reflect
today's reality by having working mothers, because so many of our,
children do have working mothers. That they would have reflected
today's reality by having single parent families, because there are so
many single parents today.

These things did not happen, these simple reflections of what life
is like. This was about as much as I expected, and that expectation
was disappointed.

Mrs. Unix. Thank you very much.
I have one other question. In your task force activities, what was

the reaction among teachers, because surely you must have dealt with
teachers in your ongoing survey and your work? Was there a high de-
gree of receptivity among the teachers, an awareness of what you were
doing and why it was important? What kind of reaction did you re-
port to the committee from the actual classroom level?

Ms. JAOOSEI. I think that teachers have been pretty much a reflection
of the cross section of our society, pretty much the kind of reac-
tionhowever, I must 'say that we need inservice training des-
perately. Teachers say that we need insery ice training.

The reaction of the teachers, I think, was at first that they did not
believe it. But it is very difficult to go through a textbook in the way

a
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that our school system has asked the teachers to go through their
teachers' guides, and with their little red pencil keep marking out
half of the male dominated kind of things, and changing "Mother
digging up trees," instead of "father." Occasionally letting mother
drive a car.

I think that the process of doing that has really made teachers
aware that at least what we are saying is true. Now what they are
going to do with it, I think will take an inspired teacher and consid-
erable direction, and a good deal of assistance in terms of training pro-
grams, materials, and the development of the kinds of things that your
bill speaks to.

Mrs. MINK. Was the revision of the teachers' manual that you did
of these textbooks which was endorsed by the school board, required
to be followed by the teachers?

Ms. JACOBS. Yes. As a matter of fact, the superintendent of schools
did issue a policy statement that finally said that the school district
will not tolerate discrimination on the basis of sex. That is a big step.

Mrs. MINK. I am very much fascinated by yqur first statement,
which said : "The reaction that we saw among teachers was no dif-
ferent than the cross section of the country." I cannot quite under-
stand, or put all that together.

You say that the cross section of the country is not really aware
of this problem, not sensitized to it, and had not gone through the text-
books to become aware of stereotyping. They say, "a child's textbook
is a child's textbook," and accept it as such and have not really gone
to the trouble of analyzing it.. That I believe is a cross section of the
country.

You are telling us that you found the teachers also were the same,
yet after your survey you assumed that the publishers would be some-
thing different than the cross section of the country, that they had
become somehow sensitized to a write a different kind of a textbook,
and that this was the basis for your expectations when the new series
was released, and you were disappointed. I cannot put all of that to-
gether.

If in your work you found that oven the people who are supposed
to have th© greatest sensitivity to what they are dealing with every
day, fail to demonstrate his, how can you expect the publishers to be
any different?

Ms. JACOB. I suspect one thingI just have one thing to add to that.
I think that one thing that Allene did not mention in answering that
question was the hid, that publishers indicated that they had become
sensitized to this issue, while apparently they had not.

Some of the data they used to indicate their sensitivity was certainly
skewed. Data, what they were interpreting to be a female oriented,
strong female characterthis is just an example that I am using off

justthe top of my headmight be Mike Mulligan and Steam Shovel, it
happens that the Steam. Shovel is a female. That is judged to be a
strong female oriented story. We would not, of course, agree with that,
thoush it is a neat story altogether, but we just would not say that
this is a strong female oriented story.

I think that there was this difference too.
Mrs. MINK. I have followed thiS line of question because I think it

is very important. I am glad you brought out the fact that there were
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indications made to you by the publishers that they were aware
of the issues? and that they were going to make these changes and
adaptations in their textbooks, because that is certainly my impres-
sion too. Therefor I am terribly alarmed that the HEW office says
this is to be entirely a voluntary matter.

Can we look to the publishers and the great awareness of what is
going on in our country, socAlled, and expect them to come up with text-
books that ate going to meet this issue. I take great exception to that.

I feel pretty much as you do, that this is extremely critical work that
you are doing. I am immensely proud of the initiative that your school
board and all. of you have taken in this area. I think that the whole
country is indebted to you for the work that you are doing.

I would like to take this opportunity to commend you and to en-
courage you to carry on, because it is very, very vital to the comple-
tion of all the work that we are seeking to do on a national basis.

Mr. HawroNs. Ms. Dietrich, one final question. Is there any State
iinvolvement in the textbook selection or is there any State law, which

also ma y relate to discrimination based on sex in the textbooks?
Ms. Diemen. There is a proposed bill which deals with sex dis-

crimination as a criterion in choosing textbooks, but that bill has not
been passed.

Ms. JAcots. It is essentially to add sex in dealing with curriculum
materials, which has already been looked at on the basis of ethnic
groups.

Mr. HAwKINS. At the present in Michigan there is no specific law
against discriminationsex discrimination in textbooks?

Ms. D/ETRICK. Right.
Mr. HAWKING. Thank you very much. I wish to loin with Mrs.

Mink in the commendations to your efforts. We are deeply indebted
to you and certainly appreciate the testimony before the committee
this morning.

Ms. DIETRICH. Thank you for inviting us.
Mr. HAWKINS. The next witness is Ms. Anne Ladky, Scott, Foresman

& Co., publishers, Glenview, Ill. Ms. Ladky, will you take a seat at
the table in front of us? We do have a prepared statement from you.
which will be entered into the record in its entirety at this point, and
you may proceed to either-read from it, or glean statements from it,
handle it as you so desire.

[Ms. Anne Ladky's prepared statement follows :]

STATEMENT OF Xs. ANNE LAOKY, SCOTT, FOSESi4AN AND COMPANY, PUBLISHERS,
GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS

Scott, Foresman and Company, located in Glenview, Illinois, is one of the
Country's largest publishers of textbooks and ,pther educational materials. We
produce materials In nearly every subject area for elementary, high school, and
college markets. Over the years, some of Scott, Poresman's best-known programs
have been in the areas of reading, language arts, literature, health, and social
atudies. I have been with Scott, Foresman for two and a halt years; currently
I am an Assistant Editor in the High School Social Studies department.

Scott, Foresman and Company supports the goals of the Women's Educational
Equity Act of 1073, intended to Increase educational opportunities for girls and
women. As a publisher of educational materials, it is our goal to ensure that
our products help children develop their potential and discover the infinite oppor-
tunities available to them.

An important part of our efforts to reach this goal is the elimination of sex-
stereotyping in all Scott, Foreman products. In searching for material to -Ise
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In our books, authors and editors have found that the activities and achieve-
moats of wonlen And girls are often ignored, that women and girls are often
deraeahed, and that women and girls are shown In stereotyped roles with a
limited range of interests and talents. Today, existing stories which are free
from these limitations and suitable for children are scarce. Thus, publishers
must bring extra effort and sensitivity to the creation of books that present a
positive view of women and girls.

For example, in producing the Scott, Foreman Reading Systeme, a new,
comprehensive program for kindergarten through grade 8, much time and effort
was spent on creating selections that give an active, varied, and interesting
picture of women and girls. Some of these selections, including "The Tale of
Annie Christmas," "Kelly Bly," "The Firebug," "The Girl In the Lighthouse,"
and "The Beast In the Tunnel," show girls and women in exciting or adventurous
situations; numerous other stories show them in everyday school situations,
social situations, and a wide variety of ordinary activities.

In the recent, revision of United States History, an American history survey
for high school students, the elimination of sexism and the inclusion of women
was a major consideration. Extensive changes were made in copy and illustra-
tions. Attached is a list of some of the material about women added to just the
first 100 pages of this new edition.

In the recent revision of another Scott, Foresman reading program Open High-
ways, new materials were created and numerous changes were made in old
material in order to achieve overall balance. For example, in a story called "A
Horse In Box Canyon," it the new edition the helicopter owner who saves the
day is a middle-aged women; in "A Mystery at the Old Shack," the three main
characters are now girls, although the story Itself was not changed; in a new
story called "Someday, Sara," a girl dreams of being a pilot, an astronaut, and
a house builder. Her mother shows her how to use a hammer and a saw SO that
she can build a house. (Pagel from these stories are attached.) In math, spelling,
dictionaries, science, and other areas, girls and women are also being included
throughout the text and illustrations.

In the last several years, many editors had been working individually to con-
vey a more positive image of women In educational materials. When Women at
Scott, Foresnmn was formed in 1072, many of these editors pooled their ideas
and methods. They analysed current publications and developed a slide prez,enta-
tion to show others how the image of girls and women could be improved. Fi-
nally, the group, with the encouragement of management, developed a pamphlet
called Guidelines for Improving the Image of Women in Textbooks, which was
adopted as company policy. (A copy is attached.) The Guidelines have been
distributed widely outside the company and are receiving national publicity.

The kinds of changes being made in Scott, Foresman products require alert-
ness at every step In the process of treating or revising a book. Authors and
editors must count the proportion of women in stories and illustrations to order
to ensure balance; they must examine their assumptions about women; and they
must use creativity and imagination in order to avoid narrow stereotypes. In
return, they get a more lively and interesting product that gives all children
dignity and respect and enables them to discover and develop their talents.

Scott, Foresman supports the goals of the Women's Educational Equity Act,
whether or not it ultimately passes. We will continue in our commitment to
convey a positive image of women in all our publications.

On behalf of Scott, Foresman and Company, I would like to thank Chairman
Hawkins and the other members of the Subcommittee for giving me the oppor-
tunity to testify.

Respectfully submitted.
ANNE LADNY.
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Malt!) STATES ril8TORY: SEARCH FOR FILMDOM

80071, POUSMAN AND COMPANY, 1978

Pope
13 reference to women crossing the Bering Shalt in prehistoric times; lack of

women among Spanish colonists and their presence in English colonies
18 reference to well-organized nations with strong kings or queens
20 mention of Queen Isabella's hacking of Columbus
21 discussion of Indian women's political power and clan leadership
28 description of women's work on colonial farms ; inclusion of women in the

term "farmer"
29 detailed discussion of the status of women in colonies
30 description of the work of slave women
32 description of the differences between the education of boys and girls in

the colonies
48 mention of women forming anttea leagues and the Daughters of Liberty
54 mention of women acting as soldiers and spies during the Revolutionary

War and discussion of their role in supplying the army with food, clothing,
and funds

68 mention of the fact that women were not included in the ideals of democracy
promoted by the American and French revolutions

68 mention of women voting in New .Tersey after the Revolution
73 Inclusion of females slaves in definition of "manumission."
74 reference to the differences between the education of boys and girls after the

Revolution
77 reference to the lack of voting rights for women in the Northwest Territory
82 reference to the fact that only men attended the Constitutional Convention
88 reference to the fact that the amending process made possible voting rights

for women ; use of the term "voters" rather than "people" when referring to
the establishment of the American government. (Traditional discussions of
the Constitution talk about the powers of the people, implying that all the
people could vote.)

98 use of the terms "craft workers" instead of "craftsmen" and "frontier
settlers" instead of frontiersmen"
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GUIDELINES FOR
IMPROVING THE IMAGE OF WOMEN IN TEXTBOOKS

Scott, Foresman and Company

Sexism refers to all those attitudes and actions which relegate women to a second
ary and inferior status in society. Textbooks are sexist if they omit the actions and
achievements of women, if they demean women by using patronizing language, or
if they show women only in stereotyped roles with less than the full range of human
Interests, traits, and capabilities.

Textbooks should treat women as the equals of men, Although in the past women
were regarded as inferior, they were not and are not inferior people. The sexist at
titudes of the past should not be reflected in current publications.
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GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS

The actions and achievements
of women should be recognized.

The contributions of women to politics, the sciences, the arts, and other fields ol:en
thought of as being provinces of the male only should be presented and explored.

The works of female authors are too often omitted from anthologies. When compiling
or revising such texts, editors should actively search for material writte3by women.

Females should be included as often as mates in math problems, spelling and vocabulary
sentences, discussion questions, test items, and other exercises. Very often the overall
tone of a book is sexist because males are more frequently mentioned in exercises or
because the exercises present only stereotypes.

Although many factors determine the contents of textbooksauthors, permissions,
space, time, money, the market, etc.these limitations should not be used to excuse
bias, prejudice, or insensitivity.

Women and girls should be given
the same respect as men and boys.

Writers, editors, designers, and illustrators should make sure that both male and female
readers feel that a publication is directed to them.

While individual girls and women may be portrayed as comical, stupid, fearful, or
followers of male initiative, such material should be scrutinized carefully in the context
of the book as a whole to ensure that contempt for women as a group is not inadvert.
ently being fostered. For example, writers should take care that a joke about a woman

2
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who is a bad driver, a shrewish motherln law, financially inept, etc, does not present
these qualities as typical of women as a group. Girls and women should not be shown
as more fearful of danger, mice, snakes, and inserts than boys and men are in similar
situations.

Women and girls should not be shown as unworthy people when they do not conform
to male standards. Males should not be viewed as having a monopoly on ability to judge
what Is interesting or Worthwhile.

Although women are a majority of the American population, in many ways their history
has been that of a minority group. Because of past discrimlnation, the same care must be
taken In portraying women as In portraying blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, American
Indians, and other minorities.

Abilities, train, interests, and
activities should not be assigned on the
basis of male or female stereotypes.

One reason often cited for the overwhelming percentage of selections by or about mates
in literature and language arts texts is that boys will read ryty stories about boys, whereas
girls will read anything. If females were not depicted as pasAve, lackluster, sweet but
senseless drudges, both boys and girls would find them more interesting. Few boys have
rejected Alice in Wonderland or The Wizard of Oz because the main characters are girls.

Females as well as males possess courage, physical strength, mechanical skills, and the
ability to think logically. Males as well as females can be fearful, weak, mechanically
inept, and Illogical. Females can be rude, intractable, active, or messy. Males can be
polite, cooperative, inactive, or neat. Because such cl-,aracteristics are shared by males
and females in reality, textbooks that classify them as "masculine" or "feminine" are
misrepresenting reality.

Both men and women should be shown cooking, cleaning, making household repairs,
doing laundry, washing the car, and taking care of children. Both men and women

3
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should be shown making decisions; participating In sports; writing poetry; working in
factories, stores, and offices; playing musical instruments; practicing medicine and law;
serving on boards of directors; and making scientific discoveries.

Children often conform to the standards of their peers because they fear ridicule.
If only boys are encouraged to be active and competitive, girls with these Inclinations
may learn to stifle them. If only girls are encouraged to express openly such emotions
as tear, sorrow, and affection, boys may feel reluctant to ;Jess these emotions.

Both men and women have much to gain from the elimination of stereotypes. Text-
books which avoid male and female stereotyping will more accurately represent reality,
encourage tolerance for individual differences, and allow more freedom for children
to discover and express their needs, Interests, and abilities.

4
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AVOIDING SEXIST LANGUAGE

The omission of women

Terms and titles which use "man" to represent humanity have the effect of excluding
women from participation In various human activities. It is usually easy to find some
other way of expressing the idea,

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE: POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES.

early man; Neanderthal man; When
man invented the wheel ... ; History
of the Black Man in America: Man and
His World

early humans, early men and women;
Neanderthals, Neanderthal men and
women; When people Invented the
wheel . ; History of Black People
in America: World History

Occupational terms often ignore the existence of women workers. Use terms that reflect
the actual composition of a group.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE: POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

businessmen; congressmen; mailmen;
repairmen; etc. when women are part
of these groups

businessmen and women, business people;
members of Congress, congressmen and
women; mail carriers; someone to repair
the

Males are often chosen to represent "typical" examples, thereby excluding women from
the reader's thoughts. There are many ways to include women in such examples.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES'

the common man, the man on the street; ordinary people; the person who pays a
the man who pays a property tax; the property tax, one who pays a property tax;
typical American ... he; the motorist typical Americans; motorists ... they
... he the motorist .. . he or she

S
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Wherever possible avoid the use of "hehim" referents. Substitute "he or she," "her or
him," or a synonym for the noun. It is often preferable to use a plural sentence,
followed by the pronoun "they."

The demeaning of women

Avoid constructions implying that women, because they are women, are always
dependent on male initiative.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

The ancient Egyptians allowed women
considerable control over property.

A slave could not claim his wife or chil-
dren as his own because the laws did not
recognize slave marriages.

the farmer and his wife; a homeowner
and his family

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

Women in ancient Egypt had considerable
control over property,

save men and women tried to maintain
family relationships, but the laws did not
recognize slave marriages.

a farm couple; homeowners and their
children

Writers often Judge women's achievements by standards different from those by which
they judge men's. This is necessary in some professional sports where the same standards
do not apply. However, in other areas one's sex does not affect one's competence. There-
fore, writers should avoid constructions that place women in a special class. Words We
"girl," "young woman," "woman," "lady," and "gal" often subtly denigrate women's
achievements. They should be used only when their counterparts "boy," "young man,"
"man," "gentleman," and "guy" would be appropriate In referring to a male.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE: POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

Arthur Ashe Is one of the best tennis
players in America today, and Billie Jean
King is one of the best women players.

6

Arthur Ashe and Billie Jean King are
among the best tennis players in America
today.

Arthur Atha is one of tile best male tennis
players in America today, and Billie Jean
King is one of the best female players.
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Marie Curie did what few peoplemen or
womencould do.
Mary Wells Lawrence is a highly successful
woman advertising executive.

Marie CIAO did what few people could do.

Mary Wells Lawrence is a highly successful
advertising executive.

In some cases, it is necessary to refer to a woman's sex, as in the sentence: "'The works
of female authors are too often omitted from anthologies." However, if possible, the
reference should be made with the aid of feminine pronouns, as in the sentence: ''The
doctor walked into the room and put her bag on a chair next to the patient's bed."
Such terms as "woman doctor" or "female executive" are only acceptable where it is
impossible or too cumbersome to indicate the person's sex by the use of pronouns.

A patronizing tone toward women mustbe avoided. References to a woman's appear-
ance and family should be avoided unless it would be appropriate to refer to a man's
appearance and family in the same context.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

lady professor; girl pilot; the ladies
[unless "gentlemen" is also used) , the fair

sex, the weaker sex; the little woman;
men (and women)

Galileo was the astronomer who discovered
the moons of Jupiter. Marie Curie was the
beautiful chemist who discovered radium.

The candidates were Bryan K. Wilson,
president of American Electronics, Inc.
and Florence Greenwood, a pert, blonde
grandmother of five.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

the professor she, woman professor;
the pilot ... she, female pilot; women;
the woman; men and women

Galileo was the astronomer who discovered
the moons of Jupiter. Marie Curie was the
chemist who discovered radium,

Galileo was the handsome astronomer who
discovered the moons of Jupiter. Marie
Curie was the beautiful chemist who (Es.
covered radium.

The candidates were Bryan K. Wilson,
president of American Electronics, Inc.
and Florence Greenwood, credit manager
for Bloominghill's department store.

The candidates were Bryan K. Wilson, a
handsome, silverhaired father of three
and Florence Greenwood, a pert, blonde
grandmother of five.

7
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Sexrole stereotyping

Editors and authors should be cautious when they assign certain activities or rotes
to peopte purely on the basis of sex. Many such assumptions misrepresent reality and
Ignore the actual contributions of both sexes to the activity or role.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

. In New England, the typical farm was so
small that the owner and his sons could
take care of it by themselves.

Children had once learned about life by
listening to aunts, uncles, grandparents,
and the wise men of their town or
neighborhood.

Personal symbols are small, personal
objects or Possessions that have particular
associations for their owner. To a woman,
for example, a pressed flower might recall
a dance she attended many years ago. A
boy might keep a cracked baseball bat
because it reminds him of the time he hit
the winning home run.

Write a paragraph about what you expect
to do when you are old enough to have
Mr. or Mrs. before your name.

(sample spawns exercises)

AI listened patiently to the ladies chatter.

The exstenographer got a job as a
stewardess with an airline.

8

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

In New England, the typical farm was so
small that the family members could take
care of it by themselves.

Children had once learned about life by
listening to aunts, uncles, grandparents,
and the wise people of their town or
neighborhood.

Personal symbols are small, personal
objects or possessions that have particular
associations for their owner. To a parent,
for example, an old toy truck might serve
as a reminder of a boy who has grown up.
A girl might keep s broken tennis racket
because it reminds her of a hardwon
championship.

Write a paragraph about what you would
like to do when you grow up.

Al listened patiently while the women
talked.

The ex.stenographer got a degree in
accounting.
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Cafe must be taken to avoid sexist assumptions andstereotypes In teachers' minuets
and Other teacher aids.

10.

EXAMPLES OP SEXIST LANGUAGE.

Hammers and scissors are good eyehand
coordinators. Milting the nail Instead of
the thumb Ise triumph for the boys.
Cutting out paper dolts and their gar.
mints is good for the girls.

The boys like action stories, and both
boys and girls like animation end comedy.
Girls will read stories that boys like, but
the boys will not enjoy "girlish" stories.

PosStekt ALTERNATivES:

Hammers and scissors are good ey4hand
coordinators. For a child, hitting the nail
Instead of the thumb or cutting out a
recognizable shape is a Won*.

Most children like action, animation, and
Comedy In stories. Some children, how
ever, will enjoy lighter or more sentimental
types of reading materials.

If, after careful consideration, an editor finds it desirable to use selections that contain
sexist attitudes, these attitudes should be discussed in accompanying descriptive material
or Ciscussion questions. Otherwise the text will convey to the reader the impression
that sexism Is socially acceptable, rather than a form of prejudice or a lack of sensitivity.
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STATEMENT OF MS. ANNE LAM, SCOTT, FOREMAN &
PUBLISHERS, GLENVIEW,

Ms. LADKY. Scott, Foresman and Co., located in Glenview, I1L, is
one of the country's largest publishers of textbooks and other educe
tional materials. We produce materials in nearly every subject area
for elementary, high school, and college markets.

Some of our best known programs over the years have been in read-
ing, language arts, literature, health, social studies, and dictionaries.
I have been with ,Scottt Foreman for 21/2 years, currently I am an
assistant editor in the high school social studies department.

Scott, Foreman and Co. supports the goals of the Women's Edna-
tional Equity Act of 1073, which is intended to increase educational
opportunities for girls and women. As a publisher of educational ma-
terials, it is our goal to insure that our products help children develop
their potential and discover the infinite opportunities available to
them.

An important part of our efforts to reach this goal is the elimination
of sex-stereotyping in all Scott, Foresman pixiducts. In searching for
material to use in our books, authors and editors have found that the
activities and achievements of women and girls are often ignored,
that women and girls are often demeaned,, and that women and girls
are shown in stereotyped roles with a limited range of interests and
talents.

Today existing stories which are free from these limitations and
suitable for children are scarce. So, publishers must bring extra effort
and sensitivity to the creation of books that present a positive view of
women and girls.

For example, in producing the Scott, Foresman reading systems, a
new comprehensive program for kindergarten through grade 8, much
time and effort was spent on creating selections, including The Tale
of Annie Christmas." which is a folk tale about a woman who is a
riverboat captain, "Nelly Bly," the first. woman reporter, "Firebug,"
which is a mystery story that a girl solved, "The, Girl in the Light-
house," abOut a girl who singlehandedly staffed the lighthouse through
a month of terrible storms, and the "Beat in the Tunnel," which is
another exciting story, show girls and women in exciting and adven-
turous situations. Numerous other stories show them in everyday
school situations, social situations, and a wide variety of ordinary
activities.

In the recent revision of "United States History," an.American his-
tory survey for high school students, the elimination of sexism and
the inclusion of women was a major consideration. Extensive changes
were made in copy and illustrations. Attached is a list of some of the
material about women added to the first 100 pages of this new edition
which is a 700-page book.

If you will turn to what is page 3, that is where it begins. That list
is just from the first 100 pages, and I think it indicates that there is
much to do in terms of reevaluating materials and not just inserting
names of famous women.

A recent revision of another Scott, Foresman reading program, open
highways, new materials were created and numerous changes were
made in old material in order to achieve overall balance.



These troxed are from just one of the hooka in opanlhigh-ways, a p at'Y book, The story is called "The Horse in Box Canand ou are shown the helicopter owner who saves the day is MOON'
woman. The page 1 is t1,6 older Issue, and underneath there is thet é new edition. I am sorry that the copy is not too good, but you can804 a woman.

" story at the Old Shack," the three characters are now girls; al.thoug the story line itself is not changed, The old edition folloWsthe page of the helicopter operator, and the next one is the first page
of the new Story. So our way of thinking is much better, and worksout into an exciting story,

There is a new story Ailed "Someday, Sara," a girl who dreams' ofbeing a pilot, an astronaut, and a housebuilder, Her mother shows herhow to use a hammer and a saw, so that she can build the house. There
are just a couple of pages from "Someday, Sara," where you see thatshe colors pictures in the "Someday Book," which I think are the as-pirations and dreams of any healthy child, and she is about to buildhouse on the following page, and it is a birdhouse to give you the con-elusion of the story.

In math, spelling,.dictionaries, science, and other areas, girls andwomen are also being included throughout the text and illustrations.This is not only in content area, but also in every kind of example,math problems, dictionaries, spelling sentences, and so forth.In the last several years, many editors have been working individ-ually to convey a more positive image of women in educational mate-rials. When Women at. Scott, Foresman was formed in 1972, many ofthese editors pooled their ideas and methods.
They analyzed currant publications and developed a slide presenta-tion to show how the image of girls and women could ke improved.Finally, the group, with the encouragement of managemeht, developeda pamphlet called "Guidelines for Improving the Image of Womenin Textbooks," which was adopted as a company policy. That is, theyellow copy. The "Guidelines" have been distributed widely outside,the company, and are receiving national publicity.
The kind of ehanges being made in Scott, Poresman-products re-giiwre alerinass at every step in the process of creatingor revising books.Authors and editors must count the proportion of women In sterileand illustrations in order to insure balance. They must examine theirassumptions about women, and they must use creativity and imagination in order to avoid narrow stereotypes..
In return, they geta more lively and interesting product that gIYeaall children dignity and respect and enables them to distover anddevelop their talents.
Scott, Foreman supports the goals of the Women's EducationalEquity Ant, whether or not it ultimately passes, we will: continue inour commitment to convey a positive image of women in all ourpublications.

On behalf of Scott, Foresman and Co., I would like to thank Chair-man Hawkins and the other members of the subcommittee for givingme the opportunity to testify.
Mr. HAwitno. Thank you, Ms. lAdic.
May I ask you first, why do you think that there has been so littleprogress made? Is that due to bias, indifferences, One to the failure ofresearch Pt Just what has been the main objection against making the
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changes which not only had a desirable effect on the society, but also
were legally required f

Ms. LADKY. From my own experience at Scott, Foresman, I would
say that basically we, the editors are not now encountering any resist -
ance whatever to making these kinds of changes. I am really happy to
be able to report that, because it was something that had t/J be started.

As I said, it was started by many individual editors most of them
women, who were in their own products were making quite remarkable
changes. However, that meant that some of the products were chang-
ing faster than others.

tent we got together, the women at Scott, Foresman, we had
management participation in the group, and that made things speed
along qUit0 a it fatter. Now these guidelines are company policy.

I think that perhaps some of the history as to why some'of these
changes were not made is a combination of a lot of factors, mostly in-
dividual sensitivity, lack of understanding that this was major.
don't think that at any time any knowledgeable discriminationI
think that it was a lack of understanding of what the problem was.

Mr. HAWKINS. You mentioned the Women at Scott, Foresman.
Do I understand that von had company support and involvement f

Ms. Lows.. Yes we coo,
HowniNs. There was no hostility toward the formation, you

were actually encouraged by the company 1
Ms. LAMY. Yes. Of course, in forming such a group, one really

never knows. However, as we began to contact people around the coin-
pany about forming such a group, we dealt with a wide range of con-
cerns, the question, of sexism in textbooks was one of the most heavily
participated in committees of the group.

We did not encounter any resistance. We had two vicc-presidents of
the company in that particular.

Ur. HAW KINS. Let me, ask you this. As a representative of a publish-
ing company was there any .particular problem involved in changing
textbooks which are already in use which are not subject to immediate
revision; does this after any practical problem with respect to making
th changes

s:-LA racy. would say so. Some books, of course, have an exceed-
ingly longshelflife in any school, and one of them, of course, is dic-
tionaries, Scott, Foreman publishes the Thorndike-Barnhardt diction-
aries, and they are very widely used.

Mr. Howims, Is there sexism
Ms. Lonitv. Both in sentence examples and definitions. As you know,

for an elementary school child, illustrative examples are one of the
most important part of the dictionary. All kinds of stereotypes can be
conveyed in those.

Interestingly, that department was one of the departments which
was most active in eliminating sexism, and they have done quite a re-
markable job. Those editions are now in the schools, but it will besome
time before they are replaced.

That does present a problem, however, books are frequently revised.
If they are good books, then the company does revise them. The changes
that I made Xerox copies of are very widely used primary piograms,
and this revision was donewas planned with a certain budget. Sexism
in textbooks was a major part in figuring that budget as to what
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amount of copy, what amount of art would have to be changed. The
changes were very, very extensive.

Mr. Ilawxxxs. lbw often are textbooks changed? Is there any par-ticular period when they can be reasonably expected to continue?
Ms. LADY, I would not say so. Although at the present time, once aseries comes out revisions start almost immediately. Depending on thesize of the program, it could be 3 years, 4 years, something of that

nature,
Mr, HawKres. One might reasonably expect revision within a periodof 8 to 5 year?, to say the least. Would that be a reasonable assumption
Ms. Lantv. I would say 3 to 5 on many products.
Mr. HAWKINS. How long on the dictionary
Ms. LAMY. It is quite often on the outside, toward the 5 years on abook of that size. I guess the best way to describe a revision is to saythat it is a compromise. It depends on what the book has done, whatthe cost involved is, and other crucial factors like eliminating all sortsof discriminations, and bringing books up to date.
Mr. HawIttils. Are you only answering these questions with respectto Scott Foresman & Co., or can you say that perhaps other publishing

companies would be pretty largely in the same position as your partic-
ular company? Would it

pretty
more difficult for somebody else, or lessdifficult?

MS. LAnKY. I think that it would be both. I am sorry that I cannot
give .a more speeific answer on this. Other companies do produce aswide a product line as we do, and others don't.

Mr. HAWKINS. Are you average?
Ms. I.atay. I would say so. The fact that revisions depend on certain

factors, 3 to 5 years is probably standard to the industry.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Mink?
Mrs. MINK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In your statement you said that your company had put out a new

reading system for kindergarten through the eighth grade. When wasthis issued?
Ms. LAMY. The reading systems began to be issued, the_first levels of

the program were issued in 1076-71, and they have been issued subse-
quently all the way up to the present time. Levels for grade eight are
still in progress.

This is an example of the higher levels that just came out.
Mrs. MINK. The reading system is made up of individual self-

contained stories or is it one textbook?
Ms. Lamy. I have just described a major component to you. It is

made up basically of a pupil's book for each level, a study book for
each level, a teacher's manual for each level, duplicating masters for
each level, and various kinds of manipulative equipment, and incred-
ible range of supplementary materials, which I will not go into, and
that is basically, the makeup of the system.

Mrs. MINK. When you say that new creations were selected to give
you 'a more interesting picture of women and girls. What pereentage of
your system was then revised to incorporate a greater sensitivity to
stereotyping roles for women?

Ms. LADKY. This is a new series; it has not been revised. This has now
just been put out, there are no revised editions available as yet. I don't
have the exact percentages with me as to what proportions are stories
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about girls and women. It is considerable, I know. It is probably a
little over ISO percent having girls as main characters, women as main
characters, women included in illustrations besides men characters.

Some care has been taken, as far as illustrations are concerned. There
ais selection here, which we would consider neutral, about the sport of

judo. Therefore, illustrations, two of them aro girls engaged in judo.
I don't really have the measurements, but it is quite considerable.

Mrs. MINK. What percentages of the school systems subscribe to
the series?

Ms. loamy. I don't have the answer to those questions.
Mrs, Mom, Would you be able to provide these two answers to the

committee?
Ms. Lame., Yes.
Mrs. Mom. Your new revision on the U.S. history, is this list which

you have provided of the first 100 pages the totality of the changes
made in the first 100 pages?

Ms. 1.AnIcr. No, it is not. It is selected changes, it is not comprehen:
sive.

Mrs. MINK. Do you have a list of all the changes made in the first
100_ pages I

MS. 14ADKY. I can certainly get one for the committee.
Mrs. Mom. Would you provide that for the committee? We would

also atpreciat2 having a copy of this new edition,
Ms. I4ADICY. I can give you this copy.
Mrs, Mtim And a so a list of its use in the United States throughout

the Nation.
MS. LAMY. It just came out a week ago, I can give you a list of the

people who have already purchased it, which would not be consider-
able, but the previous edition is in wide use, so I assume that this will
also go into wide use.

Mrs. MINK. 1 note that you are an assistant editor in the company,
how many editors are women in the company I

Ms. LAD1C.Y. Eighty percent,
Mrs. MINK. Eighty-percent of the Scott, Foresman

_ LAMY. In the elementary' and high school division.
Mrs, MINX. In the assistant editor category 1
Me. LAnxt. I would say about the same.
Mre. Mom. Are there any other efforts that are ongoing in, the

company with regard to textbook revision in this area of concern?
Ma, LAnKY. Any time any revision is started, this is an area of

concern. This is clear-cut policy that has been implemented in every
department.

Mrs. Aftwx. Are you moving into the math books, and science books,
and all these other areas in addition to social studies and history?

Ms. LADKY. I would be glad to provide you with new editions of
brand new science books that have just come out, and great care was
taken there to include women in the examples and lab photographs.
This was also done in our revision of our math program.

I could provide the committee with a variety of materials, if you
would like to see them. I would like the committee, in fact, to see them.
If I can leave the materials that I have with me, I have marked some
particularly good selections in this book.

13-159 0 . T4 0.1 Si
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This particular book, it is simply a matter of going through it. The
index can show you the tremendous increase in not only the coverage
of specifically women subjects on the various women's rights move-
men and famous women, but also on the inclusion of women
throughout the book in all aspects of everyday life throughout, the
American history, then illustrations and photographs.

Mrs. Mixx. With 80 percent of the editorial activity in the coin
',any being in the hands of women, how do you account fcr the fact
that it took so long for this idea of textbooks being neutral in their
presentation of educational material?

Ms. LAM% I would say that it was partly the fact that many of
us who were working on the books themselves took some time to mine
to a realization of the discrimination against women and girls in our
own product.

I would say that this began for many people around 1970, and when
we of together there was a considerable number of women already
working on it, but able to make only changes in their own product at
that time.

Now, since we have been working for over a year on the question
of products coming on the market, but it takes from 4 years to a year
to create a product to put out. For instance, to give you an example,
the book that I am currently working on to put out, it is HO pages,
will take a year. This book took 2 years. The readingsystems took over
4 years. It does take some time to see those things come through the
market, which is unfortunate, of course. We would like the products
to be able to come out tomorrow completely revised and changed.

Mrs. Mtvic. What has been the general reception of your reading
systems among the professional teachers?

Ms. LADKY. I think that the reception has been quite gOod. It,was
a revolutionary product when it came out. It is not graded, there are
no grade levels in this program. It is simply levels, and the levels go
to 21 now.

Since it WAS revolutionary, there was no immediate reaction to itt
but it is gaining in popularity every year. We have received very gocdcommentariesabout' the improvement in the image of iv-omen-ad gide-
in the books, and what we think it very gratifying response to, the
"guidelines" by other publishers, for one thing, and by a lot of women
throughout the country, who are becoming very aware of this problem,
and are beginning to work with their local school systems on that

They have used our guidelines.
Mrs. Mixx. Aside from this revolutionary series, as you have de-

scribed it, is the company doing anything in the standard textbook
area P;

Ms. LAnxr. Yes. This, for example, is a standard textbook.
Mrs, Mrior. I mean in the kindergarten and elementary grades
MS, LAnKY. "Open Highways" is a very standard textbook.
Mrs. MINIL What grade is that?
MS, LADKT. It is for grades one through six,
Mrs. Mom. Would you provide me with the figures for its use in the

country, and what has been the reception for "Open Highwaya"
MS: LAMM. It has been very good,
Mrs. MINK. IS it a basic reading series with pupils' books, study

books, and manuals?
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Ms. LADIIY. Yes.
MIS. MINK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you very much, Ms. Ladky. Your contribution

was most welcome to the committee. I think that your voice adds a
great deal to the hearing, and we are deeply grateful for your
contribution.

I hope that you will make arrangements for the staff to see materials
you have furnished to the committee.

Hon. Atraustua P. HAW XINK
Ohairmas, Subootn WOO() on Equal Opportunities,
Route of Representatives,
Congress of the Visited Slates,
Washington, D.O.

Dams HS. HAWKINS : Once again I would like to thank you and the other
members of the Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities for the chance to present
Scott, Voresman's position on the subject of sex -role stereotyping in educational
materials.

At the hearing on September 18, Mrs. Mink requested additional materials and
information, I have shipped the following books to your staff: two Studybooks
from the Scott, Foreman Reading Systems, More Power and Rolling Along
from the New Open Highways, three booklets from People and the City (a series
for low-achieving high schoolers), one volume of the Promise of Atnerico series.
I also included a copy of the old edition of United States History so that you can
make comparisons with the new editton that I gave to you at the hearing.

To answer HIS, Mink's questions at the hearing: Open Highways and Reading
S'yete ma are currently being used by hundreds of thousands of children in the
United States. Figures on the percentage of elementary school children who
use these books are unavailable. Exact figures on the percentage of women and
girls in the Redding Systems are also unavailable. In working on the books,
editors keep lists of the stories they include and their main characters. In all
new materiels and revisions, they aim for at least a fifty per cent representation
of women and girls.

I hope this informatbn is sufficient. If the Subcommittee desires more materials
Or informatton, please direct your requests. to lit Landon Riateen, Editorial
Vice-Preeldent.

Sincerely,
MINT LAOKY.

= Our next witness is Dr. Estelle Ramey, School of Medicine, George-----
town 'University.

Dr. Ramey, we welcome you We have a written statement from you,
which will Abe entered into the record in its entirety at this point
You may proceed to deal with it as you desire.

lDr. Ramey's prepared statement follows

STAMEN? or DR. ESTICLLE R HAUKT, 620110KTOWN HNIVIISSITY SCHOOL or
HIIDICINE, WASHINGTON, H.0,

Dna Ma. HAwxtits: I wish to thank you and the other members of the Sub-
committee on Equal Opportunities for the chance to present some documentation
relating to the overt and covert denigration of women as a sex, as found in text
books and journals at the graduate level of education in medicine and the life
sciences,

You have heard abundant testimony which demonstrates the pervasive down-
grading of the female intellect and abilities which starts at the pre-school and
grade school level in textbooks and supplementary "educational" material. This
continues throughout the entire educational program up to and including the most
advanced career training period. I teach in a distinguished medical and dental
school. Most of our students are men and the vast majority of the professional
staff is also male. Women have not applied to these professional schools in large
numbers and only under the stimulus of the women's rights movement in the last
three years has the number of applications from women increased significantly.

SCOTT, FOSESIIAN AND COMPANY,
October 4,1975.
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But it la atilt only about 18% of the applicant pool for medicine and far !ewer for
dentletry. We lag behind virtually every industrialised country in the World In
this regard. Why are American women less ambitious than their British or French
Or Otrmen Or Swiss or Swedish eounterparts? IA part, the answer may 119 In the
way in which this country eonsistently denigrates all women in books and maga.
sines and television,

As the President of the Association of Women in Science, I have been concerned
with the state of science textbooks as tegards their attitudes towards all human
females. I am including with this letter some copies of the text and photographs
as they have appeared in a recent medical anatomy textbook intended to "liven
up a dull subject for male medical students." This book has since been withdrawn
for extensive revision by the publishers as a result of a major effort by my
organisation. The pittures used to illustrate topographical anatomy were nothing
lese than Playboy type center-fold pOses (only of women) which illustrated not
Professional anatomical features but merely the adolescent fantasies of the au-
thors, In tot, they were useless for teaching purposes. This very expensive text-
book includes{ a text which was even more offensive. It included such phrases asthe "curse of estrogens" which "urges a woman to ensnare a man," in the sec-
tion on posterior muscles: "If you think that once you have been the backside of
one female, you have seen them all then you haven't eat in a sidewalk cafe in
Italy where girl watching is a cultivated art. Your authors, whose zeal in this
regard never bags, refer you to Figures 111-50 and 58 as proof that female backs
can keep an interest in anatomy alive."

This same book, The Anatomical Basis of Medical Practice by 13ecker, Wilson
and Oehweiler, advisee male medical neophytes : "The student will see the ordi!
nary specimen every day. Only on rare occasions will the attractive well turned
specimen appear before him for consultation." They regret, however, that they
cannot pander to boyish student sex interests by releasing "the addresses of the
young ladies who grace our pages. Our wives burned our little address books
at our last barbecue get-together." The book is replete with similar witticisms.
Gynecology texts are often worse than this. For example : Wilson in 1971 writes:
The traits that compose the core of the female personality are feminine narcis-
sism, masochism and passivity. This Is, of course, straight out of Freud's writings.
Edmund R. Novak et al in 1910 gives young male doctors the attitude to be used in
dealing with women patients. "The frequency of intercourse depends entirely uponthe male sex drive. . . The bride should be advised to allow her busband's sex
drive to set their pace and she should attempt to gear hers satisfactorily to his."
"This is designed to make all young women feel either guilty or abnormal. But Dr.
C. Russell Scott gives the young doctor the ultimate justification of anything
that he may chose to do with his women patients. He writes (1988) "If like all
human beings, he (the gynecologist) is made in the image of the Almighty, and
if he is kind, then his kindness and concern for his patient may provide her With

a glimpse of God's image."-1 In the clothing trade this is known as hutxpah. ---
The biology texts used by high school or college students going into the life

sciences may prepare them for accepting the outrageous books described above.
In many school districts, the book "Biological Science: Molecules to Man" is
used. These books are adequate in many areas but in the section of sex roles, they
are vicious. For example, under the subtitle : Group structure based in sexual
differences, one finds the following: "There are two different family rotes and
each is confined to a particular sex, The male has looser ties with the children and
anatomically, be is better fitted to enter into the competitive activities of, pro- ,
riding food and ehelter." Other sections of the book denigrate female intellec-
tual abilitiea and laud her "mothering" instincts.

These are only a few examples of the programming that continues to reinforce
the image of woman as child bearer and man as thinker and doer. After such
training, how can we expect young women to emerge with self-images that make
it possible to strive for true intellectual achievement. They have long since been
convinced that they are inferior,- A N.Y. Times report of Sept. 10. 1978 proves
the success of our ability to destroy our young women's inner confidence. The
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Educational Testing Service Bulletin (Princeton, N.J. 08540) has just released
the most recent study on achievement and goals in our young population, They
found that research under the sponsorship of the Am. Medical College, the Grad.
nate Ree Ord Examinations and the Law School Admissions Council, demon.,
strides that women are "society's loss." 44.6 per cent of the men but only 29.4
per cent of the women planned to go to professional and graduate schools even
though the women had better college records than men, As many men with only
0-plus or lower grade averages planned to pursue doctorates as women with
B-plus or A averages, When they did plan to go, one out of every three women
chose the field of education, Their aspirations were shockingly low despite proven
ability on every objective kind of academic scoring, Why in God's name do we
send our women to college at a cost to the nation of almost 15 billion dollars a
year and then discourage them from using their brains forevertnore?

In sum, the professional women in science urge this Subcommittee to design
legislation which exerts pressure on publishing companies to review all text-
books and professional journals advertising policies with an eye to avoiding Rex
discrimination,

SCHOOL WITEMUT WALLS,
Rochester, 47.Y., April 19,1978.

Dr. WILLIAM V. MAyER,
Director, Biological Science. Curriculum Study,
BOOlder, Colo.

DEAR DR. MAYER; We, the undersigned students and teacher, have been using
"Biological Science : Molecules to Man" (Blue Version) as a reference text and
have found it, on the whole, a very valuable book. We are appalled, however,
by the treatment of sex roles on page 620 of the 1963 edition and on, ages 701 and
702 of the 1968 edition,

It is obvious that changes were made in the material between the two editions,
since the latter edition contains a number of phrases which, in their hedging
tone, appear to reflect an awareness that the approach is offensive. However, these
changes fail to eliminate the basic wrong committed, i.e.: the essential confusion
between actual biOlogical differences between the sexes and culturally deter-
mined sex roles. Although we may speculate about the origins of these roles to
our past, we are really in no position to make statements which, though attempt-
ing to appear qualified in the second edition, are nevertheless read as absolute
truth by the uncritcial (a description which, unfortunately, applies to most stu-
dents and teachers who rely on textbooks).

It is significant that the section in question employs the personal pronoun
to address the reader directly. Implicit in this style of writing are the assumptions
that the reader is a stereotyped WASP American and that WASP Americans are
representative of humanity ( I) There is no attempt in this section to examine
sex roles in a variety of cultures, thereby reinforcing the unwritten conclusion

_ that the statements in this section are true of all people.- We understand that --
BSCS material, has been translated into many languages and widely distributed,
and we wonder what the reactions may be of students and teachers In nations with
differing cultures to the unscientific assumptions in this sotto!).

We are concerned, obviously, about the effect of this patently unscientific dis-
cussion on the young people who use the text. We believe that unquestioning
aeceptance of socially determined behavior within the context of a biological
discussion serves only to reinforce stereotypes by appearing to endow them with
biological justification and its false concomitant, immutability.

We cannot condone the injustice of the inclusion of this material on the ground
that, at the time of its publication, the women's movement was not yet strong
enough to produce general enlightenment, The fact is that it is unscientific; no
good biologist, at any time, should confuse cultural ovalay with its possible
biological basis.
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We feel that it is an extremely important responsibility of scientists to help
the public make distinctions between biological facts and cultural, social, and
political structures. Indeed, at this moment in history, it is an urgent respon

We are looking forward to a new edition,
Sincerely yours,

LAME HASH
T10011 Treat
MARY WiLLIAIls
SARAH L. HAMMOND.

Copies to AIRS and Dr, Rstelte Ramey, Georgetown University School of
Medicine.

OrkaarrowN UNIVERSITY,
&nom or Moran,

Washington, D.O.,July12, 1912.
CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OT ANATOMY.

DEAR Sim I am enclosing a copy of a letter to the Williams and Wilkins Co.
which expresses the reaction of all women in medical schools (and many of
their male colleagues) to the new text: The Anatomical Basis of Medical Prac-
tice by Becker, Wilson and Gehweller. As a Chairman of a Department of Anatomy
you are in a position to Influence the selection of textbooks for medical and
graduate students. I urge you to consider the affront this book offers to all
women and men alike in its deliberate attempt to appeal to the most prurient
attitudes in all human beings. This book is as much of an insult to men as it is
to women because It assumes and so states that men require such vicarious sexual
stimulation in order to learn the anatomical basis of medical practice.

My own Department Chairman has expressed to the Dean of this school that
It is the obligation of the Council of Deans of the ALMO to condemn this book
and the discredit it brings to an honorable profession. Since It Is an anatomy
text it would be most helpful if you, too, would indicate to Williams and Wilkins
your own displeasure with this latest commercial venture. In addition to the
sexual pandering rampant in the text there are many errors of sciences

Pogitive action by the academic community may protect us from a rash of
medical books of this kind which try to capitalize on the least attractive features
of a society in turmoil.

Thank you for your help.
Sincerely yours,

ESTELLE R. RAMEY, Ph.D.,
Professor.

(From The Anoloosteal Bottle of Medical Proelice)
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orom BkiegiN 1oits0411 ilelectare to Mari. TOli

101-44 Olovr Brauoreak Is SourrimEs BAB= ON SWILL Dirrtatrtcas

notr does a society divide its work among specialists? The labor of &group
may be divided according to eel. In your family, tor example, your mother is
largely reaponsible for raising children, preparing food, and cleaning the home.
Your father has different responsibilities. He provides food and shelter for the
family, and in Unita of crisis he provides protection as well. Of c*Uree, b?htli
parents share some of the labors, Both may take part in, the education of e
children, the play activities of the fatuity, and many of the chores necessary to the
life of the family. But a basic difference remains. There are two different family
roles, and each is associated with a particular sex.

STATErENT OP DR. ESTELLE R. RAMEY, DEPARTMENT OP PETS.
OLOGY AND ElOPRISICS, SCHOOL OP MEDICINE, GEORGETOWN
UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.O.

Dr. limnir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am really representing a different kind of problem from the one

that you have received such excellent testimony on this morning. I
appreciate the opportunity to present this, because in some respects
I believe that it Is more difficult to deal with at a legislative level, and
I have been encouraged by the testimony this morning to feel that
perhaps --X may not be alive to see itthe efforts of your committee
and the legislation under consideration, and the women who are here
today, with their male colleagues, may perhaps have made enough
of a change that the publishers of scientific textbooks at graduate level
may have gotten the message also.

I would like to present to the committee this morning, in a rather
informal format, the situation as it exists at the present time with
respect, primarily, to medical textbooks.

I think that it is appropriate to point out that we lay behind virtu-
ally every industrialized country in the world with respect to the
percentage of our women in medicine, dentistry, law, and other pro-
fessional areas.

Engineering, for example, women are virtually nonexistent in that
field. I ask, rhetorically, the question why are American women,appar-
ently, less ambitious than their British, French, Swiss, German, or

iSwedish counterparts? In part the answer may lie in the way in which
this country denigrates women in books, television, and magazines.

As the president of the Associntionof Women in Science, I have
been concerned with the state of science textbooks as regards their
attitudes toward all females, and I am including with this letter to
you some copies of the text and photographs, which are not very
unfortunately, as they appeared in a recent medical anatomy te k
intended to "liven up a dull subject for male medical students."

This book has since been withdrawn for extensive revision by the
publishers as a result of a major effort by my oivanization. I would
like to insert here a few of the surrounding details of this matter.

Despite the fact that you have heard this morning that society
appears to be changing its attitude, at least sufficiently to force book
publishers at the lower level of education to change their textbooks, at
the end of 1972 this anatomy textbook was published and issued for
use by all freshman medical students in the country.
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It is a bask anatomy textbook. The book was displayed with a great
deal of fanfare at the biggest scientific meeting in the country, the
Federation of Biology And Medicine in Atlantic City, and it met, with
a raucous reception, which is about the best way I can describe it.

This WU followed by the adoption of the book by a very large num-
ber of anatomy departments in this country. My organization, which
consists largely of women in the medical sciences in every medical
school in the country, we have a membership of about 1500, we
contacted the publisher and indicated that we found the book
unacceptable.

The book publishers responded with a comment, which indicated
that they were astonished that we would like to put ourselves in the
position of book burners, because they felt that everyone had a right to
publish the kinds of materials that might sell.

We persisted in this, and the book was finally withdrawn for nevi
sion. Nevertheless, the bookstores in all medical schools throughout the
country, even under protest from medical students and women on the
staff, continued to sell those books as long as any copies of it remained,
so we could do very little about that.

Now, here are some quotes from the book. The pictures that they used
to illustrate topographical anatomy were nothing less than Playboy
type centerfold posesI am sorry that the Xerox machine did not
quite pick this upwhich illustrated not professional tuAtorhiesi
features, but merely the adolescent fantasies of the authors..

I am not a book burner, and anyone who wants to buy Playboy or
Penthouse may do so. However, there was no choice in this matter.
women medical students as well as men would have had to have used
the book, and in some cases were forced to use the book.

The with- those photographs,- incidentally, - is-what ..the
younger generation calls a "put on" because it is impossible to teach
topographical anatomy by using pictures of very well fleshed out
young women, because the whole purpose of teaching topographical
anatomy is to describe muscle distribution.

No one selects young women for pictures of this kind who have
very obvious muscle distribution, she has a very nice layer of adipose
tissue which camouflages muscle distribution, and that is why she is a
model for this kind of picture. It was useless from that point of view.

The authors maintained that, and they so indicated in the preface to
the book, they felt that the young man in a class deserved a little
lightening up of the subject.

young
may say, incidentally, that there was

not a single photograph of an undraped male despite the fact that we
have now about 13 percent of the class who are women. Apparently,
they did not feel that they needed to liven up the classes of the women.

The textbook was far more offensive than the photographs. I have
quotes here, such phrases as: "the curse of estrogens which urge.; a
woman to ensnare a man."

Mr. HawiciNs. Dr. Ramey, we have a problem with a full committee
meeting at the same time, and we would like to declare a 5-minute
recess, if I may interrupt your testimony, so that Mrs. Mink and I may
go down and make the quorum, and return as soon as possible. It
should not be longer than 5 minutes.

The committee is in recess for 6 minutes.
[The committee recessed for 5 minutes at this point.]
Mr. IlAwKiNs. The subcommittee will come to order.
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Prettamey may proceed with her testimony.
r. Rearm Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
would like to continue iron a few of the major offenders in this

regard," which are gynecology textboolcs, which present problems for
Mirth Many women in this country, because of the programing that
occurs. With the doctors who will treat only women.

POr eXamPle, if you would read a sentence of this kind in a pro
iess14:Mal t4Xtbook, and I will quote now :

700 think that once Tou have seen the backside of one female, you have seen
tli in all then you haven t eat in a sidewalk cafe In Italy where girl watching is
SA1101.00 art. Your authors, whose seal in this regard never flags refer you
to antes and 63 as proof that female backs can keep an interest in
anatomy alive.

This kind of so-called humor permeates a surprising number of
medical books, perhaps not as blatant as this. Even more than that,
many medical textbooks curiously use the word "specimen" in referring
to women patients.

One quote here is
The student will see the ordinary specimen every day. Only on rare occasions

will the attractive well turned specimen appear before him for consultation,
They have grown to regret that they cannot provide the addresses

of the younger ladies who grace oer pages. Our wives burned our little
addrass books at our last barbecuo get-together."

Now ladies and gentlemen, this is at the highest reaches of American
education.

Now, there are some quote from gynecology textbooks which are
more subtle, but just as damaging. Wilson's textbook published in
1971 writes:

The traits that compose the core of the female personality are feminine tar.
cissism, masochism and passivity.

Presumably, of course, this is from Freud; he has taken it out of the
tvhols cloth here.

Now, this is the way that the doctor is advised, essentially, to see
his, women patients, and this is a doctor who will see only women
patients.

Now, Novak and others in a text published in 1970 gives advice to
iyoung 'doctors on the advice that they should give in dealing with

women's sexual problems, and I quote:
The frequency of intercourse depends entirely upon the male sex drive.. .

The brio st.Ald be advised to allow her husband's sex drive to set their pace,
and she ataould attempt to gear hers satisfactorily to his.

This is, obviouslyl:I think, designed toperhaps not consciously,
but certainly unconsciously this kind of attitude toward young women
soeking advice from the doctor will make those young women feel
'either guilty or abnormal, if they don't happen to follow that kind of
advice or feel that they cannot.

Dr. Scott's text now gives the young doctor the ultimate justification
of anything that he may choose to do with his women patients. }{o
writes:

it like all human beings, he (the gynecologist) is made in the imp of the
Almighty, an?, if he is kind, then his kindness and concern for his patient may
provide her with a glimpse of God's image.
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I would suggest that many physicians take this quite seriouslyi and
quite literally.

We then go on to the biology texts used by high school or, college
students, now remember that these are the students who will be apply,,
in g to the medical schools. In many school districts, for example, and
I have included in my testimony here a letter from a group of women
biology teachers in the Rochester, N.Y., school system, protesting a
book called "Biological Science t Molecules to Man."

Some of the book is good, as far as the science is concerned, hut in
every section devoted to sex roles, the effect of hormones on behavior,
they are almost vicious, in my estimation, in the way that women are
denigrated.

For example, this is one of the milder ones. They have a section on
group structure based on sexual differences. The authors then start
out by saying

There are two different family roles and each is confined to a particular sex,
The male has looser ties with the children, and anatomically he is better fitted
to enter into the competitive activities of providing food and shelter.

Other sections of the book denigrate female intellectual abilities
and laud her "mothering" instincts. I don't believe that "mothering"
and intellectual ability are mutually exclusive.

Books of this kind are used by students who are trying get into
medical sehool, and they work very hard to memorize the books and
do well. Some of this message gets across.

Now, I would like to Complete my testimony by referring you to a
report, which was in part described in the New York Times last week,
and it proves the success of our ability to destroy our young women's
inner confidence. It is a very prestigious group that did thiS work on
21,000 college students in the junior and senior level.

The group was the American Medical Colleges, the Graduate Record
Examinations, and the Law School Admissions Council, and theiro
conclusion is, and I quote from their report: "Women are society's
loss." And 44.6 percent of the men, and these are men and women about
to graduate from college, and only 20.4 percent of the women planned
to go to prefessional andgraduate schools even though the women had
better c011ege records than men.

As many men with only C-plus or lower grade averages planned to
pursue doctorates as women with B-plus or A averages. The great
tragedy' to me here is that one-third of the women with B-plus or A
averages in any area, who aro going to pursue doctorates, have decided
to pursue them in the field of education to get degrees for an area in
which there are no jobs, and no one is stopping them, apparently, from
going into this area.

They are encouraged to go into these areas. I may say, incidentally,
that the report also indicates that family and peer group pressure on
women tends to push them in the direction of so-called appropriate
jobs for women, which means underpaid, and low status.

We are now spending, it has been estimated, $15 billion a year of
this Nation's wealth to keep 2 million women,in college, but we have
yet to ba shown why we are doing this, and what this country wants
to do with them once this great investment has been made.

Frankly, I don't know. I think that the passage of this bill, H.R.
208, is very important for many reasons, but I don't know exactly how
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it Will help some of the problems I have brought up with rail
the literature at graduate levels that is being used to train, certainly,
doetora in this country.

litepot that the Council on Education Programs which is pro-
vided for in the act may concern itself with problems of this kind.
I regret that I cannot make any more profound suggestions, except
that if publishing houses are put on notice that books of the kind I
haVe described are no longer acceptable, and if institutions are put on
notice that any institutions receiving substantial Government money.
and that includes every single medical school in this county --are also
put on notice that the use of such textbooks in some way is disapproved,
then perhaps that kind of pressure may be effective.

I a n optimistic only in one respect. The W0111011 who have testified
here (his morning, are preparing the way for us, so that the young
worn( n coming up through the elementary, high school, and then hope-
fully to college level, will have, by virtue of the change in the Oxt-
boots they have been using.in those grades, developed a self-image,
selfconfidenee in themselves as human beings and their ability to
achieve.

It will be impossible, then, for the schools to foist this kind of ma-
terial and not have women protest. Just to end this, I will tell you that
very few women medical students protested this book. They were
afraid to, because this would characterize them as one not able to take
a joke, and they want to fade into the 'background and be one of the
boys in the medical schools, because they had problems enough. This
is because they did not have enough self-confidence.

Perhaps we can develop stronger women in this regard, and then
they will take care of the problem. They will make it intolerable for
the schools.

I thank you for allowing me to harangue you this way.
Mr, HAwitiNs. We certainly are thankful for your testimony. One

question I would like to ask you, do you have any figures with respect
to the discrimination of women?

Dr. 1414xv. There is a very important situation here, and the ques-
tion you have just asked is really the crux of the matter, and it is far

imore difficult in passing legislation. Women do not apply. We do not
have to discriminate in medical school admission committees, contrary
to popular beliefs in the women's movement.

Women had not until last year even begun to apply for doctorate
programs in the life sciences, or the physical sciences, or in medical
school. When they did apply, the figures showed that the applicant's
school is reflected in the percentages admitted.

Now they did suffer in admission in other ways. They did not get
the good fellowship, they were discriminated against in that respect.
But the fact that women did not apply is our main problem.

Why don't the American women apply? Why don't they try to
achieve? That is a very difficult problem to deal with. I think again I
must refer to the early years that the psychiatrists tell us are so po-
tent in determining sell-Image and aspirations.

Now discrimination does exist in this respect. Unemployment for
women Ph. D.'s in the life sciences is by the latest figures from the
scientific manpower commission here in 'WashingtonDr. Vetter has
just announced these figuresit is now five times the rate of their peer
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male groups. That is in competition for jobs in the job market for hard
money jobs.

So discrimination certainly does exist and this, of course, will dis-
coursge many, but they, don't apply in the numbers that they should.

Mr. HAWKINS. Let ine rephrase the question. Do you have any fig-
ures on their representation 111 the various professions?

Dr. Hamm Yes, they represent less than 1 percent of the engineers.
They represent about .5 of 1 percent of the physicists in the country
at the senior level. They represent 7 percent of our doctors. They repre-
sent 3 percent of our lawyers. There is no other industrialized coun-
try in the world that does not do better than on women.

Just to give you an example. In medicine as long as IS years ago,
Switzerland, which had not yet given women the right to vote, had
15 percent of its women who were doctors, when we were 6 percent
in 1900 in this country. In 1970, 6.7 percent were women.

Mr. HAWKINS. Do you know what the percentages are in countries
that have been identified with women, let us say India and some of the
others?

Dr. RAMEY. The figures for Israel were running 21 percent. India
has been running very high, about 33 percent. The reason for that,
I think, stems from theafter the independence of India was achieved,
I think that there was a very marked push by Gandhi and others
to release Indian women from bondage in every respect, because
they had a song way to go. So, we saw quite a surge there.

I have often been told the figures on the Communist countries, Re.-
sia etc. Those don't impress me, and I don't use them as an argument,
because even though 76 percent of all the doctors in Russia are women,
only about 3 percent of the professors of medicinethe status doctors
in Russiaare women. The rest are almost physician assistant types.
So they have not done any better in that respect.

Mr. IlAwitiss. One personal observation. I think that you have in-
dicated what most witnesses do, that is bring about change through
pressure from women. Isn't there some possibility that some of the
pressure would come from men as well?

Is there some reason why men would not be also interested in bring-
ing about the change? Why should they not be expected to do some-
thing to bring about this change?

Dr. RAMEY. I am sorry that I seemed to Dive that impression, be-
causeagain I regret to say this, some of the strongest support that
I have had on this anatomy textbook came from the men.

My own medical school, and other medical schools, had physicians
who regarded this textbook as an affront to what they consider to be
appropriate behavior on the part of all physicians, male or female.

Certainly, part of the male physician's Hippocratic oath specif-
ically speaks to this point, when it says, essentially, that a doctor must
not in any NI ay compromise a situation of a woman patient. In the
Hippocratic oath, it is so stated as to make this perfectly clear, and so
doctors are very concerned about this implication that they look upon
their women patients as potentially sexually desirable partners.

So you are right. Men have been very helpful in this. The reason
that we all keep referring to the need for women to unite and to work
for these things is that it makes it far more forceful.

It seems to me that when you go to ask for men's help, when the
people themselves who are suffering from this indicate a needyou
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see, if women say : "I am happy in this situation, in this status two,"
then it weakens the case considerably.

I may say, incidentally, that men have a great deal to gain from
ichanging Some of the stereotyping that goes into textbooks about men',

that they are always to be strong, dominant, never cry. No human
being can live up to that, but many men think that they have to.

Look at the death rate from cardiovascular diseases and you will
see some of the effects of this on mend It is three times the rate for
women. I think that men have a great deal to gain from changing what
is known as male stereotypes.

We have many men friends, and I hope that I may count you as
one of them.

Mr. HAwEiNs. I think that you have convinced me pretty well.
Thank you, Dr. Barney.

Mrs.
Mrs. Mi. I want to commend you. Dr. Ramey, for your testimony

and for your presenting this new perspective to the committee. If
were a male physician,

i
or a male professor in a medical school, I

would be thoroughly offended and insulted by the textbooks that you
have described, as really insulting the mentality of the reader. I am
appalled that the women students have not been more aggressive in
seeking changes in these textbooks.

I might suggest that the people who suffer most are those indi-
viduals outside the profession, like myself, who will have to go to
these physicians who have been taught to consider these matters in
such a vein.

I hope that your testimony will be well read and considered by
women's organizations, generally, and adopted as one of the main
focuses of their attention. This requires, I thinkt the concern of
women everywhere, not, just of those in the professional schools and
in the profession of medicine.

I think that those who have the benefit of this hearing will cer-
tainlx be most grateful to you for giving us this perspective this
morning. Thank you.

Dr. RAMEY. I would like, in the defense of the medical profes-
sion, to say that most male doctors try as hard as they can within
their own programing to treat all patients humanely. Some of them
don't, but they suffer from the programing also.

I might say that gynecologists are astonished when they read that
women resent the fact that they are being treated like children,
because they are only trying to be kind with them.

Mr. HAWKINS. the next witness is Ms. Phyllis Alroy, represent-
ing the Women on Words and Images, Princeton, N.J.

I understand that your presentation is in the nature of a slide
presentation

Ms. ALROY. That is correct.
Mr. HAWKINS. But you do not have a prepared statement. You

may proceed.

STATEMENT OP PHYLLIS ALROY, WOMEN ON WORDS AND IMAGES,
PRINCETON, NI,

MS. ALROY. The slides you will see are the result of the research
done from the book "Dick and Jane." The slides were selected from
150 readers studied, representing the 15 major publishers.
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In all there are 1,447 stories featuring males as opposed to 495 stories
featuring females, or 25 percent of the stories for over 50 percent of
the population.

The slides reflect the patterns of passivity and domesticity which
defines the feminine world, and these readers in the same way reflect
male patterns of competition and accomplishment through which
the readers expose boys to excessive and frequently unrealistic
pressures.

Initially the purpose of the study was to find a series which treated
all children fairly, but not one was found that could be recommended.
This is how the illustrations in these readers show the world to chi'
dren.

Ruth Hartley reports that when a task group of boys 8 to 11 asked
what they needed to know and be able to do, the answers were remark-
ably consistent. Boys have to be able to run fast, play many games,
and play rough games. They need to be smart to know how to take
care of themselves, to know what girls don't know, how to climb, how
to make a fire, and how to carry things.

They should have more ability than girls. Men are "boss." They have
the most money. They get angry a lot, but are more fun than mothers,
and have better ideas.

"What r can do." The boy tells what he can do. Notice the variety
of options. The total involvement in their activities, their intense con-
centration. The smiles are wide and white. Keep these illustrations in
mind, as you watch the illustrations showing girls.

"What can I do?" the girl asks. The boy told us what he could do.
There are few options given to girls by the readers. Body activity is
limited, Skipping rope is about the most active thing girls do. They are
geographically limited as well, we see them most often at home, nearby
or at school.

Contrast the girls' faces with the boys. Their distance from what
they are doing. 'fhe form of waiting is appropriately illustrated, be-
cause that is what a surprising number of these girls in the books are
doing.

This slide action is shared by 8-year-old twins. Jill is taught that
it is more acceptable to help Jack than it is to win for herself. Gold-
berg's study finds that childrenhe finds that during those years, all
children increasingly identify with males.

This group of slides, which we call "Passive girl watches active
boys," school readers are sublets telling the boy that is the doer
and telling the girl that she is his passive audience. In other words,
school readers agree with Goldberg's study that males are the import-
ant people.

It was not until after the slides were shot that the girls' hands were
noticed. Stereotyping can be very subtle, and in this case the illustra-
tions have been, perhaps, unsconciously accurate. Girls appear to be
physically holding themselves back as they cross their hands and hold
their arms.

The inbalance continues among older boys and girls. The girls in the
slides seem to have even stopped watching. The girl in pigtails could
best be described as catatonic.

Even in parallel situations, like the story with the box, boys appear
much more clever. The box is a boat, a train, and then a plane for the
boys.

33-139 0 74 - pt. 33



Then the girls find it, and it is not a boat, or a train or a plane, but it
is ft house. They play house all day,

The substantial part of children's play is spent in rehearsing adult
roles. I3oys often want to imitate their fathers, and other adult Males,
since this means added status and brings them closer to manhood.

In this process, they often require skills used for outside the home,
and beyond childhood. Girls also imitate their mothers, but too often,
they find that helping mother means routine, dirty work. Waiting
on father and brother.

Th kitchen alteady belongs to 7.yearold Ann, and she is learning
to clean up after Walter and Sam. The girl quickly learns that the
"u" in scrub means her.

The parallel story about two boys and two girls who work. Now,
the boys do a variety of jobs, and at the end get money and thanks. The
two girls go oft to their babysitting jobs, and the story focuses on the
two active little boys they are watching. At the end they wave goodbye,
and we don't see them get paid.

This situation continues into adult life, when the woman services in
the home and community. She sometimes receives praise, but seldom
money. From the earliest preprimers, boys usually display character
traits, which society considers healthy and positive.

Sometimes, however, the heroism and the daring described is so
exaggerated that no real child could imitate them. The Readers' boys
are brave. Boys rescue adults, animals, and other children.

Boys are inventive. Boys are good sports. Boys win recognition.
Boys are tender despite society defining tenderness as a feminine trait.
In the Readers, the women are rarely shown as tender.

Females large and small are denigrated for their stupidity, lack of
perseverence, and simply because they are female. In the Harper Roe
reading program, we have "Just look at her, she is Just like a girl."

From the same publisher: "Get lost .." Say; Ann : "I am just a girl,
but I know enough not to say that." From Scott, Foresman, "We don't
want to play with girls, they would be too easy to beat."

"We are willing to share our great thoughts with mankind, but you
hiippen to be a girl." This is from Houghton-Mifflin. "I do not want
girls to help me."

They offer an explanation of why Judy got a nosebleed, 'Perhaps
because you are a girl, your skin is thinner than ours."

From Backstreet Readers, "Jerry always ran away." He said: "I
don't like girls." In American Book, wo found : "I guess I don't really
care what my sisters call me, after all they are just girls."

In the readers, girls generally display character traits, which our
society defines as negative, and even neurotic. The readers' girls are
fearful. They always give up.

In this story of Janet in the 1960 issue, 12 years later in 1972 the
illustration has been changed, she wears pants instead of a pleated
skirt, ethnic instead of white, but the story remains exactly the same.
Girls still give up.

Girls need to be protected. Girls are tattertales. Calamities happen
to girls.

Even though they are both carrying fishing rods, Sam went fishing
and Ann went with him.

Girls are narcissistic. Janet looks in the mirror in this edition of the
1960 reader, and now it is 1972 and Janet may have changed, but a
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decade of feminism has not affected her concern with her appearance,
she is still looking in the mirror.

For a girl, happiness is as simple as wearing velvet.
We found a picfure of a boy looking in the mirror, and he had enough

confidence to make a face at himself. This is what the girl is concerned
with, how she will look and what she will wear. Boys are concerned
with that they will be, and this one will not be 5 until next spring, and
he has many, many options.

The antagonism expressed by boys for girls, and the reaction of
girls as seen in this slide, is the unavoidable result of sex stereotyping.
You cannot question the effect that this must have on marriage or
any other future relationships.

Studies show that girls submit to authority significantly more
than do boys. Girls take suggestions and are more dependent on the
opinion of others. Girls are more substantially influenced by their home
environment and what is expected of them.

Girls are more apt to accept school, and the value of their teachers,
than are boys. When a teacher gets a reader, and is receptive to what
she reads and sees there, it represents a soeially approved statement
of what is proper and she respects the authority from which it comes.

The message boys get from readers is that they must be everything
that girls are not They must relentlessly strive to be superior, some-
thing of a superhuman.

Next we will see the readers' view of adults. .A psychologist, Bruce
Hartley, asked a group of 8yearold boys about women and house-
work, and received the following answers

"Women are always at those crazy household duties, and don't have
time for anything else."

"Their work is regular drudgery. Women do things like cooking,
sewing, and washing because that is all they can do."

If we tried to do nien's jobs, everything would fall apart. Women
do not have the strength in their body to do those jobs.

This poem does come from a 1972 reader which was published last
spring:

Heritage from childhood days
When she played house beneath the trees,
Her hearth Is tendered carefully,
She passes up affairs of state,
For hallmarks on a silver plate.

--Dad by contrast is an exciting person. He sometimes brings gift&
lit, is happy to see his children, and he gives them love and attention.

On the other hand, mother, in the reader, is too preoccupied with
maintaining cleanliness and order to be concerned with the positive
side of parenthood.

The father plays with his children, and mother services everyone's
needs.

The father goes down the slide with the children, while mother waits
with the towel next to the slide.

Father takes children on outings. Mother gets them ready to go,
but often stays behind. This time the whole family goes to an amuse-
ment park. 'Mother virtually disappears from the scene, while father
gives the children a good time.

At homecoming time, mother reappears carrying a balloon like one
of the other children.
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Father is involved with his children. He teaches them skills and
shares interests with them Father relaxes at home, but when mother
relaxes, she does not forget her "responsibilities."

Often she is seen leaning on father as though for support In this
illustration, mother appears to bo an invalid, she needs the help of
father and grandfather to get her up a 3-inch step.

In this story, the mother needs her 6-year-old son to catch a pigeon,
and she cannot do it, but it is important because father will not like it.

Mother in this story cannot get Mike out of a tree. It takes daddy
to think of getting a ladder she could never have thought of getting
it by herself. This is ironic %n view of the fact that most fathers are
simply not around during the day when most problems arise.

In a few stories, there are bad jokes. Mother walks out of the house
with her gloves on top of her hat. For example, the story focuses on
mother's search for the gloves, and the children find them for her.

There is mother who forgot put on her other earring; mother who
is afraid of the mouse in the cage.

Now, in present suburban communities, mothers spend hours chauf-
feuring and shopping, yet we find only four pictures of a mother
driving. In this reader, where the family was shown as having two
cars, mother tried to take the bus and just missed it.

Mother rides in the back seat of the family car in the 1966 edition,
and in 1972 the seatbelted dad and son are still up front. Mother rides
in the backseat of the boat and the plane. It is as though Montgomery,
Ala:I never existed.

Six million children have mothers who are employed outside the
home, yet we found only one story which showed a mother leaving home
to go to her job. She works in the school cafeteria.

There is another story where a mother works, it is about Martin, a
sullen bully, who habitually picks on his younger next-door neighbor.
This story makes it clear that if his mother were home, Martin would
not be a bully.

Boys have a wide variety of career choices. Men are shown in 147
different careers, and females in only 25. Biographies are a source of
inspiration for children, mate biographies appear six times more fre-
quently than female biographies, but they range from explorers to
rulers and hunters to sportsmen, and cover the scope of men's accom-
plishments. Francis Scott Key:Goddard, Martin Luther King, the
Wright Brothers as children.
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In female biographies, the woman is often upstaged by males. As a
matter of fact, it 'would appear that the subject of the biography is
a male in this illustration of Madame Curie.

As you have seen, there is an enormous range of activities and in
volvements that are available to boys. A disproportionately small range
of activities is available to girls. Boys are involved in learning corn.
petenc,e, and striving for excellence,

Girls are prominently passive, helpmates, or incompetents these are
the basic statement of the study. In the form of the girl, "What can
I dot" This means, what is allowed, proper, or expected of me. In
other words, "What may I do I"

Compare this with the boy's statement, "I can do this." The boy
can do very little, but the emphasis is on that which he can accomplish,
for a boy should try hard to succeed. Accomplishment is not the issue
for girls in these readers.

The truth is that human accomplishment is human accomplishment
whether one is a boy or a girl is irrelevant. Thi, proper attitude of
readers would be to encourage all children to grow to the limit of their
own individual potential regardless of their sex.

Mr. HAWKINS. Ms. Alroy, does that complete your statement t
Ms. Autoy, Yes,
Mr. HAWKINS. We are certainly indebted to you for a very fine

presentation We will include the material you have submitted, at this
point.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

Johnny says girls aren't fun. Janey says she wants to be a doctor
when she grows up, but she knows girls cannot be doctors, so she will
be a nurse instead, Dick says he will be an engineer. Sally says she will
be a Mommy. Dick says girls are stupid. Janey says she might be only a
girl, but she isn't stupid at all.

Where does this all come from? Some station is transmitting a
dear message to our children about their place In life. They have been
tuned in from birth to a frequency that directs everything they
attempt, from skipping rope to getting a Ph.D. Something insures that
any deviation from the norm will be fraught with personal
hazards and traumas. If Janey does become a doctor, she will reel guilty
at not being a Mommy, or as good a Mommy as she "ought" to be.
Johnny will not feel at all guilty about being a doctor, whether he is a
Daddy or not. Dick will say girls are stupid and most girls will agree

Illustration from Childress, White
and Walter from Fun With Our
Family. Copyright (c) 1965 by
&colt, Poresman and Company. Re-
produced by permission of the pub-
lisher.

Illustration by Childress, White and
Walter from Fun With Our Family.
Copyright (c) 1965 by Scott, Pores-
man and Company. Reproduced by
permission of the publisher.

From one of the earliest of the classic "Dick and Jane" series, we
selected these illustrations to demonstrate the expectation that Dick is
to be innovative and active, while even in early childhood, Sally learns
to play with a carpet sweeper in anticipation of her later expected adult
role.
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with hiti,except for Janey,who Is thereby on the way to becoming an
"aggressive" woman. Dick himself will feel no guilt at his murk. Sally,
however, would feel very bad indeed if she called Dick stupid, for it
might wound his self-esteem, which, even at the age of nine, Sally
knows is a very serious thing. Johnny will spend much of his working
and playing life with boys, who he expects will be much more fun
than girls; and his wife, locked into domesticity, will be even less fun as
a result of her confinement. Sally, being a complete Mommy, will drive
her children from one achievement to another, imprison them in a
spotless home, and project her own ambitions onto them in a classic
smotherlove pattern until they finally break for freedom. Then Sally
will find herself out of a job, frustrated, and "growing old," often
before her chronological time.

Again, where does it all begin?
One early source of the messages children receive is their

elementary school readers. These readers abound in stereotypes. The
typical girl in any reader is a frilly little thing with a smile on her pretty
face and a passive attitude toward life. The boy portrayed in the readers

Illustration by Wendel Kling from
Ventures. Copyright (c) 1965 by
Scott, Foreman and Company. Re-
produced by permission of the pub-
lisher.

In the story this picture illustrates, several boys are constructing a
contraption they call an "Electro-Thinker." "Smart Annabelle," who
throughout the story is called by that epithet, stops to ask some
questions. She is rebuffed by being told, "We are willing to share our
great thoughts with mankind. However, you happen to be a girl." Poor
Smart Annabelle, who has thus been forewarned not to daily with a
"man's prerogative" (namely, thinking), bows out of the story.

-2-
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has a look of stern concentration: he is busy preparing to be a "man."
Mothers and fathers in the readers reflect a simple, standardized
existence, which becomes for the child the American Way of Life.

What is at specific Issue in our study of current readers Is the way
In which girls are portrayed in these storiesthe activities in which they
engage, the attitudes they display, the way in which people treat them,
the generalizations which are made about them, and the directions for
future life and work which are offered to themas contrasted with the
treatment of, boys, whether contemporary or historicaltheir activities,
their ambitions, their hopes and dreams, and their ultimate objectives.
The degree to which the treatment of boys and girls differs in Primary
School Texts is a good indicator of current social expectations for each
sex, and offers some insight into the premises underlying these
expectations. Once we know what society, as reflected in the readers, is
asking from young people, we will know how young people feel they
must behave in their private and personal capacities to become
acceptable members of their peer group. If the effort for approval or
reward as a boy or a girl Involves the warping of an individual's natural
proclivities, the outlook for her or his happiness and effectiveness Is
poor. How many potentially effective human beings can we afford to
suppress in the name of traditional role playing?

The message from the readers which is beamed to small girls is,
very different from that aimed at small boys. This study shows in detail
how, and in what ways, it differs. The preponderance of boys
to girls, famous men to famous women, adult men to adult wo.
men a pattern which exists without exception in all of the readers
we analyzeddoes not reflect current reality. Yet the trouble goes
deeper than numbers. The authors of this study assume that there are
ways in which we can make better use of the talents and energies of our
female population beyond directing them into the kitchen and the
obstetrics ward. In the coming years there must be a drive in all
educational fields to improve motivational incentives for this under-
rated, underencouraged fifty percent of the population. Grade school
readers are a top priority area for change, since they influence children
at their most vulnerable and malleable stage of development.

-3.
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Chapter Two

METHODS

One, hundred thirty.four elementary school
readers from 14 different publishers were the basis
for this study. These readers were contributed by
the school systems In three suburban New Jersey
towns where they are currently in use.

The Initial examination of these books indi-
cated that most stories in beginning readers were
about children, alone or in 'groups, or inter
acting with their families. Folk, fantasy, and
fairy tales were found at all reading levels, as
were poems and informative articles. In the higher
reading levels, adults often became the central
figures in stories, and biographies began to Appear
more frequently. All of these general observations
were used subsequently as a basis for analysis.

A general classification system was devel
oped from these observations for subsequent use
in doing a content analysis of all stories in each
book. A statement summarizing each story was
recorded on a work sheet, and was placed in the
appropriate category or categories, such as stories
focusing on girls, stories focusing on boys, stories
about both boys and girls. We also recorded on a
work sheet, and the story was placed in the
appropriate category or categories In stories con-
cerning children and adults. A numbered code was
established, and all such stories were evaluated
according to their emphasis on these themes. A
copy of the typical work sheet we used, which
shows the overall system and code, is Included as
Table 1. The numbered theme code is summarized
in Table 8 and the patterns which It revealed are
discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

Illustration by Trina Schott Hyman
from McKee et a!, ed. Reading for
Meaning: Up_ond A way.Copyright
(c) 1957 by Houghton Mifflin Com
pany. Reprinted by permission of
the publishers.

This series of illustrations graphically demonstrates certain of the
physical attitudes and activities we found in all series, which we
subsequently coded. Boys were almost without exception portrayed as
taller than girls. Boys engaged in athletics, while girls watched from the
sidelines. Boys acted independently; girls did not.

-4-
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On these worksheets, quotations from ectuai
stories which offered evidence of culturally accep-
table anti feminism were recorded A partial listing
of these quotations is set forth as Table 2.
Illustrations also were found to be significant. For
example, the relative positioning of individuals in
groups and their physical attitudes and activities
gave graphic evidence of stereotyping. We have
utilized some of these illustrations throughout this
report to show the patterns which prevailed.

The study was undertaken as an exploration.
Its shape has been dictated by the discoveries of
the researchers. As the work progressed, first
impressions yielded to more complex observations.
Some series were re-read In the light of these
subsequent refinements. Some researchers were
dubious at first but finished with unshakeable
convictions that these readers contained a distort-
ed view of reality. It is important to note that this
body of research covers only a small segment of
the total volume of material reflecting stereotypes
presently available to small children and to adult
readers as well. There remains a vast amount of
work to be done, for which this study is but a
rudimentary blueprint.

134 elementary school readers from 14
different publishers were the basis for this study.
These readers were contributed by the school
systems in three Suburban New Jersey towns
where they are currently in use.

Illustration by Trina Schart
Hyman from McKee et al.
ed., Reading for Meaning: Up
and Away. Copyright (c)
1957 by Houghton Mifflin
Company. Reproduced by
permission of the publisher.
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Chapter Thwe

STATISTICS

From the 2,760 stories we read in 134 books, some startling
ratios were derived:

Boy-centered stories to girl-centered stories 6:2
Adult mate main characters to adult female
main characters 3:1
Mate biographies to female biographies 6:1
Male animal stories to female animal stories 2:1

Male folk or fantasy stories to female folk
or fantasy stories 4:1
Table 3 provides conclusive statistical evidence for what we

initially observed: boys and men are present In the readers in
overwhelmingly larger numbers than are girls and women. In some
book's girls are virtually nonexistent, appearing only as minor characters
or in background illustrations. No series has an equal number of boy
and girl stories and very few even approach equal numbers.'

Particularly appalling is the scarcity of female biographical
stories.2 There are 27 stories about only 17 different women, whereas
there are 119 stories about 88 men. Clearly, it is not considered
important to give girls and boys examples of women who have
succeeded outside the home. Interestingly enough, the few women who
are portrayed in the stories overcame great societal and personal
obstacle; to be successful outside the home, while for the most part the
men portrayed had no societal barriers placed in their paths.

Another statistic of particular interest is the number of occupations
shown for men compared to that for women in each group of books.
We found women in the stories as opposed to the biographies in
only 26 occupations, while men participated in 147 different jobs
These numbers inclu ie characters pictured in the background
illustrations as well as those who actually play a part in the stories.
Furthermore the women in the stories were engaged only in
"womanly" occupation such as teacher, nurse, governess, dressmaker,
and telephone operator. No female jurists or college professors were to
be found, needless to say.

Obviously, quality is as important as quantity in the readers, and
the qualitative findings of the study will be detailed in Chapter 4. But
even if the stories that feature women and girls were all excellent from
our point of view, there are simply not enough of them, nor are they
sufficiently varied.

iThe exact statistics we compiled are attached hereto as Table 3,
together with a breakdown by publisher series.

2The persons portrayed in the biographies are listed in Table 4 and 5.

3A complete list of the occupations shown in the stories is given in
Tables 6 and 7.
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Chapter Pour

CONTENT ANALYSIS:

Section 1

The Active Mastery Themes: Girls Need Not Apply

Ingenuity. Creativity. Bravery. Petseverance. Achievement.
Adventurousness. Curiosity, Sportsmanship. Generativity.1 Autonomy.
SeltRespect. The development and display of these traits is the major
theme of the great majority of reader stories. These are the traits
universally regarded in our society as positive and desirable. They spring
from a solid sense of self and are considered not merely socially useful
but necessary for survival as well. Those who possess such traits can be
said to have power over themselves, their surroundings, and their
circumstances; they "have it made," Who are the chosen ones who
virtually monopolize the leading roles In thesb tales? Males -- young and
old. The odds against females making It are four to one.

Let's look at the evidence.2
Ingenuity, Cleverness, Creativity and Resourcefulness. The male

protagonists of the stories in this category meet situations with
intelligence, They try unusual, thoughtful, or daring approaches to their
problems, They make things, build things like walkie-taikies and
soapbox racers, create things like ice sculptures, silver pitchers, even
television commercials. They use their "wits" in promotional schemes,
capturing hijackers or dealing with a genie. Girls are conspicuously
absent from most of these tales. Clever girls appear 33 times, clever
boys 131! The discrepancy is so large that the girl who figures out how
to earn bus fare when she finds herself stranded seems like a visitor to
these pages, Another girl who discovers silk when a cocoon falls into
her tea is far more typical, since her discovery is fortuitous, a

"happening," not a product of her cleverness.
Persevenance, Industry and Initiative. In this area, the favorite

story line shows the protagonist overcoming all sorts of obstacles, like
the young man who clings to his bug collection over the family's
strenuous objections which they withdraw (one assumes) as soon as he

1A term used by Erik Erikson to indicate a process by which an
individual has gained sufficient fuilfiliment and maturity to feel
motivated to guide and teach the next generation. Interest in fostering
plants and animals is also implied in the meaning. Childhood & Society,
2nd ed. Norton & Co., (New York) 1950 & 1963, p. 266.

2Throughout this Chapter we will examine patterns rather than
individual stories; therefore, we have not cited each specific example
used. All are drawn from books listed in the Bibliography. Statistical
patterns are summarized in Table 8. Alt quotations appear with citation
in Table 2. Biographies and occupations are listed in Tables 4.7.
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Is hailed for the discovery of a rare specimen. Persevering boys are a
dime a dozen. Persistent girls are, like that bug, a rare specimen. The
actual score is 169 for the boys to 47 for the girls. One of these girls is a
tennis player who overcomes pain, hunger, depression and a dirty tennis
dress to win her match. (The dress keeps the feminine stereotype alive
and well.) The boy who eventually succeeds In taming a wild horse Is
not shown to be worried about the cut of his Jeans. Another girl who
had the initiative to vote for herself In a class election Is defeated
eighteen to one for her bad manners, le. unfeminine, aggressive
deportment.

Boys show industry and Initiative in overcoming obstacles as they
shear sheep, study guppies, track down the pilferings of a raccoon. One
boy overcomes sensitivity to cold water through grueling training in
order to become a life guard, and a crippled boy earns enough money
through fishing to buy a brace and special shoes for himself. Even the
handicapped, if male, show more autonomy, initiative ar.d perseverance
In overcoming obstacles than the twofooted females who listlessly
droop through the pages of the readers.

Strength, Bravery and Heroism. Since most people think that
strength, endurance and coping with danger are mate prerogatives, it
will come as no surprise that boys are in great demand where these
themes appear. We found 143 instances of heroic boys, 36 of heroic
girls. It's a boy who skates all day after eluding capture by Indians to
warn a distant village of an impending attack. Boys rescue adults, girls,
and other boys from fires, cattle stampedes, drownings, storms, angry
bulls or buffalo and save planes and spaceships. From time to time,

Illustration by Denny Lampton from Early,
Ed. Coals in Reading. Copyright 19 70 by
Harcourt Brace Jotenovich, Inc. Reproduced
by permission of the publisher.
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Illustration by Childress and White from
FUN WITH OUR FRIENDS. Copyright
1962 by Scott, Foreamon and Company.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher.

girls act bravely too. They carry warnings by horseback for instance, or
go to the rescue of a wrecked ship. But far more often they are only
seen saving little, younger siblings or small animals, or working as
sidekicks to clever boys outwitting hijackers or jewel thieves. Their
feats are nowhere as conspicuous, have nothing like the range presented
for boys.

it is through achievement that a boy in the readers seeks
approval. As he learns the necessary operations to go forward, he gains
confidence and as he gains confidence, he looks less to others and more
to his own mastery. His female counterpart seeks approval by being
pleasing, docile and defaulting i.e., living vicariously, like the girl
whose brother becomes a great artist because she encourages him to
shape up and stop dreaming. We wonder what advice he gave her?

Routine Helpfulness and Elective Generativily. Generativity is
something one elects to express as a representative of the culture
whereas routine helpfulness (making beds, washing dishes) is service
work with servant overtones. Throughout the series both boys and girls
perform routine drudge work 53 boys, 68 girls but with very
different basic assumptions. Girls are expected to be helpful in this
way; boys often acquire moral points for their helpfulness. When girls
in the readers attempt to be helpful, it Is usually through imitation of a
stereotyped motherly rote. They cheer up and wash younger boys and
even mend their clothes. But the restrictive, unfriendly aspects of
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motherliness are all too often stressed, when, for example, a girl angrily
makes her little brother clean up a wall he has dirtied, or scolds the
boys for not eating their dinner. Adult women mainly teach cookie
baking and dirt chasing. It Is men fathers, grandfathers, school mas
tens, older brothers, and just plain boys who, three to one, en-
courage others to learn the things they have mastered. When a
mother decides to encourage her son In his coin collecting activities,
she takes him to a numismatist who is, of course, male. Fifty-four
times boys choose to be generative to teach younger siblings and
friends to write, to mend a bird's broken wing, to better handle an
argument, to take care of a frightened fawn, and to use one's
senses to differentiate between fruits and It's boys three to one in
the stories about raising plants and training animals. Only 19 times
did girls act this way. Boys elect to be generative, not only toward
animals, plants, and younger'children, but also toward adults. Girls tend
to feed growing things, rather than experiment with and guide them.
When boys choose to help sister with her dishes (a la papa), it is
noteworthy that girls are being helped to accomplish tedious, dead.end
jobs. There is nothing generative in this exchange.

Thus It would appear that the creative and compassionate aspects
of parenting, those we have called generativity (and its close relative,
nurturing) are removed from the mothering stereotype and assigned to
men. Later this interest in fostering the growth of the young can be
transferred to interest in important professions such as pediatrician,
professor, or civil rights leader mothers need not apply.

Apprenticeship, Acquisition of Skills, Coming of Age. Another
popular story line concerns coming of age a child who masters an
adult skill or fills a grown.up's shoes. Time and again, (151 times to be
more specific) the child is a boy and the shoes are a man's, as when a
boy becomes a real member of a submarine crew after passing a crucial
training test, or a son manages the ranch when his father has to leave.
"Pa had left him to be the man of the house. Here was the dead grizzly
to prove that he had been worthy of the trust." Boys are stimulated to
feel pride and self-worth at the prospect of becoming an adult. The
highest praise any of the girls in this category (53 instances) receives is
to be told explicitly or by implication that she behaved as competently
as a boy. When a girl looks ahead to the future, she is like Jill, a girl
who wants to be a farmer's wife and "... have tots of children, play
with animals and go on picnics." The vision projects an overgrown child
rather than an adult. In the same story, Jack's aspiration is to work
hard and become a forest ranger or fireman, Boys are shown how to
grow up and become a man, not a father (father, after all, is a
subdivision of manhood).

When a girl masters a grown-up skill, it is usually a domestic one
she makes a cowboy scarf for her brother or overcomes schoolmates'

hostility by baking cookies for the fair. Her skills lead through a
revolving door back to the pots, the pans, and the sewing box. When
both a boy and a girt are left in charge of a situation, it always appears
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to be the girl who is the younger and less clever of the two when
problems arise. Though boys may be asked to do a "man's Job," girls
are never asked in so many words (or by implication even) to do a
"woman's job." It does not convey the same honor or dignity, nor
imply an equal reward.

Stories of cowboys and Indians and life on the frontier gloss over
most of the brutal realities of early colonization, as you might expect,
and play up the "rites of passage" theme. Though frontier life gave
women a measure of autonomy unknown back in the effete East, there
is little hint of it in the readers. Only two girls rival the mates who have
things pretty much to themselves when It comes to taming wild horses,
going it alone on the desert or the plains, panning for gold, riding the
Pony Express, protecting the settlement, and, of course, shooting it
out.

Very few stories on the beingaman theme are set in present-day
urban situations. Today, most fathers work at jobs that cannot be done
by children and children have little idea just what their fathers do for a
living. Such stories are set in other cultures, or in a past situation where
the roles were quite clear cut. They say about a Chinese boy enroute to
the United States of America, "Big he is and strong, he is ready for a
man's work." In such settings as trapping or ranching, leaving the boy
to be "the man of the house" or taking over had a definite meaning. As
the roles of men and women have inevitably become more interchange-
able in an urban, technological society, the readers have fallen behind in
providing more realistic definitions of "being a man" than one based on
protecting the family from grizzly bears. Defining womanhood in terms
of cookie baking and aprons is scandalously further behind.

Earning Trading and Acquisition. When it comes to ranting
money or acquiring possessions, boys are predictably the central actors
In all but a few of the stories. The enterprising males trade, earn money
and obtain benefits for themselves by doing everything from working in
roundups to teaching Spanish. Does one little girl harvest apples here
and another sell a lamb there? Yes, but it's not the custom of reader
country. The readers convey to boys that getting rich (downright greed
and avarice) is a highly desirable goal for them. But what can a poor girl
do? Marry well. Marrying a rich man of high position is shown as a
desirable goal for girls, In the fantasy tales they are willing to be given
by their fathers to this type of stranger without a murmur. There is
practically no mention of the fact that girls need to learn how to earn a
living too, or, that they might like to.

Gratuitous Fame and Fortune. There. are a surprisingly large
number of stories dealing with the themes of stumbling onto large
windfalls and fame through luck. Once again, it's lucky to be a boy.
Just by leaving home, a boy Is available for adventures which lead to an
allgiving Genie or a royal patron whose fortune and beautiful daughter
can be his. The only comparable story about a girl is one In which she is
given a magic porridge pot which can provide all the porridge she could
ever want. This seems rather meagre fare but it's quite enough to choke
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on in comparison with the castles, jewels, the remains of earlier
civilizations, beautiful princesses or even a plain bicycle which young
males win by birthright. We found boys clearly in this position 87
times, but girls only 18 times. A courageous princess is never given a
handsome prince as a prize, Is anyone surprised?

Illustration by Childress, Wiley and Ruth
from Friends Old and New. Copyright 1963
by Scott, Foreman and Company. Repro-
duced by permission of the publisher.

Competitiveness and Use of Power. Most competitive stories deal
with sports such as football or racing and a few with intellectual
competition or 4H projects. Girls are allowed to compete about half as
often as boys, but when it comes to winning, the ball game goes to the
boys. If one were to handle winning in general as a broader category,
then boys in the readers are the overwhelming winners at life,
reasoning, swimming, football, baseball or anything else you can name.
There is one story in which a girl swims against a boy and wins but he
goes on to beat her five times! So much for that. When girls do win, it's
often the result of a fluke, or after the boys have painstakingly taught
the girls to play in the first place,

In all the stories, males both large and small are in the position of
power. They bestow financial rewards, prestige, personal validation,
jobs and incentives. In one story where Indian girls race each other, the
judges and prize-givers are males. (The prize? A dress!)

Exploration, Mobility, Imaginative Play, Adventure. These inter-
related themes have to do with a child's curiosity and experimentation
with the wider world beyond the home and family. In the process of
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growing up, children come to grips with future vossibilities and
situations, using role-playing and fantasy as a dress rehearsal. in story
after story, adventure after adventure, the reader boy finds out about
the world he lives in and his relationship to it. His adventures take him
exploring in China, panning for gold, meeting bears in Yellowstone
National Park, weathering a tornado, accompanying-Amundsen to the
North Pole and catching cattle rustlers. No one, Is clocking miles for
boys as they go adventuring in 216 stories. As you Might expect,
adventures for girls are severely limited in quantity 88 instances
and constricted in space. A girl watches her first snowstorm, but from
the safety and comfort of a house. By the third and fourth grades,
adventure stories fill the readers, and female characters are increasingly
phased out. 'When females do investigate the wider world, there is a
"Catch 22." They must be led there by males and be shown what to do.
The girl who discovers some old paintings In a cave is accompanied,
typically, by her father.

And what about dressing up and pretending to be the someone
you might become someday? Boys fantasize about becoming a cowboy,
an astronaut, a wild animal trainer, a housebuilder, a king. They're
scientists conducting experiments, or adventurers on an imaginary trip
with some little green men. And what are our female Walter Mittys
doing? They discover a box and play "house in it all day." For every
girl in the readers who dreams of becoming a tight-rope walker, there
are hundreds whose minds are mired in domestic arrangements, and
who never stir out of the compound of their own back yards.

Automony, Normal Assertiveness, Selfhood. Active Mastery is the
composite of all the qualities that lead to growth of the self, Boys are
advised to be autonomous, separate individuals, to reason, plan and
execute activities which promote their independence. This is partly
accomplished by boys going about alone so frequently and acting as
surrogate adults. They rarely hold back or doubt their prowess for long

success is all but assured merely because they ore boys. Girls need not
apply for personhood. Stories about girls behaving as complete and
independent persons are so rare that they seem odd. But the type of
selfhood and achievement extolled for boys in the readers and coming
together in all the active mastery traits is a conforming one, the type
prized in our society. The readers shy away from stories about living up
to one's convictions, though we do have the story of the boy who
finally succeeds in hatching a dinosaur egg despite ridicule from his
sister and, what is this? the girl who takes her teat collection to school
and, facing down a male detractor, instructs the class.

There is some vague hint at a struggle for identity in what are
called "tomboy" stories in the trade. The "sissy" stories are never
categorized as such but they turn up now and then too. A girl who has
a knack for baseball helps win the game and makes a deal for the boys
to do the dishes so that she can practice. In a girl's world, dishes must
always have primacy. If a boy acquires a doll at the risk of derision, it is
in order to trade with a girl for her printing press (a girl is apparently
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Illustration by Fernando Dias Da Silva from
Veen ures. Copyright 1965 by Scott, Fores-
man an Company: Reproduced by permis-
sion of the publisher,

not expected to be interested in a printing press when a doll looms). In
one story, an Indian boy succeeds in becoming a brave despite the fact
that he liked to make baskets and blankets. How sad that it has to be
"in spite of." Usually the outcome for the girl who wants to assert
herself as a human being is less felicitous. An Indian girl wants to be
tall, brave and strong like the males of the tribe; but she is teased and
told, in a prediction that comes true, that if she does not stop following
braves the laughing waters will turn her into a shadow, In another case
where bays tolerate a girl on the team, she bunts, but accidentally, to
win the game for her team. Girls are subjected to contemptous remarks
for their supposed ineptitude at skills boys acquire "naturally", "except
Rachel," who has to play ball better than the boys to win their praise.
In only one story is this terrible conflict between renouncing human
traits (deceptively called "tomboy") in order to become feminine,
discussed, and the heroine really never resolves it. Boys don't have to.

Friendship. A Real Friend, as defined by the readers, is usually of
the same sex, and males are better at friendship too. Boys are
considered to be demeaned by association with girls, though girls may
associate with boys, when permitted, without losing caste. There are a
few brothersister friendships. A diluted form of friendship, really
"pairings", are shown in the illustrations from time to time, and these
"pairings" may cross race, age and sex boundaries. But rarely does the
text reinforce these messages. The rigid separation of the sexes that
occurs among pre-teens is foretold and perhaps even helped along by
the reader's sexsegregation policy. One girl who attempts to break out
of it and initiate a three-way friendship between herself, her brother
and another boy gets frozen out before it's all over, for she has broken
the unwritten rule that boys are to lead the way when the sexes mix,
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Illustration from DeLancey and Iverson,
Windin Roads. Copyright by Random

ousel nger chool Division, 1968. Repro
duced by permission of the publisher.

Morality. Only boys are confronted with temptations and
extralegal possibilities and therefore they alone must face moral
questions of honesty and corruptibility. One exception is the story of a
helpful ghost leading a boy to gold, only to have the old female
housekeeper abscond with it. The omission of issues of conscience for
females reinforces Freud's stereotype of women as creatures who have
underdeveloped super-egos (consciences). The picture is mixed as to
how well boys' integrity holds up. There Is a blurry line drawn
between praiseworthy enterprise and rather shady accomplish-
ments in which a bright lad with a head on his shoulders bends the
rules to his needs. Sometimes dishonest acts are punished, sometimes
not. Twin boys rob a female bank teller as a prank and get arrested by
the Sheriff and it's "boys will be boys." An old man feigns to paint
portraits that only wise men can see and successfully, makes off with
the plunder when exposed. When a boy tricks his father and teacher to
make them come to a ball game, he's presented as resourceful, not
deceptive. There are several examples of stealing among young aspiring
males who are actually rewarded rather than punished. The story of the
fellow who became rich and famous after stealing a magic tinder box
from an ugly old woman is a classic example. Tricking ugly old women
occurs several times.

So much for the "snips and snails and puppy dog tails," what are
little girls made of in the readers?
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Section it

The Second-Sex Themes: Nice Girls Finish Lost

Explicitly or implicitly, consciously or unconsciously, the stories
we are going to examine illustrate the negative of active mastery.
Dependency and Pseudodependency, Passivity. Incompetence. Fearful-
ness. People who have these traits people who are docile, fearful,
dependent cannot conceive of themselves becoming responsible for
their own lives or taking the active role in a situation. They are denied
the dignity of solving their own problems. They see themselves as the
Other1, one who supports those who act or one who provides the
background against which the action takes place. Their goals are
painfully limited. If they do act, it is usually stupidly. Naturally, they
have mishaps. Inevitably, they turn away from the frightening,
punishing, overwhelming outside world and focus on the friendly,
familiar terrain of the home. Naturally they are victims and targets for
ridicule. Could anyone seriously hold up such narrow, unenviable,
lifedenying traits for our children to model themselves on? The answer
is yes and no. No, it you're referring to boys. Yes, if you're speaking of
girls.

Illustration by Denny Hampton from Early,
Ed. OggkinBeidjuL2 . Copyright 1970 by
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. Reproduced
by permission of the publisher,

More subtle indoctrination, equally unhealthy for little girls, is
the insistence on self-abnegation and the womanly "virtues" of
domesticity. The message clearly written between the lines for even the
slowest reader to read is for girls to be obedient and comply

iSimone De Beauvoir in The Second Sex, Bantam, (New York) 1961,
p. 129, discusses the implications of this term.
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uncomplainingly even happily with the wishes of others. What
happens to a girl who is told repeatedly to minister to others needs and
comforts and to put others first? She gets in the habit of putting herself
last. Behind the stove where she Is told she belongs.

Passivity, Docility, Dependency (Pseudo- and Real). Always it is
the female of the species who exhibits this mild, soft, spiritless behavior
within the pages of the readers, By our count, over six to one or 119
girls to 19 boys. Mothers move through these pages like so much
ectoplasm. Little girls endlessly play with dolls, cry over dolls, give tea
parties, look on helplessly or passively or admiringly while boys take
action. Tommy, on the other hand, doesn't play house he builds one.
Sally's role in the same sorry tale is clear she puts on her bonnet and
admires the results.

In story after story, girls like Sally are shown as spectators of life.
They are given things, told things, provide a ready-made audience and
instant admiration for whatever's going on. In illustration after
illustration, as well as in the stories themselves, girls look on with hands
behind their backs. They look on while boys play cowboy, look on
while boys make carts, look on while boys rescue animals, look on
white boys save the day. And they admire, oh, how they admire what
they see: "Oh, Raymond, boys are much braver than girls!" When one
girl merely reports a forest fire what anyone breathing might be
expected to do .under similar circumstances the author is so overcome
that he pours praise on her as if she had put out the blaze
single-handedly at the risk of her life.

Girls often depend on boys when they are quite capable of
handling the situation themselves. One finds she can only skate when
she has Mark to lean on; another can only teach a jar if a boy brings a
stepladder. Almost without exception females in the readers are
subordinate to males. Girls, small and large, are helped out of one
difficulty after another by their brothers, older or younger. On a trip to
the store the two boys, symbolically enough, wale in front; the two
girls follow meekly behind.

Altruism, Kindness, and the Womanly "Virtues". Altruism is
admirable. Everybody knows that. Yet in the readers, the altruism of
girls is always tinged with self-abnegation. Girls' frequent efforts to help
others are motivated by very generous and noble impulses, but such
efforts always requires a personal sacrifice, which Is presented as a
normal and positive thi lg. Girls in the readers are good by definition.
Mary is a kind, thoughtful, industrious sister. When Sam eats up the
cake, when Walter reveals the secret, the girls understand and forgive.
But these splendid virtues are called up exclusively in the circumscribed
arena of the female world.

Boys, when they're good give up some time and energy for others
but there is no sense of sacrifice. They are creating something new not
taking something away from themselves. They are civicminded like the
fellow who figured out how to utilize sidewalk space for play space or
like the boys who raised money for a hospital. They use initiative in
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carrying out their good Impulses. Since their time Is valuable, they can
rarely stop and help on a one-to-one basis; boys' help Is provided on a
wholesale basis, to whole neighborhoods or villages or groups of people.
Altruism is a positive characteristic for benevolent boys, 65 times; a
self-effacing one for "good" girls, 22 times.

Goal Constriction and Sex Role Stereotyping. Girls In the readers
rehearse their domestic roles continuously 166 times to boys' WI
Girls are found cooking thirty-three times, cleaning twenty-seven times.
The most popular room In any given house, for a girl, Is the kitchen.
This could be true because the refrigerator is an acknowledged mecca
for all small people, but the reader's girl is in her kitchen for other
reasons. She is reinforcing her major sexdictated stereotype. Domestic.
These girls make lunch, fix dinner, prepare sandwiches or a salad and
fill a picnic basket (while the boy-picnickers play), or bake cookies for
a coed party. They stand at sinks high with pots and pans, scoop up
broken eggs, set the table, scrub floors, wash laundry, wash dinner
dishes while their brothers scoot out to play. They're incorrigible, these
girls. One of them insists on helping cook, clean, and serve supper,
though she has just succeeded in rescuing a drowning fisherman. What
boy could equal her? Or would want to? One young girl who longed to
go out to play Jack-IntheBox had to clean up after dinner since she
was the only girl In the family. But she is an exception; some reader
girls are known to be happy only when cleaning and we quote:"... she
never thought of anything but dusting, washing, rubbing and scrub-
bing."

When they leave the kitchen, what do little girls do? They go
marketing. Once a girl who wants to do "something different" is
offered a shopping trip to buy her brother some tshirts. Girls are also

Illustration by Denny Hampton from Early,
ed. Goals in Reading. Copyright 1970 by
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. Reproduced
by permission of the publisher.
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pictured as addicted to sewing and mending, but nowhere is one shown
making a new dress. Creativity, even in the domestic ghetto where they
are purportedly sovereign, is still out of reach for girls.

Except for these domestic chores at which girls are sometimes as
expert as their mothers (a girl's inborn aptitude for drudgery is
presented in the same spirit as a black person's "natural rhythm"), only
rarely are girls permitted to be at the center of the action. In one such
real life instance when a girl succeeds outside her domestic role, her
success is explained as exceptional: "Amelia Earhart was different from
the beginning from the other girls." In order to be popular, Katie, a
genuine achiever, takes care to disguise her prowess. What price success
for a girl?

Where boys are concerned, domestic chores are performed
grudgingly in order to assist their mothers and sisters, whose proper
province it is to cope with such matters. Now and again a boy might
help with the dishes or do heavy work such as waxing a floor or clearing
out a woodsman's cabin. There are very few instances of boys
scrubbing, cleaning, or scouring in the ordinary course of things as their
share in the common domestic responsibility, just as a girl is never
depicted changing tires or sawing and hammering. If a boy cooks, it is
to make a mustard sandwich for himself or to cut ham with a big knife.
A boy may eat cookies, but he mustn't bake them. Not on the pages of
the readers. Only once is a boy required to act as a bthysitter, which he
does reluctantly, whereas this Is a common occupation for girls. But
even here the achievement and learning aspect for boys is not forgotten.
In the course of his term as sitter he is required to use his ingenuity to
get his foolish sister out of a locked closet.

In the readers, gender terminology is often used as a means of
indicating or underlining characteristics in animals or inanimate things.
Soft, delicate fluffy kittens are usually female. So Is the lazy magpie.
Boisterous, playful dogs are male. Old people who are mean and ugly
are female (possibly an unconscious carryover of the wicked old witch
syndrome, but where is the equally infamou3 bogey man?). Wise old
people are without exception male, and a human being of any stature is
male by definition. Thus, hierogtyphotogists are `men" who study
Egyptian writings, and elsewhere we meet "sayings of Wise Men." We
don't want to be unreasonable and hold the readers responsible for the
sexism bunt into the English language, which symbolically has handed
over the entire world to the men, with pronouns like the bisexual "he"
for hearishe, and words like "mankind" that stand for all of us. But
the readers don't have to extend this practice by defining archeologists
as "men" who dig. Archeologists are also women. Why not, simply,
"people" who dig? A preponderantly female Red Cross Unit is referred
to as "brothers." Why not as "one family"? The builtin sexism of our
common language is loud and clear in a comment made to the young
Oliver Perry on these pages: "You're certainly not up to a man's work,
So you'll start as a scrubwoman."
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Illustration from Childress, White and Wetter
from Fun Wherever We Are, Copyright 1965
by Scott, Foresman and Company. Repro
duced by permission of the publisher.

When Sally is frightened by a steam shovel, she jumps into Daddy's
arms and drops her teddy bear. Daddy and Dick reassure her that the
shovel will bring it back to her. Jane stands by and smites.

Incompetency and Mishap& Both boys and girls have mishaps
with equal frequency, but girls' mishaps come about while carrying out
domestic responsibilities or through simply being female (hence
foolish). Boys' accidents come about through rough housing or
adventuring. Thus, one kind of mishap results from stupidity, the other
from curiosity and enthusiasm. One girl manages to get dirty simply by
sitting down whereas an active boy soils his clothing by playing with a
dog. There are often stories about girls who have ripped and spoiled
their clothing, and, In one rare instance, when this happens to a boy,
the school principal appoints his assistant, a woman, to do the mending.
Boys' 'mishaps are thoroughly mitigated because they are part of an
adventurous experience from which they profit. If a boy is temporarily
incompetent, say in putting a toy together, the ineptitude doesn't last
long and he soon fixes it. Girls had better make it on the first chance as
they are not given a second try. They don't. A girl falls from stilts on
her first attempt and that is her final downfall; she gets no other
chance. All too typically, a girl's failure is often in tandem with a boy's
success. A boy solves a problem that a mother and daughter cannot
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unravel. A girl who mistakes a stick for a snake is shown the light and
reassured by a boy. Boys are seldom conned. That's for girls. A foolish
princess believes every word she hears, Just as Red Riding Hood believes
the wolf. In one amazing story the author, by some Freudian slip,
changer the sex of the stupid female kitten in time for "him" to outwit
the fox!

Victimizing and Humiliating the Opposite Sex and Excessive
Agression. We discovered close to 100 stories that condoned meanness
and cruelty as part of the story line. This figure would be tar higher if
we had included fantasy and animal stories in our statistical count.
There were 67 stories in which one sex demeaned the other: 65 of these
were directed against girls, only 2 against boys. This particular aspect of
cruelty would be greatly swelled if fantasy tales were included as well.
Girls are attacked as a class. The negative behavior always goes
unpunished and Is never commented upon as such. The way to gain a
sense of superiority albeit a highly immature one, is to make someone
else seem unimportant. Possibly this is a misguided attempt on the part
of the readers to co-opt the boys, since they have more difficulty
learning to read and girls usually outstrip them in this all-important area
in the early school years. More likely, however, It reflects the way
society unconsciously views females.

There is also a slightly higher frequency and less subtle onslaught
of these stories In the early grades when children are young and
impressionable. Since we find this fault such a serious one, we would
like to point out that Sullivan, Harper and Row, Houghton-Mifflin, and
MacMillan, In that order, are the chief offenders, although the other
series follow closely behind.

In the stories of excessive aggression, it is notable that males are
usually the aggressors and that females are only one of several types of
victims. But girls as well as boys Join in the sport of demeaning girls in
their anxiety to please the power faction. You can hear them put
themselves down with remarks like: "I'm Just a girl but I know enough
not to do that." or, "Even I can do it and you know how stupid I am."
The readers give boys the ammunition, if society hasn't done so
already, to attack girls as foolish, vain, silly, dumb, boring, no good at
games and sports, etc. ad nauseum. To be in the company of girls
lowers one's status, children learn at age six, as they are learning to
read. Boys are never ridiculed as members of the group "mate." In the
65 stories In which the readers ridicule and demean girls, girls are
excluded from groups, rejected from gangs, deliberately shown up as
scaredy -cats and made fun of for their domesticity. A boy ridicules
some girls who are cooking by remarking: "... but who wants to eat
dinner with a lot of girls anyway?", ". . good thing for a girl to learn
to cook", "... women sure are funnyl" One girl gets into a baseball
team but the other team laughs at her and at the team since "They
must be terrible if they have a girl pitcher." "Don't be silly", says a
small boy to his older sister when she points out his error, "Girls never
understand anything."
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Not only do boys tease girls for their stupidity when they make
mistakes, they show them up repeatedly by succeeding where girls fall.
They charitably "allow" girls to do things "even though" they aria girls,
but the smartest girl in the class Is not smart enough to get on the
passenger list of a time machine in a reader story space is reserved for
the smartest boy.

It is Important to note that while boys are being given permission
to vent a twisted type of aggression and sadism, girls are being told not
only to suppress their natural aggressive urges but to accept their role as
victims and passive foils without a struggle. Quite often, animal stories
offer a mask behind which aggressive tricks can be played, as in the case
of Mr. Fox who tricks Mr. Crow by flattery until Mr. Crow opens his
mouth and loses his food to the fox. Aggression of the excessive type is
shown twice as often by male children as they shoot animals to prove
their strength, trick girls, animals and other boys in a sadistic manner.
Now and then a girl hits or strikes back at a boy, or is rude to another
girl, but she has to become a witch before a female may be permitted
any real wickedness. And witches usually get it In the end. Of all t"
areas stuo;c3, girlbaiting and belittling has the most pernicious
potential for lowering the self-esteem of females, too young yet to
assess the truth of the claims that they are the inferior sex.

freeling and Expressing Emotion. Neither girls nor boys in the
reader3 exhibit any realistic range of human emotions, but even the few
permitted are off-limits to boys. Emotions belong to the lesser sex,
something that weak, foolish people alone experience. Boys must fight
back fears and tears, while girls succumb without a struggle to irrational
terrors and foolish weeping. Only on the pages of a reader does a girl
weep non-stop from morning to night over a broken doll. Only on the
pages of a reader does a boy remain impassive while his canoe proceeds
out of control through the rapids. Gender determines these things.
Other natural emotions such as anger, joy, compassion, sadness, even
love, make only brief appearances in the entire series. Spontaneity and
honest expression of feelings is a rare thing indeed, here or in life, but
its absence In the readers is the more lamentable because it reinforces
unreasoning cultural taboos against expressing emotions, and reduces
those that can be expressed into mere sexrole stereotypes. It is cruel to
urge young boys to suppress all feelings and to stunt little girls by
urging them to vent immature ones. One emotion, however, is dwelt on
almost obsessively In the readers. Fear. For this reason, we are
discussing it as a separate entity.

Fear. As we have examined in Section 1, the chief stereotype for
boys has to do with the maintenance of a facade of bravery and
dauntlessness, like the boy who has to face a moral decision about
whether to sustain his sister's flattering image of him as a pillar of
strength or to tell her the truth about his feelings. The image of girls as
fearful and inadequate serves only too well to further enhance boys'
aura of success, and shore up the male ego. Girls are used to making
such sacrifices.
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Illustration from McCracken and Wa(cutt,
Basic Reading, 0. Book. Copyright 1970,
1964 by J.R. Lippincott Co. Reproduced by
permission of the publisher.

In the readers, girls are heard to express fears three times more often
than boys. Girls, are fearful of woods, older boys, snakes, insects, the
dark, animals, and sometimes, alas, "just everything" and are allowed,
even encouraged, to bang on to their tears. For boys, a recurrent theme
Is overcoming tear through suppression or perseverence. Take the tear
of water. Little boys fight it; little girls hang their clothes on a hickory
limb and don't go near it. Boys struggle with and subdue tears of
horses, heights, crawly things, the dark, and even of a buffalo stampede.
One boy overcomes his fear of horses and rides on in an emergency.
When two little girls stand on chairs and shriek for their younger (!)
brother to rescue them from a frog, it is In the best feminine tradition.

Comedy and humor. There is little In the readers to relieve the
deadly seriousness. What passes for humor has already been discussed
under "Demeaning the Opposite Sex." That a girl bakes a cake and
forgets to serve it can only be funny if you think girls are foolish. The
other attempts at humor come through animal escapades, such as a hen
who lays square eggs. Again, the females of the species are the silly ones
as epitomized by Mrs. Goose who takes a bath without water. Just like
a woman!

Loneliness, Boredom, and Aimless Activity. Only a handful of
stories take up loneliness and boredom but quite a few stories of the
tiller type have to do with aimless activity. These tatter stories seem to
have no point to make, as if they were put in between acts to give the
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real actors time to change their clothes. And so it will come as no
surprise that girls predominate in these stories two to one, standing
around, watching television, sitting in the sandbox or getting new
clothes. The same ratio holds for loneliness and boredom. A girl who is
lonely and bored on a rainy day is resigned to her fate (while her
mother and sister who are busy with the cleaning are apparently
resigned to theirs), but a boy who finds himself bored in school devises
an imaginary journey through Dictionopolts and amuses himself with
new words. Boys are rarely described as lonely.

The Motivation Gap. Rarely are we offered an explanation why
people behave as they do. Why do boys tease girls? Why are women
mean to animals or mothers cross with children? Why are children so
unkind and even cruel to newcomers in their midst? People, simply,
come in two styles good and bad. To present the world in this
motivationless way implies the even more insidious idea that all these
traits and more are inborn, not subject to change. The same is true for
sexrole stereotypes. They are presented as given, not created.

On the rare occasions when the readers do try to explain these
"phenomena", their rationale seldom accords with any existing theory
of behavior. It appears to be derived intact from "common knowledge"
which could wore properly be called common ignorance (most of it
collected and preserved and passed along from reader to reader till ft
reaches our children). An example of such "motivation eiplanation"
appears in a story about a bully. His abominable behavior is attributed
solely to the fact that his mother works in contrast to the good boy
whose mother is home all day. Vaal kind of idea is this, we wonder, to
instill in the minds of millions of school children whose mothers work
outside the home, and whose families are dependent on that income?

Physical Appearance. Boys never seem to care how they look, but
girls have a great need to be beautiful and well-groomed. Do the readers
attempt to correct this imbalance? On the contrary. Girls are
encouraged to dress up and play, to covet clothes and to preen, whereas
clothing or physical attractiveness is virtually ignored in relation to
boys.

Everybody knows a princess is always beautiful. Again, by
definition. Is she also interesting, intelligent, humourous or witty, kind,
adventurous they seldom say. We assume so since beauty notoriously
fades so fast and princesses live happily ever after. But what about the
prince? He's usually handsome but that's rarely his only claim to fame.

Size is frequently mentioned. Any illustrator of readers knows
that girls are invariably smaller than boys. If a visitor from Outer Space
picked up one of these books, he or she would have to assume from the
illustrations that girls as a species come smaller and younger than boys
on planet Earth.

The reader girls are indeed stunted. . . in all ways. Nice girls
finish last!
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Section III

Adult Role Models

Illustration from McCracken and. Wakutt,
Basic Reading, C. Book. Copyright 1969,
1963 by .7, B. Lippencott Co. Reproduced
by permission of the publisher.

In the readers, there are many role models for boys to shop
among, froin which to select a skill, a trade, a profession. Men are
shown in almost every conceivable role; for girls, the Reader Seal of
Approval is reserved for one form of service or another, with wife or
mother the overwhelming favorite. A girl with any other designs on the
future must consider herself some kind of misfit, even though one
indomitable woman does slip through and succeed in becoming a
doctor. It is hardly enough to give back perspective. Painter, lawyer,
lighthouse keeper, baker, whaler, naturalist girls need not apply.
Architect, scientist, mathmatician, engineer, professor it's a closed
union unless you have the right sex. Technicians, factory workers, sales
personnel and other occupations, in reality open to both sexes on a
large scale, are 100% male in the readers. To be more exact, there are
147 different possibilities suggested for boys. For girls, a were 26.1
Adult males are job ho:ders and fathers. Adult females are either job
holders or mothers, rarely both. Only direct necessity drives mother to

1See Tables Six and Seven.
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work, never mere desire or special skill or burning talent. The entire
reader study of 134 books unearths only three working mothers,
though the United States Office of Labor statistics tells us that 38% of
all working women have children under 18.2 A young girl is constantly
being "sold" on nursing over doctoring, stenography over business
administration, teaching over school administration, and on mother-
hood over all other alternatives. The little Iamb asks her mother what
she can be, and Mother says: "You can be a sheep. A mother sheep, just
like me," The message is rarely this explicit; it doesn't have to be.

The reader mother is a limited, colorless, mindless creature. She
wants nothing for herself you have to assume, since her needs are
mentioned only once in this entire study when she treats herself to
some earrings on a shopping trip. She Is what we have all been looking
for all our lives, the perfect servant. Not only does she wash, cook,
clean, nurse, and find mittens; these chores constitute her only
happiness. In illustrations she frequently appeals in the classic servant's
posture, body slightly bent forward, hands clasped, eyes riveted on the
master of the house or the child. She is perpetually on call, perpetually
available, perpetually a reproach to any female who might aspire to
anything more than waiting on others. Says Jack In a retelling of "Jack
and the Beanstalk:" "Mother, get me my ax." And mother gets the ax.

The mother in the readers Is more remarkable for what she
doesn't do than for what she does do. She is never shown making
something of her own or working at some task unconnected with
domestic duty. Children never hush to allow her to concentrate. They
never help with chores in order for her to have some time of her own.
They never bring her cups of tea while she relaxes with the papers.
They never meet her at the station or the airport as she returns from
some independent expedition. Her unlucky son sits up on a tree for
hours waiting for father to come home and rescue him with the ladder.
Clearly, one needs masculine resourcefulness to think of such an
ingenious solution.

Wives and mothers are not only dull; sometimes they are actually
unpleasant! One mother chases the children with a rolling pin and a
wife nags her husband until he misses his three wishes. Mom spanks,
yells, gets mad. She hates fun and spontaneity almost as much as she
hates dirt. In fantasy stories, women are sometimes extremely cruel to
animals.

Father Is the "good guy" in the family. He's where the fun is. He
builds things with his children, and takes them hunting, fishing, and up
In planes. He solves the problem& No wonder he's allowed to rest and
relax in his favorite chair so often. If mother isn't, could it mean what
it seems to mean that she does no "real" work and therefore doesn't
deserve a rest?

2See Women at Work, United States Government Publications, 1969,
comparative tables.
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Responsibility in the home is rigidly defined. The inside jobs go
to Mom, the outside jobs to Pop, along with all the mechanical tatfures.
Father's the fixer, even though Mother actually uses most of the
domestic equipment. For mother to change a tire would be as
blasphemous as if father were to whip up the supper. Sooner would the
readers have children witness a little violence and cruelty than such
unsettling social patterns. In one little attempted comedy, a husband
and wife change roles with disastrous results. The moral is clear: we
must each be content with what we are meant to be.

Sometimes we wondered during this study why all the marriages
shown in the readers are so joylmt% There's no closeness between
husband and wife all the interaction is between parent and child.
There's virtually no touching between adults. Fathers rarely give wives a
hug. Mothers never kiss husband or anybody else. Outside of sadhappy
waves from a doorway, and food offering, demonstrations of affection
are outof-bounds. Yet marriage is presented not only as the happy
ending but as the only ending. Single parents, In real life a sizeable
statistic in this country, are rarely permitted on stage in the readers (as
if they had a communicable disease.) In one reader story they come
right out and say it: "It's so good to have a man around the house,"
though the man in question is an outofwork relative who is invited to
move in with the struggling widow and her two children. This
clich6 Is not inevitably wrong; but used in a situation like this, it has
the effect of belittling the survival skills which the woman has already
demonstrated.

Parents never "have words", let alone conflicts with each other.
Now and then a wife will nag her husband into doing something foolish,
or give him bad advice which he quite properly Ignores, as the story
proves. Any lessthanperfect marriages are projected onto animals, like
the cat and dog who set up house together, she (cat) to do the
housekeeping and he (dog) the rest. When he finds her asleep one day,
he accuses her of laziness and they fight like, well, cats and dogs, ever
after.

Single females don't hang around the readers very long; they are
In the marketplace, quite frankly, like the girl who attended the king's
birthday patty because "it might be a good place to catch a husband."
One backward nlneteenyearold daughter is prodded by her mother
and told she ought to be thinking of getting married. No mother Is in a
hurry to unload a son, and never are males casting about in search of a
wife as their ultimate goal unless, of course, she has a kingdom
attached. If love Is woman's whole life, it is because her life Is, perforce,
an incomplete one.

Victorian children's morality tales that picture the most sadistic
punishments for the mildest crimes such as bad table manners have
been routed from our children's libraries and exiled to the curio shelves.
They are no longer considered suitable for impressionable young minds.
Yet Victorian modes of living and Victorian casts of thought throw a
long shadow over the readers. Because these are no longer applicable to
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the present situation (it they ever were more than a middle class
delusion) and immoral besides In the bias and strictures against
women's participation in lite, it is time we re-examined these attitudes
and let the sun shine In.
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Section IV

BIOGRAPHIES

Much of the inspirational material in the readers is found In the
biographies. As we pointed out in the statistical summary, they are
overwhelmingly male -- 119 stories about 88 men, and 27 stories about
17 women Governmental leaders as disparate as Alexander the Great,
George Washington, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt are portrayed, yet
women of power such as Cleopatra, Queen Elizabeth 1, or Queen
Victoria never appear. To be sure, there is Joan of Arc. There is always
Joan of Arc, although one story about her life made a special point of
describing how her parents sent her brothers to protect her! Other
favorites such as Amelia Earhart, Marian Anderson, Marie Curie, and
Helen Keller also bow in at least once. We're glad to see them and
others like them whose lives have been great personal achievements
against great odds. But we wonder why there is a blanket of silence
about women whose lives have had political implications. Where are
women like Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, Lucy Stone,
Sojourner Truth, or Amelia Bloomer? Where is Rachel Carson? Or even
an old favorite like Clara Barton?

The readers give the impression that the only people who make
history are men. Mother, who were those women walking down Fifth
Avenue with placards? Silence. Why were those women chaining
themselves to the White House railings? More silence. One half of the
citizenry of a country founded on freedom win the right to vote after a
long struggle and the whole chapter is passed over as if history had
made a terrible gaffe. To be sure the readers are not history books and
are under no obligation to show all phases of our national history. But
since they do attempt to provide children with historical role models,
they are obligated to show women as people who can change history
and can act in their own interests. Otherwise we are left with images of
women as spectators and handmaidens of history a Betsy Ross, for
example.

In addition to biographies of real people, boys are given a number
of fictional lives to contemplate. Girls have nothing comparable. For
example Dick Whittington, twice Lord Mayor of London, summarizes
in his life story all the various elements that make for active mastery.
He is an orphan, thus autonomous. He is industrious. He perseveres at
school, saves his money, wins a fortune through his ingeniousness,
marries his master's daughter (the prize), achieves power by becoming
Lord Mayor, and is generative to his constituency! For girls there are
only Cinderellas and beautiful princesses who have no direct hand in
their own fates. Steeping Beauties all!

See Tables Four and Five.
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